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A Dictionary of

Slang aed its Analogues.

trada reale
Highlanders,
subs. phr. (mili-

tary). —The 1st

Batt. Gordon
Highlanders, late

The 75th Foot
(King). [Ini8i2

the regiment was detailed for

Mediterranean service, and for

some time formed the Main Guard
of the Governor's residence in

the Strada Reale, Valetta.]

Straddle, subs. (Stock Exchange).

—A contract in which the holder

can call for (or the signatory can

deliver) stock at a fixed price : a

speculation covering both a put
and a CALL (q.v.): cf. Spread-
eagle. Also as verb.

Verb. (American political).—

To adopt a non-committal atti-

tude ; to favour both sides ;
' to

sit on the fence ' {q.v.)'. also as

subs.

1884. Nation, 3 July, 4. The plat-

form contains the well-known plank

straddling the tariff question.

Straights (the), subs. (old

London). —See quot. 1816.

[Nares :
' formerly frequented by

profligates ; a Cant name.] See

Bermudas.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Faire,

ii. 6. Look into my angle o' the town (the

streights, or the Bermudas) where the

quarrelling lesson is read. Ibid. Turn
pirates here at land, Ha' their Bermudas,
and their straights i' th' Strand.

1816. Gifford, Jonson. Note to

above. Cant names then given to the

places frequented by bullies, knights of

the post, and fencing masters. . . . These
streights consisted of a nest of obscure
courts, alleys, and avenues, running be-

tween the bottom of St Martin's Lane,
Half Moon, and Chandos Street.

Adj. (colloquial).—Straight,
generic for honesty, has, like

ROUND (q.v.), and SQUARE (q.v.),

a large colloquial vogue. Thus
a straight ( = an exact)

thinker ; a straight ( = a chaste)

piece (q.v.); a STRAIGHT (=
an out - and - out) Tory : hence
STRAIGHT-OUT= thorough-going

;

straight ( = NEAT: also duty-

paid) whiskey; straight (=
candid) speech; straight ( =
honest) people, living, etc.

;

straight ( = honestly acquired)

goods : also of persons = square
(q.v.); a straight (=a trust-

worthy) tip, griffin, etc. (q.v.);



Straights. Strain.

a straight ( = an unsmiling)

FACE; STRAIGHT (or STRAIGHT-
OUT = outright, thorough

;

STRAIGHT UP AND DOWN(lN THE
STRAIGHT, Or ON THE STRAIGHT)
= plain , honest, free from crooked-

ness of all kinds; OUT of the
straight= dishonest, crooked.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 88.

I'm a STRAiGHT-spoken kind o' creetur,

That blurts right out what's in his head.

1856. New York Courier, Sept. In
the Presidential contest of 1844, no man
was more fierce in his hostility to Henry
Clay than the present candidate of the
straight Whigs for the Vice-Presidency.

1872. New York Tribune, 7 Mar.
When . . . Blair . . . declared, in a
speech from the steps of the Manhattan
Club, that the main plank in the Demo-
cratic platform was whiskey straight, he
probably shocked a few of his more
orthodox and respectable hearers.

1886. Fort. Rev., n.s., xxxix. 76.

Dissipating their rare and precious cash on
whiskey straight in the ever-recurring

bar-rooms.

1886. St James s Gaz., n Nov.
'The husband of Lady Usk, a virtuous

lady, who, as we are frequently told, is

perfectly straight and all that sort of
thing.'

1887. Referee, 17 Ap. ' But going
to first principles, nothing can be straight-
er or more likely to work to an employer's
interest than for his jockey to back his own
mount.'

1872. Nation, 22 Aug., 113. Other
straight-outs, as they call themselves
. . . cannot take Grant and the Re-
publicans. Ibid. (1888), 6 Dec, 459.
He shows himself to be a man of wide
reading, a pretty straight thinker, and a
lively and independent critic.

1891. Gould, Double Event, 11.

He's got the straight griff for something.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 9. ' If

that isn't a good 'un,' the bookie cried,
1
I'll forfeit a fiver, straight.'

1901. Free Lance, 30 Nov., 217. 1.

Uncommonly sharp sons, who, if they live,

and run straight, may get into the

Cabinet or do anything else.

1902. Lynch, High Stakes, xxix.

When he had me locked in with him he
gave me the straight tip.

1903. Kennedy, Sailor Tramp, xix.

What do I know about him? Why that

he's all right. That he's straight goods.

In the straight, adv. phr.

(common).—Nearing the end
;

within sight of a finish ; orig. a

racing term.

1903. T. P.'s Weekly, 2 Jan., 248. 1.

Good, I'm in the straight now . . .

Thank Heaven that's done.

Straight as a pound of
Candles (or as a loon's leg),

adv. phr. (common).—As
honest as may be. Also 'as

straight as the backbone of a

herring (Ray), as a die, arrow,'

etc.

1748. Smollett, Rod. Random, xiii.

My hair . . . hung down upon my
shoulders, as lank and straight as a
POUND OF CANDLES.

1865. Downing, Letters, 42. They
were puzzled with the accounts ; but I saw
through it in a minit, and made it all AS
STRAIGHT AS A LOON'S LEG.

Straight ! intj. (common).

—

Fact ! Honest Injun !

1890. Chevalier, Costers Court-
ship. Straight ! ses I, I'm on the job for

better or for wuss.

Straight- laced, adj. phr. (B.E.

and Grose).— ' Precise, squeem-
ish, puritanical, nice.'

Strain, verb. (venery).—To
copulate : see Ride.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,

(Tyrwhitt), 9627. ' Merchant's Tale.' He
that night in armes wold hire streine.

1601. Shakspeare, Hen. VIII. ,iv. 1.

Our King has all the Indies in his arms,
And more and richer when he strains
that lady.

To strain hard, verb, phr.

(B. E.)—'To ly heavily.'



Straw,. Strappado.

To strain one's taters, verb.

/Ar. (common).—To urinate: see

Piss.

Stram, subs, (colloquial). — I. A
walk ; spec, a society parade. As
verb= to walk stiffly: also (pro-

vincial : Halliwell) = to dash
down violently, to beat.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 508. I hed
sech a stram this mornin'.

2. (venery).

—

See Strumpet.

Stramash, subs, (colloquial).—

A

disturbance ; a rough and
tumble {q.v.). Aszw£= tobeat,

bang, destroy.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg.
' House Warming.' More calling and
bawling, and squalling and falling, Oh,
what a fearful stramash they're all in.

1855. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xxxvi.

I and three other University men . . .

had a noble stramash on Folly Bridge.

That is the last fighting I have seen.

Stram mel. See Strummel.

Stram mer, subs, (colloquial).

—

Anything exceptional : ^Whop-
per. Stramming = huge, great.

Stranded,^', (colloquial).—Pen-
niless; friendless.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 26. Now,
the bank was a trifle dyspeptic—a quid
was its longest reach—And Yiffler could see

himself stranded, for he sighted a pebbly
beach.

Stranger, subs, (common).— 1.

A sovereign: formerly a guinea

(Grose) : see Rhino.

2. (common. )—A visitor : cf.

the folk-saying of a badly burning

candle, or a stalk in tea :
'A

stranger's coming.'

Strangle-Goose, subs.phr. (old).

—A poulterer (Grose).

Strap, subs. (old).— i. A
barber. [Strap, a barber in

Smollett's Roderick Random,
1748.]

2. (common).—Credit : orig.

credit for drink. On strap=
'on TICK' {q.V.)', STRAPPED =
penniless, bankrupt. See Hard-
up.

1857. Nat. Intelligencer, Oct.
Lowndes is strapped ; had to pay his
wife's cousin's last quarter's rent, which
consumed what he had reserved for current
expenses.

1903. Kennedy, Sailor Tramp, 1.

ix. 'Say, . . . are you strapped?' 'Oh
. . . I'm not hard up. I'm all right.'

Ibid., 11. i. Why didn't you come to me
when you were strapped?

Verb, (venery).— 1. 'To lie

with a woman ' : see Greens and
Ride (B.E. and Grose).

2. (common).—To flog ; to

beat. Hence strapping (or a
DOSE OF STRAP-OIL or OIL OF
strap'em) = a thrashing ; an
April fool joke is to send a lad for
' a penn'orth of strap oil '

: cf.

Stirrup-oil.

3. (Scots).—To hang.

1825. Scott, St Ronan's Well, xiv.

It's a crime baith by the law of God and
man, and mony a pretty man has been
strapped for it.

4. (old).—To work (Grose).

See Blackstrap.

Strappado, subs. (old).—A form
of torture : the culprit, his legs

tied, was hoisted by a rope

fastened to his arms behind his

back, and was given a rapid

descent stopped so suddenly that

the jerk often dislocated the joints

of arms and shoulders. This was
repeated once or twice. Cf.

Scavenger's Daughter.



Strapper. Straw.

1587. Hakluyt; Voyages, 11. 253.
It was told vs we should have ye strap-
pado.

1598. Shakspeare, Hen. IV., ii.

4. An I were at the strappado, or all

the racks in the world, I would not tell

you on compulsion.

c. 1603. Heywood, Woman Killed,
etc. [Pearson, Works (ify^), 11. 141]. I

would ... Be rack'd, strappado'd, put
to any torment.

1613. Purchas, Pilgrimage, 341.
They vse also the strappado, hoising
them vp and downe by the armes with a
corde.

1622. Markham, Epist. of Warre.
Strappado [enumerated with] gallow,
gibbets, and scaffolds [which the Provost
Marshall was bound to provide on occasion.]

1633. Callot, Miseres. [In this

work there is a sketch of a culprit suspended
from a high beam, the executioner holding
with both hands the end of one of four
spokes which act like a wheel and lever for

hoisting or lowering the culprit, the exe-
cutioner's right foot pressing against a
lower spoke, his left foot on the ground.]

1688. R. Holme, Acad. Armory, in.

vii. 310. [Holme writes as though the
strappado were still in use in the army]
the jerk not only breaketh his arms to
pieces, but also shaketh all his joynts out
of joint ; which punishment is better to be
hanged, than for a man to undergo.

Strapper, subs. (old).
—

' Aswinge-
ing two-handed woman' (B. E.
and Grose) ; anything big or

bulky: cf. Whopper. Strap-
ping= tall, robust, well-made.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie
[Works (1725), iv. 105]. At last a crew of
strapping jades, That were, or should have
been her maids.

1681. Radcliffe, Ovid Travestie,

3. Has he not got a Lady that's a
strapper? Ibid., 26. A strapping Lass,
She must be marry'd, or she'll grow too
busy.

1694. Congreve, Double Dealer, iii.

10. Then that other great strapping
Lady.

1700. Farquhar, Constant Couple,
i. 1. There are five-and-thirty strapping
officers gone this morning.

1751. Smollett, Pereg. Pickle,
lxxxvii. Ah, you strapper, what a jolly
bitch you are.

1778. Darblay, Diary (1893), i. 88.
'You who are light and little can soon
recover, but I who am a gross man might
suffer severely.' . . . Poor Lady Sadd,
who is quite a strapper, made no answer.

1847. Bronte,
_
Jane Eyre, xx.

' She's a rare one, is she not, Jane ?

'

'Yes, sir.' 'A strapper, a real strap-
per, big, brown and buxom.'

1885. D. Tel., 25 Aug. 'The police,
fine strapping fellows, usually Irish, wear
white ducks in fine weather.'

Stravag (or Stravaig), verb.

(Scots and Irish).—To tramp;
to loaf; to abscond. Hence
STRAVAlGER= a vagabond.

1887. Henley, Villon's Straight
Tip. Your merry goblins soon stravag.

1888. Black, Far Lochaber, vii.

Prancing down to the shore and back from
the shore—and stravayging about the
place.

Straw, subs, (old).— 1. Generic
for worthlessness. Thus, not
worth A straw= of no appreci-

able value ; to care not a
straw = to care not at all ; A man
(or face) of straw= a man of no
standing or substance, a sham : in

quot. 1 700= a fumbler; straw-
bail = professional security

;

STRAW-SHOES (MAN or WITNESS)
= a perjured witness ; STRAW-
BID = a fictitious offer; straw-
bidder= a buyer who cannot
fulfil his contract ; straw-vote
= sl snatch vote; strawyarder
(nautical)= a land-lubber playing

the sailor ; spec, a blackleg doing
shipboard duty during a strike.

d. 1400. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.
And whan that they ben accompliced, yet
ben they not worth a stre.

. . . Nugcp Poeticce, 48. Whatesoevery
he be, and yf that he Whante money to
plede the lawe, Do whate he cane in ys
mater than Shale not prove worthe a
strawe.



Straw. Straw.

c. 1500. Roberte the Deuyll [Hazlitt,
Early Pop. Poetry, i. 229, 261]. The
Duke . . . asked Robert, iff he woulde
lyue vnder awe Of God, and the order of

knight-hode beare, He aunswered : I sett

not thereby a strawe.

1534. Udal, Ralph Roister Doister
[Dodsley, Old Plays (1874), Hi. 128].

Then a straw for her. . . . She shall not

be my wife were she never so fair.

c. 1540. Doctour Doubble-Ale, 10.

Popish lawes ; That are not worth two
strawes, Except it be with dawes.

1604. Shakspeare, Winters Tale,

iii. 2. Mistake me not ; no life, I prize

it not A straw, but for mine honour.

1675. ^
Wycherley, Country Wife,

iv. 3. I will not be your drudge by day,

to squire your wife about, and be your
man of straw or scarecrow only to pies

and jays that would be nibbling at your
forbidden fruit.

1700. Dryden, Wife ofBath's Tale.

When you my ravish'd predecessor saw
You were not then become this man of
straw.

Ward, Hud. Rediv., 1.

valu'd if A STRAW,
like Hunter's o'er a five-

*1°S
9. No Zealot valu'd if a straw. But
mounted . .

barr'd Gate.

1740. North, Examen, 508. Off
drops the vizor, and a face of straw
appears.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, vi.

387. All those, however, were men of
straw with me.

1754. Fielding, Jon. Wild, 1.

ii. . . . He had likewise the remarkable
honour of walking in Westminster Hall
with a straw in his shoe.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
198. To me how all your matters go,

Don't signify a single straw.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 104. The players are not men of
straw as I foolishly believed.

1827. Lytton, Pelham, iii. He
cared not a straw that he was a man of

fortune, of family, of consequence; he
must be a man of ton, or he was ... no
man.

1848. Thackeray, Snobs, xviii.

Why the deuce should Mrs Botibol blow
me a kiss ? . . . I don't CARE A straw for

Mrs Botibol.

1876. Telegram from Washington,
13 Mar. [Bartlett]. The House post-

office committee has agreed to report

Luttrell's bill to prevent straw-bidding
for mail contracts, and to punish straw-
bidders when caught.

1892. Sydney, England and Eng-
lish, ii. 275. Perjury at this time [c. 1750]

was a regular trade. . . . The lawyer who
required convenient witnesses . . . going
into Westminster Hall . . . would address

a straw-man with a 'Don't you re-

member?' (at the same time holding out

a fee).

1902. Sp. Times, 1 Feb., 2 i. I do
not care two straws what alleged

people write about myself.

2. (common).—A long clay

pipe ; a churchwarden.

3. (common).—A straw hat.

Also strawyard, and (schools)

STRAWER.

Phrases. In the straw=
in childbed (Grose) ; to break
A STRAW= to quarrel ; TO LAY A
straw= to pause ; to draw (or

pick) straws = to show signs of

sleep ; a pad in the straw=
anything amiss ; to throw
straws against the wind
(Coles) = to essay the im-

possible. Also (proverbial) ' A
straw shows which way the

wind blows
'

; ' He gives STRAW
to his dog, and bones to his ass

'

(of one given to absurdities)

;

' To make a block of a STRAW '

;

'To stumble at a straw and
leap over a block,' etc., etc.

1526. Pilgr. Perf [W. de W., 1531],

93. Lest of a strawe we make a block.

1551. Still, Gammer Gurton's
Needle, v. 2. Ye perceive by this lingring

there is a pad in the straw.

15 [?] Collier, Old Ballads [Halli-
well]. Here lyes in dede the padde
within the strawe.

1562. J. Heywood. Prov. and Epig.

(1867), 76. s.v. Ye stumbled at a strawe,
and lept ouer a blocke.



Strawberry. Streak.

1564. Udal, Erasmus's Apoph., 68.

I prophecie (quoth he) that Plato and
Dionysius wil erre many daies to an ende
breake a strawe betwene them.

1637. Holland, Camden, 141. But
lay A straw here, for in a trifling matter
others as well as myselfe may thinke these
notes sufficient, if not superfluous.

1662. Fuller, Worthies, 'Lincoln.'
Our English plain Proverb de Puerperis,
' they are in the straw,' shows Feather-
Beds to be of no ancient use among the
common sort of our nation.

1705. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 1. iv. 18.

We sipp'd our Fuddle As Women in the
straw do Caudle.

1710. Swift, Pol. Conv., iii. Lady
Ans. I'm sure 'tis time for all honest
folks to go to bed. Miss. Indeed my eyes
draw straws. (She's almost asleep.)

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Straw. One eye draws straw, and
t'other serves the thatcher.

1786. Burgoyne, Heiress, i. 1. Mrs
Blandish. You take care to send to all the

lying-in ladies? Prompt. At their doors,

madam, before the first load of straw.
(Reading his memorandum, as he goes
out.) Ladies in the straw, ministers,

etc.

1796. Wolcot, Peter Pindar, 213.

Their eyelids did not once pick straws,
And wink and sink away ; No, no, they
were as brisk as bees.

1839. Hood, Miss Kilmansegg. Al-

though, by the vulgar popular saw, All

mothers are said to be in the straw,
Some children are born in clover.

Strawberry, subs, (common).

—

A nevus ; a birthmark.

c. 1866. Burnand and Sullivan, Box
andCox. Have you a strawberry mark
on your left arm? No! Then you are

my long lost brother.

TO CUT DOWN AN OAK, AND
SET UP A STRAWBERRY, verb.

pkr. (old).—To waste; cf. Ital.

Cavar un chiodo e piantar una
cavicchia ( =To dig up a nail and
plant a pin).

Strawberry-leaves, subs. phr.

(common).—A dukedom: a ducal

coronet is ornamented with eight

strawberry-leaves.

Strawberry- preacher, subs,

phr. (old).—A non-resident ; one
who visited his cure only once a

year.

Strawboots, subs, (military).—

1. The 7th Dragoon Guards ;

also Old Strawboots, and The
Straws. Also (2) the 7th Hus-
sars. [Tradition says from these

regiments having been employed
in quelling agricultural riots. ]

Straw-chipper, subs. pkr. (old).

—A barber; cf. Strummel-
FAKER and NOB-THATCHER.

1823. Moncrieff, Tom and Jerry,
i. 5. Our dashing straw-chippers . . .

in Burlington Arcade.

Strawing, subs, (streets').—See
quot.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

229. Strawing, or selling straws in the

street, and giving away with them some-
thing that is really or fictionally forbidden

to be sold, as indecent papers, political

songs, and the like.

Straw-ride, subs. phr. (Ameri-

can).—A driving excursion in a

STRAWED-down van or sleigh.

Strawyard, subs, (tramps').—

See quot.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11.

138. They come back to London to avail

themselves of the shelter of the night

asylums or refuges for the destitute (usually

called straw-yards by the poor).

Hence, like a strawyard
bull, phr. (common).—A jocose

retort to the question, ' How are

you ?
'

' Like a strawyard bull,
full of fuck and half-starved.'

See Straw, subs. 3.

Streak, subs. (American).— 1. A
mental peculiarity: cf Twist,
Kink, etc. Also a fit of temper

:

whence streaky, adj. = (1)



Streak. Street.

irritable ; short-tempered
; (2)

mean
; (3) flabbergasted

{q.v.); and (4) variable. Also
STREAKED.

1647. Cowley, The Mistress, 'Wis-
dom.' Some streaks, too, of Divinity

ran, Partly of Monk, and partly Puritan.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers. 1 S.

ii. But wen it comes to bein' killed, I tell

ye I felt streaked, The fust time 'tever I

found out wy baggonets wuz peaked.

1855. Haliburton, Human Nature,
1 S. Daniel Webster was a great man, I

tell you ; he'd talk King William out of

sight in half an hour. If he was in your
house of Commons, he'd make some of
your great folks look pretty streaked.

i8[?]. Widow Bedott Papers, 121.

You know almost everybody has their

queer streaks.

1856. Stowe, Dred, 1. 120. Just act,

now, as if you had got a streak of some-
thing in you, such as a man ought for to

have who is married to one of the very first

families in old Virginia.

1888. Eggleston, The Graysons,
xviii. Mrs Button had been churning, and
the butter 'took a contrary streak,' as

she expressed it, and refused to come.

2. (common). — A run ; a
sequence of prosperities or ad-

versities.

Verb. (common).—To de-

camp swiftly ; to go with a rush :

also TO MAKE STREAKS, TO
STREAK OFF LIKE GREASED
LIGHTNING, Or TO GO LIKE A
STREAK.

1604. Heywood, If You Know Not
Me [Pearson, Works (1874) 1. 292].

Have you beheld the like [a blazing star] ?

Look how it streaks.

1768. Ross, Helenore. O'er hill and
dale with fury she did dreel, A' roads to

her were good and bad alike ; Nane o't she
wyl'd, but forward on did streak.

1843. Carlton, New Purchase, 1.

78. I was certain it wasn't no fox or wolf,

but a dog ; and if I didn't streak off like

greased lightnin'.

1845. Simms, Wigyuam and Cabin,
85. 'Twas a satisfaction to have such a
horse, and 'twas a pleasure to crop him,
and streak it away, at a brushing canter,
for a good five miles at a stretch.

1847. Ruxton, Far West, 79.
What brings a duck a streaking it down
stream, if humans ain't behind her? and
who's in these diggins but Indians?

1850. Porter, Tales of South-west,
165. When I did get near, he'd stop and
look, cock his ears, and give a snuff, as if

he'd never seen a man afore, and then
streak it off as if I had been an Indian.

1855. Haliburton, Human Nature,
59. As soon as I touched land, I

streaked it for home, as bard as I could
lay legs to the ground.

1856. Dow, Sermons, in. 108. The
way they are streaking it down the
dark road to ruin is sorrowful to steam
locomotives.

1865. Downing, Letters, 91. I

streaked it for Washington, and it was
well-nigh upon midnight when I reached
the White House.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 172. They
jest streaked it out through the buttery-
door.

1886. Field, 25 Sep. Mayflower,
first to take the breeze, went streaking
away from Galatea.

Streamers, subs. pi. (common).

—

The Aurora Borealis ; Northern
Lights.

1805. Scott, Lay of Last Minstrel,
ii. 8. He knew, by the streamers that
shot so bright, That spirits were riding the
northern light.

Stream's - Town, subs. phr.
(venery). — The female puden-
dum : cf. Monosyllable
(Grose). See Tipperary for-
tune.

Street, subs, (old colloquial).—

1. The people living in a street.

1594. Shakspeare, Love's Lab.
Lost, iv. 3, 281. The street should see
as she walk'd overhead.



Street-ganger. 10 Stretch.

1620. Middleton, Chaste Maid, v.

2. All the whole street will hate us,
And the world point me out cruel.

2. (colloquial). — A capacity,

a method; a line {q.v.): e.g.
1 That's not in my street '=

' I

am not concerned ' or ' That's
not my way of doing,' etc. ; in
THE SAME STREET= (l) on (or

under) the same conditions ; and
(2) equal with.

1362. Chaucer, A.B.C., 70. Than
makest thou his pees with his sovereign,
And bringest him out of the croked
STREETE.

1900. Kennard, Right Sort, xx.
Though not in the same street with
King Olaf, it won't do to estimate Singing
Bird's chance too lightly.

The Street, suds. phr. (old).

—A centre of trade or exchange
;

spec. (American) Wall Street

;

cf. House, Lane, etc.

1612. Peter Martyr [tr. Eden,
First Books on America [Arber], 186].

Common places whyther marchauntes
resort as to the burse or streate.

See Grub Street ; Key
;

Queer Street ; Spin.

Street - ganger, subs. phr.

(thieves').—A beggar.

Street-hound, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can).—A rough, bully, or loafer.

1872. Sacremento Weekly Union,
24 Feb., 2. Pettifoggers, polite loafers,

street-hounds, hoodlums, and bummers.

Street-pitcher, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—Anyone who stands, or

takes a pitch {q.v. ), in the

streets—vendor, mendicant, etc.

Street-walker, subs. phr. (com-
mon).— 1. A harlot working on
the pavement ; see Tart. Hence
street-walking= questing for

men.

2. (old).

—

See quot.

1618. Mynshul, Essays on a Prison
(1821), 59. [Oliphant, New Eng., ii. 64.
He has the new substantives key-turner
(turnkey) and street-walker ; these are
both used of jailers.]

Strength. On the strength,
phr. (colloquial : military).—On
the muster roll.

1889. Forbes [Eng. Illus. Mag., vi.

525]. The colonel had put the widow
woman on the strength ; she was no
longer an unrecognised waif, but had her
regimental position.

Streperous. ^^Obstreperous.

Stretch, subs. (Old Cant).— 1. A
yard.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Stretch . . . The cove was lagged for

prigging a peter with several stretch of
dobbin from a drag.

2. (thieves').—A year ; three
stretch= three years' imprison-

ment.

1877. Horsley, Jottingsfrom Jail.
I did not fall again for a stretch. This
time I got two moon for assaulting the
reelers when canon.

1888. Greenwood, Undercurrents
o/Lond. Life. ' All right, Sam.' ' How
much, Toby?' 'Three stretch,' by
which the sympathetic Sam knows his

friend means 'three years.'

1893. Emerson, Signor Lippo, xiv.

Before you can open a paddin-ken, you
must get a licence from the charpering
carsey which lasts for a stretch.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 116. I

wished I'd been doing a stretch, sir, the
year that we nobbled the crack.

1900. Griffiths, Fast and Loose,
xix. You know me ; if you don't you
ought, for I got you that last stretch in

Tothill Fields.

3. (orig. University : now
general).—A walk. To stretch
a leg (or one's legs)= to walk.

1653. Walton, Complete Angler, 43.
I have stretched my legs up Tottenham
Hill to overtake you.



Stretch. ii 'Strewth.

Verb, (old).— i. To hang; to

swing \q.v.)\ see Ladder.
Stretching (stretching-
match, or stretching-bee)=
a hanging (B. E. and Grose).

1623. Mabbe, Spanish Rogue (1630),
7. He should stretch for it.

c. 1816.] Mayer, Song, ' The Night
Before Larry was Stretched.' The
rumbler jugg'd off from his feet, And he
died with his face to the city.

2. (old).—To exaggerate ; to

lie: 'He stretched hard'=
' He told a whistling lie » (B. E.
and Grose). Hence stretcher
= an exaggeration, a falsehood.

d. 1844. Field, Drama at Pokerville.
Whenever Mrs Oscar Dust told a
stretcher, old Waters was expected to

swear to it.

d. 1879. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 229.
It is only by a stretch of language that
we can be said to desire that which is

inconceivable.

On (or at) a stretch, adv.

phr. (colloquial).—Continuously
;

at one and the same time.

c. 1832. Haliburton, Traits 0/
American Humour. Chunky used to

whistle three days and nights on a
stretch.

1841. Bulwer, Night and Morning,
ii. 8. She could not entertain the child

long on a stretch.

1885. St James's Gaz., 23 Sep.
Drivers and others frequently make twenty-
four hours AT A STRETCH.

TO STRETCH LEATHER, Verb.

phr. (venery). — To possess a

woman : see Ride. Leather
= MUTTON {q.V.)'y LEATHER-
STRETCHER= ihepems : see Prick
and cf. Kid-stretcher.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. vi.

note. The vigour and stretching-
leatherness of the suffering part ; for we
see but very few women, however weakly
they be, but what happily get over the

condition you are in.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1725), iv. 74. If they once do come to-

gether, He'll find that Dido's reaceing
leather.

TO STRETCH ONE'S LEGS AC-
CORDING TO THE COVERLET,
verb. phr. (old).—To adapt one-
self to circumstances ;

' to cut
one's coat according to the cloth

'

(Ray).

TO STRETCH (or STRAIN) A
POINT, verb. phr. (colloquial).

—

To exceed a limit : see Point.

Stretcher, subs, (common).— i.

In pi. = braces. Hence
stretcher - fencer= a vendor
of braces.

2. (University).—A University

Extension student.

3. See Stretch.

4. (B. E.).—'The piece of
Wood that lies cross the Boat
where on the Water-man rests his

Feet.'

Stretch-halter (or Hemp), subs,

phr. (old).—A scoundrel ; one
who badly needs a hanging : cf.

Crack - rope, Wag - halter
;

SCAPE-GALLOWS, etc.

1604. Heywood, If You Know Not
Me [Pearson, Works (1874), 1. 283].
Look here, I know this is the shop, by that
same stretch-halter.

1629. Schoole of Good Manners
[quoted by Nares]. To mocke anybody
by blabboring out the tongue is the part of
stretch-halters and lewd boyes, not of
well mannered children.

Stretchy, adj. (colloquial).

—

Sleepy ; languid ; inclined to

stretch and yawn.

1872. Clemens, Roughing It, xxvii.

In the night the pup would get stretchy
and brace its feet against the old man's
back.

'Strewth, intg. (common).

—

1 God's truth !

'

1892. Kipling, Barrack Room
Ballads, ' C. B.' Drunk and resistin' the
guard ! 'Strewth ! but I socked at 'em
'ard.



Stride. Strike.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 7.

'Strewth ! I'll have a drink, And wish all

pals a prosperous New Year.

Stride, suds, (theatrical).—In//.
= trousers : see Kicks.

To stride A POT, verb. phr.

(common).—To piss (of women)

:

hence as good as ever strode
a pot= as good as ever pissed

(q.v.).

TO TAKE IN ONE'S STRIDE,
verb. phr. (common). — To do
easily, and without an effort, as a

hunter or a steeple-fencer takes a

fence.

Stride-wide, subs. phr. (Old

Cant). — Ale. [Halliwell :

• mentioned in Harrison's Eng-
land, 202'.]

Strike, subs. (common).—

A

sovereign ; 20s. (Grose).

2. (American political).

—

See

quot 1890. Whence STRIKER =
a blackmailer.

1883. Nation, 6 Sep., 200. If he can
elect such a ticket even in Virginia alone

he will take the field after election as a
striker, and will offer his electoral votes to

whichever candidate will give the highest

terms.

1890. Century Did., s.v. Strike, n.

13. Any unscrupulous attempt to extort

money or to obtain other personal advan-
tage by initiating an attack with the

intention of being bought off, as by intro-

ducing a bill into a legislature hostile ' to

some moneyed interest, with the hope of

being paid to let the matter drop.'

Verb. (old).—Generic for get-

ting money : to steal (Harman,
B. E. ) ; to beg, to borrow (e.g. * to

STRIKE (or SPRING, q.v.) a man
for a quid ') ; to get into debt {cf.

TO STRIKE A light= to run up an
alehouse score) : see quot. c. 1696.

Hence striking = a robbery,
• swindle, or imposition ; and
STRIKER = a robber with violence.

1591. Greene, Art ofCony Catching
[Nares]. The cutting a pocket, or picking
a purse, is called striking.

1598. Shakspeare, 1 Hen. IV., ii.

1. 82. I am joined with no foot-land rakers,
no long-staff sixpenny strikers.

1628. Earle, Microcos, Appen. 254.
' Now we have well bousd, let us strike
some chete.'

1655. Shirley, Gent, of Venice
[Nares]. I must borrow money, And that
some call a striking.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Strike . . . Strike all the Cheats, c.

Rob all you meet. Strike the Cull, c.

Beg of that Gentleman. Strike the Cly,
c. get that Fellow's Money from him. He
has struck the Quidds, c. he has got the
Cole from him. He strikes every Body,
c. he borrows Money every where, he runs
in every one's Debt.

2. (venery).—To copulate :

see Ride. Hence striker=

a

wencher.

1620. Burton, Anat. Melan., III.
hi. iv. 1. Gave her a familiar touch with
his wand, which she mistaking for her
lover, said Ah, Landre, a good Knight
should strike before, and not behind.

1639. Massinger, Un. Combat, iv.

2. That, if the sign deceive me not, in

time, Will prove a notable striker, like
his father. /

Strike me blind! intj.

(common).—An oath.

Strike me luck (or lucky),
phr. (old).—Originally used in

clenching a bargain : the hands
were struck together, and the
buyer left a luck-penny in the

hands of the seller. Hence an
oath or ejaculation (Bee).

1616. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Scornful Lady, ii. Come strike me
luck with earnest and draw the writings.
There's a God's-penny for thee.

1664. Butler, Hudibras, 11. i. 540.
But if that's all you stand upon, Here,
strike me luck, it shall be done.

To make A strike, verb. phr.
(colloquial).—To achieve, suc-

ceed, or be lucky : at ninepins :

to knock all the pins down with
one ball.



Strike-me-blind. 13 Stripe.

See Bright ; Heap ; Jigger ;

Oil ; Rich ; Rose.

Strike-me-blind, subs. phr.

(nautical).—Rice.

Strill, subs. (provincial).—

A

cheating lie (Hotten).

String, subs. (printers'). —A
hoax ; a! discredited story.

Hence as verb= to hoax, to de-

ceive. Also (Bee) on a string
(or line)= hoaxed, bamboozled

;

STUFFED (q.V.).

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 68. You
can't kid me . . . they've been having you
ON STRING.

Verb, (billiards).—To cast for

play : each player to the top of

the table to return to balk ; the

one nearest the bottom cushion

has then the choice.

In a string, phr. (old).—At
command.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 27. ' A
Sea Lieutenant.' In fine, he is the

Captain's humble Pig in a string.

TO HARP UPON ONE STRING,
verb. phr. (colloquial).—To re-

peat incessantly (Heywood,
Proverbs, 1546).

1640. Two Lancashire Lovers, 14.

But her parents, ever harping upon one
string, expounded this aversenesse and
declining of hers to a modest bashfull

shame.

TO FEEL LIKE GOING TO
heaven IN A string, verb. phr.

(old).—To feel blindly and con-

fusedly happy.

Stringer, subs. (old). — i. A
wencher : see Mutton-monger.

161 1. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Kn. Burning Pestle, i. 1. A whoreson
tyrant, hath beene an old stringer in his

days, I warrant.

2. (cricket).—A difficult ball to

play.

Stringy- bark, subs. phr. (Aus-
tralian).

—

See quot.

1890. A. J. Vogan, Black Police,

217. Stringy-bark, a curious combina-
tion of fusil oil and turpentine, labelled
' whisky.'

Adj. (Australian). — Rough,
uncultured ; hence mean, ne'er-

do-weel : equivalent to 'bush,'

and usually in contempt.

1833. New South Wales Magazine,
Oct., 1. 173. I am but, to use a
colonial expression, a stringy-bark
carpenter.

1853. C. Rudston Read, Aus-
tralian Gold Fields, 53. After swimming
a small river about 100 yards wide he'd
arrive at old Geordy's, a stringy-bark
settler.

1892. Nisbet, Bushrangers Sweet-
heart, 30. He was a Larikin of the
Larikins, this tiny stringy-bark, who
haunted my thoughts.

Strip, verb. (old).— 1. See quot.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.y.

Strip, c. to Rob or Gut a House, to unrig
any Body, or to Bite them of their Money.
Strip the ken, c. to Gut the House.
Strip the table, c. to Winn all the

Money on the Place. Ibid. ' Poor, naked '

:

e.g. 'We have stript the Cull'= 'We
have got all the Fool's Money

'
;

' The
Cove's stript '= ' the Rogue has not a
Jack left to help himself.'

Stripe, subs, (colloquial). —

A

characteristic ; kind ; kidney
(q.v.). Spec. (American)= per-

sons of the same political colour.

1613. W. Browne, Britannia's
Pastorals, \. 2. I shall go on ; and
first in differing stripe The flood-god's

speech thus tune an oaten pipe.

1856. New York Herald, 7 July.
The call of the Soft-shell Convention was
signed by twelve men of the Free-Soil

Buffalo STRIPE.

1875. Stedman, Vict. Poets, 256.

Various poems are of a democratic, liberal

STRIPE.

The Stripes, subs. phr.

(American).—Short for ' Stars
and Stripes' (q.v.).



Strip-me-naked. Strum.

STRIP-ME-NAKED, subs.phr. (old).— Gin. Also STARK-NAKED
(q.V.).

c.1820. Egan, Randle's Diary. Then
shall young Bacchus see his glittering

shrine Delug'd with strip-me-naked 'stead

of wine.

Stripped, adj. and adv. (collo-

quial). — Unadulterated ; neat
{q.v.).

Stripper, subs, (gaming).—In pi.

= high cards cut wedge-shape, a

little wider than the rest, so as to

be easily drawn in a crooked
game : cf. concaves and con-
vexes, LONGS AND SHORTS, etc.

Strive, verb. (Christ's Hospital).—

To write with care : cf. Scrub.

Stroke, verb, (venery).— 1. To
copulate : see Ride ; also as

subs. = the act of kind (Grose).

2. (venery). To grope (cf

Sterne, Tristram Shandy , viii.,

xxii. ).

Stroker, subs, (old).—A flatterer
;

a sycophant.

1632. Jonson, Magnet. Lady, iv. 1.

Dame Polish, My lady's stroker.

Stroller, subs. (B.E. and Grose).
—See quots.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Strowlers, c. Vagabonds, Itinerants, Men
of no settled Abode, of a Precarious Life,

Wanderers of Fortune, such as, Gypsies,
Beggers, Pedlers, Hawkers, Mountebanks,
Fidlers, Country-Players, Rope-dancers,
Juglers, Tumblers, showers of Tricks, and
Raree-show-men.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Stroller . . . itinerants of different

kinds.

Strolling- mort, subs. phr. (Old

Cant).—See quot. 1696 (Har-
Man, Grose).

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Strowling-morts, c. pretending to be
Widows, sometimes Travel the Countries,
making Laces upon Ewes, Beggers-tape,
&c. Are light Finger'd, Subtil, Hypo-
critical, Cruel, and often dangerous to

meet, especially when a Ruffler is with
them.

1707. Shirley, Triumph of Wit,
1 Maunder's Praise of His Strowling
Mort. Doxy, oh ! thy glaziers shine As
glimmar ; by the Salomon !

Strom mel, subs. (Old Cant).— 1.

Straw (Harman, Dekker, B.E.,
and Grose). Also Strammel.

1567. Harman, Caveat, 84. Bene
Lightmans to thy quarromes, in what
lipken hast thou lypped in this darkemans,
whether in a lybbege or in the strummell ?

1641. Brome, Jovial Crew, ii. The
bantling's born ; the doxy's in the strum-
mel, Laid by an Autumn mort of their

own crew That served for midwife.

1815. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxviii.

Sleep on the strammel in his barn.

2. (old).— Hair (Grose and
Vaux). Hence to have one's
STRUMMEL FAKED IN TWIG = to

have it dressed in style ; strum-
mel - faker = a barber : cf.

Straw-chipper.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood. 'Jerry
Juniper's Chant.' With my strummel
faked in the newest twig.

Strong. See Come and Go.

Strong Man. To play the part
of the strong man, verb. phr.
(old).

—
' To be whipped at the

cart's tail
'
; i.e., * to push the cart

and horses too ' (Grose).

Strue, verb, (schools').— ' Con-
strue.'

Strum, subs, (old).— 1. A wig
(B. E. ). [Grose : ' Cambridge '.

]

2. See Strumpet.



Strumpet. 15 Stubble.

Verb. (Grose).— 'To play

badly on the harpsichord or any
other stringed instrument. A
strummer of wire, a player on any
instrument strung with wire.'

Strumpet (or Strum), subs. (old).

—A harlot : see Tart (B. E. and
Grose). As adj.= wanton; as

verb= (i) to play the whore ; and

(2) to hold up to contempt as

a strumpet; also strum = to

copulate (Grose and Byron)
;

Strumpetocracy = government
by the privities ; and the strum
(or stram), subs. — street-walking.

1593. Shakspeare, Com. Errors, ii.

2. 146. Strumpeted by the contagion.

Ibid. (1602). Othello, v. 1. ' I am no
strumpet ; but of life as honest, As you
that thus abuse me.'

1594. Nashe, Unf Trav. (1890),

101. Out whore ! strumpet . . . away
with her to prison.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
Palandrina, a common queane, a harlot,

a strumpet, a gill.

1608. Middleton, Trick to Catch,
v. 1. Daintily abus'd ! you've put a just

upon me—a common strumpet.

161 1. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Gaul-
Here, A whore, drab, queane, strumpet.

1622. Marmion, Holland's Leaguer,
ii. 2. Didst thou think that I could be
corrupted To personate a strumpet's
dalliance ?

1630. Times Whistle [E. E. T. S.],

88. Shameless strumpets, whose vn-

curbed swing Many poor soules vnto con-

fusion bring.

1633. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 2.

Poor Penthea's name is strumpeted.

1681. Radcliffe, Ovid Travestie,

75. You now Have caught a most notorious

strumpet.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 52. Keep-
ing a saucy strumpet under my nose.

1818. Byron, Beppo, ii. Guitars, and
every other sort of strumming.^ Ibid.

'To Thomas Moore.' Guitarring or

strumming, now? O, Thomas Moore,

c. 1857. Carlyle, Misc., iv. 80. The
strumpetocracy sits at its ease, in high-
cushioned lordliness.

1887. Henley, Villon's Good Night.
You judes that clobber for the stram.

Strunt, subs. (Old Cant).—The
penis : see Prick.

1608. Middleton, Efig.andSatyres.
Consenting she, his art'rizde strunt he
drew, And to 'es venereous game he hastily

flew.

2. (Scots).—Liquor.

1787. Burns, Hallowe'en, xxviii.

Syne, wi' a social glass of strunt, They
parted affcareerin'.

Strut-noddy, subs. phr. (old).

—

A mincing fool.

Stub, subs. (old).— i. A fool: see

BUFFLE.

1632-74. Milton, Letters on Educa-
tion. Our dullest and laziest youth, our
stocks and stubs.

2. (American).—A counter-

foil of a cheque. Hence stub-
book= a book of counterfoils of

cheques or other duplicate re-

cords.

1 886. Report ofSecretary of Treas.

,

700. The filed stub-books of stamps.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 136.

Miss Hill's attorney . . . endeavoured to

have produced in court, in evidence of
Senator Sharon's maintenance of the
plaintiff, the millionaire's check stubs.

Verb. (Felsted).—To kick a
football about.

Stubble, subs, (venery). — The
pubic hair: see Fleece. To
SHOOT OVER THE STUBBLE (or

IN the bush)= to ejaculate be-

fore intromission ; to take a
TURN IN THE STUBBLE= to Copu-
late : see Ride and Greens.
Cf. The Sportsman's Toast:
'Pointer and Stubble,'



Stubbs. \6 Stuff.

TO STUBBLE ONE'S WHIDDS
(or TO STUBBLE IT), verb. phr.
(Old Cant). — To hold one's
tongue (B. E. and Grose).

1827. Lvtton, PeUiam, lxxxii.
Stubble it, you ben, you deserve to cly
the jerk for your patter. Ibid. (1830),
Paul Clifford. Stubble your whids,
you wants to trick I.

Stubbs, adv. (Old Cant).—Noth-
ing (Grose and Vaux).

Stub- faced, adj. phr. (old).—
Pitted with small pox (Grose).

Stuck. See Stick in various
senses : also Pig.

Stuck-up, adj. phr. (colloquial).

—

Conceited ; purse-proud ; assum-
ing airs, dignity, or importance.
Also (rare) as subs.

riffl. Betsy Bobbet, 272. She was
dressed up like a doll, but she didn't act
stuck-up a mite.

1839. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby,
ix.

^
'He's a nasty stuck-up monkey,

that's what I consider him,' said Mrs
Squeers, reverting to Nicholas. ' Sup-
posing he is,' said Squeers, 'he's as well
stuck-up in our schoolroom as anywhere
else.'

1847. A. Smith, The Natural
History efsTUCK-up People [Title],

1863. Oliphant, Salem Chapel, L
Them stuck-up ways may do with the
Church folks as can't help themselves, but
they'll never do with us Dissenters.

1879. Eggleston, Hoosier School-
master. She was so dog on stuck-up
that she turned up her nose . . . because
I tuck a sheet off the bed to splice out
the tablecloth.

1892. Mili.ikkw, 'Arry Ballads, 68.
These stuckuppy snipsters as jaw about
quiet and peace.

1899. Westcott, David J/arum,
xiL Mr Robinson instantly arrived at
the determination that the stranger was
STUCK-UP.

Stuff, subs, (once literary, now
colloquial). — 1. Belongings :

furniture, goods, utensils : gene-
ric. The literary usage lingers in
' household-STUFF,' and in such
a tributary sense as 'food-

stuffs,' 'bread-STUFFs' (= raw
material).

1360. Anturs of Arther and Sir
Amadace [Camden Soc], 21. [Oliphant,
New Eng., L 67. Stuffe stands for
equipment ; this led to its sense otfurni-
ture.}

1427-9. Wills and Inventories
[Surtees Soc], 75. Stuffe of myn houses
of offices as panetre and buttre.

c. 1430. Destr. Troy [E.E.T.S.], 5775.
Assemblit were some the same in the fight,
And restorit full stithly the stuff of the
Grekes.

1593. Shakspeare, Comedy of
Errors, iv. 4. 162. Away, to get our
stuff aboard. Ibid. (1609), Tempest, L

Rich garments, linens, stuffs, and

-Money2. (old colloquial),

generic (Bee).

Study, subs. (B. E.J.-
ofBooks.'

Su Brown Study.

A Closet

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
261. Hector had got no great store of
stuff Called cash, but ancient blood
enough.

1778. Sheridan, Rivals, L 1. Has
she got the stuff, Mr Fag? Is she rich,
hey?

1891. Gould, Double Event, 160.
When his party plank the stuff down it's

generally a moral.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 50.
Every- sport with stuff in his pockets and
lots ofgood clothes.

1903. Kennedy, Sailor Tramp, 1.

iv. The sailor had spent over ten dollars
by this time. ' How did—did yoush get
the stuff, Sailor?' he asked.

3. (old: still colloquial).—In
contempt for anything to be
swallowed : spec, medicine.

1605. Shakspeare, CymbeUne, r.

5. 255. A certain stuff, which being
ta'en, would cease The present power of
life.



Stuff. 17 Stuling-ken.

1819. Moore, Tom Crib, 17. Sandy
tipp'd him a dose of that kind, that, when
taken, It isn't The stuff, but the patient
that's shaken.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., \.

429. They carry . . . pint bladders of
stuff, or jigger-STUFF (spirit made at an
illicit still) . . . and a tidy sale some of
them had.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 114. I

was to doctor the stuff, And be some-
where on hand with a pistol if the hocus-
sing turned out a muff.

4. (colloquial). — Twaddle ;

fustian ; trash—spoken or written.

Spec, in such phrases as ' Stuff !*

=
' Rubbish !

' ' Stuff and
NONSENSE !

' = * What ROT *

[q.v.) ! (B. E. and Grose). As
verb— \.o GAMMON (q.v.): to fill

full of lies, prejudice, statistics,

victuals, etc. Whence stuffing
(journalists') = superfluous matter,

used to fill a given space; pad-
ding (q.v.).

1579. Gosson, School of Abuses
[Arber], 66. What stuffe is this ?

1 701. ^Farquhar, Sir Harry
Wildair, iii. 1. Sir Harry. There is a
repose, I see, in the next room. Lady
Lure. Unnatural stuff ! Sir Harry.
... As fulsome as a sack-posset.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 1. 278.
A Deal of such stuff they sung to the deaf
Ocean.

1770. Foote, Lame Lover [On-
phant, New Eng., ii. 184. Some is pro-

nounced to be nonsense and stuff ; here
we transpose].

1802. W. Taylor, Roberds, Men., i.

425. If these topics be insufficient

habitually to supply what compositors call

the requisite stuffing, recourse is to be
had to amusive anecdotes.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 109. If they commended a piece
I was ravished . . . but suppose they pro-
nounced it bad? why, then I maintained
that it was infernal stuff.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. Stuff.
. . . Ridiculous or deceitful talk ... if

meant to harm another ... is bloody
stuff. She hearkened to his stuff, and
got ruinated. . . . Bawdry is stuff, that's

1853- Taylor, Still Waters, \. You'll
allow me to observe it's anything but stuff
and nonsense. ... I have not paid a
farthing of the money yet. . . .

1899. Whiteing, John St., xix. It's

all stuff to say Sally's shoulders are too
much loaded.

5. (prison).—Tobacco.

6. (American).—(a) A simple-

ton, a weakling ; and (b) a

respectable citizen (thieves').

7. (legal).—A Junior Counsel

:

as distinguished from silk (q.v.)

:

also STUFF-GOWN.

1903. Pall Mall Gas., 19 Feb., i. 2.

' Silk and stuff ' [Title of Legal Column].

Verb, (colloquial).—To gorge ;

to wolf (q.v.).

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 31. My drinking kept pace with
my eating, and when I could stuff no
longer, I went to bed.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 58.

He eat as long as he could stuff.

1868. W. S. Gilbert, Etiquette.

He longed to lay him down upon the

shelly bed, and stuff ; He had often eaten

oysters, but had never had enough.

TO STUFF A BALLOT-BOX, Verb,

phr. (American political).—To
tamper with returns by the sur-

reptitious introduction into the

ballot-box of bogus voting papers.

Hence STUFFER = a cheating

teller.

Stuffer. See Heeler, quot. 1888,

and Stuff.

Stuffing. See Knock and Stuff,
sense 4.

Stuffy, adj. (American). — 1.

Angry, sulky, obstinate.

2. (colloquial). —Close ; air-

less ; malodorous.

Stuling-ken. See Stall, subs. 5.

B
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Stumble. See Truckle-bed.

Stumer, subs. (common).—Generic

for sham : spec, a worthless

cheque.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 8. ' The
Merry Stumer '

. . . stumer tricks . . .

stumer stake . . . stumer note . . .

stumer cheque.

1902. Sp. Times, 1 Feb., 3. 1. He
had borrowed a few hundred franks from
her, and had given her as security a
stumer in the shape of an unfinished

history of Corsica.

Stump, subs. (old).— 1. In pi. =
legs. As verb= to walk : spec,

stiffly, heavily, or noisily ; whence
to stir one's stumps= to bestir

oneself, to increase one's speed.

c. 1609. Webster, Appius and Vir-
ginia, li. 3. I can bestir my stumps as

soon as another, if fit occasion be offered.

1617. Braithwaite, Law of Drink-
ing, 70. His long practice of the pot has
exempt him from being prest a souldier :

hee has quite lost the use of his stumps,
how should he then possibly keepe his

march ?

J633. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 1.

How should we bustle forward? Give
some counsel How to bestir our stumps
in these cross ways.

1640. Two Lancashire Lovers, 262.

This makes him stirre his stumps, and
to answer her letter with such speedy
cheerefulnesse, as Mellida can expect no
lesse then all successe to her desires.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. ii. 926.
Getting up on stump and huckle, He with
the foe began to buckle.

1675. Cotton, Burl, on Burl. (1770),

247. Those fat stumps thou walkst upon.

1705. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 1. ii. 17.

I had not long, on City Stones, Bestirr'd
my Stumps and Marrowbones.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer, 5.

Then cease your canting sobs and groans,
And stir your stumps to save your
bones.

1798. Morton, Secrets Worth Know-
ing, i. 1. A parcel of lazy chaps, I dare
say— but I'll make them stir their
stumps.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 344. The reader may guess
whether I did not stir my stumps.

1818. Scott, Heart of Midlothian,
xii. He rose from his seat, stumped
across the room.

1835. Haliburton, Clockmaker, 1 S.

xxvi. I guess our great nation may be
stumped to produce more eleganter liquor

than this here. It's the dandy, that's a

fact.

1841. Lytton, Night and Morning

,

ii. 2. Stump it, my cove ; that's a Bow-
street runner.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, i. 4. The guard picks him off the
coach top, and sets him on his legs, and
they stump off into the bar.

i860. Funny Fellow, 7 May, 1.

Hallo, my kiddy, stir your stumps. . . .

Make haste, young chip, my boots to

shine.

1891. ^Marriott-Watson, Web of
Spider, xiii. I'll go bail we wouldn't ha'

got another half-mile on our stumps.

2. (old). — Money : generic ;

also stumpy (Grose). Hence as

verb (or to stump UP)= to pay ;

STUMPED (or PUT TO ONE'S
stumps)= poor, hard-up, put to

shift (Grose) ; to pay on the
stump= to disburse readily and
promptly.

1821. Egan, Real Life, 1. 142. She
shall stump up the rubbish before I leave

her.

1836. Dickens, Sk. byBoz, ' Walkins
Tottle.' Why don't you ask your old

governor to stump up? Ibid., ' First Cab-
driver.' Reduced to despair, they ran-

somed themselves by the payment of
sixpence a head, or, to adopt his own
figurative expression . . . forked out the
STUMPY.

1837.^ Barham, Ingolds. Leg. ' Old
Woman in Grey.' (Save its synonyms,
4 Spanish,' ' Blunt,' ' Stumpy,' and
1 Rhino '), 11. 47. [He] . . . was stumped
and hard up. Ibid., 48. My trusty old

crony, do stump up three thousand once
more as a loan.

183P]. Hood, Tale of a Trumpet.
But common prudence would bid you
stump it, For not to enlarge, It's the

regular charge At a Fancy Fair for a
penny trumpet.
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1835.
_
Hook, Gilbert Gurney, in.

ii. 'Don't you know our history?

—

haven't you heard, my dear fellow, we are
stumped!' 'Stumped,' said I, almost
unconsciously repeating the quaint, but
wofully expressive word. ' Positively
stumped,' said Daly. ' Don't speak loud.
I thought, of course, you had heard of it.

Blinkinsop has bolted.'

1849. Kingsley, Alton Locke, ii.

Down with the stumpy ; a tizzy for a pot
of half-and-half.

^1882. Blackmore, Christowell, 1.

xxiii. How much is the captain going to
STUMP UP?

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 63. In
the annals of the absolutely stumped.

3. (common).—A blockhead :

see Buffle.

4. (venery).—The penis : see

Prick. Also carnal stump.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xlv.

I hope To see some brawny, juicy rump
Well tickled with my carnal stump.

Verb, (old).— I. To boast;
to swagger {q.v.). Hence
stumper = a braggart (Bailey
and Dyche).

1748. Dyche, Diet., s.v. Bounce
... to swagger, boast, crack, stump, or
pretend to great matters.

2. (colloquial).—To challenge,

defy, puzzle, or confound ; and
(in an absolute sense) to ruin.

As suds. (American)= an attempt
to puzzle or confound ; stumper
= a puzzler; up a STUMP= con-
founded, up a tree {q.v.).

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg. To be
all 'abroad,' to be stumped, not to know
where To go, so disgraced as not to be
' placed,' Or, as Crocky would say to Jem
Bland, ' to be nowhere.'

1838. Neal, Charcoal Sketches. In-
stead of stumping his antagonist by
launching out his cash, he shakes a por-
tentous fist under his nose, and the affair

is settled.

1844. Major Jones's Courtship, 135.
Heavens and earth ! thinks I, what does
all this mean? I knowed I hadn't done
any thing to be put in prison for, and I

never was so stumped.

1847. Robb, Squatter Life. My
note was a stumper to Sally ; so she got
Jess to explain it.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, 11.

xi. That beastly Euclid altogether
stumps me. . . . Ibid. They say it ain't
a bad thing ... to get your head shaved.
... I think I shall try the dodge . . .

when I've stumped the examiner I can
wear my own . . . locks again.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, ii.

' And my father and mother ?
' breathlessly

demanded Julian. 'There I'm stumped,'
carelessly answered Sir Aubrey.

3. (American).—To travel the
country for the purpose of mak-
ing partizan or personal speeches
from stumps or other improvised
platforms. Originally backwoods
electioneering, and spec, on one's
own account : now general.
Frequently, but not necessarily,

in a derogatory sense. Also to
GO ON THE STUMP (or TO TAKE
the stump). Hence stumper
(stump orator or stump-
speaker) =(1) an electioneer;

and (2) a bombastic spouter
(q.v.), with such derivatives as

STUMP-ORATOR, STUMP-SPEECH,
etc. [Worcester : « A cant
phrase '. ]

1843. Carlton. New Purchase,
1. 211. We had of course a passion for
stump speaking. But, recollect, we often
mount the stump only figuratively ; and
very good stump speeches are delivered
from a table, a chair, a whiskey-barrel,
and the like. Sometimes we make the
best stump speeches on horseback.

1848. New York Herald, 21 June,
' Letter from Washington.' The Hon. W.
R. Thompson of Indiana, one of the most
popular stump speakers of the day.

1856. Dow, Sermons, 1. 132. When
you see a politician extra full of patriotism,
and stuffed with stump speeches, you
may take it for granted he wants office

either for himself or for some particular
friend.

1862. Punch, 5 Ap. Though not
clear which stump I'll take, That
stump shall be colossal ; Whether I'm
Slavery's advocate. Or Liberty's apostle.
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1872. Figaro, 30 Nov. Greeley's too
great a roarer, and depended too much
ON THE STUMP.

1884. Phillipps-Wolley, Trottings
ofa Tenderfoot. If a constitution was to

grow up strong, it didn't want forcing
with a lot of stump-spouter's rubbish,
and so on, and so on.

1884. Punch, 11 Oct. Fancy, old
chump, Me doing the sawdusty reglar,

and follering swells on the stump.

Stump and rump, adv. phr.

(colloquial). — Completely : cf.

Stock and Block ; Root and
Branch ; Stick and Stone,
etc.

Stumper, subs. (Tonbridge
School). — 1. Small cricket

:

played with a stump. At
Harrow stumps.

2. (colloquial). — A wicket-

keeper.

3. (common).—Anything that

bowls out ; a CORKER {q.v.) : see

Whopper.

See Stump.

Stump-of-the-gutter, subs. phr.
(old).

—

See quot. with an eye on
STUMPY = short, squat, dumpy.

1764. O'Hara, Midas, i. 5. You
stump-o'-the-gutter, you hop-o'-my-
thumb, A husband must for you from
Liliput come.

Stump-tail Currency, subs. phr.
(American).—Currency issued by
certain banks of doubtful credit

prior to the Civil War (Bart-
lett).

Stun, verb, (thieves').—To cheat

;

to DO {q.V.). TO STUN OUT OF
the regulars = to swindle a
man of his share of booty.

Stun law, subs, (back slang).

—

Walnuts.

Stunner, subs, (colloquial). —
Generic for astonishment : see

Whopper. Stunning = amaz-

ing, strikingly large, good, etc.
;

TO PUT THE STUNNERS ON = to

perplex, confound, astonish.

1848. Thackeray, Snobs, xxv. For
the performance of ' Gettin' up Stairs,' I

have no other name but that it was a
stunner.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

471. He wears a stunning fawny on his

finger.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green.
You get on stunningly, Giglamps.

1857. Whitty, Fr. Bohemia. 193.

'He had seen her at the Crystal Palace?
and she was sure he had applauded—so

kind!' 'Why—yes,' said Jack ... 'I

think you are a stunner.'

1863. Ouida, Held in Bondage, 1.

245. Tne girl is stunning, the blokes

say.

1874. Siliad, 102. 'Golden Nell,'

the idol of the West, the peerless belle

. . . she is a stunner.

1877. Boston Jo., 19 May. This is a
stunner,—a sockdolager, so to speak.

1890. Boldrewood, Squatter s

Dream, 29. She's a smart gin when she's

away from grog, and a stunner at cutting

out on a camp.

1900. Free Lance, 6 Oct., \d. 1.

Lady Dashout. ' Those short skirts . . .

must be simply delightful to walk in.'

Lady Jack. ' They're perfectly stun-
ning.'

Stupid (or Stupe), subs, (collo-

quial).—A blockhead : see

Buffle.

1762. Bickerstaff, Love in a
Village, ii. 2. Was ever such a poor
stupe ?

i860. Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 9.

Tom . . . inconsiderately laughed . . .

and told her she was a stupid.

Sturdy-beggar, subs. phr. (Old
Cant).—'The fifth and last of

the most ancient Order of

Canters' (B. E.); 'beggars that

rather demand than ask' (Grose).
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1569. Strype, Order of City of
London. Those that were Vagabonds, and
Sturdy Beggars, they were to carry to
Bridewel.

1572. [Encyclo. Diet., s.v.]. A term
occurring in the Act 14 Eliz., c. 5, and used
to distinguish ' beggars able to work ' from
'beggars impotent to serve'; hence= a
vagrant or tramp. By a statute of the
Commonwealth, 1656, 'all and every idle

and dissolute persons, vagrant and wander-
ing from their usual place of living or
abode without sufficient cause or business,
and fiddlers and minstrels,' were adjudged
rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars
within the meaning of the Act of Elizabeth.

Sturiben (or Sturibin), subs.

(thieves').—A prison
;

spec.

(American) a State prison. Also
Stir.

Styx, subs. (The Leys School).—

A

urinal.

Sub, subs, (colloquial).—(1) A sub-

altern ; (2) a subordinate ; (3) a

subscription
; (4) a subject ; and

(5) see quot. 1866. As verb

(workmen's)= to draw money in

advance.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 8.

No longer was he heard to sing, Like
loyal subs, ' God Save the King !

'

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xxvi.

When we were subs together in camp in

1803.

1866. Harris [Evidence before Tot-
ness Election Commission], The voters

ask for sub, which is the term used here
for money, as sugar and paint are used
elsewhere.

1887. Henley, Villon's Good-Night,
2. You bleeding bonnets, pugs, and subs.

Sub-beau (or Demi-beau), subs,

phr. (B. E.).—'A wou'd-be-

fine.'

Sublime Rascal, subs. phr. (old).

—A lawyer : see Greenbag.

Sub Rosa, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—Secretly ; confidentially.

Substance. See Shadow.

Suburb, subs, and adj. (old collo-

quial).—Generic' for disorder and
loose-living. [See quot. 1822.]
Thus HOUSE IN THE SUBURBS
= a brothel ; suburb-wench
(drab, sinner, etc.) = a whore;
suburb ( = wanton) tricks ;

SUBURB ( = blackguard) humour ;

MINION OF THE SUBURBS = a
STALLION (q.V.); SUBURB-TRADE
= harlotry ; suburb-justice =
1 money is right '

; suburb -

GARDEN (or GARDEN-HOUSE)=
a petite maison : (a) a lodging for

a keep {q.v.), and (b) a private

FUCKERY (q.V.) ; SUBURBAN -

roarer= a bawdy-house bully.

See quots.

1583. Stubbs, Anat. Abuses, 57.
In the fields and suburbes of the cities,

they have gardens wherein they may
(and doubtless do) many of them play the
filthy persons.

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in Humour,
i. 2. It will do well for a suburb humour.

1603. Shakspeare, Measure for
Measure, i. 2. But shall all our houses
of resort in the suburbs be pulled down?
Ibid. (1607), Julius Ccesar, ii. 1. Dwell I

but in the suburbs of your good pleasure ?

If it be no more, Portia is Brutus' harlot,

not his wife.

1605. London Prodigal, v. 1. Sweet
lady, if you have any friend, or garden-
house, I am yours to command in all

secret service.

1607. Beaumont, Woman Hater, ii.

This is no garden-house, in my con-
science she went forth with no dishonest
intent.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,
ii. 1. Ay, ay, gamesters, mock a plain,

plump, Soft WENCH OF THE SUBURBS, do
;

because she's juicy and wholesome.

1632. Massinger, Emp. ofthe East,
i. 2. Infor. The minion of the suburbs.
Put. What hath he to do in Constanti-

nople? Ibid. (1659). City Madam, iii.

I know them, swaggering, suburban
roarers, Sixpenny truckers.

1632. Rowley, New Wonder, i.

Come, we'll dine together, after walk
abroad Unto my suberb garden ; where,
if thou'lt hear, I'll read my heart to thee.
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1633. Marmion, Fine Companion,
iv. 1. There's a wench has her subur?
tricks about her, I warrant you.

1640. Brome, Sparagus Garden, ii.

3. Some suburbe justice that sits o' the

skirts o' the city and lives by't.

1661. Middleton, Mayor o/_ Quin.
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), xi. 120.]

Man, who in some garden-house, Taking
his lustful time, Surprizes her.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 132. Or else some dirty suburb-
drab, Has help'd the Rascal to a Clap.

1682. Radcliffe, Poems, 25. A
Guiney to me was no more Than Fifteen

Pence to a Suburb Whore.

1822. Nares, Glossary, s.v. Suburbs.
In the suburbs the citizens had their

gardens and banqueting houses, where,
unless they are much slandered, many
ntrigues were carried on.

Succuba, subs, (venery).—A mis-

tress ; a harlot.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1. My
glasses Cut ... to multiply the figures,

as I walk Naked between my succub^e.

Su ecu bus, subs. (old).—A thiev-

ing hanger-on ; a scoundrel.

1700. Farquhar, Constant Couple,
iv. 3. Here's an old succubus, madam,
that has stole two silver spoons.

Suck, subs. (Old Cant).—1. Wine
or strong Drink ' (B. E. and
Grose). Also (2) a small
draught : see quot. 1625. Hence
rum - suck = excellent tipple ;

SUCKY= drunkish ; SUCK-SPIGOT
(-PINT, -POT, -BOTTLE, or -CAN)
= a confirmed tippler : also

sucker ; suckerdom= the world
of topers ; SUCK-CASA= a public

house. As verb= to tipple, to

SOAK {q.V.). Also TO SUCK
one's face= * to delight in drink-
ing' (B. E.); suction = booze
{q.v.): hence TO LIVE ON SUC-
TION= to drink hard ; power of
suction= capacity for boozing.

1585. Nomenclator. Ebriosus . . .

A dronkard : a suckspigget : a great

drinker.

161 1. Cotgrave,Z>zW.,s.v. Humeur,
a sucke-pinte or swill-pot, a notable

drunkard.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Suck. We'll go and Suck our Faces,
but if they toute us, we'll take rattle and
brush, c. let's go to Drink and be merry,
but if we be Smelt, by the People of the

House, we must Scower off.

c. 1709. Ward, Terrcefilius, ii. 9.

Out upon you, for a Damn'd Derby-Ale
Sot . . . such a Swill-Belly Suck-
bottle.

1836. Dickens, Pickwick, xxiii.

Wery good power o' suction, Sammy.

1862.^ N. Y. Tribune [Bartlett].
In resisting the tax on whiskey, it has
been shown that one distiller in Ohio, who
makes 8000 gallons a day, would pay into

the treasury $375,600 a year, ifsuckerdom
continued thirsty.

2. (old).—A breast pocket
(Grose).

1625. Massinger, New Way, etc., i.

1. ' No house ? nor no tobacco? '
' Not a

suck, sir ; nor the remainder of a single

can.'

3. (University). —A toady :

cf. sucker. Whence to suck
up TO= to insinuate into one's

good graces : cf. bumsucker.

1900. Kipling, Stalky <5r» Co., 43.
That little swine Manders . . . [is] always
suckin' up to King.

4. (common).—A cheat ; a
trick : also suck-in. To suck
iN= to take in {q.v.) ; and
sucker {q.v.)= a greenhorn, a
dupe : see Sucking.

d. 1758. Ramsay, General Mistake.
This sucker thinks nane wise But him
than can to immense riches rise.

1842. Clavers, Forest Life, 1. 109.
1
1 ain't bound to drive nobody in the

middle of the night,' said the driver; 'so
you don't try to suck me in there.'

1856. Dow, Sermons, 11. 316. I

can't help saying it confidentially, and be-
fore man alone, that life is all moon-
shine,—a monstrous humbug,—a grand
suck in.
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1887. Francis, Saddle and Mo-
cassin. Such men always take it for

granted that an Englishman is a sucker.

1887. New York Semi-Weekly Tri-

bune, 11 Jan. The . . . suckers . . .

despite . . . oft-repeated warnings, swal-

lowed the hook so clumsily baited.

1888. Cincinnatti Enquirer. The
goldasted . . . mugwump has made
suckers of us again with his cracks
about coming into the league.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 54.

A sucker had no more chance against
those fellows than a snowball has in a red-

hot oven. Every deck was marked.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, v.

Anyone who will get those French and
English suckers to invest good money out
here, ought to live.

Verb, (common). — I. To
extract ideas or money ; TO PUMP
{q.V.)'. e.g. TO SUCK ONE'S BRAINS
= to find out all one knows
(Grose). See sucker, subs. 1.

2. (American University).—To
use a crib (q.v. ). Hence sucker
= a pony (q.v.).

To teach one's grandma
(or grannie) to suck eggs,

verb. phr. (common).—To in-

struct an expert ; to talk old to

one's elders (Ray, Lex. BaL).
See Grandmother and add the

following quotation and analogous

phrases : — To teach one's

grannie to grope her ducks, to

sup sour milk, to sard or to spin
;

to TEACH ONE'S FATHER to get

children. Also // ne faut pas

apprendre aux poissons a nager=
You must not teach fish to

swim.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 23. Some
buds of youthful purity . . . Were engaged
to lecture grandmas on the art of
Sucking Eggs.

See Monkey and Sugar -

stick.

Sucker, subs, (common).— 1. A
parasite; a sponger (q.v.).

Also bumsucker (q.v.). Spec.

(American political) = a black-

mailer. Also Suck, verb= to

sponge upon : whence to suck
dry= to exhaust: cf. proverbial

saying, ' Children suck the

mother when young, and the

father when old.'

1856. Dow, Sermons, m. Of the
scaly tribe, I may mention those suckers
belonging to the body loaferish, that never
rise to the surface of respectability, whose
sole study appears to be to see how much
they can get without the least physical
exertion.

2. (trade).—A sucking pig.

Also (old)= any youngling: e.g.

a rabbit - sucker = a young
rabbit, etc.

1591. Lyly, Endymion, v. 2. I

prefer an olde cony before a rabbet-
sucker, and an ancient henne before a
young chicken peeper.

1598. Shakspeare, 1 Hen. IV., ii.

4. If thou dost it half so gravely, so
majestically, both in word and matter,

hang me up by the heels for a rabbit-
sucker.

1599. Porter, Two Angry Women
of Abingdon [Steevens]. Close as a
rabbit-sucker from an old coney.

1882. Standard, 3 Sep. For
suckers the demand was not very brisk.

3. (American).—A native of
Illinois (which = the Sucker
state : see State).

1848. Durivage, Stray Subjects,^ 79.

There is a swarm of suckers, hoosiers,

buckeyes, corncrackers and wolverines

eternally on the qui vive in those parts.

1854. N. Y. Tribune,
; 19 Opt. A

band of music was sent thirty miles to

wake up the sleepy suckers, and draw
them, by the magic of their music, to the

Douglas gathering at Quincy, Illinois.

4 (venery). —The penis : see

Prick. Also suck - and -

swallow = the female privity.



Suck-fyst. 24 Sugar.

1730. Broadside Song, ' Gee ho,
Dobbin' [Farmer, Merry Songs and
Ballads (1897), ii. 204J. I worked at her
pump till the sucker grew dry, And then
I left pumping a good Reason why.

See Suck and Sucking.

Suck-fyst, subs. (old).—A parasite

(Cotgrave, s.v. Hume-vessie).

Sucking, adj. (old colloquial).

—

Young, unexperienced, callow

:

cf. SUCKER s a greenhorn, and
sucking dove= adupe or simple-

ton (Grose and Bee). Cf.
sucking-Nelson (=a midship-
mite), POET-SUCKER, etc.

1680. Drvden, Spanish Friar, iii.

2. This is no Father Dominie, no huge
overgrown abbey-lubber ; this is but a
diminutive sucking friar.

1668. Dryden, All for Love. Pre-
face. My enemies are but sucking
criticks, who would fain be nibbling ere
there teeth are come.

1849. Bronte, Shirley, xiv. The
very curates . . . she . . . looked upon as
sucking saints.

1849. Thackeray, Pendennis, xxv.
Mr. Wagg . . . said, ' Rather a shy place
for a sucking county member, ay,
Pynsent?' Ibid. (1855), Newcomes,v. I

suppose you're a young barrister, sucking
lawyer, or that sort of thing, because you
was put at the end of the table, and nobody
took notice of you.

Suckster (and Suckstress),
subs, (venery).—A practitioner of

irrumation ; a cunnilingist
{q.v.).

Suction, subs. (Winchester).—
Sweetmeats: cf. (prov.) Sucker
and Sucket.

Suction. See Suck.

phr.Sudden Death, subs.

(common).

—

See quot.

b. 1842!^ Maginn, Bob Burke's Duel.
. . . Which is it to be—two out of three,

as at Newmarket, or the first toss to
decide ? Sudden death, said I, and there
will soon be an end of it.

2. (University).—A crumpet
or Sally Lunn.

3. (colonial).—See Spatch-
cock.

Suds. In the suds, phr. (old).

—

Troubled
;

perplexed ; angry
(Grose).

1617. Letter [Nares]. The lord

Coke is left in the suds, but sure it is

Gods doing, according to the old saying,
Perdere quos vult Jupiter prius de-

mentat.

1619. Fletcher, Wild Goose Chase,
ii. 3. Will you forsake me now and leave
me 1' the suds ?

1622. Good Newes and Bad Newes.
Now land is sold, and money gone in

goods, He calls out, Andrew, I am in the
suddes.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 7.

How fond soever ... of his dear Duck's
Company, he makes no tiresome stay with
her ... so taking . . . Farewell, he
leaves her \s the sudds.

1730. Swift, Death and Daphne.
Away the frighted spectre scuds, And
leaves my lady in the suds.

1737. Fielding, Tumble-down Dick,
or Phaeton IN THE SUDS. [Title.]

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
459. Whene'er he wanted to deceive you,
And helpless in the suds to leave you.

Suetty-Isaac, subs. phr. (prison).

—Suet pudding: also Soapy-
Isaac.

Suffer, verb, (colloquial). — In

mock pity— ' Do you SUFFER
much ?

'

Sufferer, subs, (common). — i.

A tailor.

2. (common).—A loser.

Sugar, subs, (common). — i.

Money : generic : see Rhino.
Also (rhyming) sugar-and-
honey.

1862. Cornhill Mag., Nov. 648. We
have just touched for a rattling stake of
sugar at Brum.



Sugar-candy. 25 Sukey.

1887. Bonwick, Romance of Wool
Trade, 273. I hear him sing out 'sold

again, and got the sugar ' ;
' half a sheep

for a shilling.'

2. (old).—Flattery ; GAMMON
(q. v. ). Also as verb, etc.

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, iii. 1.

48. With devotion's visage And pious

action we do sugar o'er The devil him-
self.

Verb, (rowing).—To malinger

at the oars ; to shirk while pre-

tending to row hard.

To sugar off, verb. phr.

(American).—To amount to : in

speaking of large sums of money.

Sugar-candy, subs. phr. (rhym-
ing).—Brandy.

Sugar-basin. See Sugar-stick.

Sugared, adj. (common).—Aston-
ished ; perplexed ; gammoned
(q.v.).

1901. Troddles, 38. He stood there

aghast with his mouth wide open . . . and
ever and again he murmured in pro-

found astonishment . . .
' Well — I'm —

SUGARED !

'

Sugar-loaf, subs. phr. (old).—
A high-crowned hat : conical

like a sugar-loaf.

Sugar-stick, subs. phr. (venery).

—The penis : see Prick (Grose).
Sugar-basin= the femalepuden-
dum : see Monosyllable. To
SUCK THE SUGAR-STICK = to

receive a man.

Sugar-stick Brigade, subs. phr.
(military).—The Ordnance Store

Corps.

Suicide, subs. (old). — Four
horses driven in a line ; harum-
scarum. See Tandem, Ran-
dom, Unicorn, etc. (Grose).

Suit, subs, (old).—-i. See quot.

1785. Grose, Vulgar Tongue, s.v.

Suit. In general synonymous with game ;

as, what suit did you give it to 'em upon ?

in what manner did you rob them, or upon
what pretence, etc., did you defraud them?
One species of imposition is said to be a
prime suit, another a queer suit : a man
describing the pretext he used to obtain
money from another, would say, I draw'd
him of a quid upon the suit of so and so,

naming the ground of his application. A
person having engaged with another on
very advantageous terms to serve or work
for him, will declare that he is upon a
good suit. To use great submission and
respect in asking any favour of another,
is called giving it to him upon the
humble suit.

2. (thieves').

—

See quot.

1839. Ainsworth, Jack Sheppard.
Bargaining with a pickpocket for a suit,
or to speak in more intelligible language, a
watch and seals.

3. (colloquial). — Generic for

completeness : e.g. a suit (=full
head) of hair; a suit ( = a
complete set) of teeth ; a suit
of mourning= two black eyes
(Grose). See subs. 2.

1870. Judd, Margaret, ii. i. The
face of this gentleman was strikingly
marked by a suit of enormous black
whiskers that flowed together and united
under his chin.

SUIT-AND-CLOAK, subs. phr. (Old
Cant).— ' Good store of Brandy
or any agreable Liquor, let down
Gutter-lane ' (B. E. and Grose).

Suit to a Hair. See Hair.

Sukey, subs, (common).— 1. A
kettle (Bee).

2. (common). — A common
name for a general servant or

slavey {q.v. ) : cf. Jeames= foot-

man. Sukey-tawdry= 'a slat-

ternly female in fine tawdry

'

(Grose).



Sulky. 26 Sun.

Sulky, subs, (old).—'A one-horse
chaise or carriage, capable of

holding but one person : called

by the French a dtsobligeante
'

(Grose).

d. 1892. Whittier, Countess. The
country doctor's ancient sulky.

Sullen, subs, (colloquial).—In pi.

= the sulks. Sick of the
sullens (or sullen-sick)= very

gloomy.

1580. Lily, Euphues, 258. [A lady
1S] SICK OF THE SOLENS.

1597. Shakspeare, Rich. II., ii. 1.

139. Let them die that age and sullens
have.

1632. Massinger, Emp. ofEast, iii.

4. If she be not sick of the sullens, I

see not the least infirmity in her.

1650. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, 11. vii.

7. On the denyall Ahab falls sullen-
sick.

d. 1655. Adams, Works, i. 330. If

the state . . . lie sullen-sick of Naboth's
vineyard, the lawyer is perchance not sent

for, but gone to.

1692. Hacket, Williams, i. 84. _
If

his Majesty were moody, and not inclin'd

to his propositions, he would fetch him out
of that sullen with a pleasant jest.

1833. Lamb, Pop. Fallacies, xvi. A
long and desperate fit of the sullens.

Sultry, adj. (colloquial).—Lively,

exciting, perhaps unpleasant : cf.

Hot, Warm, etc.

1901. Walker,_ In the Blood, 156.

Anyway, the possession of it will make it

more sultry for you.

Summer-complaint, subs. phr.

(colloquial).—Diarrhoea.

Summer-bird, subs. phr. (old).—
A cuckold [Cuckoo, q.v.\ Also
summer-cabbage= a woman [cf.

supra and cabbage (or greens)
= copulation].

1560. Scholehouse of Women, 317.
Some other knave Shall dub her husband a
summer-bird.

1673. Sackful ofNews. So the poor
man was cruelly beaten, and made a
summer's bird.

Summer-game, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can gaming).—A game for amuse-
ment only, or with another's

money.

Summer's- day. As nice (pro-
per, GOODLY, etc.) AS ONE CAN
see in a summer's-day, phr.
(old).—As nice (proper, etc.) as

may be : cf. Day's-march.

1592. _
Shakspeare, Mid. Night's

Dream, i. 2. A proper man as one
SHALL SEE IN A SUMMER'S DAY. Ibid.

(I S99)> Henry V., iii. 6. As prave words
AS YOU SHALL SEE IN A SUMMER'S DAY.

1594. Lily, Mother Bombie (1632),

§ x. They say hee is as goodly a youth
at the pridge as one shall see in a
summer's day.

1742. Fielding, Joseph Andrews,
iv. xv. As fine a fat thriving child as
YOU SHALL SEE IN A SUMMER'S DAY.

Sumph, subs. (Scots).—A simple-

ton : see Buffle. Hence sumph-
ish= stupid.

1821. Scott, Pirate, i. 104. 'And
you, ye silly sumph,' she said to poor
Yellowley, ' what do ye stand glowering
therefor?'

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., ' Lord
of Thoulouse.' Put your conjuring cap
on, consider and see, If you can't beat that
stupid old sumph with his tea.

1 844. Naylor, Reynard the Fox, 3 7.

A very sumph art thou, I wis.

1849-50. Thackeray, Pendennis,
Captain Sumph (one of the characters in

this novel].

Sumpsimus. See Mumpsimus.}

Sumpsy, subs, (legal).—An action
of assumpsit.

Sun. Been in the sun (or sun-
shine, or GOT THE SUN IN ONE'S
eyes), phr. (common). —Drunk :

see Screwed (Ray, Grose).



Sunburnt. 27 Sundays-fellow.

1840. Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop,
ii. Last night he had had 'the sun
very strong in his eves '

; by which ex-

pression he was understood to convey to

his hearers, in the most delicate manner
possible, the information that he had been
extremely drunk.

1857. Eliot, Janet's Repentance, 1.

He was in that condition which his groom
indicated with poetic ambiguity by saying
that ' master had been in the sun-
shine.'

1857. Marshall, Pomes, 75. She
was thick in the clear, fairly sosselled on
beer.

—

In the sun is poetical license.

TO MAKE HAY WHILE THE
sun shines, verb. phr. (old

proverbial).—To seize an oppor-

tunity.

1509. Barclay, Ship ofFools (1874),
ii. 45. Be besy about your hay while
Phebus is shining.

1546. Heywood, Proverbs. When
the SUNNE SHINETH, MAKE HAY.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 296. Make hay while the
sun shines. You are on the high road to

fortune
;
push forward.

TO GET THE SUN OVER THE
foreyard, verb. phr. (nautical).

To drink before noon.

See Knight ; Shoot.

Sunburnt, adj. (old colloquial).

1. Superficial ; hackneyed ; un-

beautiful.

1570. Ascham, Schoolmaster, 137.

But to dwell in epitomes and books of

common places, and not to bind himself

daily by orderly study . . . maketh so

many seeming and sunburnt ministers as

we have ; whose learning is gotten^ in a
summer heat, and washed away with a
Christmas snow again.

1612. Webster, White Devil, v. 1.

It is a dowry, Methinks should make that

sun-burnt proverb false, And wash the

iEthiop white.

1881. Davies, Supp. Glossary, s.v.

Sunburnt. Ascham applies the word
curiously to superficial scholars, whose
mind receives as transient an impression

from what they read as the face does from
exposure to the summer sun.

2. (old).— 'Having many(male)
children' (B. E. and Grose) ;

and (3)
' clapped ' (Grose).

Sunday. See Show-Sunday;
Month of Sundays and Queen
Dick.

Sun day- best (or -clothes), subs.

phr. (colloquial).— I. Clothes kept

for use on Sundays and holidays ;

best clothes.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 30.

In his Sunday jacket drest, And perch'd

up higher than the rest.

1866. Gaskell, Wives and Daugh-
ters, xlv. Mrs Gibson was off, all in her

Sunday best.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, ' Her Sun-
day Clothes,' 105. Her Sunday best
was her week-day worst, 'Twas simply a
caution to snakes.

2. (venery).—An erecto penis :

as in the phrase, ' the old man
( = the penis) has got his Sunday
clothes on ' : see Horn.

Sunday Face, subs. phr. (com-

mon).—The posteriors: see Bum.

Sun day- man, subs. phr. (old).— 1.

' One who goes abroad on that

day only, for fear of arrests

'

(Grose).

2. (common).—A prostitute's

bully. Also Sunday GiRL=a
week-end (q.v.) mistress.

Sun day-saint, subs. phr.

(common). — One who roisters

through the week and pulls a

long face on Sunday.

Sun day's- fellow, subs. phr.

(old).—See quot.

1611. Tarleton, Jests. One asked
Tarlton why Munday was called Sundaies
fellow ? Because he is a sausie fellow,

saies Tarlton, to compare with that holy
day. But it may be Munday thinkes him-
selfe Sundayes fellow because it followes

Sunday, and is next after ; but he comes a
day after the faire for that.



Sunderland-fitter. 28 Supe.

Sunderland- fitter, subs. phr.
(provincial).—The Knave of

Clubs (Halliwell).

Sun -dodger, subs, (military).—

A

heliographer.

1900. Illust. Bits, 22 Dec, 10. A
first-class trooper with over three years'

service to his name, and a qualified sun-
dodger according to the regimental
signalling instructor.

Sun-dog, subs. phr. (nautical).—

A

mock sun.

i8o[?]. Kipling, Three Sealers
[Works (1898), xi. 256]. The good fog
heaved like a splitten sail, to the right and
left she bore, And you saw the sundogs in

the haze.

Sundowner, subs. (Australian).

—

See quots. and Overlandman.
1880. Oakley, Victoria in 1880, 114.

[Title of poem] The Sundowner.

1888. Macdonald, Gum Boughs, 32.

When the real sundowner haunts these

banks for a season, he is content with a
black pannikin, a clasp knife, and a platter

whittled out of primaeval bark.

1890. Argus, 20 Sept., 13. 5. Sun-
downers are still the plague of squato-
cracy, their petition for 'rashons' and a
bed amounting to a demand.

1891. Adams, John Webb's End, 34.
' Swagsmen ' too, genuine, or only ' sun-
downers,'—men who loaf about till sunset,

and then come in with the demand for the
unrefusable ' rations.

'

1892. Scribner s Magazine, Feb., 143.

They swell the noble army of swagmen or

sundowneIrs, who are chiefly the fearful

human wrecks which the ebbing tide of
mining industry has left stranded in

Australia. [This writer does not differen-

tiate between Swagman {q.v.) and Sun-
downer.]

1893. Sydney Morning Herald, 12

Aug., 8. 7. Numbers of men who came to

be known by the class name of sun-
downers, from their habit of straggling

up at fall of evening with the stereotyped
appeal for work ; and work being at that

hour impossible, they were sent to the
travellers' hut for shelter and to the store-

keeper or cook for the pannikin of flour,

the bit of mutton, the sufficiency of tea for

a brew, which made up a ration.

1896. Windsor Magazine, Dec, 132.

'A sundowner?' I queried. 'Yes; the

lowest class ofnomad. . . . They approach
a station only at sunset, hence the name.'

Sun ny- bank, subs. phr. (old).—

'A good rousing winter fire'

(B. E. and Grose).

Sunny South, subs. phr. (rhym-
ing).—The mouth.

1887. Referee, 7 Nov., 7. 3. She'd
a Grecian, ' I suppose,' And of ' Hamp-
stead Heath' two rows, In her Sunny
South.

Sunshades, subs. pi. (Stock
Exchange).—The Sunehales Ex-
tension of the Buenos Ayres and
Rosario Railway Company shares.

Sunshine. See Sun.

Supe (or Super), subs, (theatrical).

— I. A supernumerary: whence
super-master= the director of

the supernumeraries : also as verb.

2. (Australian) = the superinten-

dent of a station.

1870. Gordon, Bush Ballads, 23.

What's up with our super to-night? The
man's mad.

1884. Yates, Fifty Years ofLondon
Life, 1. ii. Preternaturally stupid people
as . . . the supers are found to be.

1890. Boldrewood, Colonial Re-
former, ix. That super's a growlin' igno-
rant beggar as runs a feller from daylight
to dark for nothing at all.

1890. Argus, 10 June, 4. 1. He
. . . bragged of how he had bested the
super who tried to 'wing him' in the
scrub.

3. (old).—A watch : SUPE AND
slang= watch and chain ; super-
screwing= stealing watches.

c.i 866. Vance, Chickaleary Cove.
How to do a cross-fan for a super or a
slang.

4. (American University).—

A

toady : spec, one who bum-sucks
{q.v.) the professors.



Superannuate. 29 Supper.

Superannuate, verb. (Winches-
ter).

—

See quot.

c.1840. Mansfield, School Life (1866)

237. Superannuate—a boy who was
obliged to leave at Election, owing to

his being past eighteen years of age.

Founders were not superannuate till

they were twenty-five.

Superfine Review, subs. phr.

(literary).— The Saturday Review.
[A coinage of Thackeray's (1860-

3) in The Roundabout Papers.
~\

Supernaculum, subs, and adv.

(old).— 1. See quots. [Garden
Latin : super naculum= on the

nail.] Whence (2) right liquor;

and (3) see quot. 1823.

1592. Nashe, Pierce Pennilesse, G. 2

v. a. Drinking super nagulum, a devise

of drinking new come out of Fraunce

:

which is, after a man hath turned up the

bottom of the cup, to drop it on his naile,

and make a pearle with that is left ; which
if it slide, and he cannot make it stand^ on,

by reason ther's too much, he must drinke
againe for his penance.

1598. Jonson, Case is Altered, viii.

348. I confess Cupid's carouse, he plays
super-negulum with my liquor of life.

161 7. Braithwaite, Law ofDrink-
ingi I 7- They without any difficulty at

all can soake and sucke it ev tov vvv, to a
nayle [margin, super-naculum].

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
ii. 1. Bacchus, the god of brewed wine
and sugar, grand patron of rob-pots, upsy-
freesy tipplers, and super-naculum takers,

headwarden of Vintners' Hall, ale-conner.

.... Timon [Dyce], 38. I drinke
this to thee super naculum.

1630. Taylor, Works, q^kzsl, 3, r° 1.

As when he drinkes out all the totall

summe, Gave it the stile of super-
NACULLUM.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 61. Says, Look, here's super-
naculum.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Supernaculum, not so much as a Drop
left to be poured upon the Thumb-nail, so
cleaverly was the Liquor tipt off.

1704. King, Orpheus. Their jests

were supernaculum, I snatch 'd the rubies

from each thumb.

1719. Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, Dec.
14. But I doubt the oraculum is a poor
SUPERNACULUM.

1746. De Supernaculo Anglorum.
1 Est vox hybrida, ex Latina prepositione

super et Germano nagel (a nail) com-
posita

' ; [Nares : which agrees with the

account in Pierce Penilesse, and accounts
for the nagulum, and negulum].

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Supernaculum. Good liquor, of which
there is not even a drop left sufficient to

wet one's nail.

1822. Byron, Werner, i. 1. The
supernaculum ! twenty years of age, if

'tis a day.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf s.v. Super-
naculum. Any article of consumption
unusually good—as a superior pinch of

snuff, a 'drop of brandy like a nosegay,'

or port vintage 1816.

1835. Edin. Rev.,hC\\. 41. Drinking
SUPERNACULUM.

d. 1891. Lowell, Eurydice. And
empty to each radiant summer A super-
naculum of summer.

Superstitious- pie, subs. phr.

(old).

—

See quot.

c. 1696. B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Superstitious-Pies, Minc'd, or Christ-

mas-Pies, so Nick-nam'd by the Puritans,

or Precisians, tho' they can Eat em, but
affecting to be singular, make them a
Month or six Weeks before Christmas, or

the Feast of Christ.

Supouch, subs. (Old Cant).—'An
Hostess or Landlady' (B. E.).

Supper, subs, (venery).

—

i. The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable. TO GIVE THE OLD
man his supper= to confer the

conjugal embrace ; to warm
THE OLD MAN'S SUPPER= tO sit

before the fire with petticoats

lifted : Yx.faire petite chapelle.

To set one His supper, verb,

phr. (colloquial).—To perform a

feat impossible for another to

imitate.



Supple. 30 Suresby.

Supple. To supple both ends
OF IT, verb. phr. (Scots venery).

—To knock down a prick {q.v.).

d. 1796. Burns [Merry Muses (1800),

93]. I soupled it Tho bauldly he did
blatter.

Supple Twelfth, suds. phr.
(military).—The 12th Lancers.

Surat, subs, (provincial).

—

See
quot.

1864. Hotten, Slang Diet., s.v. An
adulterated article of inferior quality.

Since the American Civil War, it has not
been unusual for manufacturers to mix
American cotton with surat, and, the
latter being an inferior article, the people
in Lancashire have begun to apply the
term surat to any article of inferior or
adulterated quality.

Sure. To make (or be) sure to,

verb. phr. (old colloquial.—To
betroth ; to be engaged to marry.

d. 1535. Sir T. More, Hist. Rich. III.
The King was sure to Dame Elizabeth
Lucy, and her husband before God.

1608. Middleton, Trick, etc., iii. 1.

I am but newly sure yet to the widow.

<

161 1. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Accor-
dailles . . . The betrothing or making
sure of a man and woman together.

1665. J. Cotgrave, Wits Interpreter,

177. She's that's made sure to him she
loves not well, Her banes are asked here,
but she weds in hell.

1632. Brome, Northern Lass. I

presumed you had been sure, as fast as
faith could bind you.

Sure as the creed (as eggs,
FATE, DEATH, A GUN, etc.), phr.

(colloquial).—As sure as may be ;

of a certainty. [See Eggs and
Gun for numerous quots.]

1393. Gower, Confessio A mantis.
SlKER AS THE CREDE.

1672. Ray, Proverbs, ' Prov. Similes.'

As sure as check or Exchequer pay.
This was a proverb in Queen Elizabeth's
time ; the credit of the Exchequer begin-
ning in, and determining with her reign,

saith Dr Fuller. Ibid. As sure (or as
round) as a juggler's box. ... As sure as
a louse in bosom. ... As sure as a louse
in Pomfret. ... As sure as a coat on one's
back.

1703. Steele, Tender Husband, iii.

2. She's distracted, as sure as a gun.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
439. _

But sure as eggs, whilst folks are
sleeping We both again should catch thee
peeping.

d. 1774. Goldsmith [Oliphant, New
Eng., ii. 188. I may mention as idioms of
this age ... as sure as eggs is eggs,
handsome is as handsome does . . . from
Goldsmith].

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 143. As sure as a gun then he
is going to make a night of it.

Sure Card (or Thing), subs. phr.
(colloquial).—A certainty ; any-
thing entirely trustworthy (B. E. ).

1537. Thersites [Dodsley, Old Plays
(Hazlitt), i. 363]. This is a sure card,
this piece of work.

1579. Lyly, Euphues (1636), A. iv.

A cleere conscience is a sure card.

1589. R. Harvey, Plain Perc, 12.

To get a sure card on their side, Either
calles for Iustice.

1593. Shakspeare, Tit. Andron. v.,

1. 100. As sure a card as ever won the

1613. Fletcher, Captain [quoted
by Gifford, Jonson, ii. 284]. For. You
know the juggling captain? Clown. Ay;
there's a sure card.

1672. Ray, Proverbs, 'Entire Sen-
tences.' A clear conscience is a sure
card.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

A sure Card, a trusty Tool, or Confiding
Man.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, i. 'Of a
Soldier's Life. ' To be sure that Christopher
the Collier was a sure card to trust to.

1742. Fielding, /. Andrews, iv. iii.

We have one sure card, which is to carry
him before Justice Frolick.

Suresby, subs, (old).—A depend-
able person : cf. Rudesby, Wigs-
by, etc.

1586. Withals, Diet., 564. Lydius
sive Herculeus lapis ; hee is old sureby.

161 1. Coryat, Crudities, i. 42. Old
suresbyes, to serue for all turnes,
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1614. Terence in English. You are
the same man that you were : old surebie,
no flinsher.

^.1657. Bradford, Sermons [Rept.].

Yes, there is one which is suresby as they
say, to serve if anything will serve.

Surf, sub. (theatrical).—A half-

and-half PROFESSIONAL (q.V.)

player or musician : combining
some daily occupation with
nightly duty on or in connection

with the boards.

Surly, As surly as a butcher's
dog, phr. (old).—Very surly

(Ray).

Surly- boots (or Surling), subs,

phr. (old).—A grumpy morose
fellow : cf. Lazy-boots.
rf.1623. Camden, Remains, 176. And

as for these sowre surlings, they are to be
commended to Sieur Gaulard.

1812. Coombe, Syntax, 1. xxii. A
sudden jolt their slumbers broke, They
started all, and all awoke ; When surly-
boots yawn'd wide and spoke.

Surprisers (The), subs. phr.

(military).—The 46th Foot, now
the 2nd Batt. of the Duke of

Cornwall's Light Infantry.

Surtout, subs. (B. E.).— 'A loose,

great, or riding Coat' (B. E.).

Surveyor of the Highway, subs,

phr. (old).—A man reeling drunk
(Grose) : see Inspector.

Surveyor of the Pavement,
subs. phr. (old).—A man in the

pillory (Grose and Bee).

Suspense. In deadly sus-

pense, adv. phr. (old).—Hanged
(Grose).

Sus. per Coll., phr. (old).—
' Hanged by the neck '—Lat. sus-

pensus per collum. [Grose :

1 persons who have been hanged
are thus entered in the jailer's

books.']

1850. Thackeray, Pendennis, u.
xxv. That lamentable note of sus. per
coll. at the name of the last male of her
line. Ibid. (1867), Denis Duval, i. None
of us Duvals have been suspercollated
to my knowledge.

Suspicion, subs, (colloquial).—

A

very small quantity : cf Fr.

soupcon.

1863. Hawthorne, Our Old Home.
A mere spice or suspicion of austerity

which made it all the more enjoyable.

1867. Trollope, Last Chronicles of
Barset, xlix. He was engaged in brush-
ing a suspicion of dust from his black
gaiters.

1886. D. Tel., 25 Sep. With just a
suspicion of Irish brogue that only serves

to increase the interest of her piquancy
and fun.

Verb. (American).—To sus-

pect.

1889. Harper's Mag., Ixxx. 349.
They somehow suspicion'd he wasn't
quite sound on hell.

1899. Westcott, David Harum, i.

Didn't ye suspicion nuthin' when he took
ye up like that ?

Sut, adj. (tailors').—Satisfactory ;

fortunate.

Swab, subs. (old). — I. See

Swabber.

2. (nautical).—A naval officer's

epaulet : jocose or in contempt

:

cf Swabber, sense i.

Swabber, subs. (old).— i. 'The
sorriest sea-men put to wash and
clean the ship' (B. E. and
Grose : in this sense good Shak-
spearean English) ; hence (2) a
term of contempt. Also Swab.

1602. Shakspeare, Twelfth Night,
i. 5. 216. Mar. Will you hoist sail, sir?

. . . Vio. No, good swabber ; I am to
hull here a little longer. Ibid. (1609), ii.

2. 48. The master, the swabber, the
boatswain, and I.
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1609. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Scornful Lady, iii. 1. My lady speaks
with no such swabbers.

1634. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 1.

More fit to be a swabber to the Flemish,
After a drunken surfeit.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 33. This being said, our lusty

swabber Groan'd like a Woman in her
Labour.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 42. I am
his swabber ... his brawl, his errand
boy.

1748. Smollett, Roderick Random.
xxiv. He swore accordingly at the lieu-

tenant, and called him . . . swab and
lubbard.

1886. Besant, World Went Well,

etc., xxix. Luke was a grass comber and
land swab.

3. (old).

—

' The ace of hearts,

knave of clubs, ace and deuce of

trumps at whist' (B. E. and
Grose) : the holder was en-

titled to a portion of the

stakes. [These four cards were
only incident to betting at

whist. ]

c. 1700. Swift [quoted by Strutt,
Shorts and Pastimes (1801, etc.), 436].

The clergymen used to play at whist and
swobbers ;

playing now and then a sober

game at whist for pastime, it might be par-

doned ; but he could not digest those

wicked swobbers.

1754. Fielding, Jonathan Wild, 1.

iv. As whisk and swabbers was the game
then in the chief vogue, they were oblig'd

to look for a fourth person, in order to

make up their parties.

1817. Scott, Rob Roy, 1. 225. The
society of half a dozen of clowns to play at

whisk and swabbers would give her more
pleasure than if Ariosto himself were to

awake from the dead.

Swack, subs. (Christ's Hospital).

—

Deception. Hence to swack
UP= to deceive ; to take in

{q.v.). Also swack-up = a
falsehood.

Swad, subs. (old).— 1. A re-

proach : generic ; spec. (1) a rustic

or clodhopper ; and (2) a dis-

banded soldier (Grose), nowa-
days a militiaman. Also SWAD-
der, swadkin, swadgill, and
SWADDY.

1534. Holinshed, Chron. of Ire-
land. Three drunken swads that kept the
castell thought that this showt was nought
else but a dreame.

1588. Greene, Perimedes. Let
countrey swaines and silly swads be still

;

To court, yoong wag, and wanton there
thy fill.

1592. Lvly, Midas, iv. 3. I'll

warrant, that was devised by some country
SWAD.

J 593' Peele, Honour ofthe Garter.
There came a pilfring swad And would
have prayd upon this ornament.

1606. Return front Parnassus.
But hang them, swadds, the basest corner
in my thoughts is too gallant a roome to
lodge them in.

1622. Taylor, Motto. I have
opinion, and have ever had, That when I

see a stagg'ring drunken swad, Then that
a man worse then an asse I see.

1633. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii. 1.

Now I remember me, There was one busie
fellow was their leader, A blunt squat
swad.

1638. Braithwaite, Survey of
History. A squeazed swad without
either meanes, manners, or mannor.

1640. Two Lancashire Lovers, 22.

How should the reasonable soule (unlesse
all his prime faculties were drowned and
drenched in the lees of sense) affect such a
SWAD?

1656. Blount, Glossog., 627. Swad,
in the North, is a pescod shell ; thence
used for an empty shallow-headed fellow.

d.1701. Dryden, Counter Scuffle
[Misc., iii. 340]. Wer't not for us, thou
swad, quoth he, Where wouldst thou fog
to get a fee?

2. (common).—A lump, bunch,
crowd, mass : also swod.
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1840. Haliburton, The Clock-
maker, 3 S. vi. How is a colonist able to

pay for this almighty swad of everlasting
plunder, seem' he has no gold or silver?

1865. Major Downing s Letters, 35.
There was a swad of fine folks, and the
house was well-nigh upon chuck full.

1869. Overland Monthly, iii. 131.
A Texan never has a great quantity of any
thing, but he has scads of it or oodles or
dead oodles, or scadoodles, or swads.

Swadder, subs. (Old Cant).— i.

See quot.

1567. Harman, Caveat, 72. These
Swadders and Pedlars be not all evil, but
of an indifferent behaviour.

2. See Swad.

Swaddle, verb, (old).—To cudgel

;

to rope's end (B. E. and Grose)
;

to swathe round with lash or

stick. Hence swadler (Old
Cant) =' The tenth Order of the
Canting Tribe ' (B. E.) 'who not
only rob, but beat and often

murder passengers ' (Grose).

c.i 570. Wife Lapped in Morels Skin,
845. [Hazlitt, Early Pop. Poet., iv. 214].
I sweare by God, and by saynt John, Thy
bones will I swaddle, so have I blisse.

161 1. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Chaper-
on. Hee bangde, belammed, thumped,
swadled her.

1612-3. Fletcher, Captain, ii. 1.

Were it not for taking So just an execution
from his hands, ... I would swaddle
ye, 'Till I could draw off both your skins
like scabbards.

1636. Davenant, Wits, iii. 1. (1673).
How now, housewife? Do you slight
authority? Behold this staff! in very
truth I shall swaddle you with the
King's wand of office.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, I. 1. v. 23.
Great on the bench, great in the saddle,
He could as well bind o'er as swaddle.

d.i-joi. Dryden, Counter-Scuffle
[Misc., iii. 347]. Behind the door he stood
to hear, For in he durst not come, for fear

Of swadling,

Swaddler, subs. (Irish).— 1. A
Methodist (Grose). Hence spec.

(2) those who in winter play
the Protestant, for the sake of

the blankets, coals, etc., given
by proselytisers. Also (3), in

America, a street preacher, spec.

(American thieves') a preaching
confederate.

1820. Southey, Life of Wesley, ii.

153. It happened that Cennick, preaching
on Christmas Day, took for his text these
words from St. Luke's Gospel, ' And this

shall be a sign unto you
;
ye shall find the

babe wrapped in swaddling-clothes, lying
in a manger.' A Catholic who was present,
and to whom the language of Scripture was
a novelty, thought this so ridiculous that
he called the preacher a swaddler in

derision.

1845. Coke and Moore, Life of
Wesley, 288. Butler and his mob were
now in higher spirits than ever ; they
scoured the streets day and night, fre-

quently hallooing as they went along,
' Five pounds for a swaddler's head !

'

1889. Academy, n May, 317. To
revive Sir W. Petty's Colony by import-
ing Northern Presbyterians and Cornish
swaddlers.

2. See Swad and Swaddle.

Swag, subs. (Old Cant). — i.

A shop : spec, a mart for stolen

goods. Whence a rum-swag= 'a

shop full of rich goods ' (B. E.)

;

and swag-barrow= a coster's

cart. Hence (2) generic for

property ; spec, booty : see quots.

1785, 1819, and 1823. Also
SWAG-chovey bloke = a marine
store dealer; swagsman= (i) a
receiver of stolen goods, and (2)

a miscellaneous dealer in ' City
penn'orths' and other cheap stuff,

wholesale or retail.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Swag, a bundle, parcel, or package ; as a
swag of snow, etc. The swag, is a term
used in speaking of any booty you have
lately obtained, be it of what kind it may,
except money, as Where did you lumber
the swag ? that is, where did you deposit
the stolen property ? To carry the swag is

to be the bearer of the stolen goods to a
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place of safety. A swag of any thing,

signifies emphatically a great deal. To
have knap'd a good swag, is to have got a
good booty.

1819. Vaux, Memoirs, s.v. Swag.
Wearing-apparel, linen, piece-goods, etc.,

are all comprehended under the name of

swag, when describing any speak lately

made, etc., in order to distinguish them
from plate, jewellery, or other more port-

able articles.

1823. Bee, Diet, of Turf, s.v.

Swag (the)—store of money. ' The swag
lies upstairs, in a chest of drawers. . . .

Rum-swAG—A good deal of it.

1827. Cunningham, Two Years in

New South Wales, ii. 59. A number of

the slang phrases current in St. Giles's

Greek bid fair to become legitimatized in

the dictionary of this colony : plant, swag,
pulling up, and other epithets of the Tom
and Jerry school, are established—the

dross passing here as genuine, even among
all ranks.

1837. Mudie, Felonry ofNew South
Wales, 181. In short, having brought
with her a supply of the swag, as the con-

victs call their ill-gotten cash, a wife seldom
fails of having her husband assigned to her,

in which case the transported felon finds

himself his own master.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xix.
' It's all arranged about bringing off the

swag, is it ?
' asked the Jew. Sikes nodded.

1840. Barham, Ingolds. Legends,
' Misadv. at Margate.' He said ' he'd done
me wery brown, and neatly stowed the

SWAG.'

1851-61. Mayhew, London Lab., ii.

93. Swagmen who sell low-priced
millinery.

1856. Reade, Never too Late, etc.,

xlvi. He will shake all that nonsense to

blazes when he finds himself out under the

moon with the swag on one side and the

gallows on the other.

1861. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xxxvii.

If any enterprising burglar had taken it

into his head to crack that particular crib

known as the Bridge Hotel, and got clean

off with the swag, he might have retired

on the hard-earned fruits of a well-spent

life into happier lands.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 121. The
gentleman swore he'd been bested, And
Sam had passed on the swag.

1900. Flynt, Tramfis, 282. ' It

ain't such a bad lot,' he said; 'I chew
every day, get a big swag once in a while.

'

3. (Australian). — A tramp's

bundle in a bluey {q.v.) ; hence

personal luggage; traps {q.v.).

As verb= to tramp the bush carry-

ing a SWAG ; SWAGMAN (SWAG-
GER or swaggie) = a man travel-

ling in search of work : cf. Sun-
downer.

1853. Sidney, Three Colonies, 361.

His leathern overalls, his fancy stick, and
his swag done up in mackintosh.

1861. McCombie, Australian
Sketches, 5. There was the solitary

pedestrian, with the whole of his supplies,

consisting of a blanket and other necessary

articles, strapped across his shoulders : this

load is called the swag and the mode of

travelling swagging it.

1865. J. O. Tucker, Australian
Story, i. 86. The cumbrous weight of

blankets that comprised my swag.

1873. Trollope, Australia and
New Zealand, i. 285. Swag, which con-

sists of his personal properties rolled up in

a blanket.

1875. Lady Barker, Station A muse-
ments in New Zealand, 154. Describing
the real swagger, clad in flannel shirt,

moleskin trowsers, and what were once
thick boots.

1879. J- Brunton Stephens,
Drought and Doctrine (Works, 309).

Rememberin' the needful, I gets up an'

quietly slips To the porch to see—a swags-
man—with our bottle at his lips.

1883. Keighley, Who are You ? 36.

Then took a drink of tea . . . Such as the

swagmen in our goodly land Have with
some humour named the post-and-rail.

1890. Argus, 2 Aug., 4, 2. He
strapped the whole lot together, swAG-like.

Ibid. (1896), The Argus, 23 March, 5, 1.

The minister's house is the sure mark for

every stone-broke swagger in search of

clothes or victuals.

1891. Boldrewood, A Sydney-side
Saxon, 156. We pulled up a swagman.
He was walking very slow ; he was a bit

lame too. His swag wasn't heavy, for he
had only a rag of a blue blanket, a billy of

water in his hand, and very little else.

1902. Pall Mall Gaz., 26 July, 2. 1.

The unmarried shearer, roaming, swag on
back, from station to station, chasing
summer down the latitudes, leads an
active, pleasant life enough.
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Swag- belly, subs. phr. (old).

—

A very fat man or woman ; a

swing-paunch. [Swag= to weigh
heavily.] Hence swaggy (or

SWAG - BELLIED) = fat, FORTY-
GUTTED (q.v.).

1530. Palsgrave, Langue Fran-
coyse. I swagge, as a fatte persons belly

swaggeth as he goth.

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, ii. 3.

I learned it in England, where, indeed,

they are most potent in potting: your
Dane, your German, and your swag-
bellied Hollander ... are nothing to

your English.

1646. Browne, Vulg. Errors, hi. iv.

His swaggy and prominent belly.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v.

'Pant. Prog.,' v. However, so many
swagbellies and puff-bags will hardly go
to St Hiacco, as there did in the year 524.

1886. Oliphant, New English, i.

462. The swagge of 1303 [see quot. 1530]

is here used of a fat man's belly ; hence
the swag-bellied Hollander, and also the

later swagger.

Swagger, suds, and verb, (once

literary : now colloquial : B. E.

and Grose).—Bluster ; bravado
;

roaring insolence ; side {q.v.).

As verb— to strut defiantly ; to

boast ; to bluster ; to affect or

obtrude superiority : see quot.

1898. Also derivatives such as

SWAGGERER and SWAGGERING.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
s.v. Ruffo . . . Also a ruffling roister or

ruffian, a swaggrer.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Hen. IV., ii.

4. Your ancient swaggerer comes not in

my doors. Ibid. (1599), Hen. V., iv. 7.

131. A rascal that swaggered with me
last night.

1607. Dekker, Northward Ho, iv.

1. A swaggering fellow, sir, that speaks
not like a man of God's making, swears he
must speak with you, and will speak with
you.

1612. Rowlands, Hist. Rogues
[Ribton-Turner, 582]. They chose a
notable swaggering rogue called Puffing

Dicke to reuell over them.

c. 1622. Heywood, Fair Maid of the
West [Pearson, Works, (1894), ii. 279].
Can we not live in compasse of the Law,
But must be swaggered out on't ?

1636. Davenant, Wits, i. 2. And
swagger in the wool [that] we shall borrow
from our own flocks.

1678. Cudworth, Intellectual Sys-
tem, 61. It was Atheism openly swagger-
ing, under the glorious appearance of
wisdom and philosophy.

1699. Dryden, Cox and Fox, 443.
[He] swaggereth like a lord about his

hall.

1725. Swift, Will Wood's Petition.
The butcher is stout, and he values no
swagger. Ibid. Court and Empire of
Japan. He would swagger the boldest
man into a dread of his power.

1765. Goldsmith, Essays, x. The
bunters who swagger in the streets of
London.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias, 136. She
could put on as brazen-faced a swagger
as the most impudent dog in town.

1835. Marryatt, Pacha of Many
Tales. 'The Water Carrier.' It requires

but an impudent swagger and you are
taken on your own representation.

1844. Thackeray, Barry Lyndon,
xv. As for the swagger ... I deny it

in toto, being always most modest in my
demeanour.

1880. Payn, Confid. Agent, xi. The
captain [put] ... a good deal of side on,
which became a positive swagger as he
emerged into the more fashionable street.

1898. Warner, Harrow School, 280.

The rules of ' swagger ' or [side] are most
complex . . . And a new boy is apt to

find himself entangled. He goes out with
his umbrella rolled up ... or carries it by
its middle, or under his arm, or he walks
on the middle terrace after chapel, or he
innocently wears his ' blues ' open when it is

hot, or turns his trousers up when it is wet,
and . . . he is swaggering. Lady visitors

sometimes think small boys at Harrow
rude ... to stick close to the wall . . .

and shoulder the world into the gutter—it

is modesty ; to walk in the road is swagger.
To loiter at the house door, or to sing or
whistle in the passages, and to wear a hat
in the house are also forms of swagger.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 107.

He wore a new cricketing belt round his

loins, as low down as he could get it to go
;

the lower down the greater assumption of
' push ' swagger.
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Adj. (common). — Tip-top
(q.v.)\ swell (q.v.)\ extremely
new.

1886. New York Tribune (Semi-
Weekly), 2 Nov. His gambling parties
were so swagger that rich money-lenders
who wanted to extend their social relations

did not mind to what extent they . . .

lost money at them.

1897. Ouida, Massarines, 8. Lord,
ma'am, they'll pocket the marrons glaces at

the table d'hote and take the matches away
from their bedrooms ; but, then, you see,

ma'am, them as are swagger can do them
things.

1900. White, West End, 43. 'We
are now living in a very different style.'

. . .
* It looks a great deal more swagger

certainly.'

Swaining, subs, (common). —
Love-making; spooning (q.v.).

1830. Mrs. Trollope, MichaelArm-
strong; i. His general manner had a good
deal of what in female slang is called

SWAINING.

Swallow, subs, (once literary

:

now vulgar or colloquial).— 1.

The throat : also swallow-
pipe ; (2) the act of swallowing

;

and (3) a mouthful : hence (4)
taste, relish, inclination, or

capacity. As verb= to receive,

endure, or embrace credulously,

patiently, without examination,

scruple or reserve ; occasionally

TO SWALLOW WHOLE. (B. E.).

Hence swallowable= credible.

1596. Shakspeare, King John, iv.

2. 195. I saw a smith stand . . . With open
mouth swallowing a tailor's news. Ibid.

(1603), Meas. for Meas., iii. 1. 235. Left
her . . . swallowed his vows whole,
pretending in her discoveries of dishonour.

1613. Purchas, Pilgrimage, 92. The
mother (not able to swallow her shame
and grief) Cast herselfe into the lake to bee
swallowed of the water.

1616-25. Court and Times Jas. I., ii.

442. [A man] swallows indignities.

1690. Locke, Human Understand-
ing, IV. xx. 4. Here men . . . must . . .

swallow down opinions as silly people

do empiric pills, without knowing what
they are made of.

1703. Farquhar, Inconstant, m. 1.

I have swallowed my words already ; I

have eaten them up.

1796. Wolcot ('Peter Pindar'),

Works, 147. Each paunch with guttling

was so swelled, Not one bit more could

pass your swallow-pipe.

1834. Wilson, Nodes Ambros., Dec.
Attend to the differences between a
civilized swallow and a barbarous bolt.

1841. Punch, i. 169. Men with
swallows like Thames Tunnels, in fact

accomplished gaggers and unrivalled wiry
watchers.

1849. Maitland, Essays on the Re-
formation, 315. An anecdote in its

hundredth edition, and its most mitigated
and swallowable form.

1885. Buck, Handbook ofMed. Sci.,

v. 4. A swallow or two of hot milk
sometimes aids in coughing up tenacious

mucus.

1899. Westcott, David Harum,
xxiii. She took a swallow of the wine.
' How do you like it ?

' asked David.

Phrases. — One swallow
does not make a spring' (Hey-
wood, 1546 = proverbial) ; TO
swallow a spider= to become a

bankrupt (Ray) ;
' You say true

;

will you swallow my knife ?
' (a

sarcastic retort on an impossible

story) ; to swallow a tavern
TOKEN= to get drunk ; TO
SWALLOW THE CACKLE =tO leam
a part (theatrical) ;

' He has

swallowed a stake, and cannot

stoop ' (of a very upright unbend-
ing person).

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in Humour,
i. 3. Drunk, sir ! you hear not me say so :

perhaps he swallowed a tavern token
or some such device.

Swallow-tail, subs. phr. (old).

—

I. See quot. 1544.

1544. Ascham, Toxophilus [Giles,
ii. 130]. Having two points or barbs, look-

ing backward to the stele and the feathers,

which surely we call in English a broad
arrow head, or a swallow-tail.

1828. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth,
ii. 223. The English then strode forward,
. . . and sent off their volleys of swallow-
tails before we could call on St. Andrew.
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2. (nautical).—The points of

a burgee.

3. (common).—A dress coat ;

a STEEL-PEN COAT {q.V.).

1886. Referee, 29 Aug. He is stripped

of his swallow-tail and his pseudonym,
and marched off to the guard-room again.

1888. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, 50.

Here is one of the new police, with blue
swallow-tail coat tightly buttoned, and
white trousers.

1902. Lynch, Unseen Hand, i. He
passed his hand caressingly over the lapel

of an immaculate swallow-tail.

4. ( ? punning nonce-word).

—

A tongue always wagging.

1690. D'Urfey, Collin's Walk, i.

He'd tire your ear with pentagons . . .

And all your outworks would assail With
his eternal swallow's tail.

Swan. I swan, intj. (American).—
' I swear ! Also (more em-

phatically), ' I SWAN TO MAN !

'

1842. Clavers, Forest Life, I. 29.
1 Well, I swan !

' exclaimed the mamma,
giving a round box on the ear to a dirty

little urchin.

1862. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2 S.

i. But they du preach, I swan to man,
it's pufkly indescrib'le. Ibid. vi. I swan,
You half forgit you've gut a body on.

1899. Westcott, DavidHarum, xiv.
' You c'n git round on your pins 'bout's

lively 's they make 'em, I guess, I swan,'
he exclaimed.

Swank, verb, (public school).—
To work hard : cf. Swink.
SwANKER= a hard-working stu-

dent.

Swan key, subs, (common).—Any
weak tipple : spec, small beer.

Also (fishermen's) a mixture of

water, molasses, and vinegar.

Swannery. To keep a
swannery, verb. phr. (old).

—

To boast of one's own doings,

possessions, etc. ; to make out

that all one's geese are swans
(Grose).

Swan-SLINGER, subs. phr. (the-

atrical.—A player fond of or
famous for Spouting Bill {q.v. )

;

a Shakspearean actor : the same
as 'slinging the Swan of Avon.'

Swap (or Swop), subs, (col-

loquial).—An act of barter ; an
exchange. As verb = to ex-

change ; to strike a bargain.

(B. E. ) Grose [
=

' Irish Cant
.

']

and Bee.

1360. Sir Gawayn [E.E.T.S]. 35.
[Oliphant, New. Eng., i. 58. The old
swap gets the new sense of 'make an
exchange.'

1594. Lyly, Mother Bombie, v. 3.

Soft, ' I'le not swap my father for all this.'

. . .
' What, doe you thinke I'le be coz'ned

of my father ?

'

1692. Dryden, Cleomenes. I would
have swopp'd Youth for old age, and all my
life behind, To have been then a moment-
ary man.

1707. Ward, Hud. Red., 11. ii. 5.

Those, who to preserve their Health, Had
swop'd their little Store of Wealth.

1724. Swift, Wood's Halfpence. A
fine lady swapping her moles for the
mange.

1781. Parker, View of Society, II.

48. The hostler then says he has a choice
nag or daisy-kicker to sell or swap.

1819. Scott, Bride ofLammermoor,
xxvi. For the pouther, I e'en changed it

... for gin and brandy ... a gude swap
too.

1830. Cobbett, Rural Rides, (1886),

l. 199. It is barter, truck, change, dicker,

as the Yankees call it, but as our horse
jockies call it, swap, or chop.

1853. Reade, Gold, i. Carry out a
cargo of pea-jackets and four-penny bits

to swap for gold dust.

1862. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2 S.

v. We'd better take maysures for shetting

up shop, And put off our stock by a vendoo
or swop.

1887. Eggleston, Graysons, x.

Farmers frequented the town, to meet old

friends and get the better of them in

swapping horses.

1894. Baker, New Timothy, 187.

Not even the greasy cards can stand
against the attractions of a swap of horses,

and these join the group.
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1899. Whiteing, John St., xiv.
You two countries ought to swap grand-
mothers, and then you'd match.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, ii.

Don Andres proposes to swap herd for

herd, taking our cattle as they run, at
fifteen dollars, and giving us half-breed
sheep at three.

TO GET THE SWAP (or SWOP),
verb. phr. (common). — To be
dismissed.

To swap OFF, verb. phr.
(American). — To cheat ; TO
SKLL (f.c).

1880. Harris, Uncle Remus, iv.

Den Brer Fox know dat he been swap off
mighty bad.

Swapper, subs, (common).—Any-
thing large or big : see Whopper.
Hence swapping = huge

;

strong; Ai.

1589. Countercuffe given to Martin
Junior. A filch-man in his hande, a
swapping ale dagger at his back, con-
taining by estimation some two or three
pounds of yron in the hyltes and chape.

1624. Middleton, Game at Chess,
iv. 2. Ay, marry, sir, here's swapping
sins indeed.

Swarm, verb, (colloquial). — To
climb ; to shin up.

. . . Syr Isumbras, 351. He swarmed
up into a tree, Whyle eyther of them
might other se.

1888. Spectator [Century Diet.].

Swarming up the lightning conductor of
a great church to fix a flag at the top of
the steeple.

Swarry, subs, (common). — A
boiled leg of mutton and trim-

mings.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxviii.

Honourably accounts for Mr. Weller's
absence by describing a . . . swarry
... a boiled leg of mutton, hot, with
caper sauce, turnips, and potatoes.

Swartwout, verb. (American).

—

To abscond. [From the name
of a public defaulter in New
York.]

Swash, verb. (old).— i. To make
a noise : see quot. 1662. Hence
SWASH - BUCKLER (SWASH,
SWASHER or SWINGE-BUCKLER)
= a sworder good at a lively peal

on his opposite's target ; and,
therefore, by implication, a ruffier,

bully , Hector. As subs. = bluster,

vapouring, roaring ; swashing
(or swashy) = (i) noisy (a swash-
ing blow) ; and (2) = loud-

mouthed and quarrelsome.

1560. Pilkington, Works [Parker],
151. A drunkard, a whore-hunter, a
gamer, a swash-buckler, a ruffian to
waste his money in proud apparel.

1577-87. Holinshed, Chron. Ire-
land, 87. Whereby a man maie see how
manie bloudie quarels a bralling swash-
buckler maie picke out of a bottle of
haie, namelie when his braines are fore-

bitten with a bottle of nappie ale.

1582. Stanyhurst, Mneid, ii. 220.

Their tayls with croompled knot twisting
swashlye they wrigled.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, i. 1. Draw, if you be men-
Gregory, remember thy swashing blow.
Ibid. (1598), 2 Henry IV,, iii. 2. 24.
Shallow. You had not four such swinge-
bucklers in all the inns o' court again.
Ibid. (1599), Henry V., iii. 2. As young as
I am, I have observed these three swashers
[Nym, Pistol, and Bardolph]. I am boy
to them all three. Ibid. (1601), As You
Like It, i. 3. ^

We'll have a swashing and
a martial outside, As many other mannish
cowards have.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
74. A bravo, a swash-buckler, one that
for mony and good cheere will follow any
man to defend him and fight for him, but
if any danger come, he runs away the first

and leaves him in the lurch. Ibid., 127.
To fence, to swash with swords, to
swagger.

1609. Holland, Am. Mar. Leo,
a notarie afterwards, master of the offices,

a very swash-buckler at every funerall,
a knowne robber, and a Pannonian ; one
who breathed foorth of his savage mouth
crueltie, and yet was neverthelesse greedie
still of mans bloud.

161 1. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 54.
Their men are very ruffians and swash-
bucklers, having exceeding long blacke
haire curled, and swords or other weapons
by their sides.
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1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Bra-
vache. A roister, cutter, swaggerer, swash
buckler, one thats ever vaunting of his

owne valour.

1625, Jonson, Staple of News, v. 1.

I do confess a swashing blow.

1636. Heywood, Love's Mistress, 25.

Ille ipse, the same ; I desire no more than
this sheep-hook in my hand to encounter
with that SWASH-BUCKLER.

1637. Davenant, Brit. Triumph.
[Nares.] With courtly knights, not

roaring country swashes.

1662. Fuller, Worthies, 'London.'
A ruffian is the same with a swaggerer, so

called, because endeavouring to make that

side to swag or weigh down whereon he
ingageth. The same also with swash-
buckler, from swashing or making a noise

on bucklers.

1677. Ovid de Arte Amandi, 141.

Or score out husbands in the charcoal

ashes, With country knights, nor roaring

city swashes.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 143. The lovely Aurora meta-
morphosed herself in a twinkling, and
resumed her swashing outside.

Swash -bucket, subs. phr. (com-

mon).—A slattern.

Swat, subs, (old).— i. A blow.

As subs. = to strike ; to hit.

Verb. (school). — To work
hard; to sweat (q.v.). [Orig.

dialectical.] Also as subs. — hard

study : spec. (Royal Military

Academy) = mathematics.

Swatch el, subs. (Punch and

Judy).—Punch. Hence swatch-
el (or schwassle)-box = the

Punch and Judy show ; swatch-
EL-COVE= a Punch and Judy
man : spec, the patterer. The
other terms connected with this

drama of the streets are :

—

Mozzy = Judy ; darkey = the

negro ; vampo = the clown
;

VAMPiRE= the ghost ; buffer=
the dog; buffer-figure = the

dog's master; crocodile= the

demon; FiLio= the baby; the
frame = the street arrangement

;

PEEPSiES= the panpipes; NOB-
bing-slum = the bag for collecting

money ; the letter cloth =
the advertisement; tambour=
the drum ; the stalk (or prop)
= the gallows ; the slum fake
= the coffin; THE SLUM = the

call.

1887. Henley, Villon's Good Night.
You swatchel-coves that pitch and
slam.

Swattled, adj. (common).

—

Drunk : see Screwed.

Swear, subs, (colloquial).—An
oath ; a cuss (q.v.): also swear-
word. Also (colloquial) TO
swear at (said of anything
incongruous) : e.g. ' His frock

coat swore at his bowler-hat

;

TO SWEAR LIKE A LORD
(trooper, etc. )= to volley oaths,

TO MAKE THE AIR BLUE (q.V.)
;

TO SWEAR THROUGH A NINE
INCH plank (nautical) = to back
up any lie (C. Russell :

' a

favourite expression of Lord
Nelson when referring to Ameri-
can skippers ').

1531. Elyot, Governour (1834), 87.

He that sweareth deep, sweareth like a
lord.

1651. Cartwright, Ordinary [Dods-
ley, Old Plays (Reed), x. 295]. Gull'd
by my swear ; by my swear, gull'd.

Ibid. I lose the taking, by my swear, of
taking As much, whiles that I am receiving
this.

1672. Ray, Proverbs, ' He'll swear
through a nine inch board, a dagger out
of sheath, the devil out of hell, 'till he's

black in the face.'

1756. Foote, Eng. Returned from
Paris. [To] swear like a trooper.

i8[?]. Elect. Review (Amer.). {Cen-
tury.'] There has been in the past an
immense quantity of scolding, occasionally
a swear-word.
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1887. St. James's Gaz., 4 June. It

is a dreadful thing to say, but I felt that if

I didn't utter a big swear at that moment
something would happen.

1889. Harper's Mag., Ixxviii. 258.
What is new in it . . . may swear at the
old furniture and the delightful old
portraits.

Sweat, verb, (once literary ; now
colloquial).— 1. To work hard

;

to drudge ; to put in licks
{q.v.

)

; also TO sweat one's GUTS
OUT. Cf. modern (public school)

swat (or swot) = fagging, hard
study, especially mathematics,
whence swot also = a mathe-
matician ; and as verb, to fag, or

study hard (see quot. 1864).

1551. Robvnson, More's Utopia, ii.

11. Watching, waiting, and sweating;
hoping shortly to obtain it.

1597. Shakspeare, Richard III., v.

3. 255. If you do sweat to put a tyrant
down, You sleep in peace the tyrant being
slain.

161 2. Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

5. Come, brother, thank the Countess
;

She hath sweat to make your peace.

1622. Fletcher, Spanish Curate,
iii. 3. I could out-plead An advocate, and
sweat as much as he Does for a double
fee.

d. 1667. Cowley, Tree of Knowledge,
4. Henceforth, said God, the wretched
Sons of Earth Shall sweat for Food in

vain.

1864. Hotten, Slang- Diet., s.v.

Swot. This word originated at the Royal
Military College, Sandhurst, in the broad
Scotch pronunciation of Dr. Wallace, one
of the Professors, of the word ' sweat.'

1881. Pascoe, Everyday Life in
Our Public Schools. So much for work
or swot, as the Harrovian, in common
with other boys, somewhat inelegantly
terms the more important part of instruc-
tion he receives at school.

1900. Kipling, Stalky and Co., 135.
Fags bully each other horrid ; but the
upper forms are supposed to be swottin'
for exams.

2. (common).—To suffer ; to

pay the penalty. Also {trans. ) to

beat ; to pay out.

1610. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Coxcomb, v. 1. Well, Jarvis, thou hadst
wrongs, and, if I live, Some of the best
shall sweat for't.

3. (old).—.&£ quots.

1712. Steele, Spectator, 332. These
sweaters . . . seem to me to have at
present but a rough kind of discipline

among them.

c. 1780. Ireland Sixty Years Ago,
(1847), 13. Others were known by the
sobriquet of ' Sweaters and Pinkin-
dindies.' It was their practice to cut off a
small portion of the scabbards of the swords
which every one then wore, and prick, or
' pink ' the persons with whom they quar-
relled with the naked points, which were
sufficiently protruded to inflict consider-
able pain, but not sufficient to cause death.

1823. Grose, Vulg. Tongue (3rd
ed.), s.v. Sweating. A diversion prac-
tised by the bloods of the last century, who
styled themselves Mohocks : these gentle-
men lay in wait to surprise some person
late in the night, when surrounding him,
they with their swords pricked him in the
posteriors, which obliged him to be con-
stantly turning round : this they continued
till they thought him sufficiently sweated.

4. (common).—To extort, lose,

or squander money freely ; to
FLEECE {q.v). ; TO BLEED {q.V.) :

see quot. 1784. Also TO SWEAT
one's purse sb to cause one to

spend everything.

1784. Ireland Sixty Years Ago,
(1847), 14. They determined to amuse
themselves by sweating him, i.e., making
him give up all his fire-arms.

5. (common).—To work for

(or employ labour at) starvation

wages ; to submit to extortion (or

to extort). Hence Sweater= an
employer of underpaid labour

:

usually a middleman between the

actual employer and employed ; a

grinding taskmaster. Whence
SWEATING - SYSTEM, SWEATER,
SWEATED, etc.

1850. C. Kingsley, Cheap Clothes
and Nasty. At the honourable shops the
master deals directly with his workmen ;

while at the dishonourable ones, the work
is let out to contractors or middle-men

—
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'sweaters,' as their victims significantly

call them— who, in their turn, let it out
again, sometimes to the workmen, some-
times to fresh middle-men, so that out of
the price paid for labour on each article,

not only the workmen, but the sweater,
and perhaps the sweater's sweater, and
a third, and a fourth, and a fifth, have to
draw their profit.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

64. I have many a time heard both hus-
band and wife—one couple especially who
were sweating for a gorgeous clothes
emporium—say that they had not time to

be clean.

1882. Contemp. Review, Ivi. 880. It is

possible that several of the minor industries
of the East End are absolutely dependent
upon the fact that a low type of sweated
and overworked labour is employed at
starvation wages.

1883. Pall Mall Gaz., 29 Oct.
Sweaters' hacks turning out frockcoats.

1886. Echo, 1 Dec. Recently a trade
journal published a list of sweating firms
in the clothing trade, each of which prob-
ably has grounds of action.

1887. Nineteenth Century, xxii. 489.
They declared that they were being
sweated, that the hunger for work
induced men to accept starvation rates.

6. (old).—To pawn.

c. 1811. Maher, The Night Before
Larry was Stretched. A bit in their

sacks, too, they fetched ; They sweated
their duds till they riz it.

Phrases.—In a sweat=(i)
in a hurry, and (2) in a state of

terror, impatient ; to sweat
coins= to remove part of the
metal from coins (chiefly gold) by
friction or acids, yet in »uch a
manner that the depreciation is

imperceptible.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Sweating. A mode of diminishing the
gold coin, practised chiefly by the Jews,
who corrode it with aqua regia.

1796. Wolcot, Peter Pindar, 109.
His each vile sixpence that the world hath
cheated, And his art that every guinea
sweated.

1875. Jevons, Money and Mech. of
Exch., 115. No one now actually refuses
any gold money in retail business, so that
the sweater, if he exists at all, has all

the opportunities he can desire.

i8[?]. Thor Fredur, Sketches from
Shady Places [S. J. and C.J. By far the
most scientific form of smashing is that
which is called sweating— the modern
equivalent for the ruder art of ' clipping,'

so fully described in Macaulay's History.
Here the galvanic battery is brought into
requisition, the metal being dissolved
equally from all the surfaces of the coin
operated upon, and that, too, without
impairing the sharpness of ' image or
superscription.' Sufficient metal for the
sweater's purpose being removed, the
coin is polished afresh.

Sweat-box, subs. phr. The cell

used for prisoners while awaiting
appearance before a magistrate.

Sweater, subs. (Winchester).— 1.

A servant. Hence sweat-
gallery = fagging juniors. See
Sweat and Swot.

2. (athletic).—A thick coat (or

flannel jersey) worn by con-

testants after a finish until they
can be rubbed down.

3-

quot.

(Stock Exchange). — See

1871. Atkin, House Scraps
[Sweater]. A broker who works for

such small commissions as to prevent other
brokers getting the business, whilst hardly
being profitable to himself.

4. See Sweat in all senses.

Sweat- pits, subs. pi. (old).—The
arm-pits.

c. 1709. Ward, Terrcefilius, v. 27. By
nature she is almost as rank as a Red
Herring, yet . . . she so Rectifies the
Effluvia that arises from her Sweat-Pits,
that she smells as fragrant as a Perfumer 's-

Shop next Door to a Tallow-Chandler's.

Sweep, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
sweepstakes.
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2. (common).—A term of con-
tempt : e.g. ' What a sweep the
man is ' ;

' You dirty sweep. '

TO SWEEP THE BOARD, verb,

phr. (orig. gaming : now general).

—To take everything ; to pocket
all the stakes. Also to make a
CLEAN SWEEP= to CLEAN OUT
(q-v.) ; to remove entirely. Also
sweep= at whist, taking all the
tricks in the hand ; a slam
(q.v.).

1680. Cotton [Singer, Hist. Cards
(1816), 346]. He who hath five cards of a
SUit . . . SWEEPS THE BOARD.

171 1. Pope, Rape of Lock, iii. 50.
Spadillio first . . . Led off two captive
trumps, and swept the board.

1822. Scott, Fort. Nigel, xxi. Tis
the sitting gamester sweeps the board.

1868. Blunt, Re/. Church England,
316. The clean sweep which had been
made of so many ancient rights.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 163. They
[Indians] burnt thirty-two houses in Spring-
field . . . MADE A CLEAN SWEEP On't.

The Sweeps, subs. phr. (mili-

tary).—The Rifle Brigade. [Their

facings from formation (1800) have
been black.]

Sweep's- Frill, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—Beard and whiskers worn
round the chin, the rest of the

face being clean shaven.

1892. Tit Bits, 19 March, 421, 2.

The sweep's frill would, I imagine,
have made the Antinous, or the Apollo
Belvedere, look undignified and slovenly.

Sweet, adj. (old and thieves').— 1.

Gullible ; easily deceived. 2.

Expert, dextrous, clever : e.g.
1 Sweet's your hand ' (said of a

clever thief). Hence, to sweet-
en a victim= to allay his sus-

picions (Grose) ; to decoy, draw
in, and bite (B. E. and Grose) :

see Sweetener.

Sweetbread, subs. (old). — A
bribe ; a tip {q.v.).

1692. Hacket, Williams, ii. 163.

A few sweetbreads that I gave him out
of my purse.

Sweetbriar,, subs, (venery).—The
female pubic hair : cf. Grove
of Eglantine (Carew). See

Fleece.

Sweeten, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

beggar. Also as verb= to give

alms (Grose).

Verb, (cards : espec. poker).—
To contribute to the pool. Hence
sweetening = money paid into

the pool or kitty.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 191.

Then along came a big jack pot that had
been enlarged by repeated sweetenings.

TO SWEETEN AND PINCH, verb.

phr. (old).—See quot

1678. Four /or a Penny (Harl.

Misc., iv. 147). A main part of his [a bum-
bailiff's] office is to swear and bluster . . .

and cry, ' Confound us, why do we wait ?

let us shop him ' ; whilst the other meekly
replies, 'Jack, be patient, it is a civil

gentleman, and I know will consider us
'

;

which species of wheedling, in terms of

their art, is called sweeten and pinch.

Sweetener, subs. (Old Cant).— i.

A GUINEA-DROPPER (q.V.) : [A
coin is planted (q.v.), and a

likely passer-by is offered a share

because present at the discovery
;

to get change, ' drinks ' are sug-

gested, and the victim goes out

fleeced].—(B. E. and Grose).

1699. Country Gentleman's Vade
Mecum, 97. Guinea dropping or sweet-
ning is a paultry little cheat that was
recommended to the world about thirty

years ago by a memorable gentleman that

has since had the misfortune to be taken
off, I mean hang'd, for a misdemeanour
upon the highway.
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2. (auctioneers').—A runner-
up (q.v.) of prices; a BONNET
(q.V.).

3. (common). — In pi. = the
lips. TO FAKE THE SWEET-
ENERS= to kiss.

4. (old).
—

' One who decoys
persons to game :

(Bailey). Also
SWEETEN, verb (B. E. and
Grose)= to decoy, to draw in.

Sweetheart, etc., subs, (old col-

loquial and literary).— 1. A mis-
tress, pour le bon motif; and (2)
see quots. Also variants : sweet,
SWEETING, SWEETKINS, SWEET-
LIPS, etc. Also sweetkin, adj.

= delicate, dainty; and sweet
on = in love with

;
partial to.

c. 1534. Milner ofAbington [Hazlitt.
Early Pop. Poet., lii. 113]. Now, I pray
you, my lemman free, A gowne cloath then
buie you me . . . By Jesu, he saide, my
sweeting, I have but three shylling.

1552. Huloet, Abecdarium, s.v.

Darlynge, a wanton terme used in veneriall
speach, as be these : honycombe,
pyggisnye, swetehert, true love.

1593. Nashe, Choise of Valentynes,
89. Sweete heart, . . ., but thy self, true
lover I haue none . . . With that she
wanton faints, and falle's vpon hir bedd.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew . . .

Tobe sweet on, cant, to coakse, wheedle,
entice or allure.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Sweet-Heart ... a girl's lover or a
man's mistress. Ibid. s.v. Sweetners . . .

To be sweet upon ; to coax, wheedle,
court or allure. He seemed sweet upon
that wench ; he seemed to court that girl.

1823. Bee, Diet. Tur/
}
s.v. Sweet

(to be)—to talk kind, conciliating to the
other sex.

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, iv.

15. Missis is sweet enough on you,
Master, to sell herself up, slap, to get you
out of trouble.

1895. Opjpenheim, Peer and the
Woman, 11. ii. I don't know that we
should have stopped so long, only Brown's
rather sweet on the place.

Sweetheart and bag -

pudding ! phr. (old: Ray).—
Said of a girl got with child.

1608. Day, Humour out of Breath,
ii. 1. Farewell, sweet heart.—God a
mercy, bag-pudding.

Sweeties, subs. pi. (common).—
Sweetmeats: also sweet- stuff.

d. 1758. Ramsay, Poems, 11. 547.
Sweeties to bestow on lasses.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

216. The sweet-stuff maker (I never
heard them called confectioners) bought
his 'paper' at the stationer's, or the old
book-shops.

1863. Thackeray, Roundabout
Papers, x. Instead of finding bonbons or
sweeties in the packets which we pluck
off the boughs, we find enclosed Mr.
Carnifex's review of the quarter's meat.

Sweet-lips, subs. phr. (common).— 1. An epicure ; a glutton.

2. See Sweetheart.

Sweet- meat, subs. phr. (venery).— 1. The penis : see Prick.
Also (2) a kept mistress of tender
years.

Sweet meat must have sour
sauce, phr. (old).—See quot. It.

Se a mangiate le candele ora caga
gli stoppini.

1726. Bailey, Eng. Diet. s.v.

Sweet . . . After sweet meat comes
sour sauce ... an excellent monition to
temperance and sobriety.

Sweet- pea, subs, (women's). —
Urination : spec, in the open air.

Hence, to plant (or do) a
sweet pea= to piss {q.v.) : cf.

to pluck a rose. Also in

Conundrums : ' What's the sweet-
est flower in the nursery ? ' or
1 What flower does a woman like

after a long walk ?
' Ans. A

sweet-pea.
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Sweet-scented Hole, subs. phr.

(venery). — The female puden-
dum : see Monosyllable.

1690. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxx.

With his nervous horn he removed all the

infection that might be lurking in some
blind cranny of the . . . sweet-scented
hole.

Sweet-tooth, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).—A liking for sweet things

or sweetmeats.

Swell, subs. (old).— 1. See quots.

1785 and 1890. Hence, as adj.

(also swellish) = (1) elegant,

stylish, dandified ; and (2) first-

rate, TIP-TOP (o.v.). Also de-

rivatives and combinations such

as swelldom = the world of

fashion; to live in Swell-
street= to reside in the West
End ; a swell hung in chains
=a bejewelled man or woman ;

A HOWLING SWELL (see HOWL-
ing) ; swell-head (or BLOCK)
= a vain coxcomb (Amer.).

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Swell, a gentleman ; but any well-dressed

person is emphatically termed a swell, or

a rank swell. A family man who appears
to have plenty of money, and makes a
genteel figure, is said by his associates to

be in Swell street. Any thing remark-
able for its beauty or elegance, is called a
swell article ; so a swell crib is a
genteel house ; a swell mollisher, an
elegantly-dressed woman, etc. Sometimes,
in alluding to a particular gentleman,
whose name is not requisite, he is styled,

the swell, meaning the person who is

the object of your discourse, or attention
;

and whether he is called the swell, the

cove, or the gory, is immaterial, as in the

following (in addition to many other)

examples :—I was turned up at China-
street, because the swell would not

appear ; meaning, of course, the prosecu-

tor : again, speaking of a person whom
you were on the point of robbing, but who
has taken the alarm, and is therefore on
his guard, you will say to your pall, It's of

no use, the cove is as down as a hammer ;

or, We may as well stow it, the gory's

leary.

181 1. Lexicon Balatronicum, s.v.

Cadge the swells, beg of the gentlemen.

1819. Moore, Tom Crib's Memorial.
. . . What madness could impel So rum
a flat to face so prime a swell.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. Nob.
A . . . nob . . . differs from swell, inas-
much as the latter makes a show of his
finery ; whereas the nob, relying upon
intrinsic worth, or bona-fide property, or
intellectual ability, is clad in plainness.

1823. Byron, Don Juan, xi. 17.
Poor Tom was once a kiddy upon town, A
thorough varmint and a real swell. Ibid.,
xi. 19. So prime, so swell, so nutty, and
so knowing.

1835. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, in. ii.

At the ball, my eldest girl danced with the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and
found him very chatty, though a bit of a
swell.

1840-45. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends
(1862), 70. No ! no !—The Abbey may do
very well For a feudal nob, or poetical
1 SWELL.'

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

341. Not one swell in a score would
view it in any light than a ream concern.

1854. Thackeray [Leech's Pictures
in^ Quarterly Review, No. 191]. Corin-
thian, it appears, was the phrase applied
to men of fashion and ton . . . they were
the brilliant predecessors of the swell of
the present period. Ibid. (1855), New-
comes, xliii. This isn't the moment, when
all swelldom is at her feet, for me to come
forward. Ibid. (1862), Philip, xxiii. The
lady in the swell carriage, the mother of
the young swell with the flower in his
buttonhole.

c. 1864. Vance, Chickaleary Cove.
My tailor serves you well, from a perger to
a SWELL.

1877. Five Years' Penal Servitude,
iii. 244. It was the swell's russia—

a

russia, you know, is a pocket-book.

1888. Runciman, Chequers, 38.
She's a screamer, she's a real swell.

1890. T. R. Oliphant, Eton College.
It is very hard to define exactly what is

meant by a swell at Eton ; but it usually
implies a boy who, brought into notice
either by athletic prowess or scholarship,
or high standing in the school, by this
means becomes acquainted with the lead-
ing members of the school, and is found on
acquaintance to develop considerable
social qualities, which make him hand and
glove with all the Eton magnates.
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1897. Marshall, Pomes, 41. The
merest fool could tell that the lady was a
SWELL.

1900. Boothby, Maker of Nations,
ix. I'm no end of a swell at politics.

2. (Winchester).—In pi. =
Sunday Services ; Saints' days,

etc. : when surplices are worn.

Verb (Winchester).—To bathe;
'to swill.'

Swell- head, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—!. A drunken man: see

Lushington.

2. See Swell and Swollen
head.

Swell- mobsman, subs. phr.

(common).—A well-dressed pick-

pocket. Hence swell-mob.

1843. Punch, iv. 129. Rich Charities

the Chapel throng, The swell mob they
are there, The Bishop's sermon is not long,

The fogle-hunter ware !

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11.

417. Swell-mobsmen, and thieves, and
housebreakers, and the like o' that ere.

1856. Quarterly Rev., June, 182.

The swell mobsman's eye is for ever
wandering in search of his prey.

c. i860. Dickens, Three Detective
Anecdotes, ii. Some of the swell mob
. . . kidded us.

1866. Hotten, Slang Diet., s.v.

Public patterers, swell mobsmen who
pretend to be Dissenting preachers, and
harangue in the open air to attract a
crowd for their confederates to rob.

Swelled- nose, subs. phr. (old).

—

111 temper. ' Does your nose
swell (or itch) at that ? .'=

' Are
you riled?'

Swell-nose, subs. phr. (old).—

Strong ale ; STINGO {q.v.).

1515. De Generibus Ebriosorum, etc.

[Hodgkin, Notes and Queries, 3 S. vii.

163. In this treatise occurs names of fancy
drinks ... I select a few of the most pre-
sentable] slip-slop . . . raise-head . . .

SWELL-NOSE,

S'welp, in//, (common).— ' So
help '

: usually in the adjurations,
' S'WELP ME BOB,' or ' S'WELP
MY taters ' (bob, greens, etc. ).

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg. {Dead
Drummer). For his jaw-work would
never, I'm sure, s'elp me bob, Have
come for to go for to do sich a job !

c. 1850. Old Rhyme. S'elp me bob,
My mother's a snob, My father takes in

washin'.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., iii.

144. They'll say, too, s'elp my greens !

and ' Upon my word and say so.'

1880. Jas. Payn, Confid. Agent, xix.
' Not another word will I say, s'help me
bob.'

1888. Runciman, Chequers, 86. I'll

pay it back, s'elp me Gord.

1891. Lie. Vict. Gaz., 13 Jan. Well,
s'elp me greens ... if you ar'n't the

greatest treat I ever did meet.

1891. Chevalier, Mrs 'Enery
'Awkins. Selp me Bob, I'm crazy, Liza,

you're a daisy.

1893. Emerson, Signor Lippo, xiv.

SO HELP MY BLESSED TATER if this isn't

our old Jose.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 30. If I

wasn't sich a lidy, s'elp me bob, I'd give
the bloomin' magistrate a job.

1899. Whiteing, John St., vi.

Swelp me lucky, I ain't tellin yer no lie.

Swift, subs, (printers').—A quick-

working compositor (Savage,
184 1, Diet.).

Swig, subs, (colloquial).—A deep
draught: also as verb= to drink
heartily. (B. E. and Grose) ; to
pull hard {q.v.) Hence swig-
gled= drunk: see Screwed.

1623. Mabbe, Spanish Rogue,
(1630), ii. 208. [Oliphant, New Eng., ii.

82. Bale's swink (bibere) becomes swigge.]

1627. Middleton and Rowley,
Changeling, iv. 2. But one swig more,
sweet madam.

c. 1650. Roxburgh Ballads [Brit. Mus.,
C. 20, f. 8. 236],

?
Jolly Welsh Woman.'

Now while she had gotten the jugg at her
snout, . . . Hur gave it a tug, till hur
swigg'd it half out.
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c. 1670. Old English Ballads [Brit.

Mus., C. 22, e. 2. 43]. ' Dead and Alive.'

He never left off swigging, Till he had
suckt all out.

d. 1701. Creech, Virgil, ' Eclogues,'
iii. The flock is drained, the lambkins
swig the teat, But find no moisture, and
then idly bleat.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 38.

Not but that he can fight, and that very
heartily too, after a lusty swig at the
Brandy.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
246. When my landlord does not nick me
. . . But very fairly fills it full, I just can
swigg it at one pull.

1819. Moore, Tom Crib, 39. The
Hero that sits there, Swigging blue ruin

in that chair.

1835. Marryat, Pacha Many
Tales, ' English Sailor.' The sailor hav-
ing taken a swig at the bottle.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 19.

Half-cocked with swigging ale and beer.

1851. Hawthorne, Seven
_
Gables,

xi. The jolly toper swigged lustily at his

bottle.

1885. Harper's Mag., lxxi. 192.

Take a little lunch . . . and a swig of
whiskey and water.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xi. I

buy a ha'porth of bread, take a swig at a
fountain, and tramp the East End parks to

kill time.

Swigman, subs. (Old Cant).

—

See

quotS. (AWDELEY, HARMAN,
Dekker, B. E., and Grose).

1567. Awdeley, Frat. of Vaca-
bondes, 5. A swygman goeth with a ped-
lers pack.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Swig-men, c. the 13th Rank of the Canting
Crew, carrying small Habberdashery-
Wares about, pretending to sell them to

colour their Roguery.

Swill, verb, (old colloquial : now
vulgar).—To drink (and, occa-

sionally, to eat) piggishly : hence
as subs. = BOOZE {q.v.), the lap, or

the act : in contempt. Swill-
bowl (SWILLER, SWILL-POT,
swill-tub, or SWILL-BELLY)
= a heavy toper (or glutton)

;

swilled= drunk : see Screwed
(B. E. and Grose).

I S3°' Jyl °f Brentford's Testament
[Furnivall], 7. [Oliphant, New Eng.,
i. 466. The verb swyll takes a new
meaning, that of bibere.]

1542. Udal, Erasmus's Apophth.,
367. Lucious Cotta . . . was taken for

the greatest swielbolle of wine in the
woorlde.

d. 1563. Bale {.Works (Parker Soc),
193]. Their oiled swill-bowls and blind
Balaamites.

1580. Baret, Alvearie. Swilbolles,
potores bibuli.

1593. Harvey, Pierce's Superoga-
Hon, ii. 141. Wantonness was never such
a swillbowl of ribaldry.

1597. Shakspeare, Richard III.,
v. 2. 9. The . . . usurping boar . . .

Swills your warm blood like wash.

1616. R. C, Times Whistle [E. E.
T. S.J, 20. They which on this day doe
drink and swill In such lewd fashion.

1652. Brome, Jovial Crew, 11. As
Tom or Tib When they at bowsing ken do
SWILL.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. xxxiii.

What doth that part of our army in the
meantime which overthrows that unworthy
swill-pot Grangousier?

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 198. The
husband, instead of my dear soul, has been
called blockhead, toss-pot, swill-tub, and
the wife sow, fool, dirty drab.

1775. Sheridan, Duenna, iii. 5. Ye
eat, and swill, and sleep, and gormandize,
and thrive.

1808. Scott, Marmion, i. 22. Let
Friar John, in safety, still . . . Roast his-

sing crabs, or flagons swill.

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, xi. Swil-
ling themselves with ale.

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,
xxxvi. He was swilling beer in the
canteen as if he had never done anything
else in his life.

Swim, subs, (common).—One's
particular pursuits, PITCH {q.v.)

%

or fancy. Hence in a good (or

bad) SWIM= lucky (or unlucky).

1883. Greenwood, In Strange
Company. Amongst themselves they are
skinners, knock-outs, odd-trick men, and
they work together in what . . . their pro-
fession calls a ' swim,'
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1900. Free Lance, 6 Oct., 16. 1.

Lady Dashout. ' The pity of it is that we
can't always keep the swim to ourselves.

The rich third-raters will dive in, make the

waters muddy, and copy our frocks. I

should like to make my own swim !

'

In the swim, phr. (common).
— Participant in the times.

Hence (2)= in the 'inner circle'

or THE know (q.v.)\ (3)= as-

sociated in any undertaking ; and
spec. (4) = a long time out of the

hands of the police (thieves').

Fr. dans le mouvement (or le

train).

1869. Macm. Mag., Nov., 71. 2. A
man is said to be in the swim when any
piece of good fortune has happened, or

seems likely to happen, to him. To have
rowed one's college-boat to the head of the
river, to have received a legacy, to have
made a good book on the Derby, are any of
them sufficient to have put one in the
swim. The metaphor is piscatorial, ' swim '

being the term applied by Thames fisher-

men to those sections of the river which are
especially frequented by fish. The angler
who casts his bait into these may depend
upon sport, whereas his neighbour at a
little distance may not have a nibble, being
OUT OF THE SWIM.

1874. Siliad, 30. ' He's in the
swim,' another Swift replies :

' Hot wather,
thin, he loiks,' Obroian cries.

1889. Harpers Mag., lxxviii. 313.
His neighbourhood is getting into the
swim of the real-estate movement.

1897. Ouida, Massarenes, 24.

Never remind me of anything I said.

I can't endure it : I believe you want to

get in the swim.

1900. Free Lance, 6 Oct., 16. 1.

Hon. Mrs. Worldley. ' Sounds dis-

tinctly appetising. Well, wherever / go,
I want to be in the swim.'

TO SWIM IN GOLDEN GREASE
(oil, lard, etc.), verb. phr.

(old).—To 'roll' in bribes: see

Grease.

1605. Jonson, Fox, i. 1. When you
do come to swim in golden lard.

TO MAKE A MAN SWIM FOR IT,

verb. phr. (thieves').—To cheat a

pal out of his share of booty.

HOW WE APPLES SWIM,
QUOTH THE HORSE-TURD (RAY).
See Apples.

Swimmer, subs. (Old Cant).— 1.

• A Counterfeit (old) Coyn ' (B. E.
and Grose).

2. (old).

—

See quot. (also TO
have a swimmer).

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Swimmer, a guard-ship, or tender ; a thief
who escapes prosecution, when before a
magistrate, on condition of being sent on
board the receiving-ship, to serve His
Majesty, is said by his palls to be
swimmered.

Swimming, adj. (common). —
Generic for plenty : thus a
swimming (= a full or brisk)

market : cf. sick ; a swimming
( = an overfull) dish ; a swim-
ming (= an extremely pleasant)

time, etc. Hence swimmingly
= successfully, prosperously.

1622. Fletcher, Prophetess, i. 3.

Max. Can such a rascal as thou hope for
honour ? . . . Geta. Yes ; and bear it

too, And bear it swimmingly.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
180. Thus swimmingly the knave went
on, And killed two birds with every stone.

1809. Irving,
^
Knickerbocker, 233.

And now, for a time, affairs went on
swimmingly.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 441. Your business is going
SWIMMINGLY.

Swindle, subs, (common). — 1.

Originally (and properly) a fraud

or imposition (in which sense see

Swindler). Also 2 (loosely

and frequently), any speculation
or matter of chance : e.g., a
lottery, a toss for drinks, a
sweepstakes, a race, etc. ; also

(more loosely still) any transaction

in which money passes : e.g.
' What's the swindle '=

' What's
to pay (or the damage)?'
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1 Why don't you pay the girl her

swindle?' = 'Why don't you
give the girl her price ?

' Swind-
ler {q.v. ) is quite another matter,

and all quots. for it, for subs. I,

and the verbal sense are there

given for the sake of distinction.

1870. Legal Reports, 'Decision of
Pigott, J.' As to the second plea that

swindle had not a libellous meaning, this

was in a great measure carried out by
the plaintiff himself, who had advertised

that he was getting up a swindle. In
sporting circles they certainly did deal

with an extraordinary vocabulary, and
apparently did not use this word swindle
in Dr. Johnson's sense. Ibid. ' Evidence
in Davey v. Walmsley.' Mr. Hawkins

—

' Is the word swindle commonly applied

to things like 1" specs."?' Witness (Mr.
Paul Walmsley, Editor, Racing Investiga-

tory— 1 Certainly ! I never heard them
called by any other name.

_
It is a

regular byword with us as a racing phrase.

Lotteries are announced and commonly
known as swindles.'

Swindler, subs. (old).—A cheat

;

a rogue : spec, one who employs
petty or mean artifices, legal or

illegal, for defrauding others.

Hence swindle, subs. =a fraud,

a deception, an imposition ; and
swindle, verb = to cheat, to

defraud. Whence, also, deriva-

tives SUCh as SWINDLEABLE,
SWINDLERY, SWINDLING, etc.

[Orig. used of German Jews who
settled in London, circa 1762.

Also by soldiers in the Seven

Years' War.]—Grose and Bee.

1776. Foote, Capuchin, ii. After

that you turned swindler, and got out of

gaol by an act for the relief of insolvent

debtors.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Swindler . . . used to signify Cheats of

every kind.

1785-6. Varenne, [Carlyle, Dia-
mond Necklace, xvi., quoted in note 9].
1 Lamotte . . . under pretext of finding a
treasure . . . had swindled one of them
out of 300 livres.'

1837. Carlyle, French Revol., n. vi.

Swindlery and blackguardism.

1849. Macaulay, Hist. Eng,, ii.

Bedloe, a noted swindler, followed.

1866. Howells, Venetian Life, i.

Let us take, for example, that pathetic
swindle, the Bridge of Sighs.

d. 1876. M. Collins, Thoughts in my
Garden, i. 283. I look easily swindle-
able.

1882. Wedgwood, Eng. Etym., s.v.

Swindle. In a figurative sense the German
schwindel is applied to dealings in which
the parties seem to have lost their head, as
we say, to have become dizzy over un-
founded or unreasonable prospects of
gain. The word may be translated mad-
ness, delusion. Then, in a factitive sense,

schwindeler, one who induces delusions
in others. ' Einem etwas a&schwindeln,'
to get something out of another by induc-
ing delusions ; to swindle him out of
something.

Swine, subs, (common).—A term
of the utmost contempt. Hence
Swinish (B. E.)=' greedy, glut-

tonous, covetous.'

1597. Shakspeare, Richard III., v.

2. 10. This foul swine Lies . . . Near to

the town of Leicester. [The boar was
Richard's cognisance.]

1889. Lie. Vict. Gaz., 4 Jan. 'Aint

that the swine of a snob that rushed me
at Battersea?

1899. Whiteing, /<?A« St., ix. 'Git
out, yer silly swine,' is the maiden's reply.

1903. Kennedy, Sailor Tramp, 11.

iii. Sailor, it looks as if we were done for

That swine'11 surely make us get

Phrases and Proverbial
Sayings. ' Like a swine, never

good until he come to the knife

'

(of a covetous person) ; to sing
like a bird called a swine =
to grunt (Ray) ; to cast pearls
before swine (of unappreciated

action or effort).

Swine- drunk, adj. phr. (old).

—

Beastly drunk : see Screwed.

1592. Nashe, Works [Grosart, ii.

82]. Ape drunke . . . Lion drunke . . .

Swine drunke . . . Sheepe drunke. ...

off.
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1598. Shakspeare, All's Well, iv.

3. 286. Drunkenness is his best virtue,

for he will be swine-drunk.

Swing, subs, (colloquial).—Bent;
a free ' hand ' or course : e.g.

TO HAVE (or TAKE) ONE'S SWING
(or full swing) = to do as one
likes. Also to swing (a matter)
OVER ONE'S HEAD, SHOULDERS,
etc. = to manage easily ; to swing
a business (market, prices,
etc. )= to control ; to manage.

1530. Tyndale, Works [Parker
Soc.],i. 530. The sect [of heretics] goeth
now in her full swing. Ibid., ii. 219.
The devil hath a great swing among us.

1542. Hall, Henry VIII., f. 5. And
there for a certayne space loytred and
lurked with Sir Thomas Broughton
knyght, whiche in those quarters bare
great swynge, and was there in great
aucthoritie.

1502. Harvey, Four Letters. Let
them have their swing that affect to be
terribly singular.

1610. Sackville, Ind. Mirr. Mag.,
260. That whilom here bare swinge
among the best.

1620. Fletcher, Little Fr. Lawyer,
ii. 3. Take your whole swing of anger

;

I'll bear all with content.

1622. Dent, Pathway, 58. If they
will needs follow their lustes, their plea-
sures, and their owne swinge, yet in the
end, he will bring them to judgement.

1698. Farquhar, Love anda Bottle,
ii. 3. The fellow will have his swing
though he hang for't.

1805. Godwin, Fleetwood, vii. To
thrust the world aside and take his swing
of indulgence.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 267. It was my full determination
... to take my swing about town, and
look at men and manners a little.

1837. Lytton, Maltravers, iv. ix.

Your time is up . . . you have had your
SWING.

1877-85. Dixon, Hist. Ch. of Eng-
land, ii. Sacrilege was in full swing.

1881. J. C. Shairp, Aspects ofPoetry,
132. In the great chorus of song with
which England greeted the dawn of this
century individuality had full swing.

Verb, (common). — 1. To
hang ; see Ladder. Hence,
the swing= the gallows: see

Nubbing Cheat (Grose).

1542. Udall, Erasmus [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 486.] ' Among the verbs are
to gossip . . . swing in a halter, take his
heels,' etc.

1801. Poetry of Anti-Jacobin (4th
ed.), 7. For this act Did Brownrigg swing.
Harsh laws ! But time shall come When
France shall reign, and laws be all re-
peal'd.

1836. Dickens, Boz. 'Drunkard's
Death.' If I'm caught, I shall swing;
that's certain.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., 1. 229.
And now they tried the deed to hide ; For
a little bird whispered, ' Perchance, you
may swing.' Ibid. 'The Execution.'
But to see a man swing At the end of a
string, With his neck in a noose, will be
quite a new thing.

1887. Henley and Stevenson,
Deacon Brodie, iv. And is he thundering
well corpsed? . . . Then, damme, I don't
mind swinging.

TO SWING THE MONKEY, verb,

phr. (nautical).

—

See quot.

1883. Clark Russell, Sailors Lan-
guage, s.v. Swing the monkey . . .

striking with knotted handkerchiefs a man
who swings to a rope made fast aloft. The
person the ' monkey ' strikes whilst swing-
ing takes his place.

Swinge, verb, (old literary).— 1.

To beat ; to thrash ; to chastise ;

to punish (B. E. and Grose).
Hence (Charterhouse) swinger
{q.v.) — a box on the ears.

Swingeing = a thrashing
;

swinge-buckler {see Swash).

c. 1280. Havelok the Dane [Skeat,
E.E.T.S. (1868), 214]. An ofte dede him
sore swinge, And withondes smertedinge ;

So that the blood ran of his fleys, That
tendre was, and swithe neys.

1579. Mariage ofWitt and Wisdome.
O, the passion of God ! so I shalbe

swinged ; So, my bones shalbe bang'd !

The poredge pot is stolne : what, Lob, I

say, Come away, and be hanged !



Swinged off. SO Swinging.

1590. Spenser, Fairy Queene, 1. xi.

26. The scorching flame sore swinged all

his face.

1595. Shakspeare, Two Gentlemen,
ii. 1. 87. I was in love with my bed : I

thank you, you swinged me for my love.

Ibid. (1596), King John, ii. 1. 288. Saint
George that swinged the dragon. Ibid.

(1598), 2 Hen. IV., v. 4. I will have you
. . . soundly swinged for this ... if you
be not swinged I'll forswear half kirtles.

1599. Greene, George a Greene.
Once he swing'd me till my bones did
ake.

1607. Devils Charter [Steevens],
When I was a scholar in Padua, faith,

then I could have swinged a sword and
BUCKLER.

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Dober.
To beat, swinge, lamme, bethwacke.

1614. Fletcher, Wit Without
Money, iv. 5. Be not too bold ; for, if you
be, I'll swinge you, I'll swinge you
monstrously, without all pity.

1621. Sylvester, Du Bartas
[Nares]. Then often swindging, with
his sinnewy train, Somtimes his sides,

somtimes the dusty plain.

1637. Davenant, Brit. Triumphans,
[Dram. Rest., Davenant, ii. 282]. In
Gaul he swinged the valiant Sir Amadis.

1663. Butler, Hudibras. Whether
it be direct infrynging An oath if I should
waive this swinging.

1709. Swift, Stella, xxxix. Wal-
pole, late secretary of war, is to be
swinged for bribery.

1763. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i.

I would . . . swinge and leather my
lambkin.

2. (venery).—To copulate : see

Ride. Hence swinger= a per-
former (q.v.).

i53[?L Lyndsay, Descriptioun
[Laing, 1. 156, 17]. Ane swyngeour coffe

amangis the wyvis.

1622. Fletcher, Beggars Bush, iii.

1. Give her cold jelly To take up her
belly, And once a day swinge her again.

1668. Dryden, Enemy's Love, v.

And that baggage, Beatrix, how I would
swinge her if I had her here.

Swinged off, adv.

See quot.

\r. (old).—

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Swinging. ... He is swing'd off,
damnably Clapt.

Swinging (Swindging or

Swingeing), adj. (old).—Huge,
astonishing : generic for size :

anything that beats all else : see

Swinge, verb. Hence swinger
= anything of size; a whopper
{q.v.). Spec, an unblushing

falsehood.

1623. Mabbe, Spanish Rogue (1630),

ii. 144. A swinging pastie.

1624. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iv. 3.

A swinging storm will sing you such a
lullaby.

1648. Herrick, Twelfe Night.
Thus ye must doe To make the wassaile

a SWINGER.

1672. Dryden, Assignation, iii. 8.

Yours were but little vanities ; but I have
sinn'd swingingly against my vow.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xviii.

A swingeing ass's touch-tripe fastened to

his waist.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Swinging. Clap, Lye, Fellow, a very great
one. I swing'd him off, I lay'd on and
beat him well-favoredly. He is swing'd
off, damnably Clapt.

1703. Farquhar, Inconstant, i. 1.

We have rid a swinging pace from
Nemours since two this morning.

1720. Echard, Obs. Cont. Clergy,

159. How will he rap out presently half

a dozen swingers, to get off cleverly.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 1. syz*

Did I not tell you a swingeing Lie,

then?

1730. North, Lives of Norths. [A
certain monstrous proposition is called] a
swinger.

1734. Carey, Chronon., 3. Now,
... for a swingeing lye.

1742. Fielding, Joseph Andrews,
ii. 5. If your jury were Christians, they
must give swingeing damages, that's

all.

1859. Sala, Twice Round Clock,

4 a.m. 17. Retailing the fish at a
swingeing profit.

1872. C. D. Warner, Blacklog
Studies, 264. A placid, calm, swingeing
cold night.
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1884. Pall Mall Gaz., 7 July. A
good swingeing agitation against the
House of Lords.

Swing-tail, suds. phr. (old).—

A

hog (Grose).

Swinny, adj. (common).—Drunk :

see Screwed. Also Swinnied.

Verb. (American).—To steal

:

see Prig.

1900. Flynt, Tramps, 43. Some
one suggested a clever plan by which even
a can of preserves could be ' swiped ' as

they called it.

1903. Kennedy, Sailor Tramp, 1.

iv. That is rotten hard work. It's a job

I'd swipe from no man.

Swipe, subs, (old : now colloquial).

— 1. A blow delivered with the

full length of the arm. As verb
= to drive (q.v.) ; to bang.
Hence swiper = a hard hitter, a

SLOGGER {q.V.), a KNOCKER-OUT
(q. v. ). At Harrow= to birch.

c. 1200. Life St. Katherine [E.E.T.S.],
2452. Swipte hire of that heaned.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, 11. viii. Jack Raggles, the long-stop,
toughest and burliest of boys, commonly
called Swiper Jack . . . The first ball of
the over, Jack steps out and meets, swiping
with all his force.

1886. Field, 4 Sep. In driving for

Tel-el-Kebir, Kirk had a long swipe off

the tee.

1901. Free Lance, 9 Mar., 558, 2. I

am indebted to Mr. Gilbert Jessop, the
well-known bowler and swiper (I hope the
word has not gone out), for the excellent

and temperate article which he contributes
to another part of this number.

1903. Punch'sAlmanack, 11. Dicky
Sinclair ... hit a tremendous swipe, and
ran eight before they had the sense to call
' Lost Ball.'

2. (common).—In pi. =thin,

washy beer ; small beer : also

(schools) any poor tipple. As verb
= to drink. Hence swipey (or

swiped)= drunk ; and swipes=
a potman (Grose). Also see

Purser's swipes.

1824. Scott, Redgauntlet, xiii.

Small swipes—more of malt than hop

—

with your leave I'll try your black bottle.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 32.

I have nought to drink but swipes.

1843. Dickens, Chuzzlewit, xxviii.

He's only a little swipey, you know.

Swish, verb, (common).—To flog.

Hence swishing = a thrashing.

1855-7. Thackeray, Misc., ii. 470.
I pity that young nobleman's or gentle-

man's case : Dr. Wordsworth and assistants

would swish that error out of him in a
way that need not here be mentioned.

d. 1876. M. Collins, Thoughts in my
Garden, ii. 22. He has been known to

argue with the head-master as to whether
he ought to be swished.

1884. Yates, Auto., 1. ii. To smoke
a penny cigar with constant anticipation of

being caught and swished.

1891. Harry Fludyer, 47. He com-
plained of us and Tipkins, and I got
swished the other day.

Swished,
(Grose).

'/. (old). — Married

Swish -swash, subs. phr. (old).

—

Any weak beverage ; slops
(q.v.).

1577. Harrison, Descr. Eng.
[Holinshed], 170. There is a kind of
swish-swash made also in Essex, and
diverse other places, with honicombs and
water, which the homelie countrie wives,

putting some pepper and a little other spjce

among, call mead, verie good in mine
opinion for such as love to be loose-bodied
at large, or a little eased of the cough

;

otherwise it differeth so much from the
true metheglin as chalke from cheese.

1884. Dowell, Taxes in England,
iv. 55. The small sour swish-swash of
the poorer vintages of France.

Swish -tail, subs. phr. (old

poachers'). — I. A pheasant

(Grose). Also (2) a horse with
undocked tail ; and (3) a school-

master, a BUMBRUSHER (q.V.).
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Swiss Admiral, subs.phr. (naval).

—A pretender to naval rank : cf.

Fr. amiral suisse= a naval officer

solely employed on shore, or who
has never been to sea.

Switch, verb, (venery).—To copu-

late : see Ride and cf. Swinge.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
297. If Paris had not got enough Of
trimming her bewitching buff, But longs
to switch the gypsy still.

To switch in, verb. phr.

(American).—To be expeditious in

movement.

Swive, verb. (venery). — To
copulate : see Ride (Grose).
Hence swiVER= a performer

(q.v.\ a wencher(^.z>.); Queen
of Swiveland= Venus.

.... MS. Cantab., Ff. ii. 38, f.

136. A ! seyde the pye, by Godys wylle,

How thou art swyved y schalle telle.

.... MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f.

149. And now ere sary swywers brokyne
owte of bande, Thay fille alle fulle this

Ynglande, and many other lande. In
everilk a toune ther es many one, And
everilk wyfe wenys hir selfe thar scho hafes

one. •^
1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,

Miller's Tale, 666 [Skeat (1895), 1. v.,

in]. Thus swyved was the carpenteres

wyf, For al his keping and his Ialousye
;

and Absolon hath kist hir nether ye. Ibid.,

1. 4178. Yon wench wol I swive, etc.

c. 1508 [?], Colyn Blowbols Testament,
[MS. Rawl., C. 86, fol. 106, verso]. Alle

tho that ben very good drynkers, And eke
also alle feoble swyvers, And they also

that can lyft a bole.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
s.v. Fottere. To iape, to sard, to fucke,

to swive, to occupy. [Also see=Fottarie,
Fottetrice, Fottitire, and Fottitura.]

1612. Cotgrave, Diet. s.v. Chevau-
cherie. A riding, a swiving.

c. 1620. Percy Folio MS., 455. Of all

the ffishes in the Sea Give me a woman's
swiving.

1656. Fletcher, Martiall, xi. 98.

I can swive four times in a night ; but thee
Once in four years I cannot occupie.
Ibid., Poems, 101. Nor will I swive thee
though it bee Our very first nights jollitie.

Nor shall my couch or pallat lye In common
both to thee and I.

1659. Legend Capt. Jones [Halli-
well]. Knights, squires, fools, In every
town rejoice at his arrival, The townsmen
where he comes their wives do swive all.

d. 1680. Rochester, Ramble {Works,
1 718). And so may that false woman thrive

That dares prophane the c—t I swive.

1686. Dorset, Faithful Catalogue
[ Works (1718), ii. 33]. And from St James's
to the land of Thule, There's not a Whore
who swives so like a Mule.

1741. Voyage to Lethe, 7. The
Charming Sally, built by the celebrated

Herman Swiveitt, on the River Medway.

Swivel-eyed, adj. phr. (old).

—

Squinting (Grose). Hence
swivel-eye= a squint-eye ; a

BOSS-EYE {q.V.).

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, ii.

12. She found herself possessed of what is

colloquially termed a swivel-eye.

Swivelly, adj. (common). —
Drunk : see Screwed.

Swizzle (or Swizzy), subs.

(common). — 1. Generic for

drink ; also (2) various com-
pounded drinks—rum and water,

ale and beer mixed, and (West
Indies) what is known in America
as a cock-tail. As verb= to

tope, to swill {q.v.) ; and
swizzled = drunk ; also see

SCREWED.

1850. Hannay, Singleton Fontenoy.
'It serves me right for deserting rum, my
proper tipple. Boy, the amber fluid

!

'

Here Mr. Snigg mixed himself some
swizzle and consoled himself.

Swobber. See Swabber.

Swoddy. See Swad.
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Swollenhead. To have a swol-
len HEAD, verb. phr. (common).
— i. To put on airs ; to be filled

with a violent sense of one's own
importance. Also (2) to be
drunk : see Screwed. Also
SWELLED-HEAD.

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, vi.

You have got a swollen head this morn-
ing. . . . Had too much to drink last

night.

1900. Nisbet, In Sheep's Clothing,
iv. iii. The candid friend is like a black
draught ; wholesome, perhaps, during
periods of plethora and swollen head,
but decidedly debilitating if too long
continued.

3wop.''-5« Swap.

Sword- racket, subs. phr. (old).

—Enlisting in different regiments,
and deserting after taking the

bounty.

Swot. See Sweat.

In a swot, phr. (Shrewsbury).

—In a rage.

Sydney-sider (or Bird), subs.

phr. (Australian). — A convict.

[Sydney was originally a convict

settlement.]

Syebuck, subs. (old).—Sixpence
(Grose).

Syntax, subs, (old).—A school-

master (Grose).
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o A T, phr. (collo-

quial).— Exactly ;

to a nicety ; as

true as an angle

drawn with a T-
square.

1698. Farquhar,
Love and a Bottle,

iv. 3. He answered the description the
page gave to a T, sir.

1700. Labour in Vain [Harl. Misc.,

vi. 387]. Having cajoled my inquirer, and
fitted his humour to a T.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy

;

ii. 5. We could manage this matter to
aT.

1899. Marsh, Crime and Criminal,
xxii. Levett turned out a regular trump,
and they hit it off together to a T.

TO BE MARKED WITH A T,
verb. phr. (old).—Known as a

thief. [Formerly convicted thieves

were branded with a ' T ' in the

hand. ]

T. T.,phr. (American).—' Too
thin ' or ' too transparent ' : e.g.

' The story is T. T.'

Tab, suds. (American). — 1. A
check ; an account. To KEEP
tab = to keep watch.

1884. Century, xxxviii. 882. There
are fellows in the office quietly keeping
tab on them.

2. (tailors').—In pi. =the ears.

To drive tab, verb. phr. (old).

—'To go out on a party of

pleasure with a wife and family

'

(Grose).

The Tab, subs. phr. (London).
—The Metropolitan Tabernacle
in Newington Causeway.

Tabarder, subs. (Univ.). — A
scholar on the foundation of

Queen's College, Oxford.—Wood,
Athen. Oxon. (1692).

1822. Nares, Glossary, s.v. Tabard.
The name of tabarder is still preserved
in Queen's College, Oxford, for scholars,

whose original dress was a tabard. They
are part of the foundation, which consists

of, a provost, 16 fellows, 2 chaplains, 8

tabarders, 12 probationary scholars, and
2 clerks.

—

Oxf. Univ. Cal.

Tabby, subs, (colloquial).— 1. An
old maid ; hence (2) a spiteful

tattler : cf. Cat (Grose).
Tabby-party = a gathering of

women.

1761. G. Colman, Jealous Wife, ii.

3. I am not sorry for the coming in of
these old tabbies, and am much obliged

to her ladyship for leaving us to such an
agreeable tete-a-tete.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
246. This made th' old tabbies swear
they'd never Fall out, but live good friends

for ever.

d. 1855. Rogers [Trevelyan, Mac-
aulay, i. 241]. When he can get into a
circle of old tabbies, he is just in his

element.

Tabernacle, subs, (religious).

—

See quot.

1872. Hall, False Philology, 24,
Note. The shed in Moorfields which
Whitefield used as a temporary chapel was
called ' The Tabernacle

'
; and, in the

scornful dialect of certain Church-of-
England men, Methodist and such-like
places of worship have, since then, been
known as tabernacles.
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SeeTnsi Tabernacle and Tab.

Table. To turn the Tables,
verb. phr. (colloquial). — To
reverse matters (B. E.).

1692. Lestrange, Fables. They
that are honest would be arrant knaves, if

the TABLES WERE TURNED.

1694. Congreve, Double Dealer, iv.

13. I have an after-game to play that
shall TURN THE TABLES.

d. 1701. Dryden [Century Diet.]. If
it be thus the tables would be turned
upon me ; but I should only fail in my vain
attempt.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 217. The gang upon whom we
turned the tables were people of very
bad character.

1885. D. News, 28 Sept. The west
countrymen being victorious, but the
tables were turned in three following
years.

Table-cloth (The), subs. phr.
(colonial).—A white cloud cover-

ing the top of Table Mountain.

Tace. Tace is Latin for a
candle, phr. (old). — A cant
phrase in the 1 8th century
suggesting the expediency of

silence. [Latin, tacere. Grose.]

1710. Swift, Polite Cond., ii.

Brande is Latin for a goose, and tace is

Latin for a candle.

1751. Fielding, Amelia, 1. x.

Tace, Madam, answered Murphy, is

latin for a candle ; I commend your
prudence.

Tach, subs, (back slang).—A hat:

see Golgotha.

Tachs, subs. (Tonbridge School).

—A fad ; a mental eccentricity.

[Cf. quots.]

1822. Nares, Glossary, s.v. Tade
or Tatch. A blot, spot, stain, or vice.

1847. Halliwell, Archaic Words,
s.v. Tache ... A quality or disposi-

tion ; a trick ; enterprise.

Tack, subs, (common).—Generic
for food: specifically (i)='bad
food ' or • bad malt liquor '(Halli-
well). Hence (2), in combina-
tion : e.g. hard-tack = coarse
fare or (army and navy) biscuit

as distinguished from bread
;

SOFT-TACK= (a) good fare, and
(b) bread. Also Tackle. At
Sherborne School tack= a feast

in one's study.

i8[?]. Fish, of U. States, v. ii. 228.

For supper in the cabin : salt beef and
pork, warm soft tack, butter, sugar,
tea, etc.

To tack TOGETHER, verb. phr.
(common).— To marry: cf.

Hitch, Splice, Noose, etc.

1754. Foote, Knights, ii. She falls

in love with . . . her father's chaplain

;

... I slips on Dominie's robes . . .

passed myself on her for him, and we
were tacked together.

Tacker, subs, (provincial).—

A

great falsehood (Halliwell).

Tacket, subs, (provincial).— The
penis : see Prick.

Tackle, subs. (old).— 1. A mis-
tress: see Tart (B. E. and
Grose).

2. (old).—'Good clothes' (B. E.
and Grose).

3. (venery).—The penis and
testes : see Cods and Prick.

4. (thieves').—A watch chain :

a red tackle = a gold chain.

1877. Horsley, Jottingsfrom Jail.
One day I went to Croydon and touched
for a red toy and red tackle, with a
large locket.

1888. Sims, Plank Bed Ballad
[Referee, 12 Feb.]. A toy and a tackle
—both red-'uns.
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Verb, (colloquial). — To do
with energy ; to set to work ; to

cope with ; to attack : generic.

Thus to tackle ( = to attempt
the solution of) a problem ; to
tackle ( = to attempt) a woman :

TO TACKLE ( = to close with) A
burglar, etc.

1844. Major Jones's Courtship, 53.

It tuck a feller mighty wide between the

eyes to tackle that tree, for it was a
whopper.

—

Ibid., Travels [Bartlett]. I

shook the two fellows off my trunks
monstrous quick, and was going to tackle
the chaps what had my carpet-bag.

1858. New York Times, 9 Aug.
The people are no ways backward about
discussing the subject of Mormonism. . . .

One of the gentry tackled Governor
Powell the other day, determined to make
a convert.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xxi.

Tackle the lady, and speak your mind
to her as best you can.

^.1868. S. Lover [Imp. Diet.}. The
old woman . . . tackled to for a fight

in right earnest.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 168. They
was resolute, strong, hard-workin' women.
They could all tackle a hoss, or load
and fire a gun.

1885. Field, 4 April. A paid collector

would be infinitely more successful than
any number of printed appeals signed by
gentlemen who could not tackle people
personally.

1887. Punch, xo Sep. xjx. Ifa feller

would tackle a feminine fair ... he 'as

got to be dabs at the cackle.

Tad, subs. (American).—"Perhaps
an abbreviation of 'tadpole.' A
very small boy, especially a small

street-boy" {Century) ; "little

tads, small boys ; old tads, gray-

beards, old men" (Bartlett).

2. (provincial). — Excrement
(Halliwell).

3. (American).—A wencher ;

a MUTTON-MONGER {q.V.).

Taf, adj. (back slang).—Fat; e.g.,

taf ENO= a fat man or woman
(lit. be fat one).

Taff, subs. (Christ's Hospital).—

A

potato.

Taffy, subs. (old).— i. A Welsh-
man. Hence Taffy's Day = St.

David's Day, the 1st March (B.E.

and Grose). [A Welsh pro-

nunciation of \ Davy. ']

1577. Harrison, Descr. Eng. 206.

[Oliphant, New Eng. i. 595. A Welsh-
man is called a David (taffy)].

1661. Merry Drollery [Ebsworth].
taffie [a Welshman],

. . . Old Rhyme. Taffy was a
Welsham ; Taffy was a thief.

2. (American). — Flattery ;

BLARNEY {q.v.), SOFT-SOAP {q.v.).

As verb = to flatter. [Taffy=
toffee.]

1879. New York Tribune, 16 Sep.
There will be a reaction, and the whole
party will unite in an offering of taffy.

Tag, subs. (Winchester football).

—

An off-side kick : also as verb.

c.1840. Mansfield, SchoolLife (1866),
•2-3,"]. Tag . . . When a player has kicked
the ball well forward, and has followed it,

if it was then kicked back again behind
him by the other side, he was then obliged
to return to his original position with his
own side. If the ball had, in the mean-
time, been again kicked in front of him,
before he regained his position, and he
was to kick it, it would be considered
unfair, and he would be said to tag.

Tag, rag, and bobtail See
Rag, senses I, 2, 3, and add the
following quots.

d.isgg. Spenser, State of Irelana.
They all came in both tagge and
ragge.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 5.
Gallants, men and women, and All sorts,

tag-rag.

1637. Heywood, RoyalKing [Pear-
son, Works (1894), vi. 14]. Stood I but in
the midst of my followers, I might say I

had nothing about me but tagge and
ragge.
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1831?]. Greville, Memoirs, 19 Jan.
He [William IV.] lives a strange life at

Brighton, with tagrag and bobtail about
him, and always open house.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg. It. 109.

Tag, Rag, and Bobtail are capering
there.

Tag- END, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—

The fag-end ; the concluding
portion.

1891. E. L. Bynner, Begum's
Daughter, xix. She heard the tag-end
of the conversation.

Taglioni, subs, [obsolete]. An
overcoat : named after the dancer.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., ' S.

Romwold.' I've bought to protect myself
well, a Good stout Taglioni and gingham
umbrella.

Tagrhyme, subs. (old).—

A

rhymester.

1698. Farquhar, Love anda Bottle
ii. 3. I long to see Mr. Tagrhyme . . .

these poets must have something extra-

ordinary in their faces.

Tagster, subs, (provincial).—

A

scold, a virago (Halliwell).

Tagtail, subs, (colloquial).—

A

parasite ; a hanger-on.

Tail, subs, (vulgar).— I. The
lower or latter end ; the behind
(q.v.): see Arse. Hence, Kiss
my tail= Kiss my arse: a con-

temptuous retort ; TO turn tail
= (i) to turn one's back on

; (2)

to run away, to shirk ; top over
TAiL= arse over head; THE
TAIL END= the FAG-END {q.V.).

. . . Chester Plays, ii. 176. Thou
take hym by the toppe and I by the tayle,
A sorrowfull songe in faith he shall singe.

. . . MS. Harl., 1701, f. 59. Wyth
here kercheves the devylys sayle, Elles

shul they go to helle bothe top and
TAYLE.

[?]. MS. Cantab., Ff. ii. 38. f. 76.

Soche a strokk he gaf hym then, that the

dewke bothe hors and man turned toppe
OVYR TAYLE,

i4[?]. Turnament 0/ Totenham
[Hazlitt, Early Pop. Poet., iii. 97].
Thei did but ran ersward, And ilke a man
went bakward Toppe ouer tayle.

1460. Frere and Boye [Hazlitt,
Early Pop. Poet., iii. 79]. Lowde coude
she blowe. Some laughed without fayle,

Some sayd : dame, tempre thy tayle.

d. 1529. Skelton, Bouge 0/ Court.
[Chalmers, Eng. Poets, ii. 253]. What
reuell route quod he, and gan to rayle

How ofte he hit Ienet on the tayle . . .

How ofte he knocked at her klycket gate.

[Possibly sense 2.]

1 55 1. Still, Gamtner Gurton's
Needle [Dodsley, Old Plays (Hazlitt),
iii. 216]. Thou wert as good kiss my
tail.

1562. Jack Juggler [Dodsley, Old
Plays (Hazlitt), ii. 130]. Jackjugg. . . .

thy wits do thee fail. Care. Yea, marry,
sir, you have beaten them down into my
tail.

d. 1586. Sir P. Sidney (Latham).
Would she turn tail . . . and fly quite

out another way.

1595. Shakspeare, Two Gent. ii. 3.

Pan. Where should I lose my tongue?
Launce. In thy tale, Pan, In thy tail !

1598. Florio, Worlde oj IVordes, s.v.

Culo. The arse, tail, fundament, or

bum.

1599. Hall, Satires, 1. i. n. Nor
can I crouch and writhe my fawning tayle.
Ibid., iv. ii. And seven more plod at a
patron's tayle.

l6ll. COTGRAVE, Did., S.V. Cul.
An arse, bumme, tayle, nockandroe,
fundament.

1621. Sylvester, Du Bartas. 'The
Furies.' Our Sire . . . Turn'd tail to

God, and to the Fiend his face.

1632. Jonson, Magnetic Lady, v. 4.

Would thou had'st a dose of pills ... to
make thee turn tail t'other way. Ibid.

(1633), Tale ofa Tub, iii. 3. Pup. Let me
take this rump out of your mouth. Dame
T. What mean you by that, sir? Pup.
Rump and taile's all one ... I would
not say sur-reverence, the tale Out of your
mouth, but rather take the rump.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. 117.

Barytonising with his tail.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. iii. Yet
shame and honour might prevail To keep
thee thus from turning tail.
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1673. Cotton, Burlesque upon
Burlesque (1770), 260. And every Goddess
lay her Tail As bare and naked as my
Nail.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie, i.

(1770), 9. He was, in fine, the loud'st of
Farters, Yet could . . . Correct his Tail,
and only blow If there Occasion were, or
so.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, i. 1.

Without a whole tatter to her tail.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 164. Several
tails turned up at Paul's School, Merchant
Taylors, etc., for their Repetitions.

c. 1709. Ward, Terrceflius, ii. 28.

Let your Servants do their Business with-
out your Watching at their Tails.

1771. Smollett, Humph. Clinker
(1900), 105-9. An't you ashamed, fellow,

to ride postillion without a shirt to cover
your backside from the view of the ladies ?

. . . Try if you cans't make peace with
my sister. Thou hast given her much
offence by showing her thy naked tail.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
53. Upstarts the king, and with his nail

Scratch'd both his head, and ears, and
TAIL.

1872. Black, Phaeton, xxii. The
tail-end of a shower caught us.

1874. Siliad, 15. A general Hubbub
all the force misled, And one, a Highland
Chief, turned tail and fled.

2. (venery). — {a) The penis :

see Prick
;

(b) the female puden-
dum : see MONOSYLLABLE ; (c) a
harlot : see Tart (Grose). Also
{jpenis or pudendum) tail-gap,
TAIL-GATE, TAIL-HOLE, TAIL-
PIKE, TAIL-PIN, TAIL-PIPE, TAIL-
TRIMMER, TAIL-TREE or TAIL-
TACKLE {penis and testes). Hence
tail-feathers = the pubic hair :

see Fleece ; tail-flowers = the

menses ; TAIL-FRUIT= children
;

TAiL-FENCE=the hymen ; tail-
juice = {a) the semen and {b)

urine : also tail-water ; tail-
work (or tail-wagging) =
copulation; TO TAIL ('to make
a settlement in tail,' to go
TAIL-TICKLING ' or TWITCHING,

'to play at up-tails all,' 'to

TURN UP ONE'S TAIL,' Or to ' GET
shot in the TAiL') = to copu-
late ; tail-trading = prostitu-

tion ; a tenant-in-tail= (i) a
whore (a wag-tail), (2) a keeper
{q.v.) and (3) the penis; LIGHT
(hot, or warm) in the tail=
wanton ; hot-tailed (or WITH
tail on fi re) = infected. See
Squirrel.

1363. Langland, Piers Plowman,
1619. For she is tikel of hire tail . . .

As commune as a cartway.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, 6047-
8. For al so siker as cold engendreth
hayl, A likerous mouth most han a
likerous tayl.

c. 1400. Coventry Myst., 134. Of hire
tayle oftetyme be lyght, And rygh tekyl
undyr the too.

[?]. Commune Secretary and
Jalowsye [Halliwell]. She that is fayre,
lusty, and yonge . . . Thynke ye her
tayle is not lyght of the seare.

d. 1529. Skelton, Bouge of Court
[Chalmers, Eng. Poets, ii. 253J. I lete
her to hyre that men may on her ryde . . .

She hath got me more money with her
tayle Than hath some shyppe that into
bordews sayle.

i5[?]. MS. Poem [Dr. Bliss],
quoted by Halliwell. Alyed was
countess would be, For she would still be
tenaunt in taile To any one she could
be.

1599. Hall, Satires, iv. iv. The
maidens mocke, and call him withered
leeke, That with a greene tayle hath an
hoary head.

1647-80. Rochester, Poems. Then
pulling out the rector of the females, Nine
times he bath'd him in their piping tails.

i6[?]. Old Song, 'John Anderson,
mY J -' John Anderson, my Jo, John,
When that ye first began, Ye hae as guid
a tail-tree As ony ither man.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxi.

They were pulling and hauling the man
like mad, telling him that it is the most
grievous . . . thing in nature for the tail
to be on fire. Ibid. xxx. I saw some
. . . more diligent in tailwagging than
any water-wagtail. Ibid. (1694), Pant.
Prog. Hedgewhores, wagtails, cocka-
trices.
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1697. Vanbrugh, Prov. Wife, iv. 6.

You slut you—you wear an impudent lewd
face ; a damned designing heart ; and a
tail—a tail full of {Falls fast
asleep).

c. 1704. Ward, Merry Observations,

88. Tail-trading tenants will have so

little to do that they won't be able to earn

a Week's Rent in ready Money in a
month. Ibid. (c. 1709), Terrcefilius, iii.

39. Destroys the Worm call'd Friskin,
very troublesome to the Tails of most
young Women.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 170.

Women . . . busy with their Heads in the
Day-time, and Tails in the evening.
Ibid. ii. 104. Your lover, fair lady, is

so fast link'd to his old Duegna's tail
[Madame Maintenon] that he thinks no
more of you. Ibid. 187. 'Tis enough to

put musick into the tail of an old woman
of fourscore. Ibid. ii. 262. After a good
week's work send her home with foul linen

... no money, and perhaps a hot tail
into the bargain.

d. 1742. Somervile, Incurious Bencher
[Chalmers, Eng. Poets, xi. 238]. If you
will burn your tail to tinder, Pray
what have I to do to hinder ?

d. 1744. Pope [Chalmers, Eng. Poets,

xii. 281]. 'To Mr. John Moore.' The
nymph whose tail is all on flame, Is

aptly termed a glow-worm.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
103. We all are mortal men and frail,

And oft are guided by the tail.

1782. Stevens, Songs Comic and
Satirycall, 'The Sentiment Song.' The
nick makes the tail stand, the farrier's

wife's mark !

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Cab . . . Mother, how many tails have
you in your cab ? how many girls have you
in your nanny house ?

4. (common).—The reverse of
a coin : spec, the side opposite

to that bearing a HEAD {q.v.) :

chiefly in phrase ' heads or tails
'

in tossing. Hence neither
head NOR tail= neither one nor
the other

;
quite different.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
115. 'Tis heads for Greece, and tails for

Troy . . . Two farthings out of three were
TAILS.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Harp ... is also the Irish expression for
' woman ' or ' tail ' used in tossing up in

Ireland.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 212. The horse was laden besides

with a large bundle of stuffs, of which we
could make neither head nor tail.
. . . He had rather toss up heads or tails
with them than oblige a plain citizen in

an honest way.

1821. Egan, Life in Lond. 279.
Note. If the party . . . calls heads or
tails, and all three coins are as he calls

them, he wins.

5. (common).—In pi.— a tail-

coat, as distinguished from a

jacket. Charity-tails (Harrow)
= a tail-coat worn by a boy in the

Lower School who is considered

by the Headmaster to be tall

enough to require them.

1888. St. Nicholas, xiv. 406. Once
a boy has reached the modern remove
[Harrow], he puts on his tails or tail-coat.

6. (common).—A girl's hair,

curled, plaited, etc. , and allowed to

hang down the back in a single

strand.

3. (colloquial).—A woman's
dress : espec. when trailing on
the ground.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
264. Brimstones with their sweeping
tails.

1883. Century, xxxvi. 128. He
crossed the room, stepping over the tails
of gowns, and stood before his old friend.

1887. Congregationalist, 4 Aug. I

noticed half a dozen groups of slender
damsels with short frocks and long tails.

7. (colloquial.—A line of
persons waiting in rank ; a
queue: as outside a theatre,

booking-office, etc.

8. (old colloquial).—£V*quots.
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1563. Langland, Piers Plowman
(C), iii. 196. Ich haue no tome to telle

the tail that hem folweth.

1633. Jonson, Tale 0/ a Tub, ii. 1.

Why should her worship lack Her tail of
maids, more than you do of men ?

1814. Scott, Waverley, xvi. 'Ah!
... if you . . . saw but the Chief with
his tail on !

'
' With his tail on ?

'

echoed Edward. . . . ' Yes—that is, with
all his usual followers, when he visits those
of the same rank.'

d. 1845. Hood, Tale of a Trumpet.-
Ay, now's the nick for her friend Old
Harry To come with his tail like the bold
Glengarry.

9. (Old Cant).—A sword (B.

E. and Grose); tail-drawer=
'a sword stealer ' (B. E.).

10 (cricket).—The last two or

three men in a batting eleven to

go to the wickets.

Verb. (Australian).-

sheep ; to herd cattle.

-To tend

1844. Port Phillip Patriot, 5 Aug.
3, 6. I know many boys, from the age of
nine to sixteen years, tailing cattle.

1855. Mundy, Our Antipodes, 153.
The stockman, as he who tends cattle and
horses is called, despises the shepherd as a
grovelling, inferior creature, and considers

'tailing sheep' as an employment too
tardigrade for a man of action and spirit.

1890. Boldrewood, Colonial Re-
former, xix. 239. The cattle, no longer

'tailed,' or followed daily, as a shepherd
does sheep.

Phrases and Combinations.
Tail of the eye = the outer

corner of the eye ; cow's-tail
(nautical) = a frayed rope's-end,

one not properly knotted : hence

HANGING IN COW'S TAILS (said

of a badly kept ship) ; tail-

end= the latter part, the wind-

up ; with one's tail between
one's legsm cowed, humiliated,

conscious of defeat : also with
TAIL DOWN ; WITH TAIL UP= frl

good form or spirits ; with tail

OUT = angry ; WITH TAIL IN THE
water = thriving ; to flee the
tail= to near the end ; to twist
the lion's tail= to gird at

England (or the English people)

;

TO CAST (LAY or THROW) SALT
ON the tail {see salt, and add
special quots. infra—Grose).

1670. Ray, Proverbs [Bohn], 427.
It is a foolish bird that stayeth the laying
SALT UPON HER TAIL.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 66.
Or catching birds, which never fails, If
yOU PUT SALT UPON THEIR TAILS.

1859. Reade, Love Me Little, xiv.
Miss Lucy noticed this out of the tail of
HER EYE.

1894. Baker, New Timothy, 264.
Tzed and Toad come, and very much as if

with their tails between their legs.

1899. Whiteing, John Street, vii.

Covey stands at the street corner with his
hands in his pockets, and observes out of
the tail of his eye.

Also proverbs and pro-
verbial sayings: 'The devil

wipes his TAIL with the poor
man's pride ' (Ray) ;

' betweene
two stools my taile goes to the
ground ' (Heywood) ;

' To make
a rod for one's own tail'
(Heywood) ;

' Like lambs, you
do nothing but suck and wag
your tails '

;
' She goes as if

she cracked nuts with her tail '

;

1 To look like a dog that has lost

its TAIL
' ; ' She's like a cat,

she'll play with her own tail '

;

' Make not thy tail broader than
thy wings '

( = Keep not too many
attendants) ;

' His tail will catch

the chin-cough' (said of one sitting

on the ground) ; ! As hasty as a

sheep, as soon as the tail is up
the turd is out'; 'As free as an ape
is of his tail ' ;

' He that aught
the cow gangs nearest her tail '

;

1 He holds the serpent by the tail'
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(ofanythingabsurdorfoolish); 'To
grow like a cow's tail' {i.e.

downwards) ;
' Lay the head of

the sow to the tail of the grice';
1 To have a slippery eel by the

tail ' (of anything uncertain)
;

' It melts like butter in a sow's

tail ' ;
' To swallow an ox, and

be choked with the TAIL ' ;
' The

higher the ape goes, the more he
shows his tail '

;
' There is as

much hold of his word as of a wet
eel by the tail ' ;

' He hath eaten

a horse and the TAIL hangs out of

his mouth.'

Tail- block, subs. phr. (nautical).

—A watch.

Tail-board, subs. phr. (nursery).

—The back flap of a little girl's

breeches.

Tail-buzzer, subs. phr. (thieves').

—A pickpocket.

Tailer (or Taylor), intj. (old).—

A fall on the breech ; a prat-
fall (q.v.) ; and (2) an exclama-

tion on falling, or unexpectedly

sitting down on one's tail^.z'.).

\Cf. crupper (or cropper),
HEADER, etc.].

1592. Shakspeare, Mid. Night's
Dream, ii. i. Sometime for three-foot

stool [she] mistaketh me, Then slip I from
her bum, down topples she, And, tailer,

Tailor. Nine (ten, or three)
TAILORS MAKE A MAN, Subs. phr.

(old).

—

See quots.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, ii. 2. 60.

Kent. A tailor made thee. Corn. Thou
art a strange fellow: a tailor make a
man?

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, ii.

1. They say three tailors go to the

making up of a man, but I am sure I had
FOUR TAILORS AND A HALF WENT TO THE
making of me thus.

1630. Taylor, Works, iii. 73. Some
foolish knave (I thinke) at first began The
slander that three taylers are one
MAN.

1635. Glapthorne, The Lady
Mother, i. 1. He was by trade a taylor,

sir, and is the tenth part of the bumbast
that goes to the setting forth of a man.

x635. Quarles, Emblems, iv. 15.

The nine sad knells of a passing bell.

d. 1643. Nabbes [quoted by Nares].
I would take the wall of three times
three tailors, though in a morning, and
at a baker's stall.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. ii. The
foe, for dread Of your nine-worthiness,
is fled.

d. 1665. T. Adams, SouVs Sickness
[Works, i. 487]. God made him a man,
he hath made himself a beast ; and now
the tailor (scarce a man himself) must
make him a man again.

1671. Buckingham, Rehearsal, iii.

1. Why . . . marry? If nine Taylors
make but one man ; and one woman
cannot be satisfi'd with nine men : what
work art thou cutting out for thy self?

c. 1709. Ward, Terrayfilius, v. 31-33.
An old Wealthy Limb-trimmer . . . the

very ninth part of a man that put the
jest upon a Shoe-maker.

1763. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, ii.

A journeyman tailor . . . who is but the
ninth part of a man.

1767. Ray, Proverbs [Bohn], 135.

Nine tailors make but one man.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tailor. ... A London tailor rated to

furnish half a man to the trained bands,
asking how that could possibly be done,
was answered, by sending four journey-
men and an apprentice.

1822. Nares, Glossary, s.v. Tailor,

How old the sarcasm of nine tailors
making a man may be, does not appear

;

but it is very old.

1833-4. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus,
in. xi. An idea has gone abroad . . .

that Tailors are . . . not Men, but fractional

Parts of a Man. . . . [Did not] Queen
Elizabeth, receiving a deputation of
Eighteen Tailors, address them with a
' Good morning, gentlemen both ' ? Did
not the same virago boast ... a Cavalry
Regiment, whereof neither horse nor man
could be injured ; her Regiment, ... of
Tailors on Mares?
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1838. Desmond, Stage Struck, i.

Instead of gallivanting a goddess to our
shores I had ... to usher from the boat
THE NINTH PART OF A MAN.

1868. Blackley, Word Gossip, 76.

Nine taillers (itself corrupted from
tellers) make it a man [i.e. nine counting
strokes at the end of a knell proclaim the
death of a male adult].

1877. Jewitt, Half-Hours Eng.
Antiq. 176. At Woodborough the Pass-
ing bell consists of three tolls thrice
repeated for a man, and two tolls thrice

repeated for a woman.

1882. Spectator, 26 Aug., mi.
' How many tellers make a man ?

'

asked a clergyman of a working man, as

they listened to the tolling of a death-
bell. ' Nine,' replied he promptly.

1809. Whiteing, John St. vii. A
wrangling discussion . . . between '48

and a tailor . . . who ... it appears is

the ninth of a Conservative working
MAN.

The fag-end of a tailor,
subs. phr. (old).

—

Seec^xoi.

1600. Weakest to Wall, i. 3.

Zounds ! twit me with my trade ? I am
the fag end of a tailor, in plain

English, a botcher.

Phrases. ' A tailor's shreds

are worth the cutting'; ' Like the

tailor who sewed for nothing,

and found the thread himself
'

;

'Thieving and tailor go to-

gether'; 'Put a tailor, a miller,

and a weaver into a sack, shake

them well, and the first that puts

out his head is certainly a thief

'

(Grose).

i6[?]. PasquiTs Nightcap [Rept.], 1.

Theeving is now an occupation made,
Though men the name of tailor do it

give.

Tailoring. To do a bit of
TAILORING, verb. phr. (venery).

—To get with child ; to sew
up (q.v.).

Tail- pipe, verb (colloquial).— 1.

To fasten anything to the tail

of a cat or dog ; hence (2) to

annoy.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago,
ii. Even the boys . . . tail-piped not
his dog.

1876.
<

Blackmore, Cripps the
Carrier, xxix. He might have been tail-
piped for seven leagues, without troubling
his head about it.

TAIL- PULLING, subs. phr. (pub-
lishers'). The publication of
books of little or no merit, the

whole cost of which is paid by
the author : cf. Barrabas.

Take, verb (colloquial). — To
please ; to succeed. Hence
taking (or taky)= attractive,

captivating. Also to take to
(or with) or to have a take.

1340. Hampole, Works [E. E. T.
S.], 2. With whas lufe it es takyn.

1607. Beaumont, Woman Hater,
iv. 2. So I shall discourse in some sort
TAKINGLY.

1609. Jonson, Epiccene, i. 1. Such
sweet neglect more taketh me Than all

the adulteries of art.

1614. Anon., Faithful Friends, iii

3. There's something in thee takes my
fancies so I would not have thee perish
for a world.

1625-30. Court and Times Charles
I., 1. 101. A young man . . . tenderly
and firmly affectionate where he takes.

d. 1667. Jer. Taylor, Artif. Hand.
41 [Latham]. All outward adornings
. . . have something in them of a com-
plaisance and TAKINGNESS.

1677. Cotton [Walton, Angler, ii.

237]. To say the truth it is not very
taking at first sight.

1680. Aubrey, Lives, 'Samuel
Butler.' He printed a witty poem called

Hudibras ; the first part . . . tooke
extremely. Ibid. 372. A taking
doctrine.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Take-time . . . very taking, accept-
able, agreeable or becoming. It takes
well, or, the Town takes it, the Play
pleas'd, or was acted with Applause, or the
Book sells well. No doubt but it will

take, no question but it will sell.
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d. 1732. Atterbury, Sermons, 1. Hi.

He knew what would take and be liked
;

and he knew how to express it after a
taking manner.

1821. Lamb, Mrs. Battle on Whist.
She . . . was never greatly taken with
cribbage.

1854. Collins, Hide and Seek, i. 9.
Putting in taky touches, and putting in

bits of effect.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago,
vii. The style takes ; the style pays

;

and what more would you have ?

1869. Stowe, Old Town Folks, 32.
Somehow or other, she took to Ruth, and
Ruth took to her.

1872. Holmes, Poet at Break. Table,
iii. Why do . . . your digestive contriv-

ances take kindly to bread rather than
toadstools ?

1889. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman,
xxxiv. She's dreadful taking . . .

When she gets talking, you could just

stop there forever.

2. (old colloquial).—To blight

;

to injure : by infection, disease,

grief, etc. As subs. =a witch's

charm. Hence taking= in-

fections (still colloquial or

provincial).

c. 1332. Joseph of Arimathie [E. E.
T. S.], 47. John Popes wyfe of comtone
Had a yong chylde, that was taken
sodenly.

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives,
iv. 4. 32. He blasts the tree and takes
the Cattle. Ibid. (1596), Hamlet, i. 1.

No fairy takes. Ibid. (1605), Lear, ii. 4.

166. Strike her young bones, You tak-
ing airs, with lameness.

1619. Fletcher, False One, iv. 3.

Come not near me, For I am yet too

taking for your company.

d. 1649. Winthrop, Hist. New Eng-
land [Savage], i. 201. Two shallops . . .

were taken in the night with an easterly

storm.

1678. Quack's Acad. [Harl. Misc.

ii. 34.] He hath a take upon him, or is

planetstruck.

1768. Goldsmith, Good Natured
Man, i. A plague take their balder-

dash.

3. (old colloquial). -

a blow ; to strike.

-To deliver

c. 1430. Destr. Troy [E. E. T. S.J,

6394. Ector . . toke his horse with his

helis.

1619. Fletcher, Humourous Lieut.
ii. 2. A rascal takes him o'er the face,

and fells him.

1625-30. Court and Times Charles I.

1. 156. Mr. William Vaux took Mr.
Knightly a blow on the face.

4. (conventional. )—To admit
to sexual intercourse (of women)

:

also TO TAKE UP ONE'S PETTI-
COATS to= to receive a man : see

Ride and Greens for numerous
combinations. See Carrots.

1672. Ray, Proverbs, ' Proverbial
Sentences. ' A maid that taketh yieldeth.

Ibid. A maid that laughs is half taken.
Ibid. Do as the maids do, say no, and
TAKE IT.

5. (conventional).—To be got
with child : see Hold.

Phrases and Colloquial-
isms.—Take has been, and still

is, much in colloquial use. Thus,
to take back = to retract ; to
take a breath = to consider,

to seek advice ; to take after
= to resemble; to take about
the neck = to embrace; to
TAKE ANYONE FORTH = to teach,

to give a start ; to be taken by
the face = to be put to the
blush ; to TAKE beef = to run
away; to take down= (i) to

humiliate (see Peg)
; (2) to best

(Australian); TO TAKE UP= to

reprove (also to take to do, to
TASK, and A TALKING TO) ; TO
TAKE HEART = to pluck Up
courage ; to take to heart= to

grieve; TO take it out=(i) to

get value, to extort or compel satis-

faction or reparation ; and (2)=
to exhaust; to take one (or it) =
to understand ; TO take in= (i)
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to deceive, to swindle (whence a

take-in (Bee) = fraud, humbug)

;

(2)= to believe ; (3)= to capture,

subdue, seize (B. E) ; to take
off = (i) to kill (taking-off=
death)

; (2) = to ridicule, to mimic
(take-off = a caricature) ; TO
TAKE OUT= to COpy

J
TO TAKE

ON (or by) = (i) to grieve, to

show emotion (hence TAKiNG = a

to-do) ; and (2) = to simulate
;

TO TAKE ONE (or A MATTER) ON
= (1) to engage, to accept as an
opponent, (2) to undertake ; TO
TAKE TO (or up)= generic for

doing {e.g., to take to gambling,

early rising, women, etc.); TO
TAKE TO ONE'S LEGS (A SHUTE,
water, etc.)= to fly : see heels,
adding quots. infra ; TO TAKE
UP (old= TO take) = (1) to arrest;

(2) to stop
; (3) to reform

; (4) to

clear up (prov. of the weather)

;

(5) to protect, to defend
; (6) to

borrow ; (7) to rally, to snub
;

and (8) to understand ; TO TAKE
upon = to suspect ; to take
upon oneself = to arrogate

authority, dignity, etc. ; to take
with= to side with ; to take
up with= (i) to consort with

;

(2) to court
; (3) to endure ; and

(4) to adopt ; to take the
gloss OFF= to detract in value;

TO TAKE THE FIELD = to bet

against the favourite ; to take
up one's connections (Amer.

Univ.) = to leave college ; to
take an oath = to take a drink

;

TO TAKE ONE ALONG (or WITH
one)= to make understand; TO
TAKE ONE'S TEETH TO ANY-
THING =tO set to heartily; TO
take A stick TO -to beat ; TO
take (or sit at) one's ease in

one's inn = to enjoy oneself:

as if one were at home (hence,

taking it easy= drunk) ; take-

it as you like= be angry or

not—as you please (Bee). Also

(proverbial) 'To take from
one's right side to give to one's

left
'

;
' To take one up before

he is down '
' To take the

bird by the feet
'

; ' Take all,

and pay the baker
'

; ' To take a

Burford bait' (=to get drunk)
;

1 To take a dagger and drown
oneself ; 'To take a hair {q.v.)

of the same dog
'

; 'To take a

thing in SNUFF ' {q.v.); 'To take
a wrong SOU {q.v.) by the ear';

'To take counsel of one's

pillow'; 'To take heart of

grace'; 'To take Hector's

cloak' ( = to deceive a friend);

'To take one a peg {q.v.)

lower
'

;
' To take physic before

one is sick
' ;

' Who takes an eel

by the tail and a woman by her

word, may say, that he holds

nothing.' See Huff; Pepper;
Tea.

c. 1440. Merlin [E. E. T. S.], i. 13.

As soone as the luges knowe ther-of, they
well make yow to be take for couetyse
of your londes and herytage, and do
Iustice vpon yow.

1470. Rev. Monk Evesham [Arber],

72. [Oliphant, New Eng. i. 322. Take
stands for intelligere, as in our ' I take it.']

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Francoyse,
etc. [Halliwell, s.v. Sterracles]. \

take onne, as one dothe that playeth his

sterakels, je tempeste. Ibid. Take him
up (= reprove).

1 569-70. Wit and Science [Dodsley,
Old Plays (Hazlitt), ii. 350]. Marry,
sir, indeed she talks and takes on her,

Like a dame, nay like a duchess or a
queen.

. . . Political Poems [E. E. T. S.],

73. Of verry righte he may be called

trewe, and soo muste he be take in every
place.

. . . Bacon, Holy War [Century].

You take me right, Eupolis.

1591. Greene, Farw. to Folly
[Steevens]. The beggar Irus that

haunted the palace of Penelope, would
take his ease in his inne, as well as

the peers of Ithaca.

1593. Peele, Edward /., p. 395.

I'll take you down a button-hole.
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1594. Shakspeare, 2 Hen. VI. ii. 5.

How will my mother, for a father's death,

Take on with me, and ne'er be satisfied ?

Ibid. (1596), Hamlet, i. 1. This I take
it Is the main motive of our preparations.

Ibid. (1596), Merry Wives, iii. 3. What
a taking was he in when your husband
asked who was in the basket. Ibid.

(1598), All's Well, ii. 3. Yet art thou
good for nothing but taking up ; and
that thou'rt scarce worth. Ibid. (1598),
2 Hen. IV. i. 2. And if a man is

thorough with them, in honest taking
up, then they must stand upon security.

Ibid. (1598), / Hen. IV. iii. 3. Shall I

not TAKE MINE' EASE IN MINE INN, but I

shall have my pocket picked? Ibid.

(1600), As You Like It, v. 4. /. And
how was that taken up? C. Faith, we
met and found the quarrel was upon the
seventh cause. Ibid. (1602), Othello, iii.

4. Sweet Bianca, Take me this work
OUT . . . ere it be demanded ... I'd

have it copied. Ibid. (1605), Lear, v. 1.

65. Let her who would be rid of him
devise His speedy taking off.

d. 1599. Spenser, State of Ireland.
Doe you thinke ... it is soe harde to

take him doune as some suppose?

1599. Jonson, Every Man out of
Humour, i. 1. I will take up, and bring

myself in credit, sure. Ibid. (1605),

Volpone, v. 1. I will have thee put on a
gowne And take upon thee as thou wert
mine heir. (1609), Epiccene, i. 4. And now
I can take up, at my pleasure. Can you
take up ladies, sir? No, sir, excuse me,
I meant money. Ibid. (1630), New Inn. i.

3. If I have got A seat to sit at ease
here 1' mine inn, To see the comedy.

1601. Holland, Pliny [Steevens].
Nicophanes gave his mind wholly to

antique pictures, partly to exemplify and
take out their patterns.

c. 1603. Heywood, Woman Killed
[Pearson (1876), 11. 94]. In a good time
that man both wins and wooes That takes
his wife downe in her wedding shooes.

Ibid. (1607), Fair Maid (F'earson, Works
(1894), 11. 280]. Because of the old pro-

verbe, What they want in meate, let them
take out in drinke.

1607. Dekker and Webster, North-
ward Hoe, ii. 1. My father could take
up, upon the bareness of his word, five

hundred pound, and five too. Ibid. They
will take up, I warrant you, where they
may be trusted.

161 1. COTGRAVE, Did. S.V. TANSER,
to chide, rebuke, checke, taunt, reprove,

take up.

1616. Times' Whistle, [E.E.T.S.], 24.

And takes upon him in each company
As if he held some petty monarchy.

1628. Earle, Micro-cosmog. 2. He
takes ON against the Pope without mercy,
and has a iest still in lauender for Bellar-

mine.

d. 1631. Donne, Letters, xlvii. Sir, it

is time to take up.

1632. Massinger, Emp. of East, i.

1. If he owe them money . . . never
Appoint a day of payment ; so they may
hope still. But if he be to take up more,
his page May attend them at the gate.

Ibid. (1636), Gt. Duke, etc., i. 2. Coz.
Be not rapt so. Cont. Your Excellence
would be so had you seen her. Coz. Take
UP, take UP ! Ibid. (1637), Guardian, i.

1. When two heirs quarrel, The swords-
men of the city, shortly after Appear in

plush, for their grave consultations In
taking up the difference.

. . . Apologie for Ajax, D. D. 1 b.

At last, to take UP the quarrel, M. A. and
M. R. S. set downe their order that he
should not be called any more captaine
Ajax.

. . . New Acad. Compliments
[Nares] All their beds were taken up

;

and he had ne'er a room to spare neither,

but one.

1641. Baker, Chronicles, 163. A
Maid called La Pucelle, taking upon
her to be sent from God for the Good
of France.

1651. Cartwright, Royall Slave.
Arc. Sirrah gaoler, see you send mistris

Turnkey your wife to take us up whores
enough.

d. 1657. Bradford, Plym. Plan, 10.

Some were taken and clapt up in prison.

1657. Middleton, Worn. Bew.
Women. She intends To take out other
works, in a new sampler.

1669. Earl of Worcester, Apoth.
God was fain to deal with wicked men as
men do with frisking jades in a pasture,

that cannot take them up till they get
them to a gate ; so wicked men will not
be taken up till the hour of death.

1672. Wycherley, Love in a Wood.
Ded. Madam, take it from me, no Man
... is more dreadful than a Poet.

1703. Farquhar, Inconstant, iy. 3.

Tis my turn now to be upon the sublime
;

I'll take her off, I warrant her.

E
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1704. Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

My dear friend, you don't take me—
Your friendship outruns my explanation.

1 73 1. Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.
He takes up with younger folks, Who
for his wine will bear his jokes. Ibid.

(17 10), To Archbishop King. We must
take up with what can be got.

1743. Pococke, Descr. East, 1. 165.

An officer . . . takes up all persons he
finds committing any disorders, or that
cannot give an account of themselves.

1749. Smollett, Gil Bias (1812), 1.

iii. Everyone betaking himself to his
heels for safety.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, i. 39.
Taken in, as he calls it, rather by the
eyes than by the understanding.

1763. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, ii.

Don't all the world cry, . . .
' Miss Molly

Jollop to be married to Sneak ; to take
up at last with such a noodle as he ' ?

1766. Brooke, Fool of Quality, i.

370. He . . . perfectly counterfeited or

took off, as they call it, the real

Christian.

1777. Sheridan, Schoolfor Scandal,
iii. 1. The great point, as I take it, is

to be exorbitant enough in your demands.
Ibid. (1778), Rivals, iii. 1. An obstinate,
passionate, self-willed boy !—Who can he
take after?

_
Ibid. (1779), Critic, i. i.

A band of critics, who take upon them
to decide for the whole town.

1782. Burney, Cecilia, v. 55. You
TAKE me ? [on propounding a pun]. Ibid.

,

A TAKE-IN.

d. 1797. Walpole, Letters, 11. 28.

She has lived so rakish a life that she is

forced to go and take up.

1809. Mai.kin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 13. Why do you take on so?
. . . You ought rather to bless your stars

for your good luck. Ibid. 15. Leonarda
and Domingo were completely taken in.

1812. Coombe, Syntax, i. 4. Hostess.
I took you in last night, I say. Syntax.
'Tis true ; and if this bill I pay You'll take
me in again to-day.

1814. Austen, Mansfield Park, v.

I know so many who have married . . .

who have found themselves entirely
deceived. . . . What is this but a take
in ? . . . But I would not have him taken
IN : I would not have him duped.

#
1817. Scott, Rob Roy, xv. I dinna

believe he speaks gude Latin neither ; at
least he disna take me up when I tell

him the learned names of the plants. Ibid.

(1828), Scott, A unt Margaret's Mirror, i.

Her sister hurt her own cause by taking
on, as the maid-servants call it, too
vehemently.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xlii. Mr
Mivvins, who was no smoker ... re-

mained in bed, and, in his own words,
1 took it out in sleep.'

1843. Macaulay, Mirabeau [Edin.
Rev.]. They took up with theories
because they had no experience of good
government.

1847. Robb, Squatter Life. ' Why,
Polly, what's the matter, gal ?

' inquired he
;

1 what in thunder makes you take
ON SO ?

'

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. 1. 31.
If ... I catch him, I take it out of
him on the spot. I give him a jolly good
hiding. Ibid. 1. 326. Anybody that looks
on the board looks on us as cheats and
humbugs, and thinks that our catalogues
are all takes-in.

_
1852. Bee (Boston), 29 July. The

'Life Boat,' a weekly sheet in this city,

takes the ' Bee ' to do for its course in

relation to the Liquor Law.

1857.^ Hughes, Tom Brown s School-
days, 1. vii. They tried back slowly . . .

beginning to feel how the run had taken
it out of them.

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, iv.

13. Mr. and Mrs. Boffin . . . took it
out of [the baby] in a shower of caresses.

1867. Macleod, Starling, v. ' I do
not take you up, sir,' replied the Sergeant.

1868. Whyte-Melville, White Rose,
11. xxii. There's Missis walking about the
drawing-room, taking on awful.

1873. Carleton, Farm Ballads, 19.

And all of them was flustered, and fairly

taken down, And I for a time was
counted the luckiest man in town.

1878-80. M'Carthy, Hist. Own
Times, xli. Some critics declared that
Mr. Cobden had been simply taken in ;

that the French Emperor had 'bubbled'
him.

1883. Gentleman's Mag., June, 569.
It is curious that so able a man could have
believed that he could in this way take
in the British public,
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d. 1884. C. Reade, Art, 174. She was
always mimicking. She took off the
exciseman, and the farmers, and her
grandmother, and the very parson—how
she used to make us laugh !

1885. Howells, Silas Lapham, xv.

I've disgusted you—I see that ; but I

didn't mean to. I—I take it back.

1887. A. Jessopp, Arcady, ii. He
took up ^500 of Lawyer X . . . and
then somehow he war bankrupt.

i8[?]. W. S. Gilbert, Phrenology.
Policeman, take me up—No doubt I am
some criminal.

1895. Argus [Melbourne], 5 Dec, 5.

2. [The defendant] accused him of having
taken him down, stigmatised him as a
thief and a robber.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 107. He
was 'dicky,' She was tricky

—

Took him
in, and cleared him out.

See Aback ; Back - Seat ;

Beard ; Beef ; Bit ; Book ;

Bosom ; Bull ; Bush ; Button-
hole ; Cake ; Earth Bath ;

Ease; French Leave;
Grinder ; Ground Sweat

;

Heels ; Hook ; Measure
;

Napping ; Peg ; Pepper ; Pot-
luck ; Rag ; Rise ; Road

;

Running ; Shilling ; Shine ;

Sight; Silk; Snuff ; Starch ;

Sun ; Toll ; Turn ; Vain
;

Wind.

Take-a- fright, subs. phr. (rhym-
ing).—Night.

Taker, subs, (sporting).—One who
accepts a bet ; a BOOKIE {q.v.).

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, v.

The offer was not accepted, or the taker
would have lost his money.

Taking, subs, (colloquial).— In //.

= receipts.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. 11.

528. [Crossing sweepers] at one period
have considered fifteen shillings a bad
week's work. But now the takings have
very much reduced.

1889. Set. American [Century], The
average takings are $1250 a week.

TALE, subs, (colloquial).—An in-

credible story ; a marvellous narra-

tion : also OLD wife's (or OLD
man's) tale : see Bull and
Tub. Whence tale - teller
(B. E. and Grose)= * Persons said

to have been hired to tell wonder-
ful stories of giants and fairies, to

lull hearers to sleep.' Also TO
TELL TALES OUT OF SCHOOL

=

(1) to romance, and (2) to play

the informer : tell-tale (or

tell-tale-tit) = an informer
;

to tell A tale = to turn a matter

to profit; 'His tale is told'
=

' It is all over with him
'

; to
be in A tale= to agree: also

TO JUMP IN ONE TALE ; THEREBY
HANGS A TALE, Or TELL THAT
FOR A tale (the retort sugges-

tive) = ' That's another story
'

;

TO PITCH A TALE = to spin a

yarn : hence tale - pitcher= a

romancing talker or chattering

malcontent.

1469. Cov. Myst. [Oliphant, New
Eng. i. 316. We see the phrases : take it

or ellys lef . . . telle no talys].

d. 1536. Tyndale [Oliphant, New
Eng. i. 429]. To TELL TALES OUT OF
SCHOOL.

1546. Heywood, Proverbs. To tell
tales out of schoole.

1590. Peele, Old Wives' Tale
[Bullen], 99. I am content to drive away
the time with an old wives' winters' tale.

1592. Nashe, Piers Pennilesse, 66.

Not two of them iumpe in one tale.

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives, iv.

I. Quick. Have not your worship a wart
above your eye ? Pent. . . . What of that?
Quick. Well, THEREBY HANGS A TALE . . .

we had an hour's talk of that wart. Ibid.

(1600). Much Ado, iv. 2. 33. 'Fore God,
they are both in a tale. Ibid. (1602),

Twelfth Night, ii. 1. Mine eyes will tell
tales of me. Ibid., Winter's Tale.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., III.

II. ii. 4. Whether this be a true story or a
tale, I will not much contend.

1625-30. Court and Times Charles
I. 11. 65. We have some news ... I

must not TELL TALES FORTH OF SCHOOL.
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1633. Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 3. I find
all these but dreams, and old men's
tales, To fright unsteady youth.

1729. Swift, Adv. to Ser. 'Gen.
Direct.' The only remedy is to bribe
thenrt. with goody goodies, that they may
not tell tales to papa and mamma.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 378. If ever I find that you tell
tales out of school I will give you such
a basting as you never had in your life.

Talesman, subs. (old).
—'The

author of a story or report : I'll

tell you my tale and my TALES-
MAN ' (B. E. and Grose).

Talent (The), subs, (racing).—In
sing. = a backer {q. v.): as

opposed to a layer or bookmaker.

1885. Field, 3 Oct. All the talent
were discomfited, though ; as they often

are in nurseries.

Talk, verb, (stable).—To roar
{q.v.) : of horses. Hence TALKER
= a ROARER.

Colloquial Phrases, etc.

—

To talk one down= to silence

;

to talk one out OF= to dis-

suade ; TO TALK OVER — (i) to

persuade : also TO talk into ;

and (2) to review ; TO TALK
round = to review a subject

;

to talk up= (i) to speak
plainly (or defiantly) ; and (2) —
to discuss with a view to promo-
tion ; to talk one up= to urge

;

TO TALK OUT = to exhaust

patience, time, etc. ; TO TALK TO
= to chide : hence talking-to
= a reprimand ; TO talk AT= to

gird or chide covertly : talking of

a person who is present to an-

other ; TO TALK THE HIND LEG
OFF A JACKASS (COW, HORSE,
etc.)= to seduce, to wheedle, to

charm : also TO TALK ONE mad,
TO DEATH, INTO A THING,
FEVER, etc.; TO TALK GREEK,
Dutch (or Double Dutch)=
to talk nonsense : to talk

through one's neck (American)
= to talk foolishly; TO TALK
turkey= to say pleasant things.

Also Talk of the Angels (or

the Devil) and you'll hear the

rustling of their wings (or see his

horns). See Big; Dutch-uncle;
Shop; Tall-talk.

1600. Shakspeare, Much Ado, ii. 1.

369. If they were but a week married
they would talk themselves mad.

1693. Vanbrugh, Old Bachelor
Talk of the Devil see where he comes.
Ibid. (1706), Mistake. [We will] talk
him into [it].

1699. Brown, Works, i. 206. I was
within an ace of being talked to death.

1704. Swift, Tale of a Tub,
'Author's Pref.' He may ring the Changes
as far as it will go, and vary his phrase till

he has talked round.

1717. Prior [Manley, Lucius,
Epil.]. We'll . . . talk you all to
Death.

1777. Sheridan , Schoolfor Scandal,
iv. 3. And now . . . we will talk over
the situation of your affairs with Maria.

1816. Austen, Emma, xxii. She
had talked her into love ; but, alas ! she
was not so easily to be talked out of it.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 84.

Prithee, good woman, leave your mag off

;

By George, you'd talk a dog's hind leg
off.

1847. Tennyson, Princess, v. Her
that talk'd down the fifty wisest men.

1859. Bartlett, Americanisms,
s.v. Talk . . . The story is an old one,

—that an Indian and a white man, after a
day's hunting, had only a turkey and a
partridge to show for game. The white
man proposed to divide them, and said to

the Indian, " Take your choice. You can
have the partridge, and I'll take the

turkey ; or Til take the turkey, and you
may have the partridge." " Ugh ! " said

the Indian, "you don't talk turkey to
me any."

1864. New Haven Register [Bart-
lett]. They are not the only ones who
talk turkey, and rob the soldiers of
what is contributed for their benefit.

i8[?]. McClintock, Beedle's Mar-
riage. Polly Bean was not the first girl I

run against, by a long shot ; and I was
plaguy apt to talk turkey always when
I got sociable, if it was only out of polite-

ness.
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Talkee-talkee, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).— i. A corrupt dialect
;

jargon. Whence (2) chatter

;

verbiage. Also talky-talky.

1810 Southey, ToJohn May, 5 Dec.
The talkee talkee of the slaves in the
sugar islands.

c. 1812. Edgeworth, Vivian, x.

There's a woman, now, who thinks of

nothing living but herself! All talkee
talkee ! I begin to be weary of her.

1854. Phillips, Essays, ii. 280. A
style of language for which the inflated

bulletins of Napoleon, the talkee-
talkee of a North American Indian, and
the song of Deborah might each have
stood as a model.

1883. Sat. Rev., 10 Feb., 189. These
Essays . . . are very talky-talky.

Talker, subs. (Harrow).— 1. See

quot.

1898. Howson and Warner, Har-
row School, 208. Then followed solos

from those who could sing, and those who
could not—it made no difference. The
latter class were called talkers, and
every boy was encouraged to stand up
and TALK IT OUT.

2. See talk, verb.

Talking- 1 ron, subs. phr. (Ameri-

can).—A gun or rifle : also

Shooting-iron {q.v.).

1843-4. Haliburton, Attache", ii.

I hops out of bed, feels for my trunk, and
outs with my talkin'-iron, that was all

ready loaded.

Tall, adj. (old colloquial).— 1.

Generic for worth. Thus tall
(= seemly) prayers; a tall
( = valiant) MAN; tall ( = fine)

English; atall ( = courageous)

spirit; a tall ( = celebrated)

PHILOSOPHER; TO STAND TALL
= to rely boldly; tally ( = be-

comingly or finely) attired ; a
tall ( = great) compliment, etc.

[Century, 'the word TALL (=
high, lofty) as applied to a man

has been confused with TALL,
fine, brave, excellent ' : cf., how-
ever, sense 2]. Whence tall FOR
His inches = plucky for size.

c. 1430. Destr. Troy [E. E. T. S.],

3098. Ho tentit not in Tempull to no
tall prayers.

c. 1360. William of Palerne [E. E.
T. S.], 1706. Sche went forthe stille . . .

and talliche hire a-tyred ti3lli there-

inne.

1364. Chaucer, Compl. Mars, 38.

She made him at her lust so humble and
talle.

1440. Prompt. Parv. 486. tal, or

semely. Decens, elegans.

1448-60. Paston Letters, 224. One
of the tallest (= fine) young men.

1595. Shakspeare Rom. andJuliet,

ii. 4. The pox of such antic, lisping,

affecting fantasticoes ; . . . Byjesu, a very
good blade ! a very tall man. . . . Ibid.

(1599), Henry V., ii. 1. 72. Thy spirits are

most tall. Ibid. (1602), Twelfth Night,
i. 3. 20. He's as tall a man as any's in

Illyria ... he has three thousand ducats
a year. Ibid. (1600), As You Like It, iii.

5. 118. He is not very tall, yet for his

years he's tall.

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in Humour,
iv. 6. A tall man is never his own man
till he be angry.

d. 1597. Peele, Davidand Bathsheba,
xiii. Well done, tall soldiers !

c. 1600. Merry Devil of Edmonton, iii.

2. 162. He is mine honest friend and a
tall keeper.

1613. Fletcher, Captain, ii. 2.

And you, Lodovic, That stand so tally on
your reputation. Ibid. (1619), Hum.
Lieut., i. 4. We fought like honest and
tall men.

d. 1665. Adams, Works, 11. 443. _
We

are grown to think him that can tipple

soundly a tall man.

1699. Bentley, Dis. Ep. Phalaris
(1817), 398. A tall compliment.

T755. Bolingbroke, Frag. Essays,

65. Sounding imaginary fords, that are

real gulfs, and wherein many of the

tallest philosophers have been drowned.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 175. Young Pedro was what we
Call a TALL FELLOW FOR HIS INCHES.
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1886. Oliphant, New Eng., 1. 46.
We still hear people talk of tall (fine)

English.

2. (modern colloquial).—Any-
thing out of the common : e.g. a
tall (= severe) fight; tall
( = extravagant) talk : whence
TO TALK TALL= to GAS {q.V.) ; a
tall (= a great) pace, etc.

Hence as adv., very, exceedingly.

Also, TO walk tall= to carry

one's head high ; to put on SIDE
{q.v.).

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 134. I for

my part was to write bills as tall as
the monument, and charge them with the
most costly medicines.

1844. Kendall, Santa Fe Exped. , 1.

398. Stump straightened up, and started
at a pace that would have staggered . . .

the greatest pedestrian mentioned in the
annals of 'tall walking.'

1846. Thorpe, Backwoods, 131. I

will walk tall into varmint and Indian

:

it's a way I've got. Ibid., Big Bear 0/
Arkansaw [Bartlett]. The live sucker
from Illinois had the daring to say that
our Arkansaw friend's stories smelt
rather tall.

1847. Robb, Squatter Life [Bart-
lett], I seed Jess warn't pleased ; but I

didn't estimate him very tall, so I kept
on dancin' with Sally, and ended by kissin'

her good-by, and making him jealous as a
pet pinter.

1855. Hammond, Wild Northern
Scenes, 211. It had a mighty big pile of
the tallest kind of land layin' around
waitin' to be opened up to the sunlight.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 72. I'm
'mazing proud on't. I tell you I walk
tall—ask 'em if I don't, round to the
store.

1891. New York Times, 26 Jan.
A tall yarn about the Jews wanting to

buy the Vatican copy of the Hebrew
Bible.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 118. Her
cheek was fairly ' tall.'

1900. Kernahan, Scoundrels, xv.

Public men who talk tall about the

sacredness of labour.

1901. Free Lance, 16 Mar., 582. 1.

The 'boundary' has absolutely nothing

to do with tall scoring.

1903. D. Tel., 7 Ap., 9. 1. There is

even tall talk about extending the
strike to other countries, if negotiations
fail.

Tall- boy, subs. phr. (old).— i. A
wine-glass : large, high-stemmed,
and showy ; spec. (B. E.) A
Pottle or two Quart-pot full of

Wine.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xliii.

She then ordered some cups, goblets, and
tallboys, of golde, silver and crystal to
be brought, and invited us to drink.

2. (common). — A very tall

chimney-pot.

1884. D. Tel., Jan. This was but
one of many scores of pots, tallboys,
cowls . . . swept from the chimney-stacks
of the Metropolis on Saturday night.

Tall- m en , subs. phr. (old gaming).
—HlGHMEN {q.V.).

Tallow, subs, (old).—A term ot

contempt. Thus tallow-keech
(TALLOW - FACE Or TALLOW -

breech) = a very fat person :

whence tallow-faced = sickly,

pale, undermade ; tallow -

gutted = pot-bellied ; tallow-
breeched = fat-arsed.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, iii. 5. 158. Out, you baggage

!

You tallow-face ! Ibid. (1598), 1 Henry
IV., ii. 4. Thou whore-son, obscene,
greasy, tallow-keech.

1621. Burton, Anat. Mel., 519.
Every lover admires his mistress, though
she be wrinkled, pimpled . . . tallow-
faced.

To piss one's tallow, verb,

phr. (old).—To leacher oneself

lean : like a stag after rutting

time.

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives,
v. 5. I am here a Windsor stag ; and
the fattest, I think, i' the forest. Send
me a cool rut-time, Jove, or who can
blame me to piss my tallow.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxviii.

He is nothing but skin and bones, he has
pissed his tallow.
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Tally (or To Live Tally), verb.

(provincial). — To live in con-
cubinage ; TO DAB IT UP {q.v.)

:

chiefly in mining districts. Also
to make a tally-bargain.

1890. Notes and Queries, 7 S. x. 297.
They're living tally is the way neigh-
bours speak of them to enquiring visitors.

. . . To live tally is quite a common
expression amongst the working classes
in all parts ofLancashire, as is also tally-
woman.

Tally- men, subs, (old : now recog-
nised). — 'Brokers that let out
Cloths at moderate Rates to wear
per Week, Month, or Year

'

(B. E.); 'that let out clothes to

the women of the town ' (Grose).

Tallywag, subs, (venery). — The
penis : see Prick.

Tame. To run tame, verb, phr.
(old).

—
' To live familiarly in the

family with which one is upon a
visit ' (Grose). Cf Tame Cat.

Tame-army, subs. phr. (old).—The
London Trained Bands (Grose).

[Cf. Foote's description {Mayor of
Garratt) of the ' London Regi-
ments ' as 'holiday soldiers,'

'never wet to the skin in their

lives ' except ' as a matter of ac-

cident. ']

Tame-cat, subs. phr. (common).

—

A woman's fetch-and-carry ; a
hearthrug saint.

Tame-goose, subs. phr. (old).—

A

foolish fellow : a simpleton ; also

tame-fellow (B. E. ) = 'tract-

able, easy, manageable.'

c. 1598. Jonson, Case is Altered (1605).
I say cast away

;
yea, utterly cast away

upon a noddy, a ninny-hammer, a tame-
goose.

Tamper, verb. (B. E.). — 'To
practise upon anyone.'

TAN, subs, (old).—To flog; to

thrash. Hence tanning = a
beating. Also to tan one's
hide.

. . . Robin Hood and Tanner [Child,
Ballads, v. 229]. Tan. If he be so stout,
we will have a bout, And he shall tan my
hide too.

1731. Coffey, Devil to Pay, 5.

Come, and spin, you drab, or I'll tan
your hide for you.

1862. Wood, The Channings. The
master couldn't tan him for not doing it.

1884. Clemens, Huck. Finn, v. 32.
If I catch you about that school I'll tan
you good.

TO SMELL OF THE TAN, verb,

phr. (literary).—To smack of the
ring ; to be circussy : cf. Lamp.

Tandem, subs. (orig. Univ. :

now recognised).— 1. See quot.

1785 and 1890. Hence (2) a
carriage so drawn ; and (3) a
bicycle for two riders.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tandem. A two-wheeled chaise, buggy,
or noddy, drawn by two horses, one before
the other ; that is, at length.

1831. Disraeli, Young Duke, i. 2.

The Duke of St James . . . found suffi-

cient time for his boat, his tandem, and
his toilette.

1885. Pennell, Cant. Pilgr. Two
rode a tandem ; the third a bicycle.

1890. Century Diet., s.v. Tandem.
A humorous application, prob. first in
university use, L. tandem, at length, with
reference to time, taken in the E. use
with reference to space, 'at length,
stretched out in a single file . . . one
behind the other ... as to drive
tandem ' (that is, with two or more
horses harnessed singly, one before the
other instead of abreast).

Tangierenes (The), subs, (mili-

tary).—!. The Queen's (Royal
West Surrey Regiment), late the
2nd Foot: 2. The King's Own
(Royal Lancaster Regiment), late

the 4th Foot. [Tangiers formed
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part of the dowry of Catherine of

Braganza, the Queen of Charles
II. : the regiments were raised

for the defence of that posses-

sion. ]

Tangle, subs. (Scots). A tall,

lanky person.

Tanglefoot (or Tangleleg),
subs. (American).—Any intoxi-

cating liquor. Tanglefooted
= drunk : see Screwed.

1862. Punch, 26 July. Eye-bright-
ener And leg-tangler, And scores of
other compounds known To each 'cute bar-
room dangler.

1871. Hartford Courant, 17 Mar.
He proceeded leisurely toward a neigh-
boring saloon in quest of tangle-foot.

Tank, verb. (King Edward's School,
Birm.).— To cane; TO COSH
{q.v.). [Prov. TANK = a blow.]

Tankard. Tears of the
Tankard, subs. phr. (old).

—

Drippings of liquor on the waist-

coat (Ray, B. E. and Grose).

Tanner, subs. (old).—Sixpence:
6d. : e.g. 'The Kiddy tipt the

rattling-cove a tanner for luck '

=
' The lad gave the coachman

sixpence for drink ' (Grose) : see

Rhino. Hence tannergram
= a telegram : when the minimum
cost was reduced from is. to 6d.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxxyii. The Man in the Monument
replied a Tanner. It seemed a low
expression compared with the Monument.

1877. Five Years' Penal Servitude,
iii. 239. A 'shise' half-bull, and a
' duffing ' TANNER.

1896. Oamuru (N.Z.) Mail, 13
June. Tannergrams is the somewhat
apt designation which the new sixpenny
telegrams have been christened in com-
mercial vernacular.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 31. This
worn-out tanner 'Any gave me once,
To show his love was true, and not no
bunce.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxviii.

'There's a whole tanner's
t

worth for

nix . . .
' as she makes me a giant button-

hole from the wild growths.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 20.

On this trip Billy had pinched a tanner
dropped in the gutter.

Tan n 1 kin, subs. (old).—A Dutch
placket; maid, wife, whore, or

widow.

1605. Marston, Dutch Courtezan,
i. 1. A pretty nimble-eyd Dutch tanakin.

1608. Armin, Nest ofNinnies. Out
she would, tucks up her trinkets, like a
Dutch tannikin sliding to market on the

ise, and away she flings.

Tanquam, subs. (Old Cant).

—

See

quot. 168 1.

1662. Fuller, Worthies [1840], 11.

359. Thomas Dove, D.D., was . . . bred
a tanquam in Pembroke Hall in

Cambridge.

1681. Blount, Gloss. Tanquam is

a Fellow's fellow in our Universities.

Tantadlin. See Tantoblin.

Tantarabobs, subs, (provincial).

—The' Devil (Halliwell).

Tantivy, subs., adj., verb and
intj. (old).—Primarily a hunting
call : a note on the horn. As
subs. =(l) full chase ; (2)= violent

movement
; (3) a fox - hunting

parson ; and (4) temp. Charles
II., a High Tory : also Tantivy-
boy. As adj.= swift. As verb
= to racket, to gallop, to rush.

c. 1602. [Scotland Charact. (1701),
Harl. Misc., vii. 380]. In the time of
King James I., soon after his coming into
England, one of his own country thus
accosted him : Sir (says he), I am sorry
to see your majesty so dealt with by your
prelatical tantivies.

1641. Brome, Jovial Crew, iv. 1.

He is the merriest man alive, Up at five

a' Clock in the morning . . . and tantivy
all the country over.
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d. 1658. Cleveland, WorksK xxi.

Sir, I expected to hear from you in the

language of the lost groat, and the prodigal

son, and not in such a tantivy of
language.

1690. Pagan Prince [Nares]. How
the palatine was restor'd to his palatinate

in Albion, and how he rode tantivy to

Palpimania.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. ' Pant.
Prognos.' Braggadocios, tory-rory rakes

and tantivy boys
;

peppered, clapped,

and poxed dabblers.

c. T696. B. E., Did. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tantivy-boies, high-Flyers, or High-
flown Church-men, in opposition to the

moderate Church-men ; or Latitudinarians,

a lower sort of Flyers, like Batts, between
Church-men and Dissenters.

1697. Vanbrugh, sEsop, ii. 1.

sEsop. To boot and saddle again they
sound. Rog. Ta ra ! tan tan ta ra ! . . .

Tantive ! Tantive ! Tantive !

i72[?]. Swift, Stella, xxxii. An
ambitious tantivy, missing of his towering
hopes of preferment in Ireland is come
over to vent his spleen on the late

ministry.

d. 1735. Arbuthnot [Mason, Johnson,
'Suppt.']. This sort . . . is not in esteem
with the high tantivee scaramouches.

1740. North, Examen, 1. ii. 130.

About half a dozen of the tantivies were
mounted on the Church of England,
booted and spurred, riding it, like an
old hack, tantivy to Rome. This . . .

led to a common use of slighting and
opprobrious words, such as Yorkist. . . .

Then they came to tantivy, which im-
plied riding post to Rome.

1796. Darblay, Camilla, m. viii.

Pray, where are they gone tantivying?

1843. Macaulay, Essays, 'Comic
Dramatists of the Restoration.' Collier

. . . was a Tory of the highest sort,

such as in the cant of his age was called

a TANTIVY.

1854. Thoreau, Walden, 125. The
tantivy of wild pigeons, flying by twos
and threes athwart my view.

1876. Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxi.

Being Lady Certainly—and Lady Perhaps
—and grand here—and tantivy there.

1893. Milliken, 'Arry Ballads, 33.

Oh, scissors ! jest didn't we give 'em
TANTIVY.

Tantoblin, subs, (old).—Excre-
ment; shit {q.v.). Also (Grose)
TANTADLIN and TANTADLIN
TART.

1768. Gayton, Festivious Notes, 73.
I'll stick, my dear, to thee, and cling withall,

As fast as e'er tantoblin to a wall.

Tantony (or Tantony Pig) subs.

phr. (old).— I. The smallest pig
in a litter : hence a favorite. To
FOLLOW LIKE A TANTONY PIG=
to follow closely. Hence TAN-
TONY (2) = a servile follower; a
petted retainer ; tantony-pouch
{see quot. 1892).

1594. Lyly, Mother Bombie, ii. 1.

At the dudgen dagger, by which hangs his
TANTONIE POUCH.

1598. Stowe, Surv. London (1633),
190. The Officers ... of the Markets
[London] . . . did take from the Market
people Pigs starved, or otherwise unwhole-
some for Man's sustenance. One of the
Proctors for St Anthonies tyed a Bell about
the neck, and let it feed on the Dunghills

;

no man would hurt or take it up ; but it

anyone gave to them bread, or other feed-
ing, such would they know, watch for and
daily follow. . . . Whereupon was raised a
Proverbe, Such an one will follow such
an one, and whine as it were an
Anthonie Pig.

1659. Gauden, Tears ofthe Church,
595. Some are such Cossets and Tan-
tanies that they congratulate their
oppressors and flatter their destroyers.

1700. Congreve, Way of World, iv.

xi. I'll follow thee, my Anthony, my
Tantony. Sirrah, thou shalt be my Tan-
tony, and I'll be thy pig.

1710. Swift, Polite Conv., i. Lord !

she made me follow her last week through
all the shops like a tantony pig.

J 753- Chambers' Cyclo., Suppt., s.v.

Anthony. In several places, they
[Romanists] keep at common charges a
hog denominated St Anthony's hog.

1867. Standard, 24 May. ' What is

an Anthony?' 'The littlest pig, your
honour. The
'

' Anthony.
little pig is always
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1892. Fairholt [Lilly, Works, ii.

272. Note]._ Tantony-pouch— I imagine
the allusion is to a pouch or purse . . .

having a cross ... on the reverse . . .

known as St Anthony was by his cross.

This familiar mode of using the saint's

name is preserved in the saying, ' He
follows him like a tantonie pig,' the
saint always being pictured with one of
these animals.

2. See Saint.

Tantrum, subs, (colloquial).— 1.

Usually in pi. = a pet {q.v.)
;

thesullens; angrywhims (Grose).

1754. Foote, Knights, ii. I am
glad here's a husband coming that will take
you down in your tantrums

;
you are

grown too headstrong and robust for me.

1706. Burney, Camilla, m. v. He
was but just got out of one of his

TANTARUMS.

1820. Greville, Memoirs, 20 Nov.
He threw himself into a terrible tantrum
. . . they were obliged to let him have his

own way for fear he should be ill.

1844. Thackeray, Barry Lyndon,
xvii. If in any of her tantrums or fits of

haughtiness . . . she dared, etc.

1853. Lytton, My Novel, xi. ii. He
has been in strange humours and tan-
trums all the morning.

d. 1876. Reade, Art, 250. She went
into her tantrums and snapped at and
scratched everybody else that was kind to

her.

2. (venery).—The penis ; see

Prick.

1675. Cotton, Scoffer Scofft [Works
(1770), 282]. Twixt some twelve and one
o'clock, He tilts his tantrum at my nock.

TAOC, subs, (back slang).—A coat.

Thus KOOL THE DELO TAOC =
Look at the old coat : also in

contemptuous reference to the

wearer. TAOC-TiSAW= a waist-

coat ; and taoc-ittep bs petticoat.

Tap, subs. (Grose: now recog-

nised).— 1. 'A gentle blow.'

Whence TO tap (or tap on the

shoulder) = to arrest (Grose);
tapper= a bailiff: alsoSHOULDER-
TAPPER.

2. (old).—In pi. = the ears :

see Hearing Cheats.

3. (Eton College).—The only
place, recognised by the autho-
rities, where a boy can get beer.

Verb, (colloquial).—Out of TAP
= to broach, also to tap one's
claret = to draw blood {see

Claret) ; to tap the wires=
to intercept a telegram ; to tap
a judy= to deflower (Grose);
TO tap a house = to burgle

;

to tap the Admiral {see

Admiral) ; to tap a guinea=
to change it (Grose).

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, xi.

He was thoroughly conversant with the
sporting slang of Tintinnabulums Life
when he told Verdant that his claret had
been repeatedly tapped.

To ,be on one's taps, verb,

phr. (American).—On the alert;

on one's feet, ready to move.

To get the tap, verb. phr.
(tailors'). —To get the upper
hand.

On tap, adv. phr. (col-

loquial).—Available; at hand;
on view.

Tape, subs, (old).— i. Spirits:

hence red - tape = brandy

;

white (or blue) tape= gin:

cf. Ribbon (Grose).

J 755' Connoisseur [Notes andQueries,
7 S. x. 78]. Every night cellar will furnish
you with Holland tape [gin] three yards
a penny.

1823. Egan, Randatts Scrap Book.
With tape in the morning, and punch in
the night. Ibid. The tape I pour into
the glass.
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1830. Lytton, Paul Clifford. Oh !

those jovial days are ne'er forgot ! But
the tape lags. Ibid., 80. Red tape
those as likes it may drain.

Tape-worm, subs, phr. (Stock
Exchange).—An official who
collects the prices of stock for

transmission on the tape.

Taplash, subs, (old).— 1. Bad,
thick beer : cask-dregs or tap-

droppings. Hence, as adj. = poor,

washy, trivial (B. E. and
Grose). Hence (2) a publican :

in contempt.

. . . Clitus's Cater Char., yz. What-
ever he drains . . . goes in muddy tap-
lash down gutter-lane.

1630. Randolph, Artistippus [Haz-
litt, Works (1875), 14J. Drinking College
tap-lash . . . will let them have no more
learning than they size.

1630. Taylor, Works, in. 5. Fac'd
with the tap-lash of strong ale and wine.

1640. Witts Recr., C. 4b, Ep. 25.
What, must we then a muddy taplash
swill, Neglecting sack?

c. 1648. Eng. Ballads [Brit. Mus., C. 22,
e, 2.67]. ' No Money, no Friend.' Each
Tap-lach . . . Would cringe and bow,
and swear to be My Servant to Eternity.

1673.^ Parker, Reproof Rehear.
Transp. iii. Did ever any man run such
taplash as this at first broaching ? Ibid.
[Todd], Bandied up and down by the
schoolmen, in their taplash disputes.

1793. O'Keefe, The London Hermit,
i. 1. They've rare things at home, yet
come drinking our Taplash.

Tap- pickle, subs. phr. (Scots).

—

' The grain at the top of the
stalk ' (T. F. Henderson). By
implication = a girl's maidenhead,
or even favour.

1786. Burns, Hallowe'en, vi. Her
tap-pickle maist was lost When kittlin' in

the fause-house wi' him that night.

Tappy. On the tappy, phr.
(common).—Under considera-

tion ; on the tapis.

1690. Clarendon, Diary. [They]
gave no votes in the matter which was
upon the tapis.

Tap-shackled, adj. phr. (old).—
Drunk ; see Screwed.
1610. Healey, Disc. New World,

82. Being truly tapp-shackled, mistook
the window for the dore.

Tap-tub (The), subs. phr. (obso-
lete literary). — The Morning
Advertiser : also The Gin and
Gospel Gazette.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. Tap-
tub . . . Morning Advertiser . . . be-
cause that print catcheth the drippings of
yesterday's news, and disheth it up anew.

Tar, subs. (old).—A sailor : also

tarpaulin (of which tar is an
abbreviation), Jack Tar (B. E.
and Grose), tarbreech (or

tarrybreeks), and tarbarrel.
Hence tar-terms (B. E.) =
' proper Sea Phrases or Words.'
Tar-hood = the navy.

1582. Stanyhurst, jEneid, iv. 393.
Fro the shoare late a runnygat hedgebrat,
A tarbreeche quystroune dyd I take,
with phrensye betrasshed.

1672. Phillips, Maronides, 117. A
young tarpaulin Jack-a-lent.

1677. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, ii.

1. Dear tar, thy humble servant.

1695. Congreve, Lovefor Love, iii.

7. If I were a man—you durst not talk
at this rate . . . you stinking tar-
barrel.

[?] . Turkish Spy, i. The Archbishop
of Bourdeaux is at present General of the
French naval forces, who, though a priest,
is yet permitted to turn tarpaulin and
soldier.

1701. Brown, Works, i. 151. They'll
provide for our tarrs, and settle the
nation.

1706. Ward, Wooden World. 'To
Reader. ' The most glorious Piece of the
Creation, called a tar.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 1. 277. Adol.
If you won't consent we'll throw you and
your Cabinet into the Sea together. Ant.
Spoken like a Tarpaulin.
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1749. Walpole, Letters, ' To Mann,'
ii. 285. A sea-piece ... in which his
own ship in a cloud of cannon was board-
ing the French Admiral. This . . . has
been so ridiculed by the whole tarhood
that the romantic part has been forced to

be cancelled.

1786. Burns, A Dream. Young
royal Tarry Breeks [Prince William
Henry, afterwards William IV.].

1790. Dibdin, Sea Songs, ' Tom
Bowling.' Thus Death, who kings and
tars dispatches, In vain Tom's life has
doffed.

1849. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

To a landsman these tarpaulins, as they
were called, seemed a strange and half

savage race. Ibid. xiv. His tars passed
their time in rioting among the rabble of
Portsmouth.

1855. Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxx.
No old tarry-breeks of a sea-dog, like

thy dad

!

To TAR OUT, verb. phr. (old).

—To punish ; to serve out. To
TAR AND feather= a practice of

great antiquity, but rare nowa-
days : heated tar is poured over

a person, who is then covered with
feathers.

Tarred with the same
brush, phr. (common).—Alike.

Tar- box, subs. phr. (common).

—

A shepherd: in contempt. Hence
the proverbial sayings, ' To lose
a sheep (erron. ship) for a ha'-

PORTH OF TAR ' (Grose) ; and
' To caper like a fly in a TAR-
BOX.'

1672. Ray, Proverbs. Ne'er lose a
hog for a halfpenny-worth of tar. A
man may spare in an ill time ; as some who
will rather die than spend ten groats in

physic. Some have it, Lose not a sheep,

etc. Indeed, tar is more used about sheep
than swine. Others say, Lose not a ship,

etc.

Tar-brush, subs. phr. (common).
—Black blood : in contemptuous
reference to colour ; A TOUCH OF
the tar-brush= a dash of the

negro.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Blue-skin ... A person begotten on a
black woman by a white man ; any one
having ... a lick of the tar-brush.

1899. Hyne, Furth. Adv. Capt
Kettle, viii. Snuff-and-butter ladies . . .

ignore their own lick of the tar-brush.

Tare - and - tret, subs. phr.
(old).—'City bon-ton for—

a

Rowland for an Oliver, no
matter the juxtaposition of the

two matters. To give as good as

is brought' (Bee).

Tar- fingers, subs. phr. (old).

—

A petty pilferer : see Pitch -

fingers. Hence tarry =
thievish.

1822.
_
Galt, Sir Andrew Wylie.

The gypsies hae tarry fingers ... ye
need an e'e in your neck to watch them.

Target, subs, (venery). The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable.

TARLE.ATHER, subs. (old).—Inquot.
= a woman : in contempt.

1551. Still, Gammer Gurton's
Needle. Hazlitt, iii. 218. Thou'se pay
for all, thou old tarlether.

Tardy, adj. (Winchester College).

—Late : e.g. ' I was tardy task

'

= ' I was late with my work.

'

1803. Gradus adCantab., s.v. Tardy.
To be noted for coming late into Chapel.

Tarheel, subs. phr. (American).

—

An inhabitant of S. Carolina.

[Tar is one of the chief products
of the State.]

Tarnation (and Tarnal), adj.

and adv. (American). ' Damna-
tion '

;
' eternal

'
; mild oaths.

As adj.= great, very, etc. : e.g.

tarnation strange, a tarnal
time, etc.
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1839. Hood, Sailors Apology. And
her tarnation hull a-growing rounder !

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., ' Bag-
man's Dog.' Extremely annoyed by the

'tarnation whop.'

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1 S.

ii. I darsn't skeer the tarnal thing.

1853. Lytton, My Novel, v. 8. A
tarnation long word.

1901. Free Lance, 30 Nov., 220. 2.

This tarnation old country.

Tarpaulin. See Tar.

Tarradiddle, suds. (old).—A fib
;

a yarn. As verb =c to hoax (Grose).

Tarriwag, subs. (old).—In pi. =
the testes : the balls {q.v.).

1622. Taylor, Laugh and Be Fat
(1724), 5. I would not lose myTARRiWAGS
for the best ... in Christendom.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 82.

By gum, my arse is bare ! I wish I had
a clout, or rags, Just to wrap up my
TARRIWAGS.

Tarse, subs, (venery).—The penis
;

the tail {q.v.): see Prick.
Hence to strip one's tarse
in = subag/tare : see Greens and
Ride ; and TARSANDER=a stal-
lion (q.v.).

14I?]. Porkington MS., 10. Now 3e
speke of a tarse, In alle the warld is not
a warse Thane hathe my hosbond.

1686. Dorset, Faithful Catalogue
[Rochester, Works (1718), 11. 32]. Her
rapacious arse Is fitter for thy sceptre
than thy tarse. Idem, 35. How often

praised thy dear curvetting tarse.

1682. Juvenalis Redivivus, 7. Let's
draw our pens and quit Tarsander's
praise. [See also Note 7, page 31.]

TART, subs, (common).—Primarily

a girl, chaste or not ; now (unless

loosely used) a wanton, mistress,

'good -one' (q.v.). Hence
TARTLET (a diminutive).

English Synonyms. [Note:

The distinction between Woman,
Wife, Concubine, Mistress, Har-
lot, and Bawd is very loosely

observed in literary and popular

usage, both in English and
French. ] Abandoned woman (or,

generic, abandoned habits, q.v.)
;

abbess ; academician ; ammuni-
tion wife (or whore) ; anonyma ;

aphrodisian dame ; artichoke

;

article ; Aspasia ; Athanasian

wench ; aunt (Shakspeare) ;

autem-mort.

Baby ; badger ; baggage
;

bangster ; Bankside lady ; bar-

ber's chair ; barrack-hack ; bat
;

bawd ; bawdy - basket ; bed-

fagot ; bed -fellow ; bed-maker
;

bed-thrall (W. Morris) ; beef;

best girl ; bird (Shakspeare) ;

bird-of-the-game ; bit; bit of stuff

(mutton, fish, muslin, calico, etc. )

;

bitch ; bite ; bloss ; blouzalinda ;

blouzabella ; blowze ; blow ;

blowen (or blowing) ; bobtail

;

bona; bona-roba (Shakspeare,
Fletcher, etc. ) ; brevet-wife

;

brim ; brimstone ; brown Bess ;

bulker ; bum- (or bottom-) worker

;

bunter ; burerk (or burick) ; buss-

beggar ; buttered-bun ; buttock
;

buttock-broker ; buttock-and-file

(whore and pickpocket) ; buttock -

and-twang (or -sham file= whore
and no pickpocket).

Cab-moll ; canary ; canary-

bird ; carrion ; carry-knave

;

case-vrow ; cast-off; cat;

chauvering donna (or moll) ;

chopper ; cleaver ; cockatrice ;

cock-chafer ; cocktail ; coleman
hedge (Halliwell); Columbine;
commodity (Dekker) ; common
Jack ; common sewer ; concu-

bine ; convenient ; cooler ; cotton-

top ; Covent-garden nun (vestal,

or abbess) ; cow ; crack ; cracked
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pitcher ; croshabell (Greene)
;

cruiser ; cunt ; curbstone sailor

;

cut ; cyprian.

Dart (Skelton); dasher;
dalilah ; daughter-of-Eve ; dell

;

demi - mondaine ; demi - rep
;

dickey-bird ; disorderly ; dolly
;

dolly-mop ; dona ; donny (Hal-
liwell) ; dopey ; doorkeeper
(Dekker) ; double-barrelled gun

;

dove ; dowsabel ; dowse ; doxy
;

drab ; drap ; dragon (Fletcher)
;

dress-lodger ; dromaky ; drury-

lane vestal ; dulcibel ; dulcinea
;

dutch ; dutch widow.

Easy virgin ; easy virtue (or

woman) ; evening-star ; everlast-

ing daughter-of-Eve.

Fad-cattle (generic) ; fagot

;

fancy-fagot ; family of love (gen-

eric) ; fancy-piece ; fancy-woman ;

feather-bed and pillows ; fen

;

file (Langland); filth (Shak-
SPEARe) ; fire-ship ( = a rotten

whore) ; flag - about ; flagger
;

flapper ; flash - mollisher ; flash-

tail ; Fleet-street houri (or dove)

;

flesh-broker ; fling-dust ; flip-flap
;

flirt-gill (Shakspeare, Scott)
;

flirt - gillian ; Flirtina Cop - all

;

florence ; fly - by - night ; fly-girl

(-donna, or -dame) ; foreskin-

hunter ; frigate ; free-lance ; froe
;

fuckstress ; Fulham virgin.

Gal ;
gallimaufry (Shak-

speare) ; game (generic)
; game-

hen (-pullet, or woman)
;
gamester

(Shakspeare, Jonson) ;
garri-

son-hack
;

gay-girl (-bit, piece

or woman : Chaucer)
;

gear

(Shakspeare : generic)
;

gig

(Chaucer)
;

giggler
; giglet

(Udal, Shakspeare, Mas-
singer)

;
gill (Florio)

;
gill-

flirt (Florio, Cotgrave)
; girl

;

gixie (Florio, Cotgrave) ; goat-

milker
; gobble-prick (GROSE)

;

go-between; good-girl (or good-
one : Cotgrave)

; gook
; gradu-

ate
; grass-widow ; green-goods

{q.v.)-
y green -goose (Shak-

speare, Fletcher)
; guinea-

hen
; guttersnipe.

Hackney (or Hackster :

Shakspeare, Nash) ; hair
(generic) ; harlotry (generic and
individual : Skelton, Wycher-
LEY, Congreve)

; harridan
(Grose) ; Haymarket - ware

;

hedge-creeper (bird, -whore, etc.

:

Florio)
; hen ; hen-of-the-game

;

high-flyer ; high-roller ; highty-
tighty

; high-priestess of Paphos;
hiren (Shakspeare, Poole,
Adams, Sylvester) ; hiver

;

hobby-horse (Chaucer, Shak-
speare)

; hogoninny ; holer
(Chaucer)

; hooker ; hop-picker

;

hopping wife ; horse - breaker
;

hot-'un
; houri ; house-bit (-dove,

or -piece) ; house-keeper ; house-
wife

; hunt-about
; hurry-whore

(Taylor) ; hussy.

Impure ; incognita.

Jack's delight
; jack-whore

;

jade
;

jam
;

jamtart
; jay

(Shakspeare)
;
jerker

;
jezebel

;

Jill ;
jomer

;
jude

;
judy

;
jug

(Rowley, Centlivre)
;

junt
(Middleton).

Kate (Scots) ; keep ; kept-
woman (or wench) ; kiddley-
wink

; kidleather (q.v.)
;

kindhearted wench ; kittie

(Dunbar, Lyndsay) ; kittock
(Dunbar)

; knock-em-down.

Laced mutton (Shakspeare,
cumsuis); lady of accommodating
morals (of easy virtue, of the lake,
of pleasure, of more complaisance
than virtue, etc. ; Davenant,
Butler)

; lady-bird ; Lais ; laker-
lady ( =a player's harlot : Jonson,
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Brome) ; land-carrack (Dave-
nant) ; laundress (Brereton,
Burton, Davenant) ; left-

handed wife (Killigrew)
;

leman ; lift-skirts ; ligby ; light-

frigate ; light-heels ; light-o'-love

(Nash, Fletcher) ; light

skirts ; lindabrides (Killigrew,
Scott) ; lioness (Davies) ; little

girl ; lone duck (or dove) ; loose

woman ; loose - bodied gown
(Dekker) ; loose kirtle ; loteby

(Chaucer).

Mab ; mackerel (q-v.) ;

madam (Randolph, Durfey) ;

Madam Van (or Ran) ; magdalen
(Congreve) ; maggie ; magpie

;

maid marian (Shakspeare) ;

maid-of-all-work ; mare ; MARK
{q.v.) ; market-dame (Ward)

;

maux (or mawkes) ; mean bit

(mean, q.v.) ; mermaid (Middle-
ton) ; merry-bit ; merry-arsed

Christian (Grose : also of a

wencher) ; merry-legs ; Messa-
lina ; minx (Florio, Shak-
speare) ; miss (Evelyn, But-
ler, Dryden) ; mistress ; miss-

woman (or missliver : Tyn-
dale) ; mob ; moll (Grose) ;

molly (Durfey) ; mollisher ;

moonlighter ; mopsy ; morsel
(Dunbar, Shakspeare, Mar-
mion)

;
mort (Dekker,

MlDDLETON, JONSON, FLET-
CHER, etc.) ; mort wap-apace

;

moth ; mother (or mother of the

maids) ; mount ; Mrs Lukey
Props (a tramp's bawd) ; mutton
(generic : Greene, Shakspeare,
cum suis) ; mutton-broker.

Nag (Marston, Shak-
speare); nanny ; natural (Shad-
well) ; naughty dickey-bird

;

naughty - pack (Addlington,
Rowley, Swift, etc.) ; neces-

sary ; needlewoman (Carlyle)
;

nestcock ; nescock ; nestlecock

(Fuller) ; niece ; niggler
;

night-bird ; night-cap ; night-

gear ; night-hawk ; night-hunter
;

nightingale ; night-piece ; night-

poacher ; night - shade (Flet-
cher) ; night-snap ; night-trader

(Massinger) ; night - walker
(Durfey) ; nit ; nockstress

;

nocturne ; noffgur ; nug ; nun
(Foote) ; nurse ; nymph of

darkness (or of the pavement).

Occupant (Marston) ; omni-
bus ; one of my cousins (of us,

of them) ; one and thirty ; open-
arse (Shakspeare) ; out ; owl.

Pack
;

pagan (Shakspeare,
Massinger)

;
palliasse ; panel

;

paphian
;

parnel (or pernel :

Langland)
; particular ; part-

ridge
;

peculiar (Herrick) ;

perfect lady ; petticoat (Dekker,
Prior, Smollett) ; pheasant

;

Phryne
;

pick-up ; piece

(Shakspeare, Jonson, Smol-
lett)

;
pillow-mate

;
pinch-

prick
;
pinnace (Dekker, Con-

greve)
;
pintle-bit (fancier, maid,

or ranger)
;
piper's wife ; pirate ;

placket (Shakspeare) ; placket-

lady
;
play-fellow (Shakspeare)

;

plaything (Smollett)
;
pleasure-

lady (or merchant)
;

plover

(Jonson)
;
poke

;
poker

;
poker-

breaker
; pole-climber ; pole-cat

(Shakspeare)
;

poll
;

polly
;

princess
;

presbyteress (Bale)
;

presenterer
;
prancer

;
pretty dear

(Smollett); prettyhorsebreaker;
prick - climber

;
priest's niece

;

prim
;
pross ; prugge ;

public led-

ger
;
pug (Marston, Cotgrave,

Dryden)
; punk (Shakspeare,

cum suis) ; pure
;

purest pure
;

pure one ; Puritan ; purse-finder
;

pusher
;
put

;
puttock

; puzzle.

Qugedam
;

quail
;

quean
;

queen's (or king's) woman
;

quiet mouse ; quicumque vult.
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Rabbit-pie ; ragtime girl

;

rainbow ; ramp (Chaucer, Still,
Shakspeare) ; ram-skyt ; randy-
dandy (or ranty-tanty) ; rannel
(Harvey) ; rantipole ; real lady

;

receiver-general ; rep (or rip)

;

ribaude (ribald, ribold or ribaud)

;

rig (or rigol) ; rigmutton ; rigs-

by ; road (Shakspeare); rover
;

rump.

Sad cattle (generic) ; St. John's
Wood vestal ; sample of sin

;

Saturday - to - Monday ; scolo-

pendra ; Scotch warming - pan
( = a chambermaid) ; screw

;

scrudge ; sempstress ; shake ;

shakester ; she-familiar ; she-

napper ; schickster (or schiksa)
;

shoful - pullet ; Shoreditch fury

(Hall) ; short-heels (Chapman) ;

silk-petticoat (Ward) ; single-

woman (Palsgrave) ; sinner

(Jonson) ; sister (Dekker) ; sister

of charity ; skainsmate (Shak-
speare) ; smock-servant (agent,

piece, toy, etc. ) ; soiled dove
;

sparrow ; special ; spigot-sucker
;

spinster (Fletcher, Fuller) ;

spital-whore (or sinner) ; skit

;

split-arse mechanic ; spoffkins
;

sporting-piece ; sportswoman
;

squirrel ; stammel (or strammel)
;

stand (q.v.) ; star-gazer ; stew
;

stingtail ; strawfagot ; street

walker ; strum (or strumpet :

Shakspeare, Florio, Cot-
grave) ; suburban ; summer-
cabbage ; Sunday-girl ; swallow-

cock ; sweetheart ; sweetmeat.

Tackle ; tail ; tailist ; tail-trader

;

tail-worker ; tally-woman ; tart (or

tartlet) ; tenant-in-tail ; tender

parnell ; termer (or term-trotter)

;

Thais ; thing ; thorough good-

natured wench ; threepenny up-

righter (Grose) ; tib ; tickletail

;

tiffity-taffity ; tit (or titter) ; trat

(back slang); traviata; treble-

cleft ; treddle ; trigmate (provin-

cial) ; trillbye (old : trill = the
anus : cf. double-barrelled)

;

trollop ; truck ; trug ; trull
;

trumpery ; twang ; tweak ; twig-
ger ; twofer.

Under bed-blanket; under-
wear; unfortunate.

Vestal ; vestal of Pickthatch
;

virgin-pullet ; vroe (or vrow).

Wagtail ; waistcoateer ; walk-
ing mort ; wallop ; wanton

;

warm-'un ; week - end girl (or

mistress) ; wench ; wench of the
game ; Whetstone - park deer ;

whipster ; white-apron (Pope)
;

willing tit ; wife in water-colours
;

woman ; woman - of- all - work
;

woman of pleasure ; woman of
the town ; wren ; wriggler;

wrong-'un.

French Synonyms. [R. =
Rabelais.] Accrocheuse (R)

;

agenouilUe ; Agnes ; aimeuse

;

alicaire (R. : Lat. alicaria)
;

almanack de trente - dix mille

adresses ; ambubage (R. : Lat.

ambubaia) ; andre ; Arthurine ;
asticot (also=penis) ; ancelle (Lat.

ancilla) ; autel de besom.

Bacheliere (a student's mis-

tress) ; badine ; bagasse (R. : also

baiasse and bajasse) ; bague

;

baladeuse ; balance de boucher
[qui pese toutes sortes de viandes
—R.) ; balayeuse ; baleine ; belle ;

belle de nuit ; belle enfant ; belle

petite; bezoche (R. and Roque-
fort : besogner + argot termi-

nation -oche : also besoche and
besoche'e) ; la bicherie (generic :

la haute bicherie — fashionable

whoredom
;

[la basse] bicherie=
slum harlotry) ; blanc ; blanchis-

seuse de tuyaux de pipe (R.);
blanchisseuse en chemise; boite

(also boite a Jouissance, and boite
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d vtrole ; bonne amie ; bonne
foutie ; bonnejouissance ; bonsoir

(R.); bordelitre ( = cab-moll)
;

botilevardie're ( = suburban) ; boule

rouge ; boulonnaise ; boutonnUre
en pantalon ; bourre de soie ;
bourbeteuse ; bourdon ; braydonne
(R.); brimbaliense ; bringue-

naudie (Cotgrave)/ bru (Old
Fr.).

Cabaque ; cagne ; caignardiere

(R.); caille (quail, q.v.)\

calige (Vidocq) ; calicote ; cam-
brouse (R. ) ; camilia ; le tnonde

camelotte (generic) ; canicule (R.)

;

cantonntire (R.) ; carabine (= a
sawbones' mistress) ; carcan a
crinoline ; came ; carogne ; cas-

cadeuse ; casserole ; catin (also

catan and cathos= Kitty ) ; cha-

huteuse ; chameau ; chamigue ;

chainpisse (R. ) ; chausson ; \_femme
de] chemin (R. ) ; cite" d'amour

;

citriere (R.); cloistrie're (R.);
cocatrix (R.) ; cocotte {cocotterie=
generic) ; coigne'e (R. ) ; colombe ;
connaissance ; consaeur ; coquine
(Balzac) ; coureuse (also couri-

euse ; Rabelais, Scarron,
Moliere) ; cousine de vendange
( = hop-picking wife) ; crampeuse ;

crevette ; croupiire ( — buttock);
cul crotti ; cul terreux.

Dame de joie ( = lady of plea-

sure) ; dame aux came'lias

Dumas Jils) ; dame a quatre

(sous ; dehanchie ; dehousse'e

(R.) ; demi-castor ; demi-mon-
daine ; demoiselle du bitume

;

demoiselle du Marais (R. ) ; demoi-
selle du Pont-Neuf; dessalie

;

donde ; donzelle ; dossiere ;
drogue ; drSlesse ; drouine (R. ) ;

droule ; drue (R.)> duchesse

(Beranger).

Ecremeuse ; ensoignante (R.)
;

sponge; espke ; e'tudiante (a

student's whore).

Farceuse; femmefacile ; femme
galante ; fe?nme inconsiqtiente

(Balzac) ; femme comme il en
faut ; femme de cavoisi ; femme
de mal rtcapte ; femme de pe'che'

;

femme de vie (i.e. vit) ; femme de

terrain ; fenetrie're ; feuille ; fesse

( = buttock)
;
feuilletie ; fllasse ;

file ; file de Cypris ; file de joie

(Voltaire) ; file demitier ; file
du tiers-ordre ;fille d*amour; file
publique ; file de feu; file de

jubilation ; file a parties ; file
en carte ; file en brkme ; file de

barrUre ; file de trottoir ; file de

tourneur ; file de maison ; file
de nume'ro ; fllette de pis (R.)

;

fleur de ?nacadam ; folieuse (R. ) ;

fripesauce (Old Fr.) : friquenelle

(R. and Balzac).

Galante; galoise (R., Cot-
GRAVE)

;
galupe ; galvaudeuse ;

gamelle ; garce (R. = wench)
;

garconnie~re ; gaultiere (Old Fr.);

gaupe (R. ) ;
gaure ; ginisse ; gibier

de bordel ; gibier
1

' de maquerelle ;

gibier de Saint-Lazare ; gigolette ;

goipeuse ; gonzesse ; gothon ;

gouapeuse ; goudine ; gouine ;

goudinelte (R.); gouge (R.)
;

gouine (Old Fr.); gourgandine
(R. : also gourgande)

;
gouver-

nante ( = housekeeper)
;

goyne
(R.); grenier d coups de sabre ;

grenouille ; gripette ; grisette ;

grue (R. ) ;
guenille (R. ) ;

guenippe
(R. ) ;

guenon ; guenuche ; gueule ;

gueuse ; guimpe
;
guinche.

Harrebane (R.) ; hirondelle de

goguenot ; holliere (R. : O. Fr.

holler = to run) ; hore (R. :

= whore) ; horizantale ; houri&re

(R. : also hourieuse).

Impure.

Jacqueline; Jeannette ; Jean-
neton (R., Beranger, Hugo)

;

joueuse de flute; jouisseuse

;

journalise.

F
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Lame ; lampe de couvent

;

lanterne ; lagueuse ; lard; lar-

guepe ; largue ; latine ( = a harlot

living in the Quartier Latin)

;

laiste ; latrine ; le'se'bombe ; les-

cheresse (R.) ; Idvrier d?amour
(R. := abawd); levriere(K. : also

levrette) ; lice (R. : also lyce, O.
Fr.) ; Huge ; linotle coiffie ; lipete ;

lolo ; lorette ; loudie're (R.)>

Louis ; louille ; louve ; loupeuse

(R. ) ; lutainpem.

Maca (also maquerelle— a

bawd); Madame ( = a bawd:
generic) ; Madame Diogene
('qui plante des hommes');
Madame de ribut ; mag-ne'e ; mag-
nuce ; magnetise ; mal peignte ;

mangeuse de blanc (or de viande
cru) ; manuelle ; maquilUe ;

Marane (R.) ; marcheuse

;

Margot (also Margotin : generic
;

la margot= whoredom); marmite ;
marneuse ; marquise; martingale
(R.); matelassiere ; matelas ambu-
lant ; maxima (R. ); membre de

la caravane ; menesse ; meschine ;

mignonne ; mimi ; moch£ (R.)
;

moclonneuse ; mome ; momen-
tane"e ; morceau ( = piece, q.v.)

;

tnorue ; mouquette ; musardine
(old : an habituee of the Concerts-

Musard) ; musequine (R.).

Ningle; nymphe.

Offre a tous (s
1

) ; omnibus

;

ordure (R.) ; ouvriere.

Paillarde (Villon, R.);
paillasse; paillasse h troufion

;

paillasse de corps de garde;
paillette; pannanesse (R.)

;

pantame ; panturme ;papillonne ;

particuliere ; pas grand*chose ;

pantonniere (R. ) ;
peau ; peau de

chien; piche a quinze sous (Dumas
fils) ; [femme de~\pdchid ( R. ) ;

pu-
rine de Venus (R. ) ;

pelican;pellice

(R. ); persilleuse, pitasse ; petite

dame ; pieuvre (Balzac) ; pigion
voyageur; pinerie ( = prickery, i.e.

= harlotry) ; pierreuse ; piqueuse
detrains ; planehe a boudin; polis-

sonne (Beranger)
;

polisseuse

de tuyaux de pipe ; polisseuse de

mdts de cocagne en chambre

;

ponifle ; Pont-Neuf; postiqueuse

(R.)
; pompe funebre ; ponton-

niere ; pont dAvignon ; portion ;

poufiasse ; poule ; poulette ;

poupie ; poupoule ; poupine ;

poupinette ; prat ; prisentiere ;

pretresse de Venus (Rabelais,
La Fontaine); princesse (or

princesse de Pasphalte) ; pucelle

de Marolles (or de Belleville)
;

punaise; putain (Villon =
whore : also pute ; putanisme,
puterie, or putage= lechery).

Raccrocheuse ; racoleuse

rafaitiere (R.) ; ragasie (R.)

rameneuse ; redresseuse (R.)

religieuse ; rempardeuse ; reta-

peuse ; reveleuse (R.)j ribaude
(R.) ; ricalde (R.) ; rigobette (R. :

also rigobete) ; rivette ; robe

;

roufle ; roti ; rouche ; roulette ;

rouleuse ; rouloure ; rousse-caigne

(R. ) ; roustisseuse ( = buttock-and-

file) ; rutiere.

Safreite (R.) ; salope ; saucisse;

sauterelle ; scaldrine (R.)

;

serraine ; servante - maitresse ;

[fille du] siecle (R.)> sirene

;

siroteuse ; sosur ; sommier de

caserne ; sougnant (R. ) ; souillon ;

soupeuse ; sourditte (R. ) ; sticre'e ;

suivante de Vtnus (R.)-

Tapeuse de tal ; taupe;
terriere ; terreuse ; terriniere ;

tireuse de vinaigre (R.); tonton

(Gavarni, la Fontaine) ; tor-

chon ; torpille d''occasion ; toupie

(R.) ; tourterelle ; touse (R.);

trainie ; traineuse ; travailleuse ;

iripikre ; trottiere ; truande ;

trumeau ; trusseresse ; trychine.
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Usagkre (R.).

Vache ; vache a lait

;

vadrouille ; veau ; vendangeuse
d'amour ; vendeuse de tendresse ;
ve"roleuse; verticale ( =uprighter)

;

vesse ( = bladder) ; vessie ; ve'su-

vienne ; vestal ; vizon ; viag&re

(R.); viande ; [femme de] vie

{i.e. vit— R.) j vielle garde;
villotitre (CoTGRAVE) ; voirie

;

volatile ( = pullet) ; voyagere (R. :

also voyageuse).

Wagon; wauve.

Zona.

i8[?]. Bird o' Freedom [quoted in

S.J. &> C.]. Wrong 'uns at the Wateries,
Noffgurs at the Troc, Coryphy^es by
Kettner, Tartlets anywhere.

1896. Marshall, Pomes, 48. His
years were in number some threescore and
three, And Flossie ye tarte of his bosom
was she.

Adj. (B. E. and Grose : now
recognised).— ' Tart dame [sic],

sharp, quick ' (B. E. ) ; ' tart,
sour, sharp, quick, pert'

(Grose).

Tartar, suds. (old).— 1. A bad or

awkward tempered person : male
or female. To catch a tartar
= (1) to be caught in one's own
trap ; and (2) to get more than
one bargained for, or the worst of
an encounter (B. E. and Grose).
[Ency. Diet. : Properly Tatar.
' The r was inserted in mediaeval
times to suggest that the Asiatic

hordes who occasioned such
anxiety to Europe came from hell

(Tartarus), and were the locusts

of Revelation ix.'] Hence (2) an
adept : e.g. , 'He is quite a
Tartar at cricket or billiards

'

(Grose).

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. iii.

Now thou hast got me for a Tartar, To
make m' against my will take quarter.

1748. Smollett, Rod. Random, xxx.
The captain . . . looking at me with a
contemptuous sneer, exclaimed, ' Ah

!

ah ! have you caught a tartar?'

1772. Foote, Nabob [Oliphant].
[One man may] catch a tartar [in

another].

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
171. He turn'd him back and stole the
cart, And strait despatch'd it to his
quarters For fear of Justice Fielding's
tartars.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xiv. A
Tartar that fellow was, and no mistake.

1868. Whyte-Melville, White
Rose, 11. i. This disconsolate sailor, whose
first wife had been what is popularly called
a Tartar.

1901. Free Lance, 9 Mar., 558. 1.

Occasionally, of course, Barabbas catches
a Tartar who threatens legal proceedings
and demands to inspect the publisher's
books. Needless to say, the books were
' cooked ' from the first in view of such an
eventuality.

3. See Tartarian.

Tartarian (or Tartar), subs.

(Old Cant).—A thief: spec, a
strolling vagabond ;

' a sharper

'

(B. E.).

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives, i.

v. 18. Here's a Bohemian Tartar.

c. 1600. Merry Devil of Edmonton
{Temple), i. 1. 10. There's not a
Tartarian, Nor a carrier, shall breathe
upon your geldings.

1640. Wandering Jew, 3. And if

any thieving Tartarian shall break in

upon you, I will, with both hands, nimbly
lend a cast of my office to him.

Tartu ffe, subs, (colloquial).—

A

hypocrite; a pretender. [From
the character in Moliere's

comedy.] Hence tartuffish =
hypocritically precise ; and
TARTUFFISM = hypocrisy.

d. 1768. Sterne {Ency. Diet.]. She
has some mother-in-law, or tartufish
aunt, or nonsensical old woman, to consult
upon the occasion as well as myself.

Tassy, subs. (Australian).—Tas-
mania,
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1894. Argus, 26 Jan., 3, 5. To-day
Tassy— as most Victorian cricketers and
footballers familiarly term our neighbour
over the straits—will send a team into the
field.

Taste, verb, (venery).—To know
carnally; TO ENJOY (q.v.).

Hence tasty-bit (or morsel) =
a JUICY wench {q.v.).

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, iii. 3.

345. I had been happy, if the general
camp . . . had tasted her sweet body,
So I had nothing known. Ibid. (1605),
Cymbeline, ii. 4. 57. If you can make't
apparent That you have tasted her in

bed, my hand And ring is yours.

1628. Earle, Micro-cosmog., 1. A
Childe is a Man in a small Letter, yet the
best Copie of Adam before hee tasted of
Eve, or the Apple.

1638. Carew, Counsel to a Young
Maid, No. 2 [Ebsworth, 22]. So shalt

thou be despis'd, fair maid, When by the
sated lover tasted.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 74. Then
having let us see, pray let us taste Those
dear conceal'd Delights below the Waste.

Taste of the Creature,
subs. phr. (old).—A dram ; a

drink ; esp. of whiskey. See

Crater, and add quote., infra.

c. 1570. Pride and Lowliness. The
creature [wine] of the proper kind Was
good, though use offenden therewithal.

1604. Shakspeare, Othello, ii. 3.

313. Come, come, good wine is a good
familiar creature, if it be well us'd.

1638. Penkethman, Artach., Kiij.

The moderate use of the Creature, and
sparing Dyet, which is very little practised.

1690. Dryden, Amphit., iii. 1. My
master took too much of the creature
last night.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxxvi.

This was the place where we were to have
a TASTE OF THE CREATURE.

1758. Smollett, Fathom, xiii. The
German . . . never went to bed without a
full dose of the creature.

1827. Hone, Ev. Day Book, 11. 286.

His followers . . . take a little crathur.

1888. Standard, 14 Aug., 2. Says
he, ' Maggie,' have a drop of the Cratur.

A NASTY TASTE IN ONE'S
mouth, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—An unpleasant feeling : regret,

loathing, anxiety, etc.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxv.
Never before have I heard such a speech
. . .

' Sort o' gives a nasty taste in
your mouth,' says Low Covey.

Taster, subs, (colloquial).—

A

small quantity ; a taste : in quot.

a small glass of ice-cream.

1 901. D. Tel., 21 May, 10. The
irate signor . . . produced—not a half-

penny taster for the policeman, but a
tattered copy of a work called ' Law with-
out Lawyers.'

Tasty, adj. (common).— 1. Full-
flavoured (q.v.); NUTTY
(q.v.) ; SPICY (q.v.); THICK
(q. v.). Hence (2) of the best

;

RIPPING (q.v.).

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 31. He's
fond of something tasty . . . me and him
was spliced last Monday week.

1899. Whiteing, T^ttS/., vii. Nice
and tastey, observes my friend ... as
he points to a leg that seems to fear no-
thing on earth . . . not even Lord Camp-
bell's Act.

Tat, subs. (Old Cant).— i. In pi.

= dice. Whence tat BOX= a

dice box ; tat-monger (or

TATOGEY) = a sharper or cheat

using loaded dice ; tat's-man =
a dicing gambler ; TAT-SHOP= a
gambling den (B. E. and Grose):
see Ivories.

1887. Henley, Villon's Straight
Tip. Rattle the tats, or mark the
spot.

2. (Old Cant).—A rag : milky
tats= white linen. Also as verb

— to collect rags ; and tatter=
a rag-gatherer.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

417. He goes tatting and billy-hunting
in the country. Ibid., 424. I'll tell you
about the tat-gatherers, buying rags
they call it, but I call it bouncing people.
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3. (colloquial). -

tion of 'tattoo.'

-An abbrevia-

Tit for tat. See Tit.

Ta-ta, intj. (common).—A saluta-

tion ;
' Good-bye' !

18 [?]. Stevenson, Treas. of Fran-
chard. And so, ta-ta ! I might as well
have stayed away for any good I have
done.

Tatarwagges. See Tatters.

Tater (or Tatur), subs, (vulgar).

—

A potato (q.v. ). Whence tater-
trap= the mouth ; tater-and-
POiNT= a meal of potatoes: see

point. Also as noteworthy, one
or two phrases : e.g. , TO settle
one's TATERS = to settle one's

hash ; to strain one's taters
= TO PISS {q.V.); S'WELP MY
TATERS {see SWELP).

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 57.

Taste this . . . 'Twill to your tater-
trap prove nice.

1856. Mayhew, World of London,
6, note. On this principle . . . the mouth
has come to be styled the tater-trap.

1869. Echo, 9 Sept. ' Life of London
Boys.' They . . . would climb anywhere

—

where they would nick the taters, or

apples, or onions, or anything else.

1891. Notes and Queries, 7 S. xi. 29.

Uncommon fine taters them, sir.

Tatol, subs. (Winchester).—A tutor

in Commoners.

Tatterdemalion, subs. (old).

—

A ragged wretch : a general term

of contempt : also tatter, and
RAGS-AND-TATTERS : See quot.

1696. Tatarwaggs and tat-
terwallops as ragged clothes

(Grose). See Tat, 2. As adj. —
ragged.

1360. Chaucer, Romaunt of the

Rose. [Tyrwhitt, (Routledge), 7259.]

And with graie clothis nat full clene, But
frettid full of tatarwagges.

1608. Smith, True Travels, 1. 40.

Those tattertimallions will have two
or three horses ... as well for service as
for to eat.

1617. Brathwaite, Smoaking Age,
47. Whole families shall maintaine their

tatterdemallions, with hanging thee

out in a string.

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
iii. Why . . . should thou and I

onely be miserable tatterdemalions,
rag-a-muffins, and lowsy desperates?

1626. Smith, Eng. Sea Terms, 864.

Tattertimallion [appears amongst new
substantives].

1633. Heywood, RoyalKing [Pear-
son, Works, 1874, vi. 31]. A Tatter-
demalean that stayes to sit at the Ordi-
nary to-day.

1638. Randolph, Hey for Honesty,
iii. 1. Well spoke, my noble English
TATLER.

1677. Poor Robins Visions, 73. I

have carried a great many in my wherry,
males and females, from the silken whore
to the pitifull poor tatterdemalion.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 10. There are a few Tatter-de-
mallions, That (with a Pox) would be
Italians.

1687. Brown, Saints in an Uproar
[Works, i. 82]. The women . . . exclaim
against Lobsters and Tatterdemallions.
Ibid., ii. 181. A couple of tatterde-
malion hobgobblings.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxix.
I wonder . . . what pleasure you can find

in talking thus with this lousy tatterde-
mallion of a monk.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew. s.v.

Tatter-de-mallion, a ragged tatter'd

Begger, sometimes half Naked, with design
to move Charity, having better Cloths at

Home. In Tatters, in Raggs. Tatter d
and Torn, rent and torn.

1700. Congreve, Way of the World,
iii. 5. I'll reduce him to frippery and rags,

a tatterdemalion ! I hope to see him
hung with tatters, like a . . . gibbet
thief.

1 771. Smollett, Humph. Clinker
(1900), i. 106. Mrs. Bramble . . . said

she had never seen such a filthy tatter-
demalion, and bid him begone.

1887. Henley _
and Stevenson,

Deacon Brodie. Crime's rabble, hell's

tatterdemalion.
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To TATTER A KIP, verb. phr.
(old).—To wreck a brothel.

1766. Goldsmith, Vicar, xx. My
business was ... to assist at tattering
a kip, as the phrase was, when he had a
mind for a frolic.

Tattle- box, suds. phr. (common).
—A chatterbox : also tattler=
a gossip : see Tittle-tattle.

c. 1709. Ward, Terrcefilius, 1. iv. 36.
She is an invidious Tattle-Box that
rattles people out of their Senses.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood, iv.

vi. Oliver Whiddles—the tatler old !

Telling what best had been left untold.

Tattle-de-moy, subs. phr. (?

nonce-word).

—

See quot.

1676. [Southey, Doctor (1834) xciv.].

A Tattle-de-moy . . . was a new-
fashioned thing in . . . 1676, 'much like

a saraband, only it had in it more of con-
ceit and of humour. . .

.
' Thomas Mace

invented it . . . and he called it a tattle-
de-moy 'because it tattles and seems to

speak those very words or syllables.'

Tattler, subs. (Old Cant). —A
watch (Grose) ; spec. ' an Alarm,
or Striking Watch or (indeed)

any'(B. E.). Hence TO flash
a tattler= to wear a watch

;

TO SPEAK TO A TATTLER= tO

steal a watch : Also tattle.

1 78 1.
_
Messink, Choice of Harle-

quin, ' Frisky Moll's Song ' A famble, a
tattle, and two pops Had my bowman
when he was ta'en.

1823. Egan, Diet. Turf, s.v.

Tattler . . . Doughey drew a gold
tattler, and got two p'nd ten of the
fence for it ; so my regulars is ten bob.

1878. Hindley, Catnach. . . .

Speak to the tattler, bag the swag, And
finely hunt the dummy.

Tattling fellow (or woman),
subs. phr. (old: B. E.).— 'Prat-

ing, impertinent.'

Tattoo. See Devil's Tattoo,
adding Grose (1785) and quot.

infra as authorities.

1841. Lytton, Night and Morning.
Mr. Gawtrey remained by the fire beating
the devil's tattoo upon the chimney-
piece, and ever and anon turned his glance
towards Lilburne, who seemed to have
forgotten his existence.

Taunton -turkey, subs. phr.

(American).—A herring : cf.

Billingsgate-pheasant,Glas-
gow-magistrate, etc.

1850. Allin [Mrs. A. A. Curtis],
Home Ballads. Our fisheries o'er the
world are famed, The mackerel, shad, and
cod ! And Taunton turkeys are so thick,
We sell them by the rod !

Taut, adj. (nautical).—Severe.
Hence taut hand= a disciplin-

arian (Clark Russell).

Tavern (The), subs. (Oxford
Univ.).—New Inn Hall. [A
punning allusion : also because
the buttery is open all day long.]

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, m.
xi. Little Mr. Bouncer had abandoned his
intention of obtaining a licet migrare to
the Tavern, and had decided ... to
remain at Brazenface.

To hunt a tavern fox (or

TO swallow a tavern token),
verb. phr. (old).—To get drunk.
Hence ' the tavern bitch has
bit him in the head ' (or ta-
verned) = drunk : see Screwed.
Also TAVERNER= a tippler.

1340. Ayenbite of Inwyt, 51. [O1.1-

phant, New Eng., i. 30. We light upon
the tavernyer or tavern-haunter

;

this has given rise to an English surname.]

1596. Jonson, Every Man in
Humour, i. 3. Drunk, sir ! you hear not
me say so ;

perhaps hes swallowed a
tavern token, or some such device.

1602. Dekker, Honest Whore, i. 4.
s.v.

1630. Taylor, Old Parr [Harl.
Misc., vii. 76]. Else he had little leisure

time to waste, Or at the ale-house huff-

cap ale to taste ; Nor did he ever hunt a
TAVERN FOX.
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Tavistock (or Tawstock) Grace,
subs. phr. (Halliwell). —
* Finis.

'

Taw, suds. (old). — See quots.

Tawlings (or taw) = the line

from which the marble is shot

:

hence (American), to come to
taw= to come to scratch (a. v.),

to be called to account ; TO be
on one's TAW='a species of

threat ' (Grose).

^ 1764. Churchill, Candidate. To
whip a top, to knuckle down at taw.

1784. Cowper, Tirocinium, i. 307.
To kneel and draw The chalky ring, and
knuckle down at taw.

1801. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes,
491. Taw, wherein a number of boys put
each of them one or two marbles in a ring
and shoot at them alternately with other
marbles, and he who obtains most of
them by beating them out of the ring is

the conqueror.

1819. Vaux, Memoirs, ii. 193. One
UPON your taw, a person who takes
offence at the conduct of another, or con-
ceives himself injured by the latter, will

say, never mind, I'll be one upon your
taw ; or, I'll be a marble on your taw

;

meaning I'll be even with you some time.

1837.
>

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.
He [inquired] whether he had won any
alley tors or commoneys lately.

1842. Tennyson, Will Waterproof.
A . . . pottle-bodied boy That knuckled
at the taw.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown 's School-
days, i. 3. His small private box was full

of peg-tops, white marbles (called 'alley
taws ' in the Vale).

1883. Century Mag-., xxxvi. 78.
Their cries of ' rounses,' 'taw,' 'dubs,'
. . . might be heard there before and
after school hours.

Verb, (old).— 1. To beat; to

scourge (Grose) ; and (2) to tor-

ment. [A.S. tawian = to beat.]

Also taws (or TAWSE) = a leather

strap, slit or fringed at one end,

used by schoolmasters (Scots).

1549. Chaloner, Morice Enc., G 2.

They are not tawed, nor pluckt asunder.

1607. Marston, What You Will,
E 2. For lie make greatness quake, He
tawe the hide Of thick-skin'd Hugenes.

1609. Ammianus Marcellinus
[NaresJ. When he had been well tawed
with rods, and compelled to confesse.

1613. Fletcher, Captain. He's to
be made more tractable ... if they taw
him as they do whit-leather.

1656. Men Miracles, 45. They
taw'd it faith, their gunnes would hit,

As sure as they had studied it.

Tawdry, adj. (old colloquial : now-
recognised in its debased sense).

—

1. Orig. fine, elegant, trim
;

whence (2) cheaply showy, igno-

rantly fine ; see quots. 1696 and
1822. Also derivatives such as

TAWDERED, TAWDRILY, TAWDRI-
ness, etc. Tawdry-lace (or

tawdry) — a rustic necklace or

girdle ; tawdrums = fal-lals.

Hence, by implication = bawdy
{see quot. 1759-62): see Tol-
TAWDRY.

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Francoyse.
Seynt Audries lace ['whence (Oli-
phant) came tawdry in later times'].

1548. Patten [Arber, Garner, iii.

71]. [Oliphant, New Eng., i. 519. We
read of Tauthrie laces in a list of super-
stitious trumpery ; these were sold at St
Audrey's fair at Ely.]

1579. Spenser, Shepheards Calendar,
Ap., 133. Gird your waste, For more
fineness, with a tawdrie lace.

1604. Shakspeare, Winter's Tale,
iv. 3. Come, you promised me a tawdry
lace, and a pair of sweet gloves.

1605. Marston, Dutch Courtezan,
v. No matter for lace and tawdrums.

1610. Fletcher, Faithful Shep-
herd, iv. 1. The primrose chaplet,
tawdry lace, and ring.

1612. Drayton, Polyolb., ii. 686. Of
which the Naiads and the blue Nereids
make Them taudries for their necks.
Ibid. , iv. 727. They curl their ivory fronts

;

and not the smallest beck But with white
pebbles makes her taudries for her neck.

1670. Moral State of England, 161.
A kind of tawdriness in their habits.
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c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Taudry, garish, gawdy, with Lace or
mismatched and flaring Colours : A Term
borrow'd from those times when they Trickt
and Bedeckt the Shrines and Altars of the
Saints, as being at vye with each other
upon that occasion. The Votaries of St
Audrey (an Isle of Ely Saint) exceeding
all the rest in the Dress and Equipage of
her Altar, it grew into a Nay-word, upon
anything very gawdy, that it was all

Taudry, as much as to say all St
Audrey.

1716. Montague, Letters, 22 Aug.
Dirty people of quality tawdered out.

1736. Pulteney, To Swift, 21 Dec.
A rabble of people, seeing her very oddly
and tawdrily dressed, took her for a
foreigner.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
v. 59. There is nothing in this world I

abominate worse than to be interrupted in
a story, and I was that moment telling
Eugenius a most tawdry one.

1762. Churchill, Prophecy of
Famine. All that artificial tawdry glare,
Which Virtue scorns, and none but
strumpets wear.

1822. Nares, Glossary, s.v. Tawdry.
A vulgar corruption of saint Audrey, or
Auldrey, meaning saint Ethelreda, [im-
plying] that things so

_
called had been

bought at the fair of saint Audrey, where
gay toys of all sorts were sold. This fair

was held in the Isle of Ely ... on the
. . . 17th ofOctober. . . . An old historian
makes saint Audrey die of a swelling in
her throat, which she considered as a
particular judgment, for having been in
her youth much addicted to wearing fine

necklaces. Nich. Harpsfield (1622),
Hist. Eccl. Anglicana.

Tawny-coat, subs. phr. (old).

—

An ecclesiastical officer. [From
the livery.]

. . . [Dodsley, Old Plays [Reed], vi.

99]. Husband, lay hold on yonder tawny
coat.

c. 1577. Harrington, Catal. Bishop
(Park), ii. 22. It happened one day,
bishop Elmer [ ? Aylmer] of London,
meeting this bishop [Whitgift, then bishop
of Worcester] with such an orderly troope
of tawny coats, demaunded of him,
1 How he could keepe so many men ?

' he
answeared, ' It was by reason he kept so
few women.'

1592. Shakspeare, i Hen. VI., iii. 1.

174. Down with the tawny-coats !

Tawnymoor, subs. (old). — A
mulatto.

1 7 17. Centlivre, Bold Stroke for a
Wife, 1. 1. There's a black, a tawny-
moor, and a Frenchman.

Tax-collector, subs. phr. (old).

—A highwayman.

T- beard, subs. phr. (old colloquial).

—A fashion in trimming the

beard ; a beard cut T-wise.

1618. Fletcher, Queen of Corinth,
iv. 1. Your t-beard is in fashion.

Tea, subs. (old). — Urine : see

Cold - tea, Long - tea, and
Tea-voider.

1712. Gay, Trivia, ii. 297. Who
'gainst the sentry's box discharge their

TEA.

Verb, (colloquial).— 1. To take

tea: cf. 'dine,' 'lunch,' 'sup,'

etc. (all recognised).

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Leg., in.

255. Unless . . . you'd tea with your wife.

1839. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby,
ix. Father don't tea with us.

2. (common). — To engage
with, encounter, go in against.

1896. Kipling, Seven Seas, 'The
Lost Legion.' And some share our tucker
with tigers, And some with the gentle
Masai (Dear boys

! ), Take tea with
the giddy Masai.

Teach. See Grandmother and
Suck.

to teach iron to swim,
verb. phr. (common).—To achieve
the impossible.

Teach -guy, subs. phr. (back slang).

—Eight shillings.

Teacup. Storm (or tempest) in
a teacup (or teapot), subs. phr.
(common).—Much ado about
nothing : cf. * a tide and flood

though it be but in a basin of

water ' (Bentley, Phalaris,

1699, 399)-
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1885. D. Tel., 30 Sep. The
' £chauffouree ' in ' Southern Bulgaria

'

will prove a mere storm in a teacup.

Tea-fight, subs. phr. (common).
—A tea party : cf. MUFFIN-
WORRY ; TOFFEE-SCRAMBLE, etc.

1885. North Am. Rev., cxli. 242.

Gossip prevails at tea fights in a back
country village.

1899. Whiteing, John Street, vi.

' Kind of a tea-fight,' he returns. . . .

I looked to Tilda . . .
' Come to tea next

Sunday,' says the girl.

Tea Party. See Boston Tea-
party and Nice.

Teague, subs, (old).—An Irish-

man : in contempt. Hence
Teagueland= Ireland (B. E.
and Grose).

1661. Merry Drollery [Ebsworth],
335. Teg [stands for an Irishman].

1671. Bag/. Ballads. With Shinkin
ap Morgan, with blew Cap or Teague.

1672. Ray, Proverbs. Like Teague's
cocks, that fought one another, though all

were of the same kind.

c. 1686-8. Old Song, 'Lilibulero.'

Ho, brother Teague.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, iv. 275. Ex-
cuse me from Teagueland and slaughter.

d. 1706. Dorset, Antiquated Coquet.
To Teaguland we this beauty owe,
Teagueland her earliest charms did know
. . . The Teagues in shoals before her
fell.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 70.

He shall gulph ye down the rankest
Stinkibus with as good a gusto as a
Teague does Usquebaugh.

1733. Swift, To Grant [Scott,

Swift, xviii. 203]. I was a year old before

I was sent to England ; and thus I am a
Teague, or an Irishman.

Teaich-gir, adj. and adv. (back

slang).— ' Right ' : pronounced
' tadger. ' Hence tadging= tip-

top {q.v.).

Team, subs, (colloquial).—Two or

more persons associated for some
purpose : e.g. , a football side, a
cricket eleven, a coach's pupils,

etc. [Properly of animals har-

nessed together.] Hence team-
work = work in company.

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
iv. Hear me, my little team of villains,

hear me.

1852. _
Bristed, Eng. Univ., 191. A

mathematical tutor can drive a much larger
team than a classical.

1885. Echo, 7 Sep. The football

season in the North and Midlands is in

full swing, and it is therefore little matter
for wonder that the country teams bear
away the laurels every year from the
metropolis.

Tear, subs, (common).—A boister-

ous jollification ; a SPREE {q.v.).

As verb, (colloquial)= to move,
speak, or act violently ; to rant

;

to fume. Hence tearer or
tear cat or Timothy Tearcat
= ( 1 ) a blusterer ; a bully ; a
roarer {q.v.) ; and (2) anything
violent. Tearing = violent,

raving, etc. ; tear-mouth (or

tear-throat)= a ranting actor :

and a adj. = vociferous ; TO
tear Christ's body (old collo-

quial) = to blaspheme. To tear
one's beard (or hair)= a simile

of violent emotion.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, 13,889.
His oathes been so great and so damp-
nable, That it is grisly for to hiere him swere
Our blisful Lorde's body thay to tere.

1563. Foxe, Acts and Monuments,
viii. 641. [He speaks of swearers as]
tearers of God.

1592. Shakspeare, Mid. Night's
Dream, i. 2. I could play Ercles rarely,

or a part to tear a cat in. Ibid. (1610),
Antony and Cleop., iv. 12. In the midst
a tearing groan.

1601. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1. You
grow rich, you do, and purchase, you two-
penny tear-mouth.
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1606. Day, Isle of' Guls, Induction.
I had rather heare two good jests, than a
whole play of such tear-cat thunder-
claps.

161 1. Middleton, Roaring Girl.

Tear-cat, a ruffian (Dram. Pers.).

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
The majesticall king of fishes . . . keepes
his court in all this hurly-burly, not like a
tyrannical tear-throat in open arms,
but like wise Diogenes in a barrell.

1672. Wycherley, Love in a Wood
[Routledge], 17, 41. [Oliphant, New
Eng., ii. 107-8. We have seen a tearing
groan about 1610 ; we read of tearing
(boisterous) wits, and of tearing ladies

;

hence come our tearing spirits.]

1672. C. Cotton, Scarronides

(1725), 1. 9. A huffing Jack, a plund'ring

Tearer, A vap'ring Scab, and a great

Swearer.

1692. Lestrange, Fables. This
bull that ran tearing mad for the pinch-

ing of a mouse.

1713. Addison, Cato, ii. 5. Gods

!

I could tear my beard to hear you talk.

1767. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
vii. 19. Though you do get on at a tear-
ing rate, yet you get on but uneasily.

1819. Scott [Lockhart (1902), vi.

41], Letter to Southey. Such a letter as

Kean wrote t'other day to a poor author,

who . . . had, at least, the right to be
treated as a gentleman by a copper-laced
two-penny tearmouth.

1843. Dickens, Christmas Carol, iii.

And now two smaller Cratchits, boy and
girl, came tearing in.

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair,
lx. Immense dandies . . . driving in

TEARING Cabs.

1852. Bristed, Upper Ten Thou-
sand, 17. He tears along behind him a
sleigh.

1867. Brown, Capt. Smith and
Poch. [Bartlett]. But the lofty chiefs

fair daughter Told her Pa he hadn't
oughter ; And the way she tore around
induced him to behave.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 525. Aunt
Lois, she's ben . . . tearin' round
'nough to drive the house out o' the

winders.

TO TEAR ONE'S SEAT, verb.

phr. (tailors').—To attempt too

much.

Tear- pump. To work the
tear-pump, verb. phr. (com-
mon).—To weep ;

' to turn on
the water-works.'

Tease. On the tease, phr.
(old).—Uneasy ; fidgety.

1706. Centlivre, Basset-Table, iii.

There's one upon the Teize already.

See Teaser.

Teaser, subs, (pugilists').— i. A
disturbing blow. To tease (or

TEAZE) = to flog (Grose and
VAUX) ; TO NAP THE TEAZE = to

be flogged.

1840. Egan, Book of Sports. The
latter planted a teaser on Sam's mouth,
which produced the claret in streams.

2. (colloquial). — Anything
difficult or perplexing.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. Teaser
—a hit on some queer point, as on the tip

of the nose. Also, 1st. A summons to
little chancery. 2nd. A talking fellow
who haunts another. 3rd. An old horse
belonging to a breeding stud

—
'though

devoid oSfun himself, he is the cause of it

in others.

1857. Lawrence, Guy Livingstone,
ix. The third is a teaser—an ugly black
bullfinch with a ditch on the landing side.

Teaser of the catgut. See

Catgut-scraper.

Tea-voider, subs. phr. (old).—

A

chamber pot (Grose).

Tea-waggon, subs. phr. (obsolete

nautical).—An East Indiaman.

1836. Dana, Two Years, xxxiv.
Like a true English tea-wagon ; and
with a run like a sugar-box.

Teazle, subs, (venery). — The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable.
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Tec, subs, (common). — A deTEC-
tive : see Nark.

1886. Echo, 4 Dec. I went to Dart-
ford, in Kent, to Whistler's, so that we
should not get picked up by the tecs.

1897. Marshall, Pomes. I went to

the bank with the paper cash, And they
said they'd send for a 'tec.

1899. Whiteing, John St., v.

'Tecs down, one day, from Scotland Yard
to look for dynamit'. Ibid., viii. The
depleted brood resist but rarely, for to

them the tec is fate.

1901. Pall Mall Gaz., 11 May, 2. 3.

This sham 'tec is in refreshing contrast,

considered as an artist, to the sham aristo-

crat with a preposterous title unknown to

Debrett.

Teddy. Teddy my godson, /^.
(Irish).

—
' An address to a simple

fellow or ninny ' (Grose).

Teddy Hall (Oxford Univ.),—St.
Edmund's Hall, Oxford.

TeDeum. See Backwards.

Teejay, subs. (Winchester Col-
lege).—A new boy ; a proTEGt

:

placed for a time under the care

of older scholars. Cf. shadow
and SUBSTANCE.

Teek (or Tique), subs. (Harrow
school).—Mathematics.

Teeny (or Teeny-weeny), adj.

(colloquial).—Tiny.

Teeth, subs, (various colloquial).—

Phrases. In spite of one's
teeth = in defiance of; in the
teeth = to one's face ; from
the teeth = apparently, not
seriously ; to cast in the
teeth = to taunt, to reproach

;

TOOTH AND NAIL= whole-hearted,

desperate, thorough ; TO show
one's teeth = to get angry ; TO
HAVE THE TEETH WELL AFLOAT
(or under) = to be drunk; to
the hard teeth= very se-

verely; 'He ought to have his

teeth drawn ' = ' He should be
deprived of the power of doing
mischief;' to go to grass
WITH TEETH UPWARDS = tO be
buried ; TO DRAW teeth = to

wrench off knockers (old : medical
students'). See Turd.

1542. Udal, Erasmus, 355. Cicero
mocked her to the hard teeth.

1593.^ Shakspeare, Comedy of
Errors, ii. 2. Dost thou jeer, and flout
me in the teeth ? Ibid. (1596), Hamlet,
iv. 7. It warms the very sickness in my
heart, That I shall live and tell him to
his teeth, Thus didest thou. Ibid.

(1598), 2 Henry IV., v. 3. 96. Puff in thy
teeth, most recreant coward base ! Ibid.
(1608), Antony and Cleop., iii. 4. 8.

When the best hint was given him, he not
took't, Or did it from his teeth.

1603. Court and Times James I.
[Among the verbs is] show our teeth.

1663. Dryden, WildGallant\LvT7\M-
dale, Dyce's Glossary]. I am confident
she is only angry from the teeth out-
wards.

1885. D. Teleg., 6 Nov. A
desperate tooth-and-nail encounter
raged for some moments before the tomb.

adv. (old). — SeeTeethward,
quot.

1593. Hollyband, Diet. He is
clarke to the teethward, he hath eaten
his service book ; spoken in mockage by
such as maketh shew of learning and be
not learned.

Teetotal, adj. (old).—See quots.
[as applied to total abstinence,
now recognised. ]

1827. [Rev. Joel Jewell, Letter to
Cent. Diet.] In 1818 a temperance
society at Hector

;
New York, pledged

themselves to abstain from distilled spirits
only, but in Jan. 1827 another pledge
bound all syners to total abstinence. The
two classes were distinguished by the
initials O.P. (Old Pledge) and T. (Total) :

T = total became a familiar allocution.

1829. Spence, Tour in Ireland
[Edwards, Words, Facts and Phrases,
561. He speaks of the word] 'teetot-
ally "... in every-day use by the work-
ing classes.
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1830-5. [Walsh, Lit. Curios, 1049.]
It is said that Richard Turner, an English
temperance orator, who had an impediment
in his speech, would invariably speak of
t-t-total abstinence.

1843. Carlton, New Purchase, II.

245. Stranger, I'm powerful sorry, but
we're teetotally out : he took every bit

of food with him.

1843-4. Haliburton, Attach^, xii.

The meetin' houses on one side of the
water, how teetotally different they
be!

1856. Dow, Sermons, 1. I wouldn't
have you think that I am teetotally
opposed to dancing in every shape, for the

reason that I used to heel and toe it a trifle

myself, when young.

d. 1859. De Quincey, Dinner, etc.

Dinner was an ugly little parenthesis
between two still uglier clauses of a
teetotally ugly sentence.

1861. Thackeray [in CornhillMag.,
iv. 758]. This giant had quite a small

appetite . . . and was also a tea-
totaller.

1882. Smyth-Palmer, Folk Ety-
mology, 385. Tea-totalers, an occa-
sional misprint of tee-totalers, as if

it meant those who were totally for
tea. It is more likely to be an intensive

reduplication ... as in tip-top for first-

rate. Ibid., 655. It may be noted that

tee-total is the reduplication of a re-

duplication.

Teetotal Hotel (The), subs. phr.

(thieves').—A prison.

Teignton-squash, subs. phr.

(provincial).—Perry.

1834. Southey, Doctor, Interchapter,

xvi. Cokaghee or foxwhelp, a beverage
as much better than champagne as it is

honester, wholesomer, and cheaper. Or
Perry, the Teignton-Squash. These
are right old English liquors, and I like

them all..

Teize. See Tease.

Tejus, adv. (vulgar).—Tedious
;

extremely ; wearyingly, tiresomely

:

e.g., tejus good, bad, quick,

slow, etc.

Telegraph. See Milk and
Underground.

Telescope, verb. (Australian).—
To silence.

Tell, subs. (American).—A story
;

a bon mot; spec, one worth
telling. Also, according to
their TELL='Upon their

making out.'

1743. Wai.pole, To Mann, 4 Ap.
There, I am at the end of my tell ! If
I write on, it must be to ask questions.

i8[?]. Betsy Bobbet, 101. I told

Josiah that, accordin' to their tell,
I had got every disease under the sun,
unless it was the horse-distemper.

i8[?]. Humphreys, Yankee in Eng-
land. In his dealings with the other
sex, he is a little twistical, according to
their tell.

1882. Eggleston [Century, xxxv.

44]. Little Barb'ry's the very flower of
the flock, accordin' to my tell.

See Marines ; Noses ; Tales.

Tell-clock, subs. phr. (old).—An
idler.

d. 1639. Ward, Sermons, 131. Is

there no mean between busy-bodies and
tell-clocks, between factotums and fain-

eants?

Teller, subs, (pugilists').—A well-

delivered blow ; anything that

scores ; hence telling (collo-

quial) = effective, to the point.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood. Ven
luckily for Jem a teller Vos planted
right upon his smeller.

1832. Emerson, Burns. Not
Latimer, not Luther, struck more telling
blows against false theology than did this

brave singer.

1888. Academy, 1 Dec. 345. Put
tellingly and persuasively.

2. See Tailor.

Tell-tale, subs. phr. (nautical).

—

An inverted compass fixed in a
cabin. Also (general) any re-

cordingdevice : usually automatic

:

e.g. , a turnstile, an organ bellows-

indicator, etc.
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Telling. That's tellings, phr.

(common).—Said in reply to a

question that one ought not, or

that one does not wish, to answer.

Tell-TRUTH, subs. phr. (old

colloquial).—A plain speaker ; one
who does not mince matters.

1650. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, 11. iv.

3. Caleb and Joshua, the only two tell-
troths, endeavoured to undeceive and
encourage the people.

d. 1667. Taylor, Works (1835), 11. 99.
The rudeness of a Macedonian tell-
truth is no apparent calamity.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, iii. 20. A
great many bold tell-truths are gone
before you.

Tempest, subs, (old).— See quot.

1746. Smollett, Advice, Note to

line 30. Drum : This is a riotous assembly
of fashionable people, of both sexes, at a
private house, consisting ofsome hundreds

;

not unaptly styled a drum, from the noise

and emptiness of the entertainment.

There are also drum-major, rout, tempest,
and hurricane, differing only in degrees of

multitude and uproar.

See Tea cup.

Temple, subs. (Winchester College).

— I. See quot.

1881. Pascoe. Ev. Day Life. On
the last night of term there is a bonfire in

Ball Court, and all the temples or

miniature architectural excavations in
1 Mead's ' wall are lighted up with
candle-ends.

Temple of Bacchus, subs. phr.

(old).

—

See quot.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Temple ok Bacchus. Merry-making
after getting a liceat. Oxf Univ. Cant.

Temple of Venus, subs. phr.

(venery).— 1. The female puden-

dum : see Monosyllable ; and

(2) a brothel.

Temple - pickling, subs. phr.

(B. E.).— "The Pumping of

Bailives, Bumms, Setters, Pick-

pockets, etc'

Tenant at will, subs. phr.

(old).
— 'One whose wife usually

fetches him from the ale-house'

(Grose).

Tenant for life, subs. phr. (old).—
' A married man ; i. e.

,
possessed

of a woman for life ' (Grose).

Tenant-in-tail. See Tail.

Ten BoNES(or Commandments),
subs. phr. (old).—The ten

fingers : spec, of a woman. Also
by these ten bones ! (once a
common oath : in punning refer-

ence to the Mosaic Decalogue).

c. 1485. Digby Myst. (1882), 4, note.
By thes bonys ten thei be to you vntrue.

c. 1540. Heywood, Four P's. [Dod-
sley, OldPlays (Reed), i. 92]. Now ten
tymes I beseche hym that hye syttes, Thy
wives ten commandements may serch
thy five wyttes.

1542. Udal, Erasmus, 27. [Socrates
is advised to use his tenne commaunde-
mentes in a brawl.]

1562. Jacke Juggeler [Dodsley, Old
Plays (Hazlitt), ii. 125]. I am a servant
of this house, by these ten bones.

c. 1575. Ane Ballat of Matrymonie
[Laing, Early Pop. Poet. Scotland, ii.

76]. She . . . pylled the barke even of
hys face With her commaundements
ten.

1589. Pappe with Hatchet, Ciiij. b.

Martin swears by his ten bones.

1593. Shakspeare, 2 Henry VI., i.

3. Could I come near your beauty with
my nails, I'd set my ten commandments
in your face. Ibid., i. 4. By these ten
bones, my lord {holding up his hands'],

he did speak to me in the garret one
night.

1595. Locrine [Shaks., Suppt., ii.

242]. I trembled, fearing she would set

her ten commandments in my face.

1597. Lyly, Woman in Moon, v.

Now he swears by his ten bones

1607. Dekker, Westw. Hoe, v. 3.

Your harpy that set his ten command-
ments upon my back.
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1609. Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas,
iv. 2. By these ten bones, sir, if these
eyes and ears Can hear and see. Ibid,
(c. 1613), Woman s Prize, i. 3. I'll devil

em, BY THESE TEN BONES, I will.

1621. Jonson, Masque of Gipsies,

vi. 84. I swear by these ten You shall

have it again.

1648. Herrick, Hesperides [Haz-
litt, i. 209]. Skurffe by his nine-bones
swears, and well he may, All know a fellon

eate the tenth away.

1814. Scott, Waverley, xxx. I'll

set my ten commandments in the face

of the first loon that lays a finger on him.

1830. Marryat, King's Own, xl.

I'll write the ten commandments on
your face.

1842. Longfellow, Sp. Student,
iii. 3. In with you, and be busy with the

ten commandments, under the sly.

1903. Pall Mall Gaz., 6 Ap. 2. 3.

The mother attacked the unfortunate
master, and began the time-honoured but
painful ceremony of setting her ten
commandments in his face, while her
hopeful offspring got the school cane and
belaboured his instructor.

Tench, subs. (old).— i. A prison
;

a ' peni(TENTl)ary.' At one time

applied to the Clerkenwell House
of Detention, now the Central

Depot of the Parcels Post.

1859. BroadArrow, ii. 32. Prisoners'

barracks, sir—us calls it Tench [the

Hobart Town Penitentiary].

1877. Horsley, Jottings from Jail.

I fell at Isleworth for being found in a
conservatory adjoining a parlour, and got
remanded at the tench.

2. (venery). — The female

pudendum : see MONOSYLLABLE.

Tender. Tender Parnel, subs,

phr. (old).— 1. A mistress; also

Parnel, Pernel ; see Tart.
Hence (2) ' a very nicely Edu-
cated creature, apt to catch Cold
upon the least blast of wind

'

(B. E. ),
' As tender as Parnell,

who broke her finger in a posset

drink ' (Grose). Also as ten-
der as a chicken,' and ' AS
tender as a parson's leman.
(Ray.)

1362. Langland, Piers Plow., 2790.
Dame Pernele a priestes fyle . . . she
hadde Child in Chirie-tyme.

1546. Heywood, Proverbs, 45.
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 505. The
morals of the clergy are glanced at where
a woman is said to be 'tender as a
Parson's lemman.'

1560. Becon, Prayers [Works
(Parker Soc), 267]. Pretty Parnel
[speaking of] a priest's whore.

d. 1575. Pilkington, Works, 56. But
these tender pernels must have one
gown for the day, another for the night.

Tenderfoot, subs. (American and
Colonial).—A new comer : as

adj. = raw, inexperienced.

1875. L. Swinburne [Scribner's
Monthly, 11. 508]. Pilgrim and tender-
foot were formerly applied almost ex-
clusively to newly-imported cattle, but by
a natural transference they are usually
used to designate all new-comers, tourists,

and business men.

1885. Staveley-Hill, Home to
Home. I put my naked foot on a cactus . . .

and I realised in a substantial form the nick-
name that is given to the new-comer out
West of tender-foot or pilgrim.

1885. Phillips-Wolley, Trottings
of a Tenderfoot. How an American ever
expects to digest his food is a problem to a
tenderfoot as they call us new-comers.

1885. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips,
32. Hunters . . . who bedizen them-
selves in all the traditional finery of the
craft, in the hope of getting a job at guid-
ing some tenderfoot.

1886. D. Tel. 25 Jan. Before long
the tenderfoot's too fleet pony brings
him abreast of the flying cow.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 86.
The tenderfoot had announced his
determination of relieving a few of the
miners of what spare change they happened
to have about them.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 59.
' Well, you keep your eyes open for a
Tenderfoot, an' that's a fact,' said
Wallaby Dick.
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Ten -FORTY, subs. phr. (American).

—A five per cent, bond issued in

1864 by the U.S. Government,
redeemable at any time after ten

years and payable in forty years

(
Century).

Ten-in-the-hundred, subs. phr.
(old).—A usurer ; a sixty-per-
cent, {q.v.). [Nares : from
their commonly exacting such

interest for their money, before

the legal limitation to five]

(Grose).

1594. Death of Usury, sig. B 4.

He that puts forth money dare not exceede
the rate of 10 in the 100, but he that
uttereth ware doth make his rate to his

owne contentment.

d. i6[?]. [Brathwaite [?], Epitaph
on John-a-Combe. Ten in the hundred
lies here in-grav'd, 'Tis a hundred to ten

that his soul is not sav'd.

1625. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

Although your grace be fallen off two in

the hundred, In vulgar estimation
;
yet

am I Your grace's servant still. [In 1624
the legal rate was reduced from ten to eight
per cent.] .

1648. Herrick, Hesperides [Haz-
litt, ii. 37]. Snare ten i th' hundred
calls his wife, and why? She brings in

much by carnal usury.

Tenner, subs, (common).— 1. A
ten pound note

;
£\o : cf.

Fiver.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, xix. ' No money? '

' Not much :

perhaps a tenner.'

1871. Braddon, Rupert Godwin, 1.

221. And you don't like me well enough
to borrow a few tenners just to carry on
the war with ?

2. (thieves').—Ten years' im-

prisonment.

Tenpence. Only tenpence in

the shilling, phr. (common).
—A description of weak intellect.

Also TENPENNY= in contempt.

1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe, iv. 2.

If all the great Turk's concubines were
but like thee, the tenpennv infidel should
never need keep so many geldings to neigh

Tent, subs, (old).-

Prick.
-The penis : see

Tenterbelly, subs, (old).—

A

glutton ; one who distends his

belly by gross feeding.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., III. 11.

v. 1. Not with sweet wine, mutton and
pottage, as many of those Tenterbellies
do.

Tenterhooks. On tenter-
hooks (or tenters), adv. phr.
(old).—In suspense ; anxious

;

on the rack (or stretch).

1607. Heywood, Fair Maid [Pear-
son, Works, 11. 25]. How, upon the
tenters? indeed, if the whole peece were
so stretcht, and very well beaten with a
yard of reformation, no doubt it would
grow to a goodly breadth.

d. 1774. Goldsmith, Sequel to

PoeticalScale .... It was gallantry that
suited her own maiden loftiness, ever
stretched upon the tenters of punctillio.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 102. I was too much on the
tenterhooks about the result to mind
his orders. Ibid., 236. One must sit on
the tenterhooks of self-denial.

1868. Whyte-Melville, White
Rose, 11. xxviii. I know Dolly's on
TENTER-HOOKS nOW.

Tentoes. See Bayard.

Tenuc, subs, (back-slang).—The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable.

Tercel-gentle, subs. phr. (old

colloquial). — ' A Knight or

Gentleman of a good estate
;

also any rich Man' (B. E.). Also
Tassel-gentle [Tercel (Cot-
grave and Randle Holmes)=
the male of the peregrine falcon.]

Hence falcon 'gainst tercel
(or AS tercel) = ' One's as good
as t'other.'
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1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, ii. 2. 160. Jul. Hist ! Romeo,
hist ! O ! for a falconer's voice, To lure

this tassel-gentle back again. Ibid.

(1602), Troilus, iii. 2. 56. The falcon
as the tercel for all the ducks i' the

1820. Scott, Abbot, iv. I marvel
what blood thou art—neither Englander nor
Scot—fish nor flesh. Marry, out upon
thee, foul kite, that would fain be a
tercel-gentle !

Termer, subs, (old colloquial).

—

A visitor to London at term time ;

specifically one whose object was
intrigue, knavery, or sport. [The
law terms marked the fashionable

seasons.] Also term-trotter.

1608. Dekker, Belman of London,
H3. Some of these boothalers are called
termers, and they ply Westminster hall

;

Michaelmas term is their harvest, and they
sweat in it harder than reapers or hay-
makers doe at their works in the heat of
summer.

161 1. Middleton, Roaring Girl,

Preface. Single plots, etc.—those are fit

for the times and the termers.

1616. Jonson, Epigrams, 3. Nor
have my title leaf on posts or walls, Or in

cleft sticks advanced to make calls For
termers, or some clerk-like serving man.

1628. Earle, Micro-cosmog., 18. A
gallant . . . obserues London trulier than
the Termers.

1636. Suckling, Goblins, iii. Court
ladies, eight ; of which two great ones.

Country ladies, twelve ; termers all.

1639. Bancroft, Epigrams, i. 176.

On Old Trudge, the termer. Thy
practice hath small reason to expect Good
termes, that doth faire honesty neglect.

Terr/e filius, subs. phr. (old

colloquial).— I. A person of mean
or obscure birth.

2. (university). — A scholar

whose special duty was to make
satirical speeches at the Encania :

full advantage being ever taken

of his license to satirize, and
generally rip up, authority.

1669 Evelyn, Diary, 10 July. The
Terr.e Filius (the Universitie Buffoone)
entertain'd the auditorie with a tedious
abusive, sarcastical rhapsodie, most un-
becoming the gravity of the universitie.

c. 1709. Ward, Terrce Jilius [Title].

Terra firma, subs. phr. (B. E.
and Grose).—An estate in land.

Terrible Boy. See Roaring
BOY, adding quot. infra.

1609. Jonson, Silent Woman, i. 1.

The doubtfulness of your phrase would
breed you a quarrel once an hour with the
TERRIBLE BOYS.

Tertian, subs. (Aberdeen Univ.).

—

A student of the third year.

Tester (or Teston), subs. (old).

—

1. A silver coin : orig. (a) the
silver currency of Louis XII. of

France (bearing the head of that

prince, and worth (Cotgrave)
i8d. sterling)

;
(b) the brass

silvered shilling of Henry VIII.
(worth, temp. Ed. VI., od.) ; and
(c) the Elizabeth sixpence.

Hence (2) a sixpence (Grose) :

see Tizzy. As verb = to fee.

1577. Holinshed, England, 218.
[Elizabeth] restored sundrie coines of fine
silver, as peeces of halfepenie farding, of a
penie, of three halfe pence, peeces of two
pence, of three pence, of foure pence (called
the groat), of sixpence, usuallie named the
testone.

1594. Wilson, Cobler's Prophecy.
Tales, at some tables, are as good as
TESTERNS.

1595. Shakspeare, Two Gentlemen,
i. 1. 153. You have testerned me; in
requital, whereof, henceforth carry your
letters yourself. Ibid. (1598), 2 Henry IV.,
iii. 2. Hold, there's a tester for thee.

1599. Hall, Satires, 11. i. Lo,
what it is that makes white rags so deare,
That men must give a teston for a
queare.

x599- Jonson, Ev. Man Out of
Humour. ' Characters. ' Takes up single
testons upon oaths till dooms-day, falls

under executions of three shillings, and
enters into five-groat bonds.
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1602. Dekker, Honest Whore.
Ipocras, there then, here's a teston for

you, you snake.

1605. Chapman, Eastward Ho, i. i.

Wipe thy bum with testones, and make
ducks and drakes with shillings.

1608. Day, Law Trickes, iii. Win,
prethee give the Fidler a testar and send
him packing.

161 1. Tarleton, Jests. Tarlton,
seeing himself so over-reacht, greatly
commended the beggers wit, and withall,

in recompence thereof, gave him a
teaster.

1613. Fletcher, Honest Mans
Fort., iii. 3. There's a tester . . . now
I am a wooer, I must be bounteful.

1633. Heywood, Eng. Traveller, iv.

5, 226 (Mermaid). Let not a tester
scape To be consumed in rot-gut.

1636. Davenant, Wits, i. i. To-
gether with his wife's bracelet of mill-

testers.

1698. Farquhar, Love anda Bottle,

i. Who throws away a tester and a
mistress loses sixpence.

1709. Swift, Polite Conversations,
i. They say he that has lost his wife and
sixpence has lost a tester.

1822. Lamb, Chimney Sweepers. If

it be starving weather . . . thy humanity
will surely rise to a tester.

1822. Scott, Fort. Nigel, xxvii.

Dr R. who buckles beggars for a tester.

Tetbury Portion, subs. phr.

(old).—See quot, and cf. White-
CHAPEL TlPPERARY, and RO-
CHESTER PORTION, etc.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tetbury portion. A . . . and a clap.

Teviss, subs, (coster).

see Rhino.
-A shilling :

Texas, subs. (American).—The
upper (or third) deck of a Missis-

sippi steamboat. Hence Texas-

TENDER = a waiter serving on the

TEXAS.

1875. Clemens [Atlantic Monthly,
Jan. and Feb.]. The boiler deck, the
hurricane deck, and the texas deck are
fenced and ornamented with white railings.

Ibid. We had a tidy, white-aproned,
black texas-tender to bring up tarts
and ices and coffee during mid-watch day
and night.

1877. Hale, Adv. Pullman, 45.
His companion joined him, pausing a
minute on the step-ladder which leads to

the pilot-house from the roof of the texas.

Thames. Setting the Thames
ON FIRE, phr. (old).—A simile

for the impossible : see quots.

1363. Langland, Piers Plowman.
C. vii. 335. Wickede dedes Fareth as a
fonk of fuyr that ful a-myde temese.
[Wicked deeds fare as a spark of fire that
falleth into the Thames.]

1546. Heywood, Proverbs. 'As well
cast water in tems as give him alms.'

1672. Ray, Proverbs. ' Joculatory
Proverbs.' I care no more for it than a
goose-turd for the Thames.

1777. Foote, Trip to Calais. He
won't set fire to the Thames.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Thames. He will not find out a way to
set the Thames on fire ; he will not
make any wonderful discoveries, he is no
conjuror.

1868. Brewer, Phrase and Fable,
s.v. Thames. An active man would ply
the temse so quickly as to set fire to the
wooden hoop at the bottom ; but a lazy
fellow would never set the temse on
fire. The play on the word temse has
given rise to many imitations : as, He will

never set the Seine on fire (the French
seine= a drag-net).

1884. Notes and Queries, 6 S., ix. 14
(Correspondent). To a practical man a
grain-riddle firing would sound most absurd.
If you say to a Lancashire labourer, ' Tha'll
ne'er SET th' tems afire,' a hundred to

one he would understand the River
Thames. Ibid. (Editorial). The ordinarily
accepted supposition is that it is equivalent
to saying that an idle fellow will not
accomplish a miracle.

THARBOROUGH.
BOROUGH.

See Third-

Thary, verb, (tramps').—To speak.

1891. Carew, Auto. Gipsy, 412.
You sonnied the bloke as tharied you
jist as the rattler was startin'. Ibid., 419.
I grannied some of what you were a-

tharyin' to your cousin.
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That, pron. (euphemistic).— 1.

The penis : see Prick ; 2. the

female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable ; and (3) the virginity.

Fr. ca.

1898. Pink 'Un and Pelican, 227.
' Well, that's gone !

' as the girl said to

the soldier in the park, when she lost her
certificate from the Billericay Sunday-
School.

At that, phr. (American).

—

A pleonastic intensive.

1855. Blackwoods Mag., Sept.
1 Notes on North-Western States.' ' Liquor
up, gentlemen.' We bowed. ' Let me
introduce you to some of the most highly
esteemed of our citizens.' We bowed
again. ' Now then, Mister,' turning to

the man at the bar, ' drinks round, and
cobblers at that.'

1859. Bartlett,A mericanisms, s.v.

At that. He's got a scolding wife, and
an ugly one at that.

1888. Keighley Goodchild, 'The
Old Felt Hat.' So we'll drain the flowing
bowl, 'Twill not jeopardise the soul, For
it's only tea, and weak at that.

Thatch, subs. (old).—Hair : spec.

(a) the hair of the head ; and (2)

the pubic hair. Hence thatched
HOUSE UNDER THE HILL= the

female pudendum. See Fleece
and Monosyllable. As verb=
to cover with (or wear) hair.

1609. Shakspeare, Timon, iv. 3.

144. Thatch your poor thin roofs With
burdens of the dead.

1630. Drayton, Muse's Elysium, iv.

Thro' the thick hair that thatch'd their

browes Their eyes upon me stared.

1772. Stevens, Songs Comic and
Satyrical. The Thatched House Under
the Hill [Title].

Thatch ed- h ead, subs. phr. (old).

—An Irishman : in contempt.
[Nares : ' one wearing the hair

matted together, as the native

Irish in times past. ']

1612. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Coxcomb, ii. Ere ye go, sirrah Thatch'd-
head, would'st not thou Be whipp'd, and
think it justice.

Thatch-gallows, subs. phr.
(old). — A worthless fellow

(Grose).

Theg (or TEAICH) GEN, subs. phr.

(back slang).—Eight shillings ;

theg (or teaitch) yanneps=
eightpence.

There, adv. (common).—Collo-

quial for smart (q.v.) : e.g., ALL
there = (1) alert, first-rate, up
to the mark, nothing wanting.

Also TO GET THERE = (i) to

achieve ; and (2) to make one's
JACK {q.V.) : also TO GET THERE
WITH BOTH FEET.
1821. Egan, Life in London, 11. i.

The slavey and her master—the surgeon
and the resurrection-man— . . . they are
ALL THERE.

1877. Five Years' Penal Servitude,
iii. 220. He stayed . . . doing the grand
and sucking the flats till the folks began to

smoke him as not all there.

1880. Punch, 7 Aug., 59. All
there ! Clerk {who has called to see the
gas-meter). ' Is yours a wet, or a dry
meter, madam?' Young Wife (who does
not like to show ignorance). ' Well, it it

rather damp, I'm afraid !

'

1883. Payn, Thicker than Water,
xx. It was his excusable boast . . . that
when anything was wanted he was all
there.

1887. Francis, Saddle and Mo-
cassin. He said as he'd been gambling,
and was two hundred dollars ahead of the
town. He got there with both feet
at starting.

1888. New York Herald, 29 July.
Although not a delegate he got there all

the same.

1901. Free Lance, 27 Ap., 79. 1. She
was all there, and when she found that
robbery was meant she made a stout

resistance.

Theta. To mark with theta,
verb. phr. (old).—To condemn to

death. [The first letter (' the un-
lucky letter') of Gr. Qavaros—
death.]

Thick, subs, (colloquial). — 1.

Generic for obtuseness : e.g. , as

subs. = stupid fellow; a block-
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head : also thick-head, thick-
SKULL, THICK-PATE, THICK
SCONCE, THICK-SKIN, THICK-
WITS, etc. The corresponding
adjectival forms = dull, stupid,

hidebound.

1582. Stanyhurst, Ded. [Arber], 9.

What thinck you of thee thick skyn that
made this . . .

1592. Shakspeare, Mid. Nights
Dream, iii. 2. 13. The shallowest thick-
skin of that barren sort. Ibid. (1598), 2

Henry IV., ii. 4. 262. He a good wit?
hang him, baboon ! his wit's as thick as
Tewkesbury mustard.

1599. Hall, Satires, i. 8. Thick-
skin ears, and undiscerning eyne.

1603. Hayward, Answer to Dole-
man, iv. I omit your thick errour in

putting no difference between a magistrate
and a king.

c. 1616. Drayton, Sacrifice to Apollo.
The thick-brain'd audience lively to

awake.

1668. Dryden, Allfor Love, iii. 1.

This thick-skulled hero. (1679), Per-
sius, i. 166. Pleas'd to hear their thick-
skulled judges cry, Well movd !

d.ij\2>. Penn, Liberty of Conscience,
v. What if you think our reasons thick,
and our ground of separation mistaken.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, I. vii. I told you how it would be.

What a thick I was to come !

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 75. She
was thick . . . fairly sosselled on beer.

2. (common).—Porter : ironic-

ally said to be 'a decoction of

brewers' aprons.'

3. (streets').—Cocoa.

Adj. (colloquial).— I. Intimate

or (Scots) 'chief: e.g., 'As
THICK AS THIEVES," as THICK AS
INKLE-WEAVERS,' q.V. (GROSE).

1525-37. Ellis, Letters [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 475. We see the expression]
the thickest of the theves.

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, 68.

I told the second mate, with whom I had
been pretty thick when he was before the
mast, that I would do it.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
1. 270. He . . . was thought to be thick
with the Man in the Moon,

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes,
xxiv. Newcome and I are not very thick
together.

i860. Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii.

6. Don't you be getting too thick with
him—he's got his father's blood in him too.

Adv. (colloquial).—Out of the

common ; extraordinary ; a
general intensive (in quot. 1563=
solid). Hence to lay it on
thick= to exaggerate; to sur-

feit with praise : also to lay it

ON WITH A TROWEL : cf. WIDE
;

GOT 'em THiCK= very drunk:
see Screwed; a bit thick=
rather indecent.

1563. Foxe, Acts and Monuments
[Cattley], 260. [Something cost] a
hundred pounds thick.

1655. Fuller, Ch. Hist, in., iv. 24.
His reign was not onely long for continu-
ance, fifty-six years, but also thick for

remarkable mutations happening therein.

1874. Siliad, 204. He complains I

LAY IT ON TOO THICK.

1885. New York Herald, 22 June.
The Know-Nothings were . . . laying
it on thick that ' Americans shall rule
America.'

1888. Ward, Elsmere, xviii. He
had been giving the squire a full and
particular account . . . Henslowe lays
it on thick—paints with a will.

1893. Emerson, Lippo, xvi. She
knew all the cant, and used to palaver
thick to the slaveys.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 63. The
exercise required of him was thick. Ibid.,

76. The fun . . . was the thickest I've
met. Ibid., 95. I've got 'em thick he
said . . . And . . . went upstairs to bed.

Through thick and thin,
phr. (colloquial).—Thoroughly

;

steadily ; at all costs. Hence
THICK - AND - THIN {adj.) =
sincere, out-and-out {q.v.).

[Orig. over rough or smooth
places; i.e., through coppice or

sparse land.]

1359. Gaytrigg, Relig. Pieces
[E.E.T.S.], 99. [Fiends will not cease]

for thin ne thik,
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1380. Kyng and Hermyt [Hazlitt,
Early Pop. Poet., i. 15. And chasyd hym
ryght fast, Both thorow thyke and
thine.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,

'Reeves Tale,' 146. Forth with 'We
hee,' THURGH THIKKE AND THURGH
THENNE.

1590. Spenser, Fairy Queen, in. iv.

46. Through thick and thin . . .

Those two great champions did attonce

pursew The fearefull damzell.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., III.

11. iii. 1. If once enamoured . . .

THROUGH THICK AND THIN he will go to

her.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 5. Thro' thick and thin ; Half-

roasted now, now wet to th' Skin.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer, 7.

Through thick and thin he swore he'd

dash on.

c. 1780. Captain Morris, ThePlenipo.
Through thick and through thin he
bored his way in.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 237. One of those spoiled actors

who are applauded through thick and
thin.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 10.

Yet swear through thick and thin they
hate thee.

1860-5. Motley, Hist. Netherlands,
11. 311. To lie daily, through thick
and thin . . . was the simple rule pre-

scribed by his sovereign.

1887. St James's Gazette, 26 May.
We again see that he is one of the most
thick-and-thin adherents of the neo-

French technique.

Thicker, subs. (Harrow).—Thucy-
dides : the translation of which is

set in the Upper School.

Thicklips, subs. (old).—A negro
(in quot. = a Moor). Whence
THICK-LIPPED.

1593. Shakspeare, Tit. Andron.,
iv. 3. 175. Come on, you thick-lipp'd
slave. Ibid. (1602), Othello, i. 1. 66. What
a full fortune does the thick lips owe, If
he can carry't thus.

Thick-'un, subs. phr. (common).

—

A sovereign ; 20s. : also a crown
piece

;
5s. Hence to smash

( = change) or blue a thick-'un.

1863. Cornhill Mag., vi. 648. If

you like ... I will send a few thickuns.

1871. Aitken, House Scraps. Have
you sufficient confidence in me to lend me a
sovereign? Oh! yes, I've the confidence,

but I haven't the thick 'un'.

1886. P. Clarke, New Chum in

Australia, 143. If . . . he has a drought
within him, and a friend or a thick 'un
to stand by him, he is a poor weak . . .

fool to refuse.

1888. Payn, Eavesdropper, n. ii.

'Can you smash a thick-'un for me?'
inquired one, handing his friend a
sovereign.

1896. Farjeon, Betrayal of John
Fordham, in. 277. With three peas and
a thimble I've earnt many a thick 'un.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 26. He
wanted his thick 'un to canter home with
forty or fifty more.

Thief, subs. (old).—A term of

reproach : not necessarily a
robber. Thus (Grose) :

' You
are a murderer and a THIEF, you
have killed a baboon and stolen

his face ; vulgar abuse.'

1440. Sir Perceval [Camden Soc],
923. Fiftene 3eres es it gane Syne me my
brodire hade slane, Now hadde the theefe
undirtane, To sla us alle thenne.

1603. Shakspeare, Meas. for
Meas., v. 1. 40. Angelo is an adulterous
thief.

2. (old).—A mushroom growth
on a burning wick which makes
the candle gutter ; a waster : see

Bishop (Grose)

[1598. Florio, Worlde Oj Wordes,
s.v. Fungo, that firy round in a burning
candle called a bishop.]

1622. May, Virgil, 'Georgic,' i.

Their burning lamps the storm ensuing
show, Th' oil sparkles, thieves about the
snuff do grow.

d. 1635. Gibbes, Works, iv. 355. Many
break themselves by intemperate courses,

as candles that have thieves in them.

1636. Ward, Coal from the Altar
{Sermons}. The least known evil un-
repented of is as a thief in the candle.
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1642. Howell, Forraine Travell
[Arber], 77. If there bee a theefe in
the Candle . . . there is a way to pull

it out ; and not to put out the candle.

1644. Quari.es, Judgment and
Mercy (1807), 132. If a thief be in his
candle blow it not out.

1669. Brooks, Cabinet of Choice
Jewels (Works, iii. 295). A candle will

never burn clear while there is a thief
in it.

d.ijgy. Walpole, Letters (Cun-
ningham), ii. 200. Un voleur ! un voleur !

cried Mrs Nugent at an assembly. It

turned out to be a thief in the candle.

2. (provincial).—A bramble

:

cf. bramble= country lawyer,

keeping in mind the A.S. thefe-

thorn= bramble.

3. Synonyms for Thief [= a

person guilty of larceny, robbery,

swindling, or crookedness of any
kind : the following list runs up
and down the whole gamut of
roguery].

Aaron ; abacter ; abaddon ;

abandanad ; abraham cove ; ack-

man ; ack-pirate ; acquisitive

cove ; Adam ; Adam Filer
;

adept ; affidavit-man ; afflicke
;

alsatian ; ambidexter ; amuser
;

anabaptist ; angler ; angling-

cove ; arch-cove ; arch-dell
;

arch-doxy (Grose) ; arch-gonnof

;

arch-rogue ; area-sneak ; ark-

pirate ; ark-ruff ; artful-dodger
;

autem-diver ; avoirdupois-man.

Babe ; back-jumper ; back-
stall ; badger ; baggage-smasher

;

baldover ; bank-sneak ; barab-

bas ; barnacle ; baster ; beak
;

beaker-hauler ; beaker-hunter
;

bearer-up ; beau-trap (Grose)
;

bene-feaker ; bene-gybe ; bester
;

bilk (Sheridan) ; bilker ; Billy

Buzman ; billy-fencer ; birdlime
;

bite ; bit-faker ; bit-make ; black-

leg ; blasted-fellow ; bleating-

cull ; blowed - in - the - glass - stiff

(American tramps') ; bludger
;

bludget ; blue-pigeon flyer ; bluey-

hunter ; bob ; bobby-twister
;

bonnet ; boodler ; bookkeeper
;

bouncer ; boung-nipper ; bow-
man ; bridle-cull ; brief-snatcher

;

broad cove ; broadsman ; bubber ;

bubble ; bubbler ; budge

;

buffer ; buffer-napper ; bugger
;

bug-hunter ; bulk ; bulk-and-file
;

bull-trap ; bully-buck ; bully-

cock ; bunco-steerer ; bunco-
man ; bung ; bung-napper

;

bunter ; burner ; buster ; buttock -

and-file ; button ; buttoner ; buz-

bloke ; buz-cove ; buz-faker
;

buzman ; buzzer ; buzzlock.

Canter (canting crew=
generic for thieves, rogues, and
beggars) ; Captain Sharp

;

carrier : cat-and-kitten nipper
;

chariot-buzzer ; charley-pitcher
;

chaunting-cove ; chive or (chiff)

thief

;

chouse ; chouser ;

christener ; circling-boy ; clank

-

napper ; clicker ; clink-rigger
;

cloak-twitcher ; clouter ; cloy
;

cloyer ; cly-filcher ; cogger ;

collector ; colt ; cork ; convey-
ancer ; conveyor

;

coney

-

catcher ; counterfeit-crank
;

cover ; coverer ; crack ; cracks-

man ; crony ; crook ; cross-bite
;

cross - biter ; cross - famker
;

crib - cracker ; cross ; cross-

cove ; crossman ; cross-mollisher

;

crow ; cruiser ; cunning-man
;

curtail ; cut-purse ; cutter.

Damber (Grose) ; damned
soul ; dancer ; darkman's budge

;

dead-nap ; deeker ; deep- one
;

diddler; dimber-damber (Grose);
ding-boy ; dinger ; dip ; dipper

;

dipping-bloke ; dive ; diver
;

dog-buffer ; dragsman ; drag-

sneak ; draw-latch ; drop-cove
;

dropper ; dromedary ; drummer ;

drunken tinker

;

dubber
;

dudder ; duffer ; dummerer
;

dummy-hunter ; dunaker.
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Eriff ; eves-dropper (Grose).

Facer ; fagger ; family (gen-

eric) ; father ; fawney-rigger

;

fence ; fencing - cully ; ferret
;

fiddle ; fidlam - bens ; figger
;

filcher ; filching-cove ; filching-

mort ; file ; finder ; finger-smith
;

fire-prigger ; fish-hook ; flash -

cove ; flashman (Grose) ; flash-

gentry (generic) ; flat-catcher
;

fleecer ; flimper ; flying-cove
;

fobber ; fogle-hunter ; foist ; foot-

pad ; fore-beggar ; fork ; forker
;

frater ; free-booker ; free-booter
;

freshwater - warmer ; frisker
;

funker.

Gagger
;

gallows-bird
;

gam-
bler (Grose) ; garreteer

;

garrotter
;
geach

;
gentleman of

the road ;
gentleman's master

;

gentry (generic)
;

gilt
;

gin-

spinner
;

glasier ;
gleaner

;

glimmerer ; gold - dropper ;

gonnof ; goodfellow
;

grafter
;

Greek
;

groaner
;
gun

;
gutter-

prowler.

Hawk ; heaver ; hedge-

creeper ; highpad ; high-tober (or

toby) ; hoist ; hoister (or hoyster)

;

hook ; hooker ; hoveller ; Hugh
Prowler.

Ingler ; innocent ; int ; Irish

toyle(B. E.).

Jack-in-a-box
;

Janus-mug ;

jarkman
;

jerry - sneak
; Jew ;

jilter ; jingler
;
jockey

;
jumper.

Ken - cracker ; ken - miller
;

kiddy (Grose) ; kiddy-nipper
;

kidsman ; kinchin-cove ; kite
;

kirk-buzzer ; kitchener ; klep
;

knap ; knight ; knight of the

road ; knight of St Nicholas
;

knowing one ; knuck ; knuckler.

Ladrone ; lag ; landloper
;

landlubber ; landpirate ; land-

shark ; lark ; latch-drawer ;

leatherhead ; leg ; legger ; lift
;

lifter ; little - sneaksman ; lob-

crawler ; lob - sneak ; lully-

prigger ; lumberer ; lumper.

Mace-cove ; magsman (May-
hew, Matsell, Henley)

;

maker ; mill - ben ; money-
dropper ; mounter ; mocher.

Nabber ; nabbler ; nailer ;

napper ; nasty-man ; natty-lad
;

needle ; needle-point ; Newgate-
bird (or nightingale) ; New-
market - heath Commissioner ;

nibbler ; nibbling-cull ; nicker
;

nick -pot ; nickum ; night • bird

(cap, hawk, hunter, poacher,
snap, trader or walker) ; nigler

(=a sweater); nimmer ; nip;
nipping Christian ; nobbier ; nob-
pitcher ; nose (Grose).

Office-sneak ; old bird (or

hand) ; olli compolli ; ostler
;

out-and-outer ; outrider.

Pad
;

pad-borrower
;
padder ;

paddist
;
palmer

;
panel dodger ;

panel-thief
;
pannyman

;
parlour-

jumper
;

pea-rigger
; pea-man

;

peter ( = a safe thief)
; peter -

biter
;

peter - claimer ; peter-

hunter
;

peterman
;

picaro ;

picaroon
;

picker
;

picker-up ;

pickereer ; pick - penny
; pick-

pocket
;
pie-man

;
pigeon

; pinch-

gloak ;
pitch-fingers

;
poacher ;

pocket-book dropper ; poulterer
;

practitioner ; prig ;
prigger

;
prig-

man ; Prince Prig
;

prinado
;

prowler (or Hugh Prowler)
;

propnailer
;

pudding-snammer
;

puller-up ;
purple dromedary

;

puffer
;
puggard ; push (generic)

;

pushing tout.

Quarrel picker
;
queer bail (or

bird) ;
queer-bit-maker

;
queer

bluffer
;
queer cole fencer

;
queer

cole maker
;

queer plunger

;

queer-prancer ;
queer shover.
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Ramper (ramp, or rampsman)

;

ranger ; rank-rider ; rapparee
;

rascal (Grose) ; reader-hunter
;

reader-merchant ; repeater and
revolver (American tramps')

;

resurrectionist ; ring - dropper
;

ring-faller ; river-rat ; road-agent

;

roberd's-man (or knave) ; rob-
thief ; rogue ; rook ; rover

;

royal scamp ; royal foot-scamp
;

rumbler ; runner ; running glasier

;

running-snavel.

Saint Peter's son ; St Nicholas's
clerk ; St Nicholas's clergyman

;

Salter; satyr ( = cattle thief);

sawny-hunter ; scamp ; scamps-
man; screwsman ; scuffle-hunter

;

setter ; shark ; sharp ; sharper
;

shaver
; sheep - biter ; sheep

-

napper ; sheep - shearer ; she-
napper ; shifter ; shoful-pitcher

;

shop-bouncer ; shop-lift ; shop-
lifter ; shoulderer ; shoulder-
sham ; shover ; shark ; shutter-
racket worker ; shyce ; shyster ;

silk - snatcher ; silver cooper
;

skylarker ; slink ; smasher ;

smugger ; snabbler ; snaffle ;

snaffier ; snaggler ; snakesman
;

snammer ; snap ; snapper
;

snapper-up ; snatch-cly ; snatcher

;

sneak ; sneak - thief ; sneaking-
budge ; sneaksman ; sneck -

drawer ; sneeze-lurker ; snick -

fudger ; snide - pitcher ; snow-
dropper

; snow-gatherer ; snudge
;

soaper ; sourplanter
; son of St

Peter ; spice-gloak ; stall (or stale)

;

stallsman ; stander-up
; standing-

budge;stook-hauler;sutler;swags-
man ; sweetener ; swigman ; swim-
mer ; swindler.

Tail - buzzer ; thimble-rigger
;

thimble - twister ; till - sneak
;

tinny-hunter
; toby-gill ; toby-

man
; tool ; tooler ; top-sawyer

;

tosher ; toy-getter ; tradesman
;

traveller
; tripper-up ; Tyburn-

blossom.

Uncorn ; unregenerate ; up-
right-man.

Vamper ; village bustler
;

voucher.

Walking poulterer ; watch-
maker

; waterpad ; water-sneak
;

water - sneaksman ; welcher
;

wheedle ; whipster ; whispering
dudder ; whyo ; wild rogue

;

wipe-drawer ; workman ; wrong
'un.

Ziff.

Thief-takers, subs, (old).—'Fel-
lows who associate with all kinds
of villains, in order to betray them,
when they have committed any
of those crimes which entitle the
persons taking them to a hand-
some reward, called blood money.
It is the business of these thief-

takers to furnish subjects for a
handsome execution at the end of
every sessions' (Grose). Also
(B. E.), 'who make a Trade of
helping People (for a gratuity) to
their lost Goods, and sometimes
for Interest or Envy snapping the
Rogues themselves ; being usually
in fee with them and acquainted
with their Haunts.'

Thieves. Thieves' Latin, subs,
phr. (old).—The cant terms and
slang used by thieves ; St Giles'
Greek

; Peddlar's French
{q.v.) etc.

1855. Kingsley, Westward Ho.
'

' Go away," I heard her say, . . . And
then something^ about a "queer cuffin,"
that's a justice in these carters' thieves'
Latin.'

The Murdering Thieves,
subs. phr. (military).—The Mili-
tary Train ; the title from 1857 to
i860 of The Army Service Corps.
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Other nicknames (also derived
from the initials) are The London
Thieving Corps (1855-7); The
Moke Train (1857-60), etc.

Safe as a thief in a mill,
phr. (old).—Very secure.

1630. Taylor, Works, iii. There1030. jlaylor, Works, 111. 9. Ihere
she may lodge, and trade too if she will,

As sure and safe as theeves are in a
mill.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. iv.

Your gaol birds . . . are as safe as
thieves in a mill within this sanctuary.

Thieving-irons, subs. thr. (old).

—Scissors.

Thimble, subs, (old).—A watch;
a yack {q.v.) : hence thimble-
T\viSTER= a watch thief;

THIMBLE AND SLANG= watch
and chain (Grose, Vaux).

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood, m. v.

With my thimble [watch] of ridge.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 138.
Obtained in the form of silver money and
a watch and chain, or, in thieves' language,
' white lot ' and thimble and slang.

Knight of the thimble,
subs. phr. (common).—A tailor :

see Trades.

1838. Grant, Sketches in London,
in. 119. You'll do what, sir? observed the
Man with the Mackintosh, eyeing the
KNIGHT OF THE THIMBLE Steadily.

Thimbled, adj. (old).—Arrested ;

laid by the heels (Bee).

Thimble and bodkin army,
subs. phr. (old).—The Parlia-

mentary Army : in contempt.

1884. Dowell, Taxes in England,
11. 3.^ The nobles [were] profuse in their

contributions of plate for the service of the
king at Oxford, while on the parliamentary
side the subscriptions of silver offerings

included even such little personal articles

as those that suggested the term the
Thimble and Bodkin army.

Thimbleful, subs. (old).—A small
quantity ; as much as may be
contained in a thimble : spec, a
dram of spirits.

1690. Dryden, Amphityron, iv. 1.

Yes, and measure for measure ... a
thimblefull of gold for a thimblefull
of love.

1709. Ward, Clubs (1756), 16. Re-
fusing all Healths, each taking off his
Thimblefull . . . paying . . . what
himself calls for.

1886. D. Tel., n Sep. Had the
credit of suggesting the addition of a
thimbleful of Veuve Cliquot.

Thimble-pie, subs. phr. (women's).
—Rapping the head with a
thimbled linger.

Thimble- rig, subs, (common).—

A

sharping trick : a pea placed on a
table is quickly covered, in irre-

gular succession, by three small
cups, the operator betting against
the discovery of the pea ; as this is

easily ' palmed,' a successful guess
is at the option of the sharper
and only allowed for the due
' landing ' of the victim. Hence
such derivatives as thimble-rig
(or -MAN), THIMBLE-RIGGING,
and as verb.

1835. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, vii. I
will appear to know no more of you than
one of the cads of the thimble-rig knows
of the pea-holder.

1841. Blackwood's Mag., 1. 202.
Buttoners are those accomplices of
thimble-riggers . . . whose duty it is to
act as flat-catchers or decoys, bypersonating
flats.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxxvii. Tom's evil genius did not . . . mark
him out as the prey of ring-droppers, pea
and thimble riggers, ... or any of
those bloodless sharpers, who are . . .

better known to the police.

1851-61. H. Mayhew, London Lab.
and Lon. Poor, m. 121. Then the
thimble-rigger turns to the crowd, and
pretends to be pushing them back, and
one of the confederates, who is called a
' button,' lifts up one of the thimbles with
a pea under it, and laughs to those around,
as much as to say, 'We've found it out.'

Abridged.]
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1864. Glasgow Daily Mail, 9 May.
All kinds of cheats, and thimble-riggers,
and prigs.

1868. Whyte-Melville, White
Rose, 11. iv. A merry blue-eyed boy,
fresh from Eton, who could do thimble-
rig, prick the garter, bones with his face

blacked, and various other accomplish-
ments.

1877. Greenwood, Dick Temple.
The poor trumpery beggars— converted
clowns, and dog-stealers, and tramps, and
thimble-riggers—a poor out-at-elbows
crew.

1883. J. Burroughs {Century Mag.,
xxvii. 926]. The explanation of these ex-
perts is usually only clever thimble-
rigging.

1887. D. Teleg., 15 Mar. Thimble-
riggers abounded, and their tables were
surrounded by 'bonnets.'

Thin, adj. (colloquial).—One or

two modern usages of thin verge

on the colloquial: e.g., a thin
( = poor) excuse; a thin ^gut-
less) PLAY; a THIN ( = trashy)

NOVEL; TOO THIN (or T. T.)=
frivolous, inadequate, insufficient

to deceive, etc. Also (pro-

verbial), ' As thin as a lath ' ; ' As
THIN as the last run of shad.'

1601. Shakspeare, Henry VIII., v.

3. 125. You were ever good at sudden
commendations . . . now . . . they are
too thin and bare to hide offences.

1734. Pope, Satires, 93. Throned
in the centre of his thin designs.

1751. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle,
xxvi. This pretext was too thin to im-
pose upon her lover.

1763. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i.

Sneak. You see ... I am almost as
thin as a lath. Bruin. An absolute
skeleton.

1889. Mod. Soc, 13 July, 852.
1 Christopher's Honeymoon,' by M. Mal-
colm Watson, produced at the Strand, on
Wednesday, is not wholly bad, but it is

TOO THIN.

Thin Red Line (The), subs. phr.
(military).—The Princess Louise's

(Argyll and Sutherland High-
landers) : of the 2nd battalion,

late The 93rd Foot.

1901. Farmer, Regimental Records
ofthe British Army, 207. Who amongst
us does not remember, or who has not
heard of that ' thin red line ' drawn up
by Colin Campbell to resist the onslaught
of the Russian horse at Balaclava? how
the 93rd stood their ground, successfully
stemming, and finally repulsing that
memorable charge? how it alone of all

regiments of foot enjoys the proud dis-
tinction of ' Balaclava ' on its colours ?

Thing, subs, (old colloquial).— i.

In familiar usage (admiration,
pity, scorn, or endearment)= a
living creature, male or female

:

e.g., sweet thing (an old
endearment) ; a poor thing (a
pitiful object) ;

' you thing !

'

;

a thing OF A man (contempt-
uously : also a thing to thank
God on (Shakspeare) ; a mere
thing in one's hands = a puppet,
a nonentity ; all that sort of
thing= hardly worth notice, NO
class (q.v.)

y
etc., etc.

c. 1440. Eglamour [Camden Soc], 616.
Seyde Organata that swete thynge, Y
schalle geve the a gode golde rynge, Wyth
a fulle ryche stone.

, . . MS. Cantab., Ff. ii. 38. f. 176.
Gye starte to that maydyn 3ynge, And
seyde, Make no dole, my swete thynge.

1363. Langland, Piers Plowman
[E. E. T. S], 262. [A beggar is called] 'a
POURE THING.'

d. 1536. Tyndale, Works, ii. 120.
[Tyndale speaks of Christ as] 'a thing
soft and gentle.'

1542. Udal, Erasmus, 270. Au-
gustus beyng yet a young thing vnder
mannes state.

1565. Ascham, Schoolmaster (171 1),
i. 42. If he be bashful, and will soon
blush, they call him a babish and ill

brought up THING.

1598. Shakspeare, i Henry IV.,
iii. 3. 129. For womanhood Maid Marian
may be the deputy's wife of the ward to
thee

;
go, you thing, go.

1633. Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 3.
Thing of talk, begone ! Begone without
reply.

1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. v. 24.
You little Thingum of a thing.
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2. (venery ).—(a) The penis :

see Prick
;

(b) the pudendum :

see Monosyllable. Hence
(Grose) 'Mr Thingstable, a
ludicrous affectation for Mr
Constable.' Fr. chose.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 1.

Sure he ha' got some bawdy pictures . . . ;

or the new motion Of the knight's courser
covering the parson's mare ; The boy of
six years old with the great thing.

d. 1631. Donne, Satires, vi. [Chal-
mers, Eng. Poets, v. 160. 2]. I found
him thoroughly taught In curing burns.
His thing had had more scars Than T . . .

himself.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. xi.

Madam, do you cut little children's
things? Were his cut off, he would be
then Monsieur Sans-queue.

1700. Farquhar, Constant Couple,
iv. 3. Lady L. And what shall I give
you for such a fine thing [a ring] ? Sir H.
You'll give me another, you'll give me
another fine thing.

17P]. Pope, Sober Advice fr07n
Horace (Warton, vi.). Did I demand
in my most vigorous hour A Thing
descended from the Conqueror (' Mag-no
prognatum deposco connile cunnum ') ?

1707. Ward, Terrafilius, 1. v. 7.

Pray Mr Whorehound of a Thing-
stable. . . .

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
62. [She] hated Paris in her heart,
Because he'd seen her shady spring, And
did not think it was THE thing . . . no
matter whether They'd singly shew'd or
both together.

3. (colloquial).—In //. = (a)

belongings ; STICKS (q.v.) ; TRAPS
{q.v.) ; and (b) clothes : as in the

phrase ' Put on your things.'

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,
' Second Nun's Tale,' 540. And hem she
yaf hire mebles and hire thing.

c. 1400. Towneley Myst. [Camden
Soc], 47. [Oliphant, New. Eng., i.

aoo. Property appears as] our thynges.

1593. Shakspeare, Taming of the
Shrew, iv. 3. Ruffs and cuffs and farthin-

gales and things.

1775. Sheridan, Duenna, \. 3. I

suppose you don't mean to detain my
apparel—I may have my things, I

presume ?

1899. Whiteing, John St., iv. By
this time the heroine of the adventure has
gathered up her 'things.'

The THING, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).— 1. What is right, proper,

becoming, fashionable, etc.

1759-62. Goldsmith, Citizen of the
World, lxxvii. It is at once rich, tasty,

and quite the thing.

1781. Johnson [Boswell, Life, viii.

64]. A bishop's calling company together
in this week is, to use the vulgar phrase,
not the thing.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 136. Young men of fashion are
the thing for me.

1814. Austen, Mansfield Park, xii.

It is quite delightful, ma'am, to see young
people so properly happy, so well suited,
and so much the thing.

1823. Song [quoted by Bee in Diet.
Turf]. I know I'm the thing, And I

wish I may swing, If I arn't now a nice
natty crop.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood, iii. 5.

Just twig his swell kicksies and pipes

;

if they ain't the thing, I'm done.

1863. Doran, Their Majesties'
Servants, 1. 182. It was the thing to
look upon the company unless some
irresistible attraction drew attention to the
stage.

1868. Whyte - Melville, White
Rose, 1. v. Tangible advantage was the
thing after all.

1873. Arnold, Literature and
Dogma, Pref. [A state church] is in itself

. . . unimportant. The thing is to

re-cast religion.

1882. Punch, lxxxii. 193. They
had low foreheads, and had big button-
holes ... it was ' the thing ' to wear.

1901. Free Lance, 9 Feb., 470. 2. By
the time the boom was at its height it had
become the thing for ladies ... to
gamble in ' Chartereds,' and 'Goldfields,'

and 'Simmers.'

2. (thieves').—In
coin.

pi. =base

See Know ; Soft ; Handsome
(adding quot. infra), and Good
thing.
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1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's
Schooldays, i. 5. You see I'm doing the
handsome thing by you, because my
father knows yours.

Thingumbob, subs, (common).

—

1. Used for the proper name of a
person or thing, (a) when for-

gotten ; or (b) when it is not
desired to specifically name.
Variants are numerous : e.g.,

Thingumajig, thingum, thing-
ummy, THINGAMY, THINGUMBEE,
THING-A-MERRY, THINGUMMITE,
THINGOMIGHTUM, etc. (GROSE
and Bee). See Jiggumbob and
What's-its-name.

1751. Smollett, Pickle, ii. In a
laced doublet and thingumbobs at the
wrists.

1831. Lytton, Eug. Aram, 1. ii.

You will then see in the middle of a broad
plain a lonely grey house, with a thingum-
bob at the top : a 'servatory they call
it.

1861. Thackeray, Philip, 1. 101.
What a bloated aristocrat thingamy has
become since he got his place.

1883. Century Mag., xxxvii. 913.
He got ther critter propped up an' ther
thingermajig stropped on ter 'im.

1890. James, Prin. ofPsychology, 1.

463. A polyp would be a conceptual
thinker if a feeling of ' Hollo ! thingum-
bob again !

' ever flitted through its mind.

2. (venery).—Euphemistic for

(a) the penis : see Prick ; and (b)

the femalepudendum : see Mono-
syllable. Also (3) in //. =
the testes : see Cods.

Thin -guts, subs. phr. (old).—

A

starveling.

1631. Massinger, Believe as You
List, iii. 2. Thou thin-gut !

Think. See Penny ; Small
Beer.

Thin-'un, subs. phr. (common).

—

A half sovereign ; 10s. ; cf.

thick-'un.

Thirding, subs. (University).—

A

custom practised at the Univer-
sities, where two-thirds of the
original price is allowed by the

upholsterers to the students for

household goods returned to

them within the year (Gradus
ad Cantab, 1803).

Thirteen (or Thirteener), subs.

(old).—An Irish shilling= 13d. :

also thirteen.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
'Coronation.' For the Earl of Surrey,
all in his hurry, Throwing the thirteens,
hit him in his eye.

1847. Thackeray, George de Barn-
well {Punch, Ap. 3 to 17]. By Wood's
thirteeners, and the devil go wid 'em.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

484. It was a shillin' he gave me ... I

niver heard it called a thirteener
before, but mother has.

1886. Notes and Queries, 7 S. i. 77.
Colloquially it [the Irish shilling current
prior to 1825-6] continued to be called a
thirteen ... so late as 1835 to my
knowledge.

Thirteen Clean Shirts, subs,

phr. (prison).—Three months'
imprisonment.

Thirteen - pence Halfpenny,
subs. phr. (old).—Hangman's
wages (Grose).

1602. Dekker, Honest Whore, ii.

[Works (1873), ii. 171]. Why should I

eate hempe-seed at the hangman's
THiRTEEN-rENCE-HALFE-PENNY ordinary ?

1608. Day, Humour out of Breath,
F 3. If I shold, he could not hang me for't

;

'tis not worth thirteen pence half-
penny.

1633. Rowley, Match at Midnight
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), vii. 357].
'Sfoot, what a witty rogue was this to leave
this fair thirteen pence halfpenny,
and this old halter, intimating aptly, Had
the hangman met us there, by these
presages, Here had been his work, and
here his wages.

1659. Hangman's last Will [Notes
and Queries, 2 S xi. 316]. For half thir-
teen PENCE HALFPENNY Wages I WOuld
have cleared out all the town cages.
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Thirty-pound Knight subs. phr.

(old).—A creation of James I.

[Nares :
' He created the order

of baronet, which he disposed of

for a sum of money ; and it seems

that he sold common knighthood

as low as thirty pounds, or at

least it was so reported.'

1605. Chapman, Eastward Ho
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), iv. 261.

Farewell, farewell ; we will not know you
for shaming of you. I ken the man well

;

he is one of my thirty-pound knights.

Thoke, subs. (Winchester College

and prov.).—Rest: spec, lying

in bed. Hence as verb= to lie

in bed late. T/HOKESTER= an
idler ; THOKY (or thokish) =
idle. Also to thoke upon= to

anticipate with pleasure : e.g.
,

1 I'm thoking on next week
;

what a thoke it will be, with a

Leave- out day, a Hatch-THOKE,
and a half remedy ' (Wrench).

1899. Public School Mag., Dec,
465. He attributed his success—or, at any
rate, his long survival—to the art of
thoking: . . . which he had laboriously

acquired during his first years of office.

Thomas. Man (or John-)
Thomas, subs. phr. (venery).

—

The penis : see Prick
(Urquhart).
1619. Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas.

My Man Thomas did me promise He
would visit me to-night.

Thomas Courteous, subs. phr.

(old). — A churl [Tyndale,
Works, ii. 182].

Thorn back, subs. (old). —'An
old Maid ; also a well-known
Fish, said to be exceedingly

Provocative ' (B. E. and Grose).

\_Cf. Scots, maiden•- skate = the

thornback, Raia clavata.]

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 186. You
were always very careful of your lord^s

health, and never brought anything to his

embraces but unpenetrated maids, or very
sound thornbacks.

Thorns. To be (or sit) upon
THORNS, verb. phr. (old). — To
be uneasy, anxious, impatient

(Grose).

1555. Cavendish, Ca?-dinal Wolselcy
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 533. There are
the phrases] sit on thorns . . . broken
English . . . etc.

Thorough Churchman, subs.

6hr. (Grose).— 'A person who
goes in at one door of a church,

and out at the other, without

stopping.

Thorough-Cough, subs. phr.
(old).—'Coughing and breaking
wind backwards at the same
time' (B. E. and Grose).

Thorough - go - nimble, subs.

(old). — An attack of the

squitters {q.v.)\ a back-door
TROT {q.V.). Also JERRY-GO-
NIMBLE (q.v.) (Grose and
Halliwell).

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, ' Pant.
Prog. , iii. Those who are troubled with
the thorough-go-nimble, or wild-squirt,

will often prostitute their blind-cheeks to

the bog-house.

Thorough -passage, subs. phr.

(B. E.).
—'In at one ear, and

out at t'other.'

Thorough-stitch. .&<?Through-
stitch.

Thousand. Another thousand
a year ! phr. (common). — A
pledge in drinking : also another
ten thousand a year— any
sum indeed.

See Bricks and Upper Ten.

Thrapple, subs. (old). — The
throat : also THROPPLE. See

Gutter-alley.
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Thread. To spin a good
thread, verb. phr. (colloquial).

—To succeed.

TO THREAD THE NEEDLE, verb.

phr. (venery). — To possess a
woman : see Ride.

Thread-and-thrum, subs. phr.
(old).—Everything; all: even to

the fringe of threads left on the
loom when the web has been
removed.

1592. Shakspeare, Mid. Night's
Dream, v. 1. 291. O Fates, come, come

;

Cut THREAD AND THRUM.

Threadneedle St. See Old
Lady.

Thread-paper. See Hop-pole.

Three. One (or two's) company—three's none ! phr. (collo-

quial).—A suggestion to a second
or third party that ' their room
is preferred before their company.

'

1430. Babees Book [E. E. T. S.], 307.
Be not the thryd felaw for wele ne wo

;

Thre oxen in plowgh may never wel drawe.

Cube of Three, subs. phr.
(old).

—

See quot.

1705-6. Hearne, Jan. 30 [Reliquice,
i. 93]. The great health now is, The
Cube of Three, which is the number 27,
i.e., the number of the protesting lords.

Three times three ! phr.
(colloquial). — Three cheers,

thrice repeated.

1850. Tennyson, In Memoriam,
Concl. Again the feast, the speech, the
glee. . . . The crowning cup, the three
TIMES THREE.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown s School-
days, i. 6. I must give you a toast to be
drunk with three times three and all

the honours.

TO PLAY THREE TO ONE, verb,

phr. (venery).—To copulate: see

Ride. Also to play three
to one and sure to lose
(Grose).

#
[?]. Old Song: ' As I cam o'er the

Cairney Mount' [Burns, Merry Muses
(c. 1800), 45]. A famous battle then began,
Wi' equal courage and desire, Altho' he
struck me three to one.

See Sheet.

Three Balls. The sign of the
three balls (brass, golden or

BLUE BALLS), phr. (old).—

A

pawnbroker's : see Uncle.

1748. Smollett, Roderick Random,
xvi. He at length unbuckled his hanger,
and, showing me the sign of the three
blue balls, desired me to carry it thither
and pawn it for two guineas.

c. 1845. Hood, Pawning Watch, ix.

I've gone to a dance for my supper ; And
now must go to three balls !

1861. Sala, Twice Round Clock,
180. The brethren of the three golden
balls.

1880. Sims, Three Brass Balls
[Title].

Three-by-nine Smile, subs. phr.
(American).—A broad laugh (? a
pun on ' benign ').

Three-cornered Scraper, subs,

phr. (old).—A cocked hat.

Three-decker, subs. (orig.

nautical: now general).— 1. A
man-of-war carrying guns on three
decks : whence (2) a piece of
furniture, pulpit, etc., in three

tiers (in a pulpit the clerk's place
was at the bottom, the reading-
desk on the second stage, and the
pulpit highest of all)

; (3) a three-

volume novel, or three-act play
;

and (4) a coat having three capes
round the shoulders.

1814. Austen, Mansfield Park, xli.

Before the gentlemen . . . could . . .

settle the number of three-deckers now
in commission, their companions were
ready to proceed.

1855. Tennyson, Maud, 11. ii. 4.

Cataract seas that snap The three-
decker's open spine.



Three-draws-and-a-spit. 1 10 Three-ply.

1885. D. Teleg., 20 Oct. The modest
pulpit of an English church is as yet a
rarity, for the complicated and extensive
' three-decker ' is still in use all over the
country.

1888. W.S. Ogden, Antique Furni-
ture, 32. A three-decker sideboard,

about 1700.

1896. Kipling, Seven Seas, 'The
Three-Decker ' [Title etpassim}.

Three-draws-and-a-spit, subs,

phr. (common).—A cigarette.

Three F's (The), subs. phr.

(political).— 1. The demands of

the Irish Land League : Free Sale,

Fixity of Tenure, and Fair Rent

:

practically conceded by Mr
Gladstone's Land Act (1881).

2. (vulgar).— ' Fuck, Fun, and
a Footrace.'

Three-legged Stool. Tocomb
one's head with a three-
legged stool (or joint-stool),
verb. phr. (old).—A humorous
threat of punishment. For
quots. see Comb one's hair.

Three Trees (The), subs. phr.

(old).—The gallows (B. E. and
Grose). Also three-legged
STOOL ; THREE-CORNERED TREE

;

THREE-LEGGED MARE (also TWO-
LEGGED MARE, and MARE WITH
THREE LEGS), THE TYBURN TREE,
and TRIPLE tree : see NUBBING-
CHEAT. [Executions at Tyburn
were abandoned in 1783, and
thenceforward (in London) till

1868 took place in front of New-
gate : see quot. 1785O

1582. Breton, Toyes of an Idle

Head, 28. For commonly such knaues as

these Doe end their lyves vpon three
trees.

1654. Witts Recreations [Nares].
And from the fruit of the three
corner'd tree, Vertue and goodness
still deliver me.

1685. Brown, Works, iv. 243. If
your sadness does proceed from fear Of
being mounted on a three-legg'd mare.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. iv.

Gaol birds . . . made to ride the two or
three-legged mare that groans for
them.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Three-legged mare. . . . This clumsy
machine has given place to an elegant
contrivance called the new drop, by which
the use of that vulgar vehicle, a cart, or
mechanical instrument a ladder, is also
avoided ; the patients being left suspended
by the dropping down of that part of the
floor on which they stand. This invention
was first made use of for a peer.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood, 'The
Game of High Toby.' For the mare with
three legs, boys, I care not a rap.

i8q[?]. Henley, Carmen Patibulare.
Tree, old tree of the triple crook,
And the Rope of the Black Election.

Three-out. See Out.

Three-penny (or Three-half-
penny), adj. phr. (old).

—

Common, vulgar ; in little

esteem ; of little worth : cf.
1 three-inch fool ' (Shakspeare,
Tarn. Shrew, iv 1). Hence
THREE-PENNY PLANET= an un-
propitious augury ; THREE-HALF-
PENNY-HORSE-loaf (in contempt
of an undersized person).

d. 1555. Latimer, Remains [Par-
ker], 29. [A curate's wages, nine or ten
pounds may be earned by some] three-
halfpenny priest.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
Some men (being borne under a three-
penny planet) can neither by paines,
watching, labour, or any industry, be
worth a groat.

Threepenny Upright (or Bit)

(venery).—An act of coition

taken standing with a threepenny
whore : cf. perpendicular and
KNEE-TREMBLER (GROSE).

Three-ply, subs. (American).—

A

Mormon having three wives.



Three-quarters of a Peck. 1 1

1

Throat.

Three-quarters of a Peck,
subs. phr. (rhyming). — The
neck : amongst experts THREE
QUARTERS and written '§.'

Three Stride Business, subs,

phr. (hurdle - racers'). — Three
strides between each hurdle : the

crack style.

Three R's (The), subs. phr.

(common). — Reading, 'riting,

and 'rithmetic ; a jesting toast

proposed by Sir William Curtis,

Lord Mayor of London in 1795,

at a dinner given by the Board of

Education.

Three Tens (The), subs. phr.

(military). — The 1st battalion

East Lancashire Regiment, late

The 30th Foot. Also The Triple

X's.

Three Sheets. See Sheets.

Threeswins, subs. (old).—Three-

pence.

Three-threads (or thirds),
subs. phr. (obsolete).

—

See quots.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew,
s.v. Three-threads, half common Ale,

and the rest Stout or Double Beer.

1698. Sorbiere, Journey to London
[Notes and Queries, 6 S. xii. 167]. He
answered me that he had a thousand such
sorts of liquors, as . . . Three Threads,
Four Threads, old Pharaoh . . .

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 286.

Ezekiel Driver . . . with too plentiful a

morning's draught of three-threads
and old Pharaoh, had the misfortune to

have his cart run over him.

1874. Chambers' Encyclop., s.v.

Porter . . . Three threads is a cor-

ruption of three thirds, and denoted a
draught, once popular, made up of a third

each of ale, beer, and 'two-penny,' in

contradistinction to 'half-and-half.' This
beverage was superseded in 1722 by the

very similar porter or ' entire.'

1 88 1. Davies, Supplemental
Glossary, s.v. Three-threads. Half
common ale mixed with stale and double
beer. [So also Ency. Diet.]

1899. Century Diet., s.v. Three
. . . Three threads, a mixture of three

malt liquors, formerly in demand, as equal
parts of ale, beer, and twopenny.

Three-UP, subs. phr. (streets').

—

A gambling game. Three half-

pennies are ' skied ' to a call : if

they do not ' fall ' alike, the cry

is void, and the operation is re-

peated. When the three coins

'come off' (i.e., fall alike), bets

are decided. If two play, it is

'up for up,' i.e., they toss and
cry alternately : if three or more
join in, it is a school, and one, a
' pieman,' cries to the halfpence of

the others until he loses, when
the winner of the toss becomes
' pieman ' in turn : see School and
Schooling.

Three X's (The), subs. phr.

(military).—The 1st battalion

East Lancashire Regiment, late

The 30th Foot.

Threp (Thrip or Thrups), subs.

(old).—Three-pence (B. E. and
Grose).
1888. J. C. Harris [Harpers Mag.,

lxxvi. 703]. He was not above any trans-

action, however small, that promised to

bring him a dime, where he had invested

a THRIP.

Thresher. Captain Thresher,
subs. phr. (obsolete).—In 1806
an Irish Catholic organization

was formed to resist the payment
of tithes : threats and warnings
were sent out signed ' Captain
Thresher.'

Th roat. Throat occurs in a few
colloquialisms: e.g., To lie in
one's throat= to lie flatly: an
expression of extreme indigna-

tion ; to cut one another's
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throats = to engage in cut-
throat (q.v.) competition or

conduct ruinous to either ; TO CUT
one's own throat (or to cut
the THROAT of) = to ruin oneself,

to shipwreck chances or interests
;

TO HAVE ONE'S THROAT LINED
= to be void of taste ; to wish for

A THROAT A MILE LONG AND
A PALATE AT EVERY INCH OF IT

( = a modern echo of Rabelais :

seequot. 1694). See Bone; Stick.

1637. Humphrey, St Ambrose, Pref.

This cuts the throat of that miscon-
ceived opinion.

1648. Taylor, Travels . . . to Isle

0/ Wight, 14. And therefore, reader,

understand and note, Whoever sayes I lye,

he lies in's throat.

1692. Simon Patrick (Bp. of Ely),

Answ. Touchstone, 10. This, which cuts
the throat of the Roman cause.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xlii.

Tell me, noble strangers, are your
throats lined, paved, or enamelled . . .

that you can have missed the taste, relish,

and flavour of this divine liquor? Ibid
Oh ! that to keep the taste longer, we
gentleman topers had but necks some
THREE CUBITS LONG Or SO.

1824. Stanhope, Greece, 12.

Generals . . . who cut their own
throats by word of command.

1867. Froude, Short Studies (2nd

ed.), 114. They . . . believed that

Elizabeth was cutting her own throat.

1886. St/ames'sGaz., 12 Ap. Gentle-

men who supply, or try to supply, the

public with cheap literature seem specially

fond of that curious amusement known as

CUTTING ONE ANOTHER'S THROATS.

Throttle (or Thropple), verb.

(colloquial). — To strangle

(Grose).

Through. Colloquialisms range

themselves under Through as

follows: To be through= (i)

to have finished : as of a meal,
' Are you through ?

' ; (2) to be

acquitted (old thieves ' : Grose)
;

(3) to complete a bargain ; TO

HAVE BEEN THROUGH THE
MILL = to have learned by ex-

perience. Also see Alphabet,
Thick, Water, and other nouns.

TO GO THROUGH A WOMAN,
verb. phr. (venery).—To possess

carnally.

Throughshot, adj. (colloquial).

—

Spendthrift: e.g., A THROUGH
shot sort of fellow.

Through-stitch, adj. phr. (old).

Thorough ; complete ; ' over
Shoes, over Boots ' (B. E.); 'to

stick at nothing ' (Grose) :
' a

tailor's expression ' (Bee).

Hence to go through stitch
(see quot. 1611).

1611. Cotgrave, Diet. Achever.
To atchieve ; to end, finish, conclude
(fully) ; to dispatch, effect, performe
(throughly); to perfect, consummat, ac-

complish, GO THROUGH-STITCH WITH.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
The taylers hell, who indeed are accounted
the best bread men in the ship, and such
as GOE through stitch with what they
take in hand.

1631. Chettle, Hoffman. O. Stilt.

Mas he saies true son ; but what's the

remedy? Stilt. None at all father, now
wee are in, wee must goe through
stitch.

1634. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii. 3.

He that threads his needle with the sharp
eyes of industry shall in time go through-
stitch with the new suit of preferment.

1662. Rump Songs. If any taylor

have the itch, Your black-smith's water,

as black as pitch, Will make his fingers go
thorough-stitch. Which nobody can
deny.

1690. Pagan Prince [Nares]. For
when a man has once undertaken a
business, let him go thorow stitch with

it.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
iii. 30. His book may properly be
considered, not only as a model, but as a
thorough-stitched Digest and regular

institute of noses.
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Throw. Among slang and
colloquial usages may be
enumerated : To throw a
LEVANT=to make off: see Bunk

;

TO THROW A SOP TO CERBERUS
(see Sop) ; to throw cold
water = to discourage, • to

damp ' ; to throw dust (or

pepper) in the eyes sb to mis-

lead, to dupe ; to throw off=
(i) to do or talk offhandedly :

spec. to convey unpleasant

allusions under a mask of

pleasantry (Grose)
; (2) ' to

brag of past booty ' (thieves' :

Grose)
; (3) to discard ; and

(4) to start the pack (fox-

hunters') ; TO THROW ONESELF
into= to do zealously ; tothrow
out= to expel with violence ; TO
throw over= to desert; to
throw overboard= to aban-

don ; TO THROW TOGETHER =
(1) to do hastily, and (2) to bring

together frequently : as ' their

marriage came about through being
THROWN much TOGETHER '

; TO
THROW UP = to resign ; to

desist; to CHUCK up (q.v.)-,

TO THROW UP THE SPONGE (see

Sponge) ; to throw about= to

seek an opportunity, to try

expedients; to throw back=
to revert ; to throw in for=
to enter : as for a race ; TO
THROW TO THE DOGS = tO put

aside as valueless ; to throw
off the belt= to stop ; TO
have A throw AT= to attack ;

TO throw snot about= to

weep ; to throw (or throw
down) a paper (lesson, exami-
nation, etc.) = TO FLOOR (q.v.).

1591. Spenser, Mother Hubbard's
Tale, 80. Now unto despaire I 'gin

to growe, And meane for better winde
ABOUT TO THROWE.

1698. Collier, Short View, 101.

The Old Bachelour has a Throw at the

Dissenting Ministers.

1712. Addison, Spectator, 105. I

could not forbear throwing together
such reflections as occurred to me on that
subject.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Throw. ... To talk flash of robberies
past, or in contemplation, when in company
with family people, is also termed throw-
ing off ; meaning to banish all reserve,

none but friends being present ; also, to

sing when called on by the company
present.

1808. Trial Gen. Whitelocke
(Mottley), 11. 442. He had stated that

I was throwing cold water on every-
thing he did.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 168. Throwing to the dogs
all the mental physic they poured in

;

they would have none of it.

1842-3. Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's
Confession. I at once threw up my
hopes of military distinction, and retired

into civil life.

1844. Disraeli, Coningsby. They
say the Rads are going to throw us
OVER.

1868. Whyte - Melville, White
Rose, ii. xi. A vast number of engage-
ments, any of which ... he was ready to

throw over at a moment's notice.

1870. English Gilds (E.E.T.S.),
Int. It would be well to throw his

notes and materials into some shape.

1883. Mrs Bishop [Leis. Hour, 86.

2]. Who THREW COLD WATER On the
idea.

1886. Dobson, Steele, Int. xxx.
Often Addison's most brilliant efforts are
built upon a chance hint thrown off at

random by Steele's hurrying pen.

1 89 1. Harry Fludyer, 98. These
blessed exams, are getting awfully close

now ; but I think I shall floor mine, and
Dick's sure to throw his examiners
DOWN.

Throw the feet, verb. phr.

(American tramps'). See quot.

1900. Josiah Flynt, Tramping
•with Tramps, 397. To beg, 'hustle,' or

do anything that involves much action.

Throw-back, subs. phr. (com-

mon).—A set-back ; a reversion
;

also to throw back= to revert

to type.

H
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1890. AthencEum, 3229, 351. She is

personally a throw-back to an angel.

Thrum, verb. (Grose).— 1. 'To
play on any instrument stringed

with wire ' ; to strum. Hence
THRUMMER.
1550. Udal, Roister Doister, ii. 1.

Anon to our gittern, thrumpledum,
thrumj>ledum, thrum.

2. (venery). To possess a

woman (Halliwell) : see

Strum and Ride.

1772. Bridges, Homer Burlesque,
22. Expect ... to keep you safe to

thrum my harlot : Not I, by Jove. Ibid.,

95. Paris, says he, we know you can The
wenches thrum.

Subs, (old).—In pl.= three-

pence; threps (q.v.): see

Rhino (B. E. and Grose).
Also thrumbuskins and
THRUMMOP.

Thread and thrum. See

Thread.

Thrum-cap, subs. phr. (old).

—

Rough headgear. [Properly a

rugged rocky headland swept by
the sea.]

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. Pant.

Prog. Scourers of greasy thrum caps,

stuffers, and bumbasters of pack saddles.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
10. Smite my thrum-cap, and noddle

Thug, subs. (American political).

—

1. A nickname for a member of

the native American party ; (2) a

cut-throat ruffian.

1883. Century Mag., June, 230.

Affrays were still common ; the Know-
Nothing movement came on, and a few
thugs terrorized the city with campaign
broils, beating, stabbing, and shooting.

Ibid. (249). During our civil war, the

regiments which were composed of plug-

uglies, thugs, and midnight rounders,

with noses laid over to one side as evidence

of their prowess in bar-room mills and
paving-stone riots, were generally cring-

ing cowards in battle.

Thumb, verb. (old).— 1. To drain a

glass upon the thumb-nail : the

glass must be emptied so that

there remains only a drop that

will not run off the nail. See

Supernaculum.

2. (common).

—

(a) To paw,
to mess about, to grope a
woman ; and (b) to possess one
carnally : hence a well-
thumbed girl= a foundered

whore. Also thumble.

1606. Wily Beguiled [Hawkins,
Eng. Drama, iii. 317. Well, I'll not stay
with her : stay, quotha ? To be yauld and
jaul'd at, and tumbled and thumbled, and
tost and turn'd as I am by an old hag.

Among COLLOQUIAL PHRASES
are : A thumb under the gir-

dle= an indication of gravity or

sadness; rule of thumb (q.v.),

adding quot. infra ; ALL His
FINGERS ARE THUMBS (of a

clumsy person : also thumb-
less) ; TO BITE THE THUMB (see

Bite); under one's thumb=
under complete control, subser-

vient; FINGER AND THUMB ae

inseparable, with tied navels.

(It. ' Hanno legato il bellico

insieme.') Further, a well-
thumbed book= a rough-handled
book ; one ' thumbed ' out of
respectability ; thumb-marked
= bearing unmistakable traces

of an individual artist, reader,

performer, etc. Also pro-
verbial (and other) sayings:
' When you come to this place

of ease, Place your elbows on
your knees, Behind your ears

stick both your thumbs, Give a

heave, and out it comes.' ' If

you bite your thumb there's

hell to pay.' (See Bite).

1534. Udal, Roister Doister, i. 3.

Ah, eche finger is A thombe to-day me
thinke.
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1614. Overbury, Characters. They
call the thumb under the girdle gra-

vity, and because they can hardly smell at

all, their posy's are under their girdles.

1639. Optick Glasse 0/ Humours.
Of all men wee count a melancholicke
man the very sponge of all sad humours,
the aqua-fortis of merry company, a
thumbe under the girdle, the contem-
plative slumberer, that sleepes waking, etc.

1648. Herrick, Hesperides, 333.
When to a house I come and see The
genius wastefull more than free ; The
servants thumblesse, yet to eat With
lawlesse tooth the floure of wheat.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, v.

56. She remembers her delinquency, so

she is obliged to be silent : I have her
UNDER my thumb.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 277. The tenants were all under
my thumb. Ibid., 378. He is an old
hunks who wants to keep me under his
thumb.

1859. Kingsley, Geo/. Hamlyn, ix.

He is under the thumb of that doctor.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, xxi. We never learnt anything
in the navy when I was a youngster,
except" a little rule-of-thumb mathe-
matics.

Thumber, subs, (common).—(i)

A sandwich ; and (2) a slice of

bread and meat carved and eaten

between finger and thumb.

Thumbing, subs, (provincial).—

A

Nottingham phrase, used to de-

scribe that species of intimidation

practised by masters on their

servants : when the latter are

compelled to vote as their em-
ployers please, under pain of

losing their situations (Halli-
well).

Thumb-OF-love, subs. phr.

(venery). — The penis: cf.

Whitman {Children of Adam)
and Shakspeare (potato-
finger, q.v.).

Thump, subs, (old: now recog-

nised). — A heavy blow with
club, fist, or anything that re-

sounds : also as verb (Grose).
[Century: Not found in Middle
English ; apparently a variant of

dui?ip.] Hence thumper. Also
1 This is better than a thump on
the back with a stone ' (Grose :

said on giving a drink of good
liquor on a cold morning)

;

' Thatch, thistle, thunder, and
thump' (Grose: 'words to the

Irish, like the Shibboleth of the

Hebrews ').

1596. Spenser, Fairy Queen, vi. ii.

10. He with his speare . . . Would
thumpe her forward and inforce to goe.

1607. Dekker, Northward Ho, iv.

1. As though my heart-strings had been
cracked I wept and sighed, and thumped
and thumped, and raved and randed and
railed.

c. 161 8. Fletcher, Mad Lover, v.

O let me ring the fore bell, and here are
thumpers.

1628. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 1.

When blustering Boreas . . . Thumps a
thunder-bounce.

d. 1771. Gray, Letters, 1. 71. With
these masqueraders that vast church is

filled, who are seen thumping their breasts,

and kissing the pavement with extreme
devotion.

Verb, (obscene).—To possess

a woman.

1604. Shakspeare, Winters Tale,

iv. 4. 195. Delicate burthens of dildos

and fadings, 'jump her and thump her.'

Thumper (Thumping, etc.), subs.

(common).— 1. Anything im-

pressive : cf. Whopper ; thump-
ing= unusually large, heavy, etc.

(Grose).

c. 1709. Ward, Terrafilius, ii. 5.

Here comes a Thumping Brother of . . .

the Law.

17 10-13. Swift, Journ. to Stella

[Oliphant, New English, ii. 150. The
word thumper stands for mendacium].
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d. 1763. Byrom, Critical Remarks
[Chalmers, Eng. Poets, xv. 236. 1]. Small
as you will, if 'twas a bumper, Centum for

one would be a thumper.

1774. Goldsmith, Retaliation. One
fault he had and that one was a
THUMPER.

1798. O'Keefe, Fontainebleau, iii.

1. You've run up a thumping bill.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 358. Antonia has not a thumping
fortune to bring with her.

1902. Pall Mall Gaz., 24 Jan., i. 3.

A thumping majority.

2. (showmens').—In //. =
dominoes.

Thumpkin, suds, (thieves').—

A

barn filled with hay.

Thunder! intj. (common).—

A

mild oath : also thunderation !

THUNDER - AND - LIGHTNING !

and Thunder - and - Turf !

By thunder= By God, and the

Devil, and what comes between.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
' The Ingoldsby Penance.' Now Thunder
and turf, Pope Gregory said.

1847. Robb, Squatter Life. What
in thunder makes you take on so?

i8[?]. Bret Harte, Chiquita. An'
twelve hundred dollars of hog's-flesh afloat,

and a drifting to thunder.

1887. Henley, Hospital Outlines.
It looked like fighting, And they meant it

too, by thunder.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 95.
The thunder, you say . . . some of you
must remind the Sheriff to shoot him on
sight.

To COLLAR (or STEAL)
one's thunder, verb. phr.

(common).

—

See quot.

c. 1709. Dennis [Walsh, Lit. Curios,

1052. John Dennis, critic and dramatist

. . . was the inventor of a new species of

stage thunder which was used for the first

time in a play of his own . . . coldly re-

ceived and speedily withdrawn. Shortly
afterwards (so Spence tells us), he heard
his own thunder made use *of. ' Damn
them !

' he cried, ' they will not let my
play run, but they steal my thunder !

So also Pope : see Dunciad, ii. 223, Note],

Thunderbomb (H.M.S.), subs,

phr. (nautical).—An imaginary

ship of enormous dimensions.

i8[?]. Buckstone, Billy Taylor.
Straightway made her first lieutenant Of
the gallant Thunderbomb.

Thunderer (The), subs. phr.

(journalists').— The Times news-
paper.

1874. Siliad, 201. If a small cloud
doth in the East appear, Then speaks the
Thunderer, and all men hear.

Thundering, adj. (common).—

A

strong intensive : great, large,

tremendous, etc.

1597. Hall, Satires, i. Graced
with huff-cap terms and thundering
threats. [Possibly a connecting link

between the two senses.]

d. 1655. Adams, Works, II. 420. He
goes a thundering pace that you would
not think it possible to overtake him.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie,

(1770), 59. And in they brought a
THUNDERING Meal.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 249. I was
drawing a thundering fish out of the
water.

d. 1743. Hervey, Memoirs Court 0/
George II. [Mention is made of Queen
Caroline's indignation at the infliction of]

a thundering long sermon.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
36. No sooner he the priest did spy, But
up he brought a thundering lie.

1840. Crockett, Tour down East,
61. I was told that Faneuil Hall was
called the 'cradle of liberty.' I reckon
old King George thought they were
thundering fine children that were
rocked in it.

1844. Major Jones's Courtship, 82.
If a chap only comes from the North, and
has got a crop of hair and whiskers, and a
coat different from everybody else, and a
thunderin' great big gold chain . . .

he's the poplerest man among the ladies.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1. i.

Haint they cut a thunderin' swarth?
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1883. Greenwood, Tag, Rag, and
Co. He took me into his confidence, with
the professed object, as he himself de-
clared, of proving to me ' what a thun-
dering fool he had been.'

1888. Boldrewood, Squatter's
Dream, iii. 24. If I had had my way, I'd
have burned down the thundering old
place long ago.

Thunder-mug, subs. phr. (old).—
A chamber-pot ; see It.

Thusness. Why this thus-
ness? phr. (common).—A pleo-

nastic 'Why'?

Thwack, suds, and verb. (B. E.
and Grose).—'To Beat with a
Stick or Cudgel C

(B. E.); 'a
great blow with a stick across the
shoulders ' (Grose) ; thick-
thwack = blow after blow.

1574. Appius and Virginia [Dods-
i.ey, Old Plays (Hazlitt), iv. 123]. With
thwick thwack, with thump thump.

d. 1618. Stanyhurst, Conceites
[Arber], 138. With peale meale ramping,
with thwick thwack sturdelye thundring.

Thwacker, subs, (colloquial).—
Anything very much out of the
common ; thwacking = tremen-
dous, great j see Whopper.

1620. Middleton, Chaste Maid, v.

3. Sec. Ser. A bonfire, sir? Sir Ol. A
thwacking one, I charge you.

Tib, subs. (old).— I. A woman :

generic {cf. Tom = man), a usage
that long lingered (B. E. and
Grose) ; hence (2) a term of en-

dearment (Halliwell) : also

a calf; and (3) contemptuously, a
wanton. Cf. Tib of the
buttery = goose (sometimes=
an endearment).

1582. Stanyhurst, ALneid [Arber],
102. A coy tyb . . . That the plat of
Carthage from mee by coosinage hooked
. . . Hath scorned my wedlock.

1598. Shakspeare, All's Well, ii.

2. 22. As fit as your French crown for

your taffeta punk, as Tib's rush for Tom's
forefinger. Ibid. (1609), Pericles, iv. 6.

176. Every coistrel That comes inquiring
for his tib.

1652. Brome, Jovial Crew, ii. As
Tom or Tib When they at bowsing ken
do swill.

1677. Coles, Lat.-Eng. Diet. A
tib, mulier sordida.

1693. Cambridge Diet., Tib. Tib, a
poor sorry woman ; mulier-cula impura.

4. (provincial).—The anus :

see Bum.

5. (back slang).—A bit: hence
TIB FO OCCABOT= a bit of

tobacco.

To tib out, verb. phr.
(Charterhouse).—To go beyond
bounds.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, xli.

When I was a boy I used what they call to
tib out, and run down to a public-house
in Cistercian Lane, the Red Cow, sir.

Tib-of-the-Buttery (or Tib),
subs. phr. (Old Cant).—A goose

;

cf. Tib (Harman, B. E. and
Grose).

1622. Fletcher Beggars Bust, v.

1. Margery praters, Rogers, and Tibs o'
th' Buttery.

1641-. Brome,Jovial Crew, ii. Here's
grunter and bleater with tib of the
butt'ry, And Margery Prater, all dress'd
without slutt'ry.

1725. Song [New Canting Diet.].
On red shanks and tibs thou shalt every
day dine.

Tibb's-eve, subs. phr. (old).—An
indefinite date (Grose :

' Irish
'

... 'St Tibb's evening, the
evening of the last day or day of
judgment ; as He will pay you on
St Tibb's eve'). See Queen
Dick.

Tib by, subs. (B. E. and Grose).—
1. A cat.
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2. (common). —The head; to
DROP ON ONE'S TIBBY= to take
unawares.

c. 1866. Vance, Chickaleary Cove.
For to get me on the hop, or on my tibby
drop, You must wake up very early in the
mornin'.

Tic h born e's Own, subs. phr.
(military).—The 6th Dragoon
Guards (Carabineers): c. 1871-4,
at the time of the Tichborne trial,

Sir Roger Tichborne having

(1849) served in the regiment.

Tick (or Ticket), suds. (old).—

A

word regarded as slang to-day (or

verging thereon) that can boast

of considerable (and, indeed,

honourable) antiquity : an ab-

breviation of TICKET= a trades-

man's bill, formerly written on
slips of paper or cards. Hence
TICK (or ticket) = credit, a debt

;

as verb= to buy or take on trust,

to run a score; to tick up (or

TO HAVE THE RUN OF THE
ticket)= to put to account, to

run in debt (Fr. avoir Pardoise=
to slate) ; What's the ticket ?

= What's the price (Fr. quelle est

le marche'du bceufgras ?
)—(B. E.

and Grose).

1609. Dekker, Guts Hornbook, vi.

145. No matter whether in landing you
have money or no

;
you may swim in

twentie of their boates over the river upon
TICKET.

1615. Shirley, Works, iii. 56
[Stephens, Characters, 239]. [He] plaies
upon ticket.

1633. Marmion, Fine Companion,
v. 2. Yon courtier is mad to take up silks

and velvets On ticket for his mistresse,
and your citizen Is mad to trust him.

1638. Randolph, Hey for Honesty,
ii. 6. I am resolved to build no more
sconces, but to pay my old tickets.

1648. Fuller, Holy State, 114.
Though much indebted to his own back
and belly, and unable to pay them, yet he
hath credit himself, and confidently runs
on ticket with himself.

1661. Prideaux [Dean of Norwich],
Letter, May. The Mermaid Tavern is

lately broke, and our Christ Church men
bear the blame of it, our ticks, as the
noise of the town will have, amounting to

1500/.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. iii. I'll

. . . once more, for that carcass vile,

Fight upon tick.

1668. Sedley, Mulberry Garden. I

confess my tick is not good, and I never
desire to game for more than I have about
me.

1668. Dryden, Evening's Love, iii.

Play on tick, and lose the Indies, I'll

discharge it all to-morrow.

1683. Oldham, Poems, 174. Re-
duc'd to want, he in due time fell sick,

Was fain to die, and be interr'd ON tick.

c. 1700. Diary of Ab. de la Pryme
[Surtees], no. Every one runs UPON tick
and thou that had no credit a year ago has
credit enough now.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 266. Some
pretty nymphs . . . but are sometimes
forced to tick half a sice a-piece for their
watering.

1713. Arbuthnot, John Bull, iii. 8.

Paying ready money that the maids might
not run tick at the market. Ibid. The
money went to the lawyers ; counsel won't
TICK.

d. 1729. Steele, Correspondence, ii.

477. I shall contrive to have a quarter
before-hand, and never let family tick more
for victuals, cloaths, or rent.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

River Tick. Standing debts, which only
discharge themselves at the end of three
years by leaving the Lake of Credit, and
meandering through the haunts of 100
creditors. Oxf. Univ. Cant.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 169. Scarcely a day passed but
he sinned on tick, and suffered by
attorney.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.
Then the bills came down upon me. I

tell you there are some of my college
ticks ain't paid now.

1880. Punch's Almanack, 3. Quar-
ter-day, too, no more chance of tick.

1899. Whiteing, John Street, xviii

They're extremely nice people, and give
one no end of tick.
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1901. Sporting Times, 17 Aug., i. 5.

During my late Oxford days, I got put up
to at least twenty different ways of getting
TICK.

To tick AND TOY, verb. phr.
(old).—To dally, to wanton.

1550. Latimer, Sertn. before Ed.
VI. Stand not ticking and toying at
the branches . . . but strike at the root.

1579. Gosson, School of Abuse
[Halliwell]. Such ticking, such
toying, such smiling, such winking, and
such manning them home when the sports
are ended.

1614. England's Helicon [Nares].
Unto her repaire ... Sit and tick and
toy till set be the sunne.

Ticker, subs, (common).— i. A
watch (Grose) : also tick. Fr.

tocante.

1789. Parker, Varieg. Charac.
You know you'll buy a dozen or two of
wipes, dobbin cants, or a farm, or a tick
with any rascal.

1829. Maginn, Vidocq's Slang Song
[Farmer, Musa Pedestris (1896), 107].
When his ticker I set a-going, With his
onions, chain, and key.

1830. Egan, Finish Life, 217, I

have lost my ticker ; and all my toggery
has been boned.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xviii.

'And always put this in your pipe, Nolly,'
said the Dodger. ' If you don't take
fogies and tickers . . . some other cove
will.'

1877. Five Years' Penal Servitude,
iv. 270. He listened to the tempter,
'filched the ticker,' and was nailed
almost immediately.

1887. Henley, Villon s Straight Tip.
It's up the spout and Charley-wag, With
wipes and tickers and what not.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 71. He
fished the ticker out From her giddy
little satchel right away.

1900. Kipling, Stalky &= Co., 268.

He'd . . . pledged the Government to all

sorts of action. ' Pledged the States'

ticker, eh? ' said M'Turk, with a nod to

me.

2. (Stock Exchange and Post

Office).—An automatic tape-

machine.

3. (American University).—An
ignoramus who talks for talking's

sake.

4. (veterinary).—A crib-biting

horse (Lawrence, Horses [\%q2~\,

218).

Ticket, subs. (old).— i. An account;
a score : now tick (q.v.).

2. (old).—A pass ; a license :

also tickrum (B. E. and Grose):
cf. approximation to Fr. etiquette.

Hence (3) a visiting card : whence
(from 2 and 3) the ticket= the

correct thing; that's the
ticket= that's the thing, that's

all right : also
c
that's the ticket

for soup ' = ' You've got it—be
off!'

[161 1. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 57. The
porter . . . gave me a little ticket under
his hand as a kind of warrant for mine
entertainement in mine Inne.]

1782. Burney, Cecilia, 1. iii. A
ticket is only a visiting card with a name
upon it ; but we call them tickets now.

1783-5. Cowper, Task, iii. Well
dressed, well bred, Well equipaged, is

ticket good enough To pass us readily
through every door.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, vii.

She's very handsome and she's very finely

dressed, only somehow she's not—she's not
the ticket, you see. Ibid. (1862), Philip,
xiii. Poor dear Mrs Jones . . . still calls

on the ladies of your family, and slips her
husband's ticket upon the hall table.

1862. Trollope, Orley Farm, lxvii.

That's about the ticket in this country.

1862. Bradley, Tales of College

Life, 19. That's the ticket ; that will

just land me in time for gates.

1884. Clemens, Huck. Finn. "Deed,
that ain't the ticket, Miss Mary Jane,'
I says, ' by no manner of means.'

4. (American political).—(a)

A printed list of candidates in

an election ; (b) the candidates

;

and (c) a policy; a platform
{q.v. ). Whence straight ticket
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= the party nominations, repre-

senting the official programme

;

split ticket= a divided policy,

a ticket containing the names of

candidates representing several

differing interests or divisions

;

SCRATCHED-TICKET = a list of

candidates from which names
have been erased ; mixed ticket
= a list in which the nominations
of different interests or parties

have been blended. To run
AHEAD OF THE (or ONE'S TICKET),
see quot. 1899.

1883. Nation, 6 Sep., 200. If he
can elect such a ticket even in Virginia
alone, he will take the field after election as
a striker.

1885. D. Teleg., 17 Oct. To vote
solidly the Parnell ticket.

1899. Century Diet., s.v. Ticket.
TO RUN AHEAD OF THE TICKET, in U.S.
politics, to receive a larger vote than the
average vote polled by one's associates on
the same electoral ticket. Similarly to
run behind the ticket is to receive less

than such an average vote.

A HARD TICKET, subs. pkr.
(American). — An unscrupulous
man ; a ' hard nut to crack.

'

TO WORK THE TICKET, verb,

pkr. (military).—To procure dis-

charge by being pronounced
medically unfit.

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,
xxxiii. There is still a good deal of
malingering in the Service ... it is a
comparatively easy matter for a discon-
tented man to work his ticket.

Tickle, adj. and adv. (old and
venery).— I. Wanton. Also as

verb= (a) to grope; to firky-
toodle (a. v.

)

; (b) to FRIG (a. v. )

;

and (c) to copulate. Hence
tickle-tail = (a) a wanton
and (b) the penis : also tickler,
tickle - Thomas ( = female
privity), tickle-piece, tickle-
gizzard, tickle-faggot and

tickle-toby; tail-tickling=
(1) copulation ; (2) masturbation ;

TICKLE O' THE SERE = fond of

bawdy laughter (Halliwell.)

1363. Langland, Piers Plowman,
1619. For she is tikel of hire tail . . .

As commune as a cartway.

[?]. Coventry MySt., 134. Of hire

tayle oftetyme be lyght, And rygh tekyl.

1593. Greene, Gwydonius [Halli-
well]. Yet if she were so tickle, as ye
would take no stand, so ramage as she
would be reclaimed with no lure.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes.
Fricciare ... to frig, to wriggle, to
TICKLE.

1602. Shakspeare, Hamlet, ii. 2. 336.
The clown shall make those laugh whose
lungs are tickle of the sere. Ibid.

(1602), Troilus and Cressida, v. 2. 57.
How the devil Luxury, with his fat rump
and potato-finger, tickles these together !

Fry, lechery, fry

!

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 2. Sub.
My bird o' the night ! we'll tickle it at
the Pigeons, When we have all ... [ They
kiss].

1612. Chapman, Widow's Tears, ii.

2. Tha. Hast thou been admitted?
Ars. . . . ay, into her heart ... I have
set her heart upon as tickle a pin . . .

that will never . . . rest till it be in the
right position.

1620. Howard, Defensative [Druce,
ii. 238]. Moods and humours of the
vulgar sort . . . loose and tickle of the
seare.

1652. Shirley, Brothers, ii. 1. But
these wives, sir, are such tickle Things,
not one hardly staid amongst a thousand.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. xi.

He had already begun to exercise the
tools . . . One . . . would call it her
pillicock, her fiddle-diddle, her staff-of-love,

her TICKLE-GIZZARD.

1656. Fletcher, Martiall, xi. 30.
Thus Phillis rub me up, thus tickle me.

1672. Cotton, Virgil Travestie, 60.

To Puss and to good company : And he
that will not . . . name the words as I

do barely, I do pronounce him to be no
man, And may he never tickle woman.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xlv.

For, now I hope To see some brawny,
juicy rump Well tickled with my carnal
stump.
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c. 1709. Ward, Terrafilius,\\. IX. A
Tickle Tail Match between a Vigorous
Whore-Master and a Desirous Young
Damsel.

1730. Broadside Song, 'Gee ho,

Dobbin' [Farmer, Merry Songs and
Ballads (1897), ii. 203]. I rumpl'd her
feathers, and tickl'd her scutt.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 113. I know how to tickle a
girl in a stiff gown, or an actress.

2. See Ticklish.

Verb, (colloquial). — To chas-

tise : frequently (as in TO tickle
one's tail) a humorous threat

of punishment. Hence tickle-
tail (tickletoby, or tickler)
= {a) a schoolmaster's rod

;
(b) a

schoolmaster ; (c) a whip or

strap ; (d) a small weapon carried

on the person : a knife or pistol.

1598. Shakspeare 2 Henry IV., ii.

1 . Away, you scullion ! you rampallian !

you fustilarian ! I'll tickle your
catastrophe. Ibid. (1602), Twelfth
Night, v. 1. 196. If he had not been in

drink, he would have tickled you other-

gates than he did.

c. 1600. Merry Devil of Edm.,\\. i. A
plague of this wind ; O, it tickles our
catastrophe. Ibid., v. 2. I'll tickle his

CATASTROPHE for this.

1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe, v. 3.

If we find 'em to be malefactors, we'll

tickle 'em.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
1 The Ingoldsby Penance.' Come falchion

in hand, I'll tickle the best Of all the

Soldan's Chivalrie.

1861. Dickens, Great Expectations,
i. Tickler was a wax-ended piece of

cane, worn smooth by collision with my
tickled frame.

2. (common).—To bribe ; to

fee : also to tickle one's palm
(or hand).

1874. Siliad, no. Brought by the

din ... to run him in ; But, tickled by
a shilling in his palm, Walked on discreetly

blind, and sternly calm.

Tickle- brain, subs. phr. (old).

—

1. Strong drink ; hence (2) a

taverner : also tickle-pitcher
= a tosspot (B. E. and Grose).

1598. Shakspeare, i Hen. IV., ii.

4. 438. Peace, good pint-pot : peace, good
TICKLE-BRAIN.

Tickler, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
puzzler ; anything difficult or

perplexing : also (Halliwell) a

shrewd cunning person.

2. (American). — A small

pocket-ledger ; also a banker's

register : of bills (of exchange)
payable and receivable, and daily

cash balances.

1889. Harpers Mag., lxxx. 464. The
ticklers, showing in detail debts receiv-

able in the future, those past due, and also

the overdrafts, require explanation by the
president.

3. (common).—A dram. Also
(American) = a half pint flask of

spirits.

1840. Southern Sketches, 33. Then
he took out a tickler of whiskey ; and,
arter he'd took three or four swallows out'n
it, says he, ' Oblige me by taking a horn.'

1888. Harpers Mag., lxxix., 388.
Whiskey was sold and drunk without
screens or scruples. It was not usually
bought by the drink but by the tickler.

1886. Fort. Rev., N.S., xxxix. 77.
It is too cold to work, but it is not too
cold to sit on a fence chewing, with a
tickler of whiskey handy.

4. (common). —A small poker :

used to save a better one : cf.

Curate.

5. (American).—A bowie
knife.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit.
One of which, for he was a man of pleasant
humour, he was accustomed to call his

ripper, the other his tickler.

6. See Tickle, verb.

Tickle-pitcher.
BRAIN.

See Tickle-

TlCKLE-TEXT, subs. phr. (old).—

A

parson : see Bible-pounder.
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Tick-tack, subs. phr. (venery).

—

Copulation : see Greens and
Ride.

c. 1550. Weaver, LustyJuventus, D i.

verso. What a hurly burly is here

!

Smicke smacke, and all thys gere ! You
will to tycke-tacke, I fere Yf thou had
time.

TlDDlPOL, subs, (provincial).
—'An

overdressed fat young woman in

humble life ' (Halliwell).

Tiddle, verb, (colloquial).— I. To
advance by slow degrees, or small

motions : e.g. , to tiddle a ball,

a marble, a wheelbarrow, etc.

Also to tiddle a girl= to

master her inchmeal. Whence
tiddling= getting on bit by bit.

Also ( = ) to potter ; to fidget.

1748. Richardson, Clarissa, 1. 322.

To leave the family pictures from his sons

to you, because you could tiddle about
them, and though you now neglect their

examples, could wipe and clean them with

your dainty hands.

TlDDLIES. TO RUN TIDDLIES,

verb. phr. (provincial).—To run

over unsafe ice.

Tiddlywink, subs, (common).

—

An unlicensed house : a pawn-

broker's (also LEAVING - SHOP,

q.v.), a beershop, a brothel, etc.

Verb. (Australian).—To spend

more than prudence or custom

will sanction.

1888. Boldrewood, Squatters
Dream, vii. He's going too fast, that

new boss ... I wonder what old Morgan
would say to all this here tiddley-winkin',

with steam engine, and wire fences. . . .

Tidy, subs, (common).—An antima-

cassar.

Adj. (colloquial). — Consider-

able ;
pretty large, fine, healthy,

comfortable, important, etc.

c. 1360. William of Palerne [E.E.

T.S.], 5384. Al that touched ther to a

tidi erldome, To the kowherd and his wif

the king 3af that time. Ibid., 1338. For
the tidy tidinges that ti3tly were seide.

1557. Tusser, Husbandrie, August,
22. If weather be fair, and tidy thy grain,

Make speedily carriage, for fear of a
rain.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

408. May be after a tidy day's work, I

shall come home with is. in my pocket.

1887. Field, 23 July. There will

probably be a tidy little fleet, representa-

tives of the Mersey Canoe Club.

1899. Whiteing, John St., ix.

Was you knocked about much when you
was a young 'un? Pretty tidy, only I

alwiz stepped it when it got too 'ot.

Verb, (colloquial).—To put
(or place) in order ; to make
neat : usually to TIDY UP : tidy,
adj. — neat (Grose) has long been
recognised.

1853. Dickens, Bleak House, xxx.
I have tidied over and over again, but it's

useless.

1863. Gaskell, Sylvias Lovers,
xliii. She found the widow with her
house-place tidied up after the mid-day
meal.

1889. Harpers Mag., lxxviii. 258.
The small villages . . . have not the
tidiness of the New England small
villages.

Tie, verb, (old colloquial).—To
marry; to hitch {q.v.); TO
splice {q.v.). Hence a knot
TIED WITH THE TONGUE THAT
CANNOT BE UNTIED WITH THE
teeth= matrimony.

1619. Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase,
iv. 1. I heartily desire this courtesy . . .

This day, to see you tied, then no more
trouble you.

1668. Etheridge, She Would, etc.,

i. 1. Sir Oliv. Well, a pox of this tying
men and women together, for better or

worse.

Also phrases and collo-
quialisms : e.g., To tie one's
hair (or wool)= to puzzle

(tailors'); TO TIE UP= (i) to for-

swear : e.g., TO TIE UP PRIGGING
= to lead an honest life (thieves')

;

and (2) = to knock out (pugilists')

;

tied-up= (i) finished, settled;

(2)= costive.
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See Apron-strings ; Ride ;

Saint.

Tie-up, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—

An obstruction ; a blockade ; a

closure

:

bill, etc.

TIFF, subs, (old).—(1) Small beer;
SWIPES {q.v.). Hence (2) a

moderate draught : a tiff OF
punch = (Grose) a small bowl of

punch. As verb = to drink :

tiffing= 'eating and drinking
out of meal time ' (Grose). Also
tiffin (Anglo-Indian)= a meal
between breakfast and dinner.

1654. Witts Recreations. As the
conduits ran With claret, at the coronation,
So let your channels flow with single tiff.

1661. Brome, Songs, 165. That too
shall quickly follow, if It can be rais'd

from strong or tiffe.

1703. Philips, Splendid Shilling, 15.

With scanty offals, and small acid tiff.

1751. Fielding, Amelia, vm. x.

What say you to a glass of white wine, or
a tiff of punch by way of whet?

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
xi. xiv. Dr Slash . . . was smoaking his

pipe over a tiff of punch.

1 8 12. Coombe, Syntax, 1. v. He
tiff'd his punch, and went to rest. •

1815. Scott, Guy Mannering, i. 111.

Sipping his tiff of brandy punch with
great solemnity.

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.
iv. Let's have it for tiffin ; very cool

and nice this hot weather.

1884. Brassey, Voy. Sunbeam, 11.

xxi. After a pleasant chat we proceeded
to the Hongkong hotel for tiffin.

2. (colloquial). — A slight

quarrel. Also as verb = (a) to

have words, and (b) to go
peevishly ; whilst tiffy (or

tiffish) = petulant ; easily
riled {q.v.); tiffing (Grose)
= disputing or falling out.

1700. Congreve, Way ofthe World,
ii. 4. Poor Mincing tift and tift all the
morning.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, iv.

29. My lord and I have had another little

—tiff, shall I call it? it came not up to a
quarrel.

1777. Sheridan, School'for Scandal,
i. 2. We tifted a little going to church,
and fairly quarrelled before the bells had
done ringing.

i8[?]. Landor, New Style. She
tiff'd at Tim, she ran from Ralph.

1840. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel
Story, i. There had been numerous tiffs
and quarrels between mother and daughter.

1858. Nat. Review, vii. 395. In
comparison with such words or gestures,
George IV. 's quarrel with Brummel was
an ordinary tiff.

3. (venery).—To copulate ; see

Ride (B. E. and Grose): cf.

TlFFITY-TAFFETY GIRLS.

TlFFITY - TAFFETTY GlRL (or

Taffeta punk), subs. phr. (old).

—A courtesan. [Tiffany=
Epiphany : whence tiffany silk

= a silk for holiday wear: a
gauze-like material. Taffeta
also = a transparent silk. Hence
TlFFITY-TAFFETY GIRL = one
who discloses almost as much as

she dissembles : cf. loose-bodied
GOWN; TIFF, verb— to deck, to

array; and Tawdry.] Hence
tiffany (or taffety) = wanton,
soft, yielding.

1598. Shakspeare, Alts Well, ii. 2.

22. As fit as ten groats is for the hand of
an attorney, as your French crown for

your TAFFETA PUNK.

1601. P. Holland, Plinie, xi. xxii.

The invention of that fine silke, tiffanie,
sarcenet, and cypres, which instead of
apparell to cover and hide, shew women
naked through them.

1647-8. Herrick, Nuptiall Song.
Say . . . doe we not descrie Some God-
desse, in a cloud of Tiffanie . . . the
Emergent Venus from the Sea ?

1769-78. Tucker, Light ofNature,
1. i. 5. Her desire of tiffing out her
mistress in a killing attire.

Tiger, subs, (colloquial).—A raff.

Tigrish = dissolute.
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1849-50.' Thackeray, Pendennis,
xix. A man may have a very good coat of
arms, and be a tiger, my boy . . that
man is a tiger, mark my word—a low
man. Ibid. (1854), Character Sketches,
' The Artiste. 'In France, where tigerism
used to be the fashion among the painters,

I make no doubt Carmine would have let

his beard and wig grow, and looked the
fiercest of the fierce.

1853. Lytton, My Novel, vi. xx.
Nothing could be more vagrant, devil-me-
carish, and, to use the slang word, tigrish,
than his whole air.

3. (common). — A smart-

liveried boy-groom ;
' a show

'

servant. [Cf. tiger = generic for

ornament : e.g. , tiger - bittern,

TIGER-COWry, TIGER-frog, TIGER-
grass, etc.] Whence (loosely) a

man's out-door servant in contra-

distinction to a page = a ladies'

attendant.

1827. Lytton, Pelham, xlv. I sent

my cab-boy (vulgo Tiger) to enquire . . .

whether the horse was to be sold.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
'The Execution.' Tiger Tim was clean

of limb, His boots were polished, his jacket

was trim. With a very smart tie in his

smart cravat, And a little cockade on the

top of his hat, Tallest of boys or shortest

of men, He stood in his stockings just four

feet ten.

4. (American).—An intensive

form of applause ; an addition

{cf sense 3) thought to embellish

the traditional ' three cheers '

:

whence three cheers and a
tiger= three cheers wound up by
a growl, screech, or howl. [C.

J. Leland : new in 1842].

5. (navvies').—Streaky bacon.

TO FIGHT THE TIGER, Verb.

phr. (American). — To gamble
with professionals; also (loosely)

to play cards. Hence tiger-

HUNTER= a gambler.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 87.

The game proceeded, but it was plainly

evident that the unsophisticated
_
young

tiger hunter had something on his mind.

See Bengal Tigers.

Tigerkin, subs. (? nonce-word).

—

A cat.

1849. Lytton, Caxtons, xiv. ii.

Our domesticated tigerkin.

Tight, subs, (colloquial).—In pi.

= closely fitting garments: e.g.

(i) SMALL CLOTHES {q.v.) ; and
(2) a garment fitting skin-tight

to the legs or the whole body,
either to display the form or for

freedom of movement (chiefly

theatrical).

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, 1. His
elevated position revealing those tights
and gaiters, which, had they clothed an
ordinary man, might have passed without
observation.

1869. Black, In Silk Attire, xxxvi
And I shall be in tights and dance a
breakdown.

1887. D. Teleg., 15 Mar. Frozen
in their tights or chilled to the bone in

the midst of their carnivalesque revelry.

Adj. (old colloquial). — 1.

Generic for merit. Thus A TIGHT
( = strong or active) lad ; A tight
( = lively or pretty) WENCH ; A
TIGHT (= an adroit) question;
A tight ( = well-built) ship; a
TIGHT (= skilful) WORKMAN; A
tight ( = pleasant) ISLAND, etc.

Again, all tight= in good
health (or form); NEAT AND
TIGHT= in good trim.

c. 1280. Havelok the Dane [E. E. T. S.],

1841. The laddes were kaske and teyte.

1553. Douglas, Bukes of Eneados,
xiii., Prol. Litill lammes. Full tait and
trig.

1593. Shakspeare, TamingofShrew,
ii. 1. 381. Three great argosies . . . two
galliases, And twelve tight gallies. Ibid.

(1608), Antony and Cleop., iv. 4. 15. My
queen's . . . more tight at this than
thou.

d. 1656. Hall, Naomi and Ruth.
Some tight vessel that holds out against
wind and water.

1681. Dampier, Voyages. While they
are among the English they wear good
cloaths, and take delight to go neat and
TIGHT.
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1707. Farquhar, Beaux Stratagem,
i. 1. But you look so bright, And are
dress'd so tight.

1714. Gay, What dye call it, i. 1.

I'll make a loving wife . . . day and night

. . . and keep our children tight. Ibid.

(1714), Shepherds Week, vi. Here the
tight lass, knives, combs, and scissors

spies, And looks on thimbles with desir-

ing eyes.

1748. Thomson, Castle of Indol-
ence, lxix. He had a roguish twinkle in

his eye ... If a tight damsel chaunced
to trippen by.

d. 1758. Ramsay, Auld Mans Best
Argument. Gie me the lad that's young
and tight. Ibid., Bessy Bell and Mary
Gray. Blythe as a kid, wi' wit at will, She
blooming, tight, and tall is.

c. 1796. Dibdin, The Snug Little
Island. O, 'tis a snug little island ! A
right little, tight little island. Ibid.
' Poor Jack.' A tight little boat and good
sea room give me, And 'taint for a little

I'll strike.

1822. Scott, Fort. Nigel, xxxi.
Look at them—they are a' right and
tight, sound and round, not a doublet
crept in amongst them.

1851. Hawthorne, Seven Gables,
xiii. It will take a tighter workman
than I am to keep the spirits out of the
seven gables.

1852. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin,
viii. A tight, likely wench she was, too.

2. (colloquial).—Close; stingy ;

dear ; hard-up. Hence A tight
( = straightened) market ; TIGHT
(= scarce) money; a tight
(=hard) bargain; a tight
(= stingy) man : cf. easy.

Hence to tighten= to become
dear (of money).

i8[?]. Widow Bedott Papers, 30.

The Deacon was as tight as the skin on
his back ; begrudged folks their victuals

when they came to his house.

c. 1859. N. Y. Tribune [Bartlett].
The money market, except on the best

stocks, is getting tight, and there is a
general calling in of loans upon the
'fancies.'

1867. Trollope, Last Chron. 0/
Barset, xlii. I never knew money to be so

tight as it is at this moment,

1868. Lever, Bramleighs ofBishop's
Folly, 1. xxi. A few curt sentences . . .

told how matters stood in the City ; money
was TIGHT.

1883. D. Teleg., 24 Nov. Lenders
avoiding this class of paper from a belief

that the market will, as usual, 'tighten
up ' towards the end of the year.

1891. Harry Fludyer, 49. Money
is particularly valuable up here now

—

what the Pater calls 'tight' when he
speaks of the bank rate.

1900. White, West End, 16. I

cannot quite remember how Low brought
Lady Elverton's name into the conversa-
tion, but I think it was in association with
money being tight.

3. (colloquial).—Severe ; hard
;

difficult: e.g., ATiGHT( = astrain-

ing) pull; A tight ( = barely

possible) SQUEEZE ; A TIGHT
( = awkward) position (corner
place, etc. ) ; a tight= (hacking)

COUGH.

1855. Hai iburton, Human Nature,
217. It's a tight squeeze sometimes to
scrouge between a lie and the truth in

business.

4. (common).—Drunk ; full ot

liquor : see Screwed.

a?. 1867. Browne, Artemus Ward in
London (1899). Took to gin-and-seltzer,

gettin' tight every day afore dinner with
the most disgustin' reg'larity.

i86[?]. C. H. Ross, The Husbands
Boat. And now when he did get tight,
He used to go it proper right, Did grand-
father !

1868. Lever, Bramleighs 0/
Bishop's Folly, n. iii. ' No, sir, not a bit

tipsy,' said Harding, interpreting his

glance ;
' not even what Mr Cutbill calls

1871. W. Carleton, Johnny Rich.
When you staggered by next night, Twice
as dirty as a serpent and a hundred times
as tight.

1876. Habberton, Barton Experi-
ment, 126. It's kinder discouragin' to

lend a fellow that gets tight a good deal
. . . it's hard enough to get paid by folks

that always keep straight.
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1884. Clemens, Huck. Finn. In
about half-an-hour they were as thick as
thieves again, and the tighter they got,

the lovinger they got.

1889. Echo, 15 Feb. If rich, you
may fuddle with Bacchus all night, And be
borne to your chamber remarkably tight.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 29. But
although he was full, he denied he was
TIGHT.

1900. Kipling, Stalky &* Co., 17.

It's Heffelinga that 'as the evil mind,'

Shouldn't wonder if he thought we got
tight.

5. (Winchester College). —See
quot.

1891. Wrench, Wincliester Word-
Book, s.v. Tight, fast, hard. A tight
bowler, etc. As superlative adverb now
only used in TiGHT-junior. TiGHT-snob,
TiGHT-rot, and other such uses are obsolete.

Tight - arsed, adj. phr.

(venery). — Chaste ; close -

legged (q.v.).

Blow me tight ! See Blow.

Tight-cravat, subs. phr. (old).

—

The hangman's noose : see Horse-
COLLAR.

Tightener, subs, (common).—

A

hearty meal : cf. Kaffir's
TIGHTENER. TO DO A
tightener= to eat heartily.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

70. For 2d. what is elegantly termed a
tightener—that is to say a most
plenteous repast—may be obtained.

1857. J. E. Ritchie, Night Side of
London, 193. Nommus (be off), I am
going to do the tightener.

Tight- fit, subs. phr. (Vermont
Univ.).—A good joke: the teller

is said to be 'hard up.'

Tike (or Tyke), subs. (old).— 1. A
dog : spec, a cur (a dog with a

docked tail : see Curtail) ; a

mongrel. Hence (2)= a clod-

hopper, a churl, a mean snarling

rascal : spec, a Yorkshireman
{q.v.). —(Grose).

1363. Langland, Piers Plowman,
13,026. The Jewes that were gentilmen
. . . Now are thei lowe cherles . . . under
tribut and taillage, As tikes and cherles.

1440. MS. Morte Arthure, f. 91.
3one heythene tykes.

1548. Patten, Somerset's March
into Scotland [Arber, Eng. Garner, iii.

114]. [Loon and] tyke [are favourite
words of abuse].

. . . Gyre-Carling [Laing, Early
Pop. Poet. Scotland, ii. 20]. Wt all the
tykis of Tervey come to thame that tyd.

1586-1606. Warner, Albion's Eng-
land, 11. x. Battus, Medea-like, Did
worke no lesse a cuer vpon This vaine
vnwieldie tyke.

1593. Peele, Edward I. Sacrifice
this tyke in her sight . . . dip his foul
shirt in his blood.

1599. Shakspeare, Henry V., ii. 1.

Base tike, calls thou me host? Ibid.

(1605), Lear, iii. 6. Bob-tail tike or
trundle-tail.

1625. Jonson,.Staple of News, v. 2.

You are a dissembling Tyke, To your hole
again.

1676. Cotton, Virgil Travestie
(1770), 81. Tykes too they had of all

sorts, bandogs, Curs, spaniels, water-dogs,
and land-dogs.

d. 1697. Aubrey, MS. Royal Soc, 11.

The indigenes of Yorkshire are strong, tall,

and long legg'd ; them call'em oppro-
briously long-legd tykes.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer, 2.

At first approach he made a bow, Such as
your Yorkshire tikes make now. Ibid.,

151. A queer old tike, and full of jaw.

1795. Burns, Dumfries Volunteers.
Oh, let us not, like snarling tykes, In
wrangling be divided.

1821. Egan, Life in London, 1. ii.

Hundreds of individuals . . . feel as much
interest in matching their tykes at Jem
Rolfe's amphitheatre for a quid or two.

1823. Song [Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v.

Hen]. A tyke and fighting cock, A saucy
tip-slang moon-eyed hen.

1877. Horsley, Jottings jrom Jail.
When I opened a door there was a great
tyke lying in front of the door, so I pulled
out a piece of pudding and threw it to him,
but he did not move.
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1897. Marshall, Pomes, 60. And
yet you seem out on the mike. . . . For a
wonder you're minus your tyke.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 113.

An just tip a bait to the blooming tykes.

Tilbury, subs. (old).—Sixpence;
6d. ; see Rhino (Grose, Vaux,
Halliwell).

Tile, subs, (common).—Ahat : spec,

a tall silk-hat, or chimney-pot
{q.v.): see Golgotha. Tile-
frisking — stealing hats from
halls and lobbies (Grose).

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xii.

Afore the brim went it was a wery
handsome tile.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., ' Auto-
da-Fe. A feat which his Majesty deigning
to smile on, Allowed him thenceforward to

stand with his tile on.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcom.es,
xxv. My uncle the bishop had his

shovels there ; and they used for a con-
siderable period to cover this humble roof
with TILES.

1891. Notes and Queries, 7 S. xii. 48.

Short for ' chimney-pot hat,' less reverently
known as a ' tile.'

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 70. He
was moist about the blinkers, and was bald
upon the roof, Which was covered by a
curate's giddy tile.

A TILE LOOSE, phr. (common).
—Silly ; crazy.

On the tiles, phr. (common).
—On the loose ; caterwauling.

TILL, subs, (venery). The female
pudendum : cf. MONEY-BOX : see

Monosyllable.

TlLL-SNEAK, subs. phr. (thieves').—

A thief whose speciality is robbing
shop-tills.

Ti lly. Easy as tilly, phr. (old).

—Very easy.

Tilly-VALLY, phr. (old). — Pish!
nonsense ! Bosh !

d. 1529 Skelton, Works [Dyce], 35.
Avent, avent, [avaunt] my popinjay, What
will you do? nothing but play? Tully
vally, straw.

1551. More, Utopia, Int. xv. She
used to say . . . Tillie vallie, tillie
vallie . . . will you sit and make goslings
in the ashes ?

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV., ii.

5. Tilly-fally, Sir John ! never tell me
;

your ancient swaggerer comes not in my
doors. Ibid. (1602), Twelfth Night, ii. 3.
Am I not consanguinous ? am I not of her
blood ? Tilly valley, lady.

1816. Scott, Antiquary, vi.

Tilley-valley, Mr Lovel ... a truce
to your politeness.

Tilter, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

sword : also to tilt, verb= to

fight with rapiers (B. E. and
Grose).

Timber, subs. (? nonce-word).— 1.

The stocks.

1838. D. Jerrold, Men 0/Character,
' Christopher Snub, ' i. The squire gives me
over to the beadle, who claps me here in
the timber.

2. (common).—In pi. — the
legs. ' Shiver (or dash) my
timbers! (a mock . oath)'=
Plague take my wooden legs : see

Dash. Also timber toes= ( 1 ) a
wooden-legged man; (2) a person
wearing clogs (East End).

3. (American tramps'). Seeo^icA.

1900. Josiah Flynt, Tramping
with Tramps, 398. A clubbing at the
hands of the toughs of a town unfriendly
to tramps.

Tail-timber, subs. phr. (old).—
Bum-fodder {q.v.).

1678. Lestrange, Quevedo's Visions,
256. Into Lucifer's house of office where
there was . . . many Tun of Sir Rever-
ence, and Bales of flattering Paneygyricks
... I could not but smile at this provision
of TAIL-TIMBER.

Timber- mare, subs. phr. (old).—
See quot.
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I 7S5« Johnson, Diet. s.v. Horse.
A wooden machine which soldiers ride by-

way of punishment. It is sometimes called
a TIMBER-MARE.

Timber-merchant, subs. phr.
(common) — A street match-
seller; a SPUNK-FENCER.

Timbered. Well (or clean)
TIMBERED, adj. phr. (old).— (a)

Well made ; and (b) well-hung
(q.v.) : timber= strength, might.

Also, How's he timbered ?=
how's he built? not timbered
UP TO my weight= not my style.

i4[?]. Torrent 0/Portugal, 99. Sith
thy dwelling shalle be here, That thou
woldist my son lere, Hys tymber ffor to

asay.

1594. Shakspeare, Love's Labour
Lost, v. 2. I think Hector was not so
CLEAN TIMBERED.

1605. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2. That
fine well-timbered gallant.

1637. Drayton, Poems, 299. Alan-
son, a fine timb'red man, and tall, Yet
wants the shape thou art adorn'd withall

:

Vandome good carriage, and a pleasing
eie, Yet hath not Suffolk's princely
majestie.

Timber-taster, subs. phr. (trade).

—A dockyard official who ex-

amines timber and decides on
quality and fitness.

Timber-tuned, adj. phr. (collo-

quial).—Heavy-fingered; wooden.

Timber - yard, subs. phr.

(cricketers').—The wicket.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, 1.

xi. Verdant found that before he could
get his hand in, the ball was got into his

wicket . . . and . . . there was a row in

his timber-yard.

Timbrell, subs. (old).—The pillory

(Hollyband, 1593).

Tim doodle, subs, (provincial).—

A

silly fellow (Halliwell).

Time, subs, (cabmen's).

—

See quot.

1864. Hotten, Slang- Diet., s.v. . . .

To express 9s. 9d. they say that ' it is a quar-
ter to ten ' ; if 3s. 6d., half-past three ; if

ns. 9d., a quarter to twelve. Cab-drivers
can hardly have originated a system which
has been in existence as long as the adage,
'Time is money.' They have, however,
the full use of the arrangement, which is

perhaps the simplest on record.

The time of day, subs. phr.
(common). — 1. The immediate
trick ; the latest dodge ; the
absolute aspect of affairs. Thus,
TO PUT UP TO THE TIME OF DAY
= to initiate ; to know the
time OF DAY= to be fully in-

formed, ON THE SPOT {q.V.)'y TO
know what's o'clock (q.v.);

that's the time of day=
' That's how we does it

!

'

1687. Brown, Works, i. 85. Your
Dragons and flying Monsters won't go
down at thi time of Day.

1827. iIaginn, Vidocq'sSong. Who
should I meet but a jolly blowen Who was
FLY TO THE TIME OF DAY.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood, 'Nix
my Dolly.' They put me up to the
TIME OF DAY.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist. Pop
that shawl away in my castor, Dodger, so
that I may know where to find it when I

'cut ; that's the time of day !

2. (pugilists').—A knock-out
blow.

3. (old).

—

See quot.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf., s.v. Time
of day ... In the island (Wight) every
good joke is ' the time o' day.'

4. (old colloquial). --A saluta-

tion; a greeting ;
' Good morning.'

etc.

1609. Shakspeare, Pericles, iv. 3.

35. Not worth THE TIME OF DAY.

1851-6. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11. 489.
The police . . . are very friendly. They'll
pass the time of day with me.

1899. Whiteing, Joan St., v. 'And
the woman ?

'
' Back kitchen. Pass the

time o' day with 'er sometimes. No
bizness o' mine.'

1900. Sims, London's Heart, 4. I

thought it was only right to pass the time
o' DAY to an old pal.
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To do (or serve) time, verb,

phr. (thieves').—To go to prison.

Hence timer= a convict: e.g.,

first, second, and third timer
= a prisoner serving for a first,

second, or third stretch.

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, vi.

If it had not been for me you would have
been doing time before this.

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,

242. I . . . endorse the . . . opinion of
one who had done time regarding this

. . punishment.

To knock out of time, verb,

phr. (pugilists').—To hit out ; so

to punish an opponent that he
cannot come up to the call of

time.

On time, adv. phr. (colloquial).

—(1) Punctual; and (2) abreast

of things.

In good time, adv. phr. (old

colloquial).—Just so ! Well and
good ! Fr. a la bonne heure.

1603. Shakspeare, Measure for
Measure

x
v. 1. 182. Duke. Leave me

awhile with the maid ... no loss shall

touch her with my company. Prov. In
good time. [See also v. 1. 284-7.]

1650. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, 11. vi.

27. There, saith he, even at this day are
shewed the ruines of those three taber-

nacles built according to Peter's desire.

In very good time, no doubt

!

d. 1663. Sanderson, Works [Parker
Soc], i. 67. In good time ! But I pray
you then first to argue the cause a little

. . . whether he deserve such honour ?

See Good time; High old
time.

Timothy, subs, (provincial).—The
penis : of children (Halliwell).

Timothy Tearcat. See Tear.

Tim-whisky (Timmy-whiskey or

Whiskey), subs. phr. (old).—

A

light one-horse chaise without a
hood (Grose).

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
48 1 . In spite ofhim these youths so frisky,

Went out and hir'd a timmy-whisky.

1774. Foote, Cozeners, i. A journey
to Tyburn in a tim-whisky and two would
have concluded your travels.

d. 1832. Crabbe, Works, n. 174.

Whiskeys and gigs and curricles.

1834. Southey, Doctor, Interch. xiv.

It is not like the difference between . . .

a whiskey and a tim-whiskey, that is to

say, no difference at all.

1884. Dowell, Taxes in England,
in. 227. The increased taxation of the

curricle had the effect of bringing into

existence the less expensive gig, a develop-

ment or an imitation of a two-wheeled
carriage known in the country as a
whiskey.

Ti N , subs, (common. )—Money :

generic : see Rhino. Hence to
tin OUT= to pay.

1836. Smith, The Individual, ' The
Thieves] Chaunt,' 5. But because she
lately nimm'd some tin, They have sent
her to lodge at the King's Head Inn.

1848. Durivage, Stray Subjects, 57.
Depositing the ' tin ' in his shot-bag.

1854. Martin and Aytoun, Bon
Gualtier Ballads. 'The Knyghte and
the Taylzeour's Daughter.' Once for all,

my rum 'un, I expect you'll post the tin.

1855. Taylor, Still Waters, ii. 2.

Divilish aisy to say 'buy,' but where's the

tin to come from?

1857. Whitty, Bohemia, 1. 166. No
girls get married without tin, little or

great.

1872. Blackie, Highlands and Is-

lands, 30. And is this all ! And I have
seen the whole, . . . 'Tis scantly worth
the tin, upon my soul.

1876. Hindley, Cheap Jack, 199.

He started with a lot of tin but had not

sufficient brass or physique to stand the

wear-and-tear.

1886. Kennard, Girl in Brown
Habit, i. How the dickens is he to get

them, if he has no means of his own,
except by marrying a woman with plenty

of tin ?

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 76. No-
thing mean about uncle—he squandered
the tin.
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1901. West. Gaz., 5 Mar., 8. 1. It

is calculated to be nearly double that the
traveller has to tin out.

Tin-bellies, subs. phr. (military).

—The 1st and 2nd Life Guards :

from the cuirass.

Tinclad, subs. (American). —

A

gunboat : spec, a musket-proof
gunboat such as were used during

the civil war on the western
rivers : the armour plating of

these was very light. Also
(general)=any ironclad; a TIN-

POT {q.v.).

Tinge, subs, (drapers').—A com-
mission on the sale of out-of-date

stock : cf. Spiffings.

Tinger, subs, (provincial). —

A

great lie (Halliwell).

Tingle-tangle, subs. phr. (old).

—See quot.

1640. Randolph, Amyntas. Now
hang the hallowed bell about his neck, We
call it a mellisonant tingle-tangle.

Tin-gloves, subs. phr. (Win-

chester).

—

See quot.

c. 1840. Mansfield, School Life

(1866), 54. Other ordeals . . . were not

quite so harmless ... a pair of tin
gloves which Bully would furnish in the

following manner. Taking a half-con-

sumed stick from the fire, he would draw
the ' red-hot end ' down the back of Green's

hand between each of the knuckles to the

wrist, and having produced three lines of

blisters, would make two or three transverse

lines across. A scientifically fitted pair of

gloves of this description was generally, if

not pleasant wear, of great durability.

Tinkard, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

begging tinker.

1575. Awdeley, Frat. Vacabondes.
A tinkard leaveth his bag a-sweating at

the ale-house, which they terme their

bowsing inne, and in the meane season

goeth abrode a begging.

Tinker, subs, (colloquial). — I.

An unskilful workman ; a

botcher. Also (2) a makeshift

;

a botch; a bungle. As verb=
to make barely or rudely service-

able : e.g., TO TINKER UP A
patient= to keep Death at arm's

length ; to tinker a fence= to

stop a gap here and there ; TO
tinker a bill = to make it

temporarily workable.

1857. Hughes, Tom. Brown's School-
days, i. 1. They must speak their mind
about it . . . and spend their time and
money in having a tinker at it.

1885. Standard, n Nov. I should
oppose any mere tinkering of its con-
stitution which would retain the hereditary
principles as its chief feature.

1890. Dilke, Problems of Greater
Britain, vi. 6. The Victorian Act has
been already tinkered several times, and
is not likely to last long in its present
form.

TO SWILL LIKE A TINKER,
verb. phr. (old).—To tipple with-

out stint.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. v.

Eat and drink bravely . . . swill like
tinkers.

See Lazy, quot. 181 1.

Tinker's-budget (or -NEWS),
subs. phr. (old).—Stale news;
PIPER'S NEWS {q.V.).

Tinker's Damn, subs. phr.
(common).—A small standard of

value : usually, in phrase, ' Not
worth a tinker's damn' (or

curse).

Tinkler, subs. (old).— 1. A vag-
rant ; whence (2) a runaway.

[?] Sheriff-Muir [Child, Ballads,
vii. 161]. For Huntly and Sinclair, they
both play'd the tinkler.'

d. 1796. Burns [Merry Muses (c. 1800),
122]. An' was nae Wattie a blinker? He
maw'd frae the queen to the tinkler.
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1847. Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.
1

Is there a fire in the library ?
'

' Yes,
ma'am, but she looks such a tinkler.' '

2. (common).—A bell.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xv.
1 Jerk the tinkler.' These words in plain
English conveyed an injunction to ring
the bell.

Tinny, subs. (Old Cant).—A fire;

tinny-hunter= a thief working
at a conflagration (Grose and
Vaux).

Tin pot, subs, (naval).—An iron-

clad : cf. TIN-CLAD. •

Adj.phr. (colloquial).—Generic
for shoddy. Thus A tin-pot
( =s poor or pretentious) GAME

;

tin-pot ( = shabby) lot ; tin-pot
(=mean) company; in a tin-
pot way= in poor or worthless
fashion. Also (American) tin-
horn.

1876. Besant and Rice, Golden
Butterfly. I shall have information of
every dodge goin', from an emperor's am-
bition to a tin-pot company bubble.

1887. Francis, SaddleandMocassin.
They're a tin-horn lot . . . on'y fit

to take their pleasure in a one-horse hearse.

Tin -tab, subs. phr. (Dulwich
College).—The carpenter's shop.

Tin Tabernacle, subs. phr.
(common). — An iron - built

church.

1898. Le Queux, Scribes and
Pharisees, v. 54.

Tip, subs, (common).— 1. Special

information
; private knowledge.

Specifically an advice concerning
betting or a Stock-Exchange
speculation intended to benefit the

recipient : the straight tip
= an absolute cert (q.v.")\ in

racing= direct advice from owner
or trainer. Also (2) a horse, a

stock, etc., specially recom-
mended as a sound investment.
As verb= to impart exclusive
information. Hence tipster
(see quot. 1874) : also tipper.
'That's the tip '=' That's the
right thing

' ; to miss one's tip
= to fail.

1567. Harman, Caveat [E. E. T. S.],

20. [Harman speaks of having coaxed his
friends the beggars, and thus] attained to
the typ.

1842. Quarterly Review, clxiii. 175.
It should be the first duty of consuls to
keep the Foreign Office promptly supplied
with every commercial tip that can be of
use to British trade.

1869. Byron, Not Such a Fool, etc.

[French], 8. Mr Topham Sawyer missed
his own tip as well as his victim's, and
came down a cropper on a convenient
doorstep.

1874. Henry Sampson [Slang Diet.
(Hotten), s.v. Tipster]. A 'turf
agent who collects early and generally
special information of the condition and
racing capabilities of horses in the training
districts, and posts the same to his sub-
scribers to guide their betting. There are,
whatever non-racing men may think, many
' touts ' whose information is valuable to
even the ' best-informed ' writers.

1881. A. C. Grant, Bush Life, 11.

33. He was a real good fellow, and would
give them the straight tip.

1885. Field, 3 Oct. Storm Light
was a great tip for the Snailwell Stakes.

1885. Ev. Standard, 3 Oct. The
late Mr Segrott, who carried on the
business of tipster and sausage making,
was the last year's winner of this plate.

1890. Nineteenth Century, xxvi. 846.
The crowd of touts and tipsters whose
advertisements fill up the columns of the
sporting press.

1891. Gould, Double Event, 173.
That's the rummiest tip I ever got.

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, iv.

Tucka-Tucka's the place to breed good
horses, take my tip for it.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 30. So,
take my tip and close your features now.
Ibid., 41. For the landlord had the pip,
and required a first-rate tip. Ibid., 65.
I rumbled the tip as a matter of course.
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1899. Whiteing, John St., v. You
kin take my Tir ; there's some very
respectable people in this place.

1900. Lynch, High Stakes, xxiii. I

guess Drexel will know whether it's a tip
or not.

1901. Free Lance, 9 Feb., 470. 2.

[They] were pursued by their lady friends
for tips as to what to buy or sell.

2. (colloquial).—A gratuity; a
vail : spec, money in acknow-
ledgment of service rendered or

expected. Also (loosely), any
gift of money. Likewise tippery
= payment. As verb tip= (i) to

give tips ; and (2) to earn money
(j^quots. 1610 and 1772).

1610. Rowlands, Martin Mark-all
(H. Club's Rept. 1874), 3. And tip lowr
with thy prat.

1707. Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem,
ii. 3. Then I, sir, tips me the verger with
half-a-crown.

1727. Gay, Beggar's Opera, iii. 1.

Did he tip handsomely? How much did
he come down with ?

1772. Bridges, Homer Burlesque,
139. This job will tip you one pound one.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green.
Mrs Tester . . . was dabbing her curtseys
in thankfulness for the large amount with
which our hero had tipped her.

I8S4~S. Thackeray, Newcomes, xvi.
Remember how happy such benefactors
made you . . . and go off on the very first

fine day and tip your nephew at school.
Ibid. What money is better bestowed
than that of a schoolboy's tip ?

1857. DUCANGE ANGLICUS, Vulg.
Tongue, 39. Lawyer Bob draws fakements
up ; he's tipped a peg for each.

1874. Siliad, 99. Gasmen assume
respect, which costs them dear, 'Tis bought
with tips to pay for quarts of beer.

' 1877. Scribners Mag., July, 400.
This whole matter of tipping waiters, and
of waiters expecting to be tipped, is a
very marked manifestation of the poison
of pauperism.

1884. Greenwood, Little Raga-
muffins. 'Come on . . . tip up,
Smiffield.' 'Tip up!' I repeated, in

amazement.' . . .
' Fork out,' said the

boy.

1885. D. Teleg, 16 Jan. Others
declare that those only who display before-

hand the alluring tip catch the porter's

eye.

1 89 1. Harry Fludyer, 49. You get
your pocket-money regularly, and I know
the Pater tipped you at Christmas, and
the Mater told me she gave you two
pounds when you went back.

1898. Gissing, Town Traveller,
xxiv. No doubt he was jolly frightened
when you spotted him, and you know how
he met you once or twice and tipped you.

3. (Felsted School). —(a) A
false report

; (b) a foolish blunder
in translating.

1890. Felstedian, Feb. 3. Some one
ventured to suggest that it was all a
beastly tip.

4. (old).—A draught of liquor ;

an abbreviation (B. E.) of
TIPPLE {q.V.). TO TIP OFF=

.

to drink (B. E. and Grose).

Verb, (common).—Generic for

doing : a verb of general

application (Harman, B. E.,

Grose, Vaux, Hotten). Thus
TO TIP THE LOUR (COLE, BRASS,
RHINO, etc.)= to pay, give, get
or lend money (see subs, sense

2); to tip a sock= to land a
blow; TO TIP A SETTLER= to

knock-out; to tip to Adam
Tiler = to hand the swag to

a confederate; to tip a mish
= to put on a shirt ; to tip off
= (i) to drink: see Tipple

; (2)

to die; TO TIP THE LION= to

flatten one's nose with the thumb
and extend the mouth with the

fingers (Grose) ; TO TIP A
DADDLE (THE FIVES, or THE
GRIPES IN A TANGLE) = to shake
hands (Grose) ; to tip a
copper= to sky a coin; to tip
A yarn= to tell a story; TO TIP
THE TRAVELLER = to humbug, to

romance ; TO TIP THE wink=
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to wink (as a sign of caution,

understanding, etc.) ; TO tip the
RED RAG = to SCold ; TO TIP
THE RAGS (or THE LEGS) A
GALLOP (or THE DOUBLE) = tO

decamp (Grose); to tip all
nine= to knock all the skittles

down at once (Grose) ; to tip
the velvet= to tongue a woman
(Grose); to tip a stave= to

sing ; TO TIP THE LITTLE FINGER
(Australian)= to drink; TO TIP
THE grampus = to duck a man :

a penalty for sleeping on watch
(nautical); to tip one's boom
OFF= to hurry away (nautical);

TO TIP THE long-'un= to forami-

nate a woman ; to tip A stave=
to sing a song ; TO TIP A NOD= to

recognise; TO TIP A MORAL= to

give the straight ; TO TIP A RISE
= to befool, etc.

1610. Rowlands, Martin Mark-all,
37. Cheates, which word is vsed generally
for things, as Tip me that Cheate, Give
me that thing.

1676. Warning for Housekeepers,
1 Life and Death of the Darkman Budge.'
For when that he hath nubbed us, And
our friends tip him no cole, He takes his
chive and cuts us down, And tips us into
the hole.

1692. Dryden, Juvenal, vi. She
writes love letters to the youth in grace ;

Nay, tips the wink before the cuckold's
face.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, iv. vi.

The quarrel being hushed, Panurge
tipped the wink upon Epistemon and
Friar John . . . taking them aside.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tip. Tip your Lour, or Cole or I'll Mill
ye, c. give me your Money or I'll kill ye.
Tip the Culls a Sock, for they are sawcy,
c. Knock down the Men for resisting. Tip
the Cole to Adam Tiler, c. give your Pick-
pocket Money presently to your running
Comrade. Tip the Mish, c. give me the
Shirt. Tip me a Hog, c. lend me a
Shilling.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 251. I now
tipp'd the wink, at her, and she as kindly
returned it.

1709. Addison, Tatler, No. 86.
The pert jackanapes, Nick Doubt tipped
me the wink, and put out his tongue at
his grandfather.

1731-5. Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 33.
Sudden, she storms ! she raves ! You tip
the wink ; But spare your censure : Silia
does not drink.

i74t?}. Cibber, Flora, ii. 2. She
tipt the wink upon me, with as much as
to say, desire him not to go till he hears
from me.

1748. Smollett, Rod. Random,
xii. I began to smell his character, and,
tipping Strap the wink, told the company,
etc. Ibid. (1760-2), Sir L. Greaves, vi.

Then, my lad, there would be some
picking ; aha ! dost thou tip me the
traveller, my boy?

1772. Bridges, Homer Burlesque,
288. Nestor their meaning understood,
And tipt 'em all the wink it should.

1778. Burney, Evelina, lxxviii.
'Egad,' said Mr Coverley, 'the baronet
has a mind to tip us a touch of the
heroics this morning.'

c. 1780. Ireland Sixty Years Ago, 86.
' The Kilmainham Minit.' When to see
Luke's last jig we agreed, We tipped
him our gripes in a tangle. Ibid., 87.
We'd tip him the fives fore his det.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 309. Prowling about in masquer-
ade, and tipping the wink to every
blackguard who parades the street.

1819. Moore, Tom Crib, 15. He
tipp'd him a settler.

1821. Egan, Anec.o/Turf, 183. She
tipped the party such a dish of red rag
as almost to create a riot in the street.

1823. Moncrieff, Tom and Jerry,
ii. 3. Hand us over three browns out of
that 'ere tizzy ; and tip us the heavy.
{Landlord receives money and delivers
porter.)

1824. Sonnets for the Fancy \Box-
iana, iii. 622]. The knowing bench had
tipped her buzzer queer.

1827. Lytton, Pelham, lxxxiii. Tip
him the degan, Fib, fake him through
and through. Ibid. , xlix. I shall give you
a cooling in the watchhouse if you tips us
any of your jaw.

1832. Wilson, Nodes Ambrosiance,
Sept. Tip the captain one of your broad-
sides.

1837. Disraeli, Venetia, 1. xiv. Tip
me the clank like a dimber mort.
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1838. Wright, Mornings at Bow
Street. In plain words he fairly tipp'd
'em the double, he was vanished.

1839. Ainsworth, Jack Sheppard
[1889], 13. If he don't tip the cole
without more ado, give him a taste of the

pump, that's all.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. . . .

Just by sweetening them, and then they
don't mind tipping the loaver.

1862. Artemus Ward, His Book
(1899), J 58 - 'Tip us yer bunch of fives,

old faker !
' said Artemus Junior.

1881. Stevenson, Treasure Island.
Tip us a stave.

1884. Clemens, Huck. Finn. If I

could tip her the wink, she'd light out

and save me.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 45. Our
jockey pal tipped us the wink To
denote that he'd done in the physic.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxi. So
Bill tips me the wink not to tumble to

their lingo.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, v.

The Frenchman, however, tipped Ross a
wink, which . . . was the beginning of a
secret alliance.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 20. I

tipped 'im one on the smeller, as soon
as 'e said it. Ibid., 21. I'll tip my push
the wink when you come up.

On the tip of the tongue,
phr. (colloquial).—On the point

of speech ; about to be said.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxix. It was on the tip of the boy's

tongue to relate what had followed ; but
... he checked himself.

Tipper, subs. (old).— 1. A special

brew of ale : named after Mr
Thomas Tipper : also Brighton
Tipper.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxv. If they draws the Brighton Tipper
here, I takes that ale at night.

d. 1876. Lower [Century Diet.]. The
peculiarity of [tipper] arises from its_ being
brewed from brackish water, which is

obtainable from one well only; and all

attempts to imitate the flavour have hither-

to failed.

2. See Tip, subs. 1 and 2.

Tipperary Fortune, subs. phr.

(old).
—'Two town lands, Stream's

Town ( = CUNT, q.v.) and Ballino-

cack ( = ARSE-HOLE, q.v.); said of

Irish women without fortune

'

(Grose) : cf. Tetbury Portion.

Tipperary- lawyer, subs. phr.

(Irish).—A cudgel: cf. Ply-
mouth-cloak.

Tippet, subs, (old).—A hangman's
rope: also hempen (St John-
stone's or Tyburn) tippet.

See Hemp (with all derivatives)

and Horse-collar.

1586. Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv.

4. When the hangman had put on his

hempen tippet, he made such haste to

his prayers as if he had had another cure
to serue.

1816. Scott, Old Mortality, vii.

Then it will be my lot . . . to be sent to

Heaven wi' a St Johnstone's tippet
about my hause.

1899. Century Diet., s.v. Tippet.
St Johnstone's tippet . . . said to be
named from the wearing of halters about
their necks by Protestant insurgents of

Perth (formerly also called St John's
Town, St Johnston) in the beginning of the

Reformation, in token of their willingness

to be hanged if they flinched.

To TURN TIPPET, verb. phr.

(old).—To change right-about

:

cf TURNCOAT and TURN CAT-IN-

THE-PAN.

1562. Heywood, Epigrams [Oli-

phant, New English, i. 561. Amongst
the romance words are] turn his tippet.

c. 1600. Merry Devil of Edmonton
[Temple], iii. 2. 137. _

Well, to be brief,

the nun will soon at night turn tippet
;

if I can but devise to quit her cleanly of

the nunnery, she is my own.

1609. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii.

A saint, Another Bridget, one that for a
face Would put down Vesta ; . . . You to
TURN TIPPET !

1609. Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas,
ii. 2. Ye stand now As if y' had worried

sheep. You must turn tippet, And
suddenly, and truly, and discreetly, Put
on the shape of order and humanity.
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Tipping, adj. (schools').—First-

rate ; jolly.

Tipple (or Tip), subs. (old).— 1.

Drink ; (2) a drinking bout
(B. E. and Grose) : also tiplage
and as verb. Whence not a few
colloquial usages: e.g., ON the
tipple= on the booze (q.v.); TO
SPOIL A TIP= to interrupt while
drinking; tippler = (1) a toper

;

a fuddlecap, ' sots who are con-

tinually sipping' (B. E. and
Grose) ; and (2) a publican (the

original meaning) ; tipsy =
fuddled, drunk, BOOSY {q.v.)\ also

tippled or tipt (B. E. : 'a'most
Drunk '). Also derivatives such
as tippling, tippling-house,
TIPSIFY, TIPSINESS, TIPSY-CAKE,
etc.

1450. Chester Myst. [Shakspeare
Soc.]. JOliphant, New Eng., i. 288. The
Scandinavian words arefilly and the verb
tipple.] [Ency. and Century : Norw.
tipla, ' to drink little and often.']

c. 1520. Wyf of Auchtermuchty; 32.
An husband, as I hard it tawld Quha weill

cowld tippill owt a can.

d. 1555. Latimer, Works (1854-5), i.

133. They were but tipplers, such as
keep ale-houses.

1583. Grindal, Remains (1843),
138. No inn-keeper, ale-house keeper,
victualler, or tipler shall admit or suffer
any person or persons in his house or back-
side to eat, drink, or play at cards, tables,

bowls, or other games, in time of Common
Prayer.

1587. Harmar, Beza, 313. Game-
sters, tipplers, tavern-haunters . . . and
other dissolute characters.

1592. Shakspeare, Midsummer's
Night's Dream, v. 1. 48. The riot of the
tipsy Bachanals. Ibid. (1608), Antony
and Cleop., i. 4. 19. Tippling with a
slave ; To reel the streets at noon.

1601. [Camden, Hist. Queen Eliz.].
Such kind of men who lurked in tippling-
houses.

161 1. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Piatt-
leur ... a tipler, bowser. Ibid.
Berlan, a common tippling house, a
house of gaming, or of any other disorder.

1615. Fletcher, Night-walker, i.

He's very merry, madam ; . . . i' th'

bottom o' the cellar ; He sighs and
tipples.

1633. Marmion, Antiquary, iv.

Why, they are as jovial as twenty beggars,
drink their whole cups six glasses at a
health, your master's almost tipt already.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 11. i.

Deific liquor which they call plot, or
TIPLAGE.

d. 1655. Adams, Works, ii. 48. If
the head be well tippled [Satan] gets in

and makes the eyes wanton, the tongue
blasphemous and the hands ready to stab.

1672. Cotton, Virgil Travestie
(1700), 128. Whilst thou ly'st tippled, or
tippling. Ibid., Scoffer Scoffit, 193.
Wait her and fill me out my Tipple.

1693. Dryden, Persius's Satires, iv.

73. A peel'd slie'd onion eats, and
tipples verjuice.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, iv. 1.

Having often renewed their tipplings,
each mother's son retired on board his
own ship.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tip. Don't spoil his Tip, don't baulk his
Draught, A Tub ofgood tip (for Tipple) a
Cask of strong Drink.

c. 1709. Ward, Terrafilius, ii. 10.

This inordinate Tipple-pitcher (notwith-
standing his own Gluttony and Ebriety) so
very busy on Sunday in persecuting all

Tipplers. Ibid., Satyr against Wine
{Works, 1718, iii. 185). Both kind and
Tipsie lull'd themselves to Rest.

1 7 10. Swift, Polite Conv., ii. Miss
(with a glass in her hand).—Hold your
tongue, Mr Neverout, don't speak in my
TIP.

1770. Chatterton, Revenge, ii. 4.
I heard a voice within, or else I'm tipsev.

d. 1790. Franklin, Autobiog., 161.
Walking the rounds was often neglected,
and most of the nights spent in tippling.

d. 1821. Keats, Lines on Mermaid
Tavern. Have ye tippled drink more
fine Than mine Host's Canary wine.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood, i. ix.

Famous wine this—beautiful tipple—
better than all your red fustian.

1847-8.
_
Thackeray, Vanity Fair,

i. She was in such a passion of tears, that
they were obliged to send for Dr Floss,
and half tipsify her with sal volatile.
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1857. Carlyle, Miscell., iv. 95.
The man was but tipsified when he
went ; happily when he returned, which
was very late, he was drunk.

1886. D. Teleg., 12 Jan. That
apparently innocuous beverage which has
hitherto passed itself off as the teetotaller's

TIPPLE.

1888. Denton, Eng. in 15th Cen-
tury, 203. Still adulteration went on, and
at almost every manor court the tipplers
. . . those who sold the ale not those who
drank it . . . were fined.

Tippybobs, subs. (American).

—

The wealthy classes (Bartlett).

Tip-top, subs. adj. and adv. (col-

loquial).—The best ; first-rate ; in

the highest degree : hence tip-

topper (Grose).

English Synonyms. A 1

;

about East; about right; above
par ; all brandy ; all there ; all the

way ; as good as they make it ; as

good as wheat ; at par ; bang up ;

Bible ; bobbish ; boiler - plated ;

bona ; bully ; cheery ; the cheese ;

cheesy ; chic ; clean potato ; clean

wheat; clinking; clipping; crack;

creamy ; crushing ; a corker ; a

daisy ; dossy ; downy; down to the

ground ; doubled - distilled ; first

chop; first-rate-and-a-half; fizzing;

fly
;

gamey ; hunky ;
jammy

;

jonnick ; lummy ; nap ; out-and-

out
;

pink; plummy; proper;

pure quill; real jam; right as

ninepence ; ripping ; rooter

;

rum ; screaming ; scrumptious ;

ship-shape ; slap-up ; slick

;

splash up; splendacious ; splen-

diferous ; to the knocker

;

to , the nines; to rights; true

marmalade; tsing-tsing; up to

Dick. See also Whopper.

French Synonyms. Abraca-

dabrant ; aux petits oignons

;

aux pommes ; bath (or bate) ; du

flan ; hurf; un peu (a; bath aux
pommes; chendtre ; chic (or

chicaue); chicard ; chicancardo ;

chicandard ; chocnoso ; chocnosof;

chocnosogue ; koscnoff; chouette

;

chouettard ; chouettaud ; e'pat-

ant ; dpatarouflant ; farineux ;

flambant ; frais (ironically)

;

grand-'/argue (sailors') ; miro-

bolant ; muche; numero un;
obdliscal ; ruisselant dinouisme ;

rup (or rupin) ; schpile ; sgoff

;

snoboye ; superlifico (or super-

lificoquentieux) = splendiferous ;

tape'.

d. 1720. VAKBRVGH,ProvokedHusband,
iii. 1. Everything that accomplishes a
fine lady is practised . . . she herself is at

the very tip top of it. ... In tip-top spirits.

1766. Goldsmith, Vicar, ix. What
appeared amiss was ascribed to tip-top
quality breeding.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
361. They're of the very tip-top breed.

1849. Thackeray, Hoggarty Dia-
mond, iv. He was at the West End on
Thursday, asked to dine, ma'am, with the
tip-top nobs.

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, xvii.

That . . . Stake it, means the tip-top—
and nobody can get higher than that, I

think.

1866. London Misc., 3 Mar., 58. 3.

No little let-down for a cove that's been
tip-topper in his time.

1874. Siliad, 92. While shop-boys,
trying tip-top swells to be, Have robbed
the till, and call for S. and B.

1882. Century Mag., xxxv. 621.

'That suits us tip-top, ma'am,' said the
coxswain.

1885. Field, 26 Dec. Several other
tip-toppers being behind the pair. Ibid.

(1886), 23 Jan. I promised to provide
them with tip-top shooting for one season.

1891. Carew, Autobiog., 416. As fly

a bewer she were, as ever chucked a stall,

a reg'lar tip-top tam-tart.

1899. Whiteing, John St., v. You
should see 'em goin' out o' Saturday
nights, tiptop. Won't speak to nobody.

1900. Lynch, High Stakes, xxxii.

I've lost my bearings ; used to know all

the tip-top fences—see !

Tique, subs. (Harrow).— I. Arith-

metic; and (2) mathematics.

[Warner : from a French
master's peculiar English.]
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Tire, verb. (American).—To alarm.

1887. Morley Roberts, Western
Avernus. Then getting ferocious, ' Not
that I'm scared at him.' . . . Nor of you
either. I've seen cow-boys, bigger men
than you, and with bigger hats too—but
they didn't tire me.'

Tired. Born tired, phr.

(common).—An excuse for

assumed apathy or genuine dis-

inclination.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxi. The
fact is ... I wos born tired, an' I don't

seem ible to settle down to this 'ere ring-

yer-in in the mornin', and ring-yer-out at

night.

Tirly-whirly, subs. phr. (Scots).

—The female pudendum : see

Monosyllable (Burns).

d. 1796. Burns, Court of Equity [MS.
in Brit. Mus.]. Ye wroucht a hurly-burly

in Jeanie Mitchell's tirly-wurlie.

Tirrit, subs. (old). —Fright ; terror.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV., ii.

4. Here's a goodly tumult ; I'll forswear

keeping house, before I'll be in these

tirrits and frights.

TlRY, adj. (old colloquial).—Tired.

1611. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 33. D.
My horse began to be so tiry that he
would not stirre one foote.

'Tiser, subs, (journalists'). — The
Morning Advertiser.

1874. Siliad, 10. The Victualler's

anger, and the 'Tiser's rage.

Tish, subs, (schools and university).

—A cubicle ; a partition.

TlSTY-TOSTY, adj. phr. (old).—

Swaggering; swashing (Halli-
well). Also as in quot.

1570. Marriage, Wit and Science
[Dodsley, Old Plays, ii. 376]. Now
mother, I must. Chalt be a lively lad

with HEY TISTY-TUST.

TlT, subs, (old colloquial).—Orig.

anything small: hence (i) = a

small horse ; and (2) a girl ; a

young woman : cf. FILLY and
TITTER.

1548. Patten, Somerset's March,
92 [Oliphant, New Eng., 519. There
is the Scandinavian tit (equus), it means
something very small].

iSn-%1- Stanyhurst, Desc. Ireland,
n. If he be broken accordinglie you shall

haue a little tit that will trauell a whole
daie without anie bait.

1594. Barnefield, Helens Rape
[Arber], 39. But what spurres need now
for an untam'd titt to be trotting.

1600. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Ind.
I wonder that any man is so mad, to come
to see these rascally tits play here.

i62i._ Burton, Anat. Melan., 524.
A vast virago or an ugly tit.

d. 1668. Denham, Poems [Chalmers,
Eng. Poets, vii. 245]. Being as worthy to
sit On a nambling tit As thy predecessor
Dory.

1675. Cotton, Scofier Scofft (1770),
267. The little wanton Tit . . . would
both Home and Husband quit . . . To
follow thee for dainty Bit.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v.

'Pant. Prog.' Blowings, tits, pure ones,
concubines.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. Never
trust any of your tits into an inn of Court,
for if you do they'll harass her about from
chamber to chamber . . . and send her
home with . . . perhaps a hot tail into the
bargain. Ibid., iii. 197. Not that thou
art so willing a tit neither, as to let every
blockhead get up and ride for asking.

1706. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 1. x. 6.

Mounted on Gallopers and Tits. Ibid,
(c. 1709), Works, iii. (1718), 307. ' Spoken
on the back of an Elephant.' 'Tis a
strange Tit, he neither Trots nor Paces.

1707. Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem,
i. 1. As to our hearts, I grant ye, they
are as willing tits as any within twenty
degrees.

T772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
123. I've been ten years his hackney jade,
But now I'm weary of the trade; Brisk
English Tits can't long bear hacking.
Ibid., 183. These little tits of mine, I'm
sure, Can trot eleven miles an hour.

1774. Lloyd, The Poetry Professors.
1 Nay, should the tits get on for once,
Each rider is so grave a dunce.'

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tit. A horse : a pretty little tit ; a smart
little girl. . . . Tommy Tit, a smart lively
little fellow.
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1811. Lex. Bal., s.v. Keep. . . .

Mother, your tit won't keep
;

your
daughter will not preserve her virginity.

3. (colloquial). — A small

portion ; a morsel : whence tit-

bit = a choice piece ; ' a fine

snack ' (B. E. and Grose) ; any-

thing specially selected.

1730. Swift, Directions to Servants,
s.v.

1841. Punch, i. 6. The sneaking
Whigs were helping themselves to all the
fat TIT-BITS.

4. See Titmouse.

5. (Durham : local).—A student

of Durham University : in con-

tempt. Also 'varsity tit.

TlT FOR tat, phr. (colloquial).

—Originally tap for tap (or tip
for tap) = blow for blow ;

' an
equivalent' (Grose); 'tant for

tant (B. E. ), tit for tit, and dash
for dash.' Hence, to give tit
FOR TAT= to give as good as one
gets.

1577. BULLINGER, Works, I. 283.
Let every young man be persuaded . . .

that his duty is . . . not to answer tip for
tap, but to suffer much and wink thereat.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV., 2.

1. 205. This is the right fencing grace, my
lord ; tap for tap, and so part fair.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, ii.

1. Doll. Come tit me, come tat me,
come throw a kiss at me—how is that?

Capt. By Gad, I know not what your tit-

mees and tat-mees are, but ... I know
what kisses be.

1766. Colman and Garrick, Clan-
destine Marriage, v. 2. Tit_ for tat,
Betsey ! You are right, my girl.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
17. The general gave him tit for tat,
And answered cocking first his hat. Ibid.

,

117. Let him with Nell play tit for tat,
And trim her till I eat my hat.

c. 1859. Palmerston [M'Carthy,
Hist. Own Times, xxiii.]. I have had my
tit-for-tat with John Russell, and I

turned him out on Friday last.

See Tale.

Titch, subs. (Christ's Hospital).

—

A flogging : also as verb. [It has

been suggested that titch = tight

breeches : a portmanteau word.]

Titivate (or Tittivate), verb.

(colloquial).—To spruce up; to

put finishing touches to one's

toilet.

1836. Dickens, Boz ('Mr John
Douce'). Regular as clockwork—break-
fast at nine—dress and tittivate a little.

1843-4. Haliburton, The Attache,
xxiii. Well, I'll arrive in time for dinner

;

I'll titivate myself up, and down to
drawin'-room.

1856. Dow, Sermons, 1. 151. The
girls are all so titivated off with false

beauty, that a fellow loses his heart before
he knows it.

1857-9. Thackeray, Virginians,
xlviii. Call in your black man, and
titivate a bit.

TiTlVlL, subs, (old).--A generic re-

proach : a knave ; a jade. [Tom
Titivil in old moralities = the
Devil.]

1542. Hall, Henry VI., f. 43. The
devill hymself . . . did apparell certain
catchepoules and parasites, commonly
called titivils and tale tellers, to sowe
discord and dissencion.

1560. Thersytes, 67. Tynckers and
tabberers, typplers, taverners, Tytty-
fylles, fryfullers, turners and trumpers.

Titley, subs, (common).—Intoxi-

cating liquor (Hotten).

Titmouse, subs, (venery).—The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable. Also tit and tit-
bit (which last in quot. 1653=
the penis).

[?] Reliq. Antiq. (1841), ii. 28
(Halliwell). Hir corage was to have
ado with alle ; She had no mynd that she
shuld die, But with her prety tytmose to
encrece and multeply.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. 136.
Another [called it] her Cyprian sceptre, her
tit-bit.
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d.1704. Brown, Works, 11. 186. I

hear you kept the poor titmouse under
such slavish subjection, that a peer of the
realm . . . could not . . . come ... to

be brother-sterling with you.

Titter, subs. (Old Cant).—A girl

(Grose) : cf. tit. [Hotten :

'a tramp's term.']

1887. Henley, Villon's Good Night.
You flymy titters full of flam.

Titter-tatter, subs. phr.

(Grose).— * One reeling and
ready to fall at the least touch

:

also the childish amusement of

riding upon the two ends of a

plank, poised upon the prop
underneath its centre ; called

also a see-saw.'

Tittle-goose, subs.

—A foolish blab.

(common).

Tittle-tattle, subs. phr. (old).

— I. Chatter; scandal; 'fool-

ish impertinent talk' (B. E.);
' women's talk ' (Grose) ; and (2)

a chatterbox, a gossip. As verb.

= to gossip. Hence tittle -

TATTLER and TITTLE-TATTLING.
Also proverbial saying, 'Tittle
tattle, give the goose more hay.'

d. 1529. Skelton [Chalmers, Eng.
Poets, li. 292. 2]. I played with him
[Philip Sparow] tittel tattel And fed

him with my spattell.

1580. Sidney, Arcadia, ii. You are

full in your tittle-tattlings of Cupid.

1592. Lyly, Midas, iii. 2. O, sir,

know I am a barber, and cannot
tittle tattle, I am one of those whose
tongues are sweld in silence.

1604. Shakspeare, Winter's Tale,

iv. 4. You must be tittle tattling
before all our guests.

1616. Times Whistle [E. E. T. S.],

103. Dame Polupragma, gossip Tittle-
tattle Suffers her tongue let loose at

randome, prattle.

you

1633. Brome, Antipodes, i. 6. The
men do all the tittle-tattle duties.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. 113.
The parchment whereon he wrote the
tittle-tattle of two young mangy
whores.

1675. Cotton, Burlesque on Bur-
lesque (1770), 177. Come, come, I cannot
stay to prattle, Nor hear thy idle Tittle-
Tattle.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 180.
The merry subject of every tavern tittle-
tattle.

1705. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 1. v. 9.
For if bifarious Tittle Tattle, Could
storm a Town, or win a Battel.

1709-11. Addison, Tatler, 157.
Impertinent Tittletattles who have
no other variety in their discourse but
that of talking slower or faster.

d. 1770. Chatterton, Resignation.
The daily tittle-tattle of the court.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 4. I had been pestered with all

the tittle-tattle of the town about this

fellow.

1820. Coombe, Syntax, ii. 31. The
TITTLE-TATTLE town.

1890. Academy, 18 Oct., 336. Give
all the facts and none of the tittle-

Tittup (or Titup), subs, (old).—

I. 'A gentle hand-gallop or

canter ' (Grose). Hence titup-
PING (or tituppy)= (i) lively,

gay, frisky; and (2) shaky,

ticklish.

c. 1704. [Ashton, Queen Anne, 1. 84].

Citizens in Crowds, upon Pads, Hackneys,
and Hunters ; all upon the Tittup.

1818. Austen, Northanger Abbey,
ix. Did you ever see such a little tituppy
thing in your life ? There is not a sound
piece of iron about it.

1825. Scott, St Ronan's Well, xiii.

It would be endless to notice . . . the
' Dear mes ' and ' Oh laas ' of the titup-
ping misses, and the oaths ofthe pantalooned
or buckskinn'd beaux.

1868-9. Browning, Ring and Book,
1. 212. Walked his managed mule, With-
out a tittup, the procession through.
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2. (colloquial).— The thing
(q.V.). Thus THAT'S THE TITTUP
= that's the thing; the correct
TiTTUP= the correct thing.

Tittery, subs. (old).—Gin : see

White Satin and Drinks.

1725. G. Smith, Compleate Distiller

[Dowell, Taxes in England, iv. 103].

Gin . . . sold under the names of double
geneva, royal geneva, celestial geneva,
tittery . . .

1731. Bailey, Eng. Diet., s.v.

Tityre, a nickname for the liquor called

geneva, probably so called because it

makes persons merry, laugh, and titter.

TlTTERY-TU (or TlTYRE-TU), subs,

phr. (old).—A roaring boy; a
street-ruffian; aMoHAWK(p.).
[Century : In some fanciful

allusion to the first line of the

first Eclogue of Virgil,

—

Tityre

tu palulce recubans, etc.]

1616-25. Court and Times James I.

[Oliphant, New Eng., ii. 73. Young
gentlemen form themselves into a club
bearing the name of Tityre tu ; these
rioters kept the name until the Restora-
tion].

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
Roaring boyes, and rough-hewd tittery-
tues.

1647-8. Herrick, Hesperides.
' New Year's Gift ... to Sir Simeon
Steward.' No noise of late-spawned
Tittyries.

d. 1826. Gifford [Note on Ford's
Sun's Darling, 1. 1]. Some of the
Tityre-tu's, not long after the appearance
of this drama (1624), appear to have been
brought before the Council.

Tivy (or Tivvy), subs, (venery).

—

The femalepudendum. : see Mono-
syllable.

Adv.
(q.v.)\

(hunting). — Tantivy

1669. Dryden, Tyrannick Love, iv.

1. In a bright moonshine while winds
whistle loud, Tivy, tivy, tivy, we mount
and we fly.

Tizzy, subs, (common).—A six-

pence : see Rhino (Grose).
Hence tizzy - poole (Win-
chester)= a fives ball (costing

6d. and formerly sold by a head
porter named Poole) ; tizzy-tick
(Harrow)=an order on a trades-

man to the extent of 6d. a day.

1823. Moncrieff, Tom and Jerry,
ii. 3. Hand us over three browns out of
that 'ere tizzy.

1849. Lytton, Caxtons, v. 1.

There's an old 'oman . . . who will show
you all that's worth seeing—the walks and
the big cascade—for a tizzy.

To, prep. (American: vulgar).

—

At ; in (of places) : thus « I shall

be to hum ' (home) ; ' He lives

to Boston.'

1837. Haliburton, Sam Slick
[Bartlett]. I have forgot what little I

learnt to night-school.

1858. Rome Sentinel, Sept. The
boiler . . . passed through the main
building . . . without injuring the work-
men there, although men were to work on
each side of where the boiler passed.

Toad, subs. (old).— i. A term of

contempt ; and (2) a jocular ad-
dress : e.g. * You little toad '

:

cf. MONKEY, ROGUE, etc. Also
TOADLING.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., II.
in. iii. Thou discontented wretch, thou
coveteous niggard . . . thou ambitious
and swelling toad.

1774. Bridges, Barlesque Homer,
203. iEneas swore it was not fair One man
should box with such a pair Of ill-look'd

toads.

1779. Johnson [D'Arblay, Diary,
1. 133].

>

Your shyness, and slyness, and
pretending to know nothing never took me
in ... I always knew you for a toadling.

1847. Bronte, Jane Eyre, iii. If
she were a nice pretty child one might
compassionate her forlornness, but one can
not really care for such a little toad as
that.
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Phrases. ' She sits like si

TOAD on a chopping block ' (of a

horsewoman with a bad seat)

;

' As much need of it as a toad of

a side-pocket '= no need at all;
1 As full of money as a TOAD is of

feathers ' = penniless (Grose) ;

1 Like a toad under a harrow ' =
on the rack.

Toady, subs. (old).—A servile de-

pendant ; a LICKSPITTLE (q.V.)
;

a BUM-SUCKER {q.V.). Also

(Grose and Bee) toad-eater.
Hence as verb (or toad-eating)
= to do dirty or 'reptile' service,

to fawn, to lay it on thick (q.v. )

:

Fr. avaler des couleuvres. As adj.

(toadyish, hateful or ugly
as a toad)= repulsive, soapy
(q.v.), blandiloquent ; toadyism
(or toad-eating)= servile adula-

tion or service, snobbery (q.v.),

TUFT-HUNTING (q.V.), FLUNKEY-
ISM (q.v.). [Smyth-Palmer:
Toady has perhaps nothing to do
with toad-eater . . . origin-

ally TO be toady, i.e. obliging,

officiously attentive : in prov.

Eng., toady= quiet, tractable,

friendly, a corruption of towardly,

the opposite ofone who isfroward,
stubborn, perverse : but see quots.

1744 and 1785.]

d. 1572. Knox, Spirit of Despotism,
20. A corrupted court formed of miscreant
TOAD-EATERS.

c. 1628. Feltham, Resolves, i. 13.

Vice is of such a toady complexion that
she naturally teaches the soul to hate her.

1742. Walpole, Letters, i. 186.

Lord Edgcumbe's [place] ... is destined
to Harry Vane, Pulteney's toad-eater.
Ibid., 11. 52. I am retired hither like an
old summer dowager ; only that I have no
toad-eater to take the air with me . . .

and to be scolded.

1744. Sarah Fielding, David
Simple. Toad-eater ... It is a meta-
phor taken from a mountebank's boy eating
toads, in order to show his master's skill

in expelling poison ; it is built on a sup-

position that people who are so unhappy
as to be in a state of dependence are forced
to do the most nauseous things that can be
thought on, to please and humour their
patrons.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Toad-eater. A poor female relation,
and humble companion or reduced gentle-
woman, in a great family, the standing
butt, on whom all kinds of practical jokes
are played off, and all ill-humours vented.

1802. Colman, Poor Gentleman, ii.

2. How these tabbies love to be toadied.

1843. Macaulay [Boswell's John-
son],

<

Without the officiousness, the in-

quisitiveness, the effrontery, the toad-
eating, the insensibility to all reproof, he
never could have produced so excellent a
book.

1848. Thackeray, Book ofSnobs, v.

Boys are not all toadies in the morning
of life .. . The tutors toadied him. The
fellows in hall paid him great clumsy com-
pliments. Ibid., iii. Toadyism, organ-
ized — base man-and-mammon worship,
instituted by command of law : snobbish-
ness, in a word.

d. 1884. W. Phillips, Speeches, 135.
What magic wand was it whose touch
made the toadying servility of the land
start up the real demon that it was ?

2. (Scots).—A coarse peasant-
woman.

Toadskin, subs. (American).

—

See
quot.

1867. Ludlow, Little Brother.
'Don't you know what a toadskin is?'
said Billy, drawing a dingy five-cent stamp
from his pocket. ' Here's one.'

Phrase. • His purse is made
of toad's skin' (of a covetous
person: Ray).

Toad-sticker, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can). — A sword [Bartlett :

4 almost universal during the war

'

(1861-5)].

Toast, subs, (old colloquial : now
recognised). — 1. Originally, a
lady pledged in drinking ; subse-

quently (2) any person, cause, or
thing to which success is drunk

;
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(3) a call to drink, and (4) the act

of drinking. Also (Scots) TOSS,
and as verb (B. E. and Grose).
Hence top-toast = a reigning
belle : cf. top (= leading) lady ;

toaster = the proposer of an-

other's health.

1663-4. Butler, Hudibras [On-
phant, New Eng., ii. 104. One way of
winning^ the love of ladies is said to be]
swallowing toasts of bits of ribbon

;

[toast was soon to stand for a lady].

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tost, to name or begin a new Health.
Who tosts now? Who Christens the
Health ? An old tost, a pert pleasant old
Fellow.

1700. Congreve, Way of World, iii.

10. More censorious than a decayed
beauty, or a discarded toast. Ibid., iv.

5. To drink healths, or toast fellows.

1704. Cibber, Careless Husband.
[A lady's reputation is said to be the
common toast of every public table.]

1707. Farquhar, Beaux's Strata-
gem., iii. 1. The gentleman has . . .

toasted your health.

c. 1708. Prior, Female Phaeton.
What has she better, pray, than I, What
hidden charms to boast, That all mankind
for her should die Whilst I am scarce a
toast ! Ibid. , Chameleon. Five deep he
toasts the lowering lasses.

1709. Tatler, No. 24, 4 June. A
celebrated beauty was in the Cross-Bath,
and one of her admirers took a glass of the
water in which the fair one stood, and
drank her health in the company. A gay
fellow, half fuddled, offered to jump in,

and swore, though he liked not the liquor,

he would have the toast. This whim
gave foundation to the present honour
which is done to the lady we mention in

our liquors, who has ever since been called
a toast. [Abridged.]

1710. Steele, Tatler, 95. Her
eldest daughter was within half-a-year of
being a toast.

1725. Young, Love of Fame, vi.

For Hervey the first wit she cannot be,

Nor, cruel Richmond, the first toast for

thee.

1777. Sheridan, Schoolfor Scandal,
iii. 3. Let the toast pass—Drink to the
lass, I'll warrant she'll prove an excuse for

the glass.

d. 1796. Burns, Poems (Globe), 254.
My bonie sel' The toss of Ecclefechan.

d. 1797. Burke, Petition of Unitari-
ans. These insect reptiles while they go
on caballing and toasting, only fill us
with disgust.

1885. D. Chron., 7 Sept. The
toast of the Emperor, proposed by Dr.
Stephan, was received with enthusiasm,
all the guests standing.

2. (old).—A toper : see Lush-
INGTON. Also TOAST AND
butter : in contempt.

1598. Shakspeare, i Henry IV., iv.

2.22. None but such toasts-and-butter
with hearts in their bellies no bigger than
pins' heads.

1614. Fletcher, Wit without
Money, iv. 2. They love young toasts
and butter, Bowbell suckers.

1668. Lestrange, Quevedo (1678),
306. How often must I be put to the
Blush too, when every Old Toast shall be
calling me Old Acquaintance.

1673. Cotton, Voyage to Ireland,
Iii- When having half din'd, there comes
in my host, A catholic good and a rare
drunken toast. Ibid. (1677), Burlesque
upon Burlesque, 243. A Toss-pot and a
drunken Toast.

On toast, adv. phr. (com-
mon).— 1. Cornered; swindled;
DONE {q.v.).

1886. St. James's Gazette, 6 Nov.
The judges in the High Court are always
learning some new thing. Yesterday it

was entered on the record that the court
took judicial cognizance of a quaint and
pleasing modern phrase. They discovered
what it was to be had on toast.

1896. Farjeon, Betray. John Ford-
ham, in. 288. 'It's my night,' I sed.
'Didn't I tell yer? I've got 'im on
toast.'

1900. Kipling, Stalky &* Co., 64.
Mason turned white with joy. He thought
he had us all on toast.

2. (American).—Nicely served :

of food, etc.
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Toasting-fork (or -iron), subs,

phr. (military). — A sword
(Grose): also cheese-toaster
{q.v.).

1596. Shakspeare, King John, iv.

3. Put up thy sword betime ; Or I'll so
maul you and your toasting-iron, That
you shall think the devil is come from hell.

1849-50. Thackeray, Pendennis,
xxii. I served in Spain with the king's
troops, until the death of my dear friend
Zumalcarreguy, when I saw the game was
over, and hung up my toasting-iron.

1 861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, xli. If I had given him time to
get at his other pistol, or his toasting-
fork, it was all up.

1900. Boothby, Maker of Nations,
ix. One of the officers drew his sword
. . .

' You can put up that toasting-
fork,' said Durnngton, coolly.

TOASTY, adj. (artists'). — Warmly
tinted.

TOBACCANALIAN (TOBACCONER
or Tobacchian), subs. (old).

—

A smoker. Also tobacconing
= smoking.

1615. Sylvester, Tobacco Battered,
s.v.

1621. Venner, Treat. Tobacco (1637),

411. You may observe how idle and
foolish they are, that cannot travell without
a tobacco pipe at their mouth ; but such
(I must tell you) are no base tobacchians :

for this manner of taking the fume, they
suppose to bee generous.

^.1656. Hall, Hard Measure [Cen-

tury]. Musketeers, waiting for the major's

return, drinking and tobacconing as freely

as if it [the Cathedral] had turned ale-

house.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, xxv.

We get very good cigars for a bajoccho
and a half—that is, very good for us cheap
TOBACCANALIANS.

See Pipe.

Toby (or Tober), subs. (Old

Cant).— 1. The road; the high-

way. Whence high-toby = a

main road ; THE toby (toby-

LAY or toby-concern) = high-

way robbery {see quot. 1785);
TOBY-GILL (or TOBY - MAN) = a
road thief; hightobyman = a
mounted highwayman, LOW-
TOBYMAN=a footpad; TO TOBY
= to rob on the highway ; and
done FOR a toby= convicted
for highway robbery. Cf. gypsy
TOBER— road.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

The toby applies exclusively to robbing
on horseback ; the practice of footpad
robbery being properly called the spice,
though it is common to distinguish the
former by the title of high-toby, and the
latter of low-toby.

1830.
_
Lytton, Paul Clifford. You

are a capital fellow . . . the bravest and
truest gill that ever took to the toby.
Ibid. All the most fashionable prigs, or
toby-men, sought to get him into their
set.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood (1884),

95. Believe me, there is not a game, my
brave boys, To compare with the game of
high toby ; No rapture can equal the
toby-man's joys.

2. (showmen's).-

a travelling show.
-A pitch for

1893. Standard, 29 Jan., 2. We
have to be out in the road early, you know.
to secure our ' Toby.'

3. (old: eighteenth century).

—

A drinking jug or mug : usually a

grotesque figure of an old man in

a three-cornered hat.

1840. Dickens, Barnaby Pudge, iv.

A . . . jug of well-browned clay, fashioned

into the form of an old gentleman. ' Put
Toby this way, my dear.' This Toby was
the brown jug.

4. (venery).—The female pu-

dendum : see Monosyllable.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 57. That Fame and Honour she

may go by, And let vEneas firk her Toby.

Toby-trot, subs. phr. (common).

A simpleton (Halliwell).—
K
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Toco (or Toko), subs, (common).
—Chastisement : hence to give
TOCO= to thrash.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. toco.
If . . . Blackee gets a whip about his

back, why he has caught toco.

1857. Hughes, Tom Browns School-
days, 1. v. The school leaders come up
furious, and administer toco to the
wretched fags.

1893. Milliken, 'Arry Ballads.
When a reglar Primroser gits toko, one
wonders wot next there will come.

Tod, subs. (American).—A drink
;

a ' toddy.'

1861. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xiv.

Selleridge's was full of fire-company boys,

taking their tods after a run.

1862. Artemus Ward: His Book
(1899), 37. Ef your peple take their tods,
say Mister Ward is as Jenial a feller as we
ever met. Ibid., 82. He liked his tods
too well, however.

To- day. See Baker.

Toddle, subs, (colloquial). — A
walk, a saunter : also as verb (or

TO do a toddle)= (1) to be off

(Grose), and (2) to totter along

:

as an invalid or child. Hence
TODDLES (TODDLEKINS or LITTLE
toddler) = an endearment to a

little child.

!783. Johnson [Boswell, Life,
aetat 74]. I should like ... to have a
cottage in your park, toddle about, live

mostly on milk and be taken care of by
Mrs. Boswell.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Toddle . . . The cove was touting, but
stagging the traps he toddled.

1816. Scott, Antiquary, xliv. And
the bits o' weans that come toddling to

play wi' me.

1823. Egan, Randall's Scrap Book.
Oft may we hear thy cheerful footsteps

sound, And see us toddle in with heart

elate. Ibid. (1827), Anec. Turf, 179. She
was just about to toddle to the gin-

spinners for the ould folks and lisp out for

a quartern of Max.

1829. Vidocq's Memoirs, ' On the
Prigging Lay' [Farmer, Musa Pedestris
(1896), 107. I stops a bit : then toddled
quicker, For I'd prigged his reader, drawn
his ticker.

1855. Thackeray, Newcomes,^ liii.

Children who are accomplished shop-lifters

and liars almost as soon as they can
toddle and speak. Ibid. (1862), Philip,
xvi. One of the children . . . was
toddling by her side.

1856. Eliot, Janet's Repentance, iii.

When I was a little toddle Mr. and Mrs.
Crewe used to let me play about in their

garden.

1862. Trollope, Orley Farm, xv.
Her daily little toddle through the town.

1872. Bi.ackmore, Maid of Sker,
v. What did the little thing do but . . .

set off in the bravest toddle.

1885. Queen, 26 Sept. A few toler-

able toddlekins in the intermediate
cabins.

1891. Pall Mall Gaz., 3 July, i. 2.

The ' great Trek "... has toddled out
of the little end of the horn.

1901. Referee, 14 Ap., 9. 2. Hun-
dreds of tiny toddles in their white
pinnies . . . were dancing together to a
piano-organ.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 113.

So ter-morrer me and Joe, my mate, do a
little toddle round arter we see the
lights go out.

Toddy, subs. (Grose and Bee).—
Originally, the juice of the cocoa
tree ; afterwards, rum, water,

sugar, and nutmeg ; now generic

for a hot drink of any kind of

spirits, as whiskey-TODDY, rum-
TODDY, gin-TODDY, etc.

Toddy- blossom, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A GROG-BLOSSOM {q.V.) ;

a RUM-BUD {q.V.).

Toddy-STICK, subs. phr. (common).
—A muddler.

Todge, subs, (provincial).—Stodge :

as verb= to smash ; to pulp
(Grose).
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To-do, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—

Ado ; a fuss ; a commotion ; a
set-out : cf. Fr. affaire {afaire).

1330. Romance of Seven Sages
[Weber, iii. 73]. Make moche to done.

1675. Evelyn, Diary, 22 Mar.
' What a to-do is here !

' would he say ;
' I

can lie in straw with as much satisfaction.

'

1695. Congreve, Love for Love,
iii. t. What's here to do? O the
Father ! A man with her ! . . . O you
young harlotry.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, iv. The
next Say there was another visit to

Doctors' Commons, and a great to-do
with an attesting ostler.

Toe, verb (common).— I. To kick:

e.g. * I'll toe your bum for you.

'

2. (colloquial).—To reach (or

touch) with the toes : e.g. to
TOE A LINE (A MARK, or THE
scratch)= (1) to stand at

attention (or at the start) ; (2)= to

be fully prepared for a struggle or

contest ; (3) to come up to one's

obligations; and (4) to border
on.

1835. Dana, Before Mast, xiv. He
was a man to toe the mark, and to
make every one else step up to it.

1857. Bradley, Verdant Green, 11.

iv. The customary ' flapper-shaking

'

before toeing the scratch for business.

1881. Burroughs, Pepacton, 244.
Then more meadow-land . . . and then
the little grey school-house itself toeing
the highway.

Phrases. To turn up the
TOES = to die: see HOP the
twig; to tread on one's
toes = (i) to vex ; and (2) to

interfere.

1861. Reade, Cloister and Hearth >

xxiv. Several arbalestriers turned their
toes UP.

1868-9. Browning, Ring and Book,
1. 130. He could not turn about Nor
take a step i' the case, and fail to tread
On some one's toes.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, vii.

I only hope that he will soon turn up his
toes was the wrathful speculator's
adjuration.

Toe- fit-tie, subs. phr. (Win-
chester : obsolete).—See quot.

' 1881. Felstedian, Nov., 84. It was
that brute A who ' to-fitti-ed ' me last

night . . . Let me explain ... it is

nothing more or less than the commence-
ment of a line in the old, familiar,

lAs in
praesenti perfectum format in avi' . . .

' to FIT-Ti,' in reference to verbs of the
third conjugation transferred from the
similarity of sound to the schoolboy's toe

;

it consisted in tying a running noose on
a piece of string, cunningly turning up
the bedclothes at the foot, putting it

round the big toe of an unconscious sleeper,

running the noose up tight, and pulling
till the victim followed the direction of the
string from the pain getting farther out of
bed, and nearer the floor till released.

Toe-ragger, subs. phr. (Aus-
tralian).—A term of contempt

:

cf. Toey.

1896. Truth (Sydney), 12 Jan.
The bushie's favourite term of opprobrium
' a toe-ragger ' is Maori. . . . The nastiest
term of contempt was tua rika rika, or
slave. The old whalers on the Maoriland
coast in their anger called each other toe-
riggers, and to-day the word in the form
of toe-ragger has spread thoughout the
whole of the South Seas.

Toey, subs. (Australian).—A swell

;

a toff {q.v.) : a New South
Wales localism.

Toff, subs, (common).— 1. A
gentleman, a fop, a swell {q.v.) :

cf. Toft and Tuft; (2)=a
superior, a man of grit. Hence
TOFFER= a fashionable whore

;

tofficky as dressy, showy,
GRITTY {q.V.)'. TOFFISHNESS=
side^.z;.).

c. 1868. Arthur Lloyd, Music Hall
Song, ' The Shoreditch Toff ' [Title].

1868. Temple Bar, xxiv. 538. 9.

Moll ... a flashtail . . . who goes about
the streets at night trying to pick up
toffs,
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1873. Greenwood, Strange Com-
pany. Slices . . . under an inch thick
would be regarded with contempt . . . per-
haps with an uncomfortable suspicion
... of the detestable ways of gentility.

He [a coster) calls it toffishness.

1879. Punch, 3 May, 201. 1. If the
Toffs took a fancy for chewing a stror or

a twig . . . Pall Mall would be jolly

soon gay.

1883. Sala [Illust. Lond. News, 21

Ap., 379. 2]. Fops flourished before my
time, but I can remember the dandy, who
was superseded by the count, the toff,
and other varieties of the swell.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 83.

{Loud cheers, and a voice, ' Gladstone's
an old toff ').

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,

248. Such appellations as ' Toff Smith
'

or 'Dandy Jones.'

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxviii.

You're a toff, stone-broke—that's what
you are ... I ain't no class for you, I

never can be.

1901. Walker, In the^ Blood, 27.
' I've lived here for six weeks like a toff,
old man,' said Jack Oswald.

1902. D. Telegraph, 16 Sep., 5. 4.

He held out his wrists to be handcuffed,
and exclaimed, ' Now I'll die like a toff.'
Ibid. (1903), 10 Feb., 6. 4. Over six

thousand of us, I mean genuine out-of-

works. Of course, there'll be loafers . . .

and supposing the toffs of Pall-mall come
along, welcome to them.

Toffee-scramble, subs. phr.
(schoolboys'). — Toffee-making:

cf Tea-fight, Bun-worry
;

Muffin-circus, etc.

1901. Troddles, 46. . . .
' Foot

sugar, my boy. '
' What do you do with

it—make it into a poultice ?
'

' Rats ! . . .

didn't you ever have a toffee
scramble?'

Toft, subs. (Hotten).—'A showy
individual, a swell ' : cf. Tuft
and Toff.

Togger. See Torpid.

Tog (or Togs). See Togman.

Togman (Toge, Togemans, or

Tog), subs. (Old Cant).—A coat,

a cloak, a gown (Harman, B. E.,

Grose, Bee, Hotten) : some-
timestogger, toggy, and ( Tufts)

long TOG. [Latin, toga — a

mantle ; lit. a covering. J Also

togs {pi. ) = clothes : see toggery,
infra-, Sunday TOGS = best

clothes ; toged (or togged)=
cloaked, gowned, togated, or

equipped; togged out= care-

fully dressed; togged up to
the nines = dressed TO KILL

{q. v. ), full-rigged ; TOGGERY=
(1) clothes : see TOGS, supra ; (2)

harness, equipment, belongings ;

(3) worn-out clothes (Halli-
well) ; long-togs (nautical)=
shore clothes ; upper tog (or

upper togger) = an overcoat.

As 7jerb= to dress, to clothe, to

equip.

1465-70. Morte A'rthure [E.E.T.S.],

178. Alle with taghte mene and towne
in togers fulle ryche.

1567. Harman, Caveat [E.E.T.S.

(1869), 85]. I toure the strummel upon
thy nabchet and Togman. Ibid., 105.

For want of their Casters and Togemans.

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, i. 1. 25.

The toged consuls [in 1st quarto : other

editions = tongued]. Ibid. (1610), Corio-

lanus, ii. 3. 122. Why in this woolvish
toge should I stand here? [a modern
reading ; 1st Folio= tongue ; other editions

=gown\.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Nim. NimaTOGEMAN—to steal a cloak.

Ibid., s.v. Togeman . . . 'Tis a rum-
togemans, 'tis a good Camlet-Cloak.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tog. They are said to be well or queerly
togged, according to their appearance.

C 1811. Vidocg's Song. Next slipt off

his bottom clo'ing, And his ginger head
topper gay. Then his other toggery
stowing . . .

1820. London Mag., i. 25. He was
always togged out to the nines.

1823. Moncrieff, Tom and Jerry,
5. This toggery will never fit—you must
have a new rig-out.
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1823. Egan, Randall's Scrap Book.
And with his upper togger gay, Pre-
pared to toddle swift away.

1825. Scott, St. Ronaris Well, iv.

He was tog'd gnostically enough.

1835. Dana, Before Mast, 131. I

took no long togs with me ; . : . being
dressed like the rest, in white duck trousers,

blue jacket, and straw hat.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
'St. Romwold.' Had a gay cavalier

thought fit to appear In any such toggery
. . . He'd have met with a highly sig-

nificant sneer.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xvi.

Look at his togs, superfine cloth and the
heavy swell cut.

1844. Selby, London by Night, ii.

1. My togs being in keeping with this

nobby place.

1869. Greenwood, Seven Curses of
London. She's a dress-woman . . . one
. . . they TOG OUT that they may show off

at their best, and make the most of their

faces. Ibid. (187 ). Night in a Work-
house. Your suit of toggery ain't a very
flash 'un.

1872. Blackmore, MaidofSker, vii.

What did I do but go to church with all

my topmost togs.

1879. Chambers' Jo., 368. Scrump-
tious young girls you tog out so finely.

1884. James, Little Tour, 150.
Two . . . were gendarmes in full tog-
gery.

1889. Thor Fredur, Sketches. In
London many female servants seldom
remain long in one situation ; just long
enough to get togged and fed up.

1898. Marshall, Pomes, 8. I took
these togs to pawn, But uncle only looked
at me and swore. Ibid., 88. He was
togged in his best, and so were the rest,

Of his pals.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, v.

Julian sported his . . . English togs, and
Texas Dave was again a typical cowboy. .

1900. Flynt, Tramps, 130.

Wimmens'es togs haint up ter the men's.

1901. Free Lance, 9 Feb., 459. 1.

No ' quick-change artist ' could have had a
larger assortment of ' togs.'

Toheno (or Tohereno), adj.

(back slang).—Very nice. [That
is, 'hot one.']

Toke, subs, (common).—Generic
for food; GRUB {q.v. ): spec,

bread. Also (rare) = a piece,

lump, portion.

1877. Five Years Penal Servitude,
i. Some prisoner who . . . had forgotten
to eat what in prison slang is called his

toke or chuck.

1898. Marshall, Pomes, 62. To a
coffee-house he hied, And consumed some
unkind Mocha, half a haddock, and some
toke.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xx.
When the show was shut, I . . . sits down
to my toke and pipe.

Verb (The Leys School).

-

LOAF (q.v.) ; to idle.

-To

Token, subs, (venery).— 1. The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable. Also the token
(Grose)= venereal disease : e.g.
1 She tipped him the token '

(
=

' She gave him a clap or pox ').

d. 1529. Skelton, Elynour Rum-
myng, 492. An old rybybe ... At the
threshold comying in, And fell so wyde
open That one myght see her token . . .

Said Elynour Rummyng . . . Fy, couer
thy shap.

2. (old).—The plague (B. E.

and Grose) : also the characteristic

spots of the disease on the body.

3. (old).—A farthing: hence
a small standard of value (B. E. ).

[Properly a tradesman's 'small

change,' of the nominal values of

id., £d., and £d.] Also Tom-
fool's token = money (B. E.).

Toko. See Toco.

See Bullock's Heart.

Tol, subs, (back slang).—Lot of

stock ; share.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. and
Lond. Poor. How is a man to sell fine

cherries at 4d. when there's a kid alongside

of him a selling his tol at 2d. a pound ?
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1877. Diprose, London Life. I've
been doing awful dab with my tol, haven't
made a yennep.

See Toledo.

Told. I told you so, phr. (old).

—The retort provocant : in

modern phrase, ' So like a woman
to say, " I TOLD YOU SO !

'"

1412. Occleve, De Reg. Princ.
(Roxburgh), 26. I tolde hym so.

1609. Jonson, Silent Woman, iv. 2.

True. I told you so, sir, and you would
not believe me. Mor. Alas, do not rub
those wounds ... to blood again.

To BE told, verb. phr. (Ton-
bridge School).—To obtain one's

colours in a school team.

Toledo (or Tol), subs. (old).

—

A sword-blade : manufactured
at Toledo in Spain, whence
in fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies came the finest tempered
weapons : cf. Fox. Hence a
RUM-TOL= a silver-hilted sword

;

a QUEER-TOL= a very ordinary

weapon (B. E. and Grose).

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in Humour,
iii. 1. A most perfect Toledo, I assure
you, sir . . . This a Toledo, pish !

1612. Webster, White Devil, v. 2.

O what blade is't? A Toledo, or an
English fox?

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood. His
tol by his side, and his pops in his pocket.

Tolerable, adj. (colloquial).—In

fair health ;
pretty well : cf.

Toll-ollish.

1847. Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvi.

We're tolerable, sir, I thank you.

Toll. To take toll, verb. phr.

(colloquial).—To pilfer ; to 'pick

and steal ' : cf. custom of millers

taking a portion of grain as com-

pensation for grinding. Also to

get (or take) more than a proper

share.

[1596. Shakspeare, KingJohn, iii.

1. 154. No Italian priest shall tithe or

toll in our dominion.]

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 42. His hand shook . . . the

table-cloth and napkin took toll [of

soup].

TOLLIBAN Rig, subs. phr. (old).

—

1 A species of cheat carried on by
a woman, assuming the character

of a dumb and deaf conjuror'

(Grose).

Tol- loll (or Tol-lollish), adj.

phr. (common). — Tolerable ;

pretty good ; ' nothing to grumble

at.'

i8[?]. Gilbert [Encyclop. Diet.].

Lord Nelson, too, was pretty well—That
is, TOL-LOL-ISH !

1901. Free Lance, 20 Sep., 4. 3. Oh,
I feel tol-lollish enough to go through
with that little bit of circus business.

Tolly, subs, (public schools').— 1.

A candle : spec, a ' tallow

'

candle. To tolly up (Harrow)
= to light candles surreptitiously

after the gas has been put out.

Cf. Brolly, Yolly, etc.

2. (Stonyhurst). — The flat

instrument used in caning the

hand : also taps. Hence tolly-
shop= a Prsefect's room where
corporal punishment is adminis-

tered ; and TOLLY - TICKET=

a

good conduct card, given as a

reward for specially good work,

which, presented when punish-

ment is ordered, secures immunity
except for too grave an offence.

[This system ofaccumulated merit,

now almost obsolete, is precisely

similar to one described by Mr.
Kegan Paul in his Memories as

existent at Eton in the forties.]

The Tolly (Rugby).—See
quot. and sense 1.
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1900. Athenceum, 16 June, 743. The
chapel rather loses by its stunted head,
especially as a fine tapering spire (dis-

respectfully known as ' The Tolly ')

appears at the back of the Close.

Toloben (Tollibon or Tulli-
bon), subs. (Cant).—The tongue :

hence toloben-rig = fortune

telling.

TOLSERY, subs, (provincial).—

A

penny. [Halliwell :
' A cant

term.'] See Rhino.

Tom, subs, (colloquial). — 1. A
generic slight : e.g. Tomboy,
Tom-double, Tom-farthing,
Tom-fool, Tom-noddy (all of

which see) : in quot. a contemptu-
ous reference to the use of bells in

the ceremonial of the mass.

1648-55. Fuller, Church Hist., v.

iv. 28. Item, That the singing or saying
of masse, mattens, or evensong is but a
a roreing, howling, whisteling, mumming,
tomring, and jugling.

2. (old).—A deep-toned bell

:

e.g. Great (or Big) Tom of Ox-
ford, Lincoln, Exeter : probably

onomatopoeia. Whence after
Tom = after 9. p.m. : at that hour

Big Tom of Christchurch, Oxford,

strikes one for every student in

residence (101); when it ceases

the gates are closed and late

comers are fined on a sliding

scale up to midnight, after which
delinquents are gated {q.v.).

1630. White [Rimbault, Rounds,
Catches, etc. 30]. Great Tom is cast ; And
Christ Church bells ring . . . And Tom
comes last.

1635. Tom a Lincolne, ii. [Thoms,
Early Eng. Prose Romances, ii. 246].

Hee sent ... a thousand pounds ... to

be bestowed upon a great bell to be rung
at his funerall, which bell he causeth to be
called Tom a Lincolne after his owne name,
where to this day it remaineth in the same
citie.

1648. Corbet, On Great Tom of
Christchurch. And know, when Tom
rings out his knells, The best of you will

be but dinner-bells.

1807. Southey, Don Espriella's
Letters. We ascended one of the other
towers afterwards to see Great Tom, the

largest bell in England.

1880. Sat. Rev., 1. 670. No one
knows why Tom should have been twice

selected for great bells . . . Indeed Tom
of Oxford is said to have been christened

Mary, and how the metamorphosis of

names and sexes was effected is a mystery.

1882. Smyth Palmer, Folk Etymol-
ogy, 397. Tom . . . seems . . . imitative

of the booming resonance of its toll . . .

tom-tom, a drum ... so ' Ding-dong, bell

{Tempest, i. 2. 403), and Dr Cooke's round,
' Bim, Borne, bell.'

1900. Farmer, Public School Word
Book, s.v. Tom . . . The great bell of
Christ Church formerly belonged to Oseney
Abbey, and weighs about 17,000 lbs.

3. (provincial).—A close-stool

(Halliwell).

Tomahawk, verb. (Australian).

—

To bungle the shears in fleecing

sheep.

1859. Kingsley, Geoffrey Hamlyn,
147. Shearers were very scarce, and the

poor sheep got fearfully tomahawked by
the new hands.

1872. Eden, My Wife and I in

Queensland, 96. Some men never get the

better of this habit, but tomahawk as

badly after years of practice as when they
first began.

1896. Paterson, Man from Snowy
River, 162. The 'ringer' that shore a
hundred, as they never were shorn before,

And the novice who toiling bravely Had
tommyhawked half a score.

To bury (or dig up) the
tomahawk, verb. phr. (collo-

quial).—To make peace (or go to

war) ; to settle a difference (or

to dispute) : it was the custom of

the North American Indians to

bury the tomahawk during

time of peace : see Hatchet.
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Tom-and-Jerry Days, subs. phr.
(obsolete). —The period of the
Regency (1810-20) : also 'when
George IV. was king.' [An
allusion to Pierce Egan's Life in

London, published in 1821 : in

it Corinthian Tom and Jerry
Hawthorn 'see life,' much of it

of a ' low ' or ' fast ' order.

Tom-and-Jerry Shop, subs. phr.
(old). — A low drinking - shop :

see previous entry.

Tom Aston er, subs. phr. (nauti-

cal).—A dashing fellow; a bold
blade ; a devil-may-care.

Tom-a-Styles, subs. phr. (old).

—

Anybody; Mr. Thingamy {q.v.)\

cf. JOHN-A-NOAKES.

1772. Stevens, Songs Comic and
Satyrical, 246. From John-a-Nokes to
Tom-a-Styles, What is it all but fooling ?

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Nokes. John-a-Nokes and Tom-a-
Styles, two honest peaceable gentlemen,
repeatedly set together by the ears by
lawyers . . . two fictitious names com-
monly used in law proceedings.

Tom-a-Thrums. .S^Wise.

Tomato Can Vag, subs. phr.
(American tramps').

—

See quot.

1900. Flynt, Tramping with
Tramps, 398. The out-cast of Hoboe-
land ; a tramp of the lowest order, who
drains the dregs of an empty beer-barrel
into a tomato-can, and drinks them ; he
generally lives on the refuse that he finds
in scavengers' barrels.

Tomboy, subs, (old colloquial).— 1.

A boisterous boy: see Tom
; (2)

a romping girl, a hoyden ; whence
(3) a strumpet: also TOM-RIG
(B. E. ). As adj. = rough, bois-

terous, wanton.

1550. Udall, Royster Doister, ii. 4.
Is all your delite and ioy In whyskyng and
ramping abroade like a Tom boy.

1605. Shakspeare, Cymbeline, i. 6.

122. A lady, So fair ... to be partner'd
With tomboys hired . . . with diseased
ventures That play with all infirmities for

gold.

1605. Verstegan, Rest. Dec. Intel-
ligence (1628), 234. Tumbe. To Dance
. . . hereof we yet call a wench that
skippeth or leapeth like a boy, a Tomboy.

c. 1617. Fletcher, Kn. of Malta, ii.

1. This is thy work, woman . . . you
filly, You tit, you tomboy.

1637. Davenant, Brit. Triumph.,
'Mock Romanza.' Giant. I'll teach thee
play the Tom-boy, her the Rig.

1657. Howell, Londonopolis, 399.
Some at stool-ball, though that stradling
kind of Tomboy sport be not so handsome
for Mayds.

d. 1734. Dennis, Pope's Rape ofLock,
16. The author represents Belinda a fine,

modest, well-bred lady, and yet in the very
next canto she appears an arrant ramp and
TOM-RIG.

1885. Century Mag., xli. 562. Just
think of me at that age—what a Tomboy
I was.

Tom Bray's Bilk, subs. phr. (old

gaming).— * Laying out ace and
deuce at cribbage ' (Vaux).

Tom Brown, subs. phr. (old gam-
ing).

—
' Twelve in hand, or crib

'

(Vaux).

Tombs (The), subs. phr. (Ameri-
can). — The New York city

prison : its style of architecture
is heavy Egyptian. Hence
tomb's lawyer= a thieves' ad-
vocate : cf. Old Bailey prac-
titioner.

Tombstone, subs, (common).— 1.

A projecting tooth, a SNAGGLE-
TOOTH {q.v.) : see Grinders.

2. (common).—A pawn-ticket;
a MORTGAGE DEED (q.V.).

c. 1889. Sporting Times [S. J. and C.].
The collection for master amounted to4$d.,
and a tombstone for ninepence on a brown
Melton overcoat.
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Tombstone-style, subs. phr.
(printers').—A fashion in 'com-
position '

: spec, of ' displayed
'

advertisements, these resembling
(or are supposed to resemble)
monumental inscriptions.

Tom Coney, subs. phr. (old).—

A

blundering idiot ; a thundering
fool (B. E. and Grose).

Tom Cox's Traverse, subs. phr.
(nautical). — ' Tom Cox's tra-
verse, three turns round the
long boat, and a pull at the
scuttle butt ' : said of a shirker

feigning busy.

1835. Dana, Before Mast, xii.

Every man who has been three months at
sea knows how to work ' Tom Cox's
traverse.' This morning everything
went in his way. Sojering was the order
of the day.

Tom, Dick, and Harry (or Tom
and Dick), subs. phr. (common).
—Everybody and anybody : cf.

' all the world and his wife.' As
adj. = commonplace.

[c. 1693. Brown, Works, in. 72.
Offended to hear almost every gentleman
call one another Jack, Tom and Harry?
They first dropt the distinction proper to
men of quality, and scoundrels took it up
and bestowed it upon themselves.]

1733. Mallet, Verbal Criticism
[Chalmers, ii. ii. 1]. Rivalling the critic's

lofty style, Mere Tom and Dick are
Stanhope and Argyll.

1886. Stevenson, Kidnapped, 287.
He rode from public house to public house
and shouted his sorrows into the lug of
Tom, Dick and Harry.

1901. Free Lance, 30 Nov., 224. i.

Such a performance would be monstrous,
blasphemous, and indefensible . . . ex-
posed to the critical comments of Tom,
Dick, and Harry.

Tom-doodle, subs. phr. (common).
—A simpleton : see Buffle.

c. 1709. Ward, Terra-pilius, v. 10.

That one Tom-doodle of a Son, who . . .

if he happens to be Decoy'd ... to fling

away Two Pence in Strong Drink, he
Talks of nothing but his Mother.

Tom-double, subs. phr. (old).—

A

double-dealer ; a shuffler.

1705. Harl. Misc., ii. 355.
'Character of a Sneaker.' He is for a
single ministry, that he may play the
Tom-double under it.

Tom Drum. See Jack Drum's
ENTERTAINMENT.

Tom - farthing, subs. phr.
(common). —A fool : see Buffle.

Tom- fool, subs. phr. (common).
—A thundering fool : an
intensive : see Tom and Jack-
fool (Jack, 8). Hence tom-
foolery (tom-folly, or tom-
foolishness) = nonsense, trash,

anything ridiculous or trifling

;

tomfoolish = ridiculously ab-
surd ; Tom - fool's colours =
scarlet and yellow (the ancient
motley— 'Red and yellow, Tom-
fool's colour'); 'More know
Tom fool than Tom fool knows'
(a sarcastic retort on failing to
recognise, or professing to be
unacquainted with, a person
saluting).

1565. Calfhill, Treat, on Cross
(Parker), 226, s.v.

c. 1709. Ward, Infernal Vision, 1.

St. Barth'lomew's Physicians next came
up, Some bred Tom-Fools, and some to
Dance the Rope.

1824. Landor, Imag.Conv., 'Archd.
Hare and W. Landor.' 'Foolery' was
thought of old sufficiently expressive

;

nothing short of tomfoolery will do now.

i8[?]. Southey, Nondescripts, viii.

A man he is by nature merry, Somewhat
Tom-foolish, and comical, very.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 63.
I thought that all who saw me In such
a Tom-fool's dress would jaw me.
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1848. Thackeray, Snobs, xxxvi.
The bride must have a trousseau of laces,
satins, jewel-boxes and tomfoolery, to
make her fit to be a lieutenant's wife.

1851. Borrow, Lavengro, lxvii.

The subjects . . . college education,
priggism, church authority, tomfoolery,
and the like. .

1882. D. Teleg., 8 Nov. Guy
Fawkes's Day would cease to be one of
the recognised seasons for tomfoolery in

England.

1886. Besant, Children of Gibeon,
11. xiv. Many young men . . . will stoop
to tomfool tricks if they cannot get a
show by any other way.

1888. Black, In Far Lochaber, xiv.

He had resolved to treat these tom-fools
with proper contempt, by paying no more
heed to them.

1890. Broughton, Alas! xxix.
' And leave you to go tomfooling out
there again ? ' asks Jim.

1899. Wyndham, Queens Service,

228. Why the deuce don't you speak
English then, without any of your dashed
medical tomfoolery about it ?

Tom Long, subs. phr. (old).—

A

prosy talker; a BORE {q.v.) : a
WINDBAG (q.V.). Also TO WAIT
for Tom Long the carrier=
to wait to no purpose (B. E.,

Ray and Grose) ;
' That's com-

ing by Tom Long the carrier
(of anything long expected).

Tommy, subs, (common).— 1. Orig.

a penny roll ; hence (2) =
bread, food : specifically a work-
man's daily allowance carried

in a handkerchief; (3)= goods
supplied to a workman in lieu of

wages; (4) = the truck-system
(<?-v.); (5)= a shop run on truck

lines: also tommy-shop (or

store) ; and (6)= a baker's shop.

Whence also soft (or white)
tommy (nautical)= (1) bread:
as distinguished from biscuit or

hard-tack (q.v.); and (2) soft

solder (jewellers') ; brown-

tommy (Grose)= ammunition
bread for soldiers, or that given to

convicts on the hulks; tommy-
bag = a workman's scran-bag (or

handkerchief) ; and tommy
master= an employer who pays
in kind or by orders on tradesmen
with whom he shares profits. As
verb, tommy = to enforce (or

defraud by means of) the tommy-
system.

1845. Disraeli, Syiil, in. i. The
fact is, we are tommied to death.

d. 1859. DeQuincey, Casuistry Roman
Meals [Works, iii. 254]. It is placed in
antithesis to soft and new bread, what
English sailors call soft tommy.

1866. Harland, Lancashire Lyrics,
292. There'll be plenty o' tommy an'
wark for us a', When this 'Merica bother
gets o'er.

1875. Hinton, Eng. Rad. Leaders,
145. The employers . . . supplied them
[miners] with food in order that they
might spend no money save in the truck-
shops Or TOMMY-SHOPS.

i8[?]. Macmillans Mag. [Annan-
dale]. Halliwell sets down the word
tommy, meaning provisions, as belonging
to various dialects. It is now current
among the ' navyy ' class. . . . Hence . . .

the store belonging to an employer, where
his workmen must take part of their
earnings in kind, especially in tommy or
food, whence the name of tommy-shop.

1884. Greenwood, Little Raga-
muffin. Coffee wirrout tommy don't
make much of a breakfast.

7. (provincial).—A simpleton :

a Tom-fool {q.v.).

8. See Tommy Atkins.

9. (Dublin University). — A
sham shirt-front ; a dickey
{q.v.). [Cf. Gr. <ro/^= a
section.]

10. (common),
usually in plural.

tomato



Tommy Atkins. 1 5 3 To-morrow Come Never.

c. 1889. Daily Telegraph \S.J. and C.J.

Now that ' love-apples ' have become
cheap, the masses may be seen continually

munching them, not only because the

tommies are nice, but because they are

red.

Tommy Atkins (Mr. Atkins or

Tommy), subs* pkr. (common).

—

(1) A soldier (of privates only);

and (2) among soldiers themselves
= a private's pocket account-book.

[On attestation forms and other

documents occurs the sample
name 'Thomas Atkins.' 'I,
" Thomas Atkins," swear to do
so-and-so.' The same bogus
name appears in the Mutiny Act

;

it is, in fact, a tradition of a cen-

tury, and was popularised by
Rudyard Kipling in Barrack-room
Ballads.'] Fr. Dumanet.

1883. G. A. S[ala] [in Illustr. L.
News, 7 July, 3, 3]. In Tamil and Teluga
' R6tie ' means a loaf of bread. Long
since Private Tommy Atkins, returning

from Indian service, has acclimatised the

word.

1892. Kipling, Barrack Room Bal-
lads, ' Tommy ' [Title]. Ibid. God bless

you, Tommy Atkins, We're all the world
to you (?).

1899. Hyne, Furth. Adv. Captain
Kettle, iii. I am coming back again to

give your . . . Tommies bad fits.

Wyndham, Queens Service,

he British soldier—I hate the term
Tommy Atkins,' it is an impertinence

and the expression of the shop-boy.

1901. PallMallGaz.,2&'Nov.,2.2.
A nonconformist minister of the Colonial

Missionary Society paid a high and well-

merited tribute to Mr. Atkins last night.

1902. Free Lance, 4 Jan., 346. 1.

The Sisters of Nazareth . . . have done
splendid work at the war, and not an officer

or a Tommy fails to bless the Sisters in

black and blue.

Tom MY-AXE, subs.pkr. (Australian).

—A corruption of Tomahawk
{q.v.): an instance of the law of

Hobson-Jobson {q.v.) ; but see

quot.

?%.

3S

*759- Johnson, Idler, No. 40. An
Indian dressed as he goes to war may bring
company together ; but if he carries the
scalping-knife and tom-ax . . . many . . .

will . . . never see him but through a
grate.

Tommy Dodd, subs. pkr. (common).
— 1. The odd man : in tossing,

either winner or loser of a ' call,'

according to agreement ; also (2)

the mode of tossing. [It was the
refrain of a Music Hall song, circa

1866— ' Heads or tails are sure to

win, Tommy Dodd, Tommy
Dodd.']

Tommy o' Rann, subs. pkr. (rhym-
ing).—Scran ; food.

Tom MY- ROT, subs. pkr. (common).
—Drivelling nonsense ; bosh
{q.v.) ; GAMMON {q.v.). As verb
= to fool, to humbug ; tommy-
rotics= obscenity, erotic balder-

dash.

1887. Punch, 10 Sept., in. Glad-
stone's gab about 'masses and classes' is

all TOMMY ROT.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 8. I ain't

dealing in tommy rot. Ibid., 68. Well,
really, mater, you're the green 'un to believe
SUCh TOMMY ROT.

1901. Cleeve, As Twig is Bent, 199.

ToMMYTRlPE,wr£//&r. (rhyming).

—To observe; to pipe {q.v.)

:

also Tommy. Tommy his plates

= Look at his feet.

Tom-noddy (or Tommy-noddy),
subs. pkr. (common).—A fool

:

see Noddy and Buffle.

Tom o' Bedlam. See Bedlam
beggar and Abraham-man.

To-morrow Come N.ever, pkr.

(old).—Never; at the Greek
calends: see Queen DlCK
(Grose).
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1710. Swift, Polite Conv., i. No,
Miss, I'll send it you to-morrow. Well,
well, to-morrow's a new day, but I suppose
you mean to-morrow come never.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 34. Ra.
He shall have it in a very little Time. Sy.
When ? To-morrow come never.

1797. Colman, Man and Wife, iii.

Sally. You married . . . ! When will that

be? Marc. Very soon, my dear ! To-day
or to-morrow perhaps. Sally. To-morrow
come never, I believe.

Tom-pat, subs. phr. (Cant).— 1.

A shoe : in Gypsy = a foot.

2. (Old Cant).—A parson; a

PATRICO {q.V.) ; RUM TOM-PAT=
a clerk in holy orders : patrico=
(properly) a sham or hedge-priest.

Tom Pepper, suds. phr. (nautical).

—A liar (Clark Russell).

Tompion, subs. (old).—A watch.

[Thomas Tompion, a celebrated

watchmaker, died in 1669.]

1727. Pope, Treatise on the Bathos.
Lac'd in her cosins new appear'd the bride,

A bubble-bow and tompion at her side.

Tom -pi per, subs. phr. (old).—

A

piper : cf. nursery rhyme, ' Tom,
Tom, the piper's son.'

1616. W. Browne, Brit. Pastorals,

ii. 2. So have I seene Tom-Piper stand
upon our village greene.

TOM- POKER, subs. phr. (nursery).

—A bugbear.

Tom - r 1g . See Tomboy.

Tom Tell-truth (or Tom
Truth), subs. phr. (old).— 1.

See Tell-truth, adding quot.

infra. Also (2) = a honest man,
a trusty fellow (Ray) ; and (3) ' a

true guesser ' (Halliwell).

1564. Udal, Erasmus Apoph., 202
This Demochares was . . . called ... in

their language, Parrhesiastes (as ye would
say in English), Thom trouth or plain
Sarisbuirie.

Tom Thumb, (old).—A dwarf; a

thumbling (Fr. petit poucet) ; a
hop-o'-my-thumb {g.v.).—B. E.
and Grose.

1592. Nashe, Piers Pennilesse. [For
this and innumerable contemporary refer-

ences see Hazlitt, Early Pop. Poet., ii.

167.]

1621. Johnson, Tom Thumb, Introd.
Nor shall my story be made of Tom of
Bethlem, Tom Lincoln, or Tom a Lin, the
devil's bastard . . . but of an older Tom,
a Tom of more antiquity ... I mean
little Tom of Wales, no bigger than a
miller's thumb, and therefore, for his small
stature, surnamed Tom Thumb.

1630. Life and Death of TOM
THUMB [Roberts Ballads, 82]. In
Arthur's court Tom Thumb did live.

d. 1704. Browne, Works, ii. 23. Thou
pigmy in sin, thou Tom Thumb in iniquity.

1733. Fielding, Tom Thumb the
Great [Title].

1734. Hearne, ReliquicB, iii. 138.

What makes me think Tom Thumb is

founded on history is the method of those

times of turning true history into little

pretty stories.

Tom Tiddler's Ground, subs,

phr. (common).—Waste ground;
unsettled acreage ; a No-man's
Land : properly a neutral or

barren stretch of country between
two kingdoms or provinces : e.g.

the tract between Spain and the

lines of Gibraltar.

Tom-tiler, subs. phr. (old).—

A

henpecked husband.

Tom Tit, subs. phr. (common). —A
dwarf ; an insignificant fellow :

see Hop-o'-my-thumb.

Tom Titivil. SeeTmviL.

Tom -toe, subs. phr. (provincial).

—

The great toe.
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Tom Topper, subs.phr. (common).

—A ferryman ; a river hand :

also Tom Tug.

Tom Towly, subs. phr. (old).—

A

simpleton : see Buffle.

1583. Stanyhurst, JEneid, Dedic.
What Tom Towly is so simple that wyl
not attempt to be a rithmoure?

Tom -trot, subs. phr. (common).

—

* A sweetmeat : sugar, butter,

and treacle melted together

'

(Halliwell).

1844. Disraeli, Coningsby, i. I

want toffy ; I have been eating Tom Trot
all day.

Tom Tug, subs. phr. (rhyming).

—

1. A fool; a MUG {q.v.): see

Buffle.

2. See Tom Topper.

Tom -tumbler, subs. phr. (old).

—

'? The name of a fiend. See Scot,
Discoverie of Witchcraft, 1584,
as quoted in Ritson's Essay on
Fairies, p. 45' (Halliwell).

Tom Turdman. See Turd.

Tom Tyler, subs. phr. (old).—

A

common fellow ; a Mr Nobody :

cf. Smith and Jones.

1583. Stanyhurst, /Eneid, 154, s.v.

Ton. See Bon-ton.

Tone, indef. pron. (old literary:

now vulgar). — That one : see

Tother.

Tong, subs. (American).— I. In//.,

see quot. and Kicks.

1870. Judd, Margaret, i. The boys
dressed in tongs, a name for pantaloons
or overalls that had come into use.

2. (dentists' and medical).—In

pi. = forceps : dental or mid-
wifery.

Pair of tongs, subs. phr.
(common).—A lanky person; a
lamp-post {q.v.)\: also Tongs ! (a

sarcastic address).

Not to be touched without
a pair of tongs, phr. (common).
—A simile of disgust : also

EXCEPT AT THE END OF A
BARGE-POLE.

1668. Lestrange, Quevedo (1678),
22. Your Beauties can never want
gallants to lay their Appetites . . .

Whereas No-body will touch the ill-

favoured WITHOUT A PAIR OF TONGS.

Hammer and tongs. See
ante, s.v. Hammer.

Tongue, subs, (colloquial).—Gen-
eric for speech : esp. (1) gabble

;

(2) abuse, or (3) impudence. As
verb (to tongue it, or to
FLASH THE TONGUE) — (i) to

talk down
; (2) to talk at, to

chide; (3) to mouth {q.v.);

and (4) to sauce (q. v. ). Whence
numerous derivatives and com-
binations : thus, to tongue-
bang = to scold roundly, to

rate : tongue-banger = a scold ;

tongue-battery — a torrent of
words, a flood of talk ; TONGUE-
BiTER = an indistinct speaker: also

to bite the tongue= to keep
silence ; tongue-doughty =
bragging, word-valiant; tongue-
fence = debate, argument :

tongue fencer^ (i) a master of

words, and (2) a mouthing-
speaker ; tongue-lashing =
wordy abuse; tongue-man = (i)

an orator, (2) a chatterbox, and

(3) a scold : also tongue-pad {see

quot. 1696) and TONGUESTER
;

TONGUE - powder = fluency of

phrase ; TONGUE-SHOT= as far as

the voice will reach: cf. 'ear-shot';

tongue-sore= an evil tongue,
ill-speaking ; tongue-valiant
= (i) free of talk : hence (2)
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brave in word but cowardly in

deed; tonguey= voluble, abu-
sive ; TO TONGUE-WALK = to

abuse ; tongue-warrior = a
boaster; TO TONGUE-WHIP = to

lash with scorn ; tongue-wag-
ging = speech-making, verbosity,

raillery : cf. 'He can WAG His
TONGUE better than he can wield

his sword, pen,' etc. (of one
promising more than he can
perform) ; to WAG one's
tongue= to talk, to chatter;

tongue-work = chatter : in

quot. 1 598 = philological studies
;

A LONG TONGUE= ' SO full of talk

that one can't get in a word edge-

ways '; AULD WIVES' TONGUES
= scandal. Also phrases : On
(or at) the tip (or end) of
the tongue = on the point of

speech, about to say (or tell)
;

to give tongue = to blurt out;
to keep (or hold) one's
tongue = to be silent; to wag
one's tongue = to speak out of

season ;
' as old as my tongue,

and a little older than my
teeth ' = a dovetail to ' How old

are you ?
' a tongue too long

for one's teeth (or mouth) =
indiscreet, over-ready of speech;

TO FIND ONE'S TONGUE = to

break silence ; to put one's
TONGUE IN ANOTHER'S PURSE =
to silence ; tongue enough
FOR TWO SETS OF TEETH, said

of a talkative person (Grose)
THE TONGUE OF THE TRUMP=
the best, the most important
thing or person : see Trump
'Mew your tongue' (old) =
' Shut your mouth !

' The Vul
gar Tongue (Grose) = cant
slang, heterodox speech, etc.

1380. Wyclif, Bible, Eccl. xxv. 27.

As a graueli steezing vp in the feet of an
old man so a tungy womman to a quyete
man fA. V. As the climbing up a sandy
way is to the feet of the aged, etc.].

1546. Heywood, Wit and Folly, it.

So muche the bettyr, and yow so muche the
wurs, That ye may now put your toong
IN YOUR PURS.

1564. Udall, Erasmus' Apoph., 24.
He hath not learned to speake well. Im-
puting his tonguesore not vnto malicious-
ness, but vnto the default of right know-
ledge.

1593. Shakspeare, Taming the
Shrew, i. 1. 214. I will charm him first to

keep his tongue. Ibid. (1596), Hamlet,
iii. 4. 39. What have I done that thou
darest wag thv tongue In noise so rude
against me? Ibid. (1598), 2 Henry IV., i.

1. So York must sit, and fret, and bite
his tongue While his own lands are
bargained for and sold. Ibid., i. 1. 74.
But Priam found the fire ere he his
tongue. Ibid. (1603), Meas.for Mea-
sure, iv. 4. 28. A deflower'd maid . . .

But that her tender shame Will not pro-
claim against her maiden loss, How
might she tongue me. Ibid. (1605),
Cymbeline, v. 4. 147. Such stuff as mad-
men Tongue and brain not.

1594. Lyly, Mother Bombie, ii. 1.

Mew thy tongue, or wee'le cut it out.

1596. Chapman, Blind Beggar
[Shepheard (1899), 16]. Do but tongue-
whip him, madam, and care not, And so
I leave him to the mercy of your tongue.

1598. Florio, Worlde of JVordes,
' To Reader,' xii. He may as justly stand
vpon in this toong work as in Latin,
Sir Thomas Eliot.

1603. Davies, Microcosmos, 22.

Then come, sweet Prince, Wales wooeth
thee by me, By me hir sorrie Tongs-man.

1607. Middleton, Michcelmas
Term, iv. 4. I'll listen to the common
censure now, How the world tongues me
when my ear lies low.

161 1.
_

Jonson, Cataline, iv. 2. A
boasting, insolent tongue-man.

c. 1620. Fletcher, Double Marriage,
iv. 3. Use more respect, and woman,
'twill become you ; At least, less tongue.

1627. E. F., Hist. Edward II.

I am no tongue-man, nor can move wit
language ; but if we come to act I'll not be
idle.

1634. Withals, Diet., 562. Lingua
bellat : hee layes it on with tong-powder.

1644. Milton, Divorce, ii. 21. An
unseemly affront ... to have her un-
pleasingness bandied up and down . . .

in open court by those hir'd masters of

B
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tongue-fence. Ibid. (1671), Samson
Agon., 404. With blandish parlies,

feminine assaults, Tongue-batteries, she
surceaseth not, day nor night, To storm me.
Ibid., 1 180. Tongue-doughty giant.

1679. Dryden, Pre/. Troil. and
Cress. Let his clack be set a-going, and
he shall tongue it as impetuously and as
loudly as the arrantest hero of the play.

Ibid. (1697), Iliad, i. 336. Tongue-
valiant hero, vaunter of thy might, In
threats the foremost but the lag in fight.

Ibid., Grounds ofCriticism. Let his clack
be set a-going, and he shall tongue it as
impetuously as the arrantest hero of the
play.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tongue-pad, a smooth, Glib-tongued,
insinuating Fellow.

1709-11. Tatler\Century\. She who
was a celebrated wit at London is, in that
dull part of the world, called a tongue-
pad.

d. 1719. Addison, Pretty Disaffection.
Irritated from time to time by these
tongue-warriors.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, I. 116.

Don't be sparing of your speech with one
that is full of Tongue.

1740. Richardson, Pamela, i. 205.
God forgive me, but I had a sad lie at
MY TONGUE'S END.

d. 1796. Burns, Election Ballads, ii.

An' there will be black-lippit Johnnie, The
tongue o' the trump to them a'.

1814. Austen, Mansfield Park,
viii. Mrs. Norris thought it an excellent
plan, and had it at her tongue's end, and
was on the point of proposing it when
Mrs. Grant spoke.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxix. It was ON THE TIP OF THE BOy's
tongue to relate what had followed, but
he . . . checked himself.

1851. Carlyi.e, Life of Sterling, v.

In all manner of brilliant utterance and
tongue-fence, I have hardly known his

fellow.

1859. Reade, Love Me Little, x.

Hum ! Eve, wasn't your tongue a little

too long for your teeth jtist now?
Ibid. (1861), Cloister and Hearth, Hi.

She would stand timidly aloof out of
tongue-shot.

1862. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2 S.
iii. He jes' ropes in your tonguey
chaps an' reg'lar ten-inch bores, An' lets

'em play at Congress, ef they'll du it with
closed doors.

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, xx. If a
man takes to tongue-work, it's all over
with him.

1876. Tennyson, Harold, v. 1. The
simple, silent, selfless man Is worth a
world of tonguesters. Ibid., Northern
Cobbler. Then Sally she turn'd a tongue-
banger, an' raated me.

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,

74. Beer has a marvellous effect in loosing
tongues, and although there was not much
. . . tongue-wagging, songs and toasts
were very numerous.

TO TONGUE A WOMAN, verb.

phr. (venery).

—

See Velvet.

Tonic, subs, (common).— 1. A
drink : spec, an appetiser.

2. (old).—A halfpenny: see

Rhino (Grose).

Tonish (Tony, etc.). See Bon
Ton.

Tonkabout, subs. (Charterhouse
and Durham). — ' Skying' a ball

;

to TONK = to drive a ball into the
air : cricket.

Tonner, subs, (colloquial and
nautical).—Usually in combina-
tion: e.g. a ten-tonner, etc.

(of floating bottoms) : cf.

TWENTY - THOUSAND POUNDER
(=a heiress: Farquhar, Re-
cruiting Officer).

1889. Scientific American [Cen-
tury]. Not so long ago a 1000 ton schooner
was considered enormous. Now a 1500
tonner is scarcely remarked.

Tony, subs, (common).—A simple-
ton : see Buffle (B. E.).

1668. Dryden, Allfor Love, Prol.,
15. In short, a pattern and companion fit

For all the keeping tonies of the pit.

Tonygle, verb. (Old Cant).—To
copulate : see Ride. [Thus
given by Harman. Probably
niggle \q.v.\ the 'to' being the
old and long obsolete intensive
verbal affix, a form which sur-
vives Biblically: see Judges ix. 53.]
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Too. This is too much, phr.
(colloquial).—The retort sarcastic

or jocose : an echo of ' Artemus
Ward among the Shakers.'

See Bag ; Boots ; Thin ; Too-
TOO.

Tool, subs, (colloquial). — 1. A
person employed by another (in

reproach) : a jackal, satellite, or

dupe ; a cat's-paw (B. E. and
Grose). Hence, a poor tool
= a clumsy worker, a bad hand
at anything ; A mere tool sa

a sycophant. Also (old) tool=
a useless, shiftless fellow.

1650. Weldon, Court King James
(18 1 7), 10. [A man is compared to] a
tool in the workman's hand.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tool, an Implement fit for any Turn, the
Creature of any Cause or Faction ; a meer
Property, or Cat's Foot.

1699. Garth, Dispensary, in. Fools
were promoted to the council-board, Tools
to the bench, and bullies to the sword.

1775. Sheridan, Duenna, ii. 4. Oh,
the easy blockhead ! what a tool I have
made of him !

1813. Byron, Bride o/Abydos, ii. 16.

Such still to guilt just Alia sends—Slaves,

tools, accomplices—no friends !

1861. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, v.

He had been a clerk, tool, agent, slave,

of the great Densdeath.

2. (old).—A weapon : spec, a

sword.

c. 1360. Sir Gawayne [E.E.T.S.], 2261.

Then the gome in the grene graythed hym
swythe Gedere vp hys grymme tole,
Gawayne to smyte.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, ' Nun's
Priest's Tale,' 96. Non niggard ne no
fool, Ne him that is agast of every tool.

1582. Stanyhurst, JEneis [Arber],

63. Mye tools make passadge through
flame and hostilitye Greekish.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, i. 1. 37. Gre. Draw thy tool. . . .

Sam. My naked weapon is out : quarrel,

I will back thee.

3. (thieves').—Usually rn.pl. =
(a) pistols ; (b) housebreaking
implements ; (c) the hands, the
forks (q.v.) ; and (d) in sing.—
a small boy employed to creep

through windows, etc., to effect

entry. Hence to tool = to

burgle, to pick pockets, to steal

;

FIXED FOR THE TOOLS = con-

victed for possession of illegal

instruments ; TOOLER= a burglar

or pickpocket ; MOLL-TOOLER =
a female thief.

1890. Boldrewood, Squatters
Dream, 157. He possessed himself of the
sixteen-shooter, and handed the Snider to

the Doctor. . . . We'll be a match for all

the blessed traps . . . with these here
TOOLS.

4. (colloquial). — Generic for

equipment {cf. all senses) : spec,

(artists') = brushes
;

(authors') =
books, especially works of refer-

ence
;
(medical) = surgical instru-

ments {see quot. 1706, sense 6).

5. (driving).—A whip. Hence,
as verb= to handle a team of

horses skilfully ; also (loosely) =
to drive : applied to all means of

locomotion—engine, cart, bicycle,

motor-car, etc. ; TO TOOL along
= to go quickly.

1849. Lytton, Cantons, xiii. 4. He
could tool a coach.

1883. Harp. Mag., lxv. 579. Only
kept from stopping altogether ... by the

occasional idle play of Emerson's whip. . . .

So we tooled on.

1885. D. Teleg., 18 Nov. The crack
coaches . . . were tooled by expert
'knights of the bench.'

1887. Jessop, Arcady, i. The high-
stepping mare that tools him along
through the village street.

1899. Whitking, Jonn St., xiv. See
about the coach for Ascot— driving down
myself for the Nimrod. Tool you down
in style.
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6. (venery).—The penis : also

(in pi. ) = the male privities : see

Prick. Hence to grind one's
tool= to copulate: see Greens
and Ride.

1640. Ladies' Parliament. Stam-
ford. She is for the game, She saies her
husband is to blame, For her part she
loves a foole, If he hath a good toole.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. xii.

This little lecher was always groping his

nurses and governesses . . . for he had
already begun to exercise the tools, and
put his codpiece in practice.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxviii.

Pan. What kind of tools are yours?
Fri. Big. . . . Pan. How many bouts
a-nights ? Fri. Ten. Catso ! quoth Friar

John, the poor fornicating brother is

bashful. Ibid., iv. Prol. What need
you use a wooden tool? When lusty

John does to me come, He never shoves
but with his bum.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 46,
' The Surgeon.' His tools are of various
Sorts and Sizes ; his best he always carries

in his Breeches. Ibid. (1707), Hud. Redio,
11. ii. 22. And fire the Tools of Genera-
tion With Some Venereal Inflammation.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
2tq. But in her hand, if I must tell ye,

She caught my tool, and sav'd her belly.

d. 1796. Burns [Merry Muses (c. 1800),

22]. Old Song Revised.' 'And noble
tools,' quo' she, ' by my faith !

' And ay
she waggit it wantonlie.

TOO LEY-STREET TAILOR, subs. phr.

(obsolete).—A conceited, bump-
tious fellow. [Hotten : The
'three tailors of Tooley
Street ' immortalized themselves

by preparing a petition for Parlia-

ment and presenting it with only

theirown signatures thereto, which
commenced, "We, the people of

England '—so it is said. ]

Toot, subs, (provincial). — 1. The
Devil (prov. Eng.) : see Black-
SPY ; and (2) a shiftless fellow,

a good - for - nothing. Whence
(American) ON A TOOT = ' raising

the devil ' (Leland), 'on a spree'

(Bartlett).

1889. Harper's Mag., lxxvii. 801.
Marsh Yates, the ' shif'less toot,' and his

beautiful, energetic wife.

1900. Lynch, High Stakes, xxxii.

I'd never 'a' carried 'em ... if I 'adn't

been on a regular toot for the last week !

It's a fool's trick to do.

See Tout.

Tooth (Teeth), subs, (colloquial).

—A special taste, palate, or

relish ; a great liking. Hence
toothy (or toothful) = palat-

able, to one's liking ; the run
OF one's teeth = keep, main-
tenance ; SOMETHING FOR THE
tooth= (1) food, and (2) a tit-bit

(Grose) ; to love the tooth
= to gourmandise ; tooth-music
= mastication (Grose).

1581. Lyly, Euphues [Arber], 308.

I am glad that my Adonis hath a sweete
tooth in his head.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, iv.

4. Having met one fit for his own tooth,
you see, he skips from us.

1610. Holland, Camden, 543. Very-
delicate dainties . . . greatly sought by
them that love the tooth so well.

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
v. 1. If so toothfull I will be ban-
quetted.

1697. Dryden, Persius's Satires,

iii. 229. These are not dishes for thy
dainty tooth.

1769-78. Tucker, Light of Nature,
II. 11. xxiii. My compatriots . . . are

too squeamish in their taste, and fonder of

the toothsome than the wholesome.

1875. Collins, Blacksmith and
Scholar, i. The splendid saddle (the

Squire's own Southdowns), which melted
so toothsomely in the mouth.

c. 1885. Alienist and Neurol. [Cen-
tury]. A certain relaxation . . . during
which meat or game which is at first

tough, becomes more tender and toothy.

1889. Harper's Mag., Ixxviii. 867.

Affable greetings, pressing invitations,

great courtesy, but nothing, absolutely
nothing, for the impatient tooth of a
correspondent.
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Phrases and Combinations.—Hen's teeth = anything im-
aginary or rare, a rara avis : cf.

black swan; in spite of one's
teeth= (i) in face of opposition ;

(2) under protest ; in the teeth
= ( 1 ) with difficulty or much ado

;

(2) at long odds, or against the

grain ; and (3) to one's face ; TO
CAST(or throw) in the teeth=
to accuse, blame, or bring home to

:

see Matthew xxvii. 44 ; to grind
(or show) one's teeth = to take

amiss, to get angry ; to set one's
teeth = to steel oneself, to put

one's foot down ; to one's teeth
= resolutely, boldly, openly

;

from one's teeth = reluctantly,

as a matter of form, not seriously ;

TO HIT IN THE TEETH = tO taunt,

to twit; TO HIDE ONE'S TEETH= to

dissemble, to feign friendship ; TO
lie in one's teeth = to tell un-

blushing falsehoods ; with teeth
and all (see Tooth-and-nail)

;

BETWEEN THE TEETH = ill a

whisper, aside ; TO SET theteeth
on edge = to repel, offend, or

Shock ; TO TAKE THE BIT IN ONE'S
teeth, = to cast aside restraint, 'to

kick over the traces' ; to have cut
one's eye (or high)teeth= to be
cute or knowing, to know what's
WHAT (q.V. ) ; OLD IN THE TOOTH
=advanced in years : spec, in con-

tempt of old maids ; armed to
the teeth = fully prepared,

alert, AWAKE (q.v.)', BY THE
skin of the teeth = barely,
' by a close shave ' ; clean as a
hound's tooth = as clean as

may be, highly polished ; TO
carry a bone in the teeth
(see Bone) ; to have the teeth
WELL AFLOAT (or UNDER) = to

be drunk ; TO THE HARD teeth
= very severely ; to go to grass
WITH TEETH UPWARDS = to be
buried ; to draw teeth =

(medical students' : obsolete) to

wrench off knockers ; dog's-

tooth = a snaggle tooth, a tomb-
stone (q.v.)-, colt's-tooth (see

ante) ;
' He ought to have his

teeth drawn' = He should be
curbed, sat upon (q.v.).

1542. Udal, Erasmus, 355. Cicero
marked her to the hard teeth.

1593 (and after). Shakspeare [see

quots. s.v. Teeth].

1596. Drayton, Baron's Wars, ii.

43. Mowbray in fight him matchless
honour won : . . , Gilford seemed danger
to her teeth to dare.

1603. Court and Times James I.

[Among the verbs is] show our teeth.

1614. Fletcher, Wit Sev. Weapons,
v. 1. If you have done me a good turn do
not HIT ME I* THE TEETH with 't

J
that's

not the part of a friend.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. 49.
Four brigades . . . had no sooner reached
the top of the hill but they met Picrochole
in the teeth, and those that were with
him scattered.

1663. Dryden, Wild Gallant
[Littledale]. I am confident she is

only angry from the teeth outwards.

d. 1713. ^
Ellwood, Life [Howell],

322. The jailer . . . hid his teeth . . .

putting on a show of kindness.

1725. Young, Love of Fame, i. 17.
When the law shews her teeth, but
dare not bite.

1790. Bruce, Source of Nile, 1. 62.

A strong, steady gale almost directly in
their teeth.

c. 1827. Macaulay, Hallam's Const.
Hist. As the oath taken by the clergy
was in the teeth of their principles, so
was their conduct in the teeth of their

oath.

1876. Blackmore, Cripps the
Carrier, i. The carrier scarcely knew
what to do in the teeth of so urgent a
message.

Tooth and Nail, adv. phr. (col-

loquial). — In earnest ; to the

utmost: i.e., even to biting and
scratching. Also with teeth
AND ALL.
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iSS°- Jyl of Brentford's Testament
[Furnivall], 23. Fight with toothe
AND NAYLE.

1550. Hutchinson, Works (Parker
Society), 213. [Oliphant, New Eng., i.

527. Men attack something] tooth and
nail.

d. 1634. Randolph, Pit Good Ale
[Century]. And physic . . . will stand
against physic both tooth and nail.

1705. Ward, Hud. Red., 1. hi. 6.

Does Tooth and Nail so nobly stand By
th' ancient Glories of the Land.

1706. Hearne, Reliquice, i. 114.
The bishop laboured tooth and nayle
to have brought in to have succeeded him
a certain haughty Dr.

1749. Smollett, Gil Bias (1812), 11.

i. He fell tooth and nail upon this
course.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 7. This Lucrece of the Asturias
. . . defended her sweet person tooth
AND NAIL.

1885. D. Teleg.,6 Nov. A desperate
tooth-and-nail encounter.

Tooth - carpenter, subs. phr.
(common).—A dentist ; a SNAG-
FENCER {q.V.).

Tooth-drawer. Like a tooth-
drawer, phr. (old). — Thin

;

meagre (Ray) ; bald.

1393. Langland, Piers Plowman
C), vii. 370. Of portours and of pyke-
porses, and pyled (bald) toth-drawers.

Toother, subs, (pugilists'). —

A

blow on the mouth.

Toothful, subs, (common). —

A

dram ; a nip : cf. Thimbleful.

1868. Whyte Melville, White
Rose, ii. 1. Step round and take a tooth-
ful of something short to our better
acquaintance.

1885. Field, 4 April. A pull at the
milk and soda water ... or possibly a
toothful of something a little stronger.

Toothpick, subs. (old).— i. 'A
large stick' (Grose). The
Crutch and Toothpick Bri-
gade (modern) = foppish ' men

about town ' : spec. (c.

hangers-on at stage doors when
burlesque was in full swing at the
Gaiety : they affected, as the badge
of their tribe, a crutch-handled
stick and a toothpick.

2. (military).

—

See quot.

1901. Graphic, 15 June, 798. 2.

These gallant gentlemen generally display
sovereign contempt for the toothpick, as
they dub the ornamental appendage to
uniform ... by the regulations.

Adj. (American). — Narrow
and pointed, like a toothpick :

spec, of footgear.

See Arkansas Toothpick.

TOOTH-RAKE(or SCRAPER), Subs,

phr. (old).—A toothpick.

1696. Nomenclator, s.v. Denti-
scalpium. Curedent. A tooth-scraper,
or tooth-rake.

Toothy- peg, subs.

—A tooth.

(nursery).

1839. Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.
Turn we to little Miss Kilmansegg,
Cutting her first little toothy-peg.

Tooting-tub, subs. phr. (old).—

A

church organ.

[?]. Brooke, Eastford, 22. I've
heard they're subscribing for an organ !

Yes, an organ ! What on earth will they
do next? That ever I should live to see
a Popish tootin'-tub stuck up in our
gallery

!

Tootle, subs. (University). —
Trashy : spec, of immature liter-

ary effort.

1886. Daily News, 1 Dec. It will
produce abundance of easy, loose, rhetori-
cal amateur criticism — will produce
tootle, as it used to be called.

Tootledum-Pattick, subs. phr.
(provincial). — A fool : see

BUFFLE.
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Too-too, adv. and adj. (old

literary : now colloquial).—An
intensive form of TOO : over-and-
above, more than enough, very
good, extreme, utter ; spec,

(modern but obsolete) of ex-

aggerated sestheticism. [Halli-
well : It is often nothing more
in sense than a strengthening of
the word too, but too-too was
regarded by our early writers as a
single word.]

1533. Old Play, quoted by Oli-
phant [Dodsley, Old Plays (Hazlitt),
i. 423]. It is too too, the pastime.

1587. Holinshed, Hist. Ireland,
F6b, 2b. Adding further, that he was
too too evill, that coulde not speake well.

1590. Spenser, Fairy Queen, in. iv.

26. A lesson too too hard for living

clay.

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, i. 2.

129. Oh that this too too solid flesh

would melt.

1605. Sylvester, Du Bartas, i. 6.

Oh too-too happy

!

1618. Taylor, Pennilesse Pilgrim-
age [Notes and Queries, 7 S. x. 498].
Their loues they on the tenter-hookes did
racke, Rost, boyl'd, bak'd, too-too much
white, claret, sacke.

1630. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 2. That
joy is too-too narrow Would bound a love

so infinite as mine.

1634. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii. 2.

The rigour and extremity of law Is some-
times too-too bitter.

1891. Notes and Queries, 7 S. XI. 30.

Let the exclusive too-too aesthetes tolerate

the remark that music and painting do not
exist for them . . . [alone], . . .

Tootsie, subs, (common). — A
foot : spec, of women and
children.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 46. To-
wards her two tootsies . . . she gazed
with a feeling of fear . . . But her hose
were well veiled from man's sight.

Top, subs. (old).— i. The head
{see verb); (2) the hair, THE
thatch {q.v.) : also top-dress-
ing : spec, the forelock or top-
knot. Whence topper = (1)

a violent blow on the head, and
(2) = a hat ; top-lights = the

eyes. Also phrases : tail over
TOP= headlong ; TOP OVER TAIL
= topsy-turvy {q.v.), rashly,

hastily ; FROM TOP TO TOE =
wholly; TOP AND TAIL= every-

thing.

c. 1360. William o/Palerne [E.E.T.S.],
776. Sche
le hacches.

2776. Sche top ouer tail tombled ouer
the

"

I 373> Chaucer, House of Fame,
880. Thow shalt . . . with thyn eres
heren wel Top and tail, and every del.

Ibid. (1383), Cant. Tales, 'Gen. Prol.,'

590. His top was dokked lyk a preest
beforn.

c. 1400. Chester Plays, ii. 176. Thou
take hym by the toppe and I by the tayle.

[?]. MS. Cantab., Ff. ii. 38, f. 76.
But syr James had soche a chopp, That he
wyste not be my toppe, Whethur hyt were
day or nyght.

[?]. PoliticalPoems (Evrnivall), 95.
Be-hold me how that I ame tourne, For I

ame rente fro tope to to.

*5l?l Turnament 0/ Totenham, xv.
like man went bakward Toppe ouer
tayle.

1544. Ascham, Toxoph. [Arber], 47.
To tumble ouer and ouer, to toppe ouer
tayle . . . may be also holesom for the
body.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, ii. 4. 165.
All the starred vengeance of heaven fall

On her ingrateful top.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 67.
It costs him many a Rub with his Paws
before he can make his Top lights to
shine clearly.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood. Vile

Jem
2

with neat left-handed stopper,
Straight threatened Tommy with a
topper.

1874. J. B. Stephens, Poems, 'To
a Black Gin.' The coarseness of thy
tresses is distressing, With grease and
raddle firmly coalescing, I cannot laud thy
system of top-dressing.
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1897. Marshall, Pomes, 62. A
most successful raid On a swell's discarded
TOPPER.

1900. Free Lance, 6 Oct., 4. 1. The
origin of the topper. . . . The Baroness
Cecile de Courlot, Lady-in-Waiting to the
Princess de Lamballe, Princess of Savoy-
Carignan, . . . writing from Paris, 19th
Nivoise XI., says, 'The latest thing for

gentlemen on the Corso at a review at
Longchamps was the new high hats. . . .

Thiery, who invented them, made a wager
that he would introduce the very most
absurd shape imaginable, and it would
become fashionable. He won his wager.

'

3. (common). — In pi. = top-

boots : cf. smalls and TRUNKS.
Also (rarely) upper garments.

[1707. Farquhar, Beaux 's Strata-
gem., iii. 1. He has tops to his shoes up
to his mid-leg.]

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xiv. In
a green coat, knee-cords, and tops. Ibid.
v. Mr. Weller's tops were newly cleaned.

Verb (Old Cant). 1 . To behead
(the usage still lingers in agri-

culture) ; to hang. Whence to
be topped = to be hung : see

Ladder; topping-cheat= the

gallows : see Cheat ; topping-
cove (or topsman) = Jack
Ketch (q.v.) ; also top, subs. =
a dying speech, a croak (B. E.
and Grose).

2. (colloquial). — Generic for

superiority: to excel, surpass,

CAP (q.V.). Thus TO TOP ONE'S
part= (a) to surpass oneself, and
(b) to do zealously. As adj. (or

topping)= prime, first-class, dis-

tinguished, thorough, extreme

:

e.g. top ( = the best) ale; a TOP
(--a principal) character, or

PART; THE TOP OF THE TREE
= preeminent socially, in wealth,

in a profession, etc. ; a TOP
(=a favourite) toast ; a top ( =
a titled or well-to-do) family ;

top ( = full) speed ; and so forth.

Toppingest (or topless) = the
best, supreme ; and TOPPINGLY

= fine, very well ; also (in a baser

sense) arrogantly, assumingly,

badly, vilely. Also topper (or

top-sawyer) = anybody or any-
thing exceptional : as the largest

and best fruit : usually placed on
top in packing : cf. Humphrey
Toppers ; an expert thief; a

famous horse ; a beautiful woman ;

a man of large means, exceptional

influence, high position, or re-

markable genius : also (of persons)

TOPPING MAN orTOPPING FELLOW
(B. E. and Grose). To come
out on top= to be successful,

TO GET THERE {q.V.) ; A LITTLE
BIT OFF the top= some of the

best; THE TOP OF DESIRE = the

height of ambition, all that one
cares for : cf. tip-top ; top and
top-gallant (orig. nautical)=
in full FIG (q.v.), rig, array, or

force.

1557. Tusser, Husbandry, April

:

' Lesson for Dairy-Maid.' These top-
pingly guests be in number but ten.

1594. Peele, Battle of Alcazar, iii.

3. He cometh hitherward amain, Top and
top-gallant, all in brave array.

1602. Shakspeare, Troilus, i. 3.

151. Sometimes, great Agamemnon, Thy
topless deputation he puts on. Ibid.

(1605), Lear, i. 2. 21. To top the legiti-

mate. Ibid. (1606), Macbeth, iv. 3. 57.

To top Macbeth. Ibid. (1610), Corio-

lanus, ii. 1. 23. Topping all others in

boasting.

1608. Brewer, Merry Devil 0/
Edmonton [Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed),
xi. 131]. He'll be here top and top-
gallant presently.

1682. Dryden, Mac Flecknoe, 167.

But write thy best and top ; and in each
line Sir Formal's oratory will be thine.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, iv. vi.

They are . . . topping sheep, fatted

sheep, sheep of quality.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Topping-fellow, who has reacht the

Pitch and greatest Eminence in any Art

;

the Master, and the Cock of his Profession.
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1698. Jeremy Collier, Short View,
219. The fine Berenthia, one of the Top-
Characters, is impudent and profane.

1698. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle,
iii. 2. I have a project of turning three or
four of our most topping fellows into
doggrel.

1703. Steele, Tender Husband, v.

1. Well, Jenny, you topp'd your part,

indeed.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 258. The
toppingest shop-keepers in the city us'd
now and then to visit me.

1708. King, Art ofLove, v. Th' old
man receiv'd her, and exprest much kind-
ness for his topping guest.

1709. Dampier, Voyages, n. i. 141.

Some . . . were topping merchants and
had many slaves under them.

d. 1713. Ellwood, Life (Howell's),
291. These two Baptists were topping
blades, that looked high and spake big.

1721. D'Urfey, Pills, ii. 22. When
the world first knew creation A rogue was
a top profession.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, ' Rich
Beggars.' There are topping citizens

too, who imitate them.

1734. Hearne, Diary, 23 Jan.
Topping books formerly . . . greedily
bought at great prices, . . . turn'd to
waste paper.

c. 1738. Gay, Squire and Cur. That
politician tops his part Who readily can
lie with art.

1742. Jarvis, Don Quixote, I. in.

xi. It is the toppingest thing I ever
heard. Ibid., II. in. xviii. I mean to
marry her toppingly when she least

thinks of it.

I 743~5- Pococke, Descr. East, n.
ii. 9. There being only a few of the top
families in the city who use horses.

1766. Brooke, Fool of Quality, i.

364. Setting out at top speed, he soon
overtook him.

1774. Foote, Cozeners, i. Master
Moses is an absolute Proteus ; in every
elegance at the top of the tree.

1782. Burney, Cecilia, iv. vi. You
must needs think what a hardship it is to

me to have him turn out so unlucky, after

all I have done for him, when I thought
to have seen him at the top of the tree.

1785. Grose, Dictionary ofthe Vul-
gar Tongue, s.v. Top . . . The cove was
topped for smashing queer screens. Ibid.,

s.v. Top sawyer signifies a man that is a
master genius in any profession. It is a
piece of Norfolk slang, and took its rise

[?] from Norfolk being a great timber
county, where the top sawyers get double
the wages of those beneath them.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 94. You topped your part to

perfection, and I was not quite contempt-
ible in mine.

1836. Milner, Turpin's Ride to

York, i. 3. I shall never come to the
scragging-post, unless you turn topsman.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., 11. 56.

A young dandified lawyer, Whose air,

nevertheless, speaks him quite a top-
SAWYEA

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xliii.

Wasn't he always top-sawyer among you
all ? Is there one of you that could touch
him or come near him on any scent ? Ibid.

(1853), Bleak House, ii. My Lady Ded-
lock has been ... at the top of the
fashionable tree.

1843. Moncrieff, Scamps of Lon-
don, iv. Our hells are full of Greeks— they
are the Corinthians of the order—the top
sawyers.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. in.

387. Thirty-six were cast for death, and
only one was topped.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

61. Strawberry pottles are often half

cabbage leaves, a few tempting straw-
berries being displayed on the top of the

pottle. . . . Ask any coster that knows the
world, and he'll tell you that all the sales-

men in the market tops up. Ibid., n. 137.

A big pottle of strawberries that was
rubbish all under the toppers.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, xv.

He had paid the postboys, and travelled

with a servant like a top-sawyer.

1862. Clough, The Bothee of Tober-
Na-Vuolich. Shady in Latin, said Lind-
say, but topping in Plays and Aldrich.

1864. Spectator, n 86. The Univer-
sity word shady meaning simply poor and
inefficient, as when a man is said to be
'shady in Latin but topping in Greek
plays,' is obviously University slang.

1869. Blackmore, Lorna Doone,
xxxvi. ' See-saw is the fashion of England
always, and the Whigs will soon be the

top-sawyers.' ' But,' said I, still more
confused, ' the King is the top-sawyer
according to our proverb ; how then can
the Whigs be?'
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1869. Whyte-Melville, M or N.
' I'll marry a top-sawyer,' he used to say,
whenever his uncle broached the question
of his settlement in life.

1 87 1. Lowell, Study Windows, 326.
Of all who have attempted Homer [Chap-
man] has the topping merit of being
inspired by him.

1872. Hardy, Under Greenwood
Tree, iv. 4. I don't like her to come by
herself, now she's not so terrible topping
in health.

1892. PallMall Gaz., 17 Oct., 2. 1.

The song ' If I was only long enough

'

landed me with one bound at the top of
the tree.

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, iv.

When I have been beaten I have always
met a better horse than my own. This
year I fancy I shall be on top.

1901. Johnston, Old Dominion, i.

I have the most topping fellow in all

London for my guest.

3. (colloquial).—To put in a
finishing touch ; to conclude

:

spec, to drink (or toss off) a
bumper, or to wind up a meal
by a special course. Also to top
up (or off).

1614.
#
Terence in English [Nares].

Its no heinous offence ... for a young
man to hunt harlots, to toppe off a canne
roundly ; its no great fault to breake open
dores.

1853. Dickens, Bleak House, xi.

Four engage to go half-price to the play
at night, and top up with oysters. Ibid.

(1861), Great Expectations, x. What'll
you drink, Mr Gargery ; at my expense,
to top up with ?

1885. Century Mag., xli. 47. A
heavy sleep evolved out of sauerkraut,
sausages, and cider, lightly topped off
with a mountain of crisp waffles.

4. (old).—To snuff (a candle):

also top the glim (Grose and
Clark Russell). [Amongst
work-people, one cried ' Top !

'

the others followed, the last having
to do duty : long obsolete. ] See
verb 1.

1607. Middleton, Five Gallants, i.

1. Top the candle, sirrah ! methinks the
light burns blue.

5. (old).—'To cheat, to trick,

to insult ' (B. E. and Grose)
;

to get the better of (or A
bulge on) one {q.v.)\ spec, to

cheat with dice : see quots.

1674. Cotton, Complete Gamester
(1681), 11. That is, when they take up
both dice, and seem to put them in the
box, and shaking the box, you would think
them both there, by reason of the ratling
occasioned with the screwing of the box,
whereas one of them is at the top of the
box, between his two forefingers, or secured
by thrusting a forefinger into the box.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Top. What do you Top upon me ? c. do
you stick a little Wax to the Dice to keep
them together, to get the

y
Chance, you

wou'd have? He thought to have Topt
upon me, c. he design'd to have Put upon
me, Sharpt me, Bullied me, or Affronted

6. (venery).—To copulate : see

Ride, and cf. tup.

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, v. 2.

136. Othello. Cassio did top her. . . .

Thy husband knew it all. . . . Emil. That
she was false to wedlock? Othello. Ay,
with Cassio.

To CRY in TOP OF, verb phr.
(old).—(1) To overrule

; (2) to

talk down, to outspeak.

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, ii. 2.

459. Others whose judgments in such
matters cried in the top of mine.

To TOP A clout, verb. phr.
(old).

— 'To draw the corner or

end to the top of a person's

pocket, in readiness for shaking
or drawing, that is, taking out,

when a favourable moment occurs,

which latter operation is fre-

quently done by a second person.

'

(Vaux).

To-pan, subs. (Winchester).—'A
large basin of red earthenware
placed in each chamber for wash-
ing the feet in ' (Mansfield,
c. 1840).
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TOP- DIVER, subs. phr. (old).—'A
Lover of Women. An old Top-
diver, one that has Lov'd Old-
hat in his time ' (B. E. and
Grose).

Top-dressing, subs. phr. (journal-

istic). — An introduction to a
report : usually written by an
experienced hand and set in

larger type.

Tope, verb, (old : now colloquial).

—To drink : spec, to drink hard.

Hence toper = a confirmed
tippler, a soaker (q.v.); to
tope it about = to keep the
bottle going briskly (B. E. and
Grose).

1675. Cotton, Scoffer Scofft, 'Juno
and Jupiter.' A sturdy Piece of Flesh,
and proper, A merry Grig, and a true
Toper.

d. 1680. Butler, Epig., ' On Club of
Sots.' The jolly members of a toping
club.

1688. Dryden, To Sir Geo. Ether-
eSei 59> If y°u tope in form, and treat,

'Tis the sour sauce to the sweet meat, The
fine you pay for being great.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxii.

They toped . . . cool sparkling . . .

syrup ; which went down like mother's
milk. Ibid., xlii. Oh ! that ... we
gentlemen topers had but necks some
three cubits long.

1765. Tucker, Light of Nature,
I.i. v. Sits among his fellow topers at
the twopenny club.

d. 1796. Burns [Merry Muses (c. 1800),
118]. Three wives, Who . . . often met
to tope and chat, And tell odd tales of
men.

d. 1845. Hood, Don't You SmellFire ?

Was there ever so thirsty an elf?—But he
still may tope on.

1877. Besant and Rice, Son 0/
Vulcan, Prol. i. In the public houses
. . . the topers . . . keep [New Year's
Eve] as they keep every feast ... by
making it a day more than usually un-
holy.

Top-heavy, adj. phr. (old). —
Drunk : see Screwed (Ray, B.E.
and Grose).

Top- honours, subs. phr. (old

nautical).—Top-sails.

1700. Prior, Carmen Seculare, 36.

Let all the naval World due Homage pay
;

With hasty Reverence their Top-honours
lower.

Top-joint. See Top-o'-reeb.

Toplights. See Top, subs.

Top- LOFTY, adj. phr. (American).

—Pretentious ; bombastic ; high-
falutin {q.v.) : also TOP-
LOFTICAL.

1879. Congregationalist, 17 Dec.
Toploftical talking . . . and inflam-
matory speeches.

Top-o'-reeb, subs. phr. (back
slang).—A pot of beer. Top-
joint= a pint of beer.

Top of the Morning, subs. phr.

(common).—A cheery greeting.

1855. Taylor, Still Waters, ii. 2.

The top of the mornin' to ye, my boy !

I'll be off to the City.

Topper, subs, (tramps').— 1. A
cigar stump ; and (2) a plug of

tobacco at the bottom of a pipe.

Hence topper - hunter = a
scavenger of half- smoked and
refuse tobacco.

3. (common).—A lanky person;

a LAMP-POST {q.v.).

4. See Top, subs, and verb.

Topping-cheat. SeeTov,subs. 1.

Top- ropes. To sway away on
all top -ROPES, verb. phr. (old).

—To live riotously or extrava-

gantly (Grose).
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Topsail (or Topsails Over),
phr. (old). Topsy-turvy {q.v

) ;

heels over head.

c.1430. Destr. Troy (E.E.T.S.), 1219.

Mony turnyt with tene topsayles ouer
That hurlet to the hard vrthe and there

horse leuyt.

[?] Rom. oj Cheuelere Assigne
(E.E.T.S.), 320. And eyther of hem
topseyle tumbledde to the erthe.

To PAY one's DEBTS WITH
THE topsail, verb. phr. (nauti-

cal) (Grose).—To go to sea

leaving scores unpaid ; cf. (mili-

tary) 'to pay one's score with

the drum ' ( = to march away).

TOPS-AND- BOTTOMS. To PLAY
AT TOPS-AND-BOTTOMS, verb,

phr. (venery).—To copulate : see

Ride.

Top-sawyer, i. See Top, subs.

2. (tailors').—A collar. Also
the front of a garment.

TO PLAY TOP-SAWYER, Verb.

phr. (venery).—To copulate : see

Ride.

Top-shuffle, verb. phr. (gaming).

—To shuffle the lower half of a

pack over the upper half without

disturbing it. The cut, of course,

buries it, but by a very simple

movement the cards are forced

back to their original condition.

This is 'shifting the cut,' and
can be done with one hand or

two.

TOPSY-BOOSY, adj. phr. (common).
—Drunk : see Screwed.

TOPSY-TURVY, adv. (old colloquial).

—Upside down ; upset ; in con-
fusion : also as adj. , subs., and
verb, with derivatives such as

TOPSY-TURVILY, TOPSY-TURVI-
NESS, TOPSY-TURVYDOM, TOPSY-

TURVYFICATION, TOPSY - TUR-
vify, and topsy - turvyism
(Grose). [Of uncertain but
much -discussed derivation : the

word also shows remarkable
changes in form, many of which
are given infra. The most re-

cently accepted theory of probable
derivation (Hall, Skeat, and
Century) is top + so + tervy
( = overthrown), with confusion in

some of the forms with kindred

phrases, such as topsails over
(a.v.).]

Variants. — Topsy - tervy
;

topsy-tyrvy ; topsie-turvie
;

topse-torve ; topsy-turvye
;

topsie-turvy ; topsy-turvy
;

tupsie-turvie ; topsi-turvy
;

topsy - turvey j topsoltiria
(Scots) ; TAPSALTEERIE (Scots)

;

TAPSIE - TEERIE (Scots) ; TOP-
TURVYE ; TOPSEY ; TURVY-
TOPSY ; TOPSYD-TURVEY ; TOP-
SIDE-TURVEY ; TOPSIDE-TURVY

;

TOPSYTURN ; TOPSITURN ; TOP-
SIETURN ; TOPSYTURNY ; TOPSI-
TURNIE ; TOPSIETURN ; TOPSI-
TURN

;
TOPSIDE - TURNED

;

TOPSET-TORVIE ; TOPSET-TUR-
VIE ; TOPSET-TIRVI ; TOPSIDE
THE OTHER WAY ; TOPSIDE
TOTHERWAY ; TOPSIDE TURF-
WAY ; TOSSY-TAIL.

1528. Roy, Rede Me, &>c. [Arber],
51. He tourneth all thynge topsy tervy.

1547. Heywood,Dialogues [Pearson,
Works (1874), vi. 214]. [Topside -

TURNED.]

1583. Stanyhurst, sEnez's, ii.

[Arber, 33, 59]. Topside turvey. /did.

(1586), Descr. Ireland, 26. 2. The estate
of that flourishing towne was turned arsie
versie, topside the other waie.

1586. [Foster, Notes and Queries,
5 S. 11. 478. In Bodleian MS. Rawl.
Poet. 25 (which is dated 1694-5, and is a
copy of a MS. written not later than
1586), on the reverse of sign. E 7, eleventh
line, I find the phrase topside turfway.]
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1589. Hughes, Mis/. Arthur [Dods-
ley, Old Plays (Hazlitt), iv. 324].
There fortune laid the prime of Britain's
pride, There laid her pomp, all topsy-
turvy turn'd.

1594. Kyd, Cornelia [Dodsley, Old
Plays (Reed), ii. 301]. When thwarting
destiny, at Africk walls, Did topside-
turvey turn their common-wealth.

1596. Spenser, Fairy Queen, v. viii.

42. At last they have all overthrowne to

grounde Quite topside turvey.

1598. Shakspeare, 1 Henry IV.,
iv. 1. We shall o'er-turn it topsie-turvy
down.

1605. Sylvester, Du Bartas, ii.

His trembling tent all topsie turuie
wheels. Ibid., 'The Vocation,' 744. He
breaketh in through thickest of his foes

And by his travail topsi-turneth them.
Ibid., ' Schisme,' 993. Now Nereus
foams, and now the furious waues All
topsie-turned by the iEolian slaues Do
mount and roule.

1606. Rich, Farewell to Mil. Life
(1846), 29. Now, behoulde, all . . . my
purposes tourned cleane topse-turve.

161 2. Chapman, Widows' Tears, v.

In this topsy-turvy world friendship and
bosom-kindness are but made covers for

mischief.

1617. Minsheu, Guide to Tongues,
s.v. Topsiturnie, arsiversie.

>
1625. Burton, Anat. Melan., III.

11. iii. 3. Would rather have the common-
wealth turned topsie turvie than her
tires marred.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. xi.

This little lecher was always groping his

nurses and governesses, upside down,
arsiversy, topsiturvy.

1654. H. L'Estrange, Reign K.
Charles (1655), 75. Thus were all things
strangely turned . . . topside the
otherwaie.

1664. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 61. Then, turning Topsey on her
Thumb, says, Look, heres Supernaculum.
Ibid., 288. If I had not knock'd him down,
And turn'd him topsy-turvy under.

1694. Congreve, Double-dealer, v.

All turned topsy-turvy, as sure as a
gun.

1713. Addison, Guardian, 154. I

found nature turned topside turvy ;

women changed into men, and men into

women.

1740. Richardson, Pamela, ii. 40.
My poor mind is all topsy-turvied.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
iii. 169. With all my precautions how was
my system turned topside turvy !

1765. Tucker, Light of Nature, 11.

ii. 23, His words are to be turned top-
side tother way to understand them.

d. 1774. Goldsmith, Hyperbole. Here
the winds not only blow together, but
they turn the whole body of the ocean
TOPSY-TURVY.

1796. Reynolds, Fortune's Fool,
Epil. What a bonnet ! why it looks quite
scurvy, It's like a coal-scuttle turn'd
topsy-turvy.

d. 1796. Burns, Green Grow the
Rashes, 3. An' war'ly cares an' war'ly
men May a' gae tapsalteerie, O !

1834. Southey, Doctor, xxxix. In
the topsy-turveying course of time Hex-
thorp has become part of the soke of
Doncaster.

1837. Carlyle, Fr. Revol., II. 1. x.

Then is it verily, as in Herr Tieck's drama,
a verkeherte welt, or world topsyturvied.

1840. Thackeray, Paris Sketch
Book, ' Madame Sand.' ' Valentine ' was
followed by 'Lelia,' ... a regular
topsyturvyfication of morality, a
thieves' and prostitutes' apotheosis.

1851. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, i.

The topsy-turvy commonwealth of sleep.

d. 1878. Bowles [Merriam, Life, 11.

159]. It is very hard to keep it [optimistic

faith] fresh and strong in the presence . . .

of such topsy - turning of right and
wrong.

1879. Eliot, Theoph. Such, x.

Insane patients whose system, all out of
joint, finds matter for screaming laughter
in mere topsy-turvy.

1885. D. Teleg., 26 Nov., 2. Vivi-

section is topsyturvyfied in a manner
far from pleasing to humanity. Ibid.

(1886), 5 Feb. Has done some clever

things in his time, can sing a good song,
and might well be employed for Faust
viewed topsiturvily.

1885. AthencFum, 21 Mar., 384.

The view of cynical topsyturvydom
which has been so long worked with
success at length shows signs of ex-

haustion.
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1890. Notes and Queries, 7 S. x. 286.

Under the heading Topsy-Turvydom,
the author says . . . the Japanese do
many things in a way that runs directly

counter to European ideas.

Top-yob, subs. phr. (back slang).

—A pot-boy.

Torch -cul, subs. phr. (old).

—

Bumfodder {q.v.)—B. E. and
Grose.

Torch- race, subs. phr. (Win-
chester : obsolete). — Formerly,
part of the breaking-up ceremony
of the winter half-year. On the

last morning the boys, after early

chapel, rushed out of gates, each
bearing a burning birch broom,
up College Street and along the

wall of the close up to the old

White Hart Inn, where breakfast

was prepared before the chaises

started. This subsequently gave
way to a race of Seniors in sedan
chairs.

Tormentor, subs, (nautical).— i. A
long iron fork : used by cooks at

sea.

2. (theatrical).—A first groove
wing.

3. (common). — A back-
scratcher {q.v.), sense I.

Tormentor-of-catgut, subs. phr.

(old).—A 'fiddler; a catgut-
scraper (Grose).

TORMENTOR-OF-SHEEPSKIN, subs.

phr. (old).—A drummer (Grose).

Torn-down, subs. (prov. and
American).—An unruly, unman-
ageable person: as adj.={i) re-

bellious
; (2) overpowering.

1870. Baker, New Timothy, xxxii.

You know I was a girl onst; led the
General a dance of it, I tell you. Yes,

a real torn-down piece I was.

TOR Pi D (or Togg er), subs. (Oxford).

—(1) A second-class racing eight

:

corresponding to the Cambridge
slogger {q.v.) ; (2) one of the

crew ; and (3) in pi. the Lent
races : also as adj.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, II.

xii. The Misses Green [saw] their brother
pulling in one of the fifteen torpids . . .

immediately in the wake of the other
boats.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at Ox-
ford, xxvii. The torpids being filled with
the refuse of the rowing men—generally
awkward or very young oarsmen— find

some difficulty in the act of tossing.

1884.
_
Pall Mall^ Gazette, 19 Feb.

Twenty-six torpid eights were out at
Oxford in training for the races. Ibid.,

26 Feb. An undergraduate who is one of
their best torpids.

1889. Felstedian, Feb., n. After the
Torpids will come the Clinker Forms—an
institution hitherto unknown in Oxford.

1890. Dickens, Diet. Oxford, 18.

The Torpid Races last six days.

1900. Westminster Gazette, 21 Feb.,
8. 3. Oxford University Torpids. These
races were concluded to-day.

1900. St. James's Gaz., 19 Feb. 6. 2.

The Torpid races were continued at Ox-
ford on Saturday in fine and pleasant
weather, the attendance being large.

4. (Harrow).—A boy who has
not been two years in the school.

Torrac, subs, (back slang).—

A

carrot. ' Ekat a TORRAC '=an
obscene retort.

Torril, subs. (Halliwell).—

A

worthless woman, or horse.

Torturer of Anthems, subs. phr.
(old).—A chorister ; a halle-
lujah HOWLER {q.v.).

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 170. * I am perfectly well ac-
quainted with that city,' said the brazen-
lunged TORTURER OF ANTHEMS.

Tortle, verb. (American : Phila-

delphia).—To shamble away.
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1837. J- C. Neal, CharcoalSketches.
Put on your skeets and tortle.

Tortoise.—See Pump and Tor-
toise.

TORY, subs, (old : long recognised).

—(1) Orig. (Irish)= a marauder :

spec, a bandit ( 1 6th century) who,
to cover lawlessness, took up arms
for the King. Hence (2) a bully,

a 'terror' ; and (3) a generic re-

proach : e.g., (a) a sympathiser

with, disbeliever in, or supposed
abettor of the Popish plot

; (5)

one who refused to concur in the

Exclusion Act confirming the suc-

cession to the throne to Protest-

ants, a measure which was directly

aimed at the Duke of York,
afterwards James II. ; and (c),

collectively, the Court as distin-

guished from the Country party,

or Whigs {q.v.). Subsequently
TORY assumed its modern mean-
ing : i.e. , one upholding the exist-

ing order of things in Church and
State, as opposed to Liberal, i.e.

,

one who sought, by experimental

legislation, to remedy admitted
or supposed disabilities. About
1832 Tory began to be superseded

by 'Conservative'; indeed the

march of time has now (1903)
considerably modified the old

Tory political ideas.

1566. Irish State Papers. That Irish

Papists . . . have returned into Ireland,

occasioning the increase of Tories and
other lawless persons.

['?] Bishop, Marrow ofAstrology, 43.
And now I must leave the orb of Jupiter,

and drop down a little lower to the sphere
of Mars, who is termed a tory amongst the
stars.

1680. [Pinnock, Goldsmith's Hist.
Eng. (1873), 252. The year 1680 is remark-
able for the introduction of the well-known
epithets Whig and Tory. The former was
given to the popular party, from their pre-

tended affinity to the fanatical conventiclers

of Scotland, who were known by the name

of Whigs. The latter was given to the
courtiers, from a supposed resemblance
between them and the Popish banditti in
Ireland, to whom the appellation of Tories
was affixed.

_
Thus these two ridiculous

words came into general use, and have con-
tinued ever since to mark rival parties,
though with very different meanings.

J

1681. Dryden, Absalom andAchit.,
'To Reader.' Wit and fool are conse-
quents of Whig and Tory ; and every man
is a knave or an ass to the contrary side.
Ibid., Kind Keeper, iv. 1. Lift up your
voices . . . you tory-rory jades.

1694. Motteux, Pant. Prog. Brag-
gadocios, tory-rory rakes and tantivy
boys.

1695. LawsofWilliam III.[Ribton-
Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, 396].
The frequent robberies, murders, and other
notorious felonies, committed by robbers,
rapparees, and Tories, upon their keeping
hath greatly discouraged the replanting of
. . . [Ireland].

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.
Tories, Zealous Sticklers for the Preroga-
tive and Rights of the Crown, in behalf of
the Monarchy ; also Irish thieves, or Rap-
Varies.

1706. Phillips, World of Words,
s.v. Moss-troopers, a sort of rebels in the
northern part of Scotland, that live by rob-
bery and spoil, like the Tories in Ireland,
or the banditti in Italy.

1714. Hkarne, Diary, 25 Sep. King
George hath begun to change all the minis-
ters, and to put in the whiggs ... to the
grievous mortification of that party called
TORIES.

1719. Durkey, Pills to Purge, etc.,
i. 43. To oagle there a Tory tall, or a little

Whig, Defying the Pretender.

1725. Swift, Letter, n Sep. There
is hardly a whig in Ireland who would
allow a potato and butter-milk to a reputed
TORY.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tory. An advocate for absolute mon-
archy and church power : also, an Irish
vagabond, robber, or rapparee.

1849. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii. At
this time were first heard two nicknames
which, though originally given in insult,
were soon assumed with pride. . . . It is a
curious circumstance that one . . . was of
Scotch, and the other of Irish, origin.
Both in Scotland and in Ireland, mis-
government had called into existence bands
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of desperate men, whose ferocity was
heightened by religious enthusiasm. . . .

Thus the appellation of Whig was fastened

on the Presbyterian zealots of Scotland, and
was transferred to those English politicians

who showed a disposition to oppose the

court, and to treat Protestant nonconform-
ists with indulgence. The bogs of Ireland,

at the same time, afforded a refuge to

Popish outlaws, much resembling those
who were afterwards known as Whiteboys.
These men were then called Tories. The
name of Tory was therefore given to

Englishmen who refused to concur in ex-

cluding a Roman Catholic prince from the
throne.

1886. Fortnightly Rev., xxxix. 136.

It was never certain whether he was going
to nobble the Tories, or square the
Radicals.

1887. Contemp.Rev.,\\.$. The party
led by Sir Robert Peel no longer called

itself ' Tory ,' but Conservative.

4. (American). — A loyalist :

during the period of the War
of Independence. Hence any
one favouring the claims of

Great Britain against the revolted

Colonies.

1821. Cooper, Spy, xxix. Washing-
ton will not trust us with the keeping of a
suspected Tory, if we let the rascal trifle

in this manner with the corps. Ibid., xxii.

Surrender, you servants of King George
. . . or I will let a little of your tory blood
from your veins.

1855-9. Irving, Life 0/"Washington,
ii. 371. It was said that the Tories were
arming and collecting in the Highlands,
under the direction of distinguished officers,

to aid the conspiracies formed by Gov.
Tryon and his adherents.

Tosh, subs, (public schools').— i.

A bath, a foot-pan. Also as verb

= to splash, to douse, to throw
water over a person : e.g., ' He
toshed his house beak by mis-

take, and got three hundred';
TOSH-POND (Royal Military Aca-
demy)= the bathing-pond.

1881. Pascoe, Life in Our Public
Schools. A tosh pan, an important
utensil for periodical ablutions on stated

nights, is also provided.

2. See Tush.

3. (University). — Nonsense
;

ROT \q.v.): 'What frightful

tosh' (Ox/. Mag. 26 Oct. 1892).

Tosher, subs. (Oxford University).
— 1. An unattached student.

2. (nautical).—A small fishing

vessel.

1885. Daily Telegraph, 26 Nov.
Thus a tosher is not a longshore driver,

though both little vessels are employed in

catching what they can close into the
land.

3. (Hotten).—'A man who
steals copper from ships' bottoms
in the Thames.'

Tosh -soap, subs. phr. (public

schools').—Cheese : see Tosh.

Toss, subs, (old colloquial).— 1.

agitation, commotion, anxiety.

1666. Pepys, Diary, 2 June. This
put us at the Board into a tosse. Ibid.

(1667), 10 Oct. Lord what a tosse I was
for some time in, that they could not justly
tell where it [gold that he had buried]
was.

1870. Judd, Margaret, ii. 5 ' We
are all in a toss in our neighbourhood,'
said Mistress Pottle.

2. (Billingsgate).—A measure
of sprats.

Verb, (colloquial).—To drink at

a draught, to gulp : e.g., to toss
a can of beer : also to toss off :

cf. TOAST. Hence TOSS-POT= a
drunkard (Grose) : see Lush-
INGTON ; TOSSED (or TOSTI-
cated)= drunk : see Screwed.

1560. Pilkington, Sermons (Parker
Soc.) [Oliphant, New Eng., i. 558.
Among the new substantives are gamester
. . . lip-labour] a tosspot.

1582. Hakluyt, Vovages, 1. 253.
They returne to their old intemperancie of
drinking, for they are notable tosspots.
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1583. Ascham, Scholemaster, iv. 35.
A certain friar tossing the pot, and
drinking very often at the table was
reprehended by the priour.

1592. Nashe, Summer's Last Will
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Hazlitt), viii. 59].
Rise up, Sir Robert Toss-pot [Here he
dubs Will Summer with the Black-Jack].

1599. Hall, Satires, 1. ii. 26. Now
toss they bowls of Bacchus' boiling
blood.

[?] Robin Hood [Child, Ballads, v.

375]. For in a brave vein they tossed off
the bouls.

d. 1637. P. Holland, Plinie, xxm.
xviii. Our lustie toss-pots and swill-

bowls.

1648-50. Braithwait, Barnaby's/o.,
11. 57. There I tossed it with my
Skinkers.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. v.

Thus became Tom Tosspot rich.

1670. Cotton, Virgil Travestie
(1770), 129. Away he flies Ere Toss-pot
could unglue his eyes.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, iii.

15. I mean to toss a can, and remember
my sweetheart afore I turn in.

1719. Durfey, Pills to Purge, vi.

201. We toss about the never-failing
Cann, We drink and piss . . . and drink
to piss again.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, ' Epith. P.
iEgidus.' The husband . . . has been
call'd Blockhead, Toss-Pot, Swill-Tub.

1820. Lamb, Two Races ofMen. A
good part he drank away (for he was an
excellent toss-pot).

1821. Egan, Life in London, 75. The
soldiers . . . were tossing off the heavy
wet and spirits.

1837. Marryat, Snarleyyow, xxxii.
The corporal produced the bottle and the
glass, poured it out, made his military
salute, and tossed it off.

1841. Dickens, Barnaby Rudge, xiii.

To be looked upon as a common pipe-
smoker, beer-bibber . . . and toss-pot.

Also Colloquialisms and
Phrases : To toss out= (i) to

dress hurriedly, and (2) to depart
hastily; to TOSS OFF= (i) see

verb supra ; (2) to do, execute,

or turn out quickly : as to TOSS

OFF a poem, a task, or musical
performance

; (3) to while away
(of time), to dispose of easily ;

and (4) = to masturbate (venery)

;

TO TOSS UP (or TO TOSS) = (i)

to decide a matter by ' skying

'

a coin (Grose) : also as suds, (or

TOSS-up) = an even chance, and
TO WIN the toss= to be success-

ful ; to TOSS up= (2) to prepare
rough and readily (of food).

[?] Richard Coeur de Leon [Weber,
Met. Rom., 11. 170]. Lordynges, now ye
have herd . . . How Kyng Richard with
his maystry Wan the toss off Sudan
Turry.

c. 1692. King, Vestry. On Saturday
stew'd beef, with something nice, Provided
quick, and toss'd up in a trice.

1759. Goldsmith, Bee, No. 2. I . . .

walked behind a damsel tossed out in all

the gaiety of fifteen ; her dress was loose,
unstudied, and seemed the result of con-
scious beauty.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 407. It is a toss up who fails

and who succeeds : the wit of to-day is the
blockhead of to-morrow.

1 85 1. Hawthorne, Seven Gables,
vii. Poor Hepzibah was seeking for some
. . . tit-bit which . . . she might toss up
for breakfast.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lon. Lab., 1.

206. To toss the pieman is a favourite
pastime with costermongers' boys, and all

that class. If the pieman wins the toss
he receives a penny without giving a pie

;

if he lose, he hands over a pie for nothing.
Ibid. 11. 412. They spend . . . what money
they may have in tossing for beer, till they
are either drunk or penniless,

1853. Dickens, Bleak House, xiii.

'I haven't the least idea,' said Richard,
musing, 'what I had better be. Except
that I am quite sure I don't want to go
into the Church, it's a toss-up.'

1857. Hughes, Tom Browns School-
days, i. 5. Hasn't old Brooke won the
toss, with his lucky halfpenny, and got
choice of goals ?

1870. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1. Have
you read Cynthia ? It is a delightful thing
to toss off a dull hour with.

1872. Eliot, Middlemarch, lxxxiii.

It is a mere toss-up whether I shall ever
do more than keep myself decently.
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1882. Ashton, Social Life, etc., 11.

35. He tossed up whether he should
hang or drown. The coin fell on its edge
in the clay, and saved his life for that

time.

1884. Century Mag., xxxviii. 856.

One of the most earnest advocates of the
measure said, ' 'Tis the toss of a copper.'

1885. D. Teleg., 23 Sep. There may
have been instances where juries have
' tossed up ' sooner than remain to con-
vince an obstinate colleague.

1886. Field, 4 Sep. [It] looked a
toss-up as to which would arrive home
first.

1888. Kipling, Only a Subaltern.
' He'll do,' said the doctor quietly ;

' it

must have been a toss-up all through the
night.'

See Blanket.

Toss-plume, subs. phr. (old).—

A

braggart ; a swaggerer.

Tossy, adj. (colloquial).—Off-hand;
careless : also TOSSILY, adv.

1849. Kingsley, Yeast, vii. Arge-
mone answered by some tossy common-
place. Ibid. She answered tossily enough.

Tossy-tail, adv. phr. (provincial).—Topsy-turvy (o.v.).

TOSTICATION, suds. (old). — Per-

plexity ; commotion : whence TOS-
TlCATED= ( 1 ) restless, worried ;

and (2) ' intoxicated ' : also TOSSI-
CATED. See Toss, verb.

17IYJ. Swift,Jour, to Stella [Century].
I have been so tosticated about since my
last that I could not go on in my journal
manner.

1748. Richardson, Clarissa, m.
lxviii. I want those tostications (thou
seest how women and women's words fill

my mind) to be over . . . that I may sit

down quietly, and reflect.

Tot, subs, (common).— 1. Generic
for anything small: spec, an en-

dearment : e.g., a wee tot = a
little child: ^/".toddlekins. Also

(2) a measure holding a gill

;

whence a nip or dram, a GO (a. v.

)

;

as verb = to drink : see Tote.

1725. Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd
[Works, 11. 81]. Sic wee tots toolying at
your knee.

1868. Whyte Melville, White Rose,
11. i. He . . . often found himself pining
for . . . the glare of the camp-fires, the
fragrant fumes of the honey-dew, and the
tot of rum.

1886. St. James's Gaz., 10 Sep.
Haydn . . . liked company ; but if a guest
stayed beyond a certain period, the great
composer would suddenly start up, tap his

forehead and say, ' Excuse me, I have a
tot ' ; by which he meant that he had a
thought, and must go to his study to jot

it down. A minute after he would return,

looking all the brighter ; and as forgetful

as the Irish judge of La Rochefoucauld's
maxim—that you may hoodwink one per-

son, but not all the world. The expression,
1 a tot of spirits,' is said to have had this

respectable origin.

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, vii.

Raoul told a tale of a repentant mother's
interest in the child which she had left as a
wee tot of two.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 294.
Up came the children, wild-eyed, unkempt,
dirty, ragged, yet brown, hardy, and active
little tots.

3. See Tottery.

4. (common).—A bone : spec,

(army) = kitchen refuse and (gen-

eral) all kinds of waste, or marine
store stuff. Hence totting=
bone-picking, dust-heap sifting

;

tot-picker (or raker)= a sca-

venger. The Old Tots= the
17th Lancers ; the ' Death or

Glory' Boys: in allusion to the

regimental badge of ' A Skull

and Crossbones.'

1884. Greenwood, Little Raga-
muffins. P'r'aps he's goin' a-tottin'
(picking up bones).

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,
22. Anything . . . left on the tot, or

bone, is the recognised perquisite of the
orderly-man.

Verb, (colloquial). — (1) To
count ; to reckon : also TO TOT up
(or tote). Also (2)= to wager
all: cf. tote infra. Hence as

subs. — an exercise in addition

;
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TOT-BOOK= a book containing ex-

amples for practice; the tote (or

THE whole TOTE) = all, every-

thing ; TO TOTE fair = to reckon
accurately : hence (South and
Western American) = to act hon-

estly ; to PLAY THE GAME {q.V.\

1766. Brooke, Fool of Quality, ii.

211. These totted together will make a
pretty beginning of my little project.

[ ? ]. Thackeray [Century]. ' A
Night's Pleasure.' Seventeen hundred
and twenty-five goes of alcohol in a year,

we totted it up one night at the bar.

Ibid. (1860-3), Roundabout Papers, xix.

The last two tot up the bill.

1852. Savage, R. Medlicott (1864),

in. ii. 'One thousand eight hundred,'

said Hyacinth, totting his entries.

i8[?]. Chicago Tribune [Bartlett].
The predicament [of assassination] in

Texas can be avoided by always ' toting
fair' with everybody. Indeed, if you
tote fair, you need tote no weapons

;

that is, you can go unarmed.

1895. Notes and Queries, 2 S. viii.

338. I have frequently heard in Lincoln-

shire the phrase, ' Come, tote it up, and
tell me what it comes to.'

1896. Athenczum, No.
_
3268, 757.

Graduated Exercises in Addition (Tots
and Cross Tots, Simple and Compound).

Tote, subs, (common). — A tee-

totaller : also (in sarcasm, with a

glance at TOT= to drink drams)
= a hard drinker.

c. 1870. Music Hall Song; ' Hasn't

got over it yet.' As well we'd another old

chum, By all of his mates called the Tote,
So named on account of the rum He
constantly put down his throat.

c. 1889. Music Hall Song; 'Toper and
Tote.' You'll always find the sober Tote
With a few pounds at command.

See Tot.

Verb. (American).—To carry
;

to bear a burden ; to endure.

Hence TOTE-LOAD = as much as

one can carry; TOTE-ROAD = a

road or track.

i8[?]. Negro Melody, 'Come back,
Massa ' [Bartlett]. De 'possum and de
coon are as sassy as you please, Since all

de blooded dogs were toted off by fleas
;

De measles toted off all de cunnin' little

nigs, An' de sojers ob de army hab toted
off de pigs.

i8[?]. Old Negro Song [Bartlett].
Dey say fetch an' tote 'stead of bring
and carry, An' dat dey call grammar !—by
de Lawd Harry.

i8[?]. Pickings from the Picayune,
120. The watchman arrested Mr. Wimple
for disturbing the peace, and toted him
off to the calaboose.

i8[?]. Chronicles of Pineville, 169.
My gun here totes fifteen buckshot and
a ball, and slings 'em to kill.

1843. Carlton, New Purchase, 1.

167. Here a boy was ferociously cutting
wood—there one toting wood.

1844. Major Jones's Courtship, 39.
The militia had everlastin' great long
swords as much as they could tote.
Major Jones's Travels. I could never
bear to see a white gall toatin' my child
about, and waitin' on me like a nigger

:

it would hurt my conscience.

c. 1869. Donnely, Speech in Congress
[S.J. andC.]. I cannot think Mr. Ulysses
S. Grant will degenerate into a kind ofhand-
organ to be toted around on the back of
a gentleman from Illinois.

1870. Science, xi. 242. I should also
like to know how much a man can tote,
how much a woman can tote, and how
long a time, without resting, the toting
may go on.

1873. Trans. Am. Philol. Soc, xiii.

211. His report of his having induced the
aristocratic Navajos to tote his luggage
was received from the mouth of Gen'l
Kane with a good-natured amused
derision.

1879. Scribner's Mag., vm. 496. Its

forests are still so unbroken by any high-
ways save the streams and the rough
tote-roads of the lumber-crews that this

region cannot become populous with
visitors.

1884. Clemens, Huck. Finn. I

toted up a load, and went back and sat

down on the bow of the skiff to rest.

1885. Century Mag., xl. 224. The
bullies used to . . . make them tote
more than their share of the log.
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1890. Cent. Diet., s.v. Tote.
Origin unknown ; usually said to be an
African word introduced by Southern
negroes, but the African words which
have come into English use through
Southern negroes are few and doubtful . . .

and do not include verbs.

Toter, subs, (old colloquial).—

A

piper [GiFFORD : a low term].

1633. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 3.

His name was Vadian, and a cunning
TOTER.

Tother (Tone), indef. prons.

(once literary : now vulgar).

—

The other; the one (The = thet,

the old neuter article) ; TONE
AND TOTHER= both; TOTHER-
EMMY= the others.

[i2[?]. Old Eng. Homilies, 2 S. 175.

Pat on is Seint Peter and pAT ogER is

Seint Andrew.]

1340. Hampole, Prose Treat.
[E.E.T.S.], 29. Thou sulde doo bathe
. . . the TANE AND THE TOTHER.

1360. Chaucer, Rom. of Rose,

5559. The toon yeveth conysaunce, And
the tother ignoraunce.

80. Wvclif, Bible, Luke xvi. 13.1300.

schalHe schal hate oon, and loue the tother.

[?]. MS. Cantab., Ff. ii. 38. f. 74.

The tother day on the same wyse, As
the kynge fro the borde can ryse.

1530. Tyndale [Oliphant, New
Eng., 1. 429. Tyndale sometimes, like his

enemy More, uses the old form of 11 80,
1 THE TONE, THE TOTHER.']

1551. More, Worship Oj Images,
'Utopia,' Int. xci. Many other thinges

touchyng the pestilent secte of Luther
and Tyndale, by the tone bygone in

Saxony : and by the tother laboured
to be brought into England.

1565-7. Golding, Ovid, ' Pref.,' sign.

A7. And where the tone gives place,

There still the other presseth in his place.

Ibid., ii. 9. So was Licaon made a woolfe
;

and Jove became a bull, The tone for

using crueltie, the tother for his trull.

1573. Tusser, Good Husbandrie,
145. [Oliphant, New Eng., i. 583. The
old the tone (here followed by the
tother) is contracted into tone.]

d. 1586. Sir P. Sydney, Haringtons
Ariosto, Notes, Bxi. As far from want,
as far from vaine expence ; Tone doth
enforce, the other doth entice.

r5Qi. Harington, Ariost., i. 18.

And that with force, with cunning, nor
with paine, The tone of them could
make the other yield.

1727. Gay, Beggars' Opera, ii. 2.

How happy could I be with either, Were
t'other dear charmer away.

One with other, subs. phr.

(venery). — Copulation : see

Greens and Ride.

T'other- day, subs. phr. (com-
mon). — Spec, the day before

yesterday, but frequently used in

an indefinite sense.

T'other School, subs. phr. (Win-
chester).— 1. One's former school

;

(2) any school not a public school.

As adj. = non-licet (a.v.), or

unbecoming because more or less

alien to Winchester. T'other-
un (Charterhouse) = a private

school.

T'other-sider, subs. phr. (Vic-

toria : now rare). — A convict :

see Sidney-sider.

Totter, verb. (Old Cant). — To
hang ; to swing on the gallows.

1630. Fletcher, Night-Walker, iii.

3. I would lose a limb to see their rogue-

Totterarse, subs, (provincial).

—

Seesaw.

Tottery, adj. (colloquial). —
Shaky ; unsteady : also tottlish
(or totty). Hence tottle,
verb = to walk unsteadily;

TOTTY-HEADED = giddy, hare-

brained (B. E. and Grose) ; tot
= a simpleton : see Buffle.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,
' Reeve's Tale,' 333. Myn heed is toty
of my swynk to-night.

M
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[?]. MS. Rawl., C. 86. So toty
was the brayn of his hede, That he desired
for to go to bede.

1819. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxii. I was
somewhat totty when I received the
good Knight's blow.

1855. Hammond, Wild Northern
Scenes, 207. Our little boat was light and
totlish ; and, as I pressed the trigger of
my rifle, it rolled slightly over.

1 861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, vi. When I looked up and saw
what a tottery performance it was, I

concluded to give them a wide berth.

1895. Harpers Mag., lxxxix. 116.

I find I can't lift anything into this canoe
alone—it's so tottlish.

Tottie, subs, (common).—A high-

class harlot : somewhat of an
endearment : cf. tot.

Touch, subs, (old).— 1. Worth;
value ; cost : usually in combina-
tion, as a guinea-touch= some-
thing costing a guinea ; a penny-
touch = a penn'orth. Also
(Eton) = a present of money.

1720. Sir Erasmus Phillipp, Diary,
22 Sep. At night went to the ball at the
Angel, a guinea-TOUCH.

d. 1745. Swift [Century], Print my
preface in such form as, in the book-
seller's phrase, will make a sixpenny
TOUCH.

1864. Hotten, Slang Diet., s.v.

Touch . . . Sometimes said of a woman
to imply her worthlessness, as, ' Only a
HALF-CROWN TOUCH.'

2. (old colloquial).—A trick
;

a dodge ; a contrivance : cf verb.

I. To do A touch = to make
shift ; to manage somehow.

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Fran.
Touche, a crafty dede, tour.

I 535« JOY > Apology to Tyndale
[Arber], 25. [The word touche is used
for trick.]

3. (colloquial). — Generic for

the minimum of effort or effect

:

e.g., a touch (= suspicion) of

frost : a TOUCH OF THE TAR-

BRUSH = slightly coloured (of

mixed white and black blood)
;

a touch ( = a spice) of humour
;

a slight touch = a gentle re-

minder: hence to touch upon
= to dwell lightly on a matter

;

a touch (=a pricking) of con-
science; a touch ( = a trace) of
pity; a touch (=a foretaste) of
spring ; a touch (=a twinge) of
pain ; to touch off= to out-

line, draft, or produce hastily or
by a few strokes of pen, pencil,

or brush; to touch up= (i) to

gently jog the memory, (2) to

urge, egg on, or spur forward, (3)
to improve, mend, or add to {cf.

TO TOUCH OFF and TOUCHY) :

also see verb. 4 : hence TOUCH-UP,
subs. = ( 1 ) a reminder, (2) a spur to

action, ( 3) a finishing or improv-
ing stroke.

1597. Shakspeare, Richard III., i.

2. 71. No beast so fierce but knows some
touch of pity.

1648. Gauden, Eikon Basilike. I

never bare any touch of conscience with
greater regret.

1715. Addison, Freeholder, No. 44.
What he saw was only her natural counten-
ance, touched up with the usual im-
provements of an aged coquette.

d. 1774. Goldsmith, Clubs. I was
upon this whispered . . . that I should
now see something touched off to a
nicety.

1821. Galt, Ayrshire Legatees, viii.

He's such a funny man, and touches off
the Londoners to the nines.

1851. Hawthorn, Seven Gables, x.

Give me a rose that I may press its thorns
and prove myself awake by the sharp
touch of pain

!

d. 1878. Bryant, Song Sparrow.
While the air has no touch of spring,
Bird of promise ! we hear thee sing.

1886. Field, 22 Jan. A touch of
frost.

1890. Notes and Queries, 7 S., x.

118. Faint in some parts, very dark in

others. If the plate was worn it has been
touched afterwards,
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See Touch-and-go.

Verb, (old colloquial). — I.

Generic forgetting : spec. (Grose)
to get money in hand. Also in

modern usage= to obtain speci-

ously or secretly, by methods that

will not bear too close a scrutiny

;

and hence (thieves' )= to steal : in

Australia to act unfairly : cf.

subs.

1726. Vanbrugh and Cibber, Pro-
voked Husband [Oliphant, New Eng.,
ii. 159. A man touches money (obtains
it), a new sense of the verb].

1749. Smollett, Gil Bias (1812), in.
ii. All that I have been able to touch
being no more than three thousand ducats.

1771. Smollett, Humphry Clinker
(1900), ii. 134. England, I conceive, may
touch about one million sterling a year.

1796. Holman, A broadand at Home,
i. 3. I could not go abroad without her,

so I touch'd father's cash.

1862. Cornhill, Nov., 648. We have
just touched for a rattling stake of sugar
at Brum.

1877. Horsley, Jottings from Jail.

One day I took the rattler from Broad
Street to Acton. I did not touch them,
but worked my way to Shepherd's Bush.

1879. Macm. Mag., xl. 502. I

touched for a red toy and red tackle.

1888. Sims, Plank Bed Ballad
[Referee, 12 Feb., 3]. A spark prop a pal

. . . and I had touched.

1888. St. Louis Globe Democrat. A
dip touched the Canadian sheriff for his

watch and massive chain while he was
reading the Riot Act.

c. 1889. Bird o' Freedom [S.J. andC.].
He ran against a wealthy friend whom he
thought to touch. ' No, my boy,' said

the friend, ' I never give or lend money.'

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 102.

I knew a thing or two about poker, and it

would have required George Appo himself
to have touched me for my wad.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 17. He
lived upon credit, and what he could
touch.

2. (colloquial). — To be equal

to, capable of, or bear comparison
with. TO HAVE A TOUCH = to

make an attempt.

1713. Steele, Guardian, No. 82.

Mr. William Peer distinguished himself
particularly in two characters, which no
man ever could touch but himself.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xliii.

Wasn't he always top-sawyer among you
all? Is there one of you that could
touch him, or come near him?

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. 1. 162.

I thought I'd have a touch at the same
thing. But you see I never could rise

money enough to make a do of it.

1865. MajorJack Downing, 30. The
children of Israel going out of Egypt with
their flocks and their little ones is no
touch to it [i.e., the first day of May in

New York].

4. (venery).—To copulate : see

Ride : as subs. = the act of

kind ; whence touch - hole
ss the female pudendum : see

Monosyllable ; touch-trap=
the penis : see Prick ; touch-
crib = a brothel. Also (5) (or

to touch up) to grope a woman ;

(6) to roke a man; touchable
= (1) ripe (q.v.), and (2) in trim

for the act ; also to touch up
(Grose) = to masturbate. 'Not
to be touched with a pair of

tongs ' (of a foundered whore)

:

see Barge-pole.
1603. Shakspeare, Meas. for Meas.

v. Free from touch or soil with her.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. xii.

His governesses burst out laughing. . . .

One would call it her pillicock . . . her
touch-trap, her flap-dowdle.

1661. Merry Drollery [Ebsworth],
229. No man will touch her without
A PAIR OF TONGS.

1668. Lestrange, Quevedo (1678), 22.

Your Beauties can never want gallants to
lay their appetites. . . . Whereas nobody
will touch the ill-favoured without a
pair of tongs.

1670. Cotton, Virgil Travestie (1770),
80. If ./Eneas be a spark they there . . .

May take a gentle Touch together : So
each of other may have Proof.
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1719. Durfey, Pills to Purge, iv. 207.
But give me the Buxom Country Lass . . .

That will take a touch upon the grass, Ay,
marry, and thank you too.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, ' Lying-in
Woman.' Would you have me persuade
your Husband never to touch you more !

1 75 1. Smollett, Pere& rine Pickle,
lxxxyii. He wrote a letter to Hatchway,
desiring him to receive this hedge inamo-
rata, and desired her to be cleaned and
clothed in a decent manner ... so that
she should be touchable on his arrival.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
361. May I for cats and dogs turn
butcher, If ever yet she'd let me touch
her.

7. (old). —To arrest (Grose).

Phrases and Colloquial-
isms. In touch with = (i) in

sympathy, and (2) near at hand
;

out of touch with = (i) an-

tagonistic, and (2) out-of-the-way,

un-get-at-able ; to touch one
= to affect, concern, or influence

;

TO TOUCH A SORE SPOT (UP,

HOME, or ON THE RAWS, etc.),

to irritate by allusion or joke,
to rub up the wrong way, to

clinch an argument, advice, or
comment; true as touch =
absolutely true; to touch
BOTTOM (or BEDROCK)= (l) to

reach the lowest point, and (2) to

get at the truth of matters ; to
touch her up (nautical) = to

shake a vessel by luffing ;
' touch

pot, touch penny ' = * No
credit given ' ; ' TOUCH BONE
and whistle ' (Grose) = ' Any-
one having broken wind back-
wards, according to vulgar law,
may be pinched by any of the
company till he has touched
bone {i.e. his teeth) and whistled.'

c. 1400. Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 560.
With that the quene was wroth in hir
maner, Thought she anon this towchith
me right near.

1549. Latimer, Serms. be/. Ed. VI.,
III. They keep no touch ; they will talk
of many gay things ; they will pretend this

and that, but they keep no promise. Ibid.
As the text doth rise, I will touch and go
a little in every place.

1592. Shakspeare, 1 Henry VI., iv.

1. 118. The quarrel toucheth none but
us alone.

1633. Shirley, Bird in a Cage, iv. 1

.

If Florence now keep touch, we shortly
shall Conclude all fear with a glad
nuptial.

1634. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii. 1.

Beshrew me, but his words have touch'd
me home.

1720. Swift, Elegy on Mr. Demar.
He touched the pence when others
touched the pot.

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
iii. 2. We know the custom of such
houses, continues he ; 'tis touch-pot,
touch-penny ; we only want money's
worth for our money.

1838. Beckett, Paradise Lost, 97.
He's told by Dominus Factotum, To
touch you up about the bottom.

1856. B. Taylor, Northern Travel,
43. A handsome, lively boy, whose pride
was a little touched by my remon-
strances.

[?]. New Princeton Rev., 11. 47. We
want, with our brethren of the working
class, that which we have largely lost

. . . that expressive thing which we call

TOUCH.

1882. Pall Mall Gaz., 14 Sep.
There were frequent halts to enable the
regiments to maintain touch.

1889. Academy, 1 June, 371. The
European in Morocco feels that when he
is in company with a Barbary Jew he is

in touch with Europe.

See Touched.

Touch-and-go, subs, and adj. (col-

loquial). — 1. Uncertain ; risky
;

nothing to spare ; hasty ; super-

ficial : of persons and things. As
subs. — (1) a narrow escape, a
close shave ; and (2) a trifle. Also
a near (or close) touch (or

TOUCHER) ; AS NEAR AS A
TOUCHER = as near as may be,
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very nearly. To TOUCH AND go
(old coaching : cf. nautical phrase,

to touch bottom= to graze the

shallows) = (1) to drive close

enough to touch and escape

injury (Hotten : a trick of the

old jarveys to show their skill)

;

hence (2) applied to anything
within an ace of ruin: cf. quot.

1549, s.v. Touch (phrases).

1831. Ferrier, Destiny, iii. So it

was with Glenroy and his lady. It had
been touch-and-go with them for many
a day, and now, from less to more, from
bad to worse, it ended in a threatened
separation.

i860. Sala, Baddington Peerage, 1.

188. It was a near toucher, though.

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, iii.

18. And there we are in four minutes'
time, as near as a toucher. Ibid.

[Annandale]. The next instant the hind
coach passed my engine by a near shave.
It was the nearest touch I ever saw.

1883. Century Mag., xxxvi. 127. It

was touch and go to that degree that

they couldn't come near him.

1887. St. James's Gazette, 25 Oct.
Herr Ludwig had a touch-and-go jour-

ney before he caught the Servia.

1888. Academy, 3 Mar., 148. The
illusive touch-and-go manner.

1889. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman,
xli. It was as Rochford felt, touch and
go, very delicate work with Sir Edward.

Touched, adv. (colloquial).—

Slightly crazy ; mentally impaired.

Hence TOUCH, subs. — a kink, a

twist : cf. Old Eng. touch = to

infect, blemish, taint.

1704. Steele, Lying Lover, v. 1.

Pray mind him not, his brain is touch'd.
Ibid. (c. 1709), Tatler, 178. This touch
in the brain of the British subject is cer-

tainly owing to the reading newspapers.

1705. Vanbrugh, Confederacy, v. 2.

Madam,you see master's a little

—

touched,
that's all.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 86. There
were some who called her 'touched,'
because she told them plump and plain

that she wasn't going to be a fellow's

chattel.

1899. Whiteing, John St., ix. He
is not to be judged by their law ; he has
been touched.

Toucher. See Touch-and-go.

Touch- my- nob, subs, (rhyming).
—A shilling ; A BOB {q. v. ) : see

Rhino.

Touch-piece, subs. phr. (old).—

A

good -luck piece given by the

sovereign to those they ' touched

'

for the cure of scrofula, or king's

evil.

1882. Athenceum, 28 Oct.
_

Before
the reign of Charles II. no coins were
struck specially for touch-pieces, the
gold 'angel' having been used for the
purpose. The touch-pieces are all simi-
lar in design. Those of the Pretenders,
however, which were struck abroad, are
of much better work than those made in

England. . . . These touch-pieces (all

of them perforated) are curious relics of a
superstition which had existed for many
centuries,

_
and was only stamped out on

the accession of the Brunswick dynasty.

Touchy, adj. (old and still col-

loquial).— I. Irritable, apt to take

offence, all 'angles and corners'

[i.e. , tetchy]. [Johnson :
' a low

word.'] Hence touchiness=
sensitiveness, peevishness.

d. 1529. Skelton, Works. [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 373. The verb touch gets
the new sense of irritare ; . . . hence our
touchy.]

1605. King Leir and his Three
Daughters. She breeds yong bones, And
that is it makes her so tutchy sure.

161 1. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Chatouil-
leux a la poincte. Quick on the spurre
, . . tichy, that will not endure to be
touched.

1611. Fletcher, Maids Trag., iii.

Y'are touchie without all cause.

1628. Earle, Microcos., 'A Blunt
Man.' Hee is teachy himself, and sel-

dome to his own abuses replyes but with
his Fists.

1648. Gauden, Eikon Basilike. My
friends resented it as a motion not guided
with such discretion as the touchiness of

those times required.
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1651. Randolph, Hey for Honesty,
Introduction. This is no age for wasps

;

'tis a dangerous touchy age, and will not
endure the stinging.

1727. Gay, Fables, iv. You tell me
that you apprehend My verse may touchy
folks offend.

1742. Ray, North Country Words,
45. Techey for touchy, very inclinable

to Displeasure or Anger.

1831. Smith, Letters [Davies] You
have a little infirmity— tactility or touchi-
ness.

1844. Barnes, Poems in Dorset Dia-
lect, Glossary. Touchy . . . very irrit-

able or sensitive, impatient of being even
' touched.'

1885. Daily Teleg., 14 Oct. In South
Australia he is exceptionally touchy, and,
in particular, you must not interfere with
his pipe.

2. (artists').—Descriptive of a

style in which points, broken lines,

or touches are employed, as dis-

tinguished from firm unbroken line

work : cf. touch, verb. 2.

3. (Christ's Hospital). —Rather:
e.g., touchy a lux= rather a

good thing.

Tough, suds. (American). — A
rough ; a bully.

1879. Scribner's Mag., v'ui. 6g2. The
whole appearance of the young tough
changed, and the terror and horror that

had showed on his face turned to one of
low sharpness and evil cunning.

c. 1889. D. Teleg. [S.J. and C.\. The
tough, his northern appellation changed
to "hoodlum," continues to flourish in San
Francisco.

Adj. (colloquial).—Generic for

difficult, trying, severe: e.g., a
tough ( = incredible) YARN: 'a

long story ' (Grose) ; a tough
( = difficult) job; a tough (=
severe) rebuke ; a tough (

=

violent) STORM; a tough ( = pro-

longed) siege; a tough (=
stubborn) customer : a hard nut
to crack. Also to make it

tough = (i) to raise difficulties,

to make much of a small matter,

and (2) to take excessive pains

;

AS TOUGH AS WHITLEATHER
(RAY) = as tough as may be.

[?]. MS. Cantab., Ff. v. 48, f. 53.

To day thou gate no mone of me, Made
thou it never so tow3.

[?J. Releg. Cent. ii. 29. Befe and
moton wylle serve wele enow ; And for to

seche so ferre a lytill bakon flyk, Which
hath long hanggid, resty and tow.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales [Tyr-
whitt], 13,309. And up he goth and
maketh it ful tough. Ibid.

}
Troilus, v.

101. If that I . . . make it to tough.
Ibid., Booke of Dutchess, 531. And made
it neyther tough ne queint.

c. 1640. Howell, Letters, 1. iv. 15.

[Breda] has yielded ... to Spinola's
Hands, after a tough Siege of thirteen

months.

1781. Cowper, Table Talk, 458.
Callous and tough, the reprobated race
grows judgment-proof.

1817. Scott, Rob Roy, xiv. I found
Mr. Macready ... a tough, sagacious,

long-headed Scotchman.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg., 11. 69.
1 My Lord,' said the King, ' here's a rather
TOUGH job.'

See Old Toughs.

Toupee, subs, (venery).— i. The
female pubic hair : see Fleece ;

and (2) a merkin {q.v.) : see

Lady's Low Toupee.

Tour, subs. (old).—A turn or drive:

spec, the fashionable promenade
in Hyde Park: now (1903) The
Row (Rotten Row). Also as

verb.

1665. Pepys, Diary, 19 Mar. Mr
Povy and I in his coach to Hyde Parke,
being the first day of the tour there ;

.

where many brave ladies. Ibid. (13 Mar.
1668). Took up my wife and Deb., and
to the park, where being in a hackney,
and they undressed, was ashamed to go
into the tour.

1706. Centlivre, Basset Table, i. 2.

The sweetness of the Park is at eleven,

when the Beau-Monde make their tour
there.
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*7t?L [Ashton, Queen Anne, II. 173.]

You'll at least keep Six Horses, Sir Toby,
for I wou'd not make a Tour in Hyde
Park with less for the World ; for me
thinks a pair looks like a Hackney.

See Tovvre.

The Grand Tour, subs. pkr.

(old colloquial ).—In 1 8th and early

19th centuries a continental tour

embracing France, Switzerland,

Italy, and Germany : regarded as

an essential finish to the education

of young men of rank.

Tousle (or Towsle), verb, (col-

loquial). — To rumple ; to
pull (or mess) about (q.v.)

;

to ransack ; freq. with ' mousle.

'

Whence (venery) = to master

a woman by romping. Also

TOUSY = rough, dishevelled, un-

kempt. [Cf. TOUSE.]

1370. Thornton Rom. [Camden Soc],

239. [Oliphant, Neiv Eng. i. 81. The
/ is added, for the verb tuse becomes
tousel (Scott's towzel).]

1530. Tyndale, Works, ii. 151. He
towseth and mowseth.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, iii.

10. He'll touzle her and mouzle her.

The rogue's sharp set . . . what if he should
. . . fall to without the help of a parson.

ha?

1763. Foote, Mayor ofGarratt, i. 1.

You slut, how you've tousled the curls.

1791. Burns, Tam o' Shanter. A
towzie tyke, black, grim and large.

1 791. Old Song, 'My Jockey is a
Bonny Lad.' And then he fa's a kissing,

clasping, hugging, squeezing, tousling,
pressing, winna let me be.

1816. Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

She loot Tam tousle her tap-knots. Ibid.

(1816), Antiquary, ix. After they had
touzled many a leather pokeful of papers.

1852. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin,
ix. A very heavy mat of sandy hair, in a
decidedly tousled condition.

1887. Field, 27 Mar. A large tousey
dog that can kill singly a fox or badger.

Tout, subs. (Old Cant). — The
posteriors; the backside (q.v.),

the bum {q.v. ).

1383. Chaucer, Canterbury Tales,
3810, 'Miller's Tale.' The hote culter
brenned so his toute. Ibid. Thus swived
was the carpentere's wif . . . And Absolon
hath kist hire nether eye ; And Nicholas is

scalded in the toute.

[?]. MS. Ashmole., 61, f. 60. Rubyng
of ther toute.

1882. Payne, Thousand Nights, etc.,
' Porter of the Three Ladies of Baghdad.'
Thy caze, thy tout, thy catso, thy coney.

Verb. (Old Cant).—'To look
out sharp, to be on one's guard '

(B. E.) : also to keep tout :

see Nark. Hence (Halliwell)
= to follow ;and (modern)= to can-

vass for custom as do hotel, coach,

or steamer servants, to solicit

employment as does a guide, or
(racing : see Tip) to spy out
special information concerning
horses in training. A strong
tout = strict observation, close

watching (Vaux). As subs. =(1)
a hotel, coach, or steamer runner,

(2) a spy for thief or smuggler, (3)
a racing agent or ' horse-watcher

'

(Grose). Also touting-ken=
a tavern-bar (B. E. and Grose).

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Tout. Who touts? c. who looks out
sharp? Tout the Culls, c. Eye those
Folks which way they take.

1718. C. Higden, True Disc, 13.

He is a pushing toute, alias thieves'
watchman, that lies scouting in and about
the City to get and bring intelligence to
the thieves, when and where there is a
Push, alias an Accidental Crowd of People.

d.ij6i. Richardson, Corresp., in.

316. A parcel of fellows, mean traders
whom they call touters, and their busi-
ness_ touting—riding out miles to meet
carriages and company coming hither, to
beg their custom while here.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Tout. A look-out house, or eminence.
Ibid., Touter . . . Men, who, on the
sly, obtain the speed and capabilities of
race-horses during their training, and give
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information to certain persons . . . who
bet their money with more certainty.
Ibid., Touting. Publicans forestalling
guests, or meeting them on the road, and
begging their custom ; to be met with at
Brighton, Margate, etc.

1827. Lytton, Pelham, lxxxii. Bess,
my covess, strike me blind if my sees don't
tout your bingo muns in spite of the
darkmans.

1837. Disraeli, Vcnetia, 69. Come,
old mort . . . tout the cobble-colter ; are
we to have darkmans upon us ?

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends
(1842), 256. I have not a doubt, I shall
rout every tout.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxxvii. Thimbleriggers, duffers, touters,
or any of those bloodless sharpers, who are,
perhaps, a little better known to the
police.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, x.
' It suits my purpose to become the princi-
pal medical man in this neighbour-
hood ' 'And I am to tout for

introductions for you?'

1863. Law Mag. Rev., 22. Bar-
risters' clerks touting among prisoners
and prosecutors.

1869. Fraser's Mag., ' British Mer-
chant Seamen.' The touter, whose
business it is to attract the sailor to his

master's lodgings by the judicious loan of
money, the offer of grog or soft tack
(bread) ; the runner, who volunteers to
carry his box of clothes and bedding free

of charge to the same destination.

1869. Hotten, Slang Diet., s.v.

Tout. An agent in the training districts,

on the look-out for information as to the
condition and capabilities of those horses
entering for a coming race. Touts often

get into trouble through entering private
training-grounds. They, however, are
very highly paid, some making 40/. or 50/.

a week during the season.

1885. Field, 3 Oct. There had been
a good deal of before-breakfast touting
on the Bury side of the town. Ibid.

Everybody was industrious, the profes-

sional touts being outnumbered by the
amateurs. Ibid. (1886), 4 Sep. The
gallops . . . are less liable to be touted
than any other training-ground.

1886. Athen&utn, 3067. A species

of racing tout enters the cottage of a
female trainer.

Tow, subs. (Shrewsbury School).

—

1 . A long run in : at hare and
hounds.

1881. Pascoe, Everyday Life.
After that last ' all up ' there is a tow or
continuous run of from one to three miles.

2. (common). — Generic for

money : see Rhino.

To tow out, verb. phr. (old).

—To decoy : spec, to distract

attention and thus pave the way
for robbery by a confederate : also

Tow-street (Grose) and tow-
line (Vaux).

Intow,/^. (colloquial).—In
hand, at one's apron strings, under
one's influence, or at command :

of persons and things ; spec, of
a woman who is said to have
such and such an admirer in
tow.

Towards. I looks {sic) to-
wards you, phr. (common).—
A toast.

1857. Whitty, Bohemia, 1. 166.
Ladies, I looks toward you.

Towel, subs, (common). — 1. A
cudgel: also oaken (or black-
thorn) towel; as verb (to
GIVE A TOWELLING or TO RUB
down with A towel)= to re-

primand, scold, and (spec. ) thrash
(Grose).

1771. Smollett, Humphry Clinker,
i. 83. Prankly, shaking his cane, bid him
hold his tongue, otherwise he would dust
his cassock for him. ' I have no preten-
sions to such a valet,' said Tom ;

' but if

you should do me that office, and over-
heat yourself, I have here a good oaken
towel at your service.'

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

469. I got a towelling, but it did not do
me much good.

2. (old).—The amis; funda-
ment : see Bum: also tewel.
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1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, 7730,
' Sompnoures Tale.' And whan this sike
man felte this frere About his towel
gropen ther and here, Amid his hond he
let the frere a fart.

A LEAD (or LEADEN) TOWEL,
subs. phr. (common).—A bullet.

1812. J. and H. Smith, Rejected Ad-
dresses, 182. Make Nunky surrender his

dibs, Rub his pate with a pair of lead
towels.

Tower, subs, (old).— 1. A fashion
in feminine hair-dressing, temp.
William III. and Anne : paste-

board, ribbon, and lace were built

up in tiers, or in stiffened bows,
and draped with a lace scarf or
veil. Also (2) a wig or the
natural hair built up in the same
fashion ; and (3) false hair worn
on the forehead (B. E.).

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 'To his
Lady,' 186. Lay trains of amourous in-

trigues In tow'rs, and curls, and
periwigs.

1675. Woman Turrid Bully
[Nares]. 'Tis a frightful thing to see
some women . . . undress'd : I do not
mean naked ; but only their face without
the toor, shades, locks, hollows, bullies,
and some transitory patches.

1675. Ape-Gentlewoman, 1. Her
greatest ingenuity consists in curling up
her towre, and her chiefest care in putting
it on.

1676. Etherege, Man of Mode, ii.

1. Her tour wou'd keep in curl no
longer.

1681. Radcliffe, Ovid Travestie,
63. Should I adorn my head with curies
and towers, When a poor skipper's cap
does cover yours ?

1 7 10. Congreve, Ovid's A rt ofLove,
iii. And Art gives Colour which with
Nature vyes : The well-wove tours they
wear their own are thought.

X7XI. [Sydney, England and Eng-
lish, i. 90. About the year 1711 the good
taste of the Queen induced her to discon-
tinue wearing the . . . tower or Bow
steeple^ names which the wits bestowed
in derision.]

Verb. (Old Cant). — (1) To
watch closely ; to see, observe,
understand : as a hawk on the
look-out for prey : also TOURE,
TOUR, TWIRE, TWYRE ; TO TOUR
OUT= to go abroad in search of
booty : hence to be off, to de-
camp (Harman, B. E. and
Grose). [Grose :

' to overlook,
to rise aloft, as in a high tower.

'

Dyce :
' a verb particularly ap-

plicable to certain hawks, etc.,

which TOWER aloft, soar spirally

to a station high in the air, and
thence swoop upon their prey.']

1567. Harman, Caveat (E.E.T.S.),
86. Now I tower that bene bouse makes
nase nabes.

1607. Dekker, Jests to- Make You
Merie [Grosart, Works, ii. 329]. Kin-
chen the coue towres, which is as much
as, Fellow the man smokes or suspects
you.

1610. Rowlands, Martin Mark-all.
' Towre out ben Morts ' [Title].

1737. Old Ballad, 'Black Proces-
sion ' [Bacchus and Venus]. Toure you
well ; hark you well, see Where they are
rubb'd.

1822. Scott, Fort. Nigel. Tour the
bien mort twiring the gentry cove.

1837. Disraeli, Venetia, 71. Queer
cuffin will be the word if we don't tour.

Been round the Tower
(Old Cant).—Clipped : of money
(B.E. and Grose).

Tower-hill-play, subs. phr. (old).
-^-' A slap on the Face and a kick
on the Breech' (B.E. and Grose).

Tower- hill Vinegar, subs. phr.
(old).—The swordsman's block.

[Tower - hill was, for long, the
place of execution.] Hence TO
preach on Tower Hill= to be
hanged. See Tyburn.
d. 1529. Skelton, Magnyfycence

[Works (Dyce), i. 295]. Some fall to foly
them selfe for to spyll, And some fall

prechynge on Towre Hyll.
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Towering, adj. (colloquial).—Ex-
treme, violent, outrageous.

1713. Addison, Cato, ii. 1. All else

is towering phrenzy and distraction.

m
1849-61. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,

xxii. Russell went into a towering
passion.

Towhead, subs, (colloquial).— I.

A flaxen-haired person ; and (2)

a rumple - head ; in contempt.
Whence tow-headed = rough-
headed, unkempt.

Town, subs, (old colloquial).— 1.

London : e.g. * I go to (or leave)

town to-morrow
'

; ' So-and-so is

in town : cf. Lane, House,
Alley, etc. : whence man about
town (see Phrases).

1601. Shakspeare, Henry VIII.,
Prol. As you are known the first and
happiest hearers of the town.

1607. Dekker and Webster, West-
ward Hoe, iii. 1. Ten. I know not when
he will come to town. Moll. He's in
town ; this night he sups at the Lion in

Shoreditch.

1648. Commons' Journals, v. 245.
That a letter be directed to the Vice-
Admiral to desire him to suffer Prince
Philip, brother to the Prince Elector, to
come to town.

1711. Addison, Spectator, No. 2. A
baronet ... Sir Roger de Coverley.
When he is in town he lives in Soho
Square.

c 1825. Jenkinson [Davies : Bp.
Jenkinson of St. David's (1825-40) offered

a curate in his diocese a living, and desired
him to come to town to be instituted.

The curate expressed every willingness to

obey the command, but added that his

Lordship had omitted to mention the name
of the town where his presence was 're-

quired.]

2. (University and schools').

—

Townspeople, as distinguished

from Gown (^.z>.)= the members
of the University. [In early days
Universities were subject to per-

petual conflict—with the TOWN,
the Jews, the Friars, and the

Papal Court : see quot. 1853.]

Also townsman and (Cambridge)
Townee (or Towner) : Ger.

Philister. Town-LOUT (Rugby)
= a scholar residing in the town
with his parents, and towney
(Christ's Hospital)= (1) the anti-

thesis of ' housey,' that is peculiar

to the Hospital : whence (spec.

)

towneys as clothes more in ac-

cordance with modern taste for

town wear than is the distinctive

Blue habit ; also (2) a comrade
from the same town or locality

(army) : Fr. pays.

1846. Punch, x. 163. For the gowns-
men funk the townsmen, And the towns-
men funk the gown.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, 11.

iii., Note. Town and Gown disturbances
[date back to] 1238. They not unfre-
quently terminated fatally to some of the
combatants : on St. Scholastica the Virgin,
February 10th, 1345, several lives were lost

on either side. Grostete, the Bishop [Lin-
coln], placed the townspeople under an
interdict, [which lasted] till 1357, when the
mayor and sixty of the chief burgesses
were required every anniversary to attend
St. Mary's Church and offer up mass for

the souls of the slain scholars, and individu-
ally present an offering of one penny at the
high altar, besides a yearly fine of 100
marks to the University, with the penalty
of an additional fine of the same sum for

every omission in attending at St. Mary's.
This fell into abeyance at the Reformation.
In 15 Eliz., however, the University
claimed arrears, and it was decided that
the town should continue the annual fine

and penance, though the arrears were for-

given. The fine was yearly paid on the
10th of February until put an end to by
Convocation in the year 1825.

1887. Blue, Nov. Mention is made
of the time when a boy leaves the school.

The consequent change of dress might be
vulgarly expressed by ' exchanging houseys
for towneys.'

1899. Heywood, Guide to Oxford.
Town and gown rows . . . nowadays . . .

are happily unknown.

Phrases, etc.—To come to
town = (i) to become common,
and (2) to be born ; ON the
town = (i) getting a living by
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prostitution, thieving, or the like,

and (2) in the swing of pleasure,

dissipation, etc., London (see

subs. 1) being regarded as the

centre of national life ; TO go
(or TAKE A TURN) ROUND THE
TOWN = to seek amusement, spec,

at night and by a round of ' the

halls'; a man (or woman) of
the town = a person whose
living, occupation, or taste is

more or less connected with the

shady or 'fast' side of life

(Grose); to paint the town
red (see Red) ; in town (Bee)
= in funds; out of town=
hard up, penniless.

1593. Nash, Works (Grosart), ii.

283. [Nash] I knew a man about town.

1600. MS., ' The Newe Metamor-
phosis.' This first was court-like, nowe
'tis come to towne ; 'Tis common growne
with every country clowne.

1640-50. Howell, Letters, ii. 89.
[Howell calls himself] a youth about the
Town.

1672. Wycherley, Love in a Wood,
ii. i. A man may . . . bring his bashful
wench, and not have her put out of coun-
tenance by the impudent honest women
of the town.

1686-7. Aubrey, Gentilisme (1881),

163. The towne is full of wanton
wenches, and . . . (they say) scarce three
honest women in the town.

d. 1704. Brown, Dial, ofDead [ Works,
ii. 313]. I have been a man of the town
. . . and admitted into the family of the
Rakehellonians.

1766. Goldsmith, Wakefield, xx.
The lady was only a woman of the
town, and the fellow her bully and a
sharper.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. High-
flyers—women of the town, in keeping.

1823. Byron, Don Juan, xi. 17.

Poor Tom was once a kiddy upon town,
A thorough varmint and a real swell.

1842. Egan, Capt. Macheath, 'Jack
Flashman.' Jack long was on the town,
a teazer ; Could turn his fives to anything,
Nap a reader, or filch a ring.

1900. Griffiths, Fast and Loose,
xxii. He . . . aspired more and more to
be thought a tip-top swell, a fashionable
MAN ABOUT TOWN.

Town-bull (rake, or stallion),
subs. phr. (old). — A common
whoremaster, wencher, mutton-
monger (^.z/.)(B.E. and Grose).
[Nares : it was formerly the

custom to keep a bull for common
town use.] Hence, 'as lawless
as a town-bull' (RAY)= 'one
that rides all the women he
meets' (B.E.); and town-hus-
band = a parish officer whose
duty it was to collect bastardy
fees.

161 1. Chapman, May-day, in. 1.

Ho. Town-bull government ; do you not
mean so, sir? Lod. Do you imagine he
went about stealing of city venison ?

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
This piece of officer, this nasty patch,
(Whose understanding sleepes out many a
watch), Ran like a towne bull, roaring
up and downe, Saying that we had meant
to fire the towne.

1636. Davenant, Platonic Lovers,
iv. 1. My son hath turned . . . from a
tame soldier to a town bull.

1664. Butler, Hudibras, 11. i. This
made the beauteous queen of Crete To
take a town-bull for her sweet.

1681. Radcliffe, Ovid Travestie,
116. What think you, lady, of your Father
Jove ? Shew me a Town-Bull h'as been
more in Love.

1689. Princess of Cleve. Believe
me, sir, in a little time you'll be nick'd the
TOWN-BULL.

1711. Swift, Examiner, 29. Lewd-
ness and intemperance are not of so bad
consequences in the town-rake as in a
divine.

TO ROAR LIKE A TOWN-BULL,
verb. phr. (old). — ' To cry, or
bellow aloud ' (Grose).

Tow-pow, subs. phr. (military).—
In //. = The Grenadier Guards
(Hotten).
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Tow- ROW, subs. phr. (common).

—

A noise ; a racket {q.v.\

Touzery Gang (The), subs,

phr. (common).—Mock auction

swindlers : they hire sale-rooms,

usually in the suburbs, and adver-

tise their ventures as ' Alarming
Sacrifices,' ' Important Sales of

Bankrupts' Stock," etc.

TowzLE(orTowsE). See Tousle,
verb.

TOY, subs, and verb. (old).—Generic
for wantonness : as subs. = ( I ) a
lewd conceit, jest, or tale ; a love

poem ; amorous sport
; (2) a

maidenhead ; and (3) the female
pudendum. As verb= to wanton,
to dally : also to tick and toy.
Toyful (toysome, toyish, or

toying) = amorous, wanton
(Bailey, 1731).

1303. Manning [Robert of Brunne],
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 427. Manning
used toy for dalliance in 1303. Ibid., i.

370. He (Skelton) has Manning's peculiar
sense of toy.]

d. 1529. Skelton, Works [Dyce], 50.

To toye with him.

1571. Edwards, Damon and
Pithias, Prol. The matron grave, the
harlot wild, and full of wanton toys.

1579. _
Gosson, School of Abuses.

Such ticking, such toying, such smiling,

such winking, and such manning them
home when the sports are ended.

iS[?]. Harrison, Passion ofSappho
[Nichols, iv. 183]. Wanton Cupid, idle

toyer, Pleasing tyrant, soft destroyer.

1590. Spenser, Fairy Queen, 11. ix.

34-35. And eke emongst them little Cupid
play'd His wanton sportes . . . But other
some could not abide to toy.

1596. Nash, Saffron Walden, iii. 44.
[Nash confesses he was often obliged] to

pen unedifying toys for gentlemen.

[?]. Gilderoy [Child, Ballads, vi.

199]. Aft on the banks we'd sit us thair,

And sweetly kiss and toy.

1614. England's Helicon [Nares].
Unto her repaire. ... Sit and tick and
toy till set be the sunne.

c. 1650. Brathwayte, Barnaby's JI.

(1723), 61. With me toy'd they, buss'd
me,,cull'd me.

1667. Milton, Paradise Lost, ix.

1034. So said he, and forebore not glance
or toy Of amourous intent.

1663. Killigrew, Parson's Wedding,
i. 2. [Toy= maidenhead.]

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 46. But we can cherish lusty
Yeoman, And carry Toys like other
women.

1680. Dryden, Spanish Friar, iv.

2. O virtue, virtue, what art thou become,
That man should leave thee for that toy,
a woman !

1693. Congreve, Old Bachelor,
Epil. As a rash girl, who will all hazards
run, And_ be enjoyed . . . Soon as her
curiosity is over, Would give the world she
could her toy recover.

1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. ii. 8.

Kisses, Love-Toys, and am'rous Prattle.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, v.

299. Two or three toysome things were
said by my lord (no ape was ever so fond !

)

and I could hardly forbear him.

1841. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.
A roi faineant who chewed bang, and
toyed with dancing girls.

Hence (old colloquial)= (4)
anything of casual or trifling

interest, use, amusement, or
adornment, of adventitious worth,
as contrasted with serious, hard
use, or intrinsic value : a nick-
nack, e.g., a trinket, an idle

story, odd conceit, and spec,

anything diminutive.

d. 1529. Skelton, Sclaunderand False
Detractions. Then let them vale a bonet
of their proud sayle, And of their taunting
toies rest with il hayle.

1530. Tyndale, Works. [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 427. Tyndale uses toy
much like children's play, ii. n (Last
Part).]

1550. Latimer, Sertn. bef. Ed. VI.
Here by the way I will tell you a merry
toy.

1564. Udal, Erasmus. [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 484. The word toy had
already meant a trifle or a folly ; it now
stands for a play on words, page 115, and
in page xxiv. it expresses joke.]
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1590. Marlowe, Tamburlaine, i. 2.

Tis a pretty toy to be a poet.

1592. Shakspeare, Midsummer
Night's Dream, v. 1. 3. I never may
believe these antique fables, nor these fairy

toys. Ibid. (1592), / Henry VI., iv. 1.

145. A toy, a thing of no regard. Ibid.

(1604), Winters Tale, iv. 4. 326. Any
silk, any thread, Any toys for your head ?

1594. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 15.

A man whose wisdom is in weighty affairs

admired would take it in some disdain to
have his counsel solemnly asked about, a
toy.

c. 1600. Merry Devil ofEdmonton, iii.

1. 32. For your busk, attires and toys,
Have your thoughts on heavenly joys.

d. 1 719. Addison, Italy [Works (Bohn),
1. 504]. One cannot but be amazed to see
such a profusion of wealth laid out in
coaches, trappings, tables, cabinets, and
the like precious toys.

1888. Black, Houseboat, ii. Perched
on the top of a hill was a conspicuous toy
of a church.

5. (old).—A whim, fancy, huff,

offence, or caprice. Hence to
take toy= (i) to be huffish,

whimsical, restless ; and (2) to go
at random, play tricks, act the

fool : whence toysome, etc :

cf. hoity - toity = thoughtless,

giddy. Toyt-HEADED = feather-

brained.

i4[?]. Babees Book [E.E.T.S.], 332.
Cast not thyne eyes to ne yet fro, As thou
werte full of toyes.

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, i. 4. 77.
The very place puts toys of desperation,
Without more notice, into every brain.

1598. Marlowe, Hero andLeander,
v. To hear her dear tongue robb'd of
such a joy, Made the well-spoken nymph
take such a toy. That down she sunk.

1598. ¥i*ORio,Worldeo/Wordes,s.\.
Capricciare, to growe or be humourous,
toish, or fantastical.

1605. Jonson, Chapman, etc., East-
ward Ho I iii. 2. A toy, a toy, runs in

my head, i' faith.

1607. Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois,
i. i. Ta. Why did the toy take him in

th' head now? Bu. 'Tis leap-year, lady.

c.1611. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4. 65. The hot
horse, hot as fire, Tooke toy at this.

1613. Marston, Insatiate Countess,
i. Men. How now, my lady? does the
toy take you, as they say? Abi. No,
my lord ; nor doe we take your toy, as
they say.

1625. Jonson, Staple 0/ News, i. 2.

The fool . . . can commit whom he will,

and what he will, error, absurdity, as the
toy takes him.

1628. Earle, Microcos. [Arber], 63.
She is indeed one that has taken a toy
at the fashion of Religion, and is enamour'd

of the New-fangle.

d. 1631. Donne, Prog, ofSoul, 46. It

quickened next a toyful ape.

d. 1663. Sanderson, Works, i. 358.
As they sometimes withdraw their love
from their children upon slender dislikes,

so these many times take toy at a trifle.

1665. Glanville, Seep. Sci. Your
society will discredit that toyishness of
wanton fancy that plays tricks with
words, and frolicks with the caprices of
frothy imagination.

d. 1665.
(

Adams, Sermons, ' The Fatal
Banquet,' i. 221. These toytheaded times.

d. 1667. Jer. Taylor, Works (1835),
11. 320. The contention is trifling and
TOYISH.

d. 1703. Pomfret, Dies Novissima.
Adieu, ye toyish reeds that once could
please My softer lips, and lull my cares to

ease.

1903. Boothby, Long Live the King,
viii. Hoighty-toity . . . what is the
matter with you now ?

6. (thieves').—A watch. Whence
WHITE TOY= a silver watch ; red
TOY= a gold watch; toy and
TACKLE= watch and chain ; TOY-
GETTER= a watch-snatcher.

1877. Horsley, Jottingsfrom Jail.
He was very tricky at getting a poge or a
toy, but he would not touch toys because
he was afraid of being turned over.

7. (Winchester). — In pl.—z.
bureau—desk and bookcase com-
bined. Whence toy - time =
evening preparation.

1440. Prompt. Parv. Teye, ofacofyr
or forcer.
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1881. Pascoe, Everyday Life. The
clock striking seven, each junior retires to
his toys or bureau for an hour and a half
during what is known as toy - time,
when the work of the next morning and
the week's composition have to be pre-
pared.

1891. Wrench, WincJiester Word-
Book, s.v. Toys . . . The expression
toy-time suggests that the j has been
added. If toys has not descended from
this word [teye], it must have been trans-

ferred from the contents of the toys, and
mean simply one's belongings.

Tprot, intj. (old).—An exclama-
tion of contempt (Wright, Poli-

tical Songs, 381).

Trace, subs, (colloquial).—In pi. =
authority, work, guidance, re-

straint ; hence in the traces =
in harness (q.v. ), at steady work

;

TO KICK OVER THE TRACES = to

set at defiance, run riot, take the

law into one's own hands.

Track, verb. (Old Cant).— 1. To
go : hence to track up THE
dancers = ' to whip upstairs

'

(Head, 1671 ; B. E., c. 1696 ;

Grose, 1785). Also (modern) to
make tracks = to go (or run)

away : see Bunk ; to make
tracks for= (i) to proceed to-

wards ; and (2) to attack, to go
FOR (q.v.).

1847. Lytton, Lucretia, n. vii.
1 Bob, TRACK THE DANCERS. Up like a
lark—and down like a dump.' Bob grinned
. . . and scampered up the stairs. Ibid.

(1858), What Will He Do With it? m. xvi.

Come, my Hebe, track the dancers.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago,
xiv. You will be pleased to make tracks,
and vanish out of these parts for ever.

1887. Field, 28 Feb. On joining my
friend, we at once made tracks for the
camp, ready for what was to follow.

1888. Ward, Rob. Elsmere, xiii. I

made tracks for that lad. ... I found
him in the fields one morning.

1897. Marshall, Pomes. He said
he was a banker, did our smart Teutonic
Max, And many a quid he'd given her,

before he made his tracks.

2. (modern.) — In various

phrases : e.g. IN one's tracks
= on the spot, as one goes, then
and there ; OFF THE track= dis-

cursive, out of one's reckoning, at

sea; inside track = the truth,

bedrock {q.v.).

1884. . Century Mag., xl. 224. [The
boy] was in for stealing horses, but I think
the real thief swore it off on him. If he
did, God forgive him ; he had better have
shot the boy in his tracks.

Trade, subs. (American colloquial).— 1. An exchange : e.g. a. swopping
of knives. Also as verb= to ex-

change.

2. (Christ's Hospital). — See
quot.

1900. D. Teleg., 16 Mar. ' London
Day by Day/ After the boys had con-
cluded their simple repast of bread and
butter, they formed up two-and-two, and
bowed to the Lord Mayor, the different

wards being headed by the trades as the
boys who carry the candlesticks, the bread-
baskets, table-cloth, and cutlery are termed.

Trade- MARK, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).— 1. A scratch on the face
;

hence to put one's trade-mark
upon one = to claw the face :

spec, of women.

c. 1876. Music Hall Song, ' Father,
take a run.' The old woman . . . pawns
everything in the place ; And if I correct

her for what she has done, She draws her
trade-mark down my face.

2. (servants').—A cap.

Trader, subs. (old).—A whore:
see Tart : also she-trader and
TRADING DAME. Hence THE
trade = harlotry.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 72. That she, Now car'd no more
for her good Name Than any common
Trading Dame.
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1681. Radcliffe, Poems, 45.
ilt

Ah
London th'adst better have built new
Burdellos, T'encourage She-Traders and
lusty young Fellows.

d. 1796. Burns [Merry Muses (c. 1800),

52]. Our dame hauds up her wanton tail

As due as she gaes lie, An' yet misca's a
young thing, The trade if she but try.

Tradesman, subs, (old).—A thief

(Grose) : see Thief. Hence a
regular tradesman = an ex-

pert thief: also (common) = a

compliment applied to anyone
who thoroughly understands his

business whatever it may be.

Trades Union (The), subs. phr.

(military). — The First (The
King's) Dragoon Guards. [At

one time most of the officers were
sons of tradesmen, which is still an
offence in the Cavalry.]

Trading, subs. (American politi-

cal).—A veiled form of political

treachery : a State Governor is to

beelected,and at the same election,

say, Presidential electors ; the

one party agree with their politi-

cal enemies that, in return for

votes for their own candidate for

Governor, they will vote and pro-

cure votes for the others' candi-

date for President. The practice

is susceptible of numerous com-
binations and devices (Walsh).
Whence trading politician =
a corrupt, venal elector or candi-

date ; one who is regulated by
interest rather than principle.

1839-43. Brougham, Hist. Sketches,
1 Canning.' The common herd of trading
POLITICIANS.

Tragedy Jack, subs. phr. (the-

atrical).—A heavy tragedian : in

contempt.

Trail, verb. (old).—To quiz, befool,

draw out, get at {q.v.

)

: also as

subs.

1847. Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvii. I

presently perceived she was (what is ver-
nacularly termed) trailing Mrs*. Dent:
that is, playing on her ignorance ; her trail
might be clever, but it was decidedly not
good-natured.

1900. Kernahan, Scoundrels and
Co., xxi. To see the Ishmaelites trail a
sufferer from swelled head is to undergo
inoculation against that fell malady.

TO TRASH A TRAIL, verb. phr.
(Western American).—To take to

water in order to destroy scent

:

of human beings as well as

animals.

TRAIL-TONGS (or - TRIPES), subs,

phr. (common). —A slatternly

servant ; a dirty puzzle {q.v.).

Hence traily= slovenly.

Train, verb, (colloquial).— 1. To
travel by train, usually with it

:

cf. "bus it,' 'foot it,' 'tram it,'

etc. Whence to train up= to

hurry.

1889. Harpers Mag., Ixxvii. 954.
From Aberdeen to Edinburgh we trained
it by easy stages.

2. (American). — To romp,
' carry on,' act wildly. [Bart-
LETT :

' almost peculiar to the
girls of New England,' but cf.

sense 3.]

3. (colloquial). — To consort
with on familiar terms : e.g.

,

' Training with such a crowd
does not suit me.'

Trainer, subs. (American). —

A

militia-man ; spec, when called

out for periodical 'training.'

Traitor. There are traitors
AT TABLE, phr. (old).—Of a loaf

turned the wrong side upwards.

Tram, subs, (colloquial).—A tram-
way - car : cf.

' bus,' ' rail
'

'motor.' etc,
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Tramp, subs, and verb, (old: now
recognised).— 1. ' On the look-

out for employment ; walking
about from place to place. Cant '

(Grose).

2. (nautical). — A cargo boat

seeking charter or cargo when
and where obtainable ; also

TRAMP - STEAMER, and OCEAN
TRAMP.

Tram per, subs, (workmen's).—

A

travelling mechanic.

TRAMPLER, subs, (old).—A lawyer

:

see Greenbag.

1619. Middleton, Worldat Tennis.
Pity your trampler, sir, your poor
solicitor.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
The trampler is in hast, O cleere the

way, Takes fees with both hands cause he
cannot stay.

Trampolin, subs, (circus). — A
double spring-board.

Tram poos E, verb. (American).—
To walk, tramp, wander about :

cf. VAMOOSE. Also TRAMPOUS
and TRAMPOOS.

d. 1818 [?]. D. Humphreys, Yankee
in England. Some years ago, I landed
near to Dover, And seed strange sights,

trampoosing England over.

1837. Haliburton, Clockmaker,
387. I had been down city all day tram-
poosing everywhere a'most to sell some
stock. Ibid. (1843-4), The Attache, ii.

I felt as lonely as a catamount, and as

dull as a bachelor beaver ; so I tram-
pousses off to the stable.

1850. Porter, Tales of the South
and West, 44. So we trampoused along
down the edge of the swamp, till we came
to a track.

Traneen. Not worth a tra-
NEEN, phr. (Irish).—Valueless

;

not worth a rush. [Traneen =
the Traneen-grass].

Trangdillo. See Twangdillo.

Trangram (Trangam or Tran-
kum), subs, (old).—A trifle, fal-

lal, ornament ; anything or

anybody of little or no value.

Cf. reduplication, trinkum-
TRANKUM.

1677. Wycherley, Plain Dealer,
iii. 1. But go, thou trangame, and
carry back those trangames, which thou
hast stol'n or purloin'd.

1713. Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull,
11. vi. What's the meaning of all these
trangrams and gimcracks?

1820. Scott, Abbot, xix. 'What,
have you taken the chain and medal oft

from my bonnet?' 'And meet time it

was when yon . . . rogue . . . began to
inquire what popish trangam you were
wearing.' Ibid. (1825), St. Ronan's Well,
xviii. The shawl must be had for Clara,
with the other trankums of muslin and
lace.

Tranklement, subs, (common).

—

In pi. = intestines, entrails : cf.

TROLLY-BAGS.

Transcribbler, subs. (old).—(1)

A careless copyist : hence (2) a

plagiarist.

1746. Gray, To Wharton, n Sept.
Thirdly, he [Aristotle] has suffered vastly
from the transcribblers, as all authors
of great brevity necessarily must.

Transfisticated, adj. (old).

—

Pierced.

1600. Letting of Humours Blood in
the Head- Vaine. For though your beard
do stand so fine mustated, Perhaps your
nose may be transfisticated.

Translate, verb, (old).—To re-

manufacture selected parts of old

boots and shoes. Also (tailors')

to turn (or cut down) a coat or

other garment. Whence trans-
LATOR= (i) a cobbler

; (2) in pi.

= re-made boots and shoes ; and

(3) a renovating tailor (B. E. and
Grose).
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1694. Motteux, Rabelais, ' Pant.
Prog.' (1900), v. 214. Shoemakers and
translators, tanners, bricklayers.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Translator, Sellers of old Shoes and
Boots, between Shoe-makers and Coblers.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, iii. 73. The
cobbler is affronted, if you don't call him
Mr. Translator.

1757. Sewell, Diet., s.v. Trans-
lator, Schoenlappen.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11.

40. Great quantities of second-hand boots
and shoes are sent to Ireland to be trans-
lated there. . . . 'Translation, as I

understand it (said my informant), is this—
to take a worn, old pair of shoes or boots,
and by repairing them make them appear
as if left off with hardly any wear—as if

they were only soiled.' Ibid., 11. no.
Among these things are blankets . . .

translated boots, mended trousers.
Ibid., 1. 51. To wear a pair of second-
hand [boots] or translators ... is felt

as a bitter degradation.

1864. Times, 2 Nov. The clobberer,
the reviver, and the translator lay
hands on them ... to patch, to sew up,
and to restore as far as possible the
garments to their pristine appearance.

1865. Cassell's Paper, 'Old Clo'.'

They are now past ' clobbering,' ' reviving,'
or 'translating.'

i88[?]. Greenwood, Woodchoppers
Wedding. I interviewed the kind-hearted
old translator ... in his kitchen in

Leather Lane.

c. 1889. Sporting Times [S. J. and C.].

Baeker had to limp in his socks to the
New Cut, and purchase a pair of trans-
lated crab-shells to go home in.

Transmogrify (or Transmig-
RIFY), verb. (old). —To trans-

form, change, alter, or ' new
vamp ' (B. E. and Grose). Also,

OS Subs., TRANSMOGRIFICATION.

1728. Fielding, Love in Sev.
Masques, v. 4. I begin to think . . .

that some wicked enchanters have trans-
mogrified my Dulcinea.

1751-4. Jortin, Eccles. Hist., i. 254.
Augustine seems to have had a small
doubt whether Apuleius was really trans-
mographied into an ass,

1777. Foote, Trip to Calais [Oli-
phant, New Eng., ii. 187. There is the
curious transmogrify].

1836. Scott, Tom Cringle's Log,
iii. Jonathan ... let drive his whole
broadside : and fearfully did it transmog-

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
' St. Aloys.' The transmogrified Pagan
performed his vow.

1884. Nation, 20 Mar., 250. But of

all restorations, reparations, and trans-
mogrifications that inflicted upon the

Cnidian Venus of the Vatican is the most
grotesque.

Transnear, verb. (Grose).—'To
come up with any body.'

TRAP, subs. (old).— I. Sagacity,

craft, contrivance, penetration.

Hence to understand trap=
to be knowing, wide-awake
(q.v. ), alive to one's own interest

(Grose); to smell trap = to

suspect : spec, of thieves in

'spotting' a 'tec. 'That TRAP
is down ' = The trick (or try-on)

has failed, It's no go.

^.1704. Brown, Works (1705). Crying
out, Split my Wind Pipe, Sir, you are a
Fool, and don't understand Trap, the

whole world's a Cheat.

1740. North, Examen, 203. It is

almost impossible that all these circum-
stances . . . should be collected without
some contrivance for purposes that do not

obviously appear ; and nothing but trap
can resolve them. Ibid., 549. Some cun-

ning persons that had found out his foible

and ignorance of trap, first put him in

great fright.

1748. Boyer, Diet. You do not
understand trap, ' vous n'y entendez
pas finesse.'

1760. Foote, Minor, ii. Our Minor
was a little too hasty ; he did not under-
stand trap, knows nothing of the game,
my dear.

1821. Scott, Pirate, i. si. His good
lady . . . understood trap as well as

any woman in the Mearns.

N
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1869. Greenwood, Seven Curses of
London. They can discover the detective

... by his step, or by his clumsy affecta-

tion of unofficial loutishness. They recog-

nise the stiff-neck in the loose neckerchief.

They smell trap and are superior to it.

1881. Robson, Bards of the Tyne,

275. Says, aw, ' Smash ! thou is up to
trap !

' For he lets the folks byeth in and
out.

2. (old).—A sheriffs officer,

thief - taker, policeman, or de-

tective (Grose).

1705. Ward, Hud. Rediv., I. iv. 8.

Traps Divers, Punks, and Yeomen.

1800. Parker, Life's Painter, 116.

There's no hornies, traps, scouts, nor

beak-runners amongst them.

1819. Vaux, Glossary, s.v. Traps,
police officers, or runners, are properly so

called ; but it is common to include con-

stables of any description under this title.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. Item
... I gave the item that the traps were
a coming.

1830. Lytton, Paul Cliford (1854),

80. Where a ruffler might lie, without

fear that the traps should distress him.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xiii.

The traps have got him, and that's all

about it.

1839. Ainsworth, Jack Sheppard
(1889), 12. 'Where are the lurchers?'

'Who?' asked Wood. 'The traps!'
responded a bystander.

1 841. Reynolds, Pickwick Abroad,
xxvi. But should the traps be on the

sly, For a change we'll have a crack.

1859. Kingsley, Geof. Hamlyn, vi.

Dick's always in trouble ; . . . there's a
couple of TRArs in Belston after him now.

1867. Victorian Song Book, 'Where's
your License?' 6. The little word Joe!
which all of you know, Is the signal the

traps are quite near.

1885. Leisure Hour, Mar. 192. Mean-
time the Kellys had got to hear that the

traps were in search of them.

1890. Boldrewood, Squatter's

Dream, 157. We'll be a match for all the

blessed traps between here and Sydney
with these here tools.

1895. Marriott-Watson [New Re-
view, July, 2]. He . . . was very useful

. . . both to us on the lay, and to the

traps.

3. (common).—A carriage ; 'a

fast name for a conveyance of any
kind ' (Hotten). [SALA :

' The
old-fashioned gig had, under the

seat, a sort of boot extending a

few inches beyond the back of the

seat. At the beginning of the

century gigs were raised upon
higher wheels than at present.

On this raised vehicle the boot

was lengthened behind, holding

a brace of dogs for sporting pur-

poses. In these "dog-carts"
(thus named afterwards) the dogs

were at first placed in the boot at

the front, and I dare say that the
" noble sportsmen " may occasion-

ally have had their heels or their

calves bitten by dogs with short

tempers, and with scant liking for

the confinement of the boot. This

led to a great improvement, in the

shape of an open latticed box,

which was attached to the back
of the body of the conveyance,

and provided with a trap-door

behind for the admission of the

dogs. In process of time the

latticed box was found very con-

venient for the carriage of other

things besides dogs, and as every-

thing conveyed in the cart (chat-

tels, not people) had to be put in

through the trap-door (soon cur-

tailed into trap : compare " bus "

for omnibus, •
' cab "for cabriolet),

the conveyance itself was event-

ually termed trap.'] Hence
trapper= a horse used in a trap:

cf. VANNER, BUSSER, CABBER,
etc., on the model of ' hunter.'

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, Ivii.

Florae's pleasure was to drive his Princess

with four horses into Newcome. He called

his carriage his trappe, his ' drague.'

1872. Ingelow, Off the Skelligs, xx.

I think you must make room for me inside

the trap. It is remarkable how much men
despise close carriages, and what disre-

spectful epithets they invent for them.
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1887. St. James's Gaz., 2 Feb. The
object of the Spring Show is to encourage
generally the breeding of sound and shapely
half-bred horses, ponies, nags, trappers,
hacks, chargers, harness - horses, and
hunters.

4. (colloquial). — Belongings

;

THINGS (q.V.) ; STICKS AND
stones {q.v.): usually in a
measure of contempt, cf. rattle-
trap.

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, xvii.

A part of her crew . . . promised to con-
ceal him and his traps until the Pilgrim
should sail.

1840.
^
Thackeray, Comic Almanack,

237, ' Cox's Diary.' Carry you, and your
kids, and your traps, etc. Ibid. (1854-5),
Newcomes, xxx. A couple of horses carry
us and our traps.

1853. Haliburton, Wise Saws, etc.

We call clothes and other fixins ' traps '

here, and sometimes ' duds ' for shortness.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago,
xiv. On the first hint of disease, pack up
your traps and your good lady, and go
and live in the watch-house across the

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 147. The
other was a sort of storeroom, where the
old cap'n kep' all sorts o' traps.

1877. Hale, Adv. of a Pullman,
143. A cheerful black boy followed with
their other traps, and so they crossed to

the platform of the through-train.

1887. D. Teleg., 3 Sep. As soon as
the affair was over, the traps were packed
up as quickly as possible and the party
drove away.

1900. Nisbet, Sheep's Clothing, in.

vii. He left his traps at the wharf when
he landed.

5. (Australian).—Swag (q.v.).

6. (venery).—The female pud-
endum : also carnal trap : see

Monosyllable and Trapstick.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 11. xxi.

Here within . . . showing his long cod-
piece, is Master John Thursday who . . .

doth so well know how to find out all the
corners ... in your carnal trap.

Trapan, subs, and verb, (old : now
recognised).—'He that draws in

or wheedles a Cull, and Bites him.
Trapan'd, c. Sharpt, ensnar'd

'

;

' to inveigle, to ensnare ' (Grose).

Trapes (or Traipes), subs. (old).

— 1. A sloven, slattern, draggle-

tail (B. E. and Grose) : a generic

term of contempt for a woman
;

hence (2) a going or gadding
about, in a more or less careless,

objectless, or even lawless fashion:

also trapesing. As verb (or to
TRAPE) = to gad about ; to wander
listlessly, or in a slovenly or be-

draggled fashion : cf. trespass,
Fr. trdpasser.

1673. Cotton, Burlesque on Bur-
lesque, 274. I had not car'd If Pallas here
had been preferr'd; But to bestow it on
that Trapes, It mads me.

1678. Butler, Hudibras, in. ii. 467.
But when he found the solemn trapes.
Possess'd with th' Devil, worms, and claps.

1705. Vanbrugh, Confederacy, ii. Has
she not lost her diamond necklace ? Answer
me to that, trapes.

1715. Gay, What dye call it, i. 1.

From door to door I'd sooner whine and
beg . . . Than marry such a trapes.

1728. Pope, Dunciad, iii. 141. Lo,
next two slip-shod muses traipse along, In
lofty madness, meditating song.

1728. Young, Satires, vi., 'On
Women. 1

Since full each other station

of renown, Who would not be the greatest

trapes in town ?

d. 1745. Swift, Works [Century], I am
to go traping with Lady Kerry and Mrs.
Pratt to see sights all this day.

1773. ,
Goldsmith, She Stoops to

Conquer, i. The daughter a tall, tra-
pesing, trolloping, talkative maypole.

1843-4. Haliburton, Attachi, ii.

So away goes lunch, and off goes you and
the 'Sir' a-trampoosin' and a-TRAPESiN'
over the wet grass agin.

1852. Thackeray, Esmond, ii. 15.

How am I to go trapesing to Kensington
in my yellow satin sack before all the fine

company ?
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1855. Leland, Meister Karl's Sketch-
Book, 259. It has happened more than
once to Meister Karl, during his tourifica-

tions, trapesings, tramps, trudges, and
travels, ... to be thrown into many a
canny country corner of New England.

1862. Wood, Channings, 471. It's

such a toil and a trapes up them two pair
of stairs.

i8[?]. Palmer, Devonshire Courtship,
14. It wasn't vor want o' a good will, the
litter-legg'd trapes hadn't a' blowed a coal
between you and me.

1885. D. Chron. 14 Oct. He would
not be found trapesing about the con-
stituency.

Trapper. See Trap, subs. 3.

Trapping, subs, (old).—Blackmail:
Fr. chantage.

[?]. Countrey Gentleman s Vade Me-
cum. And last for their art of trapping.
This is mystery that they commonly man-
age either by the assistance of a pregnant
whore, or by the help of some letters, or
papers, that they pick out of your pocket,
that gives them an inlet into your affairs.

Trappy, adj. (colloquial).—Tricky,

treacherous : also trappiness.

1882. D. Teleg.,*3Nov. The fences
might have increased in size, however, with-
out being made trappy.

1885. Field, 26 Dec. Once over this

there were broad pastures and large banks
and ditches, innocent of trappiness for the
most part, before the riders.

Trapstick, subs. (old).— 1. In //.

= the legs (Grose).

2. (venery). — The penis
;

middle-leg {q.v.) : see Prick.

1673. Cotton, Burlesque on Bur-
lesque, 283. Well, well ! but he were best

to take heed How he attacks my Maiden-
head : His mighty Trapstick cannot scare

us.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xlv.

Ere long, my friends, I shall be wedded,
Sure as my trap-stick has a red head..

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
188. With his trapstick on the cock . . .

With such a force he drove it in It made
the light-heel'd gipsy grin.

Trash, subs, (old colloquial).— 1.

Generic for trifles and worthless-

ness (now recognised) : spec, a

harlot : whence, trashery (or

trashtrie) = rubbish, odds and
ends; trashily (or trashy)=
worthless, useless; trash-bag=
a good-for-nothing; trashmire
= a slattern ; and (American)
trash = a negro term of con-

tempt : see White trash.

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, ii. i.

312. This poor trash of Venice. Ibid., v.

1. 85. I suspect this trash [a strumpet]
To be a party in this injury.

c. 1622. Heywood, Fair Maid of the
West (1631), 1. 35. I heare say there's a
whore here that draws wine . . . And I

would see the trash.

d. 1779. Armstrong, To a Young-
Critic. Who riots on Scotch collops

scorns not any Insipid, fulsome, trashy
miscellany.

1787. Burns, TwaDogs. Wi' sauce,

ragouts, and sic like trashtrie, That's
little short o' downright wastrie.

18 13. Scott, Bridal of Triermain,
ii. Who comes in foreign trashery Of
tinkling chain and spur.

2. (Old Cant).—Money : see

Rhino.

c. 1590. Greene, James IV., iii. i.

Therefore must I bid him provide trash,
for my master is no friend without money.
Ibid., Alphonsus, iii. i. Nor would
Belinus for King Croesus' trash Wish
Amurack to displease the gods.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
93. Pelfe, trash, id est, mony.

1607. Shakspeare, Julius Cczsar,

iv. 3. 74. I had rather coin my heart,

And drop my blood for drachmas, than to

wring From the hard hands of peasants,

their vile trash By any indirection.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 17. Money ! said he, . . . you
have a poor opinion of Spanish charity,

if you think that people of my stamp have
any occasion for such trash upon their

travels.

Trat, subs. (old).—An old woman ;

a witch {q.v.) : in contempt : cf.

Trot.
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c. 1360. William 0/ Palerne
[E.E.T.SJ, 4769. Tho two trattes that
William wold haue traysted.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, ' Freres
Tale,' 7164. Come out, he sayd, thou
olde very trate.

1512-13. Douglas, Virgil, 122.

Thus said Dido, and the tothir with that
Hyit on furth with slaw pase like ane
TRAT.

Trav, subs. (Felsted

Travelling money.
School).

—

Travel, verb, (colloquial). -— To
walk : spec, to go quickly

;

usually with along : e.g. * The
motor travelled ALONG, and
no mistake.

'

TO TRAVEL OUT OF THE
RECORD, verb. phr. (colloquial).

To wander from the point at

issue, or the matter under dis-

cussion.

1857. Dickens, Little Dorrit, ii. 28.

I have TRAVELLED OUT OF THE RECORD,
sir, I am aware, in putting the point to

you.

See Bodkin and Traveller.

Traveller, subs. (old). — i. A
highwayman. Hence TO tra-
vel the road = to take to high-

way robbery.

1707. Farquhar, Beaux's Strata-
gem, iv. 2. There's a great deal of address
and good manners in robbing a lady ; I am
the most a gentleman that way that ever
TRAVELLED THE ROAD.

2. (tramps').—A tramp.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab.
There are many individuals in lodging-
housed who are not regular patterers

or professional vagrants, being rather, as
they term themselves, travellers.

3. (old).—A transported felon,

a convict : also a traveller at
His (or Her) Majesty's ex-
pense.

4. (common). — A bond fide
traveller : i.e. a person who,
under the Licensing Act, is en-

titled to demand refreshment

during prohibited hours.

5. (thieves'). — A thief who
changes his quarry from town to

town.

6. (Australian).—A swagman
(a. v.). Hence traveller's-
HUT= quarters on a station set

aside for swagmen, stockmen,
and others not eligible for the

squatter's house.

1869. Clarke, Peripatetic Philo-
sopher, 41. At the station where I worked
for some time (as ' knock-about-man ')

three cooks were kept during the ' wallaby

'

season—one for the house, one for the

men, and one for the travellers. More-
over, 'travellers' would not unfrequently
spend the afternoon at one of the three

hotels (which, with a church and a pound,
constituted the adjoining township), and
having ' liqoured up ' extensively, swagger
up to the station, and insist upon lodging
and food—which they got. I have no
desire to take away the character of these

gentlemen travellers, but I may mention
as a strange coincidence, that, was the

requested hospitality refused by any
chance, a bush-fire invariably occurred
somewhere on the run within twelve
hours.

1893. Sydney Morning Herald,
12 Aug., 8. 7. Throughout the Western
pastoral area the strain of feeding the
' travellers,' which is the country euph-
emism for bush unemployed, has come to

be felt as an unwarranted tax upon the

industry, and as a mischievous stimulus to

nomadism.

1896. Australasian, 8 Aug., 249. 2.

They never refuse to feed travellers ;

they get a good tea and breakfast, and
often ten to twenty are fed in a day. These
travellers lead an aimless life, wander-
ing from station to station, hardly ever

asking for and never hoping to get any
work, and yet they expect the land-owners
to support them.

TO TIP THE TRAVELLER, verb.

phr. (common). — To humbug
;

to romance ; to tell wonderful
stories of adventure a la Mun-
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chansen : also traveller's-
tale and traveller's talent
(Grose).
1760-62. Smollett, Greaves, vi.

Aha ! dost thou tip me the traveller,
my boy ?

Travelling-piquet, suds. phr.
(old).

—'A mode of amusement,
practised by two persons riding

in a carriage, each reckoning
towards his game the persons or
animals that pass by on the side

next them, according to the
following estimation :—A parson
riding on a gray horse, with blue
furniture—game ; an old woman
under a hedge — ditto ; a cat

looking out of a window—60

;

a man, woman, and child in a
buggy—40 ; a man with a woman
behind him—30 ; a flock of sheep
—20 ; a flock of geese—10 ; a
postchaise—5 ; a horseman—2 ;

a man or woman walking— I
'

(Grose).

Travelling Scholarship, subs.

phr. (University).

—

Rustication
{q.v.).

1794. Gent. Mag., 1085. Soho,
Jack i almost presented with a travelling
scholarship? very nigh being sent to
grass, hey?

Travelling Tradesman, subs,

phr. (common).—A respectable

mechanic in search of work.

Traverse. See Cart and Tom
Cox's Transverse.

Traviata. See Come.

Tray, adj. (thieves'). — Three:
spec, three months' imprison-

ment ; tray soddy mits= three-

pence halfpenny. [It. tre, soldi,

mezza. ]

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 71. And
the magistrate who interviewed her left but
very little doubt That the moons she'd have
to do would be a tray.

Before one can say trey-
ace, phr. (old).—In a moment.

Tray Trip, subs. phr. (old).—An
ancient game like Scotch hop (or

Hopscotch), played on a pave-

ment, marked out in chalk into

different compartments.

Treacle, subs, (common). — 1.

Thick inferior port.

2. (common). Love-making,
spooning(?.z\). Treacle-moon
= the honeymoon.

Treacle Bolly. See Bolly.

Treacle-sleep, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).

—

See quot.

1849. .Carlyle [Froude, Life in
London, viii.1. I fell first into a sluggish
torpor, then into treacle-sleep, and so
lay sound.

Treacle Town, subs. phr. (com-
mon). — 1. Bristol : the city is

an important centre of the sugar-

refining industry. Also (2) =
Macclesfield : in allusion to a
hogshead of treacle which burst,

and, for a time, filled the gutters.

Treacle-wag, subs. phr. (pro-

vincial).—Very small beer.

Tread (or Treadle), subs, (con-

ventional).— The act of kind,

properly of birds : as verb (or to
chuck a tread) = to copulate :

see Ride. Treading = copula-
tion ; tread-fowl= a cock-bird

;

and treddle = a whore ( ' a cant

term '

—

Halliwell).

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, ' Monk's
Tale,' Prol.

, 57. Thow woldest han been a
tredefowel aright.

1594. Shakspeare, Love's Lad. Lost,
v. 2. 915. When shepherds pipe on oaten
straws ; when turtles tread.
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1594. Lyly." Mother Bombie, i. 3.

Shee will choose with her eye, and like with
her heart, before she consent with her
tongue ; shee will fall too where shee likes

best ; and thus the chicke scarce out of the
shel, cackles as though shee had beene
troden with an hundredth cockes.

1612. Chapman, Widow's Tears, i. 4.

Cers. Did not one of the countess's serving
gentlemen tell us . . . that he had already
possessed her sheets ? To. No . . . 'twas
her blankets. Cers. Out, you young hedge-
sparrow, learn to tread afore you be
fledge

!

1638. Ford, Fancies, iii. 3. Whore,
bitch-fox, TREDDLE !

1692. Dryden, Juvenal, vi. And
treads the nasty puddle of his spouse.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. ii.

Kept, billed, and trod their females like

men, but somewhat oftener.

Phrases. — To tread on
one's toes= to vex, offend, or

injure ; to tread one's shoes
straight= to go carefully, act

discreetly, exercise caution.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

318. I've heard the old man say . . . how
he had to tread his shoes straight
about what books he showed publicly.

1868-9. Browning, Ring and Book,
1. 130. He could not turn about . . . Nor
take a step . . . and fail to tread On
some one's toes.

See Black-ox ; Boards.

Treader, subs, (common). —

A

shoe.

Treason, subs, (venery).—Adult-
ery : also fleshly treason.

1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe, v. 3.

Those [diamonds] are they your husband
. . . would have given to a niece of mine
. . . to have committed fleshly treason
with her.

Treasure, subs, (venery).— The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable.

1675. Cotton, Scoffer Scoft (1770),
261. Come, Ladies, blanch you to your
Skins . . . And whilst your Judge with
leering Eyes ... I'll be so civil and so
wise . . . To turn my back . . . And
whilst your Treasure you display Turn
my Calves-head another way.

d. 1796. Burns, Merry Muses, ' O
saw ye my Maggy ' (c. 1800), 61. My
Maggy has a treasure, A hidden mine of
pleasure.

Treasury (The), subs, (theatrical).

—The weekly payment.

Treat, subs, (old colloquial).— 1.

An entertainment or party ; in

modern usage spec, of children

and schools. Hence (common)=
something paid for by an elder or

superior, or given as a token of

good will and affection : e.g. a

drink, a dinner, a theatre-ticket,

an entertainment, or the like.

Also (2) a turn in a round of

drinks :
' It's my treat.' As verb

(or to stand treat) = to bear

the expense of refreshments, an
outing, or an entertainment. Also
'It does me a treat '=' That's

O.K. ; real jam, and no error.'

See Treating.

1660. Pepys, Diary, 1. 195. My wife
and I by water to Captain Lambert's,
where we took great pleasure in their

turret-garden . . . and afterwards had a
very handsome treate and good musique
that she made upon the haipsicord.

1672. Wycherley, Love in a Wood,
i. 1. Did you ever know a woman refuse

a treat ? no more than a lawyer a fee.

Ibid. Fetch us a treat, as you call it.

1695. Prior, Prol. spoken in West-
minster School. Our generous scenes are

for pure love repeated, And if you are not

pleased at least you're treated. Ibid.,

Orphan, ' Prologue.' Our gen'rous Scenes
for Friendship we repeat ; And if we don't

Delight, at least we Treat.

1706. Fifteen Comforts of Matri-
mony. Fine treats and balls she is in-

vited to, And he, good man, consents that

she shall go.

d. 1745. Swift, Stella, vii. I dined
with Mr. Addison and Dick Stuart,_ Lord
Mountjoy's brother : a treat of Addison's.

1748. Smollett, Rod. Random,
xlvii. I desired her, however, to sit, and
treated her with a dish of tea. Ibid.

(1749), Gil Bias (1812), 11. ix. Thy uncle,

the mercer, treated yesterday, and re-

galed us with a pastoral feast.
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1848. Thackeray, Book of Snobs,
xxxv. We don't have meat every day . . .

and it is a treat to me to get a dinner like

this.

1855. Haliburton, Human Nature
[Bartlett]. I was never sold before, I

vow ; I cave in, and will stand treat.

1885. Weekly Echo, 5 Sep. She and
the girl were attending with donkeys at

the annual treat at a Convalescent Home
for children.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 39. He
put down a sovereign to treat us, And I

collared the change by mistake.

3. (common).—In sarcasm : a

nuisance, a terror {q.v.), any-

body or anything objectionable.

Treating, subs, (political).—Bri-

bery. [A candidate who cor-

ruptly gives, causes to be given,

or is accessory to giving, or pays,

wholly or in part, expenses for

meat, drink, entertainment, or

provision for any person, before,

during, or after an election, in

order to be elected, or for being

elected, or for corruptly influenc-

ing any person to give or refrain

from giving his vote, is guilty of

treating, and forfeits ^50 to any
informer, with costs. Every voter

who corruptly accepts meat, drink,

or entertainment, shall be incap-

able of voting at such election,

and his vote shall be void {Ab-

stract ofAct of Parliament).]

Treating-house, subs. phr. (old).

—A restaurant.

c. 1704. Gentleman Instructed, 287.

The taverns and treating-houses have
eas'd you of a round income. Ibid., 479.
His first jaunt is to a treating-house ;

here he trespasses upon all the rules of

temperance and sobriety.

Treble X's (The), subs. phr.

(military).—The 30th Foot, now
the 1st battalion East Lancashire

Regiment. Also Triple X's.

Treddle. See Tread.

Tree, subs. (old).—A gallows : also

SUBSTANTIAL TREE, FATAL
TREE, ' TREE that bears fruit all

the year round,' the tree with

three corners, etc. ; spec. (Biblical

and colloquial)= the Cross. See

Triple - tree and Tyburn -

tree.

1611. Bible, Acts x. 39. Whom they
slew and hanged on a tree.

c. 1690. Brown, Works, i. 70. Tho'
'twas thy Luck to cheat the fatal Tree.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 217. Tell us rather to wait for

you under a more substantial tree.

d. 1892. Whittier, Works [Century].
But give to me your daughter dear, And,
by the Holy Tree, Be she on sea or on
the land, I'll bring her back to thee.

Verb. — To perplex, get at

one's mercy, put in a fix, drive

to the end of one's resources.

Whence, treed (or up a tree}
= cornered, obliged to surrender,

DONE FOR {q.V.).

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair,
xxxiv. The dreadful predicament in

which he found himself, in a house full of

old women . . .
' Regularly up a tree.'

1859. Kingsley, Geo/. Hamlyn, v.

You are treed, and can't help yourself.

Phrases.—At the top of
THE TREE {see TOP)

J
TO TREE

oneself (American)= to conceal

oneself, hide ; lame as a tree
=very lame; TO BARK UP the
wrong tree {see Bark) ;

' Put
not the hand between the bark
and the tree ' =

' Meddle not in

family matters': also between
BARK AND TREE (or WOOD) = a

well-adjusted bargain.

1562. Heywood, Proverbs and Epi-
gravis, 67. It were a foly for mee, To put
my hande betweene the barke and
tree . . . Betweene you.
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1600. Holland, Livy, xxxvi. v. 921.
To deale roundly and simply with no side,

but tO gO BETWEEN THE BARK AND THE
TREE.

1642. Rogers, Naaman, 303. So
audacious as to go betweene barke and
tree, breeding suspitions . . . betweene
man and wife.

1804. Edgeworth, Mod. Griselda
[Works (1832), v. 299]. An instigator of
quarrels between man and wife, or, accord-
ing to the plebeian but expressive apoph-
thegm, one who would come between
THE BARK AND THE TREE.

1857. Hughes, Tom Browns School-
days, 1. vii. ' What a pull,' said he, ' that
it's lie-in-bed, for I shall be as lame as a
tree, I think.'

Adj. (old). — Three: e.g.,

Treewins = threepence ; tree-
moon— three months' imprison-
ment, etc. (Grose) : see Tray.

Tree of Knowledge, subs. phr.
(Charterhouse : almost obsolete).

—The tree under which books,
etc., are piled in the interval

between morning school and
dinner.

Treer, subs. (Durham School : ob-
solete).—A boy who avoids or-

ganised sports, but plays a private

game with one or two friends.

[Presumably because played at

the trees by the side of the
, ground.]

Trek, verb, (common). — To go
away, run off, bunk {q.v.) : of
South African origin, properly=
to yoke oxen to a waggon.

Tremble, subs, (common). — In-
voluntary shaking ; spec, when
caused by excessive cold, fear,

drinking, etc. Also, ALL of a
tremble = agitated, excited,

shivery-shaky.

1849. Bronte, Shirley, xx. Mrs.
Gill . . . came 'all of a tremble,' as
she said herself.

1882. Blackmore, Christowell, xli.

The housekeeper ... to set a good ex-
ample, ordered back her trembles and
came out.

Trembler, subs. (old).

—

In pi.—
the extreme Protestant section
of early Reformation days : cf.

Quaker.

1705. Ward, Hudibras Redivivus,
1. x. 32. As thus I strol'd along the street,
Such gangs and parcels did I meet Of
these quaint primitive dissemblers, In old
queen Bess's days call'd Tremblers ; For
their sham shaking, and their shivering.

See Knee-trembler.

Trench, subs, (venery). — The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
35. The smooth rimm'd trenches Of
sooty, sweaty, negro wenches. Ibid., 361.
I'll give him seven wenches With fists so
hard they've kept their trenches From
being storm'd.

Trencher, subs. (old). — 1. A
square wooden platter : in general
use before plates, and till lately

at Winchester. Whence, tren-
chering = eating ; trencher-
BUFFON = a droll or butt whose
place has been taken by the * pro-
fessional diner-out

'
; trencher-

chaplain =a domestic chaplain
;

TRENCHER-FLY (FRIEND, MAN,
or mate) = a hanger-on, smell-
feast, parasite, or sponger : whence
TO LICK THE TRENCHER = to
sponge, to lickspittle ; trencher
KNIGHT (or KNIGHT OF THE
trencher)= a serving man, or
waiter at table : hence trencher-
cloak= a cloak worn by servants
and apprentices ; trencher -

man = ( 1) a heartyfeeder (Grose),
one who ' plays a good knife and
fork,' (2)= a cook, and (3) see

supra
; trencher - law = the

regulation of diet; trencher-
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critic = an epicurean law -

monger ; trim as a trencher
=as trim or exact as may be, as

clean as a trencher when licked.

1542. Udal, Eras. AJ>oth., 276.
Filling vp as trimme as a trencher the
space that stood voide.

1547. Heywood, Dialogues [Pear-
son, Works (1874), vi. 171]. His
trencher-flies about his table jearing.

d. 1586. Sidney, Works {Ency. Diet.].
Palladius assured him, that he had already
been more fed to his liking than he could
be by the skilfullest trencher-men of
Media.

1594. Shakspeare, Love's Labour
Lost, v. 2. 464. Some carry-tale, some
please-man . . . some mumble-news, some
trencher-knight. Ibid. (1600), Much
Ado, i. 1. He is a very valiant trencher-
man ; he hath an excellent stomach. Ibid.

(1609), Timon ofAthens, 111.6. Courteous
destroyers, affable wolves, meek bears,
You fools of fortune, trencher-friends,
time's flies.

1594. Hooker, Eccles. Politie.

These trencher-mates frame to them-
selves a way more pleasant.

1599. Hall, Satires, iv. iv. 221.
When spleenish morsels cram the gaping
maw, Withouten diet's care or trencher-
law ; Tho' never have I Salerne rhymes
profess'd To be some lady's trencher-
critic guest. Ibid., 11. vi. 2. A gentle
squire would gladly entertain Into his
house some trencher-chapperlain.

1600. Letting- ofHumours Blood in
the Head- Vaine. Spotted in divers places
with pure fat, Knowne for a right tall

trencher-man by that.

1608. Withals, Diet., 263. A fellow
that can licke his lordes or his ladies

trencher in one smooth tale or merrie
lye, and picke their purses in another.

1612. Davies, Muse's Sacrifice,
Dedication. [Davies speaks of] trencher-
BUFFONS.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 134. The good Trencher-man,
his nasty Sire.

1692. Lestrange, Fables {Ency.
Diet.]. He tried which of them were
friends, and which only trencher-flies
and spungers.

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair
{Ency. Diet.]. A led - captain and
trencher-man of Lord Steyne.

2. (University and schools).

—

A college cap, a mortar-board
(q.v.). [In shape thought to

resemble an inverted trencher

with a basin upon it.] Also
TRENCHER-CAP.

1862. Mrs. Wood, Channings, 91.
The college boys raised their trenchers.

Trepan. See Trapan.

Trey. See Tray.

Treyning-cheat. See Trine.

Trial, subs. (Harrow). — An ex-

amination : hence trials = the

examinations at the end of the

summer and winter terms.

Triangle, subs, (military).— i. In
pi. — a frame of three halberds
stuck in the ground and bound at

the top : to this soldiers were
bound to be flogged : obsolete.

2. (common).—In//. = delirium

tremens : see Jim-jams.

Triantelope, subs. (Australian).

—A comic variation of Tarantula.
[Applied in Australia to a per-

fectly harmless spider (though
popularly supposed to be poison-

ous), with mandibles, but which
will attack nobody unless itself

attacked.]

1846. Hodgson, Reminiscences of
Australia, 173. The tarantulas, or
' triantelopes,' as the men call them,
are large, ugly spiders, very venomous.

i860. Anon., My^ Experiences^ in
A ustralia, 151. There is no lack of spiders
either, of all sorts and sizes, up to the

large tarantula, or tri-antelope, as the

common people persist in calling it.

Trib, subs. (Old Cant).—A prison

(B. E. and Grose) : see Cage.
[That is, tribulation.] He is in

trib (B. E.)='he is layd by the

Heels, or in a great deal of

trouble.

'
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Trickett.

Tribe, subs, (colloquial). — A
number of persons : in contempt.

d. 1685. Roscommon, Prol.to Duke of
Y. at Edinburgh. Folly and vice are easy
to describe, The common subjects of our
scribbling tribe.

1859. Tennyson, Geraint. A tribe
of women dress 'd in many hues.

Tribune, subs. (Winchester : obso-

lete). — A large pew in ante-

chapel : reserved for ladies.

Tribute. To demand tribute
of the dead, verb. phr. (old).

—

To attempt the impossible or
absurd (Ray).

Trick, subs, (old thieves')— 1. A
watch (Tufts, 1798).

2. (nautical).—A turn ; a spell

:

e.g. * a trick at the helm.

'

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, v.

That night it was my turn to steer, or, as
the sailors say, my trick at the helm for

two hours.

3. (common).— In//. = wanton-
ness : spec, of women (Bee) :

whence to get up to tricks =
to play the whore; been playing
tricks= pregnant; to do the
trick= to get with child {see also

Phrases).

1681. Radcliffe, Ovid Travestie,
19. Had I been there you would have had
the other bout. . . . Rise, said I, be very
quick ; This is no time for any wanton
TRICK.

4. (Western American).— Be-
longings, THINGS (q.V.), BAGGAGE
{q.V.\

Phrases and Colloquial-
isms.—A TRICK WORTH TWO (or

a better trick)= (i) a better
way, a smarter expedient, and
(2) a slightly sarcastic refusal

:

e.g. No, thanks ! It's all right,

but I know a trick worth two
OF THAT ' ; TO DO THE TRICK=

(1) to accomplish one's purpose,
and (2) see trick, subs. 3 ; a
TRICK WITH A HOLE IN IT
(American), of anything extra-

ordinary; TO TRICK AND TIE=
(1) to be equal (sporting) and (2)

to have something in reserve.

Also (proverbial saying) 'Trick
FOR TRICK, and a stone in thy
foot besides, quoth one, pulling a
stone out of his mare's foot, when
she bit him on the back, and he
her on the buttock.

'

1598. Shakspeare, / Hen. IV., ii.

I. 41. Soft: I KNOW A TRICK WORTH
TWO OF THAT.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 1. ' Go
turn Country-Parson.' . . .

' Thanks to my
stars, I know a better trick than
that.' Ibid., iii. 31. They know a
trick worth two of his, and have often
experimented, that if one won't another
will.

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
in. xv. ' Ah !

' says she, ' it is as I

feared ; the key is gone !
' I was thunder-

struck at this news ; but she said she
knew a trick worth two of that, and
bidding me follow her, . . . she opened a
door into the area.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, i.

Hear what he says of you, sir? Clive,
best be off to bed, my boy—ho ! ho ! No,
no. We know a trick worth two of
that. We won't go home till morning,
till daylight does appear.

1888.
<
Boldrewood, Robbery Under

Arms, xxiv. We knew a trick worth
two of that.

1900. Griffiths, Fast and Loose,
xxxi. ' How many of you will there be ?

'

' Haifa dozen to do the trick.' More
might attract suspicion.

See Bag-of-tricks.

Trick- and- a- half, subs. phr.
(old). — A master - stroke of
roguery : cf. a-lie-and-a-half
= the truth : in sarcasm.

Trickett, subs. (Australian).—

A

long drink of beer. [New South
Wales, after Trickett, the cham-
pion sculler.]
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Tricky, adj. (colloquial).—Clever,
smart, neat (a.v.) : cf. trick
(once literary) = neat, spruce,
trim, elegant.

1877. Horsley, Jottings from Jail.
He was very tricky at getting a poge or
a toy.

Tried Virgin, subs. phr. (old).—
A harlot : see Tart.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. ' Pant.
Prog.' Tried virgins, bona robas,
barbers'-chairs.

Trig, suds, (old colloquial).— I. A
cockscomb, a dandy ; as adj. (also

trick)= (i) neat, spruce, in good
condition ; whence (2) trustworthy,

active, clever : also TRIG AND
TRIM (or TRIG AND TRUE, TIGHT,
etc.). [Obsolete, provincial, or

colloquial in all uses.] Hence
trigly, trigness, and other

derivatives.

c. 1200. Ormulum, 6177. Thinlaferrd
birrth the buhsumm beon & hold & trigg
& TREWWE.

1512-13. Douglas, Virgil, 402. In
lesuris and on leyis litill lammes Full tait
and trig socht bletand to thare dammes.

1570. Elderton, Lenten Stuffe
(Halliwell). So he that hathe a con-

sciens cleere May stand to hys takkell

TRYKLYE.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1. It

is my humour : you are a pimp and a trig,

And an Amadis de Gaul, or a Don Quixote.

1787. Burns, To W. Creech. Auld
Reekie aye he keepit tight, An' trig and
braw ; But now they'll busk her like a
fright, Willie's awa.'

1804. Tarras, Poems, 124. O busk
yir locks trigly, an' kilt up yir coaties.

1816. Scott, Antiquary, xxiv.

Fling the earth into the hole, and mak a'

things trig again. Ibid. (1825), St.

Ronan's Well, ii. 137. The younger
snooded up her hair, and now went about
the house a damsel so trig and neat,
that some said she was too handsome for

the service of a bachelor divine.

1821. Galt, Annals of Parish, 29.
The lassies who had been at Nanse Banks'
school were always well spoken of . .

for the trigness of their houses, when
they were afterwards married.

1879. Century Mag., xxviii. 541.
The stylish gait and air of the trig little

body.

1890. Barr, Olivia, xvil. I wish I

was in mid-ocean all trig and tight,
Then I would enjoy such a passion of
wind.

2. (thieves').—'A bit of stick,

paper, etc., placed by thieves in

the keyhole of, or elsewhere
about, the door of a house, which
they suspect to be uninhabited

;

if the trig remains unmoved the
following day, it is a proof that

no person sleeps in the house, on
which the gang enter it the en-

suing night upon the screw, and
frequently meet with a good
booty, such as beds, carpets, etc.,

the family being probably out of
town.' This operation is called
' trigging the jigger ' (Grose).

Verb, (old).— 1. To stop: as

subs. = an obstacle, prop, or

skid.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
Yet I have heard some Serjeants have
beene mild, And us'd their prisoner like a
Christian's child ; Nip'd him in private,

never trig'd his way.

1647. Stapylton, Juvenal, xvi. 62.

Nor is his suite in danger to be stopt, Or,
with the triggs of long demurrers propt.

1651. Cartwright, Poems. Times
wheels are trig'd, and brib'd to make a
stand.

1870. Judd, Margaret, iii. I stand
ready to trig the wheels in all the steep
places.

2. (old).—To trudge along, to

hasten.

[?]. Old Ballad, 'Three Merry
Butchers ' [Nares]. As they rode on the
road, And as fast as they could trig,
Strike up your hearts, says Johnston,
We'll have a merry jig.
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1653. Wilson, Inconstant Lady.
After such fearefull apparitions Hee
triggs it to Romilia's.

1676. Etherege, Man of Mode, iii.

3. There's many of my own Sex With
that Holborn Equipage trig to Gray's
Inn Walks.

To trig IT, verb. phr. (old :

Grose). — To play truant ; to

Charley-wag (q.v.).

TO LAY A MAN TRIGGING,
verb. phr. (old : Grose).—To
knock down, TO floor {q.v.).

Trig- hall, subs. phr. (old).—Open
house; Liberty-hall (q.v.).

Trigimate (or Trigrymate), subs.

(old).—' An idle She-Companion'
(B. E. and Grose); 'an intimate

friend ' (Halliwell).

Trike, subs, (common).—A tri-

cycle : cf. BIKE.

1901. Pall Mall Gaz., 15 May, 1. 2.

The commercial ' trike ' is, perhaps, the
least supportable of the various tyrannies
on wheels which it is the perambulating
Londoner's lot to endure.

Trill, subs. (old).—The anus: see

Bum [Halliwell: 'a cant

term .'].

Trillibub, subs, (old).— 1. Tripe ;

hence (2) anything of trifling value

or importance. Also trillabub,
TRULLIBUBBE, TROLLYBAG, etc.

Tripes and trullibubs (Grose)
= a fat man.

1599. Massinger, Old Law, iii. 2.

I hope my guts will hold, and that's e'en
all A gentleman can look for of such
TRILLIBUBS.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,
i. 1. There cannot be an ancient tripe
and trillibub in the town, but thou art
straight nosing it.

1637. Shirley, Hyde Park, iii. 2.

But I forgive thee, and forget thy tricks
And TRILLIBUBS.

TRILLIL, verb, (old).—To drink:
onomatopoeia.

1599. Nashe, Lenten Stuffc [Harl.
Misc., vi. 166]. In nothing but golden
cups he would drinke or quaffe it ; whereas
in wodden mazers and Agathocles' earthen
stuffe they trillild it off before.

Trim, subs. (B. E. and Grose:
still colloquial). — Dress : spec.

'State dress' (Grose). Hence
as adj. (and adv. )= spruce, neat,

WELL-GROOMED (q.V.) ; IN SAD
TRIM =' Dirty, Undrest'; A trim
lad= ' a spruce, neat, well-trickt

Man' (B. E.); to trim up (or

forth) = to dress, make clean
and neat, set out : spec, to shave
or clip the beard.

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Francoyse,
762. I trymme, as a man dothe his heare
or his busshe. . . . Trymme my busshe,
barber, for I intende to go amongest ladyes
to-day.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, ii. 1. Young Adam Cupid, he that
shot so trim. Ibid. (1601), Henry VIII.,
i. 3. What a loss our ladies will have of*

these trim vanities. Ibid. (1608), Antony
and Cleopatra, v. 2. I found her trim-
ming up the diadem On her dead mistress.

1659-69. Pepys, Diary, 1. 187. Be-
fore I went to bed the barber come to
trim me and wash me, and so to bed, in
order to my being clean to-morrow.

1696. Nomenclator [Nares]. Their
fronts or partes which are in sight, being
smooth and trim on both sides, their
naturall substance remaineth rough and
unhewne, to stuffe and fill up the middest
of a wall, etc.

Verb, (old colloquial).— 1. To
call to account, reprove, thrash ;

hence, to trim one's jacket=
to drub, 'dress down,' dust one's

coat ; trimming = a beating,
scolding, or jacketing ; TRIMMER
= (a) a severe disciplinarian,

also of things, and (b) see infra
(Grose).

c. 1520. Wife lapped in MorrelFs Skin
[Hazlitt, Early Pop. Poetry, iv. 209],
717. For I will trim thee in thy geare,
Or else I would I were cald a sow.
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d. 1536. Tvndale, Works, ii. 313.
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 431. The
priests propose to trim Queen Katherine.]

1611. Chapman, May-day, iii. 2.

I'faith we shall trim him betwixt us.

1772. Bridges, Homer, 157. But
after that, I know it fact, He fifty blust'ring

bullies thwack'd . . . He trimm'd their

jackets every one.

1773. Foote, Bankrupt. [A severe

leading article is called a trimmer].

1778. Sheridan, Rivals, ii. 1. Fag.
So 1 Sir Anthony trims my master ; he is

afraid to reply to his father ; then vents

his spleen on poor Fag.

1778. Burney, Evelina, xlvii. His
mouth was wide distended into a broad
grin at hearing his aunt give the beau such
a TRIMMING.

18 . Hood, Trimmer's Exercise.

You've been spelling some time for the

rod, And your jacket shall know I'm a

TRIMMER.

2. (old). — To cheat; hence

trimming = ' Cheating People

of their Money' (B. E.): cf.

SHAVE.

3. (venery).—To deflower, to

possess a woman : see Ride : also

to trim the buff. Hence un-
trimmed= virgin, undeflowered.

1596. Shakspeare, King John, iii.

1. 209. The devil tempts thee here, In

likeness of a new untrimmed bride.

161 1. Chapman, May-day, iv. 4.

Twenty to one she is some honest man's

wife of the parish, that steals abroad for

a trimming, while he sits secure at home,
little knowing, God knows, what hangs
over his head.

c. 1620. Fletcher and Massinger,
False One, ii. 3. An she would be cool'd,

sir, let the soldiers trim her.

1772. Bridges, Homer, no. And
he . . . has liberty to take and trim The
buff of that bewitching brim. Ibid., 112.

Let him with Nell play tit for tat, And
trim her till I eat my hat.

See Trimmer.

Trimmer, subs. (old).— i. Orig.

nautical. Figuratively= a mode-
rate man, one taking a middle

course between two extremes.

Hence (2) a waverer, apostate

(Grose), or time-server. Also

to trim, verb, and such deriva-

tives as trimming, etc. [In Eng.
politics a party which followed

the Marquis of Halifax (1680-96)

in trimming between the Whigs
and the Tories : see quot. infra],

c. 1680. Halifax, Character of a
Trimmer, Pref. The innocent word
trimmer signifies no more than this

:

That if men are together in a boat, and
one part of the company should weigh it

down on one side, another would make
it lean down as much to the contrary, it

happens there is a third opinion, of those

who conceive it would do as well if the

boat went even without endangering the

passengers.

c. 1680. North, Lives of the Norths.
[A certain party are called Trimmers.]

1682. Dryden, Duke of Guise, Epi-

logue. A trimmer cried (that heard me
tell this story), Fie, Mistress Cooke ! faith,

you're too rank a Tory ! Wish not Whigs
hanged, but pity their hard cases.

c. 1680. [Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.]

He was the chief of those politicians

whom the two great parties contemptu-
ously called Trimmers. Instead of quar-

relling with this nickname, he [Halifax]

assumed it as a title of honour. . . . Every-
thing good, he said, trims between ex-

tremes. . . . Thus Halifax was a trimmer
on principle.

c. 1696. B.E., Diet. Cant. Crew. Trim-
mer, a moderate Man, betwixt Whig and
Tory, between Prerogative and Property.

To Trim, to hold fair with both sides. Trim
the Boat, poise it. Trim of the Ship, that

way she goes best.

1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. iv. 18.

Let me know Whether . . . like Trimmers
now-a-days . . . You equally extend both
ways.

1710. Hughes, Hudibras Imitated,

19. A creature of amphibious nature,

That trims betwixt the land and water,

And leaves his mother in the lurch.
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1809. Irving, Knickerbocker, 270.
He who perseveres in error without flinch-

ing gets the credit of boldness and con-
sistency, while he who wavers in seeking
to do what is- right gets stigmatised as a
TRIMMER.

1885. D. Teleg., 6 Nov. Lord
Hartington is not the sort of statesman
to trim his opinions according to the
expediency of conciliating or not con-
ciliating.

1885. D. Chron., 5 Oct. They
wanted no such aristocrats or trimming
Whigs for that constituency.

See Trim.

3. (colloquial).—Anything spe-

cially decisive, of good quality,

or noteworthy ; a settler {q.v.) :

spec, (cricket)= a well-delivered

ball. Hence trimming = large,

big, etc.

1816. Scott, Antiquary, xi. I will

show you his last epistle, and the scroll of
my answer—egad, it's a trimmer !

Trimming, subs, (colloquial).— i.

In pi. = accessories : spec, those

accompanying any dish or article

of food.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxvii.
A boiled leg of mutton with the usual
TRIMMINGS.

1839. Kirkland, New Home [Bart-
i.ett]. A cup of tea with trimmings is

always in season, and is considered as the
orthodox mode of welcoming any guest.

1845. Knickerbocker Mag., Aug.
The party luxuriated at Florence's [eating-
house] on lobster and trimmings.

1848. Thackeray, Snobs, xx. When-
ever I ask a couple of dukes and a marquis
or so to dine with me, I set them down to
a piece of beef, or a leg of mutton and
TRIMMINGS.

i860. Holmes, Professor, iii. Cham-
pion, by acclamation of the College heavy-
weights, broad-shouldered, bull-necked,
square-jawed, six feet and trimmings.

1899.
<

Whiteing, John St., xxi.
Amerikins is all right . . . Theirs is a big
country, too—bigger than ours : but we
make it up in the trimmins like.

2. See Trim and Trimmer.

Trim-tram, subs. phr. (old).—

A

trifle ; an absurdity ; folly ; non-
sense. As adj. = foolish, non-
sensical, trifling. Also (Grose)
'like master, like man.'

1547. Patten [Arber, Eng. Garner,
iii. 70]. Our consciences, now quite un-
clogged from the fear of [the Pope's] vain
terriculaments and rattle - bladders, and
from the fondness of his trim-trams and
gewgaws.

1583. Stanyhurst, Mneid, ii. 113.
But loa to what purpose do I chat such
janglerye trim trams.

1760-2. Smollett, Sir L. Greaves,
xiii. They thought you as great a nin-
compoop as your 'squire

—

trim-tram, like

master, like man.

m
1772. Bridges, Homer, 411. He's

telling some long trim-tram story.

Trincum (or Trinkum), subs.

(old).—A trinket.

Trine, verb. (Old Cant).— i. To
hang: see Ladder (B. E. and
Grose). Trining-cheat = the
gallows. [That is, trine-— three

+ cheat (q. v. ), generic for thing. ]

Also TREYNE.

1567.
t

Harman, Caveat, 31. Their
end is either hanging, which they call
Trining in their language, or die miserably
of the pox.

1610. Rowlands, Martin Mark-all
(H. Club's Rpt., 1874), 37. If you will
make a word for the gallows, you must put
thereto this word, Treyning, which
signifies hanging; and so Treyning
Cheate is as much to say, hanging things,
or the gallows.

1612. Dekker, per se O, ' Bing
Out, Bien Morts.' On chates to trine,
by Rome-coues dine for his long lib at
last.

2. (old).—To go.

1360. A Hit. Poems (Morris). [We
see the Danish trine (ire), which Scott
used as a slang term, ' trine to the
nabbing cheat.']
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1609. Dekker, Lanthorne and
Candlelight. If we . . . dup but the
gigger of a country-coves ken, from thence
... we trine to the chats.

1622. Fletcher, Beggars Bush.
And Herman Beck strine and trine to the
Ruffin.

Tringum-trangum, subs. phr.
(old).—A whim, a fancy (B. E.

and Grose).

Trinket, subs, (old: in some
senses recognised).— 1. In pi. =
1

Porringers, and also any little

odd thing, Toies and Trifles

'

(B. E. ) ; ' toys, baubles, or nick-

nacks' (Grose).

2. (venery).—The female pu-
dendum : see Monosyllable.

1726. Vanbrugh, Provoked Hus-
band, \\\.i.. Lord T. Women sometimes
lose more than they are able to pay, and
if a creditor be a little pressing, the lady
may be induced to try if, instead of gold,
the gentleman will accept of a trinket.
Lady T. My lord, you grow scurrilous.

Trip, subs. (B. E. and Grose :

now recognised). — 1. A short

voyage or journey, an excursion :

not in general use till 18th
century : as verb (modern), or

to trip it = to make short

journeys; also tripper (or

trippist)= (i) an excursionist :

often in the combination CHEAP
tripper. Also (2) a tram con-

ductor, railway guard, or driver

who gets paid by the trip

(American).

c. 1360. York Plays, 142. And sertis

I dred me sore To make my smal trippe.

1698. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle,

Epil. She, to return our foreigner's com-
plaisance, At Cupid's call has made a
trip to France. Ibid. (1699). The Con-
stant Couple, or A TRIP to the Jubilee
[Title].

1753. Richardson, Grandison, v.

255. It will be but what mariners call a
trip to England.

1886. Modern Society, 16 Jan., 117.
With returning appetite came the desire
to the convivial ocean trippists to set
sail again for the Mediterranean.

1887. Referee, 30 Oct. The un-
promising outlook did not affect the
attendance, which, as regards its day
trippers, would not be stalled off by
weather.

1899. Academy, 4 Jan., 3. The
dialect is dying out in Manx before the
inroads of the tripper.

1890. Besant, Armorel, ii. There
are two men in her, and they've got no
oars in the boat. Ignorant trippers, I

suppose.

2. (old colloquial : now recog-
nised)., — A failure, mistake, or
error : spec, the result of inad-
vertence or want of thought ; ' an
Error of the Tongue or Pen, a
stumble, a false step, a mis-
carriage, or a Bastard ' (B. E.
and Grose): e.g. She has made
a trip = She has had a bastard.

1628. Milton, Vacation Exercise,
3. And mad'st imperfect words with child-

ish trips.

1677. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v.

1. How, Cousin ! I'd have you know
before thisfaux#as, this Trip of"mine, the
World cou'd not talk of me.

3. (old). — A moment; the
' twinkling of an eye.'

1726. Vanbrugh,
_
Provoked Hus-

band, 59. They'll whip it up in the trip
of a minute.

4. (thieves'). — A thief's

woman; a fancy piece {q.v.):

see Tart.

1877. Horsley, Jottingsfrom Jail.
It was at one of these places I palled in

with a trip, and stayed with her until I

got smugged.

c. 1888. Referee [S. J. and C.]. My
trip—cuss the day as I seen her—She sold

off my home to some pals in her mob For
a couple of foont and ten deaner.

5. (theatrical). — The pas de

deux by which harlequin and
columbine introduce each scene

in the harlequinade.
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6. (American). — Threepence
;

3d. : cf. Thrip, Threp, etc.

[?]. Hills, Vulg. Arith. [Century].
The same vingten is woorth our trip, or

Eng. 3d., or woorth halfe a Spanish
royall.

Tripe, subs, (once literary : now
vulgar). — In //. = the guts :

whence the belly. Also in con-

tempt both of persons and things
;

tripe-visaged = flabby, baggy,
expressionless ; Mr. Double-
TRlPE = a fat man: also tripes
AND TRULLIBUBS (GROSE)

;

tripe-cheek = a fat blowsy
face.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV., v.

4. 9. Thou . . . tripe-visaged rascal.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,
iv. 3. Alice. Thou sow of Smithfield,

thou ! Urs. Thou tripe of Turnbull.

c. 1630. Howell, Letters, ii. The
Turk, when he hath his Tripe full of
Pelaw, or of Mutton and Rice, will go . . .

either to the next Well or River to drink
Water.

1834. Hood, Tylney Hall, xxxv.
I'm as marciml as any on 'em—and I'll

stick my knife in his tripes as says other-

wise.

Triplet, subs, (colloquial).—One
of three at a birth ; in pi. = three

children at a birth.

1874. Flint, Physiology, 941. We
have in mind at this moment a case of
three females, triplets, all of whom lived

past middle age.

Triple-tree, subs.phr. (Old Cant).

—The gallows: see Nubbing-
cheat, Ladder, and Tree.

d. 1635. Randolph [?], Hey For
Honesty, iv. 1. This is a rascal deserves
to ride up Holborn, And take a pilgrimage
to the triple tree, To dance in hemp
Derrick's coranto.

1641. Broome,Jovial Crew, i. What
they may do hereafter under a TRIPLE
tree is much expected,

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, iv. xvi.
That very hour from an exalted triple
tree two of the honestest gentlemen in
Catchpoleland had been made to cut a
caper on nothing.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, iii. 62. A
wry mouth on the triple tree puts an
end to all discourse about us.

1855. Leland, Meister Karl. For
whether I sink in the foaming flood, Or
swing on the triple-tree, Or die in my
bed as a Christian should, Is all the same
to me !

Triple X's (The), subs. phr.
(military).—The 30th Foot, now
the 1st battalion East Lancashire
Regiment. Also Treble X's.

Tripoly. To come from Tri-
poly, verb. phr. (old). — To
vault or tumble ; to perform with
spirit (Halliwell).

Tripos, subs. (Cambridge Univ.).

—

Orig. the stool on which the

champion of the University sat at

the disputations held with the
1 Father ' in the Philosophy School
on Ash Wednesday, at the admis-
sion of Bachelors of Arts to their

degree ; then it was transferred

to the Bachelor himself; still

later to the humorous, or, in some
cases, scurrilous, speech with
which 'Mr. Tripos' opened the
proceedings, and to the verses of

the Bachelors at the Acts, each
sheet of verses being called a

Tripos or TRiPos-paper. The
honours-lists were printed (about

1747-8) on the backs of these

verses, and so tripos came to

mean an honour-list, and, last of

all, the examination itself. Until
the year 1824 there was only one
tripos, the Mathematical; and up
to 1850 only those who had ob-

tained honours in mathematics
were admitted to the Classical

examination. The degree was
not given for that examination
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till a few years later. There are

now nine triposes . . . founded
in the following order : Mathe-
matical, Classical, Moral Sciences,

Natural Sciences, Theological,

Law, History, Semitic and Indian
Languages, with a Mediaeval and
Modern Languages Tripos from
1885.

Tripper. See Trip.

Tripping up. See Carry the
Stick, adding quot. infra.

1887. Daily Chronicle, 18 Nov. A
witness at the East End inquest yesterday
alluded to 'trippers-up,' as though every-
one should know them as they would
bakers, butchers, grocers, or other trades-

men. To the Coroner's perplexed question,
' What is that? ' Inspector Read answered :

' A man who trips you up and robs you.
If you make a noise they jump on you.'

Tristram. Sir Tristram's
Knot, subs. phr. (old). — A
halter ; to tie Sir Tristram's
Knot= to hang : see Ladder.

Triumph. To ride triumph,
verb. phr. (old colloquial).—To
go helter-skelter, rough-shod, full

tilt.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,

iii. 157. So manyjarring elements breaking
loose, and riding triumph in every corner
of a gentleman's house.

Trivet. Right as a trivet,
phr. (colloquial).—As right, se-

cure, or good as may be. To
suit TO A trivet= to suit per-

fectly. See Right.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
' St. Romwold.' Go home ! you'll find

there all as right as a trivet.

1843. Dickens, M. Chuzzlewit,
xxviii. He's all right now

;
you ain't got

nothing to cry for, bless you ! he's righter
than a trivet. Ibid. (1865), Mutual
Friend, ii. 14. 'As to the letter, Roke-
smith,' said Mr. Boffin, ' you're as right
AS A TRIVET.'

1855. Taylor, Still Waters, ii. 2.
' How are you?'...' Right as a
trivet, my prince of prospectus mongers.

'

Troc, subs. (London).—TheTroca-
dero : formerly Music Hall, now
Restaurant.

c. 1889. Snorting Times. ' Shall it be
the Royal, Pav., or Troc?' And echo
answered, ' Troc !

'

1899. Gould, Racecourse andBattle-
field, viii. Come ... we will celebrate
my appointment in real good style. Where
shall it be—the Troc, the Cri, the Princes,
or the club ?

Trojan, subs. (Old Cant).—A term
of commendation : ( 1 ) a plucky
fellow, a sticker (q.v.) ; and (2)
a familiar address, either to equals

or inferiors. Hence trusty
Trojan (B. E. and Grose)= a
sure friend or confidant : also

TRUSTY TROUT.

1594. Shakspeare, Love's Lab.
Lost, v. 2. 639. Hector was but a Trojan
in respect of this. Ibid. v. 2. 681. Unless
you play the honest Trojan.

1600. Kemp, Dance to Norwich
[Arber, Eng. Garner, vii. A good fellow
is called a true Trojan].

c. 1614. Fletcher, Night-walker, ii.

1. Sam the butler's true, the cook a
reverend Trojan.

1628. Ford, Lovers Melan., iv. 2.

By your leave, gallants, I come to speak
with a young lady, as they say, the old
Trojan's daughter of this house.

1837-8. Thackeray, Yellowplush
Papers, vii. He bore . . . [the amputa-
tion of his hand] in cors like a Trojin.

(3). — A boon companion, a
LOOSE fish {q.v.)\ occasionally

(but loosely) a thief.

1598. Shakspeare, i Henry IV., ii.

1. 77. Tut ! there are other Trojans that
thou dreamst not of, the which, for sport's

sake, are content to do the profession some
grace. Ibid. (1599), Henry V.,\.i. Dost
thou thirst, base Trojan, To have me fold

up Parca's fatal web ?
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Troll, verb. (B. E. and Grose).—'To loiter or saunter about':

cf. Trull. As subs, (or troll-
ocKs)= a slattern : see Trull.

Trolloll, verb. (old).—To sing

in a jovial, rollicking fashion

(B. E. and Grose).

1740. North, Examen, 101. They
got drunk and trolloll'd it bravely.

Trollop, subs, (old).— 1. 'A lusty,

coarse Ramp or Tomrig ' (B. E.
and Grose) ; a hedge-whore :

also (2) a generic reproach : of
women. Whence trolloping
(trollopish or trollopy)=
wanton, filthy, draggletail. As
verb (or to trollop about) = to

gad about : spec, (modern)= to

quest for men. Also trollopee
= a loose dress for women: cf.

loose-bodied.

c. 1641. Milton, Apol. for Smectym.
Does it not argue rather the lascivious

promptnesse of his own fancy, who from
the harmelesse mention of a Sleekstone
could neigh out the remembrance of his

old conversation among the Viraginian
TROLLOPS ?

1675. Cotton, Burlesque upon Bur-
lesque (1770), 191. Had either so much
Grace or Wit, Manners, or Shame, or
altogether, As not to bring thy Trollops
hither.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, ii. 273. I tell

thee, thou insignificant north-country
trollop . . . that one soldier is better
than a thousand . . . stiff-rump'd parsons.

1706. Vanbrugh, Mistake, i. We
are no fools, trollop, my master, nor me ;

And thy mistress may go—to the devil.

1754. Lady M.W. Montagu, Letter,
28 June. Yet the virtuous virgin resolves
to run away with him, to live among ban-
ditti, to wait upon his trollop, if she had
no other way of enjoying his company.

1759. Goldsmith, Bee, No. 2. There
goes Mrs. Roundabout—I mean the fat

lady in the lute-string trollopee.

1771. Smollett, Humph. Clinker
(1900), i. 91. To take up with a dirty
trollep under my nose. ... I ketched
him in the very fact, coming out of the
housemaid's garret,

1814. Austen, Mansfield Park,
xxxvii. A TROLLOPY-looking maid-servant,
seemingly in waiting for them at the door,
stepped forward.

1816. Scott, Antiquary, i. Yes, you
abominable woman ... all will see the
like of it that have anything to do with
your trolloping sex.

Trollybags, subs, (provincial).

—

Tripe.

Trolly- lolly, subs. phr. (old).

—

1 Coarse Laceoncemuch in fashion

,

now worn only by the meaner
sort ' (B. E., Grose, and Halli-
well).

Trollywags, subs, (common).

—

Trousers, breeches : see Kicks.

Tromboning. To go trombon-
ing, verb. phr. (venery).—To
copulate : see Ride.

Tronk, subs. (S. African). —

A

prison : see Cage.

1875. Lady Duff Gordon, Letters
from the Cape. He informed me that he
had just been in the tronk, and on my
asking why, replied, ' Oh, for fighting and
telling lies.'

Trooper, subs. (Old Cant).—A
half-crown (B. E.).

Phrases.—To swear like a
trooper (a simile of hard swear-

ing), ' to volley oaths till the air

is blue
'

; ' You'll die the death
of a trooper's horse ' (

' a jocular

method of telling anyone he will

be hanged, i.e. will die with his

shoes on '

—

Grose).

Trork, subs, (back slang). —

A

quart.

Tros, subs, (back slang). — Sort

:

spec, of anything bad or not to

one's liking. Thus trosseno=
a bad day, coin, etc. ; also dab-
TROS.
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1866. London Miscellany, 3 Mar.,
57. It was a regular trosseno. If it

went on like that always, he said, he
should precious soon nommus (cut it).

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. A
regular scab ! . . . and a coster declared
he was ' a trosseno, and no mistake !

'

Trot (or Trat), subs. (old).— 1.

An old woman : in contempt

:

usually old trot ; a bawd :
' a

sorry base old woman' (B. E.):
' a decrepit old woman ' (Grose).

1512-3. Douglas, Virgil, B. iv. 96,
1. 97. Out on the old trat agit wyffe or

dame. Ibid., 122, 39. Thus saith Dido,
and the tother with that, Hyit or furth with
slow pase like ane trot.

1551. Still, Gammer Gurton's
Needle, i. 1. The old trot sits groaning
with alas and alas. Ibid., ii. 2. I will

have the young whore by the head and the

old trot by the throat.

1560. Gascoigne, Supposes, ii. 5.

Goe : that gunne pouder consume the old
trotte !

1570. Turberville, Of a Contrerie
Mariage. Put case an aged trot be some-
what tough ? If coyne shee bring the care

will be the lesse. Ibid. [Chalmers, ii.

618]. A filthie Trull is yrksome to the eie.

. . . An aged Trot to lyke is hard to

finde.

c. 1586. Warner, Albion's England,
ii. 47. He got assurance to be wedded to

the old deformed trot.

1593. Shakspeare, Taming of
Shrew, i. 2. 80. Or an old trot, with
ne'er a tooth in her head, though she have
as many diseases as two and fifty horses.

Ibid. (1603), Meas. for Meas., iii. 2. 52.

What sayest thou, Trot ? . . . Bawd is he
doubtless, and of antiquity, too.

1593. Churchyard, Challenge, 250.

Awaie old trotts, that sets young flesh

to sale.

1594. Affectionate Shepheard. This
leare I learned of a beldame Trot, (When
I was yong and wylde as now thou art).

1599. Nashe, Lenten Stuffe. A cage
. . . roomsome enough to comprehend her,

and the toothless trot her nurse, who was
her only chat mate and chamber maid.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. vi.

An ugly old trot in the company . . .

had the reputation of an expert she-

physician.

1678. Cotton, Virgil Travestie

(1770), 138. The hobbling Trot limps
down the Stairs.

2. (old).—An endearment: of

a child learning to run.

J 854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, x.

Ethel romped with the little children, the
rosy little trots.

1897. Ouida, Massarenes, 10. She
must not keep this bonbonniere ; the con-

tents are more than enough for a careless

little trot who knocks people about with
her balloon.

3. (American schools'). — A
PONY (q.v.), CRIB (q.v.). Whence
as verb (or to trot a lesson)
= to use a translation or other

adventitious aid to study.

Verb, (thieves').— 1. To steal in

broad daylight.

2. (colloquial). — Generic for

doing : thus to trot out ( = ex-

press) AN OPINION ; TO TROT OUT
(= escort) A JUDY ; TO TROT OUT
(=sing) A SONG; TO TROT OUT
( = spend) the pieces, and so

forth. To trot round = to take

a turn round the town, the halls,

etc. ; on the trot= on the go
{q.v.), pegging away ; dog-trot
= ' a gentle pace ' (Grose) ; to
TROT UP (auctioneers') = to bid

against, to run up prices.

1888. Christie Murray, Weaker
Vessel, xiii. They would sit for hours
solemnly trotting out for one another's

admiration their commonplaces . . . until

I tingled from head to foot.

i860. New York Ev. Post, 18 Feb.
The friends of Alexander H. Stephens are

making vigorous efforts to trot him out
for the Presidency.

To trot out (or feed) one's

pussy, verb. phr. (venery).—To
receive a man : see Greens and
Ride.

Phrase. — ' He lies as fast as a

dog can trot' (of a persistent

liar).
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Trot-cosy, subs. phr. (old).

—

See

quot.

1814. Scott, Waverley, i. 318. The
upper part of his form . . . was shrouded
in a large great-coat belted over his under
habiliments, and crested with a huge cowl
of the same stuff, which, when drawn over
the head and hat, completely overshadowed
both, and being buttoned beneath the chin
was called a tkot-cozy.

Trotter, subs, (old).— i. In pi. =
the feet : orig. of sheep (B. E. and
Grose) : whence shake (box
or move) your trotters ! =
1 Begone ! troop off

!

' To shake
one's trotters at Bilby's ball
(where the sheriffpays the fiddlers)

= to be put in the stocks (Grose :

' perhaps the Bilboes ball ').

Trotter - cases (or boxes) =
boots or shoes.

1838. Dickens, Olivet Twist, xviii.

He applied himself to a process which Mr.
Dawkins designated as 'japanning his

TROTTER-CASES.'

1839. Ainsworth, Jack Sheppard,
ii. All's bowman, my covey ! Fear no-
thing ! We'll be upon the ban-dogs before
they can shake their trotters.

1892. Watson, Wops the Waif, iv.

Teddy, look out, yer-ve got yer hoof on
my TROTTERS.

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,

52. That particular cut known as ' bell-

bottoms '
. . . technically known as ' hav-

ing one's strides cut a bit saucy-like over
the TROTTERS.'

2. (University). — A tailor's

assistant : he goes on round for

orders; also (dressmakers' and
milliners') = a messenger : Fr.

trottin.

1898. Gissing, Town Traveller, iv.

Did she not well remember the day when
the poverty of home sent her, a little girl,

to be trotter in a workroom ?

Trouble, subs, (various).— i. Im-
prisonment (thieves') ; (2)= child-

bed, pregnancy (conventional)

;

(3)= a to-do (q.v.): e.g. 'What's
the trouble ?'=' What's going

on?' Hence in trouble= (i)

arrested, quodded (q.v.)\ (2)
pregnant, lumpy (q.v. ) : spec, got
with a bastard ; to get into
trouble= ' to be found out and
punished ' (Grose).

1555. Cavendish, Cardinal Wolsey
[Singer], 382. [The phrase] be in trouble
[is used of a man imprisoned].

1871. D. Teleg., 4 Dec. A friendly

lead for the benefit of Bill, who is just out
of his trouble. Ibid. (1885), 16 Nov. He
would have got into trouble if the old
people hadn't helped him out of it.

1899. Johnston, Old Dominion, vii.

My friend has been in trouble.^ ... He
will not make the worse conspirator for

that.

1900. Griffiths Fast and Loose,
xxxi. ' It would be worse for everyone if I

got into trouble.' ' What are you talking

about trouble for? . . . While we are
hustling the screws you . . . lead him off.'

Also in combination: trouble-
gusset (-giblets or -guts) = the

penis : see Prick ; trouble-
house = a disturber of family

concord ; trouble - mirth = a

wet-blanket, spoil-sport, mar-all

;

trouble-rest = an element of

discord, sickness, anything tending

to unhappiness or discomfort

;

TROUBLE-STATE (or TOWN) = a

rebel, an agitator, a 'drunk and
disorderly.' Also proverbial
sayings, 'That horse is troubled
with corns ' (I.e. foundered)

;

' Troubles never come singly

'

(see quot. 1509).

[1509. Barclay, Ship of Fools
(Jamieson, 1874), ii. 251. One myshap
fortuneth never alone.]

1 595-1609. Daniel,
_
Civil Wars

[Ency. Diet.]. Those fair baits those
trouble-states still use.

1614. / Would and Would not, s.v.

[Trouble-town].

d. 1618. Sylvester, Furies, 328. Foul
trouble-rest, fantastik greedy-gut.

^35. Quarles, Emblems, v. 14.

Soul - boiling rage and trouble - state
sedition.
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1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. xi.

He had already begun to exercise the tools

. . . and some of the women would give
these names, my Roger . . . my smell-

smock, TROUBLE-GUSSET, etc. Ibid., 1.

Hi. Ill-bred louts, simple sots, or peevish

TROUBLE-HOUSES.

1821. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxvii.

But once more to this same trouble-
mirth, this Lady Varney.

Trounce, verb, (once literary: now
colloquial). — To vex, trouble,

punish ; now to beat severely.

[B. E.: 'Trounc'd, troubled, cast

in Law, Punisht; I'll trounce the

Rogue, I'll hamper him' : Grose :

'to punish by course of law.']

Whence trouncing = a drub-

bing.

1551. Bible, Judges iv. 15. The Lord
trounsed [Auth. Ver. 'discomfited'] Sis-

ara and all his charettes.'

c. 1614. Faithful Friends, i. 2. Well,
sir, you'll dearly answer this : My master's
constable ; he'll trounce you for't.

1772. Bridges, Homer, 184. By
Jove, for all their bouncing, I'll give their

rogueships such a trouncing.

1887. Scribner's Mag., July, 283. We
threatened to trounce him roundly when
he got sober.

Trout. See Norloch Trout and
Peculiar River.

Trowel. To lay on with a
trowel, verb. phr. (old).— I. To
flatter or exaggerate grossly ; to
butter (q.v.). Also (2) to lie

(Ray) ; and (3) to use powder,
paint, or the like, without stint.

1600. Shakspeare, As You Like It,

i. 2. Well said : that was laid on with a
trowel.

1694. Congreve, Double Dealer, iii.

10. Paints, d'ye say? Why she lays it
on with a trowel . . . has a great beard
that bristles through it, and makes her
look as if she were plastered with lime
and hair.

Trub, subs, (old colloquial). —

A

slattern ;
' a short squat woman '

(AlNSWORTH). Also TRUBA-
GULLY = a short dirty ragged

fellow, accustomed to performing

the most menial offices ' (Halli-
well).

Truck, subs, (colloquial). — 1.

Intercourse, dealing : e.g. * I'll

have no truck with you.' Orig.

(and still colloquial American),

exchange, trading, espec. the

barter of small commodities

;

whence (in contempt) odds and
ends, rubbish, and spec, bad
food, CAGMAG (q.V.), MULLOCK
(q.v.). Also (now recognised)

TRUCK-SYSTEM (TRUCK-SHOP),
etc. = the payment of wages in

kind instead of money : illegal

since 1870-5. As verb (originally

and still literary) = 'to swop,

barter, or exchange' (B. E. and
Grose).

c. 1608. [Capt. John Smith, Works,
1. 82.] Much other trucke we had, and
after two dayes he came aboord, and did

eate and drinke with vs very merrily.

1622. Mourt, Journal [App. New
Englands Memorial, 360]. Retaining
Tisquantum to send from place to place to

procure truck for us.

1716. Church, Indian War. Now
they passed down into Punkatees Neck ;

and in their march they found a large

wigwam full of Indian truck, which the

soldiers were for loading themselves with.

1778. Annals ofSalem [Bartlett],
About this time family stores were usually

called truck. . . . She looked out of the

window for the market people, to ask them
if they would take truck for their

produce.

i8[?]. Chronicles of Pineville, 40.

They purchased homespun, calico, salt,

rum, tobacco, and such other truck as

their necessities called for.

1844. Major Jones's Travels. If

the people of Georgia don't take to makin'
homespun and sich truck for themselves,

and quit their everlastin' fuss about the

tariff and free trade, the first they'll know,
the best part of their population will be

gone to the new States.
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1848. Longstreet, Georgia Scenes,
192. 'What do the doctors give for the
fever and ague?' 'Oh, they give abund-
ance o' TRUCK.'

1884. Clemens, Huck. Finn. No
use to take truck and leave money.

1899. \Vhiteing, John Street, xxvi.
Fust time in 'er life . . . she's ever 'ad
any truck with any of them sort.

2. (common). — In pi. =
trousers : see Kicks.

3. (nautical).

Golgotha.
A hat : see

Truckle-bed, subs. phr. (old).

—

In saying, ' To stumble at the
TRUCKLE- (or TRUNDLE-) BED ' =
(Ray) ' to mistake the chamber-
maid's bed for his wife's.' [Form-
erly a low bed on small wheels
or castors was trundled under a
' standing-bed ' in the daytime,
and drawn out at night for a
servant to sleep on.]

1660-9. Pepys, Diary, in. 269. My
wife and I in the high bed in our chamber,
and Willet in the trundle-bed, which
she desired to lie in, by us.

True, adj. (old colloquial).—Hon-
est : usually in contrast with
1
thievish,' or TRUE MAN v. thief.

Also (proverbial) true as true
(as the gospel, God in
HEAVEN, AS I STAND HERE, etc.

)

= as true as may be.

d. 1400. Chaucer, Good Women, 464.
For why a trewe man, withouten drede
Hath nat to parten with a theves dede.

1513-25. Skelton, Poems [Dyce],
ii. 321. Trewe as the gospell.

1592. Marlowe, Edivard II.
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), ii. 362].
We will not wrong thee so, To make away
a true man for a thief.

1593. Shakspeare, Venus and
Adonis, 724. Rich preys make true
men thieves. Ibid. (1594), Love's Lab.
Lost, iv. 3. 187. Whither away so fast?
A true man, or a thief, that gallops thus f

Ibid. (1598), 1 Henry IV., ii. 1. 98. The

thieves have bound the true men. Ibid.,
iii. 3. Now, as I am a true woman, hol-
land of eight shillings an ell. Ibid. (1608),
Ant. and Cleop., ii. 6. En. There is never
a fair woman has a true face. M. No
slander. They steal hearts.

1610. Mirr. for Mag., -ztj. The
true man we let hang some whiles, to

save a thief.

True-blue, adj. and subs, (old

colloquial). — 1. Unmistakable,
honest, staunch, dependable : as

subs., a thoroughly reliable, good
fellow, a stalwart : also blue
{q.v.). [Blue is regarded as the

colour or emblem of constancy,

but whether in reference to the

blue of sky or sea (both pro-

verbially deceitful) or the fastness

of some dye {e.g. Coventry blue)

is unknown.] Hence spec. (2)

in 17th century = the Scotch
Presbyterians or Whigs : the

Covenanters had adopted blue
as against the Royal red; in

later times staunchly Liberal or

Tory, according to the choice

made of blue as a party-colour by
either, but mostly Conservative.

[c. 1500. Baladeagst. Women Uneonst.

[Stow, Chaucer (1561), 340]. To newe
thinges your lust is euer kene In stede of
blew, thus may ye were al grene.]

af.1635. Randolph [?], Heyfor Honesty,
ii. 3. Be merry, true blue, be merry

:

thou art one of my friends too.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. i. iqi.

For his Religion . . . 'Twas Presbyterian
TRUE blue.

1674. Fairfax, Bulk and Selv., 171.

It being true blew Gotham or Hobbes
ingrain'd, one of the two.

1705. Hickeringill, Priest-cr., 11.

viii. 86. The old Beau is True-Blew . . .

the Highflown Principles.

1762. Gent. Mag., 442. Honest,
true blues, a staunch, firm, chosen band.

1785. Burns, Authors Earn. Cry,
xiii. Dempster, a true blue Scot, I'se

warrant.

1818. Scott, Heart Mid. (1873), 75.

A tough true-blue Presbyterian called

Deans.
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i860. Trollope, Framley Pars., i.

10. There was no part of the country
more decidedly true blue.

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, xvii. This
gentleman ... is one of ourselves : he is

a TRUE BLUE.

True Inwardness, subs. phr.

(literary). — The real meaning,

BOTTOM {q.v.) facts, final result

or end of a matter.

Truepenny, subs. (old). — A
familiar address : in commen-
dation, but sometimes loosely

used {cf. Casaubon, De Quatuor
Linguis Commentatio, pars prior

[1650], p. 362; Truepenie is

defined as ' veterator vafer,' that

is, a sly, cunning fellow, an old

soldier): also (as in 'old boy')

Old Truepenny.

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, i. 5.

150. 'Say'st thou so? art thou there,

truepenny? Come on.'

1604. Marston, Malcontent [Old
Truepenny].

1618. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i.

3. Go, go thy ways, old True-penny !

Thou hast one fault : Thou art even too

valiant.

1830. Forby, Vocab. East Anglia.
True-penny. ' Generally Old - True-
penny, as it occurs in Sh. Hamlet, where
the application of it to the ghost is un-
seemly and incongruous, yet it has attracted

no notice from any commentator. Its

present meaning is, hearty old fellow

;

staunch and trusty ; true to his purpose or

pledge ' (Forby). This appears more to the

purpose than the information given by Mr.
Collier, ' it is a mining term, and signifies

a particular indication in the soil of the

direction in which ore is to be found.'

Truff, verb. (Scots).—To steal :

see Prig.

d. 1758. Ramsay, Lucky Spence [Cen-

tury}. Be sure to truff his pocket-book.

Trug (Trugge or Truk), subs.

(old).— 1. A concubine, a harlot:

see Tart ; (2) ' a dirty Puzzel, an
ord'nary sorry Woman (B. E., c.

1696) ; (3) a catamite. Hence
trugging-ken (or house) =a
brothel : see Nanny-shop.

1592. Greene, Quip [Harl. Misc.,

v. 405]. A bowsie bawdie miser, goode for

none but himself and his trugge. Ibid.,

406. The trug his mistress. Ibid.,

Theeves Falling Out [Harl. Misc. (Park),
viii. 401]. One of those houses of good
hospitallity whereunto persons resort, com-
monly called a trugging-house, or to be
plain, a whore-house.

1607. Middleton, Five Gallants, i.

1. A pretty middle-sized trug.

1608. Dekker, Belman of London.
The whore-house, which is called a trug-
GING-PLACE.

1620. Healey, Disc. New World,
194. Every other house keepes sale

trugges or Ganymedes, all which pay a
yearly stipen, for the licence they have to

trade.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
Besides, I found a cursed catalogue of

these veneriall caterpillars, who were sup-

prest with the monasteries in England, in

the time of king Henry the eight, with the

number of trugs which each of them kept
in those daies.

1648-50. Braithwait, Barnaby'sjo.,
iv. Steepy ways by which I waded, And
those trugs with which I traded.

Trull, subs. (old).—A wanton, a
harlot : spec, a hedge-whore, a

TROLLOP (q.v.); 'a soldier's,

beggar's, or tinker's wife orwench'
(B. E. and Grose).

d. 1529. Skelton, Works [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 372. There is trowle (trull)
from the High German.]

c. 1530. Rastell, Four Elements.
For to satisfye your wanton lust I shall

apoynt you a trull of trust, not a feyrer

in this towne.

1567. Turberville, Poems [Chal-
mers, ii. 618]. A filthie Trull is yrksome
to the eie.

1569. Preston, Catnbyses [Dodsi.ey,

Old Plays (Hazlitt), iv. 181]. Meretrix.
What, is there no lads here that hath a
lust To have a passing trull ?

1605. Chapman, All Fools, iv. A
beggar too, a trull, a blowse !
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1610. _ Fletcher, Maid's Tragedy, i.

2. This is no place for such youths and
their trulls.

1611. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 104. I

never saw in all my life such an ugly com-
pany of truls and sluts as their women
were.

1637. Davenant, Brit. Tri. [Dram.
Rest., ii. 280]. Shall I grow weak as babe
when ev'ry trull is So bold to steal my
sloes ?

1638. Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 1.

The wench is your trull, your blouze,
your dowdie.

d. 1639. Wotton [England's Helicon}.
Be thy voyce shrill, be thy mirth scene :

Heard to each swaine, scene to each

1648-50. Braithwait, Drunken
Barnaby, 11. 61. Thence to Holloway,
Mother Redcap, Where a troop of Trulls
I did hap.

1659. Massinger, City Madam, ii.

2. Tinker's trull, A beggar without a
smock.

1678. Cotton,_ Virgil Travestie
(1770), 126. Shall I invite to be my Spouse
. . . Eneas' Leavings, or, like Trull here
Run away basely with this sculler ?

1688. Rand. Holme, Acad. Armory.
Guteli, or trulli, are spirits like women,
which show great kindness to men, and
hereof it is that we call light women
trulls.

1693. Stepney, Juvenal, viii. To
make the world distinguish Julia's son,
From the vile offspring of a trull, who
sits By the town wall.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. xxviii.

Buttock of a monk ! . . . how plump these
plaguy trulls, these arch semiquavering
strumpets must be

!

1700. Congreve, Way ofthe World,
i. 8. These are trulls whom he allows
coach-hire.

1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. ii.

15. This is the Charm that tempts rich
Fools To marry worthless Jilts and
Trulls.

1727. Somervile, Fables, etc., xiii.

Leave, leave, for shame your trulls at

Sh er hall, And marry in good time or
not at all.

1748. Smollett, Rod. Random,
xlvii. This friend is no other than a
rascal who wants to palm his trull off

upon you for a wife.

Truly. See By my truly and
Yours truly.

Trump, subs, (colloquial).— I. A
good fellow, a friend in need,
• one (Grose) who displays

courage on every suit ' : the high-
est measure of praise.

1774. Bridges, Homer, 26. But I,

in spite of all his frumps, Shall make him
know I'm king of trumps.

1837. Barham, Ingolds. Leg. ,
' The

Execution.' What must I fork out to-

night, my trump, For the whole first-floor

of the Magpie and Stump ?

1843. Dickens, Chuzzlewit, xxviii.

I wish I may die if you are not a trump,
Pip.

^.1849. Poe, Works, iv. 211. Thin-
gum, my boy, you're a trump.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, i. 6. Tom . . . took his three
tosses without a kick or a cry, and was
called a young trump for his pains.

1873. Carlton, Farm Ballads, 86.

The editor sat in his sanctum, and brought
down his fist with a thump : ' God bless

that old farmer,' he muttered, 'He's a
regular editor's trump.'

2. (provincial).

-

also as verb.

-Afart(^.z>.)

1774. Bridges, Homer, 456. To
which her bum plaid double-bass And
made such thund'ring as she trump'd,
Both Ajax and Achilles jump'd.

3. (Scots). — A Jew's harp.

Whence tongue of the trump
= a chief, an essential: properly

the steel spring or reed by which
the sound is produced.

d. 1872. Macleod, Life in a Highland
Bothy. He has two large Lochaber trumps,
for Lochaber trumps were to the Highlands
what Cremona violins were to musical
Europe. He secures the end of each with
his teeth, and, grasping them with hisi
hands so that the tiny instruments are"
invisible, he applies the little finger of

each hand to their vibrating steel tongues.
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Phrases. — To be put to
one's trumps = to be in diffi-

culties (Grose), driven to the

last shift, or full exertion of

one's strength ; to turn up
TRUMPS= tofall out fortunately:

e.g. ' something may turn up
TRUMPS '= something lucky may
happen (Grose) :

' all his cards

are trumps '= he is exceedingly

fortunate.

1593. Peele, Edward /., iv. Ay,
there's a card which puts us to our
trump.

1609. Amm. Marc. Upon this

strange accident, and for feare of some
greater mischiefe to ensue, he was put to
his trumpes.

1655. Brian, Pisse-Prophet, 27.

Now I am like to have a hard task of it,

and to be so put to my trumps, that if I

play not my cards sure, I shall lose the

set.

1694. Congreve, Double Dealer, ii.

3. Though marriage makes man and
wife one flesh, it leaves 'em still two fools.

. . . 'Tis an odd game . . . [but] since

we've shuffled and cut, let's even turn up
trump now.

Trumpery, subs. (old). — ' Old
Ware, old Stuff, as old Hatts,

Boots, Shoes, etc' (B. E.);
' an old whore, or goods of no
value, rubbish ' (Grose) : also

Trash and Trumpery, and
(proverbial) ' For want of good
Company, welcome Trumpery.'
Whence (modern) generic for

showy trashiness, and as adj. =
meretricious, worthless.

c. 1574. Mir. for Mag. i. 397. Here
to repeate the partes that I haue playd
Were to vnrippe a trusse of trumpery.

1609. Shakspeare, Tempest, iv. 1.

186. The trumpery in my house go
bring hither, For stale to catch these

thieves.

1637. Hall, Sermons at
^
Exeter,

Aug. What a world of fopperies there

are, of crosses, of candles, of holy water,

and salt, and censings ! Away with these

trumperies.

d. 1699. Stillingfleet, Sermons, 11.

viii. All the Trumpery of the Mass and
Follies of their Worship are by no means
superstitions because required by the

Church.

1749. Fielding, Tom Jones, v. iv.

If I was as Mr. Jones I should look a
little higher than such trumpery as Molly
Seagrim.

1821. Lamb, Old Benchers. Extinct
be the fairies and fairy trumpery of

legendary fabling.

1835. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, II. i.

A very trumpery case it is altogether,

that I must admit.

1885. Field, 26 Dec. Through the

gate on to the road, over the trumpery
gap staring you full in the face.

Trumpet. To blow (or sound)
one's own trumpet, verb. phr.

(old).—To praise (or talk about)

oneself, to brag (Grose). Hence
1 His trumpeter is dead ' (of a

braggart).

1871. Times, 4 Nov. When a gentle-

man began by blowing his own trumpet,
it was not altogether jannock.

Tru m peter, subs, (various phrases).—King of Spain's (or Spanish)
trumpeter= a braying ass, i.e.

Don Key (Grose) ;
' His trum-

peter is dead ' {see Trumpet)
;

1 He would make a good trum-
peter, for he smells strong

'

(Grose) :
' of one with foetid

breath.'

Trundler, subs. (old).

—

In pi. =
peas (B.E. and Grose: 'obso-

lete').

Trundling - cheat, subs. (Old

Cant).—A wheeled vehicle ; a

cart or coach : see Cheat.

1630. Jonson, Neiv Inn, iii. 2.

They'll steal to bed ... in private ...
and pay the fiddlers^ . . . next morning
. . . and pack away in their trundling-
Cheats like gipsies.

Trunk, subs. (old).— 1. A block-

head, a dunce (Blount, 1656).
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2. (common).

—

In pi. — trunk -

hose : cf. smalls, tops, tights,

etc. Also (modern ) = ( I ) breeches

:

see Kicks, and (2) = bathing-

drawers.

1613. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Captain, iii. 3. He look'd, in his old

velvet trunks And his slic'd Spanish
jerkin, like Don John.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., in.

120. Red striped cotton stockings, with
full trunks dotted red and black.

3. (old).—A nose (B. E. and
Grose). ' How's your old

trunk ?'= a jeer at a big-nosed

man; to shove A trunk= to

poke one's nose in, 'to introduce

oneself unasked into any place or

company' (Grose).

TRUNKMAKER-LIKE,a$'./^r. (old).

—More noise than work (Grose).

Trunk-work, subs. phr. (old).

—

Underhand (or secret) dealing :

cf. Back-door work.

1604. Shakspeare, Winters Tale,
iii. 3. This has been some stair-work,

some trunk - work, some behind - door
work.

Trusted alone, phr. (Grose).—
' This bit of flash is made use of

in speaking of any knowing or

experienced person, meaning that

he is so deep as to the tricks of

thetown that he may be '

'TRUSTED
alone " in any company without
danger to himself.

'

Trusty, subs. (Irish).— I. An over-

coat.

18 [?]. Edgeworth, Limerick Gloves,

ii. ' There was a sort of a frieze trusty.'
1 A trusty !

' said Mr Hill, ' what is that,

pray?' 'A big coat, sure, plase your
honour.'

2. (American).—A convict with

special privileges, such as a ticket

of leave.

1884. Century Mag., xxxviii. 448.
By far the greater number of criminals
confined in the jails of the Far West are
there for a class of offences peculiar to the
country. They are men dangerous in one
direction, perhaps, but generally not de-
praved. The trusties are often domesti-
cated upon ranches near the town, and
apparently are unwatched, and on the best
of terms with the ranchman's family.

See Trojan.

Trut, intj. (old).—An exclamation

of contempt ; Shit ! (Manning
(1337). 317 5 Prompt. Parv.

(1440), 505).

Truth. Tell the truth and
shame the devil, phr. (old).—
To reveal all at any cost.

[1469. Cov. Myst. [Halliwell], 367.
Trewth dyd nevyr his maystir shame.]

1548. Patten, March into Scot-
land [Arber, Garner, iii. 61]. Say truth
AND SHAME THE DEVIL.

1632. Jonson, Magn. Lady, iv. 1.

Tell truth, And shame the she-man-
devil in puffed sleeves ; Run any hazard

.

TRY, subs, (old literary : now col-

loquial).—An attempt, endeavour
(Grose), trial, experiment

:

espec. (modern) a try-on= an
attempt at besting {q. v. ). Hence
to try it on= to seek to outwit,

get the better of, fleece, cheat,

etc. : see Gammon. To try it

on a dog= to experiment at

another's expense or risk; to
try on (thieves')= to live by
thieving: coves who try it

on= professed thieves (Grose);
to try it on with a woman=
to attempt the chastity (Bee).

1609. Shakspeare, TimonofAthens,
v. 1. This breaking of his has been but a

try for his friends.

1848. Gaskell, Mary Barton, xxvii.

Don't give it up yet. . . . Let's have a try
for him.
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i8[?]. Trying It On [Title of a
popular farce].

1874. Siliad, 57. We do not pardon
the flagitious claims — Call them, or

damages, ' tries-on,' or shames.

1899. Gould, Racecourse and
Battlefield, vi. Owen Righton did have
a try, but . . . Alec Medway brought him
up short.

Phrases and Colloquial-
isms.—To TRY A FALL WITH=
to compete, contest ; TO try
back= to revert to, to retrace

one's steps : as to a former posi-

tion, standpoint, or statement,

etc. , with a view to recover some-
thing missed, or lost: hence
tryback (Bee).

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, i. 7. The leading hounds . . . are
TRYING BACK.

1859. Lever, Davenport Dunn, xi.

She was marvellously quick to discover
that she was astray and to try back.

1887. Nineteenth Century, xxii. 812.

Would it not be well then to try back ?

to bear in mind . . . that meat is suitable

for grown men, that milk is suitable for

babes?

Tryning. See Trine.

Tub, subs. (old).— i. Formerly a

cure for the lues venerea : also

SWEATING-TUB and POWDERING-
tub. [The patient was dis-

ciplined by long and severe

sweating in a heated tub, com-
bined with strict abstinence : cf.

Spenser, Fairy Queene
y

I. x.

25, 26.] Hence tub-fast= the

period of salivation.

1599. Shakspeare, Henry V. ii. 1.

78. To the spital go, And from the
powdering-tub of infamy Fetch forth the
lazar-kite of Cressid's kind. Ibid. (1603),
Meas. for Meas., iii. 2. 59. Troth, sir,

she hath eaten up all her beef, and is her-
self in the tub. Ibid. (1609), Timon of
Athens, iv. 3. 87. Be a whore still ; . . .

bring down rose-cheeked youth To the
tub-fast and the diet.

1639. Mayne, City Match [Dodsley,
OldPlays (Reed), ix. 377]. One ten times
cur'd by sweating, and the tub. Ibid.
And coming to this cave, This beast us
caught, and put us in a tub, Where we
these two months sweat, and should have
done Another month, if you had not
reliev'd us.

1647. Cartwright, Ordinary
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), x. 293].
Trust me, you will wish You had confess'd
and suffer'd me in time, When you shall
come to dry-burnt racks of mutton, The
syringe, and the tub.

1676. Wiseman, Surgery, B. vii. 2.

Tub and chair were the old way of
sweating, but if the patient swoons in
either of them, it will be troublesome to
get him out.

1688. Holme, Acad. Arms and
Blazon, B. iii. n. 441. He beareth Argent,
a Doctor's tub (otherwise called a
Cleansing Tub), Sable, Hooped, Or. In
this pockified and such diseased persons,
are for a certain time put into, not to boil
up to an heighth, but to parboil.

2. (old).—A pulpit. Hence
TUB - DRUBBER ( - POUNDER,
- PREACHER, - THUMPER, or

TUBSTER) = a ranting divine

:

spec, in reproach, of Dissenters

(Grose, ' a Presbyterian parson '):

' also tub-thumping, subs, and
adj.

1661. Merry Drollery, 176 [Ebs-
worth]. [A tub is connected with
preaching.]

1661. Semper iidem [Harl. Misc. vii.

401]. George Eagles, sirnamed Trudge-
over-the-World, who, of a taylor, became a
tub-preacher, was indicted of treason.

1692. Hacket, Williams, ii. 165.
Here are your lawful ministers present, to
whom of late you do not resort, I hear, but
to tub-preachers in conventicles.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 194. The
tub preachers are very much dissatisfy'd
that you invade their prerogative of hell.

Ibid., iii. 68. He (says the tubster) that
would be rich according to the practice of
this wicked age must play the thief or the
cheat. Ibid., iii. 198. Business and poetry
agree as ill together as faith and reason

;

which two latter, as has been judiciously
observ'd by the fam'd tub-drubber of
Covent Garden, can never be brought to

set their horses together.
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1705. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 1. v. 17.

The consecrated Tub, in which The
Gospel Emp'rick was to teach.

1725. Hearne, Religuice, ^ Sep.
The doctor . . . bred a presbytenan (as

his brothers were also, his elder brother
Samuel Mead having been a tub-
preacher).

1726. Pope, Dunciad, ii. 2. High
on a gorgeous seat, that far out-shone
Henley's gilt tub, or Flecknoe's Irish

throne.

1849. Bronte, Shirley, viii. 'The
Rev. Moses Barraclough, t' tub orator.'
. . .

' Ah !
' said the Rector . . .

' He's a
tailor by trade.'

1885. Observer, 27 Sep. Our
thoroughfares are needed, of course, to

serve a much more useful class of people
than the oleagineous tub-thumpers.

1889. Contemp. Review, liv. 253.
Very modest gifts, belonging to what may
be called the tub-thumping school of
oratory, have been known to fill a large

church with eager congregations.

3. (colloquial).—A bath: spec,

a sponge-bath, but also (loosely)

a dip (q.v.). Also as verb.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1. In
your bathada, You shall be soaked, and
stroked, and tubbed, and rubbed, And
scrubbed, and fubbed, dear don.

1637. Massinger, Guardian, ii. 5.

The silver bathing -tub, the cambric
rubbers.

1839.. Hood, Black Job. In spite of
all the tubbing, rubbing, scrubbing, The
routing and the grubbing, The blacks,
confound them ! were as black as ever.

1857. Hughes, Tom Browns School-
days, i. 2. She had it out of him in the
cold tub before putting him to bed.

1886. Field, 20 Feb. A good tub
and a hearty breakfast prepared us for the
work of the day.

1899. Whiteing, John St., iii.

Morning devotions and , . . morning tub.
Ibid., xix. I join the hero in a peg after
his cold tub.

1900. Desart, Heme Lodge, xxvi.
A man should [not] make love before
others [or] take his tub in Hyde Park.
Tubbing and love-making are innocent,
of course, but you don't want to soap or
spoon before your friends.

4. (common). — A broad-
bottomed, slow-sailing boat ; also

(loosely) a vessel of any kind.
At the Universities= a boat for

rowing practice. Hence tub-
bing =s boating, rowing practice;
to get tubbed= to be taught
to row.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green. So
to the river he next day went, and made
his first essay in a tub.

1857. Hood, Pen and Pencil
Pictures, 144. Awful muff! . . . he'd
upset the veriest tub on the river.

1878. Scribner's Mag., Nov., 81. I
laughed, for I knew the Osceola—an old
tub, built in East Boston—never made
more than ten knots an hour.

1883. Clark Russell, Sea Queen,
xvi. The name of this deep and wallowing
tub was the Richard and Ann.

1887. D. Teleg. 8 Feb. No other
work in the eight was done during day,
but some tubbing was indulged in later in
afternoon. Ibid. . . . Practice in gigs, or
more technically styled tubs (small boats
to hold a pair of oarsmen, and m the stern
of which the coach steers and advises the
rowers).

1887. Field, 5 Mar. Alexander of
Jesus, who has been tubbed a good deal.
Ibid. ... A good deal of tubbing has
been got through in the mornings.

1889. Morning Advertiser. Passing
our time between grinding hard and
tubbing on the river.

1898. Stonyhurst Mag, Dec, 149.
Every College is on the look-out for new
oarsmen. . . . One is tubbed . . . taught
to row by members of the College eight in
boats that are too TUB-like to be easily
capsized.

1900. Nisbet, Sheep's Clothing, 1. ii.

Dash me if ever I sail a tub of his again.

1901. Troddles, 106. What sort of a
tub is it? It sounds good. . . . We can
have no end of a lark with a boat of our
own.

1903. Dickens, Diet. Oxford, 17.
The freshmen are put into harness in tub-
pairs or four-oars.

5. (common).—A low-wheeled
and deep-welled gig (cf. sense 4)
or village cart ; a governess-car.
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1849. Froude [Carlyle, Life in
London, xi.]. The brothers [Carlyle] went
in a steamer from Liverpool to Bangor,
and thence to Llanberis, again in a tub-
gig, or Welsh car.

6. (Winchester).—A chest in

Hall into which Dispars (q.v.)

not taken by the boys were put.

Whence Prefect of TUB=a
praefect whose duty was to

examine the quality of meat sent

in by the butcher, and after

dinner to supervise the collection

and distribution of the remains :

obsolete (Collins) c. 1870.
Whence (also) tub - mess = the
table at which the Senior Prsefects

sat in Hall {see Farmer, Public
School Word-Book, s.v. tub 2).

A TALE OF A TUB. subs. phr.
(old).—Any kind of nonsense,
fooling, or absurdity; a cock-and-
bull STORY {q.V.) ; ROT {q.V.).

1538. Bale, Com. concern. Three
Laws. Ye say they follow your law,
And vary not a shaw, Which is A tale of
a tub.

1546. Heywood, Proverbs. A tale
OF A TUBBE.

1554. Coverdale, Exhort, to the
Cross. You shall see in us that we
preached no lyes, nor tales of tubs, but
even the true word of God.

c. 1559. Wit and Science [Dodsley,
Old Plays (Hazlitt), ii. 335]. What,
should I make a broad tree of every little

shrub, And keep her a great while with a
TALE OF A TUB ?

. 1632. Chapman, Ball, iii. 4. Lu.
Do not I hear how desperate some ha'
been ? . . . Wi.^ This is a tale of a tub,
lady.

1633. Jonson, Tale ofa Tub, Prol.
No state-affairs . . . Pretend we in our
Tale here, of a Tub ; But acts of clowns
and constables to-day Stuff out the scenes
of our ridiculous play.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 11.,

Prol. These are no flim-flam stories, nor
TALES OF A TUB.

1690. Howell, Lex. Tetra. A
tale of a tub, chose ridicule, conte de
cicogne, chanson de ricoche.

1699. Swift, TALE OF A TUB
[Title].

d 1704.^ Brown, Works, ii. 11. What
other business can a man and woman have
in the dark but . . . to make the beast
with two backs? not to pick straws, I hope,
Or to tell TALES OF A TUB.

TO THROW A TUB TO A WHALE,
verb. phr. (old).—(1) To bait the
hook, give a sop, or make capital

;

(2) to throw dust in the eyes, to
divert attention, to emphasize
small matters so that attention is

distracted from essentials.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 41. He . . . expatiated on the
honours I had gained in the schools . . .

as if it was necessary for a prebendary's
footman to be as learned as his master.
However ... it served as A tub to the
whale.

A CAT UNDER A TUB, phr.
(nautical American).—A supposed
cause of delay.

Everytub (vat, etc. ) should
STAND ON ITS OWN BOTTOM, phr.
(old).—A simile of independence.

1538. Lambert [Ellis, Letters,

533]. Every vat shall stand on his
own bottom.

1606. Holland, Sueton., 97. Hee
had used also before, to stand upon his
owne bottom.

1630-40. Court and Times Chas. I.

[Oliphant, New Eng., ii. 87. Bunyan
was later to quote the proverb, ' Every
TUB MUST STAND ON ITS OWN BOTTOM '

J

here men are left to do the same.]

c. 1656. Hall, Cont., 45. Man, though
he . .^ . stand upon his own bottome,
yet [is] he not a little wrought upon
by examples.

1680. Morden, Geog. Red. (1685),
106. Everyone endeavours to stand on
THEIR OWN BOTTOM.

1788. Reid, Aristotle, vi. i. 129.
When reason acquires such strength as to

stand on its own bottom.

See Tubby.
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Tubbing, subs, (thieves').— I. Im-
prisonment.

2. See Tub.

Tubman, subs, (old legal).

—

See

quot. [The old Exchequer Court
is now merged in the High Court
of Justice, but the appointments
are still made.]

1765-9. Blackstone, Com., m. iii.

Note. In the courts of exchequer, two of
the most experienced barristers, called the
post-man and the tub-man (from the
places in which they sit), have also a
precedence in motions.

Tubby, subs. (Christ's Hospital).

—

I. A male servant of the school

:

his business was the care of the

latrine tubs : the name is still

retained for the lavatory-man.

2. (common).—A big-bellied

man ; fatty (q.v. ) ; forty-guts
(q.v.). As adj. (or tubbish)=
round-bellied, swag-bellied : like

a tub.

1796. Wolcot, Works, 136. You
look for men whose heads are rather
tubbish, Or drum-like, better formed for

sound than sense.

1836. Dickens, Sketches by Boz,
' Mr. John Dounce.' He was a short,

round, large-faced, tubbish sort of man.
Ibid., ' Monmouth Street.' We had seen
him coming up to Covent Garden in his

green chaise-cart with the fat tubby little

horse.

1901. Troddles, 36. A tubby and
short-winded keeper.

1902. Free Lance, 11 Oct., 44. 1. I

was particular to find out whether the
double-breasted lounge was a favourite
among short and 'tubby' men.

Tubs, subs, (common). A butter-

man.

Tuck, subs, (common).— 1. Generic
for edibles; (2)= an appetite:

spec, (schools') pastry, sweet-
stuff, and the like. Whence
TUCK - SHOP = a pastrycook's

;

tuck-parcel= (Charterhouse) a
hamper from home : nearly
obsolete. Also (Australian)
TUCKER= (l) food, GRUB (q.V.),

spec. (2) barely sufficient on
which to live, 'bare bread-and-
cheese.' As verb (or to tuck in)
= to eat heartily: tuck-in (or

tuck-out) a= a ' square meal.'

[Cf. tack a= generic for food, and
which, at Sherborne School, = a
feast in one's study].

1840. A. Bunn, Stage, 1. 295.
Nothing can stop the mouth of a tuck-
hunter.

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, v.

His father . . . gave him two guineas
publicly, most of which he spent in a
general tuck-out for the school.

1856. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, 1. vi. Come along down to Sally
Harrowell's ; that's our school-house tuck-
shop. She bakes such stunning murphies.
Ibid., 1. y. The slogger looks rather
sodden, as if he didn't take much exercise
and ate too much tuck.

1858. M. Chron., 31 Aug. Diggers,
who have great difficulty in making their
tucker at digging.

1873. Greenwood., In Strange Com-
pany. A tuck-out, which in Hale's Street
is short and simple language for as much
as can be eaten.

1874. Garnet Walch, Head over
Heels, 73. For want of more nourishing
tucker, I believe they'd have eaten him.

1875. Wood and Lapham, Waiting
for the Mail, 33. We heard of big nug-
gets, but only made tucker.

1886. D. Teleg., 1 Jan. They set
me down to a jolly good tuck-in of bread
and meat.

1890. Argus, 14 June, 14. 1. When
a travelling man sees a hut ahead, he knows
there's water inside, and tucker and tea.

1890. St. Nicholas, xvm. 125. What
a tuck-out I had.

1891. Boldrewood, Sydney - side
Saxon, 83. I took my meal in the hut,
but we'd both the same kind of tucker.

1899. Whiteing, John St., iii. You
get your tuck-in Sundays. Lord, give
me a reg'lar sixpence every day for grub
and I'd warrant I'd never starve.
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1901. Walker, In the Blood, 39.
And they were off for a day's holiday and
a camp-out as long as they could run it,

tucker being the one essential.

Verb, (old university).—See
quot.

d. 1695. Wood, Life, 45. If any of the
Freshmen came off dull or not cleverly
some of the . . . Seniors would tuck them
—that is set the nail of their Thumb to
their chin, just under the Lipp, and by the
help of their other fingers under the Chin,
they would give him a mark which would
sometimes produce Blood. Ibid., 46. No-
thing was given him but salted drink . . .

with Tucks to boot.

To TUCK UP, verb. phr. (old).

—

1. To hang : see Ladder. Hence
tucked up changed; Tuck-'em
fair= an execution (B. E. and
Grose).

1740. Richardson, Pamela, 1. 141.
I never saw an execution but once, and
then the hangman asked the poor creature's
pardon, and . . . then calmly tucked up
the criminal.

1789. Parker, Variegated Charac-
ters. He was knocked down for the crap
the last sessions. He went off at the fall

of the leaf at Tuck'em Fair.

c. 181 1. Maher, The Night before
Larry was Stretched. He was tucked
up so neat and pretty.

2. (colloquial).—To perplex,

to put in a fix or difficulty, to

cramp.

1886. Field, 13 Feb. They have
been playing the old game of skirting,

eventually to find themselves fairly

tucked-up by wire-fencing.

1887. Bury and Hillier, Cycling,
189. A . . . fifty-eight inch racer will be
noticeably too short in the reach . . . and
he will feel that he is what cyclists call

tucked-up.

To TUCK ON, verb. phr. (Ameri-
can).—To unduly increase or en-

hance : e.g. * That horse is not
worth half what you gave for him

;

the dealer has tucked IT ON to

you pretty well ' : cf.
' Stick it

on.'

See Twopenny.

Tucker. See Tuck.

Tuckered. Tuckered out, phr.
(American).—Tired out.

c. 1840. Story ofBee Tree [Bartlett].
I'm clear tuckered out with these young
ones. They've had the agur this morning,
and are as cross as bear cubs.

c. 1859. N> York Family Comp. [Bart-
lett]. I guess the Queen don't do her
eating very airly ; for we sot and sot, and
waited for her, till we got e'en a'most
TUCKERED OUT.

i8[?]. Southern Sketches, 123. We
fought until we were completely tuckered
out.

Tucker-in (or Tucker-up), subs,

phr. (old).—A chamber-maid, 'a
supposed mistress ' (Grose) : cf.

Scotch warming-pan.

Tuck- man, subs. phr. (commercial).
—A moneyed partner.

Tu el (or Tewel), subs. (old).—The
fundament (Halliwell).

Tuft, subs. (University).— 1. A
young nobleman : students of
rank formerly wore a gold tuft

or tassel in their cap: obsolete.

Whence tuft-hunter= a hanger
on to a man of title, a sycophant,
toady, lick-spittle; tuft-hunt-
ING= sponging {q.v.) on men of
title or means. See Gold-hat-
band (Grose).

1840. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel
Story, ii. The lad . . . followed with a
kind of proud obsequiousness all the tufts
of the University. Ibid. (1842), Book of
Snobs, v. At Eton . . . Lord Buckram
was birched with perfect impartiality.
Even there, however, a select band of
sucking tuft-hunters followed him.
Ibid., xiv. In the midst of a circle of
young tufts.

1851. Carlyle, Life of Sterling, 11.

iii. He was at no time the least of a tuft-
hunter, but rather had a marked natural
indifference to tufts.
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1852. Bristed, Eng. Univ., 176.

The gold-TUFTED Cap, which at Cam-
bridge only designates a Johnian or Small-

College Fellow-Commoner is here [Oxford]

the mark of nobility.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, 1.

vii., note. As tuft and tuft-hunters
have become household words, it is perhaps
needless to tell anyone that the gold tassel

is the distinguishing mark of a nobleman.

1002. Free Lance, 22 Nov., 169. 1.

A writer in the Sovereign, adopting the

happy pseudonym of ' Thomas Tuft-
Hunt,' has commenced a series entitled
' Sovereigns I have Seen.'

2. (old colloquial). — An
imperial, a goat's beard.

1842-3. Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's
Confessions. Do you like those tufts
that gentlemen sometimes wear upon their

chins ?

3. (venery).—The pubic hair :

male or female : also (of women)
TUFTED HONOURS and CLOVEN
TUFT (tufted honours also =
the female pudendum).

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, xv.,

note. Why Callibistri should signify a
woman's tufted honours I know not.

^.1704. Brown, Works, ii. 186. Get a
good warm Girdle and tie round you. . . .

Pox on you, how can a single girdle do me
good when a Brace was my destruction?
... a sacrifice to a cloven tuft.

Tug, subs. (Eton).—A Colleger
;

a scholar on the foundation.

Hence tuggery= College. [Gt.

Public Schools : from the toga

worn by Collegers to distinguish

them from the rest of the school. ]

1881. Pascoe, Everyday Life in our
Public Schools. The long-looked-for St.

Andrew's Day arrives, when the great

match of collegers, or, as the small oppidan
would term it, tugs, and oppidans is to be
played.

1883. Brinsley Richards, Seven
Years at Eton. My interlocutor was a
red-headed, freckled little boy of eleven,

who had come from Aberdeen, ' to try for

tuggery,' that is, to try and pass on to

the foundation as a King's scholar.

1890. Great Public Schools, 52. The
disrespect, almost bordering on contempt,
with which the Oppidans used for many
years to regard the Togati, or gown-wear-
ing boys.

Adj. (Winchester). — Stale,

ordinary, vapid, common.
Whence tugs = stale news ; tug-
clothes = everyday clothes; tug-
jaw= wearisome talk.

Phrases.—To hold one
tug = to keep busy; to task-

drive; to hold tug= to stand
hard work, or severe strain ; tug
of war (see War).

1667. Wood, Life, 18 July, 206.

There was work enough for a curious and
critical Antiquary, that would hold him
tugg for a whole yeare.

Tug- mutton, subs. phr. (venery).— 1. A whoremaster ; mutton-
monger {q.v.).

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
For though he be chaste of his body, yet
his minde is onely upon flesh, he is the
onely tugmutton, or mutton-monger,
betwixt Dover and Dunbarr.

2. (Halliwell).—A glutton.

Tui, subs. (Winchester).—Tuition.

Tulip. Go it, my tulip, phr.
(obsolete).—A characteristic street

phrase : an echo of the tulipo-

mania of 1842, itself a recrudes-

cence of the great craze of 1634.

Tulip-sauce, subs. phr. (common).
—A kiss ; kissing.

Tum, adj. (American). — Stylish,

proper, spiff, Ai.

c. 1889. Chicago Times [S.J. and C.].

By the way, gold spoons and forks for

dessert have come in again, and you get
them everywhere. Indeed, no table seems
to look quite tum for a big occasion with-
out them.
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Tumbies, subs. (University). —
Ablutions ; tubbing {q.v.).

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green.
Our hero soon concluded his tumbies and
his dressing.

Tumble, verb, (old colloquial).

—

To dance. [Formerly dance and
TUMBLE were popularly synony-
mous ; moreover, the professional

dancers of mediaeval times were
also acrobats ; and, pictorially,

Herodias' daughter is often repre-

sented as walking on her hands.]

Hence tumbler (or tumbester)
=a female dancer, and (modern)
an acrobat. As subs. = ( I ) a

dance; and (2) a Catherine
wheel {g.v.).

1380. Wyclif, Bible. The doujjtir

of Herodias daunside [ether tumblide,
margin] in the myddil, and pleside

Heroude.

[?]. MS. Harl., 1701, f. 8. Herodias
doubter, that was a tumbestere and
tumblede byfore him. Ibid., 19. Hyt
telleth that Eroud swore To here that

tumbled yn the flore.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,
' Pardoner's Tale,' 15. Comen tombe-
steres . . . the verray deueles officeres

To kindle and blowe the fyr of [lecherye].

1605. Jonson, Fox, ii. 3. A common
rogue, come fiddling in to the osteria with
a tumbling whore.

1626. Fletcher, Noble Gentleman,
ii. 1. There is no tumbler runs through
his hoop with more dexterity Than I about
this business.

1 801. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes,
288. The tumbler is walking upon his

hands.

1824-8. Landor, Imag. Conv.,
'General . . . Lacy and Cura Merina.'
A tumble of heels over head, a feat per-

formed by beggar boys on the roads.

2. (colloquial). — To under-

stand, perceive, assent to, accept

:

cf.
' fall in with,' ' concur,' and

Fr. tombre a*accord.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. 1. 15.

The high words in a tragedy we call

jaw-breakers, and say we can't tumble to
that barrikin.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 12. The
courtship was progressive, and you'll

tumble to their bliss.

1898. Pink 'Un and Pelican, 73.

You're labouring under a great misappre-
hension. You're only here by the month
—not on a ninety-nine years' lease ! Do
you TUMBLE?

1899. Kernahan, Scoundrels& Co.,

xx. As soon as the members tumble to
it . . . the chairman will spring to his

feet. . . .

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxi.

Bill tips me the wink to pretend not to

tumble to their lingo.

1900. Lynch, High Stakes, xxiii.

He didn't tumble to all the cop's nice

boch.

1902. Free Lance, 19 July, 362. 2.

So be simple, even silly, and the public,

willy-nilly, Most assuredly will tumble
to your jokelets.

3. (Stock Exchange).—To fall

rapidly in value : of prices.

4. (venery).

—

(a) To rumple,

TOUZLE(<7.Z>.), MESS ABOUT (q.V.);

(b) to possess a woman : also to
TUMBLE IN; A TUMBLE-IN = the

act of kind ; to DO A tumble (of

women) = to lie down to a man,
TO SPREAD (q.V.). TO TUMBLE
TO PIECES= to be brought to bed ;

TUMBLING-RIPE = ready for the

act, wanton, COMING (q.v.).

Whence to tumble a bed= to

pile in the act ; tumble-a-bed
= (1) chambermaid : see Scotch
WARMING-PAN ; and (2) a whore.

c. 1615. Fletcher, Woman's Prize, i.

1. Do all the ramping, roaring tricks a
whore Being drunk and tumbling-ripe.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
4. What priest beside thyself e'er

grumbl'd To have his daughter tightly

Phrases.—To tumble in — to

go to bed; to tumble up= («)

to rise from one's bed, and (b) to

come, or move quickly : also to
TUMBLE ALONG ; TO TUMBLE
TO= to set to vigorously : also
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see verb sense 2 ; TO TAKE A
TUMBLE TO ONESELF= tO take

oneself to task; to kick oneself
(q.V.); TO TUMBLE TO THE
racket (Am. pol.), see Racket ;

TO TUMBLE ON ONE'S FEET= to

escape without injury, to come
out on top {q.v.).

1843. Dickens, Chuzzlewit, xxviii.

Mr. Bailey . . . giving Jonas a shake,
cried, ' We've got home, my flower

!

Tumble up then.'

1890. New York Evg. Post [Cen-
tury], 29 Jan. To give the name of

legislation to the proceedings at Albany
. . . would be an abuse of language. The
proper name was ' tumbling to the
racket.' The Assembly passed the bill

without debate . . . much as they might
pass a bill authorising a man to change
his name.

Tumbler, suds. (old).—In various

colloquial or semi - colloquial

usages denoting instability or

eccentric movement. Thus (1)

a glass rounded or pointed at the

bottom, so that it could not be

set down except when empty—

a

silent reminder of ' no heeltaps !

'

and to ' pass the bottle ' : orig. ' a

low Silver Cup to Drink out of
(B. E., c. 1696): nowadays
applied to any glass that is

cylindrical in shape, without a

stem
; (2) a variety of pigeon :

in flight the bird often drops

without wing-play; (3) a dog
used in coursing rabbits, ' a Coney
Dog' (B. E.): it tumbles about

in a careless fashion until, within

reach of its prey, it seizes it with

a sudden spring
; (4) a porpoise

;

(5) a variety of printing machine :

from the rocking or tumbling

movement of the cylinder towards

the impression surface ; etc. etc.

1616. W. Browne, Britannia s Fast.,

ii. 4. I have seene a nimble tumbler
. . . Bend cleane awry his course, yet

give a checke And throw himselfe upon a
rabbit's necke.

1635. Swan, Sj>ec. Mundi, ix. 1.

The tumbler and lurcher ought to be
reckoned by themselves.

1707. Farquhar, Beaux's Strata-
gem, iv. 2. The plate stands in the
wainscot cupboard. Ay. Knives and
forks, and cups and cans, and tumblers
and tankards.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, Hi. Mr.
Stiggins, walking softly across the room
to a well-remembered shelf in one corner,

took down a tumbler, and with great

deliberation put four lumps of sugar in it.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.

She . . . reminds him of days which he
must remember when she had a wine-glass

out of poor Pa's tumbler.

1885. D. Tel., 17 Nov. _
The little

tumbler flashing downward in the sun-

light is something to watch and admire.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 262.

'Arf our 'ard-earned money goes that way.
It's melted inter pewter pots an' tumblers.

6. (Old Cant).—A cart:

properly 'tumbrel.' Whence to
NAP THE FLOG AT (or TO SHOVE)
the tumbler= to be whipped
at the cart's-arse (B. E. and
Grose) : see Shove, adding quot.

1721.

1721. Remarkable Tryals, 2. He
was ordered to shove the tumbler.

1815. Scott, Guy Mannering, viii.

Behind them followed the train of laden

asses and . . . tumblers.

7. (old).
—

' A sharper employed
to draw in pigeons to game'
(B. E. and Grose).

8. (turf).—A worthless horse
;

a screw {q.v.).

9. (old).—A German Baptist or

Dunker. [The sect was founded

by Alexander Mack about A.D.

1708. Persecution drove them
in J 723 to the United States,

where they founded a church at a

German town in Pennsylvania.

They separate the sexes in

worship, are vegetarians, and are
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called Tumblers from their

mode of baptism, which is by
putting the person whilst kneel-

ing head first under water.]

10. (old).—A street rowdy :

early part of the eighteenth

century : see quot.

1712. Steele, Spectator, 324. A
third sort are the tumblers, whose office

it is to set women on their heads.

Tumble- down, adj. phr. (collo-

quial). — Dilapidated, ruinous,

RATTLETRAP (q.V.).

1839. Longfellow, Hyperion, ii. 9.

A tumble-down old Lutheran church.

1859. Kingsley, Geoffrey Hamlyn,
iii. You will be doing injustice to this boy
if you hang on here in this useless tumble-
down old palace.

1863. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers,
xxiv. T'oud tumbledown place is just a
heap o' brick and mortar.

1 88 1. Freeman, Venice, 340. Dirty-

looking men assemble at the door of a
tumble-down building.

1885. D. Teleg., 16 Nov. They
came so low as to live in a tumble-down
old house at Peckham.

Tummy, subs, (common). — The
stomach : also tum-tum ; hence
(venery) tummy -tickling =
copulation : sec Greens and
Ride.

Tump, verb. (American).— I. To
pull, to draw.

2. (venery).—To copulate ; to

give the push (q.v.); TO POKE
{q.v.).

TUMPTSNER, subs, (provincial).

—

A settler: e.g. ' That'll be a

tumptsner for the old gentle-

man.'

Tum-tum, subs. phr. (Indian and
Colonial).—A dog-cart.

See Tummy.

Tun, subs, (common).— 1. A tip-

pler : see Lushington.

2. (Oxford Univ.).—At Pem-
broke a small silver cup containing
half a pint ; sometimes with a
whistle handle, which cannot be
blown till the cup is empty.

Tun -belly, subs, (old).—A fat,

round-bellied man ; a pot-belly,

a corporation {q.v.\ Hence
tun - bellied = paunchy, very
corpulent, bellied like a tun : cf.

tun-great (quot. 1 383)= with a
circumference of the size of a tun.

[1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,
'Knight's Tale,' 1996. Every piler the
temple to sustene was tonne-gret.]

1550. Lever, Sermons [Arber],
119 [Oliphant, New Eng., i. 524. There
are the phrases greedygut and tunne
belyed].

1651. Cartwright, Royall Slave.
Some drunken hymn I warrant you to-

wards now, in the praise of their great
huge, rowling, tunbellyed god Bacchus
as they call him.

1687. Sedley, Bellamira. I must
have no . . . tun-belly'd rogues, that
fright chair-men from the house.

<£ 1704. Brown, Works, iii. 152.
He has swore to her by all that is good and
sacred never to forgive the presumptuous
wretch that should think irreverently of a
double chin and a tun belly.

Tund, verb. (Winchester). — To
thrash ; TUNDiNG= a thrashing.

1 881. Pascoe, Everyday Life, etc.

I never heard of any case in Eton like the
tunding which, some years ago, brought
our mother-school into disagreeable notice.

1883. Trollope, What I remember.
It was the prefect of hall who ordered the
infliction of a public tunding. . . .

Some dozen or so of boys, who had the
best capacities for the performance, were
appointed by him for the purpose, and the
whole assembly stood around the dais,

while the hymn Te deprofundis was sung.
When all were thus assembled, and before
the singers commenced, the culprit who
had been sentenced to a tunding stepped
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out, pulled off his gown, and received from
the hands of one deputed by the ' prefect

of hall,' and armed with a tough, pliant,

ground-ash stick, a severe beating.

c. 1890. Punch ['Confession by a
Wykehamist ']. I like to be tunded twice
a day, And swished three times a week.

Tune, verb. (old).—To beat : also

TO tune up : e.g. ' The old man
tuned him up delightfully^ He
got a good thrashing : cf.

' I'll

make you sing another tune'=
a threat of corporal punishment.
(Grose).

The tune the cow (or old
cow) died of, phr. (old).— 1. A
grotesque or unpleasant noise

;

(2) a homily instead of alms.

[From an old ballad.]

Colloquialisms. — To the
tune OF=to the sum, amount,
or measure of [a stated figure,

etc.]; to change one's tune
(or note) = to alter one's way
of talking, manner, or demand

;

to change from laughter to tears;

to sing another tune (see

Sing) ; to tune up= to com-
mence.

1578. Scot. Poems ibth Cent. (1801),

n. 185. Priestes change your tune.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. ix.

I'll make him change his note presently.

1709. Steele, Tatler, 31. You
look as if you were Don Diego'd to the
tune of a thousand pounds. Ibid., 230.

Will Hazard has got the hipps, having
lost to the tune of five hundr'd pounds.

Tunker, subs, (common). — A
street-preacher. [? Dunker : see

Tumbler, 9.]

Tunnel, subs. (old).—A nostril.

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in Humour,
i. 3. It would do a man good to see the

fume come forth at's tunnels.

Tunnel-grunter, subs. phr.—
Usually in pi. — potatoes.

Tup, verb, (venery).—To copulate :

see Ride (B. E. and Grose).
[Spec, of a ram.] fience as subs.

(or A STRAY TUP ON THE LOOSE)
= (1) a man questing for a
woman ; and (2) = a cuckold
(Grose).

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, i. 1. 89.
Even now, now, very now, an old black
ram Is tupping your white ewe.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 3.

Come on, you ewe, you have matched
most sweetly, have you not? Did not I

say, I would never have you tupped But
by a dubbed boy.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
2. Latona's son, that red-fac'd tup.
Ibid., 34. Before our chief could tup
her . . . send home the dame As good a
virgin as she came.

2. (provincial).—To salute in

drinking.

Venison out of Tup-park,
subs. phr. (old). — Mutton
(B. E.).

Tuppence (or Tuppenny).
Twopenny.

See

Tup-running, subs. phr. (old).

—

' A rural sport practised at wakes
and fairs in Derbyshire ; a ram
whose tail is well soaped and
greased, is turned out to the

multitude ; anyone that can take

him by the tail, and hold him
fast, is to have him for his own'
(Grose).

Tu Quoque, subs. phr. (venery).

—

The female pudendum ;
' the

mother of all saints ' (Grose) :

see Monosyllable.

Turd, subs, (old literary: now
vulgar).— 1. A lump of excre-

ment ; and (2) a contemptuous
address : cf. Shit. Frequently
in combination : e.g. not worth
A turd= the maximum of worth-
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lessness ;
' a turd for you !

' =
' Go to hell and stay there ' (also

A TURD IN THE MOUTH !) ; TO
chuck A turd = to evacuate,

to rear ; and so forth. Also
Proverbs and Proverbial
Sayings, ' Many women many
words, many geese many turds '

;

• He's fallen into a cow's turd'
(of a dirty unkempt man) ; ' He
looks like a cow-turd stuck with
primroses'; ' There's not a TURD
to choose, quoth the good wife,

by her two pounds of butter '

;

'There's 'struction of honey, quoth
Dunkinly, when he lick'd up the

hen-TURD ' ;
' A turd's as good

for a sow as a pancake' {i.e.

' Good things are not fit for fools '

:

cf. French Truie aime mieux
bran que roses , Sp. No es la miel
para la boca del asno) ;

' He that

thatches his house with turds
shall have more teachers than
reachers ' ;

' He is all honey, or

all turd '
;

' See how we apples
swim, quoth the horse-TURD

'

;

1 As rotten as a turd ' ; 'A
humble-bee (or a beetle) in a

cow-turd thinks himself a king '

;

• Look high and fall into a cow-
turd.'

1380. Wyclif, Bible, Luke xii.

And he answeringe seide to him, Lord,
suffre also this yeer : til the while I delue
aboute, and sende toordis [Auth. Ver.,
till I shall dig about it and dung it].

d. 1529. Skelton, Bouge of Courte
[Chalmers, ii. 253. 1]. Fye on this dyce
they be not worth a turde.

1567. Harman, Caveat, 86. Gerry
gan, the ruffian clye thee. A torde in
thy mouth, the deuyll take thee.

IS7S- Still, Gammer Gurtoris
Needle, i. 5. Not so much as a hen's
turd but in pieces I tare it. Ibid. Fie !

it stinks : it is a cat's turd. Ibid., ii. 2.

It is twenty pound to a goose-TURD my
gammer will not tarry.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i.

1. A turd in your little wife's teeth,
too . . . 'twill make her spit.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, I., Prol.

A turd for him. Ibid., xxi. Then
Panurge said unto her, A turd for you.

1660. A. Brome, Poems, ' The
Clown.' 'Tis not a turd to choose.

1678. Cotton, Works (1770), 44.

The Rogues threw cow-turds at us.

Ibid., 223. Basta ! no more, you wrang-
ling Turds.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. vi.

They . . . would make us believe that a
turd is a sugar loaf. Ibid., xxii. Others
made chalk of cheese, and honey of a dog's
TURD.

c. 1700. Brown, Works, i. 77. Two
thousand Flies attack a new-fall'n Turd.

1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. iv. 19.

Like Dung-hill Cocks o'er Stable Turds.
Ibid., 11. v. 25. Concluding with, Good
Night, you Turd.

1774. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
12. Nor know, for all your kick and
bounce how many * * * * s will make an
ounce. Ibid., 213. (Which will turn out
not worth a t—.)

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Sir Reverence. Human excrement, a
t—D.

Turf, subs, (common).— 1. Generic
for horse-racing : hence THE
TURF= (i) the racecourse; and
(2) racing as a profession ; ON
the turf= making one's living

by racing (Grose) : cf 'in the

City ' ; turfite (or turfman) =
a racing man ; turfy = sporting.

1760. Foote, Minor. [Horses are

kept for THE TURF.]

1783-5. Cowper, Task, ii. 227. We
justly boast At least superior jockeyship,

and claim The honours of the turf as all

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,
xxvi. It was a . . . horsefleshy, turfy
sort of thing to do.

c. 1882. Lord George Bentinck
[Annandale]. All men are equal on the
turf or under it.

1887. Field, 16 July. The modern
turfite, to use a common but by no
means elegant expression, has quite enough
to do to keep himself posted in the most
recent doings of the horses of to-day.
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2. (Winchester). —The pitch:

at cricket, the ' field ' being ' long
grass.'

3. (Felsted School). — The
cricket field : always without the
definite article.

1881. Felstedian, Nov., 75. There
are (or were) six cricket pitches on turf.

Verb. (Derby School). — 1.

To send to bed at bedtime.

2. (Marlborough School).—To
chastise.

Turk, subs. (old).— i. A sword : cf.

Andrew, Fox, Toledo.

1638. Albino and Bellama, 108.
That he forthwith unsheath'd his trusty
turke, Cald forth that blood which in his

veines did lurk.

2. (old).—A savage fellow ; 'a
cruel hard-hearted man' (B. E.
and Grose); a Tartar (q.v.).

Also to turn Turk = to turn

renegade, to change for the worse,

to GO OFF {q.V.). TO TURKISE
= to play the Turk ; Turkish
treatment = barbarous usage,

'very sharp or ill dealing in

business' (B. E.); Turkish
shore= ' Lambeth, Southwark,
and Rotherhithe sides of the

Thames ' (Grose) ; Turk-a-ten-
pence = a term of contempt : cf.

' tenpenny infidel ' (a term applied

to the Turk in Dekker's West-
ward Hoe, 1607) and Turk, sense

1, with an eye on tenpenny
sword = a poor tool. In modern
usage Turk has lost somewhat
of its rigorous meaning, and is

frequently employed as a half-

jesting endearment to a mischiev-

ous, destructive boy : e.g. * You
young Turk !

'

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, iii. 2.

287. If the rest of my fortunes TURN
Turk with me. Ibid. (1600), Much Ado,
iii. 4. 57. An you be not TURNED Turk,

1602. Dekker, Satiromastix
[Nares]. Turk-a-tenpence.

1

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares]. He
call'd thee Giaur, but thou so well didst
answer (being hot and fierie, like to crabbed
Cancer) That if he had a Turke of ten
pence bin, Thou toldst him plaine the
errors he was in.

3. (old).—A target : a dummy
made up of cloth and rags.

Turkey. To have a turkey on
one's back, verb. phr. (Ameri-
can). — To be drunk : see

Screwed.

See Talk.

Turkey- merchant, subs. phr.

(old).— 1. 'A driver of Turkies '

(B. E.); 'a poulterer' (Grose);
a chicken-thief (tramps').

1837. Disraeli, Venetia. We'll
make a turkey-merchant of you yet
. . . never fear that.

2. (old).—A dealer in contra-

band silk.

Turk's - head, subs. phr.

(common).— I. A long broom:
used for sweeping ceilings and
the like. See Pope's-head.

1853. Lytton, My Novel, x. 20.

Dick was all for sweeping away other

cobwebs, but he certainly thought heaven
and earth coming together when he saw a
Turk's-head besom poked up at his own.

2. (nautical).—An ornamental
knot worked on to a rope : in

shape supposed to resemble a

turban.

Turn, subs, (old colloquial).— 1. A
trick, stratagem, device. Hence
as verb= to trick, beguile, cheat,

GET at (q.v.).

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, ' Canon
Yeoman's Tale,' 160. Til he had torned
him he coude rot blinne.
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c. 1400. Tale of Gamelyn, 244. Of all

the tornes that he cowthe he schewed
him but oon.

1849. Bronte, Shirley, xxviii.

Moore left his desk . . . [for] one or two
turns through the room.

2. (Old Cant).—An execution :

formerly, the criminal stood

on a ladder which, at a given
signal, was turned over (cf.

New-drop) : also to turn off
{q.v. infra) and TO TURN OVER.
Turning-tree = the gallows :

see Nubbing Cheat.

1542. Hall, Henry VIII., f. 224.

And at the last, she and her husband,
as they deserved, were apprehended,
arraigned, and hanged at the foresayd
TURNYNG-TREE.

1603. Shakspeare, Meas.forMeas.,
iv. 2. 62. For your kindness I owe you
a good turn [Dyce : Here by turn
Pompey, with a quibble, means a turn
off the ladder].

1664. Butler, Hudibras, in. ii. 698.
Criminals condemned to suffer Are blinded
first, and then turned over. . . . And
make him glad to read his lesson, Or take
a turn for't at the session.

1705. Flying Post, 11 Dec. Some
minutes after he was turned off, a Re-
prieve came for him, and being immediately
cut down he soon reviv'd, to the admira-
tion of all spectators.

3. (colloquial).—A walk: spec,

a short walk involving a speedy
return to the starting-point : as a
promenade on the deck of a
vessel, round a garden, etc. [In

quot. c. 1700 = an extended
journey. ]

1601. Shakspeare, Henry VIII.,
v. 1. 94. You and I must walk a turn
together.

c. 1700. Darrel [?], Gentlemen In-
structed, 14. Some years ago I took a
turn beyond the seas, and made a con-
siderable stay in those parts.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 250. Last
week Hippias and I were taking a turn
in the Park.

1714. Addison, Spectator, 269. His
master . . . would be glad to take a turn
with me in Gray's-Inn walks.

4. (colloquial).—A spell of

work or a job in rotation with

others : e.g. (theatrical) = a public

appearance on the stage, preceding

or following others.

1859. Lever, Davenport Dunn, v.

Not able ... to do a hand's turn for

myself.

1897. Marshall, Pomes. 'Twas
plain that ere her turn had ceased, Her
talent had, on him at least, Created a most
palpable impression.

5. (conventional).—In pi. —
menses: see Domestic Afflic-
tions.

6. (American).—A bonus over
and above the legal rate ofinterest

:

charged by bankers on advances
against stock when money is tight.

7. (colloquial). — A nervous
shock, a qualm, nausea. As verb
= to make sick, disgusted, silly:

also TO TURN UP Or TO TURN
the stomach. WhenceTURNED
up= queasy, ill, sick, as from
a shock, sea-sickness, drinking,

smoking, etc.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, iv. 6. 23.

I'll look no more Lest my brain turn.

1709. Dampier, Voyages, 11. i. 30.
They have many sorts of dishes that wou'd
turn the stomach of a stranger, which
yet they themselves like very well.

1734. Pope, Satires, Epil., ii. 182.

This filthy simile, this beastly line, Quite
turns my stomach.

1846. Dickens, Cricket on Hearth,
ii. What a hard-hearted monster you
must be, John, not to have said so at once,
and saved me such a turn.

i860. Eliot, Mill on Floss, i. 7.

Mrs. Tulliver gave a little scream . . . and
felt such a turn that she dropped the large
gravy spoon into the dish,
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8. (venery).—An act of coition.

Hence to take a turn (or

TO TURN A WOMAN UP) = to

copulate : see Ride : also to
TAKE A TURN AMONG THE CAB-
BAGES, UP one's PETTICOATS
(or AMONG ONE'S FRILLS), IN
Abraham's bosom, in Love
Lane, Bushey-park, Cock-
alley, Cock-lane, Cupid's-
alley, cupid's-corner, hair-
court, on Mount Pleasant,
among the parsley, through
THE STUBBLE, or A TURN ON
one's back (of women).

To TURN UP, verb. phr. (old).

— 1. To desist ; abandon an ob-

ject, pursuit, or quest; change
one's habits orcourse of life. Thus
to turn up ( = to forsake) a mis-
tress, to BURY A MOLL {q.V.)

;

TO TURN UP (=CUt) AN AC-
QUAINTANCE; TO TURN UP (=
cease dealing with) a trades-
man ; TO TURN UP (=quit) A
CROWD ; TO TURN UP A FLAT
sweet= to leave a pigeon {q.v.)

in good humour after fleecing

him, and so forth (Grose).

2. (Marlborough School).—To
chastise : with cane, stick, or
fives-bat.

A good (ill, shrewd, etc.)

turn, subs. phr. (old).—A kind
(spiteful or clever, etc.) act or
deed : also proverbially, ' One
good turn deserves another*
(also ill turn, etc.).

i4[?]. Babees Book [E.E.T.S.], 106.
In requyting a good tourne, shew not
thyself negligent nor contrarye.

1509. Barclay, Ship of Fooles
[Jamieson, ii. 38]. One yll turne
requyreth another.

1603. Shakspeare, Measure for
Meas., iv. 2. 62. For your kindness I owe
you a good turn [see same quot. suds.
sense 2].

1635. Heywood, Hier. of Angels,
535. It is commendable in men to forget
bad turnes done, but to bee mindefull
of courtesies receiued.

c. 1620. Fletcher, Little French
Lawyer, iii. 2. One good turn requires
another.

Turn occurs in a multitude of
phrases, all more or less collo-

quial. Thus to turn ( = to

perfect or polish) a phrase,
SENTENCE, etc. ; TO TURN OVER
( = mentally consider) A matter :

also TO TURN ABOUT ; TO TURN
the corner= to begin to mend
in health, pocket, prospects, etc.

;

TO TURN UPSIDE DOWN (INSIDE
OUT, Or THE HOUSE OUT OF
windows, etc.) = to cause a
commotion or disturbance, to

search thoroughly ; to turn
OVER A NEW leaf= to reform,
to make a fresh start ; TO turn
(= distract) one's attention;
to turn one's HEAD= to un-
balance the judgment, make
crazy, flighty, or arrogant; to
TURN (or BE TURNED OF) FIF-
TEEN (or any age)= to pass (or

have advanced beyond) one's
fifteenth birthday, to be older
than ; TO TURN AGAINST = to
become unfriendly, hostile to ; TO
turn one's flank= to circum-
vent, outwit ; to turn away (or

off)= to dismiss, sack {q.v.) ; to
turn (or send) down (Uni-
versity)= (1) to rusticate, and (2)
to snub, suppress (American) ; to
turn off ( = execute, accomplish,
produce) a contract, design,
or book : see subs. 2, and turn
OUT, infra ; TO TURN OFF ( =
marry) A couple ; to turn off
( = foil, counteract, or ignore) a
JOKE, SLIGHT, etc. ; TO TURN
one's coat {see Turncoat) ; to
turn one's hand TO= to apply
(or adapt) oneself ; to TURN OUT
(= train) a scholar, soldier,
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etc.; to turn out ( = produce)

so much in a week, month, etc.
;

TO TURN OUT (=show) ONE'S
HAND : spec, at cards ; TO TURN
OUT (or BE TURNED OUT) = to

dress (or be clothed by one's

tailor) with care : whence well
TURNED OUT = WELL-GROOMED
(q.v.) : see TURN-OUT ; TO TURN
over ( = transfer) a business;
TO TURN OVER ( = sell) GOODS

;

to be turned over (thieves') =
(1) to be stopped by the police

and searched, (2) to be remanded,

and (3) to be acquitted for lack

of evidence ; to turn one's
back on (see Back) ; to turn-

cat in the pan (see Cat) ; to
turn the cold shoulder (see

Cold Shoulder); to turn
the paunch = to vomit ; TO
TURN THE STOMACH = to cause

nausea : see subs. 7 ; to TURN
the tables (see Table) ; TO
TURN AN HONEST PENNY (see

Penny); to turn rusty (see

Rusty) ; to turn to the
right-about= to dismiss sum-
marily : see Right ; to turn
turtle (nautical) = to capsize :

of a boat or vessel ; to turn up
one's nose= to make a gesture

of contempt, to show disgust

;

TO TURN UP ONE'S EYES=
to make a gesture of (i) surprise,

and (2) of mock sanctity ; to
turn upon = (i) to retort, and

(2) to show anger, resentment,

or fight, to pay back as good as

sent; to turn Up one's toes
= to die : see Toe ; to turn in
= to go to bed ; TO TURN OUT=
(1) to rise, to get out of bed, (2)

to come abroad, (3) to come out

on strike (workmen's), and (4) to

result, end, prove ; to turn to
= to set to work; to TURN
Turk (see Turk) ; to turn up
= (i) to happen, to occur, (2) to

arrest (thieves'), (3) to acquit

(thieves') ; to be turned over :

see TO TURN UP, supra ; NOT TO
TURN A HAlR= to take things

quietly ; TO TURN A CARTWHEEL :

see Cartwheel ; to take a
TURN = to join in : see subs. 8 ; TO
TURN IT (or THE GAME) UP= to

desist, quit, abscond, change one's

tactics ; to turn up a trump=
to meet with good fortune, to im-

prove one's chances (Grose) ; to
A TURN= to a nicety : as a roasted

joint cooked to a ' TURN ' of the

spit ; turned-round= at a loss,

puzzled : spec, of that momentary
mental ignorance of one's exact

whereabouts which sometimes
occurs in a place that is normally
perfectly well known ; turn
and turn about= in regular

succession, alternate duty, one
resting while the other works.

1380. Wyclif, Bible, Luke xv. 8.

Turn the house upsodown [Auth. Ver.,

Sweep the house and seek diligently].

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives, i.

3. 4. I must turn away some of my
followers. Ibid. (1598), 1 Henry IV., 1.

11. This house is turned upside down
since Robin Ostler died.

1605. Heywood, If You Know not
Me [Works (1874), 1. 257]. Bones a me,
He turn another leafe.

1620. Fletcher, Philaster, ii. 1.

Let me be corrected . . . Rather than
TURN ME OFF.

1628. Earle, Micro-cosm., 'A Shee
Precise Hypocrite.' Her devotion at the
Church is much in the turning up of her
eye.

1640. Howell, Letters, i. 5. 13.

Turn him over to me again when I come
back.

1689. Selden, Table Talk, 63. The
Master of the House may turn away all

his servants, and take whom he please.

1695. Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

'Tis well the debt in payment does demand,
You turn me over to another hand.
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1695. Congreve, Lovefor Love, iii.

15. I mean to toss a can, and remember
my sweetheart before I turn in.

1703. Steele, Tender Husband, ii.

1. A good servant shou'd turn his hand
to everything in a family. Ibid. (1710),
Tatler, 127. For the benefit of such
whose heads are a little turned [with] . . .

this dangerous distemper [pride]. Ibid.,

Spectator, 264. Irus, though he is now
turned of fifty, has not appeared in the
world in his real character since five-and-
twenty.

d. 1719. Addison [Century]. He
turned off his former wife to make room
for this marriage.

1729. Swift, Direct, to Servants,
'Gen. Direct.' The master storms, the lady
scolds ; stripping, cudgelling, and turning
off is the word.

X 743
-
S' Pococke, Descr. East, 11.

ii. 227. When they are turned of
thirty they begin to look thin.

1749. Smollett, Gil Bias (1812), in.

ii. I was deeply affected . . . resolving
to turn over A new leaf, and live

honestly.

1759. Goldsmith^ Bee, 2. The
spirit of public fanaticism turned their

heads.

1777. Sheridan, School/or Scandal,
iii. 3. How your expectations will turn
out is more . . . than you can tell.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 54. We can turn him round
our finger. Ibid., 91. I have already
introduced to her three well-furnished
gallants, but she turned up her nose at

them. Ibid., 255. Pounding Lama's fair

face to a jelly, and turning her whole
HOUSE OUT AT WINDOW.

1813. Sydney Smith, ToJohn Allen,

24 Jan. Those accidental visitations of
fortune are like prizes in the lottery, which
must not be put into the year's income till

they turn up.

1835. Dana, Before Mast, 8. I

found that no time was allowed for day-
dreaming, but that we must turn to at

the first light. Ibid., 57. No man can be
a sailor . . . unless he has lived in the
fo'castle with them, turned in and out
with them, and eaten from the common
kid.

1837-8. Thackeray, Yellowplush
Papers, ix. I saw them turned off at

igsackly a quarter past twelve.

1843. Dickens, David Copperfield,
xi. I shall, please Heaven, begin to be
beforehand with the world . . . if—in
short, if anything turns up.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

353. I never had a wife, but I have had
two or three broomstick marriages, though
they never turned out happy.

1851. Hawthorne, Seven Gables,
vii. She watched the fish . . . as if . . .

her immortal happiness were involved in

its being done precisely to a turn.

^1855. Gaskell, North and South,
xviii. ' What do you say to a strike, by
way of something to talk about ? ' ' Have
the hands actually turned out ?

'

1855. Holland, Sydney Smith, viii.

The struggle for his society . . . would
have been quite enough to turn any head
less strong than his.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, ii. 6. Tom felt at once that his
FLANK WAS TURNED.

i860. Holmes, Professor, viii. Here
is a boy that loves to run, swim, kick foot-

ball, TURN SOMERSETS.

1864. Tennyson, Enoch Arden. To
all things could he turn his hand. . . .

' This ismy house, and this my little wife.'
' Mine too,' said Philip, ' turn and turn
about.'

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 406. Tina
is

%

a little turned of fifteen ; she is

going to be very beautiful.

1 87 1. Horsley, Jottings front Jail.
' What catch would it be if you was to

turn me over ?
' So I took him into a

pub which had a back way out, and called
for a pint of stout, and told the reeler to

wait a minute.

1872. Warner, Backlog Studies,
125. Then from every house and hamlet
the men turned out.

1874. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., i. 54.
If a black swan turns up. . . .

1881. G. S. Hall, German Culture,
306. The German official ... is always
appalled at the quantity of work his com-
peer here can turn off in a given time.

1885. Field, 4 Ap. Information that
turns out to be hardly correct.

1885. Sims, Rogues and Vagabonds.
Marston had long ago announced his

intention to turn the game up.
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1887. D. Tel., 28 Feb. We had not
steamed two miles from that berg when it

split in three portions with thunderous
sounds, and every portion turned
TURTLE.

1887. Si. James's Gazette, 19 Dec.
The doctors hope I have now turned the
corner, which has been a sharp one.

1887. Field, 19 Feb. [The manu-
facturers] turn out somewhere about
5000 tons weekly.

1887. Scribner's Mag., Aug., 492.
We were thinking of turning in for the
night.

1888. Besant, Fifty Years Ago.
105. The schools turned out splendid
scholars.

1903. Sporting Times, 7 Sep., 1. 3.

He had given instructions, when they
came to a certain point, to let go the

anchor. In the meantime he had • turned
in.'

Turnabout, subs. (old).— i. An
innovator.

1692. Hacket, Williams, 11. 36.

Our modern turnabouts cannot evince us
but that we feel we are best affected, when
the great mysteries of Christ are celebrated

upon anniversary festivals.

2. (provincial).—A disease in

cattle; the staggers (q.v.).

d. 1618. Sylvester, The Furies, 610.

The turnabout and murrain trouble

cattel.

3. (common).—A merry-go-

round ; a run-around.

1889. Harper's Mag. lxxix. 560.

The high swings and the turnabouts,
the tests of the strength of limb and lung.

Turn-back,
A coward.

subs. phr. (old).-

Turncoat, subs, (old).—A rene-

gade, an apostate, ' he that quits

one and embraces another party

'

(B. E. ),
' one who has changed his

party from interested motives'

(Grose). Hence to turn coat
(or a coat) = to change, to

pervert.

1576. Tomson, Calvin's Serm. Tim.

,

107. 2. We shall see these backesliders

whiche knowe the Gospell, reuolt and
TURNE THEIR COATES.

1600. Shakspeare, Much Ado, i. 1.

125. Beat. Courtesy itself must convert
to disdain if you come in her presence.

Ben. Then is courtesy a turncoat.

d. 1674. Milton, Ans. to Salmasius,
Pref., 13. Crafty Turn-Coat ! Are you
not ashamed to shift hands thus in things
that are sacred ?

1849. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., viii.

The Chief Justice himself stood aghast at

the effrontery of this venal turncoat.

1871. Grenville Murray, Metnber
for Paris, xx. They blackguarded him
. . . said he only wanted to get into the
House to finger the salary and then turn
his COAT.

1888. Westminster Rev., cxxviii.

526. Mr. Bright should be the last man
to charge a political opponent with
TURNING HIS COAT.

Turning-tree. See Turn, subs.

2.

Turnip, subs. (old).—A watch:
spec, an old-fashioned silver watch
which in size approached a
turnip : also FRYING-PAN (see

Warming-pan).

Phrases.—To give turnips
= to get rid of a person by hook
or by crook ; to get turnips
= to be taken in, jilted : a play

on turn-up; one's head to
a turnip = a fanciful bet : cf.

Lombard Street to a China
orange, etc. Also see Cry.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v. ii.

You would have laid your head to a
turnip that they had been mere men.

TURNIP-PATED, adj. phr. (old).

—

White or fair-haired (B. E. and
Grose).

Turn-out, subs. phr. (colloquial).

— 1. A parade. Also (2) an
assembly : spec, a number of

people gathered together in the

open air.
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1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair,
xxx. The bugles were sounding the

TURN-OUT.

3. (workmen's). — A strike.

Also (4) a striker (singly and
collectively).

1855. Gaskell, North and South,
xviii. All his business plans had re-

ceived a check, a sudden pull-up, from
this approaching turn-out. Ibid., xx.
Those were no true friends who helped the
turn-outs.

5. (American).—A shunting-

line, a side-track, a railway

siding.

6. (common) . — Production,
output.

7. (colloquial).—A carriage,

coach, or any vehicle with horses,

harness, and other appointments
;

also (latterly) applied to motor-
cars.

1835. Hook, Gilbert Gurney. I

rather prided myself on my turn-out.

1884. Dowell, Taxes in England,
hi. 50. The best turn-out of the
Coaching or Four-in-hand clubs.

1903. Bazaar and Mart. [Sub-title

s.v. Driving} Turn-outs.

8. (colloquial).—Dress, get-
up (q.v.) : cf. TC turn out.

1883. Greenwood, Tag, Rag, &*
Co. ' What would [it] cost a girl on an
average who hired a full turn-out on
Monday and Saturday evenings ?

'
' If a

regular customer . . . two shillings,

ostrich and all.'

9. (theatrical).—An interval.

1851. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. The
'Delphi was better than it is. I've taken
3s. at the first turn-out !

Turnpike-man, subs.phr. (old).

—

1 A parson : because the clergy

collect their tolls at our entrance

into and exit from the world

'

(Grose).

Turnpike-sailor, subs. phr.
(tramps').—A beggar posing as a
distressed sailor.

1851. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1. 415.
I became a turnpike sailor, as it is

called, and went out as one of the Shallow
Brigade.

Turn -tail, subs. phr. (common).
—A coward, renegade, pervert.

To TURN tail= (i) to change
sides, (2) to turn one's back upon,
and (3) to run away, to shirk.

d. 1586. Sir P. Sidney (Latham).
Would she turn tail . . . and fly quite
out another way.

161 2. Pasquits Night Cap. How
brittle, fickle, wavering, false, and fraile,

Like to a wethercocke, still turning
TAILE.

c. 1612. Corbet, Iter Boreale. His
mare ... for conscience sake, unspurr'd,
unbeaten, Brought us six miles, and
turn'd tayle at Nuneaton.

1621. Sylvester, Du Bartas. 'The
Furies.' Our Sire . . . Turn'd tail to
God, and to the Fiend his face.

1632. Jonson, Magnetic Lady, v. 4.

Would thou had'st a dose of pills ... to
make thee turn tail t'other way.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. iii. Yet
shame and honour might prevail To keep
thee thus from turning tail.

1874. Siliad, 15. A general Hubbub
all the force misled, And one, a Highland
Chief, turned tail and fled.

Turn -tippet, subs. phr. (old).—

A

time-server; TURNCOAT {q.v.).

Hence to turn tippet = to

change right about.

d. 1556. Cranmer, Works, II. 15
[Parker Soc.]. The priests for the most
part were double-faced, turn-tippets,
and flatterers.

1562. Heywood, Epigrams [Oli-
phant, New English, i. 561. Amongst
the romance words are] turn his tippet.

d. 1575. Pilkington, Sermons, 211.
All turn-tippets, that turn with the
world and keep their livings still, should
have no office in Christ's Church.
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1587. Greene, Morando. No doubt
he would not onely turne his tippet,
recant his hereticall opinion, and perswade
others to honor beautie.

c. 1600. Merry Devil of Edmonton,
[Temple], iii. 2. 137. Well, to be brief,

the nun will soon at night turn tippet
;

if I can but devise to quit her cleanly of

the nunnery, she is my own.

1609. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii.

A saint, Another Bridget, one that for a
face Would put down Vesta ; . . . You to
TURN TIPPET !

1609. Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas,
ii. 2. Ye stand now As if y' had worried
sheep. You must turn tippet, And
suddenly, and truly, and discreetly, Put
on the shape of order and humanity.

Turn-up, subs.phr. (old).— 1. 'A
fight produced from a hasty

quarrel, a casual boxing-match'
(Grose) ; a shindy ; a scrimmage.

1834. Wilson, Nodes Ambros.
Dec. I have seen many a turn-up and
some pitched battles among the yokels.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Leg. I'd

describe now to you as 'prime a set-to,'

and 'regular turn-up,' as ever you knew
;

not inferior in ' bottom ' to aught you have
read of.

2. (common).—An unexpected
event or result ; a chance en-

counter, spec, a sudden piece of

luck : see Turn, phrases.

1878. Century, xxvii. 926. The
type of men [Carlyle and Emerson] are
comparatively a new turn-up in literature.

1885. D. Chron., 19 Oct. This
doubtless caused the fielders to take a
firm stand on the chance of a turn-up.

Turpentine State, subs. phr.
(American). — North Carolina :

its people are Tarheels (q.v.).

Turpin, subs. (old). —A kettle.

[Halliwell :
' A cant term.']

Turtle. See Turn.

Turtle Dove, subs. phr. (rhym-

ing).—In//. =a pair of gloves:

also TURTLES.

1893. Emerson, Signor Lippo, xiv.

A long-sleeve cadi on his napper, and a
pair of turtles on his martins finished

him.

TURVY-TOPSY. 6#?TOPSY-TURVY.

Tush (or Twish). intj. (old

colloquial).—An expression of

impatience, contempt, or rebuke

:

also as verb, and TUSHING, subs. :

cf. TUT.

c. 1400. York Mysteries, 324. [Oli-
phant, New Eng., i. 195. There is the
interjection tussch ! which took a hun-
dred years to reach London.]

d. 1529. Skelton, Works, s.v.

1586. Stanihurst, Zte.sp-. Ireland, i.

There is a cholerike or disdainfull interiec-

tion vsed in the Irish language called

Bosgh, which is as much in English as
twish.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
s.v. Zoccoli, zoccoli, tushtush, awaie, in

faith sir, no, yea, in my other hose.

161 1. Bible, Auth. Version, Psalm
lxxiii. 11. Tush, say they, how should
God perceive it.

1612. Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

Tush, man ; in this topsy-turvy world
friendship and bosom-kindness are but
made covers for mischief.

1819. Scott, Ivanhoe, ii. 387.
Cedric tushed and pshawed more than
once at the message, but he refused not
obedience.

Tusheroon, subs, (common).—

A

crown piece
;

5s. : see Caroon.

Tussey, subs, (provincial).—A low
drunken fellow : cf. Tosticated.

Tussicated, adj. (provincial).

—

Driven about, tormented (Halli-
well).

Tussle, subs, (colloquial). — A
struggle ; a contest ; a tousle
{q.v.). Also as verb= to scuffle,

to struggle.

[?]. [Percy, Reliques], 'St. George
for England.' Did tustle with red-eyed
pole-cat.
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1709. Centmvre, Busybody, 44.

Muzzle and tuzzle and hug thee.

1818. Scott, Midlothian, li. It is

some comfort when one has had a sair

tussel . . . that it is in a fair leddy's

service.

Tussocker, subs. (New Zealand).

—A SUNDOWNER {q.V.).

1889. Pyke, Wild Will Enderby.
Now, a' sun-downer,' or 'tussocker' . . .

is a pastoral loafer ; one who loiters about
till dusk, and then makes for the nearest

station or hut, to beg for shelter and food.

Tut, intj. (colloquial).

—

Tush
{q.V.), PISH {q.V.). Also TUTS !

and as verb. To make TUTS
FOR= to make light of.

c. 1500. Dunbar, Works (Paterson),
97. [Oliphant, New Eng., i. 363. The
new interjection tut is seen.]

d. 1555. Bradford, Repentance. O
hard hearts that we have, which make
tuts for skin.

1597. Shakspeare, Richard II., ii.

3. 87. Tut, tut ! Grace me no grace, nor
uncle me no uncle.

1605. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 3. Tut,
I am confident in thee, thou shalt see't.

1849. Lytton, Caxtons, vni. iii.

In another moment the member of
Parliament had forgotten the statist, and
was pishing and tutting over the Globe
or the Sun.

A TUT FOR A TUSH, phr. (old).

—A TIT FOR TAT {q.V.) : see

TUSH.

Tutivillus, subs. (old).—An old

name for a celebrated demon,
who is said to have collected all

the fragments of words which the

priests had skipped over or

mutilated in the performance of

the service, and carried them to

hell.

Tutting, subs, (provincial).
—'A

tea-drinking for women, suc-

ceeded by stronger potations in

company of the other sex, and

ending in ribaldry and de-
bauchery. So called only, I

believe, in Lincoln ; in other
places in the county it is known
as a bun-feast. Now obsolete, or

nearly so ' (Halliwell).

Tuttle (or Tuttle Nask), subs.

(old). — 'The Bridewell in

Tuttle-Fields ' (B. E.): closed in

1878.

Tut-work, subs. phr. (workmen's).
—Piece-work.

Tuz \,phr. (Felsted School).—The
same as Fainits {q.v.\ Bags I

{q.v.).

Tuzzymuzzy, subs, (venery).

—

The female pudendum : see

Monosyllable (Bailey).

TWACHIL (or TWACHYLLE), subs.

(old).—The female pudendum :

see Monosyllable, and cf.

Twat.

Twaddle (Twattle, etc.), subs.

(old colloquial). — 1. Gabble,
STUFF AND NONSENSE {q.V.);

(2) a prosy chatterbox, babbler,

driveller : also twaddler
(twattler, twattle-basket,
or twattle-brains). As verb
= to clack, prate, rattle on

;

TWADDLING (or TWADDLEY)=
(1) silly, loquacious, inane; (2)
trifling, paltry, petty. Also re-

duplicated in TWITTLE-TWATTLE.

1 5[?]. King and Miller ofMansfield
[Child, Ballads, vni. 43]. You feed us
with twatling dishes soe small.

1577. Stanihurst, Descr. Ireland,
vi. Let vs in Gods name leaue lieng for
varlets, berding for ruffians, facing for
crakers, chatting for twattlers. Ibid.

(1582), /Eneid, iv. [Arber], ioi. As
readye forgde fittons as true tales vaynelye
toe TWATTLE.
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1634. Whatei.ey, Redemp. of Time,
15. The apostle Paul finds fault with a
certain sort of women who were prattlers,

which would go from house to house,
twattling, and babbling out frothy

speech that was good for nothing.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, m.
xviii. They show him the short and
twattle verses that were written.

c. 1660. Lestrange, Works [Century].
It is not for every twattling gossip to

undertake.

d. 1691. Baxter, Self Denial, xxvii.

Idle persons that will spend whole hours
together in twattling.

1719. Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, 14
Dec. Such a twattling with you and
your bottling.

1785. Grose, Vulgar Tongue, Pref.,

vii. The favourite expressions of the day
. . . vanish without leaving a trace behind.
Such were the late fashionable words, a
bore and a twaddle, among the great
vulgar. Ibid., s.v. Bore . . . much in

fashion about the years 1780 and 1781.

1825. Scott, St. Ronan's Well, ii.

188. The devil take the twaddle ! . . .

I must tip him the cold shoulder, or he
will be pestering me eternally.

1830. Greville, Memoirs, 4 Ap.
The cardinals appeared a wretched set of
old TWADDLERS.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick Papers, li.

You will perhaps be somewhat repaid by a
laugh at the style of this ungrammatical
TWADDLER.

1849. Kingsley, Alton Locke, viii.

Between conceit and disgust, fancying
myself one day a great new poet, and the

next a mere twaddler, I got . . .

puzzled and anxious.

1853. Thackeray, Eng. Humour-
ists, v. The puny cockney bookseller,

pouring endless volumes of sentimental

twaddle. Ibid. (1857-9), Virginians,
xviii. The soft youth in the good Bishop
of Cambray's twaddling story.

1856. Reade, Never too Late, etc.

xxiii. An occasion for twaddling had
come, and this good soul seized it, and
twaddled into a man's ear who was
fainting on the rack.

1864. Lowell, Fireside Travels,

155. To be sure Cicero used to twaddle
about Greek literature and^ philosophy,

much as people do about ancient art now-
a-days.

d.1875. Helps, Works [Century].
Their lucubrations seem to me to be
TWADDLY.

3. (old). — Perplexity, con-

fusion ;
' or anything else : a

fashionable term that for a while

succeeded that of bore ' (Grose).

4. (old).—A diminutive person.

Twang, subs, (old : now recog-

nised).
—'A smack or ill Taste'

(B. E. ) ; hence (modern) = a
decided flavour.

1707. Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem,
iii. 2. Doctor, you talk very good English,
but you have a mighty twang of the
foreigner.

1769-78. Tucker, Light of Nature,
II. 11. xxiii. Though the liquor was not
at all impaired thereby in substance or
virtue, it might get some twang of the

1831. Disraeli, Young Duke, iv. 6.

Hot, bilious, with a confounded twang in

his mouth.

1817. Scott, Rob Roy, xviii. They
already began to have a twang of com-
merce in them.

TO GO OFF TWANGING, verb,

phr. (old).—To go well, swim-
mingly : cf. (Ray) as good as
ever twanged= as good as may
be.

1629. Massinger, Roman Actor, ii.

2. Had he died ... It had gone off
twanging.

TWANGDILLO (or TRANGDI LLO).

See Twangle.

Twangey (or Stan gey), subs.

(old).—A tailor : north country

(Grose).

Twangle, subs, (colloquial). —
That is 'twang': also twank,
TWANGDILLO, TWANGLING, and
as verb.
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1593. Shakspeare, Taming of the
Shrew, ii. 1. Rascal fidler, twangling
Jack. Ibid. (1609), Tempest, iii. 2. Some-
times a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes
voices.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 62. Even
d'Urfey himself and such merry fellows,

That put their whole trust in tunes and
trangdilloes, May hang up their harps
and themselves on the willows.

d. 1719. Addison, Works [Ency.
Diet.]. A freeman of London has the
privilege of disturbing a whole street with
twanking of a brass kettle.

1762. Collins, Misc., viii. Pleas'd
with the twangdillows of poor Crowdero
in a country fair.

1812. Colman, Poet. Vag. iii. Loud,
on the heath, a twangle rush'd, That
rung out Supper, grand and big, From the
crack'd bell of Blarneygig.

1840. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel
Story, ii. The young Andrea bears up
gaily, however ; twangles his guitar.

Twank, verb. (Durham School).—
To cane [Halliwell :

' to give
a smart slap with the flat of the
hand, a stick, etc., East 1

].

Twanking, adj. (common).—Big,
unwieldy: a generic intensive.

Twat, subs, (old).—The female
pudendum : see Monosyllable.
[Halliwell, s.v. Twateth :

'A buck or doe TWATETH, i.e.

makes a noise at rutting time.]
Whence (venery) TO GO twat-
raking= to copulate : see Ride

;

twat-rug = the female pubic
hair : see Fleece.

d. 1650. Fletcher, Poems, 104. Give
not male names then to such things as thine,
But think thou hast two twats o wife of
mine.

tinctive part of a nun's attire that might
fitly pair off with the cowl appropriated to
a monk,' so used by him in his ' Pippa

1727. Bailey, Diet.
Pudendum muliebre.

s.v. Twat.

1890. Century Diet., s.v. Twat
[Found by Browning in the old royalist
rimes 'Vanity of Vanities,' and on the
supposition that the word denoted ' a dis.

TWATTERLIGHT. See TwiTTER-
LIGHT.

Twattle. See Twaddle.

Tweague (or Tweak), subs. (old).

— Passion, peevishness : also

TWEAGUY, adj. ; IN A TWEAK
= ' in a heavy taking, much vext,

or very angry ' (B. E. and Grose).

1713. Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull,
ii. This put the old fellow in a rare
TWEAGUE.

Tweak, subs, (old colloquial).— I.

A jerk, twinge, pinch : as verb

= to twitch, pull, or snatch

:

usually in phrase to tweak
one's nose (Grose). Tweaker
(Felsted School : obsolete) = a

catapult.

1420. Palladius, Husbondrie
[E.E.T.S.], 150. Voide leves puld to

be . . . With fyngers lightly twyk hem
from the tree.

1632. Jonson, Magnetic Lady, iii.

4. Now tweak him by the nose—hard,
harder yet.

1632. Brome, Northern Lass, ii. 5.

Tweaks by the Nose, Cuffs o' the Ear,
and Trenchers at my Head in abundance.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. ii.

Quoth he, Tweaking his nose, ' you are,

great sir, A self-denying conqueror.'

1724. Swift, Riddle, 25. In passion
so weak, but gives it a tweak.

1887. Wingfield, Lovely Wang, ii.

Her old toes tweaked with corns.

2. (old).—A dilemma (Phil-
lips, 1706): also as verb= to

perplex (Bailey, 1731).

3. (venery).

—

(a) A wanton, a

whore : see Tart ; and (b) a
wencher : see Muttonmonger.
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[?]. Honest Ghost, ' Farew. to Poetry,'

no. Where now I'm more perplext than
can be told, If my tweake squeeze from
me a peece of gold ; For to my lure she is

so kindely brought, I look'd that she for

nought should play the nought.

1617. Middleton and Rowley,
Fair Quarrel, iv. 4. Your tweaks are

like your mermaids, they have sweet voices

to entice the passengers.

c. 1650. Brathwayte, Bamaby's JI.

(1723), 101. From the Bushes . . . Rush'd
aTweak in Gesture flanting, With a leering

Eye and wanton.

See Tweague.

Tweedle, subs, (thieves'). — A
Brummagem ring of good appear-

ance used for fraudulent purposes.

See Twiddle.

Tweedledum and Tweedledee
(The difference between),
subs. phr. (common).—No differ-

ence at all, save in sound ; a dis-

tinction without a difference.

\_Ency. Diet. : The expression

arose in the eighteenth century,

when there was a dispute between

the admirers of Bononcini and

those of Handel, as to the respec-

tive merits of those musicians.

Among the first were the Duke
of Marlborough and most of the

nobility; among the latter the

Prince of Wales, Pope, and
Arbuthnot.]

c. 1730. Byrom, Feuds between

Handel, etc. Some say, compared to

Bononcini, That Mynheer Handel's but a

ninny. Others aver that he to Handel Is

scarcely fit to hold a candle.^ Strange all

this difference should be 'Twixt tweedle-
dum and tweedledee.

Tweenie, subs, (colloquial).—

A

' between-maid.'

1888. Notes and Queries, 7 S. vi.

458. In want of a girl to ease both the

cook and the housemaid ... a neighbour

. , . replied, . . . ' You want a tweenie.'

Twelve. After twelve, subs,

phr. (Eton).—From noon till

2 p.m.

1861. Whyte Melville, Good for
Nothing, 39. I used to visit him regu-

larly in the dear old college from the

after twelve.

1864. Eton School-days, vi.^ I tell

you plainly if you are not in Sixpenny
after twelve, I will do my best to give

you a hiding wherever I meet you.

1883. Brinsley - Richards, Seven
Years at Eton. One day after twelve
the three of us passed over Windsor Bridge
in the same condition as the ' bold adven-
turers ' alluded to in Gray's Ode.

Twelve Apostles, subs. phr.

(Cambridge University).— 1. The
last twelve in the Mathematical
Tripos (Grose).

2. (Stonyhurst). — The first

twelve Stonyhurst students.

Twelve Godfathers, subs. phr.

(common).—A jury. [Hotten :

they name the nature of a crime
;

murder or manslaughter, felony

or misdemeanour.] 'You'll be
christened by TWELVE GOD-
FATHERS some day ' (a taunt).

Twelvepenny, adj. (old). —
Trifling, of small value : fre-

quently contemptuous.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,
v. 3. Thou esquire of dames, madams,
and twelvepenny ladies.

1644. Heylin, Hist, of the Presby-
terians, 371. That men be not excom-
municated for trifles, and twelve-penny
MATTERS.

d. 1701. Dryden, Works [Ency.
Diet.]. I would wish no other revenge
from this rhyming judge of the twelve-
penny gallery.

Twelver, subs. (old).—A shilling;

is. (B.E. and Grose) : cf. Thir-
TEENER.
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1858. Mayhew, Paved with Gold,

III. K. One of the men . . . had only taken

three twelvers.

Twenty, subs, and adj. (old).— I.

An indefinite number : also

TWENTY AND TWENTY.

1593. Shakspeare, Venus and
Adonis, 575. Under twenty locks kept
fast.

1623. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., 350.

As for Maximillian, upon twenty respects

he could not have been the man.

1704. Brown, Works, i. 153. The
tallowchandlers such dutiful and loyal

subjects that they don't care if there were
twenty and twenty birthdays in a year,

to help off with their commodity.

1748. Richardson, Harlowe, ii. 145.

I have hinted it to you twenty and
twenty times by word of mouth. Ibid.

(1753). I could satisfy myselfabout twenty
and twenty things that now and then I

want to know.

2. (Rugby).—The Sixth Form.

Twenty-two and Twenty-two,
subs. phr. (Winchester).—Foot-
ball : twenty-two a side.

Twibill, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

street ruffian; a roaring-boy
{q.v.): seventeenth century.

Twice. At twice, adv. phr. (old

and still colloquial).—On a second
trial ; in two distinct attempts

:

cf. 'You've guessed it in once.'

1611. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 220. I

could hardly compasse one ... at twice
with both my armes.

1628. Middleton, Widow, iv. 2.

I'll undertake your man shall cure you,
sir, At twice i' your own chamber.

[?]. Ballad ofGoulden Vanitee[Mrs.
Gordon (quoted by), Christopher North,
433]. He took out an Instrument, bored
thirty holes at twice, As they sailed to

the Lowlands low.

i860. Eliot, Mill on Floss, iii. 3.
' Did Mr. Tulliver

_
let you have all the

money at once?' said Mrs. Tulliver. . . .

' No ; at twice,' said Mrs. Moss.

1869. Trollope, Phineas Redux,
xxv. His Grace should have ... a glass
and a half of champagne. His Grace
won't drink his wine out of a tumbler, so
perhaps your ladyship won't mind giving
it him at twice.

Twice-laid, subs. phr. (common).
—A hash-up of fish and potatoes

:

cf. RESURRECTION-PIE.

Twicer, subs, (printers'). — A
printer who works at press as
well as at case.

Twiddle (or Tweedle), verb.

(colloquial).— I. To finger idly

and lightly : usually in phrase, ' to

twiddle one's fingers'; to

FIDDLE {q.v.), wriggle, or twist

about ; to be busy about trifles
;

to wheedle, to coax : e.g. ' She
can twiddle him round her
little finger ' : cf. Twirl.

1540. [Collier, Dramatic Poetry,
ii.]. [Oliphant, New Eng-., i. 482.
There is the verb twydle, which seems to
be connected with twirl.]

1568. Wit and Science. What un-
thryftnes therein is twydlyngs?

1676. Wiseman, Surgery [Century].
I pressed close upon it, and twidled it

in, first one side and then the other.

1715. Addison, Freeholder, 3. A
fiddler brought in with him a body of lusty
young fellows, whom he had tweedled
into the service.

d. 1800. Cowper, Pairing Time.
Dick heard, and tweedling, ogling,
bridling . . .

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair,
xiv. 'Lookout,' . . .said the mustachio
twiddler. Ibid. (1848), Snobs, xxiv.
All the bugles in her awful head-dress
began to twiddle and quiver. Ibid.
(1862), Philip, xiv. Twiddling a little

locket which he wore at his watch chain.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

481. Marm, I seed him a twiddling with
your gown.

1880. P. Robinson, Under the Sun,
72. Straw-coloured crickets that sit and
twiddle their long antennae.
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1886. D. Teleg., 13 Jan. Twiddling
their thumbs in front of comfortable fires.

1889. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman,
ix. Then he sat silent for a moment,
staring into the fire, and twiddling his

thumbs.

2. (venery).—To wanton ; to

TOUCH (q.V.); TO SLEUTHER
{q.v.). Twiddle-diddles= the

testes (Grose).

Twiddlepoop, subs. (old).—An ef-

feminate-looking fellow (Grose).

Twig, subs. (old). — I. Style,

fashion, method. Hence as adj.

= stylish, handsome ; IN GOOD
(or prime) twig= clever, well-

dressed, in good spirits (Grose).

To PUT OUT OF TWIG= to alter,

disguise, so to change as to make
unrecognisable (Vaux).

1 8 19. Moore, Tom Cub. Never
since the renown'd days of Brougham and
Figg Was the fanciful world in such very
prime twig.

1820. Egan, Randalts Diary. In
search of lark, or some delicious gig, The
mind delights on, when 'tis in prime
twig.

2. (Marlborough : obsolete).

—

The Headmaster [in whose
authority rested the use of the
birch].

Verb, (old).— 1. To watch,
observe, mark (Grose). Also
(2) to understand, see {q.v.),

tumble to {q.v.). Whence (in

humorous imitation of Fr. com-
prenez-vous) TWIGGEZ-VOUS. See
Twug.

1763. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, ii.

2. Now twig him ; now mind him ; mark
how he hawls his muscles about.

1796. Holman, Abroad and at
Home, iii. 2. He twigs me. He knows
Dicky here.

1835. T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, in,

ii. Don't you twig ?

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xx.
' They're a-TWiGGiN' you, sir,' whispered
Mr. Weller. . . . All the four clerks were
minutely inspecting the. general appear-
ance of the supposed trifler with female
hearts.

1840. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
1 Jackdaw of Rheims.' They can't find

the ring ! And the Abbot declared that,
' when nobody twigg'd it, Some rascal or

other had popp'd in, and prigg'd it
!

'

1845. Disraeli, Sybil, v. 10. ' I

twig,' said Mick.

1853. Reade, Gold, i. 1. If he is an
old hand he will twig.

1858. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours,
i_ S. 306. I twigged at once that he
didn't himself know what it meant.

1872. Figaro, 22 June. A nattier
rig you'll hardly twig.

1877. Five Years' Penal Servitude,
iii. 245. Some feller in the shop twigged
my old girl as one he'd a-seen before.

1890. W. James, Principles of Psy-
chology, 1. 253. That first instantaneous
glimpse of some one's meaning which we
have when in vulgar phrase we say, we
twig it.

1896. Farjeon, Betray. John Ford-
ham, in. 284. The job I 'ad to orfer yer
wos to pick feathers. A fat pigeon with
feathers of gold. Do yer twig ?

1898. Marshall, Pomes, 74. So
her clobber, you'll twig, was a second-
hand rig.

1900. Kipling, Stalky <&•= Co., 40.
' Now jump up, Pussy ! Say, " I think I'd
better come to life

!

" Then we all take
hands, etc. . . . Twiggez-vous ?

'
' Nous

TWIGGONS.'

1900. White, WestEnd, 130. 'How
do you know ?

' 'I twigged it from
mother's manner.'

3. (thieves').—To snap asunder,
break off : e.g. * twig the darbies

'

= knock off the irons.

To measure a twig, verb,

pkr. (old). — To act absurdly
(Ray).

See Hop the Twig,
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Twigger, subs, (venery). — I. A
harlot

; (2) a wencher. [In

Tusser, Husb., 'Jan.' = a good
breeder.] TwiGLE = to copulate

(Halliwell).

1612. Pasquifs Night Cap. Now,
Benedicite, her mother said ; And hast
thou beene already such a twigger.

c. 1613. Middleton, No Wit, etc., iv.

1. The mother of her was a good
twigger the whilst.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, v.,

'Pant. Prog.' Twiggers, harlots, kept
wenches.

Twilight, subs, (old).—A corrup-

tion of toilet: (old) a dressing-

cloth, towel, or napkin.

1684. Dryden, Disappointment,
Prol., 50. A twillet, dressing-box, and
half a crown.

c. 1690. Ladies Diet. A toilet is a
little cloth which ladies use for what
purpose they think fit, and is by some
corruptly called a twylight.

1706. Fifteen Comforts of Matri-
mony. Fine twi-lights, blankets, and
the Lord knows what.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green, 11.

vii. It was no use doing the downy
again, so it was just as well to make one's
twilight and go to chapel.

Twine, verb, (thieves').—To ring
THE CHANGES {q.V.).

Twinkler, subs, (colloquial).— I.

In pi. = the eyes. Also (2) a star,

and (3) a light (thieves').

1380. Wyclif, Ecclus, vii. 25. The
twynclere with the e§e forgeth wicke
thingus.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 267. I

no sooner saw your Ladyship, but those
everlasting Murderers, your Twinklers,
prick'd and stabb'd me in a thousand
Parts of my body.

1705. Vanbrugh, Confederacy, iii. 2.

Aram. The stars have done this. Clar.
The pretty little twinklers.

1813. Shelley, Queen Mab, ix.

Such tiny twinklers as the planet-orbs.

1837. Marryat, Snarley-yow, 1. vii.

Following me up and down with those
twinklers of yours.

Twinkling. See Bedpost.

Twins. To have twins, verb,

phr. (American).—To take dinner

and tea at one meal ; TO BOX
Harry {q.v.).

Twire (Tweer, Tour, and
Towre).— 1. To peep, to look
round cautiously, to peer : cf.

Tower. [Tour (the canting form:
see Tower) possibly originated in

twire being carelessly written.]

Whence (2) (old)= to leer, to
' make eyes. ' As subs. — a glance

,

a leer. TwiREPiPE= a peeping
Tom.

1598. Shakspeare, Sonnets, 28.

So natter I the swart-complexion'd night

;

When sparkling stars twire not, thou
gildst the even.

1602. Marston, Antonio and
Mellida, iv. In good sadness, I would
have sworn I had seen Mellida even now

;

for I saw a thing stir under a hedge, and
I peep'd, and I spied a thing, and I

peer'd and I tweer'd underneath.

1604. Moffat, Father Hubbard's
Tales. The tweering constable of
Finsbury.

1619. Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas,
iii. 1. You are ... a twire-pipe, A
Jeffrey John Bo-peep. Ibid. (c. 1620),
Women Pleased, iv. 1. I saw the wench
that twir'd and twinkled at thee The
other day.

1637. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

Which maids will twire at 'tween their

fingers thus.

1676. Etherege, Man of Mode, iii.

3. The silly By-words, and Amorous
Tweers in passing.

1722. Steele, Conscious Lovers, i.

1. If I was rich I could twire and loll

as well as the best of them.

1822. Scott, Fort. Ni^el. Tour the
bien mort twiring the gentry cove.

Twirl, subs, (thieves').—A skeleton

key : see Jemmy.
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1877. Horsley, Jottings from Jail.
He was very lucky at making twirls, and
used to supply them all with tools.

TO TWIRL ONE'S THUMBS,
verb. phr. (colloquial).—To be
idle : cf.

' cool one's heels ' : cf.

TWIDDLE.

1889. Norris, Miss Sha/to, xxiv.

Upon my word, Walter, you are pretty

cool ! Will it amuse me, pray, to twirl
my thumbs in your studio?

Twish, intj. (colloquial).—An ex-

clamation of contempt.

Twiss, subs. (old).—A chamber-
mug ; it (q.v.). [Grose: A
Mr. Richard Twiss having . . .

given a very unfavourable descrip-

tion of the Irish character some
utensils were made with his

portrait at the bottom, and the

following, 'Let every one piss,

On lying Dick Twiss.']

Twist, subs. (old).— 1. The four-

chure, the crutch.

1586. Harrison, Desc. Britain, v.

A man of common heigth might easilie go
vnder his twist, without stooping, a
stature incredible.

1609. Heywood, Trout Britanica.
Typhon makes play, Jhove catcht him by
the twist, Heaves him aloft.

2. (colloquial).—A bent, turn,

cast : a variation from what is

usually normal and proper. Thus
a twisted vision= a wrong or
' cussed ' way of looking at things

;

A twisted (=a lying) tongue :

whence twister= a falsehood or

gross exaggeration ; twisted
( =brogueish) speech, etc. Also
twisty (or twistical)= awk-
ward, CROOKED (q.V.), FUNNY
(q.v.) ; twistable ss easily in-

fluenced.

1820. Humphreys, Yankee in Eng-
land. He may be straight-going, farzino,

manwards ; but, in his dealings with t'other

sexj he is a leetle twistical, according to

their tell. I wouldn't make a town talk of
it.

1821. Lamb, Mockery End. Heads
with some diverting twist in them.

1824. Peake, Americans Abroad,
i. 1. Come . . . you are but an underlin',

tho' you are so uppish and twistical.

#
1862. New York Tribune, 28 Mar.

This amendment is twistable into an
advice, an impertinent advice to a foreign
nation.

1881.
>
Huxley, Science and Culture.

An exclusively scientific training will bring
about a mental twist as surely as an ex-
clusively literary training.

1887. Field, 26 Nov. The fox made
his straight point, though by devious and
twisty courses.

d. 1 891. Lowell, FitzAdam's Story.
You might have called him with his
humorous twist, A kind of human ento-
mologist.

3. (colloquial).—An appetite
;

hence to twist it down (or

lustily)= 'to feed like a Farmer'
(B. E.), « to eat heartily ' (Grose).
Fr. crampe au pylore.

4. (old).

—

(a) A mixture of tea

and coffee (B. E. and Grose);
also (b) brandy, beer, and eggs
(Grose) ; and (c) brandy and gin.

1849-50. Thackeray, Pendennis,
xxxix. When he went to the Back Kitchen
that night . . . the gin twist and devilled
turkey had no charms for him.

5. (Winchester). — A stick

spirally marked by a creeper
having grown round it : also

TWISTER.

Verb. (old).—To hang: see

Ladder (Grose). Hence twis-
ted= hanged.

1823. Grose, Vulg. Tongue [Egan],
s.v. Nose. His pall nosed, and he was
twisted for a crack.
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6. (cricket).—A turn given to

the wrist in delivery, so that the

ball breaks from the straight.

Whence twister = a ball so

delivered by the bowler (also, at

billiards, a ball that screws or

spins along with a twist). Hence
(figuratively) = anything that

puzzles or staggers.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-

days, ii. 8. The cover-point hitter, that

cunning man, goes on to bowl slow
TWISTERS.

c. 1889. Pop. Science Monthly (Cen-
tury). He has learned the trick of playing
with a straight bat the examiner's most
artful TWISTERS.

1898. Marshall, Pomes, 61. That
blow was a twister.

1903. Punch's Almanack, 14. 1.

Saunders doth next (at twisters who so
skilled ?) slay (' Bowl ' wouldn't rhyme,
unfortunately) Tyldesley.

A TWIST ON THE SHORTS, phr.

(American Stock Exchange).—
A Wall Street phrase, used where
the shorts (g.v.) have undersold

heavily, and the market has been
artificially raised, compelling them
to settle at ruinous rates (Med-
BURY).

To twist (or wind) round
one's finger, verb. phr. (collo-

quial).—To control or influence

completely, to make submissive :

usually of women.

See Tail.

Twit, verb, (originally and still

literary).— ' To hit in the Teeth'
(B. E. ) ; 'to reproach a person

or remind him of favours con-

ferred ' (Grose). Twitty (collo-

quial)= cross, ill-tempered.

Twitch. To twitch a twelve,
verb. phr. (American university).

—To get the highest number of

marks.

Twitch er, subs, (provincial).— 1.

A severe blow.

2. (common).—In pi.— small

pincers.

Twitch etty, adj. and adv. (collo-

quial). — Nervous, fidgety, un-

certain : also TWITCHY.

Twitter. All of a twitter,
phr. (colloquial). — Frightened,

nervous, fidgety (Grose) : also

in (or on) the twitters.
TWITTERATION (or TWITTERS)=
sexual desire : espec. of women.

1660. Lestrange, Quevedo. A
widow which had a twittering towards a
second husband took a gossiping companion
to manage the job.

1766. Colman, Clandestine Marriage,
i. 1. I am all of a twitter to see my
old John Harrowby again.

TWITTER- LIGHT, subs. (old). —
Twilight : also twatterlight.

1607. Middleton, Five Gallants, v.

1. Then cast she up Her pretty eye, and
wink'd ; the word methought was then,
' Come not 'till twitter-light.'

1606. WilyBeguifd[Hawkins, Eng.
Dr., iii. 331]. What mak'st thou here this

twatter-light? I think thou'rt in a
dream.

Twittle, verb, (old colloquial).—

To chatter, babble, tattle. Hence
TWITTLE-TWAT = a chatterbox ;

twittle-twattle= gabble, idle

talk.

1582. Stanihurst, JEneid [Arber],
Int., xi. His hystorie . . . twittled
. . . tales out of school.

1619. Holland, Plutarch, 85. All

that ever he did was not worth so much
as the twittle-twattle that he maketh.

1660. Lestrange, Quevedo. Insipid

twittletwattles, frothy jests, and
jingling witticisms, inure us to a misunder-
standing of things.

1660. Rump Songs. Next come
those idle twittle-twats, Which calls

me many God-knows-whats.
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Twittoc, adj. (Old Cant).

(Grose).
-Two

Two, adj. (old colloquial).—
Doubly: e.g. TWO fools= twice
foolish ; two KNAVES= doubly
knavish.

1571. Edwards, Damon and
Pithias [Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), i.

176J. A varlet died in graine, You lose
money by him, if you sell him for one
knave, For he serves for twaine.

[1595. Shakspeare, Two Gentlemen,
iii. 1. I am but a fool, look you ; and yet
I have the wit to think my master is a kind
of knave ; but that's all one, if he be but
one knave.]

c. 1625. Fletcher, Elder BrotJier, ii.

1. I grieve to find You are a fool, and
an old fool, and that's two.

d. 1631. Donne, Works (Bell), ii. 16.
I am two fools, I know, For loving, and
for saying so In whining poetry.

TWO THIEVES BEATING A
rogue, subs. phr. (old).— A
man's arms when beating his

sides for warmth ; beating the
booby (a.v.), cuffing Jones
(q.v.) (Grose).

See Bow.

Two- backed Beast, subs. phr.
(venery).—Two persons piled in

the act : see Beast.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. iii.

These two did often do the two-backed
beast together ... in so far that at last

she became great with child.

Twoer, subs, (common).— 1. A
florin

; (2) a hansom cab.

Two-eyed Steak, subs. phr.
(common). — A bloater : see

Glasgow Magistrate.

Twofer, subs, (common). — A
wanton, a harlot : see Tart.

Two Fives (The), subs. phr. (mili-

tary).—The second battalion

Border Regiment, formerly the

55th Foot.

Two- foot Rule, subs. phr.

(rhyming).—A fool : j^Buffle.

Two Fours (The), subs. phr. (mili-

tary).—The first battalion Essex
Regiment, late the 44th Foot.

Two-handed, adj. phr. (old).— I

.

Great : spec, of a strapping

fellow or wench (Grose). Also

(2) expert with the ' dukes' (box-
ing).

Two-handed Game, subs. phr.
(common).—A matter in which
the chances of success are equal
or nearly so : e.g. • I'll dust your
jacket for you,' Well, that's a

TWO-HANDED GAME.'

Two-handed Put, subs. phr.
(venery).—The act of kind : see

Greens and Ride (Grose).

Two-legged Cat (Fox, etc.),

subs. phr. (common).—A thief:

usually as a retort to ' The cat

had it,'—'A two-legged cat,
then.'

1551. Still, Gammer Gurton's
Needle, v. 2. Thy neighbour's hens thou
takest, and plays the two-legged fox.

Two-legged Tree, subs. phr.
(common).—The gallows: see

Nubbing-cheat.

Two-legged Tympany, subs. phr.
(old).—A baby; spec, a bastard.

[Tympany = dropsy (?.zO.]
Hence to have a two-legged
tympany= to be got with child

(Ray).

Two-nick, subs, (printers'). — A
girl baby : cf. ONE-NICK.
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Twopence (or Tuppence). See

Donkey and Penny.

Twopenny,^, (old).— i. Beer;
sold at 2d. a quart : cf. FOUR-
PENNY, etc.

1771. Smollett, Humphry Clinker,
ii. 69. When the Lowlanders want .to

drink a chearupping cup, they go to the
public-house called the change-house, and
call for a chopin of twopenny, which is a
thin yeasty beverage made of malt, not
quite so strong as the table-beer of Eng-
land.

1834. Southey, Doctor, cxlii. There
are many things in these kingdoms which
are greatly undervalued ; strong beer for

example in the cider countries, and cider
in the countries of good strong beer

;

bottled twopenny in South Britain, sprats
and herrings by the rich.

1884. Dowell, Taxes in England,
iv. 122. [Pale ale] was principally con-
sumed by the gentry ; the victualler sold it

at 4d. the quart, under the name of two-
penny.

2. (common).—The head : also

tuppenny. ' Tuck in your tup-
penny '=(1) an injunction to
' make a back ' at leap-frog ; and
(2) to desist.

c. 1888. Music Hall Song, ' Lord
Mayor's Coachman.' 'Why, you're going
into Newgate Street,' the Lord Mayor
bawls, But John said ' Tuck your two-
penny in—I'm going around St. Paul's.'

3. (London).—An intermediary

between pawnbroker and client;

a professional pawner: the usual

fee being twopence.

Adj. (old). — Mean; of little

value : as only costing two-
pence: also (modern) two-
penny-halfpenny.

c. 1485. Paston Letters, 144. [A grave-
cloth] not worth nd.

1872. Eliot, Middlemarch,
__

1. iii.

He thinks a whole world of which my
thought is but a poor twopenny mirror.

1884. Pall Mall Gaz., 17 July. The
moderate twopenny-halfpenny Redistri-

bution Bill which Mr. Gladstone intends

to introduce.

Twopenny Damn, subs.phr. (old).— 1. A variant of rap, straw,
curse, tinker's curse (or
damn), and many others. Tradi-
tion asserts that Wellington once
said he did not care a twopenny
damn what became of the ashes
of Napoleon Buonaparte.

2. (literary).

—

The Twopenny
Damn= The St. James's Gazette :

on account of its strong language
concerning Mr. Gladstone and the
'latter-day Radicals.'

Two pen NY- HOP, subs.phr. (? obso-
lete).—A cheap dance. [Hot-
ten : The price of admission was
formerly twopence : the clog horn-
pipe, the pipe dance, flash jigs,

and hornpipes in fetters, d la

Jack Sheppard, were the favourite

movements, all entered into with
great spirit.]

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. The
girl is invited to 'raffles,' and treated to
twopenny hops and half-pints of beer.

Twopenny- rope, subs. phr.
(tramps').— A lodging - house :

one in which the charge is (or

was) twopence : sacking stretched
on ropes served as a shakedown.
To have twopenn'orth of
ROPE = to ' doss down ' in such a
place : Fr. coucher a la corde.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick. 'The
twopenny rope, sir,' replied Mr. Weller,
' is just a cheap lodgin'-house. ... At six
o'clock every momin', they lets go the ropes
at one end, and down falls all the lodgers.'

Twopenny-ward, subs.phr. (old).

—Part of a prison was formerly
so called.

1605. Jonson, Eastward Ho, v. 1.

He lies i' the twopenny ward.

Two- pipe Scattergun, subs. phr.
(American).—A double-barrelled
rifle.
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1885. Philmpps-Wolley, Trottings
of a Tenderfoot. ' Oh, durn your rifles !

'

said an old settler to me. ' Give me a
two-pipe scatter-gun and a spike-tailed

smell-damp and I'm fixed.'

Two Sevens (The), subs. phr.

(military).—The second battalion

Duke of Cambridge's Own
Middlesex Regiment, late the

77th Foot.

Two-shoes, subs. phr. (nursery).

—A little girl : an endearment,

usually 'little two-shoes' {cf.

Goody Two-shoes = a kind of

fairy god-mother).

1858. Eliot, Mr Gilfits Love Story,

i. He delighted to tell the young shavers

and two-shoes . . . whenever he put
pennies into [his pocket] they turned into

sugar-plums or gingerbread.

Two Sixes (The), subs. phr.

(military).—The second battalion

Princess Charlotte of Wales's

Royal Berkshire Regiment, late

the 66th Foot.

Two Tens (The), subs. phr.

(military). — The Lancashire

Fusiliers, late the 20th Foot.

Two-twos, subs. phr. (common).

—

A moment; the shortest imagin-

able space of time ; in a

twinkling.

The Two Twos, subs. phr.

(military).—The Cheshire Regi-

ment, late the 22nd Foot.

Twoster. See Twist.

Two-to-one Shop, subs. phr.

(old).—A pawnbroker's ; uncle's

Iq.v.). [Grose: 'alluding to

the three blue balls, the sign of

that trade ; or perhaps to its

being two TO one that the goods
pledged are never redeemed.']

Two UPON ten (or Two PUN'
ten), phr. (Hotten).—An ex-

pression used by assistants to

each other, in shops, when a

customer of suspected honesty
makes his appearance. The
phrase refers to ' two eyes upon
ten fingers,' shortened as a

money term to two pun' ten.
When a supposed thief is present,

one shopman asks the other if

that two pun' (pound) ten
matter was ever settled. The
man knows at once what is meant,
and keeps a careful watch upon
the person being served. If it is

not convenient to speak, a piece

of paper is handed to the same
assistant, bearing the, to him,
very significant amount of

£2, 10s. Cf. Sharp, John
Orderly.

Twug, ppl. adj. (Harrow). —
Caught : i.e. the past ppl. of twig
{q.v.).

Twyford. My name is Twy-
ford, phr. (old). — ' I know
nothing of the matter ' (Ray) : cf.

Sp. No se nada, de me vinas
vengo (a reply to an inconvenient
question, or when nothing is

wished to be known of a matter :

lit. ' I have been absent at my
vineyard).'

Tyburn, subs, (old).—The place

of execution for Middlesex to

1783 : after which the death
penalty was enforced at Newgate
till the demolition of the prison

in 1903. The Tyburn gallows

stood in the angle formed by the

Edgware Road and Oxford Street.

In 1778 this was two miles out

of London. Hence Tyburn -

blossom = a young thief: 'who
in time will ripen into fruit borne

by the deadly never - green

'

(Grose) ; Tyburn-check (pick-

ADILL, TIFFANY, or TIPPET)=a
rope, a halter : Tyburn-tippet,
' rather obsolete in 1822 ' (Egan);
Tyburn-fair (-jig, -show, or
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-stretch)= a hanging; Tyburn-
face= a hangdog look ; Tyburn-
TiCKET=an exemption (under 10

& 11 Will. III., c. 23, § 2) to

prosecutors who had secured a

capital conviction : it released
' from all manner of parish and
ward offices within the parish

wherein such felony was com-
mitted ' : the Act was repealed in

18 18: Tyburn - tickets were
transferable, and often sold for a

high price [see Notes and Queries

(2ndser.,xi.395,437)] ; Tyburn-
tree= the gallows ; TO PREACH
at Tyburn-cross (fetch a
Tyburn stretch, dance a
Tyburn hornpipe on no-

thing, THE PADDINGTON-
frisk, etc. ) = to be hanged

;

Tyburn-spectacles = the cap

pulled over the face of a criminal

before execution; and so forth.

See Ladder and Tree.

[1377. Langland, Piers Plowman,
[E.E.T.S.], 115. Here occurs a reference

to the hangman of Tyborne.]

c. 1515. Cocke Lorelfs B. (Percy
Soc.), n. Tyburne collopes and penny
pryckers.

1549. Latimer, Sermons before

Edward VI., ii. He should have had a
Tyburn tippet, a halfpenny halter, and
all such proud prelates. Ibid., 5 f. 63 b.

There lacks a fourth thing to make up the

messe which, so God help me, if I were
judge, should be hangum tuum, a Tyburne
tippet to take with him.

1557. Tusser, Husbandrie, 214.

Where cocking dads make sawsie lads, In

youth so rage to begin age, Or else to fetch

a Tibourne stretch, Among the rest.

1576. Gascoigne, Steele Glas, 55
That soldiours sterve or preche at
Tiborne Crosse.

1613. Rowlands, Knave ofHearts.
Never regarding hangman's feare, Till

Tyburn-tiffany he weare.

1630. Taylor, Praise of Hempseed.
Till they put on a Tyburne-pickadill.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, ii.

vii. Has he not a rogue's face ... a
damned Tyburn face without the benefit

o' the clergy ?

1698. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle,
ii. 2. Which is best, Mr. Nimblewrist, an
easy minuet, or a Tyburn-jig?

1727. Gay, Beggars Opera. Since
laws were made for every degree, To curb
vice in others as well as in me, I wonder
we ha'nt better company 'Neath Tyburn
tree.

1827. Lytton, Pelham, lxxxii. The
cove ... is as pretty a Tyburn blossom
as ever was brought up to ride a horse
foaled by an acorn.

1861. Notes and Queries, 2 S. xi. 395

.

Last week, says the Stamford Mercury of

March 27, 1818, a Tyburn-ticket was
sold in Manchester for 280/.

1892. Sydney, EnglandandEnglish,
ii. 285. An execution - day at Tyburn
was considered, to all intents and purposes,

by the lower classes, as a holiday. Tyburn
Fair was one of the designations by which
[it] was known. A 'hanging-match' was
another.

1903. Hyne, Filibusters, i. There's
no consolation prize to look for, except a
platoon, or a cable of hempen tow, and a
TREE.

Tyburnia, subs, (obsolete). — A
name given, about the middle of

the nineteenth century, to the

district lying between Edgware
Road and Westbourne and
Gloucester Terraces and Craven
Hill, and bounded on the south

by the Bayswater Road, and
subsequently including (Hotten)
the Portman and Grosvenor
Square district : facetiously divided

by Londoners into ' Tyburnia
Felix,' ' Tyburnia Deserta,' and
1 Tyburnia Snobbica ' : it soon
fell into disuse. [From a brook
called Tyburn (properly The Eye
bourn), which flowed down from
Hampstead into the Thames.]

Tye (or Tie), subs, (old : now re-

cognised).—A neckcloth (Grose).
[Hotten (1864) : Proper hosiers'

term now, but slang thirty years

ago, and as early as 17 18.]
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TYQ, subs, (old and University).

—

A three-handled TYG, a drinking

cup so handled that three different

persons, drinking out of it, and
each using a separate handle,

brought their mouths to different

parts of the rim. The name is

still applied in Oxford to an
ordinary round pot with three

handles, much used for cups, etc.

Tyke. See Tike.

Tyler. See Adam Tiler.

Tympany, subs, (colloquial).—

Conceit, bombast
;

properly a

species of dropsy in which the

belly is stretched tight like a

drum.

1610. Hall, Short Answer, Pref.

In the first leaf of my defence, I fore-

told you so much ; as finding nothing in

that swollen bulk, but a meer unsound
tympanie, instead of a truly solid con-
ception.

Two-legged tympany, subs,

phr. (old). —A baby; spec, a

bastard : see supra. Hence to
BE CURED OF A TYMPANY WITH
two heels = to be brought to

bed ; cf. 'a dropsy that will drop
into the lap.'

TYPO, subs, (printers').—A com-
positor. Also TYPE-LIFTER (or

-slinger) = an expert comp. :

sometimes in contempt = a

slovenly workman.

Tzing-tzing, adj. (common). —
Excellent, Ai : obsolete.
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GLY, subs, (collo-

quial). — 1. An
ugly person : also

in contemptuous
address, ' Hallo,

Ugly !
' Mr.

Ugly, etc.

d. 1797. Walpoi.e, Letters, 11. 422.

There were all the beauties and all the
diamonds, and not a few of the uglies of
London.

2. (old). — A bonnet shade

:

worn by women as an extra

protection from the sun : middle

19th century.

1851. Thackeray, Kickleburys on
the Rhine. She and her sisters wore a
couple of those blue silk over-bonnets,

which have lately become the fashion.

. . . ' We call those hoods Uglies.'

3. (common). — In pi. = de-

lirium tremens ; the HORRORS

4. (provincial).—A beating, a

round of abuse (Halliwell).

Adj. (colloquial).—Generic for

disquiet or unpleasantness : e.g.

an ugly ( = threatening) tone
;

an ugly (=dangerous) wound
;

an ugly (= unpleasant) rumour ;

an UGLY ( = wrong) TURN ; UGLY
( = stormy) weather; an UGLY
( = awkward or malicious) cus-

tomer, opponent; a source of

danger, etc. ; an UGLY ( = trouble-

some) cough; an ugly ( = ill-

natured) temper ; an ugly (

=

quarrelsome) attitude. Hence
to come the ugly = to threaten

;

to cut up (or look) ugly = to

show anger or resentment ; to
CALL BY UGLY NAMES = tO re-

vile or abuse. Also ugliness
(American) = ill-nature, cross-

ness, perversity.

c. 1360. Alliterative Poems [E.E.T.S.],

64. Thay wern wakened al wrank that

therein won lenged, Of on the vglokest
vnhap that euer on erd suffred.

1859. Kendall, Santa Fe, 1. 133.

The questions of the spies were answered
in a sullen, swaggering manner ; so much
so that Captain Caldwell at once remarked
to his men, in a low tone and in English,

that these fellows looked ugly and
fighty.

c. 1865. Holmes, At the Pantomime.
The grisly story Chaucer told, And many
an ugly tale beside.

1867. Harpers Mag., xxxv. 341. It

was as ugly a little promenade as I ever

undertook.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 196. He
was jest the crossest, ugliest critter that

ever ye
k
see, an' he was ugly jest for the

sake o' ugliness.

1870. Weatherley, Lamplighter,

no. I'll not answer her back when she's

ugly to me.

1880. Stevenson, Will 0' the Mill.

An ugly thrill spread from the spot he

touched.

1887. Field, 24 Sep. There is an

ugly rumour afloat that certain book-

makers who had laid heavily are directly

responsible for Monday's outbreak.

i8[?]. J. Brown, Rab and His
Friends, 6. He must have been a hard

hitter if he boxed as he preached—
what ' The Fancy ' would call an ugly
customer.

See Plug-ugly.
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Uglyman, subs. phr. (thieves').

In garrotting the actual perpetra-

tor of the outrage : his operations

are covered in front by the FORE-
STALL^.^.), and in the rear by
the backstall (q.v.): also

nasty-man : see Stale.

Uhlan, subs, (tailors')-—A tramp.

Ullage, subs, (common).—In pi.

= drainings, dregs of glasses or

casks. [Properly the wantage in

a cask of liquor. ]

Ultimate Favour (The), subs,

phr. (venery). —The surrender,

by a woman, of her person ; also

THE LAST FAVOUR.

1694. Crowne, Married Beau, ii.

I own common favours : that's no matter,

But if she ever grants me the last
favour,— I give her leave to cast me
off for ever.

Ultramarine, adj. (common).

—

Blue {q.v.).

Ultray, adv. (colloquial).—Very:
a corruption of ' ultra.'

Umpire. How's that, umpire?
phr. (common).—What do you
say to that? How's that for

high? What price? [An echo
of football and cricket.]

Umble-pie. See Humble-pie.

Un-, prefix (old). See Betty
;

Dub ; Pal ; Slour ; Thimble,
etc. [A negation.]

Unbaked, adj. (old).—Immature :

cf. Hard-baked.

1598. Shakspeare, Alls Well, iv. 5.

All the unbaked and doughy youth of a
nation.

1625. Fletcher, Elder Brother,

ii. 2. Songs she may have, And read a
little unbak'd poetry.

Unbeknown (or Unbeknownst),
adj. (once literary : now collo-

quial or vulgar).—Unknown.

d. 1665. Godwin, Works, m. 372. The
same secret instinct ... to sympathize

... in praying for such a thing unbe-
known to one another.

1800. Pegge, Anec. Eng. Lang.
[Oliphant, New Eng., ii. 199. There are

wrong forms in London use, as unbe-
known ... he knowed . . . they cotch].

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

I was there unbeknown to Mrs. Bardell.

1879. Phelps, Sealed Orders [Cen-

tury]. So by and by I creep up softly to

my own little room . . . unbeknownst
to most.

Unbleached American, subs,

phr. (American).—A negro ;

snowball (q.v.). [An echo of

mock Northern sentiment during

the War of the Secession. ]

Uncertainty, subs, (printers').

—

A girl baby: cf. Certainty = a

boy.

Uncle, subs, (common).— 1. A
pawnbroker (Grose) : Fr. tante.

[Cf. uncle = a mythical rich

relative. ]

[1607. Dekker, Northward Ho, i.

2. Fourscore pounds draws deep . . .

I'll step to my uncle not far off . . . and
he shall bail me.]

1828. Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.
Brothers, wardens of City Halls, And
uncles, rich as three golden balls From
taking pledges of nations.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,

i. We find him making constant reference

to an uncle, in respect of whom he would
seem to have entertained great expecta-

tions, as he was in the habit of seeking to

propitiate his favour by presents of plate,

jewels, books, watches, and other valuable

articles.

1854-5. Thackeray, Newcomes, xii.
1 Dine in your frock, my good friend, and
welcome, if your dress-coat is in the

country.' ' It is at present at an uncle's,'

Mr. Bayham said with great gravity.
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1 89 1. Harry Fludyer at Cambridge,
iii. For instance, when your aunt Sophia
was with us last week it kept on yelling
something about ' the pop-shop round the
corner, and paying your uncle a visit.'

[897. Marshall, Pomes, 37.
ba"

It's

cold enough to freeze the golden balls off

uncle's door.

1901. D. Telegraph, 28 Oct., 11. 5.
A pawnbroker stated that his name was
1 Uncle.' Mr. Fordham : Baptismal or
paternal? Witness: It is my surname.
Mr. Fordham: And it could not have
been more appropriate to your calling.

2. (American).—A familiar ad-

dress : spec, of" an old worthy
negro : cf. Aunt. [Pegge : the
Cornish apply aunt and uncle to

all elderly persons (p. 301).]

1852. Stowe, Uncle Toms Cabin
[Title].

1876. Bonner, Dialect Tales, 121.
From the darkey settlement . . . queer old
aunties and uncles hobbled out to milk
them.

Your uncle, phr. (common).
—Myself: e.g. Your uncle's
the man to do it, i.e. ' I'll do it

for you.'

Phrase. ' Ifmy aunt had been
a man she'd have been my uncle '

(Ray), in derision of those who
make ridiculous surmises : see

Man.

See Dutch uncle.

Uncle Sam, phr. (American).—

A

humorous personification of the
Government or people of the

U[nitedj S[tates] : cf. John Bull.
[Usually supposed to date back
to the war of 1812.]

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, 127.
She was called the Catalina, and like all

the other vessels in that trade . . . her
papers and colours were from Uncle
Sam.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers. For
I have loved my country since My eye-
teeth filled their sockets, And Uncle Sam
I reverence, Partic'larly his pockets.

Uncommon,^, (vulgar).—Very

;

exceedingly: e.g. uncommon
bitter ; uncommon cheap, etc.

Unconscionable, adv. (old collo-

quial).—Enormous, vast, very.

(Johnson :
' a low word.']

1849. Robb, Squatter Life [Bart-
lett]. 'That's an unconscionable
slick gal of your'n,' says I ; and it did
tickle his fancy to have her cracked up,

'cause he thought her creation's finishin'

touch,—so did I !

Uncork, verb. (American).—To
expose to view, to set forth, to

cause to flow out : as when a

cork is removed from a bottle

:

e.g. ' Uncork the swag

'

(thieves') = ' Unlock the bag '
;

'Uncork your clack ' = speak

out!

Uncouth, Unkissed, phr. (old).

—A proverbial allusion to the

custom of saluting friends and
acquaintances at meeting, but not

unintroduced strangers (Nares) :

also (Heywood) unknown,
unkissed.

1566. Heywood, Poems, D4.
Unknowne, -unkist ; it is lost that is

unsought.

1588-90. Mar. Marline [Cens. Lit.,

ix. 59]. Thou caytif kerne, uncouth thou
art, unkist thou eke sal bee.

1627. Hawkins, Apollo Shroving,
D. 6b. He cannot be so uncivill as to

intrude, unbid, uncooth, unkist.

Unction. See Blue-unction.

Uncular, adj. (old).—Of or relat-

ing to an uncle : cf. Avuncular.

d. 1859. De Quincey, Spanish Nun,
vi. His uncular and rather angular
breast.

Under, subs, (colloquial).

—

In pi.

= the female privities. To LIE
under (of women) = to spread
(a. v.).
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To GO UNDER, verb. phr.

(common).— 1. To die : whence
the under-side = the grave.

i8[?]. Hawkeye, the Iowa Chief, 210.

Poor Hawkeye felt, says one of his

biographers, that his time had come, and
knowing that he must go under sooner
or later, he determined to sell his life

dearly.

1849. Ruxton, Far West, 2. Them
three's all gone under.

1888. Daily Inter-Ocean, Mar.
All . . . vowed to see that the mine
should be worked ... for the benefit of

the girl whether Jim lived or had gone
under.

1899. Hyne, Furth. Adv. Captain
Kettle, vi. As sure as you are living now,
you'll finish out on the under side then.

1902. Hume, Crime of the Crystal,

i. Mother Bunch's gone under, I s'pose.

She was making fast for Golden Jerusalem
when I was a bud.

2. (common).—To become sub-

merged in difficulty or debt, to be
ruined, to disappear from society.

1879. Payn, High Spirits, ' Finding
his Level.' Poor John Weybridge, Esq.,

became as friendless as penniless, and
eventually went under and was heard
of no more.

1890. Pall Mall Gaz., 29 May, 5. 1.

He asks us further to state that the strike

is completely at an end, the society having
gone under.

Under a cloud, adv. phr.

(old).—In difficulties or disgrace.

c. 1520. Old Song- of the Lady Bessy
[Percy Sac.], xx. 79. [A man in disgrace]

comes under a clowde.

Under the belt, phr. (com-

mon).—In the stomach.

1815. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxix.

They got me down to Clerihugh's, and
there we sat birling, till I had a fair tappit

UNDER MY BELT.

1546. Dymocke, Letter to Vaughan
[Walsh]. And the sayde questyon were
asked with lysence, and that yt should

remayn under the rosse, that is to say,

to remain under the bourde and ne more
to be rehersyd.

1616-25. Court and Times James I.

[Oliphant, New Eng., ii. 71. As to the

prepositions we see under the rose].

1625. Jonson, Staple of News,
_
ii.

You are my lord, The rest are cogging
Jacks, Under the rose.

1632. Chapman, Ball, ii. 2. Under
the rose the lords do call me cousin.

c. 1707. Old Song, ' Praise of the Dairy
Maid ' [Durfey, Pills, etc. (1707), i. 12].

Such bliss ne'er oppose If e'er you'll be

happy I speak under the rose.

1753. Adventurer, No. 98. Under
the rose, I am a cursed favourite amongst
them.

1762. Snelling, Coins, 2. The rose

. . . symbol of secrecy ... [was] used
with great propriety on privy seals, which
came into use about the middle of the

twelfth century.

1821. Lamb, Elia {Mrs. Battle).

All people have their blind side—their
superstitions ; and I have heard her de-

clare, under the rose, that Hearts was
her favourite suit.

1868. Ouida, Under Two Flags, iv.

All great ladies gamble in stock nowadays
under the rose.

1892. Nisbet, Bushranger's Sweet-
heart, 37. I no longer wondered that he
should have quitted England under the
rose.

UNDER-DUBBER(or-DUBSMAN).

—

A warder other than a chief in

command (Grose) : see Dubber
and Dubsman.

Underfellow, subs. (old). —A
mean wretch; snide \q.v.)\ see

Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Undergear, subs. (American).

—

Underclothing.

See Below.

Under the rose, phr. (collo-

quial).—Secretly ; in confidence

(Dyche, Grose).

Undergrad, subs. (University).

—

1. An undergraduate.

2. (racing).—A horse in train-

ing for steeplechasing or hunting.
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Underground- railway, subs,

phr. (American).—An organiza-

tion for assisting fugitive slaves

to the free states and Canada.
Many expedients and devices for

the purpose were in vogue during
the agitation for the abolition of
slavery in the United States.

1856. Stowe Dred, ii. 302. It is

probable that nothing has awakened more
bitterly the animosity of the slave-holding
community than the existence, in the
Northern States, of an indefinite yet very
energetic institution, known as the under-
ground RAILROAD.

1857. Albany Ev. Jo., Dec. And
now, if we may believe the promises made
by. the Democrats for two years past, we
are on the eve of a political millennium.
. . . There is to be no more ' agitation

'

of ther slavery question. The under-
ground railroad is to suspend running,
and rejoicing hosts of Negroes are to return
from the bleak wilds of Canada to the
luxurious delights of life on the plantation.

1858. New York Tribune, June. He
[Connelly] regarded the underground
railroad as a peculiarly Southern in-

stitution, taking away from the South
every year thousands of the most intelli-

gent, restless, and desperate Negroes, who
would do infinitely more mischief if kept
there.

UndergROUNDER, subs, (cricket).

—A ball bowled without pitch,

a DAISY-CUTTER (or -TRIMMER),
SNEAK (q.V.).

Under-petticoating (To go),

verb. phr. (venery).—To whore,
to quest for women, to copulate :

see Greens and Ride.

Under pinner, subs, (common).

—

In pi. = the legs: cf. Pins. S

Under-shell, subs. phr. (Old
Cant).—A waistcoat : cf. Upper-
shell and Upper-stocks.

Under-spur-leather, subs. phr.

(old).—An underling, a sub-

servient person.

<£ 1725. J. Johnson, Unbl. Sacr.,
Pref. xxx. A design was publickly set on
foot, to dissolve the Catholic church intc
numberless clans and clubs ; and to de-
grade priests into meer tenders, or under-
spur-leathers to those clans and clubs.

Under-stair, adj. phr. (old).—
Subordinate, low, mean: cf.

Back-door.

d. 1655. Adams, Works, i. 500. Living
in some under-stair office, when he would
visit the country, he borrows some gallant's

cast suit of his servant, and therein, player-
like, acts that part among his besotted
neighbours.

Understanding, subs, (common).
—(1) Inpi. = the legs : cf. Under-
pinners. Also (a) = boots or

shoes.

1602. Shakspeare, Twelfth Night,
iii. i. 80. Sir To. Taste your legs, sir

;

put them to motion. Vio. My legs do
better understand me, sir, than I under-
stand what you mean by bidding me taste

my legs.

1886. Field, 20 Mar. Economy's
understandings having given way soon
after, he knew the silk no more.

Understumble, verb. (old).—To
understand : also undercome-
STUMBLE.

c. 1710. Swift, Pol. Conv., i. Miss.
I understumble you, gentlemen, Nev.
Madam, your humblecumdumble.

Undisgruntled. See Dis-
gruntled.

Unfortunate, subs, (conven-
tional).—A prostitute : spec, a
homeless street-walker (Grose).
[Probably, in the first place, the

popular usage arose from a mis-

reading of Hood's lines.]

[1827. Hood, Bridge 0/ Sighs. One
more unfortunate, Weary of breath,

Rashly importunate, Gone to her death.]

1877. Mallock, New Republic, III.

ii. Hoping I might see some unfortu-
nate cast herself from the Bridge of
Sighs.
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Unguentum-aurum, subs. phr.

(old).—A bribe, palm-grease
(q.v.).—Grose.

Unhintables.
ABLES.

See Unmention-

Unicorn, subs. (orig. University).

— I. A team of horses : two
wheelers abreast with a leader in

front (Grose) ; and (2) such a

TURNOUT (q.V.), a SPIKE-TEAM
(American): cf. Four-in-hand,
Manchester, Sudden death,
Tandem, etc.

1803. Edgeworth, Belinda, xvii.

' Let me drive you out some day in my
unicorn. . . . Bid my blockhead bring

my unicorn.' She, her unicorn, and
her blockhead were out of sight in a few
minutes.

2. (old Scots).—A gold coin,

value 23 shillings Scotch

:

temp. James III., IV. and V. :

a unicorn figured on the obverse.

3. (thieves').—Two men and a

woman (or vice versd), working
together.

Univ, subs. (Oxford University).

—

University College.

Universal-staircase, subs. phr.

(thieves'). — The treadmill,

wheel OF LIFE {q.v.) : also

everlasting-staircase {q.v.).

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab.
Well, the beaks got up to the dodge, and
all the Spanish lurksmen in their turns

got to work the universal staircase.

Un licked Cub (or Cub), subs,

phr. (common).—A raw, un-

mannerly youth ; an uncultivated

boor; also an awkward, sulky

girl (Grose). As adj.= ungainly,

rough, rude. [A popular notion

was that a bear gave birth to

shapeless lumps of flesh which

she licked into shape.] Also

Unlicked bear.

[1602. Shakspeare, Twelfth Night,

v. 1. 167. O thou dissembling cub
what wilt thou be When time has sow'd a

grizzle on thy case.]

1626. Fletcher, Fair Maid of the

Inn, iii. Thou unlickt bear, dar'st

thou yet stand by my fury.

1693. Congreve, Old Bachelor, iv.

8. A country squire, with ... a wife

and two daughters . . . oh, Gad ! two
SUch UNLICKED CUBS.

1762. Foote, Liar, n. ii. I don't

reckon much upon him : for you know, my
dear, what can I do with an awkward, raw,

college cub?

1773. Goldsmith, She Stoops to

Conquer, iv. i. 'A poor contemptible
booby that would but disgrace correction.'

. . .
' An insensible cub.'

1880. Trollope, Duke's Children,

ix. And Tommy, you are an uncivil

young,—young,—young,—I should say

cub if I dared, to tell me that you don't

like dining with me any day of the week.

1855. Thackeray, Newcomes, xxix.

I don't see why that infernal young cub
of a Clive is always meddling in our
affairs.

Unload, verb. (American com-
mercial).—To sell stocks, shares,

goods, etc., that have been held

on speculation. Also to empty
one's pockets.

1888. D. Teleg., 6 Jan. There being

some pressure to unload.

Unlock. Unlock the lands,
verb. phr. (Victorian).—A politi-

cal cry calling for the opening up
for free-selection of lands held by
squatters on lease.

1887. J. F. Hogan, The Irish in

Australia, 200. The democratic party,

that had for its watchword the expressive

phrase, ' Unlock the lands.'

Unlocked. To have been
sitting in the garden with
THE GATE UNLOCKED, verb. phr.

(venery). — I. To be got with

child : spec, of a bastard ; and

(2) to have 'caught cold.'
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Unmentionable, subs, (common).

—In //. = trousers, breeches.

Variants, mostly introduced by
Dickens, are—Ineffables ; In-

expressibles; Indescribables;
Inexplicables; Unhintables;
Unutterables ; Unwhisper-
ABLES, etc.

1837. Dickens, Sketches by Boz
(Shabby-Genteel People). The knees of
the unmentionables, and the elbows of
the coat, and the seams generally, soon
began to get alarmingly white.

1885. Field, 19 Dec. Fishing stock-

ings full of water, unmentionables ditto.

[1903. Globe, 24 Oct., 1. 3. Bifur-

cated unwhisperables offer no resistance

to the wind. To the woman, the skirt is

not only a hampering garment ; it is a sail

against which the wind blows.]

Unpalled, adj. (old). — A thief

whose associates are all appre-

hended, or taken from him by
other means, is said to be un-
palled, and he is then obliged

to work single-handed.

Unparliamentary, adj. (collo-

quial).—Abusive, obscene, unfit

for ordinary conversation.

UN paved, adj. (venery).— 1. Cas-

trated ; stoned {see Stones).

1605. Shakspeare, Cymbeline, ii.

3. 34. The voice of unpaved eunuch.

2. (common). — Rough; in-

flamed : spec, from excessive

drinking.

Unready, verb, (old colloquial).—
To undress : as adj. = undressed,
naked.

1580. Sidney, Arcadia, 379. Hee
remayned with his daughter, to give his
wife time of unreadying herself.

1589. Puttenham, A rt Eng. Poesie,
B. iii. 18. A young gentlewoman, who
was in her chamber, making herself
unready.

1592. Shakspeare, i Henry VI., ii.

1. [Enter, several ways, Bastard, Alen-
con, Reignier, half-RKAVY, and half-vm-
ready.] . . . How now, my lords, what all

UNREADY SO?

1606. Chapman, Mons. tfOlive, v.

Why I hope you are not going to bed ; I

see you are not yet unready. Ibid.

(1607), Bussy D'Ambois [Anc. Dr., iii.

277]. Mont. Good day, my love : what,
up, and ready too? Tarn. Both, my dear
lord, not all this night made I Myself
unready, or could sleep a wink.

1608. Middleton, Trick to Catch,
iii. Take this warm napkin about your
neck, sir, while I help to make you
UNREADY.

1609. Armin, Two Maids, etc.
' Stage Direction.' [Enter James, un-
ready, in his night-cap, garterless.]

1621. Fletcher, Island Princess,
iii. Come, where have you been, wench?
make me unready, I slept but ill last

night.

UN REGENERATE CHICKEN- LIFTER,
subs. phr. (American).—A petty

thief: see Thief.

Unrig, verb, (old colloquial).—To
strip: e.g. 'Unrig the drab'=
pull the whore's clothes off (B. E.
and Grose) ; whence unrigged
= naked. Also (2) to plunder

;

and (3) 'of ships that are laid

up'(B. E.).

1692. Dryden, Juvenal, xiv. Lest
he should be stolen, or unrigg'd as Mars
was.

1693. Congreve, Old Bachelor, v.
1. Bell (in fanatic habit). I would unrig.
Set. I attend you, sir.

UN ROVE. UNROVE HIS LIFE LINE,
phr. (nautical). -—Said of a man
who has died (Clark Russell).

Unslour, verb, (old).—To unlock,
unfasten, or unbutton : see

Slour. [Speaking of a person
whose coat is buttoned, so as to

obstruct the access to his pockets,
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the knucks will say to each other,

the cove is slour'd up, we must
unslour him to get at his

kickseys.—Grose. ]

Unspeakable, adj. (colloquial).

—

A general intensive : extremely
bad. Thus an unspeakable
(= outrageous) fool ; an un-
speakable (= ' rotten') play;
the unspeakable ( as cruel)

Turk. [A Carlyleism.]

1831. Carlyle, Miscell. ' Nibel-

ungen Lied.' That unspeakable Turk,
King Machabol. Ibid., Letter to George
Howard (24 Nov. 1876). The unspeak-
able Turk should immediately be struck

out of the question and the country left to

honest European guidance.

Unsweetened,^^, (common).

—

Gin : i.e. unsweetened gin.

Unthimble, verb. (old).—To un-
thimble, to rob, or otherwise

deprive a man of his watch.
Unthimbled, robbed of one's

watch.

U NTH RIFT, subs. (old).—A prodigal,

spendthrift, wastegood (o.v.).

1590. Goldinge, Ccesar, fol. 76. A
great multitude of unthrifts and cut

throtes.

. . . Taverner, Adagies, A. 8b.

Unthryftes do gather together with
unthriftes, and good fellowes, with such
as be good fellowes, and so forthe.

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in His
Humour, iii. 7. If he were an unthrift,
a ruffian, a drunkard, or a licentious liver,

then you had reason.

1597. Shakspeare, Richard II., ii.

3. My rights and royalties Pluck'd from
my arms perforce, and given away To up-
start unthrifts. Ibid. (1598), Sonnets,

ix. Look, what an unthrift in the

world doth spend, Shifts but his place, for

still the world enjoys it.

Unto. To go in unto, verb. pkr.

(conventional). — To copulate :

see Greens and Ride.

Untrimmed. See Trim.

Untwisted, adj. (old).—Undone,
ruined (B.E. and Grose).

Unwashed (or Great - un -

washed), subs, (common). —
The mob, the rabble : orig. the

artisan class. [First used by
Burke, popularised by Scott.]

1889. Pall MallGaz., 18 Oct., 6. 2.

Was it not time . . . that the great
unwashed should declare that the great
unpaid were no longer at liberty to oppress
them?

1892. Watson, Wops the Waif, in.
iv. It is only when we have paid our
' tuppence ' and ascended to the gallery
just under the roof . . . that we begin to
understand what is meant by the lowest
classes, the great unwashed.

Adj. (old colloquial).—Vulgar,
filthy. Unwashed bawdry
(B. E.)= rant, errant, fulsome,
bawdry.

1596. Shakspeare, King John, iv.

2. 201. Another lean, unwash'd artificer.

1605. Jonson, Volpone, Ded. Such
foul and unwashed bawdry as is now
made the food of the scene.

Up, verb, adv., prep., and subs.

(old).— 1. In various elliptical and
colloquial senses. As verb,

generic for action : cf. Down.
Thus TO UP with one's fist, a
stick, etc. = to raise the hand, etc.

,

for striking a blow ; TO UP with
the standard = to bear aloft the

flag ;
' Up guards, and at 'em ' =

' Stand and charge the enemy,'
and so on. Adverbially in many
connections : as (1) out of bed ;

(2) on one's legs (ready to speak)

;

in the saddle ; under repair (of

streets) ; advanced in rank, posi-

tion, value, etc. ; in revolt, a
commotion, or the like ; in pro-

gress or taking place (as a hunt)
;

adjourned, at an end (as a sitting
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of the House), etc. Also a scor-

ing-limit at billiards (500 or 1000
up) ; recorded on the ' telegraph '

at cricket (Grace 100 UP = a

century of runs made). Also in

numerous phrases and combina-

tions, 'What's up' ?= What's the

matter, or What's going on ; up
TO (or in) = well-equipped, equal

to, conversant with (the law,

mathematics, tricks of trade, etc.)

;

all's up (or UP with) = every-

thing is lost, ruin stares one in

the face : frequently up is spelt

as, it's all 'u-p' ; TOGO up = (i) to

travel to London, Paris, etc. (as

the centre and focus of national

life) : specifically (University) to

return to Oxford or Cambridge,
the antithesis in this case being
' going down ' to London, home,
etc. ; (2) to offer oneself for ex-

amination ; to have (or PULL
up)= (i) to summons, arrest, or

bring before a magistrate ; and
(2) to check a downward course

(as of drink, dissipation, or the

like); up and down (See Up-
and-down); to come up with
= to overtake, catch up ; TO look
UP= to improve in health, credit,

value ; up TO= about to do, occur,

or in preparation ; up a tree (or

treed)= (i) done for, ruined,

(2)= in a difficulty, cornered
(q.v.), and (3) drunk ; also UP IN
one's hat : see Screwed ; to
up jib (the sticks, or the
stakes)= to pack up and go, to

be off: see Bunk ; to up and
dust= to hurry up, move fast

;

up to snuff (scent, or the
ROPES) = KNOWING (q.V.), WIDE-
AWAKE (q.v.), cunning, sharp

(Grose) ; up to the knocker
(door, nines, a thing or two,
etc.)= good, capital, excellent;

up the SPOUT= (i) in pawn,
(2) imprisoned (Grose) ; up to

one's ears (elbows, the hilt,
etc. )= overwhelmed ; up to the
hub = to the extreme point; to
LIVE UP TO BLUE CHINA= tO

spend up to, or more than, one's

income ; UP to sample = of good
quality, O.K. (q.v.) ; up to Dick
= rich, generous, wise, quick, in

good health, jolly, well-dressed :

generic for the best ; up to
dictionary= learned, up to
the gossip (cackle, try-on,
etc. )= prepared for any attempt
at imposition, roguery, or trickery

(Grose) ; up to slum (Grose)=
proficient in roguery, good as a
tradesman (q.v.); that's up
against you =What do you say
to that? That will knock the

stuffing out of you; up in the
stirrups= with plenty of money
(Grose).

1340. Gamelyn [Skeat], 20. He
up with his staf.

1360. Allit. Poems. [E.E.T.S.].
[The excitement at Sodom is described,
it is said that the] borough was all UP.
Ibid., 67. [Abraham was] up in the
morning.

1387. Trevisa [Higden, Lat.
Chronicle], iii. 297. He up with a staf
and smoot.

1399. Langland, Richard the
Redeles [E.E.T.S.], 474. Myscheff was
UP.

1401. Townley Myst. (Camden
Soc), 221. Up with the tymbre.

c. 1430. Destr. Troy [E.E.T.S.], 7207.
The tru vp, Agamynon the Grekys gedrit
in the fild.

1528-37. Letters on Suppression of
the Monasteries [Camden Soc], 245. [An
abbot talks of coming upwards ; that is

up to London.]

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Fran., 417.
[Palsgrave says that] is my lorde up [is a
peculiar English phrase].

1550. Udal, RoisterDoister[ARBER],
13. Up to the harde eares in love

1592. Marlowe, Edward II., i. 4.

'Tis treason to be up against the King.
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1593. Shakspeare, Titus Andron.,
ii. 2. The hunt is up. Ibid. (1594), Lu-
crece, 1277. When went . . . Tarquin
from hence? Madame, ere I was up,
replied the maid. Ibid. (1597), Richard
III., v. 3, 7. Up with my tent there ! Here
will I lie to-night.

c. 1605. Heywood, If You Know not
Me, ii. You are all larkes this morning,
Vp with the sun : You are stirring earely.

1607. Dekker, NorthwardHo, i. 3.

May. Where is your mistress, villain?

when went she abroad ? Pren. . . . Why,
as soon as she was up, sir.

1608. Armin, Nest ofNinnies (1842),

43. He ups and tels [him].

161 1. Bible, Psalm xii. 6 (Psalter).

I will up, saith the Lord.

c. 1620. Fletcher, Double Marriage,
v. 1. Duke. What, is the city up?

1635. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 14.

The true bred-gamester UPS afresh, and
then Falls to't again.

1639. Massinger, Un. Combat, ii.

I. Now my anger's up.

c. 1650. Cowley, Chronicle, iii. Till

UP in Arms my Passions rose, And cast

away her Yoke.

1672. Ray, Proverbs [Bohn], 61. Up
with it, if it be but a gallon ; it will ease

your stomach.

1766. Brooke, Fool of Quality, i.

82. She ups with her brawny arm, and
gave Susy a douse on the side of the head.

1799. Scott, Gray Brother. Up,
up, unhappy ! haste, arise.

[?]. Farmer's Old Wife [Child,
Ballads, viii. 258]. She ups with her

pattens and beat out their brains.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,

II. 199. The Saint made a pause As
uncertain, because He knew Nick is pretty

well up in the laws.

1843. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit,

xxvi. What are you up to, old feller ?

1848. Thackeray, Snobs, xxi. He
will scrape acquaintance with old Carabas

before they make Ostend. . . . See, he is

UP to old Carabas already ! I told you
he would.

1849-61. Macaulay, History Eng.,

xvi. In twenty-four hours all Devonshire

was up.

1849. Robb, Squatter Life,
#
31.

' Well, hoss, we expect you to be right

co-chunk up to the hub on them thar

questions, and pour it into the enemy in

slashergafF style.'

1853. Haliburton, Wise Saws, 34.
You mustn't wander away, and you
mustn't declaim : if you do, their attention
is off, the public see it, and you are up a
tree.

1856. Stowe, Dred, 1. 311. 'For
my part,' said Abijah, grimly, ' if things
was managed my way, I shouldn't com-
mune with nobody that didn't believe in

election up to the hub.'

1857. Macaulay, Goldsmith. In
his seventeenth year Oliver went UP to
Trinity College, Dublin, as a sizar.

1863. Jeaffreson, Live it Down,
xxiv. I'll finish my cigar in the betting
room and hear what's up.

1863. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xix.

It was late, it is true, but on a May
evening even country people keep up till

eight or nine o'clock.

1865. Kingsley, Hillyars and Bur-
tons, xxviii. I made them up stick and
take me home.

1866. Baker, Heart of Africa, 259.
I saw that it was all up with our
animals.

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, Int. It

was not so well for a lawyer to be over-
honest, else he might not be up to other
people's tricks.

1868. Ouida, Under two Flags, v.

Up to every dodge on the cross that this

iniquitous world could unfold.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 124. ' Here
you are, you little minx. . . . What are
you up to now ?

'

1869. Blackmore, Lorna Doone,
lxviii. Before I knew what he was up to,
[he] said, ' Arise, Sir John Rudd.'

1870. Le Fanu, Dragon Volant, i.

I was posting up to Paris.

d. 1878. Bryant, Song of Marion's
Men. The woodland rings with laugh
and shout, As if a hunt were up.

d. 1879. Clifford, Lectures, 11. 137.
If an astronomer, observing the sun, were
to record the fact that at the moment when
a sun-spot began to shrink there was a
rap at his front-door, we should know that

he was not up to his work.

1885. Field, 25 Sep. M'Lawlay . . .

got down with a fine put, and stood
again one up. Ibid. (1886), 20 Feb.
Having found it and used it, you must up
sticks and away in a day or two.
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1886. MacDonald What's Mine's
Mine, 283. Come, Mercy, you are up to
a climb I'm sure.

1886. Daily News, 14 Oct. Streets

that are up.

1887. Standard, 18 Oct. When
Fordham was up those who were interested

in a horse's success felt confident.

1892. Kipling, Barrack-room Bal-

lads. ' Tommy.' The publican 'e up an'

sez, ' We serve no Red-coats here.'

1898. Whiteing, John Street, viii.

You don't know ! You shouldn't argue if

you ain't up to things like that. Ibid.,

xxiii. ' What's up now?' says my myte as

was standing guard over me with a cutlash.

2. (Harrow).—In school. To
BE UP AT SECOND SCHOOL= to

go to any one for work at 10 or

11 o'clock.

To tie up, verb. phr. (venery).

—To get with child, impregnate,

SEW UP {q.V.). Also TO BE UP
(or up one's frills, or petti-

coats) = to be piled in the act.

Up-a-daisa (or Ups-a-daisy),
intj. (nursery).—Used in 'baby-

jumping.'

Up-and-down, subs. phr. (col-

loquial).—!. Usually in //. =
the events of life, vicissitudes of

fortune, alternate good and bad
luck. As adj. = plain, downright,

positive. As adv. = ( 1 ) thorough,

completely, in every respect,

DOWN TO THE GROUND {q.V.) ;

(2) = bluntly, BRUTALLY {q.v.)
;

and (3)= without favour, justly.

1542. Udal, Erasmus's Apophth.,

324. He [Phocion] was euen Socrates vp
and downe in this pointe and behalfe,

that no man euer sawe hym either laughe
or weepe.

1620. Middleton, Chaste Maid,
iii. 2. The mother's month, up and
DOWN, UP AND DOWN.

1759. Goldsmith, Bee, No. 3.

Every man who . . . has had his ups and
downs in life . . . must have frequently

experienced the truth of this doctrine.

d. 1797. Walpole, Letters, 11. 464. A
mixture ... all ups that should be
downs.

1857. Locker, Piccadilly. Life is

chequer'd ; a patchwork of smiles and of
frowns ; We value its ups, let us muse
on its downs.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 240. Talk
about coddling ! it's little we get o' that,

the way the Lord fixes things in this world.
. . . He's pretty up and down with us
by all they tell us. Ibid., 291. Miss
Debby was a well-preserved, up-and-
down, positive, cheery, sprightly lady.

1884. Milliken [Punch, 11 Oct.].
1 'Arry at a Political Picnic' Went to one
on 'em yesterday, Charlie; a regular old
up and down lark.

Up and down place, subs,

phr. (tailors').—A shop where a
cutter-out is expected to fill up
his time sewing.

See Ups and Downs, post.

Uphill, subs. (Old Cant).—Inp/. =
dice loaded to cast high numbers :

cf. lowmen (B. E. and Grose).

Adj. (old colloquial).—Difficult,

severe, against collar {q.v.\—
Grose. Hence (2 )= hampered.

1748. Richardson, Clarissa. What
an uphill labour must it be to be a
learner.

1881. Stevenson, Virginibus Puer-
isque, iv. These will be uphill in-

timacies, without charm or freedom to
the end.

1885. D. Teleg., 1 Sep. Our Govern-
ment is engaged in a very uphill task.

Upon. See Cross; Say-so ;

Sivvy; Square; Snib.

Upper. Down on one's uppers,
phr. (common). — Poor, HARD-
UP {q.v.), BROKE [q.V.).

1900. Flynt, Tramps, 117. I'se

been a moocher, an' now I's skatin' on me
uppers.
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*V°?>' Judy, 9 Dec, 577. 1. ' Yes,
that's bad enough ! But what would you
do if you were in my shoes ?

'
' Eh ? Oh,

then I should be fairly down on my
uppers.'

Upper-ben (or Upper-ben-
jamin), subs. phr. (old).—

A

great coat (Grose) ; also Benjy :

orig. Joseph, but (Hotten)
' because of the preponderance
of tailors named Benjamin,
altered in deference to them.'

Upper-crust, subs. phr. (pugi-

lists').—The skin.

1832. Egan, Book of Sports. Sam's
nob had been in pepper alley, and his

upper crust was rather changed.

2. See Upper-ten.

3. (common). — A hat : see

Golgotha.

Upper-hand. To have (hold,
or get) the upper-hand (for-

tune, or whip-hand), verb. phr.

(old colloquial).—To have (hold

or get) at one's command, in

one's power, lead, or under con-

trol ; to have the day as one's

own ; to have full play or ad-

vantage.

1525. TYNDALE,i\^w7V^,[OLIPHANT,
New Eng., i. 413. Orrmin's oferrhannd
now becomes the upper hande].

161 3. Fletcher, Honest Mans
Fortune, i. 2. You have the upper
fortune of him.

1809. MALKIN, GilBlas[RoVTLKI)GK],
106. He challenged them to drink, and
in every respect took the upper hand.

1857-61. Buckle, Hist. Civilization,

11. iii. The nobles thus attained the
upper hand.

1886. Stevenson, Kidnapped, 175.

I was growing impatient to get back and
have the upper hand of my uncle.

Upper-lip. To keep a stiff

upper-lip, verb. phr. (common).

—To be courageous, self-reliant

under difficulties, unflinching in

quest.

1833. Neal, Down Fosters, ii. 15.

Keep a stiff upper lip ; no bones broke
—don't I know ?

1835. Haliburton, Clockmaker, 1st

S. xxxii. He was well to do in the
world once, carried a stiff upper lip,

and keered for no one.

1847. Chronicles of Pineville, 150.
Tut, tut, major, keep a stiff upper lip,

and you'll bring him this time.

1850. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin,
xii. I hope you keep up good heart, and
are cheerful. Now, no sulks, ye see ;

keep a stiff upper lip, boys ; do well
by me, and I'll do well by you.

1899^ Westcott, David Harum,
xyi. He's got a pretty stiff upper lip of
his own, I reckon.

Upper-shell, subs. phr. (Old
Cant).—A coat : whence under -

shell= a waistcoat: cf. Upper-
stocks.

Upper - sixpenny, subs. phr.
(Eton). — A playing field : see

Sixpenny.

Upper - stock, subs. phr. (Old
Cant). — In pi. = trunk hose,
breeches : see Kicks.

1546. Heywood, Epigrams. The
upper-stocks be they stuft with silk or
flocks.

Upper-storey (-loft, -works,
etc.), subs. phr. (common).—The
head, brain (Grose). Hence UN-
furnished(something wrong,
or rats) in the upper-storey
= crazy, demented, ignorant, off
one's chump (q.v.), drunk.

1 75 1. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle,
vi. I'd have you take care of your upper
works. Ibid. (1771), Humphry Clinker
(1900), i. 180. Which you imagine to be
the new light of grace ... I take to be a
deceitful vapour glimmering through a
CRACK IN YOUR UPPER STOREY.

1773. Foote, Bankrupt. [A man's
head is called] his upper storey.
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1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 50. We drank hard, and returned

... in a pretty pickle, that is to say, so-

so in the upper storey. Ibid., 87.

Arsenia and Florimonde are not strong in

their upper works.

1890. Harpers Mag., lxxx. 348. It

knocked everything topsy-turvy in my
upper storey.

Upper-ten, subs. phr. (common).
—The aristocracy, landed gentry,

world of fashion: also upper
TEN THOUSAND, UPPER-TEN-
DOM, and upper-crust. [Usu-

ally referred to N. P. Willis, and
originally applied to the wealthy

classes of New York as approxi-

mating that member.]

c. 1835. Willis, Ephemera. At
present there is no distinction among the

upper ten thousand of the city.

1843-4. Haliburton, Attache. I

want you to see Peel, Stanley, Graham,
Shiel, Russell, Macaulay, old Joe, and so

on. They are all upper crust here.

1848. Lowell, Fable for Critics.

Caring naught for what vengeance the

mob has in store, Let that mob be the

upper ten thousand or lower.

i8[?]. Doesticks, 131 [Bartlett]. At
a ball for the benefit of the poor was a co-

mingling of uppertendom with lower

twentydom,—an avalanche of exclusive-

ness in a torrent of mobocracy.

i8[?]. Butler, Nothing- to Wear.
Researches in some of the upper ten
districts Reveal the most painful and
startling statistics.

1868. Athenaum, Nov., 719. To
provide for the well-being of the children

of affluent parents, our social reformers

urge that the mothers of the upper ten
thousand should put their nurseries under
the control of a superior nurse.

1874. Siliad,vm. Yet much remains
that stigmatize we must, And in our Siliad

the upper crust Will find some words to

ponder carefully.

1877. Davitt, Prison Diary. Most
of these pseudo-aristocratic impostors had
succeeded in obtaining admission to the

stocking-knitting party, which, in conse-

quence, became known among the rest of

the prisoners as the 'upper ten push.'

1884. Harper's Mag., Ixxviii. 568.
The favourite promenade of the upper
ten.

Uppish, adj. (colloquial). — 1.

Proud, arrogant, stuck - up
{q.v.); 'rampant, crowing, full

of money' (B. E. and Grose);
also (B. E.) = brisk. Whence
Uppishly and Uppishness.
[Johnson :

' a low word.']

d. 1704. Brown, Works, i. 154. Half-
pay officers at the parade very uppish
upon the death of the King of Spain.

1710. Tatler, 230. Other of that

kidney are very uppish and alert upon't.

1710-13. Swift, Jour, to Stella
[Oliphant, New Eng., ii. 150. Among
the Adjectives is uppish, a new word
objected to by Swift. Ibid., ii. 151. He
turns an Adjective into a verb ; I'll

uppish you, for he disliked this new
phrase].

1740. North, Examen, 48. It

seems daring to rail at informers, pro-
jectors, and officers was not uppish enough,
but his Lordship must rise so high as
daring to limit the power and revenue of
the Crown.

1824. Peake, Americans Abroad, i.

1. You are but an underlin', tho' you are
so uppish and twistical.

1839. Mrs Trollope, Michael
Armstrong, iii. She is a bedridden
woman, and ought to be in the work-
house ; but she's upish, and can't abide it.

1880. Stockton, Merry Chanter,
xvii. Americans are too uppish ; but
when you get hold of a man who is accus-
tomed to being downtrodden, it's easy to

keep him so.

1882. Lowell, [Century, xxxv. 512].

I sometimes question whether that quality

in [Landor] which we cannot but recognise
and admire, his loftiness of mind, should
not, sometimes, rather be called uppishness.

2. (old).—Tipsy : see Screwed.

1726. Vanbrugh, Jour, to London,
iii. 1. Lady Head. Not so drunk, I hope,
but that he can drive us ? Sew. Yes, yes,

madam, he drives best when he's a little

uppish.

Upright, subs. (American).— 1. A
leg.
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2. (venery).—An act of coition

taken standing; a knee-trem-
bler (q.v.).

Go upright, phr. (Old Cant).—
' Said by Taylers and Shoe-

makers, to their Servants, when
any Money is given to make them
Drink, and signifies, bring it all

out in Drink, tho' the Donor
intended less, and expects Change,
or some return of Money ' (B. E.,

1696).

Upright-man, subs. phr. (Old

Cant).—The leader of a gang of

mendicants or thieves {see quot.

1561) ; 'the second rank of the

Canting Tribes, having sole right

to the first night's Lodging with

the Dells' (B. E.) ; 'a thorough-

paced and determined thief

(Grose) : see Curtail.

1561. Awdelev, Fraternitye of
Vacabondes. An Vpright man is one
that goeth wyth the trunchion of a staffe,

which staffe they cal a Fellchman. This
man is of so much authority that, meeting
with any of his profession, he may cal

them to accompt, and commaund a share

or snap vnto him selfe of al that they

haue gained by their trade in one moneth.

1567. Harman, Caveat, 75. A dell

is a yonge wenche, able for generation,

and not yet knowen or broken by the

VPRIGHT MAN.

161 1. Middleton, Roaring Girl

[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), vi. 108].

Brother to this upright man, flesh and
blood, ruffling Tear-cat is my name.

1622. Fletcher, Beggars Bush, ii.

1. Come, princes of the ragged regiment,

You of the blood,—Prigg, my most

UPRIGHT LORD.

Uproar, subs, (old).—An opera:

cf. Roaratorio= oratorio.

1762. Stevens, Bartholomew Fair.

We poor folk ... old English ballads can

sing-o, As they at their opperores out-

landish ling-o.

Ups and Downs (The), subs. phr.
(military).—The second battalion

of The Welsh Regiment, formerly
the 69th Foot, the number being
read in position or upside-down.

Upsee-Dutch (Upsee-English,
UPSEE-FREESE),«^.//^r. (old).

—Conjecturally a kind of heady
beer qualified by the name of the
brew. Hence upsee - freesy,
etc. = drunk: see Screwed; to
DRINK UPSEE-DUTCH (ENGLISH,
etc. )= to drink deeply, or in true
toper fashion according to the
custom of the country named.
Also Upsees.

1600. Letting of Humours Blood in
the Head-vaine. Tom is no more like

thee then chalks like cheese, To pledge a
health or to drinke up-se freese.

1606. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins
[Arber], 12. Were drunke according to
all the learned rules of drunkenness, as
upsy freeze, crambo, etc. Ibid. (1608),
Belman of London, 26. Teach me—how
to take the German's upsy-freeze, the
Danish rowsa, etc.

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4. I

do not like the dulness of your eye. It

hath a heavy cast, 'tis upsee Dutch.

[?]. The Shrift [Ellis, Spec, iii.

121]. For upse freeze he drank from
four to nine, So as each sense was steeped
well in wine.

1616. Times Whistle [E.E.T.S.], 60.

He with his companions George and Rafe,
Doe meet together to drink vpse-freeze
Till they have made themselves as wise as
geese.

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
ii. 1. Bacchus, the god of brew'd wine
and sugar, grand patron of rob-pots, upsy-
freesy tipplers, and super-naculum topers.

1622. Fletcher, Beggars Bush, iv.

4. The bowl, which must be upsey
English, strong, lusty, London beer.

Ibid., iii. 1. So, sit down, lads, And
drink me upsey Dutch.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares]. This
valiant pot-leach that upon his knees Has
drunke a thousand pottles up-se-freese.

1635. Heywood, Philocothonista,

45.
' One that drinks upse-freeze.
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1809. Scott, Lady of the Lake, vi.

5. Yet whoop, Barnaby ! off with thy
liquor, Drink upsees out, and a fig for the
vicar.

Upset. See Apple-cart.

Upsides. To be upsides with,
verb. phr. (colloquial).—To be
even with, quits with, a match
for.

1816. Scott, Antiquary, xxi. I'se

be upsides wi' him ae day.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, xxxix. Nay, 'twarn't altogether
spite, tho' I won't say but what I might
ha' thought o' bein' upsides wi' them.

Upsitting, subs, (old).—The sitting

up of a woman to see her friends

after her confinement ; the feast

held on such an occasion.

1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe. The
jest shall be a stock to maintain us and
our pewfellows in laughing at christenings,

cryings out, and upsittings this twelve
month.

1641. Brome, Jovial Crew, ii. We
will have such a lying-in, and such a
christening ; such upsitting and gossiping.

U ps kip, subs, (old).—An upstart
(q.v.).

1549. Latimer, Serm. Bef. Ed. VI.,

ii. Put it not to the hearing of these
velvet coats, these upskips.

Upsodown, adv. (colloquial).

—

Topsy-turvy {q.v.), upside-
down : also upset - down.
[Smyth-Palmer : Upside-down
is no doubt ... a false light of

old Eng. up-so-down, i.e. up
what (was) down, so being the

old relative pronoun], Cf. Back-
SEVORE.

1340. Hampole, Prick of Con-
science, 673. What es man in shap bot
a tre, Turned up J>et es doun, als men
may se. Ibid.

, 7230. J>afor it es ryght and
resoune bat pai be turned up-swa-doune.

c. 1360. A Hit. Poems, 99. 362. Truly
pis ilk toun schal tylte to grounde, Vp-so-
doun schal 3e dumpe depe to be abyme.

[?]. Apology for Lollards [Camden
Soc, 19]. Pat pe kirk performe it solemply,
candel slekennid, bell ro[n]gun, and pe
cros turnid vp so doun.

1378. Wycliffe, Bible, Job xxx. 12.

Thei turneden vpsedoun my feet. Ibid.,
Unpub. Works [E.E.T.S.], 119. Proude
clerkis and coueitouse, thei clepen holy
chirche to turnen alle ping vpsodoun as
anticristis disciplis.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, 1379.
' Knight's Tale. ' Shortly turned was al

up-so-doun, Bothe habit and eek dis-

posicioun Of him, this woful lovere, daun
Arcite.

1481. Caxton, Reynard the Fox
[Arber], 74. Me thynketh this court is

al torned vp so doun.

1483. Cath. Ang., 397. To turne vp
so down ; euertere.

1493. Gower, Confessio A mantis, ii.

The londe was tourned upso downe.

[?]. Ancient Ballads [Lilly], 235.
Turne their hartes quite vpsidowne, To
become true subjects.

161 1. Bible, Authorised Version,
Acts xvii. 6. These that haue turned the
world vpside downe, are come hither
also.

Upstairs, subs. (London). —

A

special brand of spirits : a bottle

usually kept on a shelf: e.g. 'a
drop of UPSTAIRS.' The particu-

lar brand varies with the house.

TO GO UPSTAIRS OUT OF THE
world, verb. phr. (old).—To be
hanged : see Ladder.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, ii.

7. By your looks you should go upstairs
OUT OF THE WORLD.

Upstart, subs. (B. E. and Grose).
— 1. A person suddenly raised

from poverty to wealth, from a
humble position to consequence,
or from servitude to power : now
recognised.

1592. Greene, Quip for Upstart
Courtier [Harl. Misc., v. 402]. In faith,

goodman goosecap, you that are come
from the startups, and therefore is called
ad up-start, quasi start up from clouted
shoone.
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Upsyturvy, adv. (old).

—

Topsy-
turvy (a.v.).

d. 1594. Greene, James IV., iii. 3.

There found I all was upsy-turvy turned.

Uptails-all, suds. phr. (old).

—

1. Confusion, riot, high jinks;

(2) revellers, good fellows, boon
companions. Hence (3) wanton-

ness, and spec, the act of kind
;

whence to play at uptails
all= to copulate: see Greens
and Ride : a play on this sense

and the old card game of up-

tails all was frequent.

1602. Dekker, Satiromastrix
[Hawkins, Eng. Drama, iii. 170].

Feel, my uptails-all, feel my weapon.

1647-8. Herrick, Hesperides, 265.

Love he doth call For his uptailes all.

Up-to-date, adj. (colloquial).—Of
the latest: in fashion, fact, or

philosophy ; abreast of the times.

1888. Academy, 4. Feb., 822. A
good up-to-date English work on the

islands.

UPWAYS, adv. (colloquial).—Up-
ward.

Urchin, suds, (old and still collo-

quial).— I. A mischievous child;

a half-chiding endearment ;
' a

little sorry Fellow' (B. E. and
Grose) : also (2) an elf, fairy, or

sprite : popularly supposed to

take the form of a hedgehog, the

original meaning. Hence as adj.

= (1) roguish, mischievous ; and

(2) trifling, foolish, trumpery.

1528. Roy and Barlow, Rede Me,
etc. [Arber, 43]. I trowe the vrchyn
will clyme To some promocion hastily.

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives of
Windsor, iv. 4. Like urchins, ouphes

and fairies. Ibid. (1609), Tempest, i. 2.

326. Urchins shall ... all exercise on
thee.

1634. Milton, Comus, 845. Urchin
blasts and ill-luck signs.

1692. Hacket, Williams, ii. 91.

Our Bishop . . . made himself merry with

the conceit how easie it was to stride over

such urchin articles. No man would find

leisure to read the whole 36, they are so

frivolous.

d. 1721. Prior, Venus Mistaken.
' And who's blind now, mamma?' the

urchin cried.

d. 1850. Wordsworth, Michael.
There stood the urchin as you will

divine.

Urinal, subs. (old). — 1. 'A
chamber-pot, or glass ' (B. E. ).

Urinal of the planets =
Ireland :

' because of its frequent

and great rains, as Heidelberg
and Cologn, in Germany, have
the same Name upon the same
Account ' (B. E. ).

U.S. -cove, subs. phr. (American).
—A soldier. U.S. -plate =
handcuffs : cf. Government
securities.

Use, subs. (American).—Liking.

c. 1889. Trans. Am. Phil. Ass. {Cen-
tury},. I have no use for him—don't like

him.

Verb (old). — To copulate

(Chaucer): see Greens and
Ride.

1613. Webster, Devil's Law-case,
i. 2. Waiting woman. Very well, sir,

You may use me at your pleasure. Rom.
By no means, Winifred ; that were the
way to make thee travail again.

To USE AT (or ROUND) A
place, verb. phr. (thieves').—To
haunt, frequent.

1877. Horsley, Jottingsfrom Jail.
I got in company with some of the widest
people in London. They used to use at a
pub. in Shoreditch,
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To USE up, verb. phr. (collo-

quial).— To exhaust, wear out,

DO FOR {q.v.) : whence USED
UP = broken-hearted, bankrupt,
fatigued, vanquished, killed, etc.

(Grose).

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, xxviii.
Such a sight I never saw before . . .

'cleaned out' to the last real, and com-
pletely USED UP.

1855. Kingsley, Westward Ho, i.

Half were used-up . . . with the scurvy.

1855. Haliburton, Human Nature,
192. Well, being out night arter night,
she got kinder used up and beat out, and
unbeknownest to me used to take opium.

1856. Kane, Arctic Exped., 11. 100.
Hans has been really ill ; five days down
with severe pains of the limbs have left him
a ' little weak,' which with him means well
USED UP.

1865. Downing, May-day in New
York. Moving on the first day in May
in New York has used me up worse than
building forty acres of stone wall.

1 87 1. Calverley, Fly Leaves.
' Beer.' But what is coffee but a noxious
berry Born to keep used-up Londoners
awake?

1876. Grant, One 6/ the Six Hun-
dred, iii. His whole air had the used-up
bearing of those miserable dundrearys who
affect to act as if youth, wealth, and
luxury were the greatest calamities that
flesh is heir to.

1887. D. Teleg., 5 Mar. We have
used up no fewer than six Irish Secretaries
in little more than as many years.

Usher, intj. (thieves').—Yes: cf.

Yiddish user=\t is so.

1877. Horsley, Jottings from Jail.
When I got into Shoreditch I met one or
two of the mob, who said, ' Hallo, been
out to-day ? Did you touch ?

' So I said
USHER.

Usual, subs, (colloquial). — The
custom. As per usual = as

usual : pleonastic.

1589. Puttenham, Art of Eng.
Poesy, 72. The staffe of seuen verses hath
seuen proportions, whereof one onely is

the vsuall of our vulgar.

1892. Milliken, 'Arry Ballads. 'At
a Political Picnic' Bin playing some dark
little game? I'm keeping mine hup as per
usual.

Utter, subs, (old and colloquial).

—

The extreme ; the utmost : also

(modern) quite too utterly
utter= very; the blooming
utter= the utmost. As adj.=
excellent, Ai : a supreme inten-

d. 1697. Aubrey, Lives. ' Walter
Raleigh.' I take my leave readie to

countervaile all your courtesies to the
utter of my power.

1887. Henley, Culture in the Slums,
iii. I likes a merry little flutter, I keeps a
Dado on the sly, In fact my form's the
BLOOMING UTTER.

Uzzard, subs, (provincial).-—The
letter Z.
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(old).— I. A symbol
of cuckoldry, the

letter being occa-

sionally printed

in that connec-
tion. Hence to
MAKE V = to

make horns
{q.v. ) : the first and second fingers

are derisively forked out : cf.

CUNNY-THUMB.

1611. Chapman, May-day, iv. As
often as he turns his back to me, I shall be
here V with him.

2. (American).—A five-dollar

note : v is marked prominently
to indicate its value.

Vac, subs. (University and schools).

—Vacation.

1891. Harry Fludyer at Cambridge,
2. The pater . . . told me every day last

Vac he wouldn't have his house over-run
with dogs.

1900. White, West End, 18. Fork
out ... I'll pay you back in the Vac.

Vag, subs. (American).—A vaga-

bond. Whence Vag-act (police)

= the Vagabond Act.

Vagaries, subs, (old—B. E.).

—

' Wild rambles, extravagant

Frolicks' (1696); to gad, to

range ; see Vagrant. Hence
VAGARIAN = a CRANK {q.v.) ;

vagarious (or vagarist) =
whimsical, capricious, irregular.

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Vaguer,
to wander, vagarie, stray, gad, roame,
raunge, flit, remoue from place to place.

d. 1622. Rich, Heroditus. The people
called Phcenices gave themselves to long
vagaries, and continual viages by sea.

1640. Brome, Sparagus Garden, ii.

2. You have not dealt well with me to
put this fagary into her foolish fancy.

c. 1796. Wolcot, Peter Pindar, 305.
His eyes are oft vagarish.

Vagrant, subs, (old : now recog-
nised). — ' A wandering Rogue,
a strolling Vagabond' (B. E.,
c. 1 696) : also Vacant. [ Century :

sometimes vagarant, apparently
simulating vagary.] Whence
vagrancy (or vagancy)= wan-
dering, strolling ; also vagrant,
adj. = roving, erratic, vagabond.

1380. Wyclif, Bible, Gen. iv. 14.
Fro thi face I shal be hid, and I shal be
vagaunt.

1641. Brome, Jovial Crew, v. Fie!
Canst not yet leave off those vagancies.

1685. Barron, Sermons, xxxvi.
Therefore did he spend his days in con-
tinual labour, in restless travel, in endless
vagrancy, going about doing good.

1770. Goldsmith, Deserted Village,
149. His house was known to all the
vagrant train.

Vain. To take one's name in
vain, verb. phr. (colloquial).—To
name: a common dovetail on hear-

ing one's name mentioned ; e.g.

'Who's taking my name in
vain?'

Vain -glorious Man, subs. phr.
(B. E.).— 'One that Pisses more
than he drinks' {c. 1696).

Valley. See Cascade, 2.
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Valley-tan, subs. phr. (American).

A special manufacture of whiskey
sold in Utah.

Vamose (Vamos or Vampoose),
verb (American). — To go, de-

camp, clear OUT (q.v.): also

(Western) to vamose the
ranch. [Spanish.]

1840. Southern Sketches, 141. The
Camanches came within a league of us,

but vamosf.d the ranch when theylearned
that the rangers were here.

1844. Selby, London by Night, ii. 1.

vamoose—scarper— fly !

1848. Amer.Jour. Commerce, June.
Yankee Sullivan's house, corner of Frank-
fort and Chatham Streets, is in a dangerous
condition. ... Its occupants received
some very ominous premonitions of a down-
fall, and forthwith vamosed with their

baggage.

1848. New York Mirror, May. I

couldn't stand more than this stanza, . . .

and I accordingly vamosed.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, i.

Has he vampoosed with the contents of a
till?

c. 1861. Parody on Leigh Hunt's " Abou
Ben Adhem." The devil wrote, and
vamosed. The next night He came again,

—this time a little tight.

1876. Woolson, Jupiter Lights,
xxxi. He was sincerely sorry that Hollis

had vamosed in that way.

1878. Scribners Mag., Nov. 82. My
precious partners had vamosed the
ranch.

1880. Scribners Mag., Aug., 610. I

finished the sign and then vamoosed.

Vamp, subs, (thieves').— i. A
robbery. Hence in for a
VAMP = QUODDED {q.V.) for PRIG-

GING (q.v.)', VAMPER (q.V.) = 3.

thief.

2. (common).—In pi. = re-

footed stockings (B. E.) : see

Vamper.

Verb. (American colloquial).

—

1. To improvise a musical ac-

companiment : the key and time

being known, a passable ac-

companiment is playable at sight

by a system which, in America,
is ' taught in eight lessons for $10.

'

Also as subs. , and vamper.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., iii.

201. As soon as I could get in to vamp
the tunes on the banjo a little.

1888. Pall Mall Gaz., 31 Jan.
[Advt.J. How to vamp to songs, chords,
etc.

2. (common). — To pawn,
spout (q.v.) (B. E. and Grose).

Vamper, subs, (veterinary).— 1. A
swindling horse-dealer ; a faker
(q.v.) of unsound horses: also

see Vamp, subs, and verb.

1876. Greenwood, Undercur.
London Life. It is beyond dispute that

in the hands of the experienced horse-

vamper the most wretched used-up screw
in existence may, for a brief hour or so,

be made to exhibit an amount of fire and
spirit that if persisted in for a longer
period would inevitably shake its ram-
shackle carcass all to pieces.

2. (old).—In pl.= stockings

(B. E).

Vampire, subs. (Punch and Judy).
—1. The ghost: see Swatchel.

2. (American). — A black -

mailer : Fr. chanteur.

Vampo, subs, (theatrical).—The
clown : see Swatchel.

Vandemonianism, subs, (obsolete

Australian). — Rowdyism : i.e.

pertaining to Van Diemen's Land,
the old name of Tasmania when
a convict settlement, with a glance

at 'demon.' Also Vande-
monian, adj.

1852. Mundy, Our Antipodes (1855),

533. The Van Diemonians, as they
unpleasingly call themselves, or permit
themselves to be called, are justly proud
of their horse-flesh.
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1853. Sidney, Three Colonies of
Australia (2nd edit.), 171. One of the
first acts of the Legislative Assemblies
created by the Australian Reform Bill of
1850 was to pass . . . acts levelled against
Van Diemonian expirees.

1855. Howitt, Two Years in Vic-
toria, i. 367. Unquestionably some of the
Van Diemenian convicts.

1863. Victorian Hansard, 22 April,
ix. 701. Mr. Houston looked upon the con-
duct of hon. gentlemen opposite as ranging
from the extreme of vandemonianism to
the extreme of nambypambyism.

1867. Casseirs Magazine, 440. ' I

never wanted to leave England,' I have
heard an old Vandemonian observe
boastfully. • I wasn't like one of these
"Jemmy Grants" (cant term for 'emi-
grants ') ; I could always earn a good
living ; it was the Government as took and
sent me out.'

Van John, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—A corruption of Vingt-et-un.

Vanner, subs, (trade).—A van
horse : cf. Busser, Cabber,
Wheeler, etc.

1888. Referee, 8 Ap. [Advt.].
Twenty-five Welsh cobs, cabbers, and
vanners.

Vantage, subs, (old printers').

—

Good paying work, fat {q. v. )

:

a spec, colloquial usage of a

recognised word.

Vantage- loaf, suds. phr. (old

colloquial).—The thirteenth loaf

in a baker's-dozen {q.v.).

Vapour, subs, (old colloquial).

—

1. In pi. = bluster, ostentatious

or windy talk, SWAGGER {q.v.).

[The Roaring Boys {q.v.) of

Elizabethan times, to provoke a
quarrel, were wont flatly and
swaggeringly to contradict every-

thing said, even that to which
a bully had previously assented

{see Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,

iv. 3).] Hence as verb= to boast,

swagger, bully, with such deriva-

tives as vapoured, vapourer,
VAPOURISING, VAPOURISE, etc.

Also (2), in the eighteenth century,

a fashionable term for AIRS {q.v.),

side {q.v.): spec, an exaggerated

affectation of ' nerves ' or blues
{q.v.): also (3) whims, fancies,

maggots {q.v.), and as verb= to

fuss, fidget, make TO DO {q.v.).

1552. Strype, Eccles. Mem. A
vapouring sort (which that nation was
then much addicted to).

1570. Camden, Hist. Elizabeth. A
ruffian, a riotous spendthrift and a notable
VAPOURER.

1614. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,
ii. Nay, then, pardon me my vapour. I

have a foolish vapour, gentlemen : Any
man that does vapour me the ass— I do
vapour him the lie. Ibid. (1630), New
Inn, iii. 1. Pierce. He's Barst's protec-

tion. Fly. Fights and vapours for him.

1628. Ford, Lovers Melancholy, iv.

2. He vapours like a tinker, and struts

like a juggler.

1641. Milton, Apology for Smec-
tymnus. His designe was, if he could
not refute them, yet at least with quips and
snapping adagies to vapour them out.

1660-9. Pepys, Diary, 11. 331. My
Lord Berkeley hath all along been . . .

one that is the greatest vapourer in the
world.

1706. Vanbrugh, Mistake, iv. 1.

Here, take thy satin pincushion, with thy
curious half hundred of pins in't, thou
madest such a vapouring about yester-

day.

1748. Richardson, Clarissa, 11.

xcvii. You will not wonder that the
vapourishness which has laid hold of my
heart should rise to my pen.

1749. Whiston, Memoirs, 18. I

was become so vapoured and timorous
at home that I was ready to faint away if

I did but go a few stones'-cast from our own
house.

1751. Fielding, Amelia, iii. 7. A
man had better be plagued with all the
curses of Egypt than with a vapourish
wife.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
ix. 3. The corporal gave a slight flourish

with his stick—but not vapouringly.
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1796. D'Arblay, Camilla, v. vi.

She vapours me but to look at her.

1809. Irving, Knickerbocker, 355.
All these valourous vapourings had a
considerable effect.

1819. Crabbe, Tales of the Hall
[Works, vii. 63]. Nor to be fretful,

vapourish, or give way To spleen and
anger as the wealthy may.

1886. D. Teleg., 7 Ap. Despite the
vapouring of the Minister of War.

1888. D. Teleg., 7 Feb. He
vapoured considerably.

Vardo, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

waggon. VARDO-GiLL= a wag-
goner (Grose).

Verb (streets and circus).—To
look, see, observe : e.g. vardo
the CARSEY= look at the house.

Vardy, subs, (common). — An
opinion : e.g. * That's my vardy
on the matter '= That's what I

think. [A corruption of verdict.]

Varlet, subs, (old colloquial).—

A

generic reproach : a rogue,

scoundrel, low fellow. Whence
varletry= the mob, rabble,

crowd (B. E.). [ Properly= a

page, groom, or serving-man.]

1549. Latimer, Serin. Be/. Edward
VI., iii. Was not this a seditious varlet,
to tell them this to their beards.

1608. Shakspeare, Antony and
Cleop., v. 2. 56. The shouting varletry
of censuring Rome.

^ c. 1620. Fletcher, Women Pleas'd,
ii. 4. ' There's money for thee : thou art
a precious varlet, Be fat, be fat, and
blow thy master backward.'

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Ananias . . . the varlet That cozened
the apostles !

1778. Sheridan, Rivals, iv. 2.

Well, I am glad you are not the dull,

insensible varlet you pretended to be.

1840. Browning, Sordello, vi. Gay
swarms of varletry that come and go.

Varmint, subs, (common).—Any-
thing troublesome or mischievous

:

also a half-jocular endearment to

a child: e.g. 'You young VAR-
MINT ' [that is, vermin].

1826. Cooper, Last 0/the Mohicans,
viii. Uncas, we have need of all our
we'pons to bring the cunning varment
from his roost.

1863. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, i.

All regarded in the light of mean kid-
nappers and spies

—

varment as the
common people esteemed them.

2. (hunting).—A fox.

1888. Field, 4 Feb. Decided the
hound in question to go for the varmint
he had found.

Adj. (University),

natty, good-all-round.

Spruce,

1823. Gradus ad Cantab. A var-
mint man spurns a scholarship, would
consider it a degradation to be a fellow.

1827. Alma Mater. . . . The hand-
some man, my friend and pupil, was
naturally enough a bit of a swell, or
varmint man.

Varmint- man, subs. phr. (Uni-
versity). — A hack or ghost
(q.v.): 'one who, like Jemmy
Gordon, wrote themes for idle

undergrads' : see Varmint, adj.

Varnish er, subs, (thieves').—One
who utters base money, a snide-
PITCHER {q.V.).

Varsal, adj. (old colloquial).

—

Universal : frequently as an in-

tensive.

1710. Swift, Pol. Conv., ii. I

believe there is not such another in the
varsal world.

1771. Smollett, Humph. Clinker,
i. 125. Here was flying without any
broom-sticks or thing in the varsal
world.

[?]. Scott [Century], Every varsal
soul in the library were gone to bed.
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Varsity, subs, and adj. (collegiate).

—University ; and spec. Univer-
sity College, Oxford : the reduc-

tion is also affected by American
students.

1864. Tennyson, Northern Farmer,
New Style. *E coom'd to the parish wi
lots o' Varsity debt.

1886. D. Tel., 8 May. The parson
—possibly an old 'Varsity man.

Varsity-tit, subs. phr. (Univer-

sity). — A student of Durham
University : in contempt.

Varying, subs. (Winchester).—

A

vulgus (q.v.) when done ' up to

BOOKS ' (q.v.).

Vaseline, subs. (Royal Military

Academy). — Butter, cart -

GREASE (q.v.).

Vaughan (The), subs. phr.
(Harrow).—The school library :

named after Dr. Vaughan.

Vaulting-house (or -school),
subs. phr. (venery).—A brothel:

see Nanny - shop. Hence
VAULT, verb= to copulate, LEAP
(q.v.); and VAULTER = a per-
former (q.v.) : see Greens and
Ride (B. E. and Grose).

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes, p.

97, s.v.

[1599. Shakspeare, Henry V., v. 2.

145. If I could win a lady ... by
vaulting into my saddle ... I should
quickly leap into a wife.] Ibid. (1605),

Cymbeline, i. 6. 133. Should he make me
Live, like Diana's priests, betwixt cold

sheets, Whiles he is vaulting variable

ramps.

1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe, iii.

2. Now were I in an excellent humour to

go to a vaulting-house, I would break
down all their glass windows, . . . tear

their silk petticoats. . . . O the Gods, what
I could do. Ibid., v. 3. She has tricks to

keep a vaulting house under the law's

nose. Ibid. (1607), Northward Hoe, iii.

1. How many vaulters have I enter-

tained.

1639. Massinger, Un. Combat, iv.

2. A . . . vaulting house . . . Where
I used to spend my afternoons, among
suburb she-gamesters ... I have cracked
a ring or two there.

Veal, subs, (old colloquial).—

A

calf: cf. Mutton, Beef: in

English these terms are now
restricted to the dead carcase and
not applied to the living animal,

as in French and other languages.

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Veel, A
calfe or veale.

Phrases. 'Veal will be
cheap, calves fall ' (a jeer at

those with spindly legs) ; in a

shoulder of veal, there are

twenty and two good bits ' (Ray :

a piece of country wit—there are

twenty [others say forty] bits in a

shoulder of veal, and but two
good ones).

Vealy, adj. (colloquial). — Im-
mature, calfish, green (q.v.).

1864. Lowell, Fireside Travels,

248. Their vealy faces mezzotinted with
soot.

Veck, subs. (old).—An old woman.

1360. [Chaucer], Romaunt of the
Rose, 4495. A rympled vekke, ferre

ronne in age.

Vegetable-breakfast, subs. phr.

(common).—A hanging, execu-

tion : i.e. an artichoke (hearty

choke) and caper sauce : see

Ladder.

Vein -openers, subs. phr. (mili-

tary).—The first battalion of the

Worcestershire Regiment, late the

29th Foot.

Velvet, subs. (Old Cant).—The
tongue (B. E. and Grose) :

'especially the tongue of a
magsman ' (Hotten).
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TO STAND ON VELVET, Verb.

phr. (racing).—To arrange one's

bets so that loss is impos-

sible.

1896. Farjeon, Betray. John Ford-
ham, in. 289. I'd won a matter of five

thousand quid. ' Now I'm on welvet,'

said I, grinnin' and rubbin' my 'ands.
' Fortune o' war,' sed Maxwell.

TO PLAY ON VELVET, verb,

phr. (gaming).—To gamble with

winnings.

To TIP THE velvet, verb. phr.
(venery).—To tongue a woman
(B. E, and Grose).

Velvet-cap, subs. phr. (old).—

A

physician : a velvet-cap formed
a distinctive part of a doctor's

garb.

1606. Ret.front Parnassus. Theod.
O monsier, I have a singular care of your
valetudo. It is requisite that the French
phisitions be learned and carefull ; your
English velvet-cap is malignant and

Velveteen, subs, (common).—In

pi. = a gamekeeper.

1885. D. Teleg., 29 Dec. Were the
English velveteens less conservative and
orthodox in his views of what the limits of
his duties are, he might take a hint from
the foreigner in trapping blue rocks.

Velvet-jacket, subs. phr. (old

colloquial). — A steward in a
nobleman's family, a man in

the King's service : in quot. = the

mayor of a city.

1600. Heywood, i Edward IV.
[Pearson, Works (1874), 1. 17]. Spoken
like a man, and true veluet-iacket,
And we will enter and strike by the way.

Velvet- pee, subs. phr. (old).—

A

velvet pea-jacket.

1607-8. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Love's Cure, ii. 1. Though now your
blockhead be covered with a Spanish
block, and your lashed shoulders with a
velvet-pee.

Ventilator, subs, (theatrical).—

A

play, player, or management that

empties a house.

Venture. As in the proverbial

saying, ' I'll venture it as John-
son did his wife, and she did well

'

(Ray).

Venturer, subs, (old).—A harlot

:

see Tart.

Venus, subs, (venery).—Generic
for sexuality: thus, Venus's-
CURSE= syphilis : see Ladies' -

FEVER; VENUS'S-CELL(or-MARK)
= the female pudendum : see

Monosyllable ; also Venus's
SECRET CELL (HIGHWAY Or

honypot), Venus's-game (or

rites of Venus) = copulation :

see Greens and Ride.

c. 1508. Colin BlowboFs Testament
[Hazlitt, Early Pop. Poet, i. 94]. He
gaf me many a good certacion, With right
and holsome predicacion, That he had
laboured in Venus' secrete celle.

1719. Durfey
;
Pills, i. 16. I've no

Scars of Venus there, Twiddle come
Tweedle twee. Ibid., iii. 342 [Hotten].
For when you have possession got Of
Venus's Mark, or Honypot.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
256. You whoring rascal, leave this job,

And come along and bear a bob : Why
can't you run the risk of scars In Mars'
as well as Venus' wars?

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 14^7. He could not stomach
these beauties who call a spade a spade.
Such were not for his market ; the rites
of Venus must be consummated in the
temple of Vesta.

Verb- (or Gerund-) grinder,
subs. phr. (common).—A school-

master or tutor : spec, a pedantic

pedagogue (Grose). Also
gerund-grinding =the study

of grammar.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
iv. 112. Tutors, governors, gerund-
grinders, and bear-leaders.
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1788. Knox, Winter Evenings, 59.
A pedant, a mere plodder, a petty tyrant,
a GERUND-GRINDER.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 168. The verb-grinder engen-
dered in his noddle a most ingenious
device, by which to keep this troublesome
young lordling in awe, without trenching
on his foolish father's instructions.

1825-7. Hone, Ev. Day Book, 11. 33.

Gerund-grinding and parsing are
usually prepared for at the last moment.

Verdant, adj. (colloquial).

—

Simple, inexperienced, ' easily

TAKEN IN' {q.V.), GREEN {q.V.).

Whence verdancy = rawness,

inexperience.

1853. Bradley, Adv. of Verdant
Green [Title].

1878. Scribners Mag., Oct., 790.

Forget his verdancy and grotesque
appearance.

Verge, subs, (thieves').—A gold

watch.

Ve rites (Charterhouse).—A board-

ing-house. [A corruption of

Oliverites, after Dr. Oliver

Walford, 1838-55.]

Vert, subs, (colloquial).—A per-

VERT or con-VERT : spec, one
leaving the Church of England
for the Roman Communion, or

vice versd. Also as verb.

1864. Exper. ofa Vert [ Union Rev.,

May]. Old friends call me a pervert, new
acquaintance a convert, the other day I

was addressed as a vert.

1888. Echo, 17 Mar. As a man he is

welcome to vert and re-VERT as often as

he pleases.

Vertical - caregrinder, subs,

phr. (prison).— The tread-mill,

HORIZONTAL-STAIRCASE (q.V.),

WHEEL OF LIFE (q.V.).

Vessel, subs. (Winchester College).

—The half-quarter of a sheet of

foolscap. [Voc. East Anglia:
vessel was used for theme-

papers formerly at Bury School.]

The weaker vessel, subs,

phr. (colloquial). — A woman :

see I Peter iii. 7.

1600. Shakspeare, As You Like It,

ii. 4. I must comfort the weaker vessel.

as doublet and hose ought to show itself

courageous to petticoat.

Vest. Pull down your vest,

verb. phr. (American).—A street

catch-phrase of no special mean-
ing.

1875-6. Richmond, Burton's Events
[Bartlett]. But the latest flash saying
with which we are blest Is to tell a man
quietly, ' Pull down your vest.'

To lose one's vest, verb,

phr. (common).—To get angry,

lose one's temper : cf. ' Keep
YOUR HAIR ON !'

Vesta, subs. (Stock Exchange).—
In pi. = Railway Investment

Company Deferred Stock.

Vet, subs, (colloquial). — 1. A
veterinary surgeon. Also 2.

(American)= a veteran (q.v.).

1888. Field, 4 Feb. Show his horse's

feet to a vet, and ask his opinion.

1890. Atlantic, lxvi. 114. Great
pains are taken with the shoeing, which
is under the direct charge of the accom-
plished vet employed by that department.

Veteran, subs. (American). — A
soldier listing for a second term
of service : also vet. Whence
VETERAN (or VETERANIZE),
verb= to re-enlist.

Vex, adv. (Christ's Hospital).—So
much the worse for : e.g. ' Vex
for you '

: cf. Chaff.

Vic, intj. (Felsted School).— 1. A
warning of a master's approach

;

Cave ! Hence to keep vie= to

be on the look-out.

2. (London). — The Victoria

Theatre.
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Victual. In one's victuals,
phr. (provincial). — In favour,

petted, cossetted : spec, of a
mother and child.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., in.
230. [The chests of drawers] would hold
together for a time . . . and that was all

;

but the slaughterers cared only to have
them viewy and cheap.

Victualler, subs. (old). — A
pander : the legitimate trade of

a tavern-keeper was frequently

but a cloak for intrigue and
bawdry ; hence many equivocal
allusions. Also victualling
house= a house of accommoda-
tion.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV.,
ii. 4. Marry, there's another indictment
upon thee, for suffering flesh to be eaten
in thy house, contrary to the law
Hostess. All victuallers do so. What's
a joint of mutton or two in a whole Lent.

1661. Webster, Curefor a Cuckold,
iv. 1. This informer comes into Turnbull
street, to a victualling house, and there
falls in league with a wench.

Victualling-department (or

-office), subs. phr. (common).

—

The stomach, the bread-basket
(q.V.), the DUMPLING -DEPOT
(q.v. ). Fr. panzer au pain;
Ital. fagiana ( = bean-box).

Viewpoint, subs, (colloquial).—

A

point of view.

1877. Edin. Rev., cxlv. 499. The
manner in which the details of a history
are presented should be judged from the
standpoint of the writer, from the general
viewpoint of the time.

Viewy, adj. (colloquial).— 1. Vi-

sionary, KINKY \q.V.), FUNNY
{q.V.).

1848. Newman, Loss and Gain, i. 3.

He was viewy, in a bad sense of the word.

i8[?].
_
American [Century]. A man's

identification with the movement was
taken as proof that he was viewy and
unfit for leadership.

2. (colloquial).—Showy, calcu-

lated to ' catch the eye.'

Vigilance-committee, subs. phr.
(American).—Orig. Californian :

a self-constituted body of men
ostensibly for the purpose of ad-
ministering justice or protecting

the public interests in places

where the regular authorities

were either unable or unwilling
to execute the laws : cf. Lynch-
law. Hence vigilant = a
member of such a committee.

1858. Baltimore Sun, 1 July. A
hand-bill calling a meeting to form a
vigilance committee to suppress certain
secret movements among the coloured
population, and to stop outrages on private
property, Governor Wise addressed a letter
to Mayor Mayo, adding that he would use
force in prohibiting such meeting from
being held on the Capitol square. The
Mayor in reply states that he considers
himself a 'vigilance committee' enough
for him and his comrades, and therefore
deems it unnecessary to adopt any unusual
measures against the proposed movement.

1858. New York Tribune, 30 Sep.
A Protestant congregation was broken up
and a part of its members marched on a
Sunday from their place of worship to the
town jail. The final proceedings of the
civil authorities in the case were, accord-
ing to our American notions of right and
law, as gross a violation of justice as
vigilance committee or lynching mob
was ever guilty of.

c. 1859. Annals 0/ San Francisco, 562
[BartlettJ. Few people abroad, who
had been trained from infancy to revere
' the majesty of the law,' and who had
never seen apy crime but what their own
strong legal institutions and efficient police
could detect and punish, could possibly
conceive such a state of things as would
justify the formation and independent
action of an association which set itself

above all formal law, and which openly
administered summary justice, or what they
called justice, in armed opposition and
defiance to the regularly constituted tri-

bunals of the country. Therefore, in other
lands, it happened that the vigilance
committee became often a term of
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reproach, and people pointed to it as a
sign that society in California was utterly
and perhaps irredeemably impure and
disorganised.

1885. Palmer, New and Old, 73.
The first man hung by the San Francisco
Vigilance Committee was dead before
he was swung up, and the second was alive

after he was cut down.

1882. Roosevelt {Century, xxxv.
505]. A little over a year ago one com-
mittee of vigilantes in Eastern Montana
shot or hung nearly sixty [horse-thieves]

—not, however, with the best judgment in

all

Vile, subs. (Old Cant).—A town:

cf. Fr. ville. Hence Rome-
vile = London {see Rum, adj. 1)

:

DEUCE-a-vile = the country :

also deauseaville and daisy-
ville.

1567. Harman, Caveat, 86.

We to ROME-VYLE.
Byng

1612. Dekker, O per se O. ' Bing
out, Bien morts.' Bing out bien morts,

and toure and toure, bing out of the Rome-
vile.

1622. Head, Eng. Rogue. And
prig and cloy so benshiply All the deuce-
a-vile within.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood (1864),

199. I want a little ready cash in Rum-
ville—beg pardon, ma'am, London, I

mean.

1891. Carew, Auto, of a Gipsy, 416.

We made a long round back to vile.

Ibid., 417. The vile's readered all hover
with these 'ere stiffs.

Vill, subs. (Felsted School).

—

Felsted village.

VILLADOM, subs, (colloquial).—The
world of suburban residents

;

spec, the middle classes.

1886. Fort. Rev., N.S., xl. 254.

Villadom of the suburbs votes for the

internal divisions of London, and again

in the suburban boroughs.

1888. Pall Mall Gaz., 29 Feb.
The outlying districts are not sacred to

villadom.

Village (The), subs. phr. (com-
mon).—London. Also the hard-
ware village = Birmingham.

Village - bustler, subs. phr.

(old).—An active petty thief: a

picker-up of trifles, unconsidered

or the reverse.

Villain, subs, (common). — A
jocular self-reproach : e.g. * I'm
a bit of a villain myself, but

' ; or • I'm as mild a villain
as ever scuttled a ship.' Also as

an endearment.

1604. Shakspeare, Winters Tale,
i. 2. Sweet villain ! most dearest ! my
collop.

Vim, subs, (common). — Spirit,

activity, energy : orig. Univer-

sity slang [Latin].

1869. McClure, Tour through
Rocky Mountains. Virginia City is

sobering down with the ebbing tide into

substantial, legitimate business ; but
Helena has all the vim, recklessness, ex-
travagance, and jolly progress of a new
camp.

1875. New York Herald, 17 Ap.
Mr. Fullerton figuratively jumped into

the ring, rolled up his sleeves, and squared
off with a vim and determination that

sometimes makes victory half assured.

1876. Providence Press, 8 Jan. We
are of those who believe that our system
of school management can be improved,
and made more efficient. We believe
that more of vim, snap, or activity can be
infused into it, to the manifest advantage
of every interest.

d. 1878. S. Bowles [Merriam, Life, x.

11. 7]. The men . . . have ... a wide
practical reach, a boldness, a sagacity, a
vim, that I do not believe can be matched
anywhere in the world.

Vincent's- law, subs, pht
ing).—Cheating at cards.

(gam-

Vinegar, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

cloak (B. E.). Also see Pepper.
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Violet (or Garden-violet), subs.

(common).— 1. An onion : spec,

in pi. = spring onions used as a
salad. Also (2), in //. =sage-
and-onion stuffing.

Violento, subs. (old).—A violent

man : cf. Furioso, Glorioso,
etc.

1662. Fuller, Worthies, ' Cumber-
land, ' i. 236. In the Raign of Queen
Mary he fled beyond the Seas, and was no
Violento in the Troubles of Francford,
but, with all meekness, to his might,
endeavoured a pacification.

Virago, subs. (B. E., c. 1696).—' A
masculine woman, or a great two-
handed female.'

Virgin, subs. (Stock Exchange).

—

* In pl.= Virginia New Funded
Stock.

Virgin head, subs, (old).—Vir-
ginity, the maidenhead.

1605. Sylvester, Eden, 662. Un-
like it is Such blessed state the noble flowr
should miss Of Virgin-head.

1607. Beaumont, Woman Hater, i.

3. Thither must I To see my love's face,

the chaste virgin-head Of a dear fish, yet
pure and undeflower'd, Not known of
man.

1611. Davies, Scourge of Folly, 23.
Two foes of honord name in Honor's bed
(The field) desirde (like virgins newly
wiues) To lose their valour's lusty virgin-

Virginia-fence, subs. phr.
(American). — A zig-zag rail

fence; a worm-fence (q.v.).

To walk a Virginia fence=
to reel : of drunken men.

Virgin-knot, subs. phr. (venery).

—The maiden-head, virginity,

chastity. [In allusion to the

girdle worn by Greek and Roman
maidens when of marriageable
age.]

1609. Shakspeare, Tempest, iv. 1.

Take my daughter : but If thou dost break
her virgin-knot before All sanctimonious
ceremonies may With full and holy rite be
minister'd.

Virgin Mary's Body - guard,
subs. phr. (military).—The 7th

Dragoon Guards. [They served

under Maria Theresa of Austria,

temp. George II.]

Virgin - treasure, subs. phr.
(venery). — The female puden-
dum ; see Monosyllable.

d. 1638. Carew, ' A Rapture.' There
my enfranchised hand on every side Shall
o'er thy naked polish'd ivory slide. No
curtain there, though of transparent lawn,
Shall be before thy virgin-treasure
drawn.

Virtue, subs, (common).—Smok-
ing, drinking, whoring. When
a man confesses to abstention

from tobacco and intoxicating

liquors he is perversely said to

have no virtues.

Vish, adj. (Christ's Hospital).—
Cross, ' vicious ' : formerly PASSY
{q.v.).

Visor- mask, subs. phr. (old).—

A

harlot : see Tart.

1682. J. Banks, Virtue Betrayed.
Epilogue The visor-mask that ventured
her half-crown.

Vixen (or Fixen), subs, (collo-

quial).—An ill-natured, snarling

man or woman, a termagant, a
scold. Also vixenish (or vix-
enly) = ill-tempered, snappish,
snarling, turbulent.

1563. Appius and Virginia [Dods-
ley, Old Plays (Hazlitt), iv. 120]. By
the gods, how ungraciously the vixen she
chatteth.

1590. Peele, Old Wives' Tale. I

think this be the curstest quean in the
world

;
you see what she is, a little fair,

but as proud as the devil, and the veriest

vixen that lives upon God's earth.
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1592. Shakspeare, Mid. Night's
Dream, iii. 2. 325. She was a vixen
when she went to school ; And, though
she be but little, she is fierce.

d. 1677. Barrow, Sermons, 1. xvii.

These fiery vixens . . . really do them-
selves embroil things, and raise miserable
combustions in the world. Ibid., Pope's
Supremacy. A vixenly pope.

1709. Congreve, Ovid's Art of
Love. I hate a vixon, that her Maid
assails, And scratches with her Bodkin, or

her Nails.

1 816. Scott, Antiquary, xxii. His
vixen brawls, and breaking God's peace
and the King's.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xiv. So
Tom Smart and his clay-coloured gig with

the red wheels, and the vixenish mare
with the fast pace, went on together.

1849-61. Macau 1.ay, Hist. Eng.,
xv. 'That may be very honourable in

you,' said the pertinacious vixen.

1850. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter,

Int. p. 4. Vixenly as she looks many
people are seeking ... to shelter them-
selves under the wing of the federal eagle.

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, xi. The
shrill biting talk of a vixenish wife.

Vocab, subs. (Charterhouse). — A
dictionary, ' vocABulary.

'

Vocalier, subs. (American).—

A

singer.

1876. Besant and Rice, Golden

Butterfly. Let things alone, and presently

that young lady discovers that she is not

likely to get cracked up as a vocalier.

Vol, adj. (Harrow School).

—

Voluntary : e.g. Vol-GYM.

Volant, subs, (old).—A Jack-of-

both-sides, a trimmer. As adj.

= giddy, flighty.

1740. North, Examen, 63. And so

they kept the volant a good while, and
did not declare on which side they would
fall. Ibid., 474. The Dutch had acted

the volant, and done enough on the one
side or the other to have kept the fire

alive.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, i.

274. Yes, my volant, my self-conducted

quill, begin with the sister.

1801. Poetry 0/ Anti-Jacobin, 129.

The eddying smoke, quick flame, and
volant spark.

Voluntary, subs. (Winchester).

—

A copy of verses written occasion-

ally by some in Sixth Book and
Senior Part ex proprio motu
(Mansfield, c. 1840).

Voucher, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

man or woman ' that passes off

False Money for sham coyners

'

(B. E.); a snide - pitcher
(?•»•)•

c. 1680. ''Black Procession' [Farmer,
Musa Pedestris). The first was a Coiner,
that stampt in a mould ; The second a
Voucher, to put off his gold.

Vowel, verb, (common).—To give

an I.O.U. : e.g. to vowel a

debt.

Vowel- mauler, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—An indistinct speaker.

Voyage. Hobbe's-voyage, subs,

phr. (venery).—The act of kind,

copulation : see Greens and
Ride.

1697. Vanbrugh, Provoked Wife, v.

3. Bel. Matrimony's the spot where I

expect you. Heart. 'Tis enough, I'll not
fail. {Aside) So now I am in for Hobbe's
voyage ; a great leap in the dark.

VROW-case, subs. phr. (old).—

A

brothel : see Nanny-shop.

Vulgus, subs. (Winchester: ob-

solete).—A Latin epigram : four

or six lines long. Hence vul-
GUS-BOOK= a crib {q.v.). [See

Farmer, Public School Word-
book.}

1856. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, 11. iii. The vulgus (commonly
supposed to have been established by
William of Wykeham at Winchester, and
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imported to Rugby by Arnold, more for

the sake of the lines which were learnt by
heart with it than for its own intrinsic

value, as I've always understood) ... is

a short exercise in Greek or Latin verse,

on a given subject, the minimum number
of lines being fixed for each form.

1883. Trollope, What I Remember.
The mention of a vulgus requires some
explanation. Every inferior, i.e. non-pre-

fect, in the school was required every night

to produce a copy of verses of from two to

six lines on a given theme—four or six lines

for the upper classes, two for the lowest.

This was independent of a weekly verse

task of greater length, and was called a
vulgus, I suppose, because everybody

—

the vulgus—had to do it.

Vum. I vum, phr. (American).—
A mild expletive or oath, ' I vow '

:

cf. Swan.

1856.^ Dow, Sermons, in. 265. What
though, instead of saying, ' I swear to

God,' you say, 'I declare to goodness?'
It is as much the same thing as a bobolink
with a new coat of feathers. I vum is just
the same in spirit as I vow, and a 'dia-

bolical falsehood ' is synonymous with a
devilish lie.

1865. Holmes, Deacon's Masterpiece.
The Deacon swore (as Deacons do) With
an ' I dew vum,' or an 'I tell yeou.'

1870. Judd, Margaret, 86. 'I vum,'
said he, ' I'm sorry ; what's the matter?

'
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ABASH, verb (Amer-
ican).—To cheat,

swindle,

timise.

(or

verb

still

from

JlfiAJL Wabble
gaggMBJ wobble)

(old, and
colloquial). — I. To rock

side to side, move unsteadily,

sway unevenly. Hence (2) to

vacillate, play 'fast and loose,'

'blow hot and cold.' Whence
as subs. = unsteady movement,
fickleness, vacillation ; wabbly
= unsteady, shaky, rocky (q.v.)

;

WABBLER = a waverer, shuffler,

trimmer. Also wibble-wabble
(a reduplication). [Johnson :

' a

low barbarous word. ']

1862. Spencer, First Principles, 170.

When . . . the top falls on the tahle . . .

it falls into a certain oscillation, described
by the expressive though inelegant word

—

WOBBLING.

1876. Times, 21 Oct. The wabbling
of the shot, owing to the imperfect fit, has
been the great drawback.

1879-89. Grove, Diet. Music, in.

509. Ferri . . . made use of the tremolo
upon every note, to such an extent that

his whole singing was a bad wobbling
trill.

1883. Gurney [Nineteenth Century,
xiii. 446]. Dismal sounds may express
dismal emotions, and soft sounds soft

emotions, and wabbly sounds uncertain
emotions.

shit
898. Clark Russell, Jack's Court-
xx. The wind had raised a middling

stiff wobble on the water.

3. (Western American).—To
make free use of one's tongue, to

be ready of lip {q.v.). Hence
WABBLER= a fluent speaker, a

chattering fool.

Wabbler, subs, (provincial).— 1.

A boiled leg of mutton.

2. See Wabble.

Wack. See Whack.

Wad, subs. (American).—A roll of

bank-notes ; hence generic for

money : see Rhino.

1887. Francis, Saddle and Mocassin.
Many scores of these philanthropists, who
have spent their lives in looking for men to
enrich, whilst anxious only to make a
small wad for themselves, have I en-
countered.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 102.
Even in these days I knew a thing or two
about poker, and it would have required
George Appo himself to have touched me
for my wad.

Waddle, verb (old).
—'To go

like a duck' (B. E.), to toddle,

shamble, slouch. Hence, as subs.

(or waddling)= an ungainly
walk, a wabbling {q.v.) gait.

Also derivatives : waddler,
WADDLY, WADDLINGLY, etc.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, i. 3. 37. Then she could stand
alone ; nay, by the rood, She could have
run and waddled all about.

1605. Drayton, Mooncalf. 'They
tread and waddle all the goodly grass,
That in the field there scarce a corner was
Left free by them.'
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1809. Irving, Knickerbocker, 437.
Every member waddled home as fast as
his short legs could carry him, wheezing
as he went with corpulency and terror.

1885. D. Tel., 29 Sep. It knows it

cannot move fast . . . and scorns to do
more than waddle away moderately.

TO WADDLE OUT OF THE
Alley, verb. phr. (old).—To
make default on the Stock Ex-
change : cf Lame duck.

1771. Garrick, Prologue to The
Maid of Bath. The gaming fools are
doves, the knaves are rooks, Change-alley
bankrupts waddle out lame ducks.

1787. Whitehall Evening News
[quoted in Francis, Stock Exchange}.
There were no less than 25 lame ducks
who waddled out of the alley.

1846. Marryat, Peter Simple, in.
xxv. 458. He was obliged to waddle : if

I didn't know much about bulls and bears,
I know very well what a lame duck is to
my cost.

i860. Peacock, Gryll Grange, xviii.
In Stock Exchange slang, Bulls are specu-
lators for a rise, Bears for a fall. A lame
duck is a man who cannot pay his differ-
ences, and is said to waddle off.

Waddler, subs, (common).—

A

duck.

Waddy, subs. (Australian). —A
walking-stick : properly a war-
club.

1874. Stephens, Poems {The Head-
less Trooper). Thanks, generous colonial,
Thou art very, very kind ; Now pick a
thickish waddy up And plug my wound
behind.

Wade, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
ford ; and (2) the act of wading.
Also waders= long water-proof
boots : used by sportsmen for

wading through water.

1885. Field, 4 Ap. It was a wade
of nearly a mile, and every now and then
the water just touched the ponies' bellies.

Ibid., n Sep. Waders are of as much
service on the swampy ground round the
pool as for actually reaching fish rising
some way out.

1888. Fort. Rev., xliii. 632. An
ardent votary of fly and bank-fishing, with
waders and a two-handed rod.

Wafer-woman, subs. phr. (old).-—
A bawd

;
procuress, go-between.

Also waferer= a pander, a male
bawd.

1607. Beaumont, Woman-hater, ii.

1. 'Twas no set meeting, Certainly, for
there was no wafer-woman with her
These three days, on my knowledge.

1765. Bickerstaff, Maid of the
Mill, i. 3. Do you think me a babe? Am
I not able, cousin, At my years and discre-
tion, to deliver A letter handsomely? is

that such a hard thing? Why, every
wafer-woman will undertake it.

Waffle, verb (printers').—To talk

incessantly, CLACK (q.v.)
t
JAW

(q.v.): at Durham School = to

talk nonsense. [Cf prov. Eng.
waffle = to bark, to yelp.]

1888. D. Teleg., 3 Mar. Out they
went into the bleak bitterness, the dogs
running before them, and, as the people
say, waffling—that is, snuffing and
whining—in their eagerness to get on.

Waffles, subs, (common). —

A

loafer, an idle sauntering person.

Wafrican, subs. (Stock Exchange).
—In pi. = generic for West African
stocks and shares : cf. West-
RALIAN.

1901. West. Gaz., 7 Feb., 9. 1.

Wafricans. One thing beloved in the
Stock Exchange is abbreviation ; and
another is nickname. Kaffirs have been
far too long established to lay any claim to
the title Safricans, so that there is no
danger of the use of the term to clash with
Wafricans. There is already a Wafri-
cana Syndicate, or something of the sort.
Thus is the language murdered to the
disgust of the purist.

Wag, subs, (old colloquial).— 1.

A buffoon, droll, practical joker.
[Probably Wag-halter {q.v.)—
a rogue (q.v.): cf 'mad wag,'
'mad wag -halter,' etc.]. Also
as a half-jocular, half-affectionate

T
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slur. As adj. = » Arch, Game-
some, Pleasant' (B. E.). As
verb (or waggle) = generic for

(1) playful or sportive, and (2)
mocking, scornful, or derisive

motion. Hence waggery,
WAGGISHNESS, WAGGISH, etc.

c. 1550. Udal, Roister Doister [K. O.,
i. 492].

1592. G. Harvey, Foure Letters,
Pref. But mildly and calmly shew how
discredit reboundeth upon the anthors, as
dust flyeth back into the wag's eyes that
will needs be puffing it up.

1600. Shakspeare, Much Ado, ii.

1. 119. I know you by the waggling of
your head. Ibid. (1601), Henry VIII.,
v. 3. Let me see the proudest He, that
dares most, but wag his finger at thee.

1600. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

A wanton wagging of your head. Ibid
(1609), Epiccene, v. 1. Let's wanton it a
little and talk waggishly.

1607. Heywood, Fair Maid of the
Exchange [Works, 11. 66]. And with the
Nymphes that haunt the silver streames,
Learne to entice the affable young wagge.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe,
iii. 2. Wag . . . Wilt be secret?

1611. Bible, Matthew xxvii. 39. And
they that passed by reviled him, wagging
their heads.

^S. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 12.

Let ditch-bred wealth henceforth forget to
wag Her base though golden tail.

d. 1654. Selden, Table Talk, 97. He
did by the Parliament as an Ape when he
hath done some waggery.

1655. Com. Hist. Francion, iv. 22.
He said to the three buffles who stood
with their hats in their hands, Tell me,
you Waggs, etc.

1677. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i.

1. Jack, thou thinkest thyself in the
Forecastle, thou'rt so waggish.

1710. Steele, Tatler, 184. A wag
is the last order even of pretenders to wit
and humour.

1726. Vanbrugh, Journey to Lon-
don, iii. 1. Sir Fran. A prodigious civil

gentleman, uncle ; and yet as bold as
Alexander upon occasion. Unc. Rich.
Upon a lady's occasion. Sir Fran. Ha,
ha, you are a wag, uncle.

1820. Irving, Sketch-book, 434. It

left Brom no alternative but to draw upon
the funds of rustic waggery in his dis-

position.

1828. Eng. Spy, 1. 139. The man
upon that half- starved nag Is an ex-
S ff, a strange wag, Half flash and
half a clown.

1848. Thackeray, Book of Snobs,
xviii. She . . . waggles her little hand
before her face, as if to blow you a kiss, as
the phrase is.

1851. Longfellow, Golden Legend,
vi.

_
Let us see what the learned wag

maintains With such a prodigal waste of
brains.

2. (school). — The wag =
truancy. As verb (or to play,
or HOP, THE wag) = to be truant

:

also Charley-wag {q.v.).

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., in.

207. They often persuaded me to hop
the WAG.

1876. Hindley, Cheap Jack, 59.
Readier to play the Charley - wag
than to be . . . in any prominent position
in his class or form.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 13.

They had wagged it from school, as they
termed it, which was an unvarying
practice of theirs, and meant truancy in
all its forms.

Verb (old). — 1. See subs.

supra.

2. (colloquial).—To stir, move,
make way, progress.

1546. Heywood, Proverbs. Let the
world wagge and take mine ease in mine
inne.

1600. Shakspeare, As You Like It,

ii. 7. Thus may we see, quoth he, how
the world wags.

3. (colloquial).—To go, be off,

depart, begone.

1589. Puttenham, Art of Eng.
Poesie, 194. It is said by maner of a
prouerbial speach that he who findes him-
selfe well should not wagge.

1684. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress,
ii. They made a pretty good shift to wag
along.
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d. 1800. Covvper, Yearly Distress.
Come, neighbours, we must wag.

See Afraid.

Wag- feather, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A silly swaggerer.

Wagged-out, adv. (American).

—

Tired, worn out.

Waggle, verb (common).— 1. To
overcome, beat (q.v.), ' get the
BETTER OF' (q.V.).

2. See Wag.

Waggoner, subs, (old nautical).—
A book of sea-charts : cf. Liddel
and Scott = a dictionary

;

Cruden = a concordance. [From
Earon von Waegenaar's Specu-
lum Nauticum, etc.]

1580. [Evans, Life Frampton, 30.]
The Captain . . . called for the wagoner
to enquire whether any rock had been
observed by others that had formerly used
those seas.

Wag-halter, subs. phr. (old).—

A

rogue, gallows - bird : i.e. one
likely or deserving to wag in a
halter ; cf. Crack-rope, Hal-
ter-sack, etc.

1594. Lyly, Mother Bombie, ii. v.

I'le teach my wag-halter to know grapes
from barley.

1611. Cotgrave, Dict.,s.v. Babouin.
A craftie knave, a crack-rope, wag-halter,
unhappie rogue.

1611. Tarleton, Jests. A wag-
halter boy met Tarlton in the street,

and said, Master Tarlton who lives

longest ?

161 3. Marston, Insatiate Countess,
i. I can tell you I am a mad wag-
halter.

1629. Schoole of Good Manners.
To mocke anybody by blabboring out the
tongue is the part of waghalters and
lewd boyes, not of well mannered children.

1638. Ford, Fancies, ii. 2. Not so
terrible as a cross-tree that never grows,
to a wag-halter page.

Wagon, subs. (American). — A
bicycle.

Wag-pastie, subs. phr. (old).—

A

rogue, urchin, rascal (all of

which see) ; an endearment.

I 534- Udal, Roister Doister, iii. 2.

M. Mery. Maide, with whom are ye so
hastie ? Tib. Not with you, sir, but with
a little wagpastie, A deceiuer of folkes

by subtill craft and guile.

Wagtail, subs, (old).—A term of
familiarity or contempt -.spec, a
harlot (B. E. and Grose) : see

Tart. Hence, to wag the
tail (of women)= to wanton, to

copulate : see Greens and Ride.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, ii. 2.

Spare my grey beard, you wagtail.

1607. Middleton, Michaelmas
Term, iii. 1. Wagtail, salute them all

;

they are friends.

Wag-wit, subs. phr. (old).—

A

wag : in contempt.

1712. Steele, Spectator, 354. All
the wagwits in the highway are griryiing
in applause of the ingenious rogue.

Waistcoat. Foetid waistcoat,
subs. phr. (obsolete—c. 1859).

—

A waistcoat of a flaunting and
vulgar pattern.

Waistcoateer, subs, (old).—

A

harlot : see Tart. [The waist-
coat was formerly in use by both
sexes : when worn by women
without a gown or upper dress
it was considered the mark of a
mad, low, or profligate woman.]

1602. Dekker, Honest Whore
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), iii. 291].
You'd best come like a mad-woman, with-
out a band in your waistcoat, and the
linings of your kirtle outward.
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c. 1614. Fletcher, Wit Without
Money, iv. 4. D'ye think you're here, sir,

Among your wast-coateers, your base
wenches, That scratch at such occasions?
you're deluded. Ibid. (1619), Hum.
Lieut., i. 1. Who keeps the outward
door there? here's fine shuffling. You
wastcoateer, you must go back.

1659. Massinger, City Madam, iii.

1. I knew you a waistcoateer in the

garden alleys, And would come to a sailor's

whistle.

1712. Herrick, Poor Robin. Some
shall be so incentive to lust, that every
woman shall be devil enough to tempt
him, from the Covent Garden silk gowns,
to the Wapping wastcoatiers.

Waister, subs, (obsolete nautical).

—A seaman or boy of little use,

a green {q.v.) hand : if inex-

perienced or broken-down, such

as these were placed in the waist

of a man-of-war for duties not

requiring much exertion or sea-

manship. Also (modern)= a new
whaling hand.

Wait. To wait for dead men's
shoes, verb. phr. (common).—
To look forward to an inherit-

ance.

d. 1660. Fletcher, Poems, 256. And
'tis a general shrift, that most men use,

But yet 'tis tedious waiting dead men's
shoes.

1758. Murphy, Upholsterer, i. I

grant ye, ma'am, you have very good
pretensions ; but then it's waiting for
DEAD MEN'S SHOES.

1764. Wilkes [Fitzgerald's Life
(1888), i. 244]. As they have no other

relation but Miss Wilkes, I therefore

suppose they will leave everything to her,

independent of me. Yet this is, after all,

waiting for dead men's shoes.

1878. Wall, Moliere, ii. 218.

Death is not always ready to indulge the

heir's wishes and prayers, and we may
starve while waiting for dead men's
shoes.

1902. Pall Mall Gaz., 26 July, 2. 3.

Waiting for dead men's shoes is a
tedious business, especially when the shoes
in question are a pair of Turkish slippers.

To WAIT on ONE, verb. phr.

(colloquial).—To seek a chance

of retaliation, revenge, or spite ;

to try and get one's own back.

Waiter. Minority - waiter,
subs. phr. (old).—A waiter out of

employment : i. e. as one out of

(political) office.

1778. Sheridan, Rivals, ii. 1. I told

Thomas that your Honour had already

inlisted five disbanded chairmen, seven

minority waiters, and thirteen billiard

markers.

Wake. To wake snakes, verb,

phr. (American).— 1. To rouse

oneself, to be up and doing ; and

(2) to get into trouble.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers.
This goin' where glory awaits ye hain't

one agreeable featur' ; And, if it warn't for

wakin' snakes, I'd be home agin short

metre.

1850. Southern Sketches, 119. Well,

here I be: wake snakes, the day's a-

breaking.

1855. Haliburton, Human Nature,
164. Come, wake snakes, and push off

with the captain, and get the fish on board.

1863. Punch, Aug. ' Mexico and
Monroe-Land.' So then, as Mexico's gone
goose And wakin' snakes, it ain't no
use ; Agin old Bull let]s vengeance vow,
And take no action else just now.

TO WAKE UP THE WRONG
passenger, 7Jerb. phr. (Ameri-

can).—To make a mistake, 'get

the wrong sow by the ear ' : see

Wrong passenger.

Waler, subs, (colonial).—Orig. a

cavalry horse imported into India

from New South Wales ; now
applied to all ' cattle ' brought

from Australia.

1863. Heywood, Vacation Tour at
the Antipodes, 134. Horses are exported

largely from Australia to India even. I

have heard men from Bengal talk of the

walers, meaning horses from New South
Wales.
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1866. Trevelyan, Dawk Bung-alow,
223. Well, young Shaver, have you seen
the horses ? How is the walek's off fore-

leg?

1873. Madras Mail, 25 June. For
sale. A brown wai.er gelding (Advt.).

1888. Kipling, Plain Talesfrom the
Hills, 224. The soul of the Regiment
lives in the Drum-Horse who carries the
silver kettle-drums He is nearly always
a big piebald waler.

1896. Melburnian, 28 Aug., 62.

Gaunt won the Regimental Cup Steeple-
chase this year on an Australian mare of
his own. Australian horses are called
walers in India, from the circumstance of
their being generally imported from New
South Wales.

Walk, subs. (colloquial). — A
special haunt, place of resort, or

ROUND (q.v.) : an extension of
the ordinary usage. Thus a
milkman's (cat's-meat-man's,
postman's, etc. ) walk = the
district habitually served by a
salesman (postman, etc.); a
bank-walk = the round of a

banker's collecting clerk ; The
Walk (Royal Exchange) = that

portion of the promenade fre-

quented by some particular clique

or set of merchants.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11.

He had thoughts at one time of trying to
establish himself in a cat's-meat walk.

Cock (or Hen) of the
walk (club, school, etc.), subs,

phr. (common). — A man (or

woman) of parts, a worthy, a
leader.

1711. Spectator, 131. Service to the
knight. Sir Andrew is grown the cock
of the club since he left us, and if he
does not return quickly will make every
mother's son of us commonwealth's men.

1729. Swift, Grand Question De-
bated. But at cuffs I was always the
COCK OF THE SCHOOL.

1764. O'Hara, Midas, i. x. Cock of
the school. He bears despotic rule.

1862. Wood, Channings, xxix.
Were I going in for the seniorship, and one
below me were suddenly hoisted above my
head, and made a cock of the walk, I'd
know the reason why.

d. 1863. Thackeray, Miscellanies, 11.

275. There is no more dangerous or stultify-

ing position for a man in life than to be a
cock of small society.

1899. Whiteing, John St., xxiii.

This hen of the walk of our slum is

really herself. . . . Who can jaw a copper
like Tilda, or carney a Covent Garden
salesman ... or take the size out of a
chaffing swell?

Ladies' (or Gentlemen's)
walk, subs. phr. (American).

—

A W.C. : a euphemism (hotel-

proprietors').

TO WALK THE STREETS, Verb.

phr. (common).—To frequent the

streets for the purpose of prostitu-

tion ; to make public quest for

men.

1887. St. James's Gazette, 2 July.
The other prisoner was in the habit of
walking the Quadrant.

To WALK INTO, verb. phr.
(colloquial). — I. To attack,

assault, drub : also TO WALK
INTO THE AFFECTIONS; (2) = to

SCold, RAG(^.^.), SLANG (q.V.) \

(3)= to demolish, overcome, get
the best of; and (4) to eat

heartily, to WOLF {q.v.).

1840. Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop,
lxviii. There is little Jacob, walking
. . . into a home-made plum-cake, at a
most surprising pace.

1840. Haliburton, Sam Slick, HI.

122. To walk into a Down-East land-
jobber requires great skill, and a very
considerable knowledge of human nature.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green.
When he told Verdant that ... his

bread-basket walked into, his day-lights
darkened.

1858 New York Herald, 16 Sept.
The way ;n which the Courier and
Enquirer walk into the character
and reputation of some of their old
associates in the Clay movement is a
caution to respectable blackguards.
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c. 1859. Hiram Bigelow [Letter in

Fam. Comp.\. [Bartlett]. I went into
the dining-room, and sot down afore a
plate that had my name writ on a card
onto it, and I did walk into the beef, and
taters, and things, about east.

TO WALK THE CHALK, verb,

phr. (orig. American).— I. To
walk along a chalk line as a test

of sobriety. Hence (2) to go
straight in conduct, manners, or

morals, to keep up to the mark.

1840. Haliburton, Clockmaker,
3 S., xi. The way she walks her
chalks ain't no matter. She is a regular
fore-and-after.

1843. Comic Almanack, 366. And
since my future walk's chalk'd out—at

once I'll walk my chalks.

1871. De Vere, Americanisms, 318.

The President, in whom he is disappointed
for one reason or another, does not come
up to chalk ; when he dismisses an official,

he is made to walk the chalk.

i8[?]. Simon Suggs [Bartlett], 89.
' The Tallapoosa volunteers,' said Captain
Suggs ;

' so let everybody look out and
walk the chalk.'

To WALK one's chalks (or

TO walk), verb.phr. (common).—
To decamp, move on, go about
one's business : see Chalk for

suggested origin.

[d. 1599. Spenser, State of Ireland.
When he comes foorth, he will make theyr
cowes and garrans to walke.]

1853. Reade, Gold, iv. 2. There
are riflemen among them that will bring
you down like squirrels if you don't walk
your chalks in good time.

1873. Trollope, Phineas Redux, i.

Browborough has sat for the place now
for three Parliaments. ... I am told that
he must walk if anybody would go down
who could talk to the colliers every night
for a week or two.

The ghost walks (or

doesn't walk), phr. (theatri-

cal).—There is (or is not) money
in the treasury.

1853. Household Words, 183. When
no salaries are forthcoming the ghost
doesn't walk.

1883. Referee, 24 June, 3, 2. An
Actors' Benevolent Fund box placed on
the treasurer's desk every day when the
ghost walks would get many an odd
shilling or sixpence put into it.

1885. The Stage, 112. The rogues
seldom appear at a loss for a plausible

story when it is time for the ghost to
walk. Ibid. The next day the ghost
declines to walk.

1889. J. C. Colman (in Slang,
Jargon, and Cant), 405. Ghost-walk-
ing, a term originally applied by an
impecunious stroller in a sharing company
to the operation of 'holding the treasury,'

or paying the salaries, which has become
a stock facetiae among all kinds and
descriptions of actors. Instead of inquir-

ing whether the treasury is open, they
generally say— ' Has the ghost walked ?

'

or ' What, has this thing appeared again?

'

(Shakspeare).

1890. Illustrated Bits, 29 Mar., n.
1. And a few nights with empty
benches laid the ghost completely. It'

could not even walk to the tune of
quarter salaries.

TO WALK THE PLANK, Verb.

phr. (nautical).—To walk over-

board, to die : formerly an old

method of execution or vengeance,
the victim being forced to walk
blindfolded along a plank over

the ship's side.

TO WALK INTO ONE'S AFFEC-
TIONS, verb. phr. (common).

—

1. To WALK INTO [q.v. supra)
;

and (2) to get into debt.

To WALK OVER, verb. phr.
(racing).—To win a race without

opposition ; hence to win easily.

Walk-over = an unopposed suc-

cess, complete triumph. [Spec,

of a horse, coming alone, of all

the entries, to the scratch ; it

has consequently but to walk
over the course at leisure to be
entitled to the stake. ]

c. 1859. Vicksburg Herald [Bart-
lett]. What a difference it makes to a
candidate, when he knows he is offered a
walk-over instead of a forlorn hope.
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1884. Century Mag-., xxxviii. 403.
That's the bay stallion there . . . and
he's never been beaten. It's his walk-
over. *

1887. Field, 13 Aug. He then pro-

ceeded to walk over the imaginary
course for the imaginary plate. Ibid.,

25 June. In cases where no second
horse exists in racing law, either for want
of placing or by reason of a walk-over.

Walk, knave, walk, phr.

(old).
—'A rude phrase which

parrots were taught to use

'

(Fairholt).

1592. Lyly, Mydas, i. 2. Pet.
That's a leaden dagger in a velvet sheath,

to have a blacke tongue in a faire mouth.
Lecio. Tush, it is not for the blacknesse,

but for the babling, for every hour she will

cry, walke, knave, walke.

1663-78. Butler, Hudibras. [Who]
could tell what subtlest parrots mean,
That speak and think contrary clean

;

What member 'tis of whom they talk,

When they cry rope, and walk, knave,
walk.

Also in VARIOUS PHRASES :

Thus TO WALK ALONE= tO be
an outcast, forsaken, shunned ;

TO WALK THE HOSPITALS = to

attend the medical and surgical

practice of hospitals as a student

under one of the qualified staff

;

to walk Spanish = to be seized

by the scruff and the seat and
thus forced along, to act under
compulsion ; to walk about
(military)= an occasional instruc-

tion from officers to sentinels for

the purpose of waiving the

ceremony of the salute ; TO
walk the pegs (gaming)= to

'sharp' one's pegs forward or

those of one's antagonist back-

ward (cribbage); to WALK (or

jump) down one's throat=
to rate, scold, abuse ; TO walk
up Ladder-lane and down
Hemp-street= to be hanged at

the yardarm : see Ladder ; to
walk round ONE= to get an
advantage, or the bulge over.

1853. Haliburton, Wise Saws, 20.

My ambassadors, said the President, may
not dance as elegantly as European
courtiers, but they can walk round
them in a treaty, that's a fact.

Walker, subs. (old). — i. A
prowler, moucher (</.v.) : spec,

one questing for opportunities of

theft or harlotry: also (later)

NIGHT - WALKER and STREET-
WALKER.

c. 1380. P. Plowman's Crede
[E.E.T.S.], 00. Wepyng, y warne Bow
of walkers aboute ; It beth enemyes
of the cros that crist upon tholede.

1544. Ascham, Toxophilus. Men
that hunt so be privy stealers, or night
WALKERS.

1620. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Chances, ii. 1. Sure these fellows Were
night snaps. Ibid. The Night Walker,
or the Little Thief [Title].

1637. Massinger, Guardian, v. 2.

A dor. You have been, Before your lady

gave you entertainment, A night-walker
in the streets. Mirt. How, my good
lord ! Ador. Traded in picking pockets.

1664. Etherege, Comical Revenge,
iv. 2. Grace. Do you take me for a
night-walker, Sir?

1693. Congreve, Old Batchelor, i.

5. The knight was alone, and had fallen

into the hands of some night-walkers,
who, I suppose, would have pillaged him.

1708. Hatton, New View of
London [quoted in Ashton's Soc. Life
in Reign of Q. Anne], vii. 238. Loose
and disorderly Servants, Night-walkers,
Strumpets.

c. 1707. Durfey, Pills to Purge, iii. 99.

Now Miss turn night-walker.

2. (old).—In pi. = the feet.

1603. Chapman, Iliad, xx. 36. And
with them halted down (Proud of his

strength) lame Mulciber, his walkers
quite misgrown.

3. (colloquial). — A postman
[Hotten : from an old song

called, 'Walker, the twopenny
postman.']
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Hookey Walker (or Wal-
ker), intj. (common).— I. An
ironical expression of incredulity,

Bender {q.v.\ Gammon {q.v.)

;

also (2) Be off! Clear out !

(Grose, Vaux, Lex. BaL).

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
1 Old Woman Clothed in Gray.' Her senses
were wandering—she seem'd not to hear,
Or, at least, understand—for mere un-
meaning talk her Parch'd lips babbled
now, such as ' Hookey,' and Walker !

1843. Dickens, Christmas Carol
[1843], 169. ' Buy it,' said Scrooge.
' Walker !

' said the boy.

1840. ' Characters of Freshmen

'

(Whibley, Cap and Gown, 183). The
pestilent freshman ... is very pugna-
cious, and walking in the streets suddenly
turneth and asketh a huge snob ' what the
deuce he meant by that?' Whereat the
snob (having done nothing at all) coolly
answereth (as the Pestilent Freshman in-

tended he should) Hooky Walker, pro-
vocative of a combat.

Walking-mort, subs. phr. (Old
Cant). — A tramp or gypsy's

woman : see Mort.

Walking-papers (or -ticket),
subs.pl. (American).—Dismissal.

Thus, to get one's walking-
papers = to get the SACK (q.v.),

to be sent about one's business,
' with (spec.) a flea in one's ear.'

1840. Crockett, Tour Down East,
30. Mr. Duane was ordered to remove the
deposits. He answered that his duty did
not require it. In a few hours, he got his

walking ticket that his services were no
longer wanted.

1843. Kingston Whig (Canada),
Dec. We can announce with certainty
that the Honourable Mr. D has re-

ceived his walking ticket, accompanied
with some correspondence with his Ex-
cellency that has given him offence.

i8[?]. Widow Bedott Papers, 307.
' If you ever question me again,' said Mrs.
Samson^Savage, ' you'll get your walking
ticket in short order.'

c. 1859. New York Herald, Letter

from Washington [Bartlett]. It is prob-

able that walking papers will be for-

warded to a large proportion of the corps

diplomatique during the session of Con-
gress. B and B are already ad-

monished to return, and the invitation will

be pretty general.

Wall, subs. (Eton).—Two foot-

ball games are played at Eton

—

one at the wall, the other in

the field. The first is only
played by a very limited number
of boys, for there is but one wall

;

the game is of an intricate nature,

and the uninitiated spectator

cannot, as a rule, even see how
a point, called a Shy, is ob-

tained. Indeed, were it not for

the time-honoured match between
Collegers and Oppidans on St.

Andrew's Day the game would
probably become obsolete. The
Eton field game has many
merits as a game for boys superior

to those of any other kind of foot-

ball. In it speed, and skilful

dribbling, and accurate kicking

have their due success, but

strength and dogged perseverance

are not left out in the cold
( Great

Public Schools).

Verb. (Oxford).—To confine to

College bounds : cf. Gate.

i860. Macmillan's Mag-., n. 222.

To gate or wall a refractory student.

GO-BY-THE-WALL, Subs. phr.
(old).—Strong ale.

Phrases. At (or to) the
wall= in difficulties; TO GO TO
thewall= to be slighted, ousted,

put on one side, to succumb to

force of circumstances, to go
UNDER {q.V.)'t LAID BY THE
wall= dead, but unburied ; to
DRIVE TO THE WALL= tO force

to give way, to crush ; to take
the wall = to walk nearest the
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wall in passing ; hence to get
the better of (or the advan-

tage) : cf. 'to get to WINDWARD

'

{q.v.): THE wall ( = the right

of choice of way) was in olden

times the safest and cleanest

;

TO HANG BY THE WALL= to be
neglected, remain disused ; TO
SEE AS FAR INTO A BRICK WALL
(millstone or milestone) as

. . .= to be as able (or as cute)

as . . . ;
' Look on the wall,

and it will not bite you ' (a jeer to

one whose tongue has been bitten

by mustard) ; ' Walls have ears

'

=
' Be careful, someone may be

listening.'

1530. Tyndale, Works, i. 329. Hold
heretics to the wall [Oliphant, New
Eng. i. 431. . . . the first hint of the place

whither the weakest go].

1533. Thersites [Dodsley, OldPlays
(Hazlitt), i. 401]. They give me the
wall.

[1546. Heywood, Proverbs, 11. v.

Fieldes have eies, and woodes have eares.]

Ibid. She had seene far in a milstone.
Ibid. Drive him to the wall.

1579-80. Lyly, Euphues, 53. The
weakest must still to the wall. Ibid.

(1594), Mother Bombie, ii. 1. Lucio. I see

not yet what you goe about Dro. Lucio,
that can pierce a mud wall of twentie

foot thicke, would make us beleeve hee
cannot see a candle through a paper
lanthorne.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo, i. 1.

That shews thee a weak slave ; for the

weakest goes to the wall. Ibid. Women
being the weaker vessels are ever thrust
TO THE WALL. Ibid. I will TAKE THE
wall of any man or maid. Ibid. (1605),

Cymbeline, iii. 4. I am richer than to

HANG BY THE WALLS.

1605. Heywood, If You Know not
Me, i. Since you will needs haue the
wall, He take the pains to thrust you
into the kennel.

1672. Wycherley, Love in a Wood.
Walls have ears.

Wallaby. On the wallaby (or

wallaby - track), phr. (Aus-
tralian).—Tramping the country

on foot looking for work. [Morris:

Wallaby = a small kangaroo.
Often in the bush the only per-

ceptible tracks, and sometimes
the only tracks by which the scrub
can be penetrated, are the tracks

worn down by the wallaby, as

a hare tramples its ' form. ' These
tracks may lead to water or they
may be aimless and rambling.
Thus the man on the wallaby
may be looking for food or for

work, or aimlessly wandering by
day and getting food and shelter

as a sundowner {q.v.) at night.]

1869. Clarke, Peripatetic Philoso-
pher (Reprint), 41. The Wimmera dis-

trict is noted for the hordes of vagabond
' loafers ' that it supports, and has earned
for itself the name of ' The Feeding Track.'
I remember an old bush ditty, which I

have heard sung when / was ON the
wallaby. ... At the station where I

worked for some time (as ' knock-about
man') three cooks were kept during the
wallaby season—one for the house, one
for the men, and one for the travellers.

1890. Boldrewood, Colonial Re-
former, 82. ' What is the meaning of out
on the wallaby ?

' asked Ernest. ' Well,
it's bush slang, sir, for men just as you or
I might be now, looking for work or some-
thing to eat ; if we can't get work, living
on the country, till things turn round a
little.'

1893. Gilbert Parker, Pierre and
his People, 242. The wallaby track ?

That's the name in Australia for trampin'
west, through the plains of the Never
Never Country, lookin' for the luck o' the
world.

1894. Longmans, Notes on Books
(31 May), 206. ' On the Wallaby : a
Book of Travel and Adventure.'

1894. Carmichael [Australasian,
22 Dec, 1127. 5]. A wallaby Christmas,
Jack, old man !—Well, a worse fate might
befall us ! The bush must do for our church
to-day, And birds be the bells to call us.

1896. Lawson, When the Worldwas
Wide. 134. Though joys of which the
poet rhymes Was not for Bill an' me : I

think we had some good old times Out on
the wallaby.

Wallah. See Competition
wallah.
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Wall- eyed, adj. phr. (colloquial).— 1. Having eyes with an undue
proportion of white ;

' all white
like a plastered wall' (Grose) :

hence (2)=glaring, fierce, threat-

ening. Any work irregularly or

ill done is called a wall-eyed
job. It is applied also to any
very irregular action.

1580. Baret, Alvearie. A horse
with a wall-eye, glauciolus.

1596. Shakspeare, King John, iv.

3. 49. This is . . . the vilest stroke That
ever wall-eyed wrath, or staring rage,

Presented to the tears of soft remorse.

1600. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v.

2. A pair of wall-eyes in a face forced.

1766. Goldsmith, Vicar, x. Black-
berry was wall-eyed, and the colt wanted
a tail.

Wallflower, suds, (common).

—

1. Orig. a lady unable to obtain

a partner in a dance ; now ap-

plied to anyone of either sex who
goes to a ball but does not dance,

whether from inability, choice,

or neglect. As adj. = neglected,

passe*.

d. 1830. Praed, County Ball. The
maiden wallflowers of the room Admire
the freshness of his bloom.

i860. Holmes, Professor, vi. Men
. . . have shown as much self-devotion in

carrying a lone wallflower down to the
supper-table as ever saint or martyr in

the act that has canonized his name.

1881. Braddon, Asphodel, xx.

Whom he had incontinently left to her
own reflections, or to such conversation

as she might be able to ' find among
sundry other dowagers arrived at the same
wallflower stage of existence.

1902. Free Lance, 22 Nov., 192. 1.

When the old formula of ' Ladies first

'

In good society will be reversed, And
male wall - flowers sitting out at

dances Will reckon up their matrimonial
chances.

2. (common).—In pi. = second-

hand garments exposed for sale :

cf. Hand-me-downs, Reach-
me-downs, etc.

Wallop, verb (common). — To
beat, flog, thrash. Also as subs.

= a severe blow ; walloping =
a good trouncing. Also WAL-
LOPER.

1838. Neal, Charcoal Sketches.
All I know was wallopping into me; I

took larnin' through the skin. Ibid.

(1850), Orson Dabbs. There's nothing
like wallopping for taking the conceit out
of fellows who think they know more than
their betters.

1843-4. Haliburton, Attaclii, xviii.

I grabs right hold of the cow's tail, and
yelled and screamed like mad, and wal-
loped away at her like anything.

1851-61. Mayhew, London Lab., 1.

468. He kept me without grub and
walloped me.

1861. Times, ' On American Affairs.'

Let us wallop great Doodle now when he
is down, If we wallops him well we will

do him up brown.

1888. Scribners Mag., Nov., 79.

Trying to get at a good place to wallop
you with his ferule.

2. (provincial). — Generic for

great effort or agitation : e.g. (a)

to boil and bubble : see Pot-
WALLOPER ;

(b) move or gallop

quickly
;

(c) to tumble about.

Also as subs., with the usual

derivatives.

c. 1360. IVilliam ofPaleme [E.E.T.S],

1770. Or he wiste, he was war of the

white beres, Thei went a-wai a wallop as
thei wod semed.

c. 1400. Generydes [E.E.T.S.], 3325
And he anon to hym com waloping.

c.1440. Merlin [E.E.T.S.], ii. 233.

Than the Kynge rode formest hym-self a
grete walop, for sore hym longed to wite
how the Kynge Tradilynaunt hym con-

tened.

c. 1440. Morte Arthure [E.E.T.S.],

2147. Swerdez swangene in two, Swel-

tand Knyghtez Lyes wyde opyne welter-

ande one walopande stedes.

d. 1 691. Barlow, Hasty Pudding, i.

The yellow flour . . . Swells in the flood

and thickens to a paste, Then puffs and
WALLOrS.
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1816. Scott, Antiquary, xxx. She
wallopped away with all the grace of
triumph.

Walloping, adj. (common). —
Great, bouncing. Also wal-
loper= anything superlative : see

Whopper.

1903. Hyne, Filibusters, xix. One
day I got a bit of a cheerer. I came upon
a wallopping great stone, which I found
that with a bit of a push would move.

Wallyford, subs. (Loretto).—The
usual run on a wet whole school-

day : about 3^ miles.

Waltham's-calf. As wise as
Waltham's calf, phr. (old).

—

Very foolish.

d. 1529. Skelton, Colin Clout. . . .

As wyse as Waltham's calf ... He
can nothing smatter Of logicke nor scole
matter.

1567. Disclosing of the great Bull
[Harl. Misc., vii. 535]. Some running and
gadding calves, wiser than Waltham's
Calfe that ranne nine miles to sucke a
bull.

Waltz. To waltz about (or

round), verb. phr. (common).

—

To move in a sprightly fashion,

to buzz round. Also to fuss

about, make oneself a nuisance.

Wamble-cropped, adj. phr. (col-

loquial).—Wretched, humiliated

:

also WOMBLE-CROPPED.

i8[?]. Widow Bedott Papers, 284.
The Captain looked so awful womble-
cropt that I pitied him. I never saw such
an uncomfortable-looking countenance.

1848. Major Downing, Letterfrom
Baton Rouge, June 15. I never saw
Captain Jumper so wilted down before,

and that made me feel so wamble-cropt
I could not say a word.

Wame. To nail twa wames
thegither, verb. phr. (Scots

venery). — To copulate : see

Greens and Ride. [Wame=
belly.] Hence to get the
wame UP= to be got with child,

to be lumpy {q.v.).

1568. Bannatyne MSS. ,
' The Use o.

Court ' (Hunt. Club), 765. Vp gettis her
wame, Scho thinkis no schame For to

bring hame The laird ane heme.

Wand, subs, (venery).

—

The penis :

see Prick (Dunelm).

Wanger. See Whanger.

Wan ion, subs. (old).—Misfortune,

calamity, mischief, a curse. Thus
with (or in) a wanion= (i)
' Mischief take you,' ' Blast you '

;

with a vengeance ; and hence (2)
summarily, emphatically : also

Wanions on you ! [Cf. M. E.

waniand (with quots.) = the
waning of the moon, and spec,

regarded as presaging ill-luck.]

[1362. York Plays, 124. Be they
kyngis or knyghtis, in care ge thaim cast;
jjjaa, and welde tham in woo to wonne, in
the wanyand.]

[c. 1401. Townley Mysteries, 241.
Oliphant, New Eng., i. 202. There is

the strange phrase in the wenyande ; in
the unlucky time when the moon wanes;
hence the curse, ' with a wanion.']

1549. Latimer, Sermons, 36b. Was
not this a good prelate ? He should have
beene at home preaching in his dioces with
a wannion.

1570. Fox, Eccles. Hist., 11. 457. 1.

The pope—sent into France Hildebrand,
his cardinal chaplaine (as meet a mate for
such a feat, as was in all Satan's court),
and made him with a wanie to come
againe coram nobis.

1605. Jonson, Eastward Ho, iii. 2.

Marry, hang you, westward, with a
wanion to you. Ibid. (1625), Staple of
News, iii. 5. Act fables of false news, in
this manner, to the super vexation of town
and country, with a wanion.
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1609. Shakspeare, Pericles, ii. 1.

17. Come away, or I'll fetch thee with a
wannion.

161 1. Beaumont, Kn. of Burn.
Pestle, ii. 1. I'll tell Ralph a tale in his
ear, shall fetch him again with a wanion,
I'll warrant him.

1663. Dryden, Wild Gallant, iii.

I'll teach you to take place of tradesmen's
wives, with a wannion to you.

1694. Motteux, Rabelais, iv. xlvii.

Ho, clod-pate, where art thou? Come
out with a vengeance, come out with a
wannion.

1820. Scott, Abbot. I sent him out
of my company with a wanion. Ibid.

(1822), Fort, of Nigel. Bide down with
a mischief to you—bide down with a
wanion.

Wanker, subs. (Felsted School).

—

A bloater. [A master supplies:
1 From stinker—stwanker—wan-
ker.']

1892. Felstedian, Oct., 105. My
name it is wanker ; a leaner or lanker,
Salter or ranker fish never swam. Ibid.

(1897), June, 100. He sniffs. 'Eugh,
wankers again.

Wanky, adj. (printers').—Spurious,

bad, wrong : e.g. a WANKY tanner

=a snide {q.v.) sixpence.

Want. See Know.

Wa'n'T, verb (colloquial).—Was
not : also warnt.

1699. Vanbrugh, False Friend.
Wa'n't.

Wantage, subs. (American).—

A

deficiency ; a shortage.

1888-9. New York Prod. Exch.
Rept. , 256. Inspectors and gaugers should
make a detailed return of . . . the gauge,
wantage, proof, and number of proof
gallons.

Wanted, ppl. adj. (euphemistic).—'Wanted' by the police.

(Grose).

1885. D. Teleg., 19 Dec. Two men
supposed to be on board of a vessel which
was loading at Hebburn Coal staithes,

were wanted in Germany for murder.

1883. Greenwood, Tag, Rag, &*Co.
The police, on their part, caused it to be
understood that until he was really

wanted on a specific charge, a thief

should in no case be interfered with.

Wanter, subs, (old colloquial).— I.

A person in need of anything : cf.

Haves and Have-nots. Also

(2) spec. =an unmarried person,
* one in want of a mate ' (Halli-
well).

161 1. Davies, Scourge of Folly, 21.

The wanters are despised of God and

Want-grace, subs. phr. (old).—

A

reprobate.

1603. Davies, Microcosmos, 57. And
rather than they should not die by force,

Or want a want-grace to performe the

deede, Their Vncle and Protector must
perforce Their crowne from head, and
head from life diuorce.

Wap, verb (Old Cant).— 1. To
copulate : see Greens and Ride.
Hence wapping-mort (or dell)
= a harlot : j-^Tart ; wappened
= (l) deflowered, (2) wanton, and

(3) foundered. [The uncertainty

on the part of Shakspearean
editors as to ' wappened ' and
* wappered ' would seem to be
elucidated by the canting use of

wap and its obvious popularity

as instanced by the quotations.—
J.S.F.]

1609. Shakspeare, Timon ofAthens,
iv. 3. [Gold] makes the wappen'd widow
wed again : She, whom the spital-house

and ulcerous sores Would cast the gorge at,

this embalms and spices To the April day
again.

1610. Rowlands, Martin Mark-all,

39 (H. Club's Rept., 1874). Nigling, com-
pany keeping with a woman : this word is

not used now, but wapping, and thereof

comes the name wapping morts,
Whoores.
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c. 161 1. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4. We come
towards the gods Young and unwapper'd,
not halting under crimes.

1612. Dekker, ' Bingout,bienMorts,'
v. [Farmer, Musa Pedestris (1896), n].
And wapping Dell that niggles well, and
takes loure for her hire.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Wap c, to Lie with a Man. If she won't
wap for a Winne, let her trine for a Make,
If she won't Lie with a Man for a Penny,
let her Hang for a Half-penny. Mort wap-
apace, a Woman of Experience, or very
expert at the sport.

1707. Shirley, Triumph of Wit,
' Maunder 's Praise of Strowling Most.'
Wapping thou I know does love . . . then
remove, Thy drawers, and let's prig in

sport.

1725. Canting Songs. This doxy
dell can cut been whids, And wap well
for a win, And prig and cloy so benshiply
Each deuseavile within.

2. See Whop.

Wapper. See Whopper.

Wapper- eyed, adj.phr. (B. E.).—
1 That has sore or running eyes.'

d. 1627. Middleton, Black Book, 528.
A little wapper-eyed constable, to wink
and blink at small faults.

Waps, subs, (common).—A wasp.

War. Tug-of-war, subs. phr.
(common). — A severe and
laborious contest.

1671. Lee, Alexander the Great, iv.

2. When Greeks join'd Greeks, then was
the tug of war.

See Before the War.

Wardrobe, subs. (old).—A privy.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, ' Prior-
ess' Tale,' 120. I seye that in a wardrobe
they him threwe, Wher as thes Jewes
purgen his entraille.

Ware, subs, (venery). — 1. The
female privities ; also LADY-
ware : see Monosyllable

; (2)

the penis and testes : see Prick

and Cods: hence standing
ware= an erectio penis ; also

occasionally (3) the paps. Hence
to hawk one's wares = (i)

to quest for men, and (2) to

expose one's charms (of women).

1705. Ward, Hud. Rediv., i. ix. 6.

Till she had burnt with Claps and Poxes,
More standing Ware than Sampson's
Foxes.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
4. Had well examined all her ware.
Ibid., 60. Our money spent, and breeks
so torn, That for my own part, I declare,

I'm d d hard switch'd to hide my
ware. Ibid., 64. He huffd thy ware
as well as mine, And tho' in every part
he'd seen us, He gave the prize to

Madam Venus.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 148. As Beatrice was one of
those ladies who was obliged to hawk
their wares ... I was . . . shielded
from any temptation to break the
commandments.

Warehouse, verb (society). —
To pawn. Hence as subs. = a
fashionable uncle {q.v.).

War-hat. See War-pot.

War-horse, subs. phr. (common).
—A veteran : soldier or politician.

War ling, subs. (old).—Apparently
= slave, drudge : only occurring
in proverbial saying, ' It is better
to be an old man's derling, than
an old man's werling' (Heywood,
1542; Camden, 1605).

Warm, adj. (old and still collo-

quial).—Generic for extra-ox&m~
ary : e.g. a warm ( = intimate
friend; warm ( = sincere)

thanks ; a warm ( = hearty)
welcome; a warm (= fresh)

trail: cf. 'hot,' 'warm,' and
' cold ' in children's play of
guessing or ' hide - and - seek '

;

warm ( = easy) circumstances :

whence to cut up warm = to
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leave a good estate, to die rich
;

a WARM ( = rich) MAN: 'well-

lined or flush in the pocket

'

(B. E. and Grose) ; warm (in

one's position, duty, etc.) = at

home, conversant with, well

adapted to : hence to keep a
place, etc., warm = to occupy it

;

a warm (= unpleasant) posi-

tion : e.g. ' He's in a warm
corner'; a warm (= zealous)

OPINION; a WARM (= brisk)

engagement; a warm ( = en-

thusiastic) PARTISAN ; WARM
( = quick) WORK; a WARM
( = hasty) temper : espec. when
contradicted ; warm ( = wanton)
desire: a warm ( = lecherous)

member (or warm-'un): a

harlot or whoremonger : cf. Hot-
UN, Scorcher {(/.v.); also (2)

warm-member = an energetic,

pushful,- self-advertising person
;

warm (= strong) language; a
warm (= hostile) RECEPTION:
hence the place gets too warm
(= unpleasant) because of un-
popularity or antagonism to

authority, and so forth.

J377> Chaucer, Troilus [Oliphant,
New Eng., i. 114. A prosperous man is

said to sit warm ; hence our warm (thriv-

ing) man, and our tenants sit at so much
rent].

1551. Tytler, Edward VI. [Oli-
phant, New Eng., i. 528. The adjective
warm is employed for iratus].

1610. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1. A
gentleman newly warm in his land, sir.

1613. Purchas, Pilgrimage, 84.

His brother . . . had a while warmed
the throne.

1662. Middleton, Anythingfor a
Quiet Life, i. 1. Water Camlet. Believe
it, I am a poor commoner. Sir F. Cres.
Come, you are warm and blest with a fair

wife.

1680. Dryden, Spanish Friar, i. 1.

We shall have warm work on't.

c. 1693. Congreve, Juvenal, xi. Their
small stock of credit gone, Lest Rome
should grow too warm, from thence they
run.

1728. Swift, Death of Stella.
When she saw any of the company very
warm in a wrong opinion, she was more
inclined to confirm them in it than oppose
them.

1766. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi. We
have been thinking of marrying her to one
of your tenants ... a warm man . . .

able to give her good bread.

1809. Irving, Knickerbocker, 409.
Scarcely had the worthy Mynheer Beek-
man got warm in the seat of authority
. . . than enemies began to spring up all

around him.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 85. This warm old gentleman
has the moderation to lend me money at
twenty per cent. Ibid., 192. I was a
warm widow with a comfortable jointure,
and a person little, if anything, the worse
for wear. Ibid., 216. We feathered our
nests pretty warmly.

1814. Austen, Mansfield Park,
xvi. I do not know the play ; but . . .

if there is anything a little too warm . . .

it can be easily left out.

c. 1827. Macaulay, Hallanis Constit.
Hist. The conduct of Hampden in the
affair of the ship-money met with the
warm approbation of every respectable
royalist in England.

1834. Edgeworth, Helen, xxvi.
When people are warm they cannot stand
picking terms.

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, m.
vi. He's warm—he's getting cold— he's
getting colder and colder—he's freezing.

c. 1875. Music Hall Song, ' Keep it

Dark.' Dr. Kenealy, that popular bloke,
That extremely warm member, the mem-
ber for Stoke.

c. 1889. Music Hall Song, ' Salvation
Sarah.' They call me Salvation Sarah, A
warm-'un I have been ; But now I am
converted, I'll never go wrong again.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 124. And,
in a monetary sense, He looked on her as
1 WARM.'

1901. Sporting Times, 27 April, 1.

4. ' I suppose . . . the pretty bird
should be placed in a warm room, eh ?

'

'Oh, it don't siggernify, lady, . . . any
room'll be warm enough once he starts

a-talkin' !

'

1902. Lynch, High Stakes, 122.

Perry ran to earth . . . the fellow . . .

who drove Bradish ... It means that we
are getting warm,
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Phrases : To warm a house
= to celebrate incoming by a

feast : hence house-warming ;

TO WARM TO (a thing, one's

work, etc.)= to become enthusi-

astic, to do vigorously ; warm
WITH = ' WARM with sugar '

:

cf. cold without ;
' Out of

God's blessing into the warm
suN'= from better to worse.

Also see Warming.

1581.
_
Lyly, Euphues, Z. 3. _

b.

Therefore if thou wilt follow my advice,

and prosecute thine owne determination,
THOU SHALT COME OUT OF A WARME
SUNNE INTO God's BLESSING.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, ii. 2.

Good King ! that must approve the
common saw, Thou out of heaven's
BENEDICTION COM'ST To THE WARM SUN.

1608. Harington, Catal. ofBishops,
Carlyle. Marks—removed from Carlisle
to Lamos in Greece ; viz. out of God's
BLESSING INTO A WARME SUNNE, as the
saying is. Ibid. (1615) ; Epigrams, ii. 56.
Pray God they bring us not, when all

is done, Out of God's blessing into this
WARM SUN.

1616-25. Court and Times James I.,

s.v. [We see] warm a house [with a
feast].

1836. Dickens, Sketches by Boz.
Two glasses of rum-and-water warm with.

1894. Baker, New Timothy, 73.
As the minister warms to his sermon,
there come through these cracks frequent
exclamations.

1885. Home Tidings, 369. The two
contestants put up their dukes and soon
warmed up to their work.

Warming, subs, (common).—

A

beating, flogging, thrashing.

Hence to warm (or warm one's
jacket, q.v.) = (1) to beat,

drub, tan (q.v.)', and (2) to

rate, abuse roundly, 'call over
the coals.' To warm the
wax of one's ear = to box the

ears.

Warming-pan, subs. phr. (com-
mon).— 1. A substitute; a
locum tenens ; a person occupying
another's office, situation or post
during absence or while qualify-

ing for it. Also W. P. : spec, a
clergyman holding a living under
a bond of resignation ; also as

adj., e.g. a warming-pan rector :

see Warm.

1883. Pall Mall Gaz., 21 Jan. It is

not usual to inform a man that you propose
to use him as a warming-pan, however
excellently suited he may be for such a
purpose.

2. (old).—A large, old-fashioned

gold watch: cf. frying-pan
(q.v.) or TURNIP (q.v.) = a. large

silver watch (B. E. and Grose).

3. (old).—A female bed-fellow

(B. E. and Grose) ; a night-
piece (q.v.). Also Scotch
warming-pan = a wench: spec,

a chambermaid.

1672.
(

Ray, Proverbs [Bohn], 61.

The story is well-known of the gentleman
travelling in Scotland, who desiring to
have his bed warmed, the servant-maid
doffs her clothes, and lays herself down in

it a while. In Scotland they have neither
bellows, warming-pans, nor houses of
office.

Warm-sided, adj. phr. (naval).

—

Said of a fort or ship mounting
heavy batteries.

War-paint, subs. phr. (common).
—Official costume, evening dress,

or (theatrical) make-up (q.v.).

1884. Haggard, Dawn. She.
' Have you seen the hero of the evening ?

'

He. ' Who ? Do you mean the Portuguese
governor in his war-paint ?

'

1888. St. James's Gaz., 9 Ap. Sir

William Jenner in his war-paint as

president of the Royal College of
Physicians.
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Warpath. On the warpath,
phr. (colloquial). — In hostile

mood or attitude ;
' making fur

and feathers fly
'

; angry.

War- pot (or War- hat), subs,

phr. (military).—A spiked helmet.

Warren, subs, (venery).— 1. A
brothel : also CUNNY (cony)
warren (B. E. and Grose):
see Nanny-shop. Also (2) a
boarding-school (B. E. and
Grose).

3. (Old Cant).—'He that is

Security for goods taken up on
Credit by Extravagant young
Gentlemen' (B. E.).

Warwickshire Lads (The), subs,

phr. (military). — The Royal
Warwickshire Regiment, late the

6th Foot.

Wash, subs. (Stock Exchange).

—

I. A fictitious bargain or sale : a
broker gets instructions from one
client to buy, and from another
to sell, a particular stock ; instead

of making separate transactions

of the two commissions to the

best advantage of each principal,

he merely transfers from one to

the other, putting the difference

in his own pocket : the practice

is against the rules. Hence
washed as applied to stock sold

or bought in this way. Also a
bogus deal made for the sake of a
fictitious quotation : one broker
arranges with another to buy
a certain stock when he offers it

for sale, the effect, when not de-

tected, being to keep it quoted,

and, if the plotters buy and sell

the stock to a high figure, to

afford a basis for bonafide sales.

1870. Medbery, Men and Mysteries
of Wall St., 327 From the spring of '58

to '6o, the Stock Board slowly recovered
its old tone. The bear element was in its

glory. Brokers had become fearful of
forced quotations. Washing had become
a constant trick before the panic, and bids
were now closely scrutinized.

1888-9. New York Produce Ex-
change Report, 265. Washed or fictitious

sales are positively forbidden, and will

render the parties concerned liable to sus-
pension or expulsion from the Produce
Exchange.

2. (B. E.).— ' Paint for faces.'

3. (common).—Very weak lap
{q.v.): spec. (Durham School)=
school tea or coffee : see Rock.

Verb (colloquial).— 1. To bear
investigation ; stand testing

;

prove genuine, reliable or trust-

worthy : as good fabrics and fast

dyes stand the operation of
washing.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's
School-days, ii. 2. He's got pluck some-
where in him. That's the only thing after
all that'l wash, ain't it ?

1876. Hindley, Cheap Jack. The
conversation, as a rule, ended in Charley's
giving them an order too. Of course this
little caper would only wash once.

2. (craftsmen's).—To signify

doubt of an assertion, or dis-

approval of conduct by language
or action more forcible than
pleasant : e.g. printers bang and
knock on the cases ; tailors in-

dulge in strong language, etc.

See Jerry and Whack !

To wash one's head, verb,

phr. (old).—To insult, to put
indignity on one. Hence wash-
ing-blow= a box on the ears, a
blow on the head ; and to give
one's head for washing = to

submit to overbearing insult.
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1612. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Cupid's Revenge, iv. 3. So am I, and
forty more good fellows, that will not give
THEIR HEADS FOR the WASHING, I take it.

1621. Fletcher, Wild Goose Chase,
v. 4. And give her but a washing blow.

1663. Butler, Hudibras, 1. iii. 255.
For my part, it shall ne'er be said, I for

the washing gave my head.

1710. Ward, Hudibras Rediv., 14.

Some of the laundry were (no flashing)

That would not give their heads for
washing.

To WASH (or SLUICE) THE
IVORIES, verb. phr. (common).

—

To drink : Fr. se rincer la dent.

Also TO WASH ONE'S NECK.

1823. Moncrieff, Tom and Jerry,
ii. 6. Mr. J. Vash your ivories, will

you? Green. I've got no hiveries to
wash. Mr. J. Drink, vill you? don't
you understand Hinglish.

1882. Punch, Ixxxii. 185. 2. I never
heard of him sluicing his ivories with
what you call S. and B.

TO WASH ONE'S SHEEP WITH
scalding water, verb. phr.
(old). — To do the absurd : a
simile of folly (Ray). Also TO
WASH THE CROW (THE ETHI-
OPIAN, A BLACKAMORE, etc.),

WHITE.

Washical, phr. (old). — What-
D'-YE-CALL-IT {q.V.).

1551. Still, Gammer Gurton's
Needle [Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), ii.

67]. Geve my gammer again her washical
[meaning her needle] thou stole away.

Washing. To give one's head
for a washing. See Wash.

Wash man, subs. (Old Cant).—
A beggar ' faked out ' with sores

;
1 a washman is called a Palliard
\_q. v.\ but not of the right making.
He vseth to lye in the hye way with
lame or sore legs or armes to beg.
These men ye right Palliards wil

often times spoile, but they dare
not complayn. They be bitten

with spickworts, and sometime
with rats bane ' (Awdeley, Fral.
Vacabondes, 1561).

Wash -pot, subs. phr. (Collegiate

and University).—A hat, a Moab
{q.v.): see Golgotha.

Wasp. As quiet as a wasp in
one's NOSE, phr. (old).—Very
much alive.

Waspish,^'. (B. E.).—'Peevish.'

Waste- butt, subs. phr. (thieves').

—An eating-house, GRUBBING-
KEN {q.V.), MUNGARLY - CASA
{q.v.).

Waster, subs, (once literary : now
colloquial). — 1. A prodigal, a

spendthrift ; also WASTREL,
WASTE - GOOD, WASTE - THRIFT.
Also 2 (modern) = a generic form
of contempt, a ne'er-do-well,

BAD-EGG {q.V.), ROTTER {q.V.);
' a useless, clumsy, or ill-made

person' (Hotten). Wastrel
(q.v.) (modern) = a neglected
child, street-Arab.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, 'Mer-
chant's Tale,' 231. A cludestere or
wastour of thy good.

1534. Udal, Roister Doister, i. 1.

Sometime Lewis Loiterer biddeth us come
near ; Somewhiles Watkin Waster maketh
us good cheer.

1592. Nashe, Pierce Pennilesse,
18. A young . . . cockney, that . . .

have playde the waste-good at the Innes
of the Court.

1592. Greene, Quip for Upstart
Courtier [Harl. Misc., v. 420]. This first

. . . is a wast-good and an unthrift.

1608. Middleton, Trick to Catch,
ii. 1. A wastethrift, a common sur-

feiter, and, to conclude, a beggar.

1610. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Knight of the Burning Pestle, i. 4. Thou
art a wastethrift, and art run away.

u
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161 1. Bible, 'Authorised Version,'
Prov. xviii. 9. He also that is slothful in

his work is brother to him that is a great
WASTER.

1619. Holland, Plutarch, 36. If

Lucullus were not a waster and a
delicate given to belly-cheare.

d. 1697. Aubrey, Lives, 'John Pop-
ham.' He left a vast estate to his son Sr

Francis (I think ten thousand pounds per
annum), he lived like a hog, but his son
John was a great waster.

1818. Scott, Heart of Midlothian,
xxviii. Ye will think I am turned waster
for I wear clean hose and shoon every day.

1886. D. Telegraph, 20 Mar. Send-
ing out not wastrels, paupers, and ne'er-

do-wells, but capable mechanics and
labourers, to Australia.

d. 1895. Huxley, Technical Education
[Century], The veriest waifs and wastrels
of society.

3. (old).—A lawless thieving

vagabond.

1342. Statue Edward III., an. reg.

5, c. xiv. Divers manslaughters, felonies,

and robberies done by people that he called

Roberdsmen,WASTOURS,andDrawbacches.

4. (common).—An imperfection

in the wick of a candle, causing

it to gutter or ' waste ' : also

thief {q.v.) : cf. sense 3, supra.

5. (old).—A cudgel: spec, a

wooden sword used for practice.

1593. Churchyard, Challenge, 84.

And suddainly a stout cobler will lay down
the waster, and yeeld to him that hath
more practise.

1598. Florio, Worlde o/Wordes, 95.

Wasters or cudgels used in fence-schooles.

1598. Stowe, London, 70. The
youthes of this citie also have used on
holy dayes after evening prayer, at their

maysters dores, to exercise their wasters
and bucklers.

1602. Dekker, Honest Whore
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), iii. 4T0].

If o'er husbands their wives will needs

be masters, We men will have a law to

win 't at wasters.

1608. Harington, Brief View ofthe
Church, 22. With a good waster he so
mortified this old Adam of his son-in-law
squire that he needed no other penance
than this. Ibid., Epigrams, i. 16. A man
and wife strove cant who should be masters,

And having chang'd between them hous-
hold speeches, The man in wrath brought
forth a pair of wasters, And swore that

these should prove who wore the breeches.

1619. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Philaster, iv. Thou wouldst be loth to

play half a dozen of venies at wasters,
with a good fellow, for a broken head.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., 348.
Or as they that play at wasters exercise
themselves by a few cudgells to avoid an
enemies blows.

. . . Mad Men of Gotham, 19.

Then one took a waster in his hand, and
gave him a dozen stripes, saying at every
blow, Here, sirrah, take this for a reward,
and hereafter mock us no more.

d. 1655. Adams, Works, I. 42. As
with wooden wasters men learn to play
at the sharp, so practice in times of peace
makes ready for the time of war.

6. (common). — A damaged
manufactured article : also

Wastrel.

1863. Ede [Campin, Mechan.
Engin., 355[. Had I not taken these

precautions, which some are apt to think
too much trouble, I should have had many
a waster.

7. S^WaISTER.

Waste-time, subs. phr. (old).—

Idle, useless, or trivial employ-
ment : a play on pastime.

1662. Fuller, Worthies,
' Lincoln,'

ii. 6. ' As mad as the Baiting Bull of
Stamford.' . . . Some think that the Men
must be mad as well as the Bull, who can
take delight in so dangerous a Wast-
time.

Wat, suds, (old sporting).— 1. A
hare: cf. Philip = sparrow, Tom
= cat, Ned= donkey, etc.

c. 1470. Babees Book [E.E.T.S], 404.
I wold my master were a watt & my
boke a wyld Catt, & a brase of grehowndis
in his toppe. I wold be glad for to se
that !
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1593. Shakspeare, Venus and
Adonis, 697. Poor Wat, far off upon a
hill Stands on his hinder legs with listening

ear.

1622. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxiii.

1115. The man whose vacant mind pre-

pares him for the sport, The finder sendeth
out, to seek the nimble wat, which
crosseth in each field, each furlong, every
flat, Till he this pretty beast upon the

form hath found.

d. 1635. Randolph, Poems (1668), 94.

Watt, though he fled for life, yet joy'd

withall So brave a dirge sung forth his

funeral.

d. 1650. R. Fletcher, Epigr., 139.

Thus once concluded out the teazers run,

All in full cry and speed 'till Wat's un-
done.

2. (old).—A fellow; 'a wily,

cautious man ' (Halliwell).

c. 1400. Coventry Mysteries, 294. Ffor
be my thryfte I dare sweryn at this seyl,

|e xal fynde hym a strawnge watt !

Watch, subs. (Old Cant).— i.

Self: the ancient equivalent of

NIBS (f.V.). Thus HIS WATCH =
the person referred to ; my
WATCH = myself ; YOUR WATCH
= yourself; our watch = our-

selves, us, etc.

c. 1530. Copland, Hye Way to the
Spyttel Hous. The patryng coue in the

darkman cace Docked the dell for a coper
meke His watch shall feng a prounces
nobchete.

1567. Harman, Caveat (1869), 86.

The vpright man canteth to the Roge ;

Man ! That is beneshyp to our watch e.

1622. Head, English Rogue,
'Canting Song.' I met a Dell, I viewed
her well, She was benship to my watch.

2. (Westminster).—A junior

who has to remain in College

during play-hours to answer
inquiries, receive messages, and
so forth, performing, in fact, the

duties of a servant.

To WATCH OUT, verb. phr.

(Winchester, cricket).—To field.

c. 1840. Mansfield, School Life, 138.
Football wasn't all beer and skittles to the
Fags. There was an institution called
' Kicking in,' which, while it lasted, was
much worse than watching out at
cricket.

Paddy's watch.
WHACK.

See Paddy-

Watch -an d-seals, subs. phr.
(common).—A sheep's head and
pluck.

Watch -birth, subs. phr. (old).

—

A midwife.

1605. Sylvester, Du Bartas, ii.,

' Magnificence.' Th' eternall Watch-
births of thy sacred Wit.

Watcher, subs, (venery). — A
person set to watch a dress-
lodger {q.v.).

1869. Greenwood, Seven Curses of
London. Not alone. Dress lodgers are
never allowed to do that, sir. I haven't
been one long, but long enough to find
that out. There's always a watcher.
Sometimes it's a woman—an old woman,
who isn't fit for anything else—but in

general it's a man. He watches you al-

ways, walking behind you, or on the
opposite side of the way. He never loses
sight of you, never fear.

Watchmaker, subs, (thieves').—

A

thief whose speciality is stealing

watches : also ' watchmaker in
A CROWD ' (HOTTEN).

Water, subs. (Westminster School).
— Boating; aquatics; the Eton
WET-BOBBING \q.V.).

1881. Pascoe, Everyday Life in our
Public Schools. Water, as it is called
at Westminster, is in a very flourishing
condition.

Verb (old).— ]

Lush.
To drink : see

1598. Shakspeare, i Henry IV., ii.

4. When you breathe in your waterings,
they cry ' hem !

'
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1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe, ii. 1.

A certain well where all the Muses
WATERED.

2. (old). — To urinate; PISS

(q.V.) ; also TO MAKE WATER, TO
WATER THE DRAGON, and TO
water one's nag. Whence
(venery) WATERWORKS = the urin-

ary organs male or female : also

WATER - ENGINE {see WATER -

DROP)
;

WATER - BOX (GAP,

course, gate, etc. ) = the female

pudendum : see Monosyllable
;

water-caster ( -doctor or

waterologer)= a urine-inspect-

ing physician : spec, a quack ; TO
cast water = to diagnose by
means of the urine.

c. 1350. Tale of the Basyn [Haz-
litt, Early Pop. Poetry, iii. 47]. |if thu
my| with any gynne The vessell owt of the

chaumber wynne, The same that thei make
water in, And bryng it me, I the pray.

1598. Marston, Satires, iv. 125.

Well, I have cast thy water, and I

see Th' art fall'n to wit's extremest poverty.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes
(161 1), 185. [Water-box = female pu-
dendum.]

1606. Shakspeare, Macbeth, v. 3.

If thou could'st, doctor, cast The water
of my land, find her disease.

1607. Puritan, iv. 1. There's physi-
cians enough to cast his water : is that

any matter to us ?

1630. Taylor, Workes. A face like

rubies mix'd with alabaster, Wastes much
in physicke and her water-caster. Ibid.

Which was the fare of quack salvers,

mountebankes, ratcatching water-
casters, and also for all botching arti-

ficers and cobling tradesmen.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. 20.

I might have cleft her water-gap, And
joined it close with my flip-flap.

1678. Quack's Academy\Harl. Misc.,

11. 34]. You must either pretend to be
waterologers ... or star-wizards.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 39.

He is acquainted with the Nature and
Depths of all Soundings but that of his

Wife's Water-course.

Canterbury - water, subs,

phr. (old).—The blood ofThomas
a Becket diluted with water

:

Archbishop of Canterbury,

murdered in 1 1 70, canonised as

a saint and martyr.

1849-54. Rock, Church of our
Fathers, m. i. 424. To satisfy these

cravings, so as to hinder an uneasy feeling

at the thought of tasting human blood, a
tiny drop was mixed with a chalice-full of
water, and in this manner given to those
who begged a sip. This was the far-

famed Canterbury-water.

Burning-water {g.v., vol. i.

ante).

3. (commercial).—To increase

nominal capital by the issue of

shares for which, though they
rank for interest, no additional

increase in the actual capital has

been provided : the practice, it

is urged, is justified by profits

already earned, or by a supposed
enhancement of the value of the

property, franchises, etc. ; but

watering is usually only resorted

to by companies on the down
grade. Hence as subs.= addi-

tional shares created in this way.

1878. Scribner's Mag., Oct., 896.
Those which relate to the betrayal of
trusts, the watering of stocks.

1887. North Am. Rev., cxliii. 92.

By the much-abused word 'property' he
referred, of course, to the fictitious capital,

or water, which the gas companies had
added to their real capital.

1888. St. James's Gaz., 14 June.
But it is said by the chairman of the
Committee on Public Finance, that ' more
than half of this stock is water, and
could not have come into existence had
not this business been superior to the con-
trol of competition.'

1888. Fort. Rev., xliii. 857. The
stock of some of the railways has been
watered to an enormous extent by the
issue of fictitious capital, existing only on
paper, though ranking equally for divi-

dend, when money for this is forthcoming.
Usually the paper stock has been sold to

unwary customers.
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Phrases. Above water =
unembarrassed, untroubled, in

(or of) easy circumstances, mind,

or the like : whence TO keep
one's head above water= to

struggle through (or overcome)
financial difficulties ; between
WIND AND WATER {see WlND)

;

in deep water = (1) in trial,

trouble, distress
; (2) impecunious,

reduced in circumstances : hence
deep WATERS = tribulation of

Sorts; OF THE FIRST WATER =
the highest, Ai : properly of a

diamond free of blemish, flaw,

colour, or any imperfection ; TO
MAKE A HOLE IN THE WATER=
to fall in it : spec, to commit
suicide by drowning : cf. 'to

make a hole in the silence '=
to speak ; OIL ON TROUBLED
waters = anything to allay,

assuage : the practice is ancient,

being known to the Greeks and
Romans, and its efficacy is fre-

quently tested by modern seamen
;

TO be in hot water= to be in

trouble, difficulties, or disgrace

;

TO SHOW WATER= to bribe, to

produce a fee ; to cast one's
WATER {see verb. 2) ; TO CAST
WATER INTO THE THAMES= tO

do the unnecessary or useless {see

Thames); to hold water= to

prove serviceable or adequate ; TO
take water= to back out (or

down), to weaken {q.v.)\ as a
boat when allowed to fall in the

wake of another in a race; to
DRAW WATER WITH A SIEVE=
to act absurdly ; to throw cold
water on = to discourage, damp
one's ardour, interest, or chances ;

water in one's shoes = a cause

of annoyance or discomfort ; TO
water one's plants = to shed
tears. Also proverbially :

' My
mouth waters ' = a simile of

strong appetite or longing desire :

also said of the teeth ; ' That's
where the water sticks ' = That's
the point in dispute ;

' All water
runs to his mill ' = ' Fortune
smiles on him,' ' Everything goes
his way

'
; ' No safe wading in

an unknown water ' ; ' Often to

the water, often to the tatter '
;

' Foul water will quench fire '

;

4 Where the water is shallow no
vessel will ride ' ;

' Water breeds
frogs in the belly, and wine cures

the worms ' ;
' I'll make him

water his horse at Highgate'
{i.e. ' I'll sue him and make him
take a journey up to London '

—

Ray) ;
' The malt's above the

water ' = He's drunk {see

Screwed).

1530. Palsgrave, Lang.Francoyse.
My tethe waters to see.

1546. Heywood, Proverbs, 69. It

is to give him (quoth I) as much almes or
neede As cast water in Tems, or as
good a deede As it is to helpe a dogge over
a stile.

1555. Peter Martyr [Eden, First
Books on America (Arber), 181]. In
theyr mindes they conceaued a hope of a
dainty banquet, And espying their enemies
a farre of beganne to swalowe theyr spettle
as their mouthes watered for gredines
of theyr pray.

1581. Lyly, Euphues, 'To Phil-
untus,' M4. Neither water thou thy
plants, in that thou departest from thy
pigges me, neither stand in a mammering,
whether it bee best to depart or not.

1609. Shakspeare, Pericles, iv. 2.

A Spaniard's mouth so watered.

161 1. Bible, Authorised Version,
Psalm lxix. 14. Let me be delivered
from them that hate me, and out of the
deep waters.

1623. Mabbe, Guzman (1630), ii. 79.
[It] WILL NOT HOLD WATER.

1632. Massinger, Maid of Honour,
i. 1. F. If you've a suit, shew water, I

am blind else. A. A suit ; yet of a nature
not to prove The quarry that you hawk for.

. . . One poor syllable Cannot deserve a
fee.
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1650. Weldon, Court of King
James (1817), 19. All the water runs
to their mills [applied to the Howards,
who got everything at Court],

d. 1663. Bramhall, Works, ii. 366.

That the reader may see clearly where
the water sticks between us.

1698. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle,

v. 1. O, my little green gooseberry ; my
teeth waters at thee.

1742-4. North, Lord Guildford, i.

295. They caressed his lordship very
much as a new comer, whom they were
glad of the honour to meet, and talked

about a time to dine with him ; all which
(as they say) was water in his shoes.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 104. You have made my mouth
water to serve such a worshipful frater-

nity. Ibid., 254. The brilliants . . .

made her eyes sparkle and her mouth
WATER.

1846. Punch's Almanack, 29 Nov.
The Times first printed by steam, 1814,

and has kept the country in hot water
ever since.

1864. Mark Lemon, Jest Book, 238.

Show me the blade that is not out of
temper when plunged into hot water.

i8[?]. W. S. Gilbert, Etiquette.

For the thought of Peter's oysters brought
the water to his mouth.

d. 1884. C. Reade (Dixon). One
comfort, folk are beginning to take an
interest in us. I see nobs of the first
water looking with a fatherly eye into

our affairs.

1885. Field, 3 Oct. A number of
struggling men, who have managed TO
keep above water during the bad
seasons, must now go under.

1886. Ward \_Ency. Brit., xx. 57].

The dog's mouth waters only at the sight

of food, but the gourmand's^ mouth will

also water at the thought of it.

1892. Milliken, 'Arry Ballads,

76. I should just make a hole in the
water, if 'tworn't for the wife and the

kids.

Water- bewitched, subs. phr.

(common).—Weak lap {q.v.) of

any kind : spec, (modern) tea

very much watered down, but

orig. (Ray, 1672) very thin beer :

also WATER-DAMAGED : cf. HUS-
band's-tea.

1709-10. Swift, Pol. Conv., i. Your
ladyship is very sparing of your tea ; I

protest the last dish I took was no more
than water bewitcht.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 376. As
for the broth, it was nothing but a little

water bewitched (jncra aqua).

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, 10

Nov. " A tin pot full of hot tea (or as the

sailors significantly call it, ' water be-
witched ') sweetened with molasses.

Ibid. Our common beverage

—

'water
bewitched, and tea begrudged,' as it

was.

1845. Carlyle, Cromwell, i. 13.

Another book of Noble's called Lives of
the Regicides ... is of much more stupid

character; nearly meaningless indeed,

mere water bewitched.

Water-butt (or -barrel), subs,

phr. (common).—The stomach :

spec, a CORPORATION {q.v.).

Water -can, subs. phr. (colloquial).

—In saying 'Jupiter Pluvius has

got out (or put on) his water-
can ' = It is raining : spec, of a

heavy shower.

Water-colour. See Wife in
Water-colours.

Water- doctor, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).— 1. A hydropathist. Also

(2) a water - caster {q.v.,

Water, verb 2).

Water-dog, subs. phr. (common).
— 1. A sailor : spec, an old salt
{q.v.). Also (2) anyone com-
pletely 'at home' in, or on, the

water.

1835. Dana, Before the Mast, 94.

The Sandwich Islanders are complete
water-dogs, and therefore very good in

boating.

3. (common). — A Norfolk
dumpling.
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Water-drop, subs. phr. (old collo-

quial).—A tear. Also water-
works= the eyes, the tear-
pump : whence to turn on the
waterworks= to cry : also see

Water, verb 2.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, ii. 4. 280.

Let not women's weapons, water-drops,
Stain my man's cheeks.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, ii. 5. Sneaking little brute . . .

clapping on the waterworks just in the
hardest place.

Waterfall, subs, (various).— 1. A
neckcloth, scarf, or tie with long

pendant ends. Also (2) a chignon

:

spec, a fringe of hair falling down
the neck under the chignon.

1824. Ferrier, Inheritance, 1. xi.

A drooping fall of Foyers-looking neck-
cloth.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, 11. iii. A gaudy figured satin

waistcoat, and waterfall of the same
material.

1880. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite,
iii. The brown silk net . . . had given
way all at once into a great hole under the
waterfall, and the soft hair would fret

itself through, and threaten to stray un-
tidily.

Water- funk, subs. phr. (school).

—A boy shy of water : either in

the way of personal cleanliness or

aquatics.

1900. Kipling, Stalky and Co., 68.

King scowled. ' One ofyou was that thing
called a water-funk. So now you wish
to wash? It is well. Cleanliness never
injured a boy, or—a house.'

Water-gunners
phr. (military).

Marines.

(The),
-The

subs.

Royal

Wateries (The), subs. phr. (com-
mon).—The Naval Exhibition at

South Kensington : cf. Fisheries,
Colinderies, etc.

Waterings. St. Thomas a
Waterings (old).—A place of

execution (for Surrey as Tyburn
{q.v.) for Middlesex) situated at

the second milestone on the road
from London to Canterbury. Like
Beggar's - bush, Weeping -

cross, Clapham, etc., the place-

name was the basis of many a

quibbling allusion and much con-

ventional wit. [At this point is

a brook, probably a place for

watering horses, whence its

name ; dedicated, of course, to

St. Thomas a Becket, being the

first place of any note in the

pilgrimage to his shrine.]

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, Prol. v.

827. And forth we riden a litel more than
pas [little more than a foot's pace]. Unto
the watering of seint Thomas, And
ther our hoste began his hors arest.

. . . Hycke Scorner [Hawkins,
Orig. of Drama, i. 105]. For at saynt
Thomas of Watrynge an they stryke a
sayle, Than they must ryde in the haven
of hepe [hempe] without fayle.

1607. Puritan, i. t. Alas ! a small
matter bucks a handkerchief! and some-
times the 'spital stands too nigh St. Thomas
a Waterings. [That is, ' A little matter
will serve to wet a handkerchief; and
sometimes shedding too many tears will

bring a person to the hospital
'

; that is,

' will produce sickness.']

i6[?]. Owle'sAlmanacke, 55. Afaire
paire of gallowes is kept at Tiburne, from
yeares end to yeares end : and the like

faire (but not so much resort of chapmen
and crack-ropes) is at St. Thomas a
Waterings.

1630. Jonson, New Inn, i. 3. To
which, if he apply him, He may perhaps
take a degree at Tyburn, A year the
earlier, come to read a lecture Upon
Aquinas, at St. Thomas A Watering's,
And so go forth a laureat in hemp circle.

1786. [Carey, Map of 15 miles round
London. We have at the two mile-stone
on the Kent road, Watering's Bridge, a
remnant of the old name. ]

Water-language, subs. phr. (old).

—Jocose abuse, CHAFF {q.v.).
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1721. Amherst, Terra Filius, 1.

'Twas all water language at these
times, and no exceptions were to be taken.

Waterloo- day, subs. phr. (mili-

tary).—Pay-day : cf. Balaclava-
day.

Watlynge-strete, subs. phr.
(old).—The Milky Way.

1373. Chaucer, House ofFame, 939.
Se yonder, lo the Galaxye, The which men
clepe the Milky Weye, For hit ys white

;

and somme parfeye, Callen hyt Watlynge
Strete.

Waterman, subs, (old).—A blue

silk handkerchief : cf Fogle.
[Hotten :

' The friends of the

Oxford and Cambridge boats'

crews always wear these—light

blue for Cambridge, and a darker
shade for Oxford. '] Also waters-
man.

Waterologer.
verb 2.

See Water,

Water- pad (or -rat).—A thief

working on the water : spec.
1 one that Robbs Ships in the

Thames' (B. E., Grose, and
Clark Russell): cf Water-

Water-pusher (or -treader),
subs. phr. (colloquial).—A ship :

sail or steam.

1614. Chapman, Odyssey, xiv. 477.
When the water treader far away Had
left the land.

1899. Hyne, Furth. Adv. Copt.
Kettle, xi. I've had enough of your
airs and graces. I've paid for my passage
on this rubbishy old water-pusher of
yours.

Water-sneak (The), subs. phr.

(old).
—

' Robbing ships or vessels

on a navigable river or canal, by
getting on board unperceived,

generally in the night. The
water-sneak is lately made a
capital offence' (Grose).

Waterworks. See Water-drop
and Water, verb 2.

Wattle, subs. (B. E.).—\n pl.~
1 Ears ; also Sheep-folds.'

Wave. To wave a flag of
defiance, verb. phr. (common).
—to be drunk : see Screwed.

TO NUMBER THE WAVES,
verb. phr. (old).—To do the un-
needful, act foolishly (Ray).

Wavy. Wavy in the syls, phr.
(theatrical).—Imperfect in one's
lines.

Wavy- rule. To make wavy
RULE, verb.phr. (printers').—To be
staggering drunk. [-~~x~x~,]

Wax, subs, (common).—A rage, a
passion, a TEAR (g.v.); also

waxiness = vexation, and waxy
= angry : cf Lowland Scotch
wex= vex.

c. 1490. Lancelot of the Laik, 156.
And male thi self als mery as yhoue may,
It helpith not thus fore to wex al way.

1648. Bellenden, Letter, 9 July
[Hamilton Papers, 229]. They wowld
place such persons in inferior commandis
as ar to deboch the affections of the
salers, from which being discouerid be him
makes him the moir waxy.

1853. Dickens, Bleak House, xxiv.
It would cheer him up more than anything
if I could make him a little waxy with me :

he's welcome to drop into me right and
left, if he likes.

1861. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, v.

She's in a terrible wax, but she'll be all

right by the time he comes back from his
holidays.
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Verb (American).—To over-

come, surmount a difficulty, get

the better of : by stratagem or

NOUS (a. v.).

1876. New York Herald, 16 Mar.
The trader at Fort Lincoln, fearing re-

moval, Orville Grant's clerk at Standing
Rock advised him to tell Grant, 'he can
wax you.'

A lad (or man) of wax, subs,

phr. (old).—A smart lad, a clever

man.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet. A man of wax.

Close as WAX,/>kr. (common).
—As miserly, niggardly, or secret-

ive as may be.

1863. Reade, Hard Cash, 1. 231.

Then commenced a long and steady
struggle, conducted with a Spartan dignity
and self-command, and a countenance as

close as wax.

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, v.

Not much chance of drawing Sim Sharpies
when he's alone. He's as close as wax,
and so is Sam Rogers.

Neat as wax. See Neat.

Waxed, adj. (tailors').—Well-
known : e.g. So-and-so has
been well waxed, i.e. We know
all about him.

Way, subs, (colloquial).—Health,
condition, state, calling ; e.g. in
a bad way= shaky in health,

pocket, or manner ; ONLY His
way — characteristic : cf.

'pretty Fanny's way.' Also
in phrases: 'To look both
(or nine) ways for Sundays '= to

squint ;
' There are no two ways

about it ' — the fact is as stated,

there's no mistake ; OUT of the
way (thieves': see quot. 1819);
' to note the way the cat
jumps = to watch the course of

events; to go the way of

NATURE (or ALL FLESH) = (l) to

be fond of belly cheer, and (2)

to die: see Hop the Twig; to
know one's way about= to be
well informed, experienced : see

Know; way to St. James'
(or Walsingham way) = the

Milky way (Fulke, Meteors,

1670, p. 81). *The LONGEST
way ROUND is the shortest way
there '= a warning to the unwary
or ignorant that short cuts are

proverbial pitfalls : cf.
' Better go

about than fall into the ditch.'

1350. Tale of the Basyn [Hazlitt,
Early Pop. Poet., in. 45]. After a Bere or

two his wyfe he mygt not pleese ; Mycall
of his lande lay to the preests ese Eche
taw^t hym euer amang how the katte
DID SNEESE.

1601. Shakspeare, Henry VIII., i.

3. 61. Men of his way should be most
liberal.

1607. Dekker, Westward Hoe, ii. 2.

I saw him even now going the way of all
flesh, that is to say, towards the kitchen.

1698. Collier, Short View (1698),
211. Whenever you see a thorough Liber-
tine, you may always swear he is in a
rising way, and that the poet intends to

make him a great man.

d. ijij. Parnell, Elegy to a Beauty.
And all that's madly wild and oddly gay
We call it only pretty Fanny's way.

1763. Foote, Mayor of'Garratt, i. 1.

Thinking that this would prove a busy day
in the justicing way, I am come, Sir Jacob,
to lend you a hand.

1777. Sheridan, Schoolfor Scandal,
i. 1. You must tell him to keep up his
spirits ; almost everybody is in the same
WAY.

c. 1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 13. I heard that Don Rodrigo
had gone the way of all flesh.

1819. Vaux, Memoirs, ii. 194. Out
of the way, a thief who knows that he is

sought after by the traps on some informa-
tion and consequently goes out of town,
or otherwise conceals himself, is said by
his pals to be out of the way for so and
so, naming the particular offence he stands
charged with. [See Wanted.]
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1825. Universal Songster, i. (' The
Dog's-Meat Man '). He soon saw which
way the cat did jump, And his company
he offered plump.

1827. Scott, in Croker Pap. (1884),
I. xi. 319. Had I time, I believe I would
come to London merely to see how the
CAT JUMPED.

1841. Thackeray, Great Hogg-arty
Diamond, xiii. Is not Gus Hoskins, my
brother-in-law, partner with his excellent
father in the leather way ?

1853. Bulwer Lytton, My Novel,
iv. 228. ' But

_
I rely equally on your

friendly promise. '
' Promise ! No—

I

don't promise. I must first see how
the cat jumps.'

1855. Haliburton, Human Nature,
3 S. vii. Jist so, jist so, stranger : you are
just about half right, and there's NO two
ways about it.

1856. Hoffman, Winter in the West
[Bartlett]. There's no two ways
about that, sir ; but ar'n't you surprised
to see such a fine population ?

1859. Lever, Davenport Dunn, hi.

229. You'll see with half an eye how
THE CAT JUMPS.

1874. Sat. Rev., 139. This dis-

mays the humble Liberal of the faint
Southern type, who thinks that there are
subjects as to which the heads of his party
need not wait to see how the cat jumps.

1887. ' Pol. Slang,' in CornkillMag.,
June, 626. Those who sit on the fence
—men with impartial minds, who wait to
see, as another pretty phrase has it, how
THE CAT WILL JUMP.

1867. All the Year Round, 13 July,
56. The tramp who knows his way about
knows what to do.

1892. Milliken, 'Arry Ballads,
36. Knows her way about well, I can
tell yer.

Way- bit (Weabit or Webit),
subs, (provincial).—A consider-

able though indefinite addition

to a mile; a BITTOCK (q.v.).

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Huquee.
It n'y a qu'vne huquee (Much like our
Northern wee-bit) You have but a little

(saies the clown, when you have a great)
way thither.

1617-30. Howell, Letters, iv. 28.

In the North parts . . . there is a wea-bit
to every mile.

1662. Fuller, Worthies, 'York-
shire,' 11. 494. 'An Yorkshire Way-bit.'
That is, an Over-plus not accounted in the
reckoning, which sometimes proveth as
much as all the rest. Ibid., 11. 535.
General Leslie, with his Scottish, ran
away more than a Yorkshire mile and a
Wee bit.

1692. Hacket, Life 0/ Williams, i.

59. I have heard him prefer divers, and
very seriously, before himself, who came
short a mile and a way-bit.

Way-goose, subs. phr. (old).—An
entertainment given by an ap-
prentice to his fellow-workmen :

spec (printers') an annual
dinner; cf. beanfeast (q.v.).

[A corruption of wayz-goose=
stubble goose, a favourite dish

at such festivals : nowadays,
among printers, the funds are

collected by stewards appointed
by the Chapel (q.v.)]

1677-9. Moxon , Mechanic Exercises.
The Master Printer gives them a Way-
goose ; that is, he makes them a good
feast.

1839. C. H. Timperley, Printers
and Printing, 516. The way-gooses were
always kept about Bartholomew-tide ; and
till the master-printer have given this way-
goose the journeymen do not use to work
by candle-light.

Weak-brother (or - sister),
subs. phr. (religious cant).—An
unreliable man (or woman). Cf.
also (colloquial) weakling
(a diminutive), which, as adj. =
puny, weak; weak-kneed= un-
certain, vacillating, purposeless.

1595. Shakspeare, 3 Henry VI., v.

1. 37. Thou art no Atlas for so great a
weight : And, weakling, Warwick takes
his gift again.

1740. North, Plutarch, 700. He
was but weakling and very tender.

1847. Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxiv.
Jane is not such a weakling as you
would make her.
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186 1. New York Tribune, Dec.
The rebels assert that the Union has no
friends at the South. The assertion is

false. There are white Unionists there,

but they are weak sisters,—overawed,
terrorized, silenced.

1885. Field, 4 April. This was a
feat not to be attempted by a weakling.

1888. St. James s Gazette, 14 Jan.
Such another weak-kneed effort . . . will

lead to no good result.

1893. Harpers Mag., lxxxvi. 570.
The weakling cry of children.

Weaker-sex, subs. phr. (col-

loquial).—Womankind : also (in

singular) THE WEAKER VESSEL
[See 1 Peter iii. 7].

1600. Shakspeare, As You Like It,

ii. 4. 6. I must comfort the weaker
vessel, as doublet and hose ought to show
itself courageous to petticoat.

1719. Durfey, Pills to Purge, v. 259.

Weanie. See Weenie.

Weapon, suds, (venery). — The
penis : see Prick (Halliwell) :

cf. Sheath = female pudendum.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
132. She guides his weapon where she
lists Knowing a touch of her soft hand
. . . will make him stand. Ibid., 178. If
you meet the whoring goddess, Drive your
stiff weapon through her boddice, But
take great care the gypsy's eyes, Don't
guide to where her mousetrap lies. Ibid.
When she appears don't gasping stand,
But use the weapon in your hand, If you
exhibit any other Don't think that I my
rage will smother.

Wear. To wear it, verb. phr.
(old). — 'To wear it upon a
person (meaning to wear a nose,

or a conk) is synonymous with
nosing, conking, splitting, or
coming it, and is merely one of
those fanciful variations so much
admired by flash people'
(Grose).

Phrases. To wear the
HEART UPON THE SLEEVE {see

Sleeve) ; to wear the
breeches (see Breeches) ; to
WEAR THE WILLOW (see

Willow); to wear yellow
stockings or hose (see Yel-
low); to wear the collar =
to be subject to control, or under
the direction of another (chiefly

political) ; to wear the bands
(see Band) ; to wear ill (or

well) = to look older (or younger)
than one's years. Also pro-
verbial, ' Let every cuckold
WEAR his own horns ' ;

' to wear
Pannier-alley on one's back' (see

Pannier-man).

Weary, adj. (common).—Drunk :

see Screwed.

Weasel, subs. (old). — A mean,
greedy, or sneaking fellow. Also
as adj.

1599. Shakspeare, Henry V., i. 2.

170. To her unguarded nest the weasel
Scot Comes sneaking.

See Whistle.

Weather. Phrases: To make
fair weather = to flatter, coax,

conciliate, make the best of
things ; TO KEEP THE WEATHER
eye open = to be on one's guard,
alert, watchful : see ' Keep one's

eyes skinned ' ; under THE
weather = seedy, ill, indis-

posed; THE CLERK OF THE
weather = an imaginary con-
troller of temperature, rainfall,

etc.

. . . Cheeke to King Edward [Nu?ce
Ant., i. 20]. And if anye suche shall be,
that shall of all things make fair
weather, and, whatsoever they shall see
to the contrarye, shall tell you all is well

;

beware of them, they serve themselves,
not you.
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1594. Shakspeare, 2 Henry VI., v.
I. But I must MAKE FAIR WEATHER yet
awhile, 'Till Henry be more weak, and I

more strong. Ibid. (1600), Much Ado, i.

3. He hath ta'en you newly into his
grace ; where it is impossible you should
take root, but by the fair weather that
YOU make yourself.

1598. Marston, Scourge ofVillanie,
i. And by an holy semblance bleare men's
eyes When he intends some damned
villanies. Ixion makes faire weather
unto Jove, That he might make foule worke
with his faire love, And is right sober in his

outward semblance, Demure and modest
in his countenance.

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, 11.

v. Keep your weather eye awake,
and don't make any more acquaintances,
however handsome.

d. 1878. Bowles [Merriam, II. 49].
Since I went to Washington ... I have
been quite under the weather, and
have had to neglect everything.

1903. Hyne, Filibusters, iv. By
way of being on the safe side I am going
tO KEEP MY WEATHER-EYE LIFTING for

everything that's unpleasant.

Weather- breeder, subs. phr.
(American).—A hot day : which
often precedes and 'prepares' a
storm.

1888. Eggleston, Foxy, xiii. ' It's

a . . . nice day,' growled Adam, 'but a
weather-breeder.'

Weathercock, subs, (old collo-

quial). — A fickle, inconstant,

vacillating person.

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives,
iii. 2. Where had you this pretty
WEATHERCOCK ?

1638. Randolph, Amyntas, i. 1.

What pretty weathercocks these women
are.

1672. Dryden, ConquestofGranada,
1. iii. 1. The word which I have given
shall stand like fate, Not like the King's,
that weather-cock of State.

c. 1709. Ward, London Spy [Century].
They are Men whose Conditions are sub-
ject to more Revolutions than a Weather-
cock, or the Uncertain Mind of a Fan-
tastical Woman.

Weatherdog, subs, (provincial).

—A rainbow, fragmentary and
only partly visible : regarded as a
presage instead of a concomitant
of rain.

Weathergage, subs, (old).—Ad-
vantage, the upper hand : cf.

windward. Whence to get
the weathergage = to com-
mand, control, have the best of.

1813. Scott, Rokeby, vi. 24. The
line of Rokeby once combined with mine I

gain the weather-gage of fate. Ibid.

(1819), Ivanhoe, i. 13. Take a turn round
the back o' the hill to gain the wind on
them ; and when thou'st got the weather-
gage thou mayst drive them before thee.

Weather-headed. See Wether-
headed.

Weather-scupper, subs. phr.
(nautical).— ' It is an old joke at

sea to advise a greenhorn to get a
handspike and hold it down hard
in the weather-scuppers to

steady the ship's wild motions'
(Clark Russell).

Weather-spy, subs. phr. (old).—
A weather-prophet : spec, an
astrologer.

d. 1631. Donne, Satires, i. A gulling
WEATHER-SPY.

Weave (Hotten).— i. When a
knowing blade is asked what he
has been doing lately, and does
not choose to tell, he replies,

'Weaving leather aprons.'
(From the reports of a celebrated

trial for gold robbery on the
South-Western Railway.) Simi-
lar replies are, ' Making a trundle

for a goose's eye,' or a ' whim-
wham to bridle a goose.' Some-
times a man will describe himself
as 'a doll's-eye weaver.'
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Verb (common).—To roll the

neck and body from side to side :

of horses. Also (American) = to

walk unsteadily, to make
snakes {q.v.) : as a shuttle in a

loom : spec, of drunken men :

usually with along, about, etc.

1884. Clemens, Huckleberry Finn.
He began in earnest too ; and went weav-
ing first to one side of the platform and
then the other.

Weaving, subs, (gaming).—A card-

sharping trick : cards are kept on
the knee, or between the knee
and the under side of the table,

and used when required by chang-

ing them for cards held in the

hand (Hotten).

Web- foot State, subs. phr.

(American).—Oregon.

Wedding, subs, (old).—Cesspool
emptying :

' because always done
in the night ' (Grose).

Wedge, subs. (Old Cant).— 1.

Generic for money : spec, silver,

money or plate : see Rhino
(Grose). Hence wedge-
feeder ss a silver spoon ; wedge -

lobb = a silver snuff-box ; wedge -

YACK = a silver watch ; wedge-
hunter = a thief, spec, one
devoting attention to silver plate,

watches, etc. ; to flash the
WEDGE = to FENCE {q.V.) the

SWAG {q.V.).

1832. Egan, Book of Sports. He
valued neither cove nor swell, for he had
wedge snug in his die.

1839. Ainsworth, Jack Sheppard
[1889], 70. Near to these hopeful youths
sat a fence, or receiver, bargaining with a
clouter, or pickpocket, for a 'suit,' . . .

two 'cloaks,' . . . and a wedge-lobb.

1879. Horsley, Jottings from Jail
[Macm., xl. 500]. They told me all about
the wedge, how I should know it by the

ramp.

1891. Carew, Auto, ofa Gypsy, 417.
Nat swore I must'er been scammered and
'ad made a mistake in sampling the wedge.

2. (Cambridge University).

—

The last in the classical tripos
{q.v. ) list : also wooden wedge :

in 1824, on the publication of the

first list the position was occupied
by a T. H. Wedgewood.

TO KNOCK OUT THE WEDGES,
verb. phr. (American). — To
desert, ' leave in the lurch '

{q.v.), abandon one in a difficulty.

The thin (or small) end of
the wedge, subs. phr. (collo-

quial). — A first move (or a
beginning), seemingly trivial, but
calculated to lead to important
results, 'a finger in the pie,' a
manoeuvre, shift, artifice.

Wedlock, subs. (old).—A wife.

1601. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

Which of these is thy wedlock, Mene-
laus? thy Helen, thy Lucrece? that we
may do her honour, mad boy.

WEE, adj. (colloquial). — Small,
little, tiny : also weeny (which
also see).

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives, i.

4. 22. No, forsooth : he hath but a little

wee face, with a little yellow beard, a
Cain-coloured beard.

1814. Scott, Waverley, lxxi. I

made up a wee bit minute of an ante-
nuptial contract.

Weed, subs, (common).— i. A
cigar, a Newtown pippin {q.v.).

Also the weed = tobacco : cf.

Cabbage.

1844. Puck, 14. With his weed in

his cheek and his glass on his eye, His cut-
away neat, and knowing tie, The milliners'

hearts he did trepan My spicy swell small-
college man.
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1856. Dow, Sermons, iii. By the
appearance of the shirt-bosoms of some
inveterate chewers of the weed, I should
judge they had been squirting their juice
in the face of a north-easter.

1879. Mysteries of New York, 89.
Those who were not dancing were seated
around the room, some smoking, others
chewing the weed, still others drinking.

1888. H. James {Harper's Mag.,
lxxvii. 88]. Sir Rufus puffed his own
weed in solitude, strolling up and down
the terrace.

1889. A lly Sloper, 6 July. Last week
he offered me a weed—A worse one no
man's lips e'er soiled.

1901. Troddles, 77. He was four-
teen . . . and produced his cigarette case
and asked me to ' have a weed.'

2. (colloquial). — Generic for

sorryness or worthlessness : spec,

a horse, unfit for stock, a screw
{q.v.): i.e. (racing) an animal
lacking the points of a thorough-
bred. Whence weedy, adj. =
worthless, unfit for stock pur-

poses.

1859. Lever, Davenport Dunn, ii.

He bore the same relation to a man of
fashion that a weed does to a winner of
the Derby.

1888. Boldrewood, Squatter s

Dream, 28. She pointed to her steed, a
small violent weed.

1888. Harpers Mag., lxxvi. 625.

A gypsy hostler would trot out a succes-

sion of the weediest of old screws.

3. (once literary : now collo-

quial in surviving sense).— In pi.

= generic for clothes : spec, an
outer garment : now only in

phrase widows' weeds = mourn-
ing. Whence weedy= clad in

mourning garments.

1320. Grosseteste, Castel of Loue,
658. Vnder vre wede vre kynde nom, And
al sop-fast mon bi-com [Under our garb he
took our nature, and became very man].

. . . Rom. of Partenay [E.E.T.S.],
3416. The gret dispite which in hert he
had Off Fromont, that in monkes wede
was clade.

1369. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1719.
He spendeth, justeth, and maketh feast-

ings, He geveth freely oft, and chaungeth
WEDE.

1503. Dunbar, Thistle and Rose,
sub. init. Methocht freshe May befoir my
bed upstude, In weid depaynt of mony
diverse hew.

1588. Greene, Friar Bacon, 153.
Tell me, Ned Lacy, didst thou mark the
maid, How lovely in her country-WEEDS
she look'd. Ibid. (1594), Orlando Furioso
[Grosart], 1 130. O sir, know that vnder
simple weeds The gods haue maskt.

1590. Spenser, Faery Queen, 1. vii.

21. The woful dwarfe.—When all was
past, took up his forlorne weed.

d. 1634. Chapman [Johnson]. Her
own hands putting on both shirt and
weede.

1671. Milton, Paradise Regained,
i. 314. They who, to be sure of Paradise,
Dying put on the weeds of Dominic.

1766. Brooke, Fool of Quality, i.

191. I gave her twopence, reassumed my
former garb, and left my weeds in her
custody.

d. 1870. Dickens [Annandale]. She
was as weedy as in the earlier days of her
mourning.

Verb (old).— ' To pilfer or pur-

loin a small portion from a large

quantity of any thing ; often done
by young or timid depredators,

in the hope of escaping detection,

as, an apprentice or shopman will

weed his master's lob, that is,

take small sums out of the till

when opportunity offers, which
sort of peculation may be carried

on with impunity for a length of

time ; but experienced thieves

sometimes think it good judg-

ment to weed a place, in order

that it may be good again, perhaps
for a considerable length of time,

as in the instance of a warehouse,

or other depot, for goods, to which
they may possess the means of

access by means of a false key

;

in this case, by taking too great

a swag, at first, the proprietors
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would discover the deficiency,

and take measures to prevent

future depredation. To weed
the SWAG is to embezzle part of

the booty, unknown to your palls,

before a division takes place, a

temptation against which very

few of the family are proof, if

they can find an opportunity. A
flash-cove, on discovering a de-

ficiency in his purse or property,

which he cannot account for, will

declare that he (or it, naming
the article) has been wedded to

the ruffian' (Grose). Hence
WEEDING-DUES : in speaking of

any person, place, or property

that has been weeded, it is said

weeding dues have been con-

cerned.

Wee-jee, subs. phr. (old).— 1. A
chimney-pot. Hence (2) a hat :

see Golgotha.

3. (common).—Anything super-

latively good of its kind : spec, a

clever invention : e.g. ' That's a

regular wee-jee. '

Week. Phrases, etc. : A week
of Sundays= an indefinite time :

spec, seven Sundays, hence seven

weeks : also month of Sundays ;

the inside of a week= from
Monday till Saturday ; A parson's
week = from Saturday to Mon-
day; TO KNOCK ONE INTO THE
MIDDLE OF NEXT WEEK= to

punish severely, knock out of

time, do FOR {q.v.) ; AN AT-
TACK OF THE WEEK'S (or

month's) end = impecuniosity,

hard - uppishness ; when two
Sundays come in a week =
never : a left-handed assent.

1800. Price, Life of H. F. Carey, i.

144. Get my duty done for a Sunday, so
that I may be out a Parson's week.

1850. Southern Sketches [Bartlett].
Arch would fetch him a side-wipe on the
head, and knock him into the middle
of next week.

1850. Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxvii.

I haven't heard more fluent or passionate
English this month of Sundays.

1888. Boldrewood, Robbery Under
Arms, xl. ' I ain't been out of this blessed
hole,' he says, ' for a month of Sundays.'

1892. Henley and Stevenson,
Deacon Brodie, Sc. 2. p. 7. A month
of Sundays.

Weekender, subs, (common).— 1.

A week-end mistress, a Saturday-
to-Monday girl.

2. (common),
holiday.

A week-end

Weenie, intj. (telegraph clerks').

—

A warning that an inspector is

coming.

Weeper, subs, (colloquial). —

A

conventional badge of mourning :

e.g. a white border of linen or

muslin worn at the end of a
sleeve, a long crape hatband as

worn by men at a funeral, or the
long veil of widows'-weeds
{q.v.).

1759-62. Goldsmith, Citizen of the
World, xcv. Mourners clap bits of muslin
on their sleeves, and these are called
weepers. Weeping muslin ; alas, alas,

very sorrowful truly ! These weepers then
it seems are to bear the whole burthen of
the distress.

1760-62. Smollett, Sir L. Greaves,
iii. The young squire was even then
very handsome, and looked remarkably well
in his weepers.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, ii. It is

a funereal street . . . the carriages which
drive there ought to have feathers on the
roof, and the butlers who open the doors
should wear weepers. Ibid., Bluebeard's
Ghost. She had her beautiful hair con-
fined in crimped caps, and her weepers
came over her elbows.
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1871-2. Eliot, Middlemarch, lxxx.
If anybody was to marry me, nattering
himself as I should wear those hijeous
weepers two years for him, he'd be
deceived by his own vanity, that's all.

To weep Irish, verb. phr.
(old).—To lament prodigally, to

wail : spec, without sincerity,

to shed crocodile's tears.

1650. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, 11. xii.

15. Surely the Egyptians did not weep-
Irish with faigned and mercenary tears.

1710. Centlivre, Bickerstaff's
Burying. What the devil can be the

matter? why all this noise? here's none
but friends ; I don't apprehend that any-
body can overhear you ; this is something
like the Irish cry.

Weeping-cross. To return
by Weeping-cross, verb. phr.

(old).— 1. To fail, suffer defeat,

meet with repulse. Hence (2)

to repent, to lament : cf. Loth-
bury. [Nares : Of the three

places now retaining the name,
one is between Oxford and
Banbury ; another very near

Stafford, where the road turns

off to Walsall ; the third near

Shrewsbury : these crosses being,

doubtless, places where penitents

particularly offered their de-

votions. ]

1580. Lyly, Euphues and his Eng-
land, D. ii. b. But the time will come
when, comming home by Weeping Crosse,
thou shalt confesse that it is better to be
at home.

1605. Dekker, Eastward Hoe
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), iv. 266].

Since they have all found the way back
again by Weeping Cross. But I'll not
see them.

1605. Heywood, If You Know not
Me [Works (1874), i. 267]. Had you
before the law foreseen the losse, You had
not now come home by weeping crosse,

1612. Withers, Prince Henrie's
Obseq. For here I mourne for your, our
publike losse, And doe my pennance at

the weeping crosse.

1614. Fletcher, Night Walker, i.

1. One is a kind of weeping cross, Jack,
A gentle purgatory.

1620. Young Gallant's Whirligig.
For if hee straggle from his limits farre

(Except the guidance of some happy starre

Doe rectifie his steps, restore his losse),

He may perhaps come home by weeping
crosse.

1655. Fanshawe, Lusiad, x. 64.

The pagan king of Calicut take short,

That would have past him ; with no little

loss Sending him home again byWeeping
Cross.

1660. Howell, Proverbs, P. 3. b.

He that goes out with often losse, At last

comes home by Weeping Crosse.

Wegotism, subs, (literary).—The
incessant use of ' we ' in journal-

ism : cf. Weism.

188 1. Jennings, Curiosities 0/Criti-
cism, 156. Individual merit would no
longer be merged, as it is now, in what is

called the wegotism of the press.

Weight, subs. (old).— i. The end of

one's tether :
' it is often custom-

ary with the traps {q.v.) to wink
at depredations of a petty nature,

and for which no reward would
attach, and to let a thief go un-

molested till he commits a capital

crime ; they then grab him and
share a reward of 40/. , or upwards

:

therefore these gentry will say,

Let him alone . . . till he weighs
his weight ' (Grose).

2. (old).—Lust, wantonness,
HEAT {q.v.).

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
2. I'm certain ne'er a parson's daughter
(Though you went round the world to get
her) Would carry weight, for inches,

better.

Weird Sisters (The), subs. phr.

(literary). — The Fates : also

Three Weird Sisters.

1512-3. Douglas, &nid, iii. The
remanant hereof, quhat euer be it, The
weird sisteris defendis that suld be wit.
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1606. Shakspeare, Macbeth, ii. 1.

20. I dreamt last night of the three
WEIRD SISTERS.

Weism, subs, (literary).—The ex-

cessive use of \ we ' in journalism :

cf. Wegotism.

Well, adv. (American).—An ellip-

tical use of well is peculiar to

American speech, especially at

the beginning of sentences, as a
mere expletive or in answer to

questions. [Lowell, Biglow
Papers, Int. :

' Put before such a
phrase as "How d'e do?" it is

commonly short, and has the
sound of wul • but, in reply, it

is deliberative, and the various

shades of meaning which can be
conveyed by difference of intona-

tion, and by prolonging or abbre-
viating, I should vainly attempt
to describe. I have heard 00a-

ahl, wahl, ahl, wal, and some-
thing nearly approaching the

sound of le in able. Sometimes
before " I " it dwindles to a mere
/; as, "1 / dunno." A friend

told me that he once heard
five "wells," like pioneers, pre-

cede the answer to an inquiry

about the price of land. The
first was the ordinary wul, in

deference to custom ; the second,
the long, perpending ooahl, with
a falling inflection of the voice

;

the third, the same, but with the
voice rising, as if in despair of a
conclusion, into a plaintive, nasal

whine ; the fourth, wulh, ending
in the aspirate of a sigh ; and
then, fifth, came a short, sharp
wal, showing that a conclusion
had been reached.']

TO DIG A WELL AT A RIVER,
verb. phr. (old).—To act the fool,

do the unnecessary (Ray).

TO PUT ONE IN A WELL (iN
THE GARDEN, or IN A HOLE),
verb. phr. (old).— 1. To defraud
an accomplice of his share of
booty : also TO WELL ONE
(Grose).

2. (common).—To inconven-
ience, nonplus, or get the better

of.

Well-in, adj. phr. (Australian).

—

Well-off, well-to-do, wealthy.

1891. Boldrewood, A Sydney-side
Saxon, 1. He's a well-in squatter that
took up runs or bought them cheap before
free-selection, and land-boards, and rabbits,

and all the other bothers that turn a chap's
hair grey before his time.

Wellington, subs, (common).

—

In pi. = (1) long-legged boots

largely worn in the early part of

the last century : they came well

up the leg, high enough in front

to cover the knee and to the

bend of the knee behind. Also

(2) shorter boots of similar

pattern covering the calf of the

leg, and worn (usually) under
the trousers : cf. Blucher,
Albert, Gladstone, etc. [A
favourite campaigning foot-gear

of the Duke of Wellington.]

d. 182 1. Keats, Modern Love. Miss's
comb is made a pearl tiara, And common
Wellingtons turn Romeo boots.

1821. Coombe, Dr Syntax, III. v.

His gaiters, with dust covered o'er, Were
seen upon his legs no more, But when he
rode his top-boots shone, Or hussar'd a. la

Wellington.

1884. Yates, Fifty Years London
Life, 1. ii. No gentleman could wear any-
thing in the daytime but Wellington
boots, high up the leg, over which the

trousers fitted tightly, covering most of
the foot, and secured underneath by a
broad strap.
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Welsh, verb (racing and com-
mon).—To cheat : spec, to run
away without settling. Hence
WELSHER= an absconding book-
maker, a common cheat : also

WELCHER.

1869. Greenwood, Seven Curses of
London. Does the reader know what is a
welsher, the creature against whose
malpractices the sporting public are so

emphatically warned? Probably he does
not. It is still more unlikely that he ever
witnessed a welsher hurt.

1883. Punch, 26 May, 252. 1. ' Look
'ere, this hinnocent cove has been trying a
ramp on !

' Crowd. Welsher ! kill him !

Welsher !

i8[?]- All Year Round [Century].

The welcher, properly so called, takes

the money offered him to back a horse, but
when he has taken money enough from his

dupes departs from the scene of his labours,

and trusts to his luck, a dyed wig or a pair

of false whiskers, not to be recognised.

1887. St. James's Gazette, 2 June.
The public has always understood that the

law cannot be made to touch a ' welsher '

;

and hence it is that forcible measures are

often taken to inflict private vengeance.

1887. D. Teleg., 12 Mar. He stakes

his. money with one of the book-makers
whom he has seen at his stand for many
years, with the certainty that he will

receive his winnings, and run no risk of

being ' welshed '—which would probably

be his fate on an English racecourse—if he
be astute or lucky enough to spot the

right horse.

1889. Nineteenth Century, xxvi.

850. Welshing was decided to be an
indictable offence.

Welsh -ambassador, subs. phr.

(old).—The cuckoo.

1608. Middleton, Trick to Catch,

iv. Thy sound is like the cuckoo, the

Welch ambassador.

Welsh-cricket, subs. phr. (old).

— I. A louse : and (2)= a tailor:

cf. Prick-louse : see next entry.

1592. Greene, Quip/or Upst. Court.
[Harl. Misc., v. 404]. Before he [the

taylor] had no other cognizance but a
plaine Spanish needle with a Welch-
CRICKET at top.

Welsh-fiddle, subs. phr. (old).

—The itch (B. E. and Grose):
cf. Scotch - fiddle (s.v.

Scotch).

Welshman's-hose. To turn a
thing to a Welshman's-hose,
verb. phr. (old).—To suit to one's

purpose.

d. 1529. Skelton, Boke ofColin Clout.

And make a Walshman's hose Of the
text and of the glose.

1606. Mirr. for Mag., 278. The
laws we did interpret, and statutes of the
land, Not truly by the text, but newly by
a glose : And words that were most plaine,

when they by us were skan'd, We turned
by construction to a Welch-man's hose.

Welsh-rabbit, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A dish of toasted cheese.

[Smyth - Palmer : One of a
numerous class of slang ex-

pressions—the mock - heroic of

the eating-house—in which some
common dish or product for

which any place or people has a

special reputation is called by the

name of some more dainty article

of food which it is supposed
humorously to supersede or

equal.'] Cf. German-duck,
Cobbler's-lobster, Norfolk-
capon, Billingsgate-pheas-
ant, and many others (Grose).

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
vii. ix. Go to the tavern, and call for your
bottle, and your pipe, and your Welsh
rabbit.

1854-5. Thackerav, Newcomes, i.

The goes of stout, the Chough and Crow,
the Welsh rabbit, the Red Cross Knight
. . . the song and the cup, in a word,
passed round merrily.

Welsh-wig, subs. phr. (common).
—A worsted cap.

Welsh-parsley, subs. phr. (old).

—Hemp : hence a hangman's
rope.
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1625-35. Fletcher, Elder Brother,
i. 2. In tough Welch-parsly, which our
vulgar tongue is Strong hempen halters.

1638. Randolph, Hey for Honesty,
iv. 1. This is a rascal deserves ... to

dance in hemp Derrick's coranto ; let's

choke him with Welsh parsley.

Welt, verb (colloquial).—To beat

severely. Hence welter = a

stinging blow ; and WELTING = a
sound thrashing.

1900. Kipling, Stalky &° Co., 49.
He gave us eight cuts apiece

—

welters—
for—takin' unheard-of liberties with a new
master.

Wench, subs, (once literary: now
colloquial).—Orig. a child of
either sex : cf. girl, harlot, etc.

;

subsequently a young woman
without any idea of bold famili-

arity or wantonness long after-

wards and still frequently associ-

ated with the term. [See quot.

1363.] Wench = a wanton,
mistress, or harlot early came into

vogue : nowadays a working girl

or woman of humble station in

life is usually implied, while in

America the word (save in vulgar

use) is confined to coloured
women, especially those in service.

As verb = io whore ; WENCHER=
a whoremonger, mutton monger
(a. v.), wenchless= harlot-free

;

wenching = whoring; and as

adj. = lecherous.

c. 1280. Ancren Riwle, 334. He
biscinte Sodome & Gomorre, were, & wif,

& wenchel. [He sank Sodom and Gomor-
rah, man, woman, and child.]

c. 1360. William of Palerne
[E.E.T.S.], 1901. William & his worthi
wenche [of a princess].

1363. Langland, Piers Plowman
[E.E.T.S.]. [Goddes Wench = Virgin
Mary, s.v. 336. Wench =harlot, s.v.

422].

1380. Wyclif, Bible, Matthew ix.

24. Go |e awey, for the wenche is nat
dead but slepith.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales, 'Merl
chauntes Tale,' 10076. I am a genti-
woman, and no wenche. Ibid. ' Man-
ciples Tale.' For that other is a powre
woman, She shal be cleped his wenche
and his lemman.

1530. Palsgrave. I iape a wench,
iefout and it bistocque, it is better to iape
a wench than to do wor^e.

c. 1561. Nar. of Reform, (Camden
Soc), 171. Before I removed from the
sayde howse in London I hadde two chyl-
dearne borne ther, a boy and a whench.

1578. Whetstone, Promos and
Cassandra. Therefore, sweet wench,
help me to rue my woe.

1588-93. Tarleton, Jests [Oli-
phant, New. £ng:, ii. 13. Among the
Verbs are, to wench, miss the likeness,

. . .].

1591. Harington, Ariost., v. 20.

For Ariodant so lov'd the princely wench.

1593. Shakspeare, Titus Andron.,
iii. 1. Bear thou my hand, sweet wench,
between thy teeth. Ibid. (1598), 1

Henry IV., i. 2. A fair hot wench in

flame - coloured taffeta. Ibid. (1602),
Othello, v. 2. Now, how dost thou look
now? O, ill-starr'd wench, Pale as thy
smock. Ibid. (1602), Troilus and
Cressida, v. 4. 35. What's become of the
wenching rogues? Ibid. (1605), Cym-
beline, iv. 2. Do not play in WENCH-like
words with that Which is so serious. Ibid.

(1609), Pericles, iv. 2. Mytilene is full of
gallants. We lost too much money this

mart by being too wenchless. We have
but poor three.

1590. Spenser, Faery Queen, 1. iii.

11. But the rude wench her answerd
not at all ; She could not heare, nor speake,
nor understand.

1597. Hall, Satires, iv. 5. An
horse-leech, barren wench, or gaping
grave.

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes.
Biondella ... a golden - lockt wench,
as we say a goldilocks.

1599. Jonson, Every Man out ofHis
Humour, iv. 4. Let a man sweat once a
week in a hot-house, and be well rubbed
and froted with a plump juicy wench and
clean linen. Ibid. (1605), Eastward
Hoe [Dodsley, Old Plays, iv. 221]. Thou
art pandar to me for my wench, and I to

thee for thy cousenage.

1601. Holland, Plinie, xxxv. x.

Given he was exceedingly to wenching.
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1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, i.

2. A lodging of your providing ! to be
called a lieutenant's or a captain's

WENCH.

1607. How a Man May Choose a
Good Wife, etc., iv. 3 (Dodslev, Old
Plays, 4th ed., 1875, ix. 78). A huffing

wench i' faith.

161 1. Bible, 2 Samuel xvii. 17. A
wench went and told them.

1630. Taylor, Works. But yet, me
thinkes, he gives thee but a frumpe, In
telling how thee kist a wenches rumpe.

165 1. Randolph, Hey for Honesty,
iii. 3. The wenches will tumble and
merrily jumble.

d. 1654. Selden, Table Talk, ' Clergy.'

The fellow that was a great wencher.

1660-69. Pepys, Diary, III. 207. My
cozen Roger told us . . . that the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury ... is as very a
wencher as can be.

1663. Killigrew, Parsons Wedding
[Dodsley, Old Plays (1875), xiv. 438].

Rather than marry, keep a wench.

1672. Wycherlev, Love in a Wood,
ii. 1. A man . . . may bring his bash-

ful wench, and not have her put out of
countenance by the impudent honest
women of the town. Ibid., v. 6. Dap.
Why she was my wench. Gripe. I'll

make her honest then.

1686-7. Aubrey, Gentilisme (1881),

163. The towne is full ofwanton wenches,
and . . . (they say) scarce three honest
women in the town.

1686. Durfey, Commonw. ofWordes,
i. 1. I hate your young Wenches,
Skitish Colts—they are so hard mouth'd,
there's no dealing with 'em.

1702. Steele, The Funeral, or Grief
a, la Mode, Act. i. This wench I know
has played me false, and horned me in my
gallants. [Note.—That the speaker is a
female shows the word to have been trans-

ferable to the other sex.]

1711. Steele, Tatler, 242. The
wench in the kitchen sings and scours

from morning till night. Ibid. (171 1),

Spectator, 2. He . . . can inform you
from which of the French kings's wenches
our wives and daughters had this manner
of curling their hair.

1 109. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 311. Is he fond of play? Does
he wench ?

1856. Dow, Sermons, in. in. The
blushing morn at length came travelling

up from the oriental clime, and sowed the
earth with pearls and diamonds, that
glittered upon the dark bosom of night
like jewels upon the brow of an Ethiopian

West-central, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A water-closet : i.e. W.C.

Westminster- wedding, subs,

phr. (old).
—'A Whore and a

Rogue Married together' (B. E.
and Grose).

Westphalia, subs, (trade).—The
backside; the BUM (q.v.) : an
allusion to Westphalia hams.

West- Pointer, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can).—A student, a graduate of

the U.S. Military Academy at

West Point.

Westralia, subs, (commercial).

—

Western Australia. [Morris :

The word was coined to meet
the necessities of the submarine
cable regulations, which confine

messages to words containing not

more than ten letters.]

1896. Studio, Oct., 151. The latest

example is the El Dorado of Western
Australia, or as she is beginning to be
more generally called ' Westralia.'

1896. Nineteenth Century, Nov.,
711. The Westralian Mining Boom
[Title].

1901. Pall Mall Gaz., 15 May, 4. 3.

Westralians continue decidedly firm,

notwithstanding the troubles of the markets
and the slackness of business.

Westy-head, adj. phr. (old).—

Dizzy, giddy (Hall, Satires).

Wet, subs, (common).—Generic

for drink, booze (a.v.): spec.
1 drink demanded or expected of

anyone wearing new clothes

'

(Grose). Whence to wet a
COAT (BARGAI N, DEAL, etc. )= to
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treat {q.v. ), to ratify by drinking

success. As verb= to drink,

lush {q.v.) : also to wet one's
WHISTLE (CLAY, SWALLOW, THE
red lane, etc. ) : Fr. se ??iouiller :

see Whistle and Whistle-
drunk ; TO WET THE OTHER
eye= to take one drink after an-

other. As adj. (or wet-handed)
= (i) addicted to drinking, (2)=
drunk : see Screwed ; and 3
(American) = anti - prohibition ;

e.g. a wet-town = a town op-
posed to prohibition in the sale

ofintoxicants : cf.
' dry ' : whence

A wet= one opposed to prohibi-

tion. Also heavy-WET= porter ;

TWOPENNY - WET {see TWO-
PENNY) ; A WET-HAND(WHETTER
or WET-'UN)= a toper : see Lush-
INGTON ; WET - BARGAIN {see

Bargain) ; wet - night = an
evening carousal ; WET-GOODS=
drink : cf.

* dry-goods
'

; WET-
Quaker= (i) a secret drinker,

and spec. (2)= 'a Drunkard of

that Sect ' (B. E.) ; to wet the
sickle= to drink out earnest

money at harvest-time ; wetting
the block = a custom among
shoemakers on the first Monday
in March, when they cease from
working by candlelight, and have
a supper so called (Halliwell).

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,
' Reeves Tale.' As any jay she light was
and jolyf So was his joly whistle wel
ywet.

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Franc,
780. I WETE MV WHYSTELL, as good
drinkers do. Je crocque la pie. Wyll
you WETE YOUR WHYSTELL.

1622. Fletcher, Beggars Bush,
iii. 1. Give the boy some drink there !

Piper, Whet your whistle.

1653. Walton, Compleat Angler,
86. I have not yet wetted my line Since
we met together.

d. 1692. Shadwell, Humours of the
Navy, ii. 3. Then we should have com-
missions to WET.

c. 1700. Ward, England's Refortita-
tion, ii. 175. Socinians and Presbyterians,
Quakers, and Wet-Quakers or Merry-
ones.

1703. Steele, Tender Husband, i.

Then, harkye ! brother ; we'll go take a
wet, and settle the whole affair. Ibid.

(1710), Tatler, No. 141. The Whetter
is obliged to refresh himself every moment
with a liquor, as the Snuff-taker with a
powder. Ibid.., Tatler, 138. People . . .

known by the name ofWHETTERS who
drink themselves into an intermediate state

of being neither drunk nor sober before the
hours of Exchange or business. Ibid.

(1714), Spectator, No. 88. Three quarts
to my new Lord for wetting his title.

d. 1704. Brown, Works, iii. 26. Would
you buy any naked truth, or light in a
dark lanthorn? Look in the Wet-
Quaker's walk.

d 1721. Prior, Celia to Damon.
When my lost lover the tall ship ascends,
With music gay, and wet with jovial

friends, The tender accents of a woman's
cry Will pass unheard, will unregarded
die.

1731. Fielding, Letter Writers, ii.

2. A soph, he is immortal, And never can
decay ; For how should he return to dust
Who daily wets his clay?

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair,
xi. As he knew he should have a wet
night, it was agreed that he might
gallop back again in time for church on
Sunday morning.

1864. Lowell, Fireside Trav., 119.

When his poor old clay was wet with
gin.

1871. Echo, 16 March. ' Are you
going to have a wet, old boy ?

' one
familiarly remarked.

1874. Siliad, 16. Bacchus is in an
awful vinous sweat ; His hot brow laves

he with all sorts of wet.

1876. Hindley, Cheap Jack, 268. I

shall be back again shortly, when we will

WET THE DEAL.

1879. Brunlees Patterson, Life
in the Ranks. Many are the schemes,
contrivances, and devices of some of the

old topers to obtain a wet or reviver, first

thing in the morning.

1881. Grant, Bush-life in Queens-
land, 1. 30. No bargain could be com-
pleted without a wet, and no friendship

or enmity forgotten without recourse to

the bottle.
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1897. Marshall, Pomes, 76. For
no hot summer sun ever dried up the wet
Like the lads did—why, some of 'em ain't

sober yet.

Adj.{venery).—Spec, ofwomen
when secreting letch-water
{q.v.). Also to have (do or per-
form) a BOTTOM-WETTER (WET-
'UN Or GET A WET BOTTOM)= to

copulate : of women only : see

Greens and Ride.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
123. There's ne'er a rake in all the town
Would tip you half of half a crown, Then
you'll with aldermen be willing To earn a
sixpence or a shilling, Or else in midnight
cellars ply For twopence wet and two-
pence dry.

Wet-blanket. See Blanket.

Wet Boat, subs. phr. (nautical).

—

A boat that is crank and ships

water readily.

1859. Reade, Love me Little, xvii.

'Why don't you go forward, sir? She is

sure to wet us abaft.' . . . Thank you,
but . . . (with an heroic attempt at sea
slang) I like a wet boat.

Wet- bob. See Bob.

Wet-finger. With a wet
finger, phr. (old). — Easily,

readily : as easy as turning over

the leaf of a book, or rubbing out

writing on a slate.

156 1. Burnynge of Paules Church.
There is to manye suche, though ye laugh,
and beleve it not, and not hard to shewe
them WITH A wet finger.

1593. Harvey, Pierces Superog., 21.

I hate brawls with my heart, and can turn
over a volume of wrongs with a wet
finger.

1602. Dekker, Honest Whore
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), iii. 255].
If ever I stand in need of a wench that
will come with a wet finger, porter
thou shalt earn my money. Ibid. (1609),
Guls Hornebook [Nott], 160. What
gentlewomen or citizen's wives you can
with a wet finger have at any time to

sup with you.

1615. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Cupids Revenge, iv. Take a good heart,

man ; all the low ward is ours With a
wet-finger.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares]. As
bookes are leafe by leafe oft turn'd and
tost, So are the garments of a whore
(almost) : For both of them, with a wet
finger may Be folded or unfolded, night
or day.

Also in proverbial wheeze
(amongst children), ' See my
finger WET {licking the finger),
see my finger dry {wiping it dry),

I'll cut my throat {drawingfinger
across throat) before I tell a lie

'

(a strong assurance of veracity).

Wet-goose, subs. phr. (provincial).

—A poor simple fellow.

Wetherall. General Wether-
all's in command, phr. (mili-

tary).—Used when a parade is

abandoned through inclement
weather.

Wether-headed, adj. phr. (old).

—Silly, superstitious, a bit off:

also Weather-headed. As
subs. = a dolt, simpleton, fool :

cf. Mutton-head.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, n.
7. Sir, is this usage for your son ?—for

that Old WEATHER-HEADED fool, I knOW
how to laugh at him ; but you, Sir .

Wet - nursed, adj. phr. — 1.

Coddled, shepherded {q.v.),

backed {q.v.)-, see Nurse.

1874. Siliad, 109. Who, ere his

whiskers had completely grown, Possessed
a comic paper of his own ; But though
wet-nursed by someone in Debrett, It

died quite young.

i8[?]. Elec. Rev. {Century). The
system of wet-nursing adopted by the
Post-office authorities in the case of the
telegraph service has not been one of
uniform success.
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Wet-un, subs. phr. (slaughterers').
— 1. A diseased beast : cf.

Staggering-Bob.

2. See Wet, adj.

We-uns, pr. (American). — We,
us: i.e. we ones : cf. You-UNS.

1885. Murfree, Prophet Great
Smoky Mountains, ix. Grind some fur
wee-uns ter-morrer.

W. F.'s, subs. phr. (old Tasmanian).
—Wild cattle.

1891. Fenton, Bush Life in Tas-
mania Fifty Years Ago, 24. Round up
a mob of the wildest w.f.'s that ever had
their ears slit. [Note] : This was the brand
on Mr. William Field's wild cattle.

Whack (or Wack), subs, (old).—
1. A heavy, smart, sounding
blow. As verb = to beat,

thwack. Also a heavy fall, and
as verb= to fall.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Leg.,
' Lady Rohesia.' A blow descended, such
as we must borrow a term from the Sister
Island adequately to describe—it was a
WHACK.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11.

564. Sometimes a chap will give me a
lick with a stick just as I'm going over

;

sometimes a reg'lar good hard whack.

1888. Clouston, Book of Noodles,
ii. A traveller, coming up, finds the miss-
ing man by whacking each of them over
the shoulder.

1886. D. Teleg., 21 Feb. Yet the
Flannigans and the Murphys paid no heed
to him, but whacked away at each other
with increasing vigour.

1887. Field, 24 Sep. Father
whacks her and the children in turns.

2. (common). — A share
;

piece ; spec, an equal portion
(Grose) : also whacking. As
verb (or GO whacks)= (i) to di-

vide, to share ; and (2) to settle,

pay up : e.g. Whack the blunt
= share the money ; Give me my
whack = Hand me my due.
Also TO WHACK UP.

1840. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel
Story, v. This gay young bachelor had
taken his share (what he called 'his
whack ') of pleasure.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 11.

152. They then, as they term it, whack
the whole lot. Ibid., u. 172. At last Long
J and I got to quarrel about the
whacking ; there was cheatin' a-goin' on.

1877. Horsley, Jottingsfrom Jail.
So when we got there, there was some
reelers there what knew me, and my pals
said, ' You had better get away from us ;

if we touch you will take your whack just
the same.

'

1888. Greenwood, Little Raga-
muffin. 'You agreed that we should go
whacks in everything,' I pleaded, appeal-
ing to his sense of justice. Ibid., A
Converted Burglar. The sound, old-
fashioned principle of ' sharing the danger
and whacking the swag.'

1890. Walch, Australian Song,
509. My word ! he did more than his
whack ; He was never a cove as would
shirk.

1891. Elect. Rev. {Century). The
city has never whacked up with the gas
company.

3. (colloquial). —An attempt,
a trial, a stroke.

4. (provincial). — Appetite,
twist (a. v.).

To whack it up, verb. phr.
(venery). — To copulate : see

Greens and Ride.

Whack ! adj. (printers').—An
emphatic expression of doubt ; a
polite way of giving the lie direct.

Whacker, subs, (common).—Any-
thing very large, a big thing, a
whopper {q.v.). Whence
whacking= very large.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, xxx. 'Look what whackers,
Cousin Tom,' said Charley, holding out
one of his prizes by its back towards Tom,
while the indignant cray-flsh flapped its

tail.
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1871. Atkins, House Scraps.
' How kind of them,' says he, 'to gi'e me
'em, Since they're at such a whacking
premium.'

1887. Field, 14 Nov. Good half-

pounders every one, with an occasional
whacker often ounces.

Whacky, subs, (tailors').—A term
applied to anyone doing anything
ridiculous or FOOLING about
(q.v.).

Whale, subs. (Cheltenham Col-

lege).—!. Codfish.

2. (Royal Military Academy).
—A sardine.

3. (common). — In pi. —
anchovies on toast.

Verb (common)— I. To beat,

thrash, lash vigorously. Hence
WHALING= a trouncing, WALLOP-
ING {q.v.).

1847. New York Tribune, Aug.
But it is possible that we may, at some
future time, go to war with England, her
writers and speakers having spoken dis-

paragingly of us, while her actors, half-

pay officers, and other travelling gentry,
carry their heads rather high in passing
through our country,—for which ' arrogant

'

demeanour we are bound to give her a
whaling !

1870. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle,
xii. I have whipped you . . . but have I

whaled you ?

1884. Bret Harte, Society on the
Stanislaus. But first I would remark,
that it is not a proper plan For any
scientific gent to whale his fellow man.

2. (American).—To talk ve-

hemently, harangue, SPOUT {q.v.):

also TO WHALE AWAY.

i8[?]. Widow Bedott Papers, 289.

Professor Stubbins is always a whalin'
away about the dignity of labor, and has
been deliverin' a course o' lectures on the

subject. Ibid., 105. I went to Baptist

meeting. The elder, as usual, whaled
away through his nose, thumped the

desk, and went over and over the same
thing.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1. 13.

Their masters can cuss 'em, and kick 'em,

and wale 'em, An' they notice it less 'an

the ass did to Balaam.

To FISH FOR HERRING AND
CATCH A WHALE (or SPRAT),
verb. phr. (old).— 1. To get a
result other than that expected.

Hence (2) to 'catch a tartar'
{q.v.), fail miserably.

It's very like a whale, phr.
(old).—Ironical assent to a pre-

posterous assertion : see quot.

1596. Shakspeare, Hamlet, iii. 2.

392. Ham. Do you see yonder cloud
that's almost like a camel ? Pol. By the
mass and 'tis a camel, indeed. Ham.
Methinks it is like a weasel. Pol. It is

backed like a weasel. Ham. Or like a
whale. Pol. Very like a whale.

TO GO AHEAD LIKE A WHALE,
verb. phr. (common).—To forge

ahead, to act, speak, or write

vigorously.

See Tub and Whaler.

Whalebone. As white as
WHALEBONE, phr. (old).—

A

common simile for whiteness.

[Hall 1well : Some writers

imagined ivory, formerly made
from the teeth of the walrus, to

be formed from the bones of the

whale. ]

c. 1430. Destruction oj'Troy [E.E.T.,S.],
3055. To telle of hir tethe that tryelly

were set, Alse qwyte & qwem as any
QWALLE BON.

1567. Turberville, Poems, S. 8 b.

A little mouth, with decent chin, A corall

lip of hue, With teeth as white as whale
his bone, Ech one in order due.

1590. Spenser, Faery Queen, hi. i.

15. Whose face did seem as clear as

crystal stone, And eke, through fear as
white as whale's bone.
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1594. Shakspeare, Love's Lab.
Lost, v. 2. This is the flower that smiles

on every one, To shew his teeth as white
AS WHALE HIS BONE.

Whaler, subs. (American).— 1.

Anything extraordinary of its

kind, also whale, e.g. ' a regular

whale '
: see Whopper. Hence

whaling= overwhelming.

1848. Longstreet, Georgia Scenes,

184. ' He's a whaler !
' said Rory ;

' but
his face is mighty little for his body and
legs.'

2. (Australian).—A sun-
downer (q.v.) : i.e. one who
cruises about.

1893. Sydney Morning- Herald, 12

Aug., 8. 8. The nomad, the whaler, it is

who will find the new order hostile to his

vested interest of doing nothing.

Whang, subs, (common).— 1. A
blow, a whack ; a beating, a

banging. As verb= to flog,

thrash. Also (2) a banging

noise, and as verb = to clatter,

throw with violence.

d. 1889. Browning, Up at a Villa.

Bang, whang, whang, goes the drum.

1890. Warner, Pilgrimage, 317.
The whang of the bass drum.

3. (colloquial). — A slice,

chunk, DOLLOP {q.v.). Also as

verb = to cut in large strips,

slices, or chunks.

1678. Ray, Proverbs, 386. Of other

men's lether, men take large whanges.

d. 1796. Burns, Holy Fair. Wi' sweet-
milk cheese in mony a whang.

d. 1803. Beattie, Tales, 8. My uncle
set it to his breast, And whang'd it down.

4. (American). — Formerly, in

Maine and some other parts of

New England, a house-cleaning

party ; a gathering of neighbours
to aid one of their number in

cleaning a house {Century).

See Whanger.

Whangby, subs, (provincial). —
Very hard cheese made of old or

skimmed milk (Halliwell).

WHANGAM (WHANGDOODLE,etC.),
subs. (? nonce words).—An ima-

ginary animal : its precise nature,

form, and attributes are seemingly

left to individual fancy.

1759-62. Goldsmith, Citizen of the

World, xcviii. A whangam that eats

grasshoppers had marked [one] for its

prey.

1856. Harp of a Thousand Strings.
' Where the lion roareth, and the whang-
doodle mourneth for her first-born.' It

was subsequently applied to political sub-

jects, such as the Free Trade, Decompton
Democracy, etc.

Whanger (or Whang), subs.

(common). — Anything big or

unusual of its kind : see Whopper.
As adj. (or whanging) = large,

strapping.

Whap. See Whop.

Wharf- rat, subs. phr. (old).—

A

thief prowling about wharves ; cf.

Water-rat.

Wharl, verb (old).—To be unable
to pronounce the letter R. Also
as subs.

1662. Fuller, Worthies, 11. 225.
All that are born therein have a harsh
and rattling kind of uttering their words
with much difficulty and wharling in

their throats.

1724-7. Dffoe, Tour Thro' Great
Britain, iii. 233. The natives of [North-
umberland] of the antient original Race
or families are distinguished by a Shibbo-
leth upon their Tongues in pronouncing
the letter R, which they cannot utter

without a hollow Jairing in the Throat, by
which they are as plainly known as a
Foreigner is by pronouncing the Th ; this

they call the Northumberland R or
wharle ; and the Natives value them-
selves on that Imperfection, because, for-

sooth, it shows the Antiquity of their

Blood.
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What, rel. pro. (old).— 1. That,
or that which : still a vulgarism :

e.g. I had a donkey what
wouldn't go.

1570. Ascham, The Scholemaster,
142. The matter what other men wrote.

1593 Peele, Edward I. (Old Plays),
11. 37. Offer them peace or aught what
is beside.

1601. Shakspeare, Henry VIII.,
v. 1. 126. I fear nothing What can be
said against me.

2. (colloquial).—How much.

1867. Trollope, Last Chronicle of
Barsett, xxxvii. When a man bets he
does not well know what money he uses.

Indef. pro. (old).

—

(a) A some-
thing, anything : e.g. I'll tell you
what (it is). Also a bit, portion,

a thing: e.g. It's a whangam
{q.V. ) ; It's WHAT ?

T 373- Chaucer, House of Fame,
1 74 1. Al was us never broche ne rynge,
Ne ellis what fro women sent. Ibid.,

Boethius, iv. prose 6. Thanne she a lytel

what smylynge seyde.

d. 1513. Fabyan, Chronicle, clxxii.

Then the kynge anone called his seruante
that had but one lofe and a little whatte
of wyne.

1596. Spenser, Faery Queene, vi. ix.

7. They prayd him sit, and gave him for

to feed Such homely what as serves the

simple clowne.

1597. Shakspeare, Richard III., iii.

2.92. Wot you what, my lord ? To-day
the lords you talk of are beheaded.

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
iii. 3. I'll tell you what now of the devil.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 518. I tell

you what— Ellery Davenport lays out to

marry a real angel. He's to swear, and
she's to pray.

What's-his-name, etc., phr.

(old colloquial).— 1. A locution

in speaking of what one has

either forgotten, thinks so trivial,

or does not wish to mention.

Also What - d'ye - call - it,

What-d'ye-call-'em, Lord
know's what, Washical, etc. :

cf. Thingumy.

1600. Shakspeare, As You Like It,

iii. 3. 74. Good even, good Master What-
ye-call't ; how do you, sir?

1664. Cotton, Virgil Travestie, 75.
Where once your what shals' cal' ums
—(rot um ! It makes me mad I have
forgot 'um).

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 31.
The ship's crew . . . often call his Words
to account, and too often count his Sunday
labour a Sham, and himself a sacred
What-ye-call-'em.

1749. Smollett, Gil Bias (1812), 1.

xv. Mr. What-d'ye-call-'um, I never
exact too much.

1759-67. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
viii. 19. There is no part of the body, an'
please your honour [with] ... so many
tendons and what-d'ye-call-ems all

about it.

1 801. Dibdin, 77 Bondocani, ii. 2.

I wouldn't keep signior what-d'ye-call-
him waiting for the world.

181 1. Hawkins, Countess
^
and

Gertrude, iii. 97. [An inferior is ad-
dressed as] Mrs. What's-your-name.

1888. Detroit Free Press, 8 Dec.
1 Won't it be rather hard at first to give up
all the pink suppers and kettledrums and
afternoon what-do-you-call-'ems ? ' with
a suspicion of a grin on his face.

2. (venery). — The penis : see

Prick. What's - her - name=
the female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable : also What's-its-
name, The Lord knows
what, etc.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
42. E'er since I saw that . . . Thetis
stroking your knees, as on the ground
you sat, And rubbing up, The Lord
knows what. Ibid., 117. I wish I'd

never touch'd her what-d'ye-callum, But
gone where damsels in the Park Watch to

earn sixpence in the dark.
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To KNOW what's what
(what's o'clock, etc. ), verb. phr.

(common).—To have knowledge,
taste, judgment, or experience

;

TO BE wide-awake (q.v.), equal

to any emergency, FLY {q.v.).

1513-25. Skelton, Works [Dtce],
11. 132. To KNOW WHAT YS A CLOCKE.

c. 1520. Chaucer's Dream, 216. [There
OCCUrs] tO KNOW WHAT WAS WHAT.

1534. N. Udall, Roister Doister, i.

2, p. 17 (Arber). Have ye spied out
that ? Ah sir, mary nowe I see you know
WHAT IS WHAT.

1563. Googe, Eclogues, vii. Our
wyts be not so base, But what we know
as well as you What's what in every
case.

1609. Jonson, Silent Woman, v.

Daw. O, it pleases him to say so, sir
;

but Sir Amorous knows what's what as

well.

1679. W. Wycherley, Love in a
Wood, iii. 1. But you, gossip, know
what's what.

1711. Spectator, No. 132. This sly

saint, who, I will warrant, understands
what is what as well as you or I, widow,
shall give the bride as father.

1773. Goldsmith, She Stoops to

Conquer, v. 'Come, boy, I'm an old
fellow, and know what's what as well as

you that are younger.

'

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 330. As soon as we get settled

we must stock our cellar, and establish a
respectable larder, like people who know
what is what.

1835. Dickens, Sketches by Boz.
Our governor's wide awake, he is. I'll

never say nothin' agin him, nor no man
;

but he knows what's o'clock, he does,

uncommon. Ibid. (1836), Pickwick, 364
(1857). ' Never mind, Sir,' said Mr.
Weller with dignity, ' I know wot's
o'clock.'

1849. Thackeray, Pendennis, x.

I'm not clever, p'raps ; but I am rather

downy ; and partial friends say I know
what's o'clock tolerably well.

1874. Siliad, 172. And know
what's what in England, and who's
who.

1887. Baumann, Londinismen,
Slang u. Cant, pref. vi. So from hartful
young dodgers From waxy old codgers,
From the blowens we got Soon to know
vot is vot.

1888. Boldrevvood, Robbery Under
Arms, xxvii. As for old Mullockson, he
used to take a drive to Sawpit Gully, or
Ten-Mile, as soon as ever he saw what
o'clock it was—and glad to clear out, too.

What not, phr. (colloquial).

—Elliptical for ' What may I not
say'; also as subs. = no matter
what, what you please, ' etcetera.'

1592. Harvey, Four Letters. If
Mother Hubbard, in the vein of Chaucer,
happened to tell one canicular tale, father
Elderton and his son Greene, in the vein
of Skelton or Scoggin, will counterfeit a
hundred dogged fables, libels, calumnies,
slanders, lies for the whetstone, what
not.

1602. Cooke, How a Man may
Choose a Good Wife, etc. [Dodsley, Old
Plays (1874), ix. 78]. Why, you Jack-
sauce ! you cuckold ! you what-not.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., 150.
Such air is unwholesome and engenders
melancholy, plagues, and what not.

1678. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress,
i. Lions, dragons, darkness, and in a
word, death and what not.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, ix. I

profess to be an impartial chronicler of
poor Philip's fortunes, misfortunes, friend-
ships, and WHAT-NOTS.

1887. Contemp. Rev., li. 617. College
A cannot compete with College B unless it

has more scholarships, unless it changes the
time of election to scholarships, or what
not.

1903. D. Tel., 28 Dec, 5. 1. British,
Italian, French, Russians, and natives
. . . and what-not.

To give what FOR, verb. phr.
(common).—To reprimand, call

over the coals, castigate, punish
(q.v.).

The Lord knows what, pkr.
(colloquial).— 1. 'Heaps'; plenty
more ; all sorts of things.
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1691-2. Gentlemen's Journal, Mar.,
p. 3. Here's novels, and new-town adven-
tures . . . and the Lord knows what
not.

2. See What's-his-name, 2.

What ho ! phr. (old).—

A

summons or call: once the

recognised formula : long disused

save in melodrama and burlesque,

but latterly recrudescent in vulgar

salutation and expletive.

1598. Shakspeare, i Henry IV.,
ii. 1. 52. Gads. What ho ! chamberlain !

Chatnb. [Within] At hand, quoth pick-

purse.

1898. Marshall, Pomes, ii.

Where 'e let me in for drinks all round,
and as I'd but a bob, I thought, ' What
ho ! 'Ow am / a-going on ?

'

What price ? phr. (racing

and common). — How's that ?

What do you think ? How much ?

What odds ?

1893. Emerson, Signor Lippo, xiv.

What price you, when you fell off the
scaffold ?

1895. Pocock, Rules of the Game,
11. 10. What price Mr. Jack Hayles, eh,

boys ? That proves he's a thief.

1898. Cigarette, 26 Nov., 13. 1.

Ain't he gone on saucy colours, Eh?
What price the green and red?

1899. Whiteing, John St., 1. ix.

What price grammar? It don't seem to

teach people to keep a civil tongue in their

head.
1901. Free Lance, 13 Ap., 28. 2.

' It is all very well,' writes a traveller, ' to

legislate with regard to pure beer, but
what price pure wine ?

'

What (Who, When,
Where, or How) the Devil,
phr. (common).—An expletive

of wonder, vexation, etc.

c. 1360. Alliterative Poems [Morris],

97. [Jonah is asked by his shipmates]
What J>e devel hat§ J>ou don ?

b. 1688, d. 1744. Pope [quoted in

Annandale]. The things we know are

neither rich nor rare ; But wonder how
the devil they got there.

1776. David Garrick, Bon Ton, or
High Life Above Stairs, ii. 1. Sir T.
Why, what the devil do you make one
at these masqueradings ?

1780. Mrs. Cowley, The Belle's

Stratagem, i. 3. Har. Who the devil
could have foreseen that ?

1827. R. B. Peake, Comfortable
Lodgings, i. 3. What the devil is all

this about ?

1836. Michael Scott, Cruise ofthe
Midge [Ry. ed. i860], 134. How the
devil can you get anything out of an
empty vessel?

WHATABOUTS, subs, (colloquial).

—

A matter in hand, something
under consideration.

1830. Southey, To G. C. Bedford,
3 Mar. You might know of all my goings-
on and whatabouts and whereabouts
from Henry Taylor.

What- like, adj. phr. (colloquial).

—Of what kind.

1865. Dickens, Mutual Friend, iii.

2. She knows Miss Abbey of old, remind
her, and she knows what-like the home,
and what-like the friend is likely to turn
out.

WHAT-NOSED, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—Drunk, hot-nosed from
drinking : see Screwed.

Whatsomever, adv. and pro.

(once literary : now vulgar).

—

Whatsoever : also whatsom-
dever.

1360. Chaucer, Rom. of the Rose,

5041. Whatsomever woo they fele They
wol not pleyne, but concele.

i4[?]. Babees Book [E.E.T.S.], 45-
Doughtir, loke that thou be waare, what-
sumeuere thee bitide, Mak not thin

husbonde poore with spendinge ne with
pride.

Whay-worm (or Whey-worm),
subs. phr. (old).—A whim,
crotchet, maggot (a.v.).— Skel-
ton.
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1542. Hall, Edward IV., 33. And
so marched toward London where the

Essex men, havinge wylde whay-wormes
in their heddes joined them with him.

Wheat. See Clean Wheat.

WH EATON. TO WHEATON IT,

verb. phr. (American : West
Point).—To play sick. [Bart-
LETT : The term is derived from
the name of old Dr. Wheaton,
U.S.A., long stationed at West
Point.]

Wheedle, verb (old: now re-

cognised). — To coax, cajole,

fawn on, take in (q.v.) [Skeat :

fr. Ger. wedeln. Century : It is

not clear how a German word of

this kind could get into English
;

but the German wars of the 17th

century brought in a number of

words, and this may have been
taken up as a slang term.

Farmer : in B. E., Diet. Cant.

Crew, 1696, to cut a Wheadle
=

' to decoy by Fawning and
Insinuation.'] As subs. = (1)

cajolery, a hoax ; (2) = a flatterer,

cajoler ; and (3) a sharper
{g.V.): WHEEDLER, WHEEDLE-
SOME, wheedling, and other

derivatives follow as a matter of

course.

1664. Butler, Hudibras, 11. iii. 335.
His business was to pump and wheedle.

1667. Head, Porteus Redivivus, or
the Art of Wheedling [Title]. Ibid.

(1678), Madam Wheedle [Title].

1668. Etherege, She Would, etc.,

i. 1. Don't thou think to pass these gross

wheadles on me too? ... I could never
have had the face to have wheadl'd the

poor knight so.

1673. Wycherley, Gentleman
Dancing-Master, iv. 1. So young a
wheedle. Ibid. (1675), Country Wife,
ii. 1. Wheedle her, jest with her, and
be better acquainted one with another.

1692. Lestrange, Fables. A fox
stood licking of his lips at the cock, and
wheedling him to get him down.

1700. Congreve, Wayofthe World,
iii. I have a deed of settlement . . .

which I wheedled out of her. Ibid. , iii.

4. If that wheadling Villain has wrought
upon Foible to detect me, I'm ruined.
Ibid., v. 1. I am not the first that he has
wheadled with his dissembling Tongue.

1713. Rowe, Jane Shore, i. A
laughing, toying, wheedling, whimp'ring
she.

1849-61. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,
xviii. He wheedled Tillotson out of
some money.

1853. Kingsley, Hypatia, iv. In a
fawning, wheedling tone.

1876. Alcott, Hospital Sketches,
88. Anything more irresistibly wheedle-
some I never saw.

1885. Clement Scott [///. Lon.
News, 3 Oct., 339. 2]. The change from
the carneying, wheedling sneak to the
cowardly bully, is extremely clever.

Wheel, subs, (old).— i. A five-

shilling piece ; 5s. : see Cart-
wheel (Grose). Also {Tufts)
= a dollar.

2. (colloquial).—A bicycle, or

tricycle ; as verb= to ride a bicycle

or tricycle. Hence wheelman
(or -woman) = a cyclist : also

KNIGHT OF THE WHEEL;
wheeling = cycling : also the
wheeling world (generic for
' cycledom ').

1874. Century, xix. 496. In the
parlors the costumes of the wheelmen
seemed not so much out of place. Ibid.

(1884), Sep., 643. One young girl . . .

was attended by a youth on a bicycle, who
wheeled attentively at her side. Ibid.,

646. As wheelmen nowadays so greatly
abound, the landlords profit by this

arrangement.

1890. Pennell, Cant. Pilgrimage.
The ugly barracks and pretty cottages by
which we wheeled.

TO BREAK A FLY (or BUTTER-
FLY) ON A WHEEL, verb. phr.

(common).—To punish unduly,

without regard to the gravity of

the crime, or the standing of the
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offender ; whence to use means
altogether out of proportion to

the end in view ; to crack a nut
with a Nasmyth hammer.'

1734. Pope, Satires, Prol., 308.
Satire or sense, alas ! can Sporus feel,

Who BREAKS A BUTTERFLY UPON A
WHEEL?

1857. Dickens, Little Dorrit, a. 21.

He was sorry ... for the excellent people,

and deplored the necessity of breaking
mere house-FLiES on the wheel.

TO GREASE THE WHEELS,
verb. phr. (common).— 1. To
furnish money for a specific

object : s&e Grease.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 74. Your uncle . . . regaled us
yesterday . . . and paid the piper. . . .

To-day the wheels are greased by your
humble servant.

2. (venery). — In sing. = to

copulate : see Greens and Ride.

To go (or run) on wheels,
verb. phr. (old).— I. To do with
ease, expedition, without exertion.

2. (old).—Said of one suffering

from the after-effects of drunken-
ness.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
114. Strong liquor don't agree with me;
My head's too heavy for my heels, And all

the world runs round on wheels.

To put one's shoulder to
the WHEEL, verb. phr. (collo-

quial).—To put one's heart into

a matter, to buckle to, to do with
spirit, resolution, or courage.

Wheels within wheels,
subs. phr. (colloquial).—Compli-
cation, intricacies, something
other than that which is apparent
at first sight. [Cf. Ezekiel i. 16.]

1730. North, Lord Guildford, ii.

144. It was notorious that after this
secretary retired the king's affairs went
backwards ; wheels within wheels took
place ; the ministers turned formalisers,
and the court mysterious.

1760. Johnston, Chrysal, It. 196.
But, sir, is there not danger of their being
provoked by such an attack to say some-
thing improper, and that they who made
the contracts with them may do you an
ill office on another occasion? They are
wheels within wheels.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick Papers,
xl. 'And a birdcage, sir,' said Sam;
1 veels vithin veels, a prison in a prison.'

TO STEER A TRICK AT THE
wheel. See Trick.

TO PUT A SPOKE IN ONE'S
WHEEL (or CART), verb. phr.
(old).—To do an ill turn. Occa-
sionally (by an unwarrantable
inversion) = to assist.

1661-91. Merry Drolleries [Ebs-
worth, 1875], 224. He . . . lookt to be
made an emperor for't, But the Divel did
SET A SPOKE IN HIS CART.

1689. God's Last Twenty -Nine
Years' Wonders [Walsh]. Both . . .

bills were such spokes in their chariot-
wheels that made them drive much slower.

1809. Malkin Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 19. Rolando put a spoke in
their wheel by representing that they
ought at least to wait till the lady . . .

could come in for her share of the amuse-
ment.

1855. Thackeray, Newcomes, ix.

There's a spoke in your wheel, you
stuck-up little Duchess.

1872. Eliot, Middlemarch, xiii. It
seems to me it would be a very poor sort of
religion to put a spoke in his wheel by
refusing to say you don't believe.

1898. Walsh, Lit. Curios., 1030.
When solid wheels were used, the driver
was provided with a pin or spoke, which
he thrust into one of the three holes made
to receive it, to skid the cart when it went
down hill.

Wheel-hand in the Nick,
phr. (old).

— 'Regular Drinking
over the left Thumb ' (B. E.).
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Wheelbarrow. As drunk as

A WHEELBARROW (or AS THE
DRUM OF A WHEELBARROW),
phr. (old).—Very drunk indeed :

see Screwed (Ray).

1675. Cotton, Burlesque upon Bur-
lesque, 243. Besides, if he such things can
do, When drunk as drum of wheel-
barrow, What would not this God of

October Perform, I prithee, when he's

sober.

TO GO TO HEAVEN IN A
wheelbarrow, verb. phr. (old).

—To go to hell. [In the painted

glass at Fairford, Gloucestershire,

the devil is represented as wheel-

ing off a scolding wife in a

barrow.]

d. 1655. Adams, Works, 1. 144. This
oppressor must needs go to heaven !

what shall hinder him? But it will be, as

the by-word is, in a wheelbarrow ; the

fiends, and not the angels, will take hold
on him.

Wheeler, subs, (coaching).—

A

horse driven in shafts or next

to the wheels : cf. Leader.
Also off-wheeler = a horse

driven on the right-hand side, i.e.

the side on which a postillion

never rides ; near-wheeler=
the horse on the left-hand side.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xiii. We
saw the vehicle turn over altogether, one
of the wheelers down with its rider, and
the leaders kicking.

Wheel-horse, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can).—An intimate friend ; one's

right-hand man ; a leading man
(Bartlett).

1877. New York Tribune, 26 Feb.
It is probable that the only man put
forward by the republican's wheel-horses
of Illinois for high appointment under
President Hayes will be the Honorable
John A. Logan.

WHEEL-OF- LIFE, subs.phr. (prison).

—The treadmill, the everlast-
ING-STAIRCASE (q.V.).

in-

1883. EcJio, Jan. 25, p. 2, col. 4.

The treadmill, again, is more politely called
. . . the wheel OF life, or the vertical
care-grinder.

Wheeze, subs, (common).—Ge-
neric for a GAG {q.v.) of any
description : e.g. interpolated

lines (usually comic) in a play, a
bit of business (q. v. ), asidesman's
patter (q.v.), a bon-mot, joke,

and so forth. To CRACK A
wheeze = to originate (or adapt)

a smart saying at a ' psycho-
logical' moment.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 24. What
laughter fills the Court, At the counsel's

ribald attitude and tone ! But each wheeze
from legal throats, When to Parkinson it

floats Is a groan.

1887. Referee, 1 May. The man who
propounds conundrums to puzzle ' Brudder
Bones,' and puts on the most solemn air of
attention while the comic men spin out
their 'wheezes.'

Verb (thieves').—To say,

form, PEACH (q.v.).

Wheezy, subs, (journalists').—The
first month of the French Re-
publican year : a free translation

of Vindimiare.

Whelk, subs, (common).— 1. The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable, and note the veiledly

obscene street catch-phrase of the

seventies, ' I'll have your whelk.'

2. (provincial).—A blow (also

whelker), fall, blister, mark, or

stripe.

3. (provincial).—A large

number, a quantity : whence
whelking = very large, big,

numerous.

Whelp, subs, (colloquial). —

A

youth, UNLICKED CUB (q.V.);

puppy (q.v.): in contempt. As
verb (vulgar) = to be brought to

bed, to PUP (q.v.).
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1593. Shakspeare, Titus Andron.,
ii. 3. Two of thy whelps, fell curs of
bloody kind.

1854. Dickens, Hard Times, iii. 7.

On one of the back benches ... sat the
villainous whelp, sulky to the last, whom
he had the misery to call his son.

2. (old).—A ship of some kind.

1630-40. Court and Times Chas. I.,

11. 186. Captain Plumley was sent thither

with one of the ships royal and two whelps
to seek out Nutt the pirate.

1635. [Brereton, Travels, 164.]

Aboard one of the king's ships called the

ninth whelp.

When. Say when ! phr. (com-

mon).—That is, ' Say when I

shall stop ' : the dovetail reply

is ' Bob !

'

1889. Modern Society, 6Jane. 'Say
when,' said Bonko, taking up a flagon of
whiskey and commencing to pour out the
spirit into my glass. ' Bob !

' replied I.

Whennymeg, subs, (provincial).

—

In pi. =the testes, CODS {q.v.) :

properly trinkets {q.v.).

Where. See You.

Wherefore. See Why.

Wherewith (or Wherewithal),
subs, (colloquial).—The necessary,

requisites : spec, money (generic)

:

see Rhino.

[1390. MANDEVILLE, Travels [HaLI.1-
well], 3. A man that hath wherof
{opes).]

1659. Milton, Touching Hirelings.
We ourselves have not wherewithal

;

who shall bear the charges of our Journey ?

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 260. How the devil doos she
mean that I should get the wherewithal?
. . . Does she take me for . . . treasurer

to a charity?

1855. Spenser, Prin. of Sociology,

15. Heavily taxed in providing the
wherewithal to meet excessive loss.

1864. Tennyson, Enoch. Arden.
The wherewithal to give his babes a
better bringing-up.

1887. D. Teleg., 8 Dec. M. ,

however, had not the wherewithal to

furnish a marriage portion of seven camels.

Wherret. .&<? Whirrit.

Wherry-go- nimble, subs. phr.
(common).—A looseness of the
bowels, a back-door trot (q.v.):

cf. Jerry-go-nimble.

Wheting-corne, subs. phr. (old).

—The female pudendum (Halli-
well): see Monosyllable.

Whetstone. To give (deserve,
WIN, LIE FOR, etc.) THE WHET-
STONE, verb. phr. (old). — To
give (get, or compete for) the
prize for lying : a whetstone,
i.e. a wit-sharpener, regarded as

a satirical premium for what now-
adays would be called ' naked '

(or 'monumental') lying. [Nares :

There were, in some places,

jocular games, in which the prize

given for the greatest lie was a
whetstone. Halliwell : The
liar was sometimes publicly ex-
hibited with the whetstone
fastened to him.]

. . . Bulleyn, Prose Morality
[Waldron, Sad Sheph., 162. 220]. My
name is Mendax, a younger brother, linially

descended of an auncient house before the
Conquest We geve three whetstones
in gules, with no difference.

1570. Ascham, Scholemaster, 26. I

assure you there is no such whetstone to
sharpen a good witte and encourage a will

to learnynge as is praise.

1580. Lyly, Euphues and His
England, C. 4. If I met with one of Crete,
I was readie to lie with him for the
WHETSTONE.
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1580. Lupton, Too Good to be True,
80. Lying with us is so loved and allowed,

that there are many tymes gamings and
prizes therefore purposely, to encourage
one to outlye another. O. And what shall

he gaine that gets the victorie in lying? S.

He shall have a silver whetstone for his

labour.

1 591. Harington, Ariosto, xviii. 36.

Well might Martano beare away the bell,

Or else a whetstone challenge for his

dew, That on the sodaine such a tale could
tell, And not a word of all his tale was
true. Ibid. [Nugce Antiques (Park), ii.

240]. Part whereof {i.e. of his sentence]

being that the knight should publicklie

acknowledge how he had slandered the

archbishop, which he did in words con-

ceived to that purpose accordingly
;
yet his

friends gave out, that all the while he
carried a long whetston hanging out at

the pocket of his sleeve, so conspicuous as

men understood his meaning was to give

himselfe the lye.

1592. Harvey, Four Letters. If

Mother Hubbard, in the vein of Chaucer,
happened to tell one canicular tale, father

Elderton and his son Greene, in the vein

of Skelton or Scoggin, will counterfeit a
hundred dogged fables, libels, calumnies,
slanders, lies for the whetstone, what
not.

1599. Hall, Satires, iv. 6. The
brain-sicke youth that feeds his tickled

eare With sweet-saue'd lies of some false

traveller ; Which hath the Spanish de-

cades red awhile, Or whetstone leasings

of old Mandevile.

1600. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 5.

Cos? how happily hath Fortune furnish'd

him with a whetstone. Ibid. (1614),

Barthol. Fair, i. Good Lord ! how sharp
you are, with being at Bedlam yesterday !

Whetstone has set an edge upon you.

c. 1603. Bacon [Z. Grey, Hudibras,
Note to 11. i. 5. 60]. [Nares : Sir K. Digby
boasted before King James of having seen

the philosopher's stone in his travels, but
was puzzled to describe it, when Sir

Francis Bacon interrupted him, saying,
' Perhaps it was a whetstone.']

d. 1634. Randolph, Works, 330. I

thought it not the worst traffique to sell

whetstones. This whetstone [he con-

tinues] will set such an edge upon your
inventions, that it will make your rusty

iron brains purer metal than your brazen
faces. Whet but the knife of your
capacities on this whetstone, and you
may presume to dine at the Muses'
Ordinarie, or sup at the Oracle of Apollo.

1792. Budworth, Ramble to the
Lakes, vi. It is a custom in the north,
when a man tells the greatest lye in the
company, to reward him with a whet-
stone ; which is called lying for the
WHETSTONE.

d. 1822. Shelley, To his Genius. Let
them read Shakspeare's sonnets, taking
thence A whetstone for their dull
intelligence.

Whetstone - park, subs. phr.

(old).
—

' A Lane betwixt Holborn
and Lincoln's- Inn-Fields, fam'd

for a Nest of Wenches, now
(B. E., c. 1696) de-park'd.'

Whence many allusions in the

old dramatists : e.g. WHETSTONE-
PARK DEER (MUTTON, etc.) = a

whore.

Whetter. See Wet.

Whew, subs. (old). —Influenza, the

FLUE (q v. ) : see quot.

1420. [Sir H. Maxwell, Notes and
Queries, 10 Dec. 1901.] It is well known
that the influenza is not an exclusively

modern complaint, but I am not sure

whether a curious reference to it by Bower,
the continuator of Fordun's chronicle, has
been noted. Writing of the year 1420 he
says that among those who died in Scotland
were Sir Henry St. Clair, Earl of Orkney,
Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith, Sir William
de Abernethy, Sir William de St. Clair,

Sir William Cockburn, and many others,

all by 'that infirmity whereby not only

great men, but innumerable quantity of

the commonalty perished, which was
vulgarly termed le Quhew.' Now'quh'
in Scottish texts usually represents the

sound of ' wh ' (properly aspirated) ; there-

fore it seems that in the fifteenth century
the influenza was known as ' the Whew,'
just as it is known in the twentieth century

as 'the Flue.' There seems little doubt
that the disease was identical with that

with which we are so grievously familiar.

Wheyworm. .S^Whayworm.

Whiblin, subs, (old).—]

eunuch.
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1602. Dekkhr, Honest Whore
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Reed), iii. 257].
God's my life, he's a very mandrake ; or
else (God bless us) one of these whiblins,
and that's worse.

2. (old).—A sword.

1653. Brome, Lovesick Court, v. 1.

Come, sir, let go your whiblin [snatcketh
his swordfrom him].

Whid, subs. (Old Cant).— 1. A
word (Harman, B. E., and
Grose): mpl. (modern) = patter,

talk, jocular speech. Also (2)

(Scotch) = a lie, fib; (3) (pro-

vincial) = a dispute or quarrel.

As verb (Scots) = to lie. Also to
CUT WHlDS = to talk, to speak;
TO CUT BIEN WHIDS = to talk

fairly, softly, kindly ; TO CUT
queer whids — to abuse, swear,

BULLYRAG {q.V.) ; also WHIDDLE
= to talk, tell or discover (B. E.
and Grose) : spec, to reveal

secrets, or give the game away

:

hence WHiDDLER= an informer.

1567. Harman, Caveat, 116. What!
stowe your bene, cofe, and cut benat
wydds.

1622. Head, English Rogue. This
doxie dell can cut bien whids, And drill

well for a win.

1787. Burns, Death and Doctor
Hornbook. Even ministers they have
been kenn'd In holy rapture, A rousin'
whid at times to vend, And nail 't wi'
Scripture.

1821. Scott, Kenilworth, x. Credit
me, the swaggering vein will not pass here

;

you must cut boon whids.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood (1864),
230. Here I am, pal Peter ; and here are
my two chums, Rust and Wilder. Cut
the WHID.

1876. Hindley, Life of a Cheap
Jack. The whids we used to crack over
them.

Whiddle. See Whid and
Oliver.

Whiff, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
smell ; as verb — to smell : e.g.

How it WHIFFS.

[1783. Cowper, Task, iv. 459. A
whiff Of stale debauch, forth issuing from
the sties That Law has licensed.]

2. (old).—A draught, a drink,

a GO {q.v.) : as verb= to drink :

also WHIFFLE.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 1. vi.

I will yet go drink one whiff more. Ibid.

,

1. xxvii. In this season we might press
and make the wine, and in winter, whiff
it up. Ibid., 1. xxxix. Gargantua
whiffed the great draught. Ibid., in.

Prol. Constrain an easy, good-natured
fellow to whiffle, quaff, carouse.

Whiffet, subs. (American).—Any-
thing or anybody worthless or

insignificant, a whipper-snap-
PER {q.v.).

1883. Philadelphia Times, 1 Aug.
The sneaks, whiffets, and surface rats.

Whiffle, verb (old).— 1. Generic
for trifling : to hesitate, talk idly,

prevaricate, waver. Hence
WHlFFLER = a trifler, a fickle or

unsteady person; whifflery
(whiffling or whiffle-
whaffle) = levity, nonsense

;

whiffling, adj. =uncertain.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, ii.

1. Your right whiffler indeed hangs
himself in St. Martin's, and not in Cheap-
side.

1671-94. Tillotson, Sermons, xlv.

Every man ought to be stedfast . . . and
not suffer himself to be whiffled . . .

by an insignificant noise.

d. 1745. Swift, Works [Century].
Every whiffler in a laced coat . . .

shall talk of the constitution.

1 741. Watts, Improvement of the

Mind, 1. ix. 27. A person of a whiffling
and unsteady turn of mind.

c. 1834. Carlyle [Froude, Life in

London, iii.]. Life is no frivolity, or

hypothetical coquetry or whiffling.
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2. (old).—To drink.

Whig, subs, (old : long recognised).

— 1. Orig. (middle 17th century)

a Presbyterian zealot, a conventi-

cler : in contempt. Whence (2)

the Country party (the successors

of the Roundheads of the Civil

War) as opposed to the Court
party or Tories {q.v.\ of the

Restoration. Both Whig and
Tory were first applied, about
1680, in contempt, and both were
ultimately assumed with pride.

The Whigs favoured the Revolu-
tion of 1688-9, and were in

power during a large portion of

the eighteenth century. The
Whigs may be regarded as the

party of experimental progress.

The curious similarity in the

historical development of both
WHIG and Tory is further

accentuated by the fact that at

the same time (Reform Bill, 1832)
as the term ' Tory ' began to be
superseded by ' Conservative,' so

likewise the Whigs began to be
called Liberals. Also Whig-
land = Scotland (B. E.) ; the

Whig College = the Reform
Club ; Whiggish {see quot.

1696), and the usual derivatives

and combinations.

1680. [Pinnock, Goldsmith's Hist.
Eng. (1873), 252. The year 1680 is remark-
able for the introduction of the well-known
epithets Whig and Tory. The former was
given to the popular party, from their pre-

tended affinity to the fanatical conventiclers

of Scotland, who were known by the name
of Whigs. The latter was given to the
courtiers, from a supposed resemblance
between them and the Popish banditti in

Ireland, to whom the appellation of Tories
was affixed. Thus these two ridiculous

words came into general use, and have con-
tinued ever since to mark rival parties,

though with very different meanings.]

1681. Dryden, Absalom and Achit.

,

' To Reader. ' Wit and fool are conse-
quents of Whig and Tory ; and every man
is a knave or an ass to the contrary side.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Whiggs, the Republicans or Common-
wealths-men, under the name of Patriots,
and Lovers of Property ; originally the
Field-conventiclers in the West of Scot-
land. Ibid. Whiggish, Factious, Sedi-
tious, Restless, Uneasy.

1712. Hearne, Reliquiee, Mar. 30.
Young, lewd, debauched sparks [Mo-
hawks], all of the whiggish gang, and the
whiggs are now so much ashamed of this

great scandal (provided whiggs can be
ashamed) that . . .

d. 1715. Burnet, Own Times, 1.

The south-west counties of Scotland have
seldom corn enough to serve them all the
year round, and the northern parts pro-
ducing more than they used, those in the
west went in summer to buy at Leith the
stores that came from the north. From
the word whiggam, used in driving their

horses, all that drove were called the
whiggamors, contracted into whigs.
Now in the year before the news came
down of duke Hamilton's defeat, the
ministers animated their people to rise

and march to Edinburgh ; and they came
up, marching on the head of their parishes,

with an unheard-of fury, praying and
preaching all the way as the came. The
marquis of Argyle and his party came and
headed them, they being about 6000.
This was called the ' Whiggamors' In-

road '

; and ever after that all who opposed
the court came in contempt to be called

WHIGS.

1712. Swift, Conduct of the Allies,

Appen. They will not recognise any
government in Great Britain but whig-
garchy only.

1714. Hearne, Diary, 25 Sep.
King George hath begun to change all the
ministers, and to put in the whiggs . . .

to the grievous mortification of that party
called Tories.

1719. Durfey, Pills to Purge, etc.,

i. 43. To oagle there a Tory tall, or a
little Whig, Defying the Pretender.

1725. Swift, Letter, 11 Sep. There
is hardly a Whig in Ireland who would
allow a potato and butter-milk to a re-

puted Tory.

1791. Burke, Appealfrom New to

Old Whigs. Attached to the Whig
party.

1817. Scott, Rob Roy, xxv. Itisna
good for my health to come in the gate o'

the whigamore bailie bodies.
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1848. John Bull, 29 Ap. Among
. . . good things . . .is to be reckoned a
new sauce from the laboratory of Professor
Soyer, of the Whig College, commonly
called the Reform Club.

1849. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

At this time were first heard two nick-

names which, though originally given in

insult, were soon assumed with pride. . . .

It is a curious circumstance that one . . .

was "of Scotch, and the other of Irish,

origin. Both in Scotland and in Ireland,

misgovernment had called into existence

bands of desperate men
;
whose ferocity

was heightened by religious enthusiasm.
. . . Thus the appellation of Whig was
fastened on the Presbyterian zealots of

Scotland, and was transferred to those
English politicians who showed a disposi-

tion to oppose the court, and to treat

Protestant nonconformists with indulgence.
The bogs of Ireland, at the same time,

afforded a refuge to Popish Outlaws, much
resembling those who were afterwards
known as Whiteboys. These men were
then called Tories. The name of Tory
was therefore given to Englishmen who
refused to concur in excluding a Roman
Catholic prince from the throne.

3. (American).—During the

war of the American Revolution,

the terms Whig and Tory were
applied,—the former to those

who supported the Revolutionary

movement, the latter to the

royalists, or those who adhered
to the British government
(Bartlett).

Whim, subs. (B. E.). — 1. 'A
Maggot.' Hence 'Whimsical'
—

' Maggotish ' : see Bee in

bonnet and Maggot.

2. (old). See Jiggumbob,
spec. quot. 1678 s.v.

3. (venery). — The female

pudendum : see Monosyllable :

also Whim-wham.
1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. iii. 26.

When I had view'd the Ladies Limbs, And
all these Members, but their Whims.
Ibid., 11. iv. 18. Let me know whether
your Whim be high or low. . . . The Fro
believing from my Joaks, I fancy'd not her
Butter-box, Cock'd up her Head, took
leave in scorn.

Whim ling, subs, (common).—

A

person childish, weak, or full

of whims, a crotcheteer.
Whimmy = whimsical.

1610. Beaumont and Fletcher,
Coxcomb, iv. 7. Go, whimling, and
fetch two or three grating-loaves out of the
kitchen.

Whimper. On the whimper,
phr. (colloquial).— Peevish, whin-
ing, crying. Also (B. E.)
' Whimper, a low or small cry.

What a Whimpering you keep.'

1857-9. Thackeray, Virginians,
xii. Mrs. Mountain is constantly on the
whimper when George's name is men-
tioned.

Whim-wham, subs. phr. (old).

—

1. A trinket, trifle, fal-lal.

Hence (2) generic for rubbish,

nonsense.

1500-13. Skelton, Poems (Dyce),
iii. With a whym wham, Knyt with a
trym tram.

1604. Marston and Webster, Mal-
content, i. 3. Sir Tristam Tristam come
aloft, jacke-a-napes, with a whim-wham.

1608. Cobler of Canterburie. Her
kercher hung from under her cap, With a
taile like a flie flap. And tyed it fast

with a whim wham, Knit up againe with
a trim tram.

1614. Fletcher, Night Walker, i.

Nay not that way, They'll pull ye all to

pieces for your whim-whams, Your garters,

and your gloves.

1619. Massinger [?], City Madam,
iv. 3. 'Tis more comely, I wis, than their

other WHIM-WHAMS.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares]. His
Alkaron, his Moskyes are whim-whams,
False bug-beare babies, fables all that

dams. Ibid. When with her flesh mans
stomack she hath fed, She gives him ease
and comfort in his bed ; She yeelds no
whim-whams wavering on his crest, But
she relieves him with repose and rest.

3. See Whim, subs. 3.
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Whindle, subs. (B. E.).-

or feigned crying.'

A low

Whine, verb (B. E.).—'To cry
squeekingly, as at Conventicles.'

Whiner, subs. (common).—

A

word ; in pi. = speech, talk, gab
{q.v.); spec, (thieves') prayers.

TO CHOP THE WHINERS = tO talk,

to say prayers.

1830. Bulwer Lytton, Paul
Clifford, p. 2, ed. 1854. I tell you, I vent
first to Mother Bussblour's, who, I knows,
chops the whiners morning and evening
to the young ladies.

1857. Punch, 31 Jan. For them
coves in Guildhall and that blessed Lord
Mayor, Prigs on their four bones should
chop whiners I swear.

Whip, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
driver, a coachman : also knight
OF THE WHIP.

1778. Sheridan, Rivals, i. 1. None
of the London whips . . . wear wigs now.

1809-12. Edgeworth, Absentee, viii.

Major Benson, who was a famous whip,
took his seat on the box of the barouche.

1828. Jon Bee, Picture of London,
27. To the practices and necessities of
the coachmen and guard's private trade,
we owe the increasing number and fresh
supply of hangers-on, whose first business
has been the performing fetch-and-carry
services for those knights of the whip.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xiii.

You're a wery good whip, and can do what
you like with your horses.

1874. Collins, Frances, xlii. Julian
Orchard proved his skill as a whip by
making four screws do six miles in twenty-
five minutes.

1888. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, 50.
This is the famous coaching baronet than
whom no better whip has ever been seen
upon the road.

2. (parliamentary).—A member
who (unofficially) looks after the

interests of his party
;
prob. from

whipper-in [Bryce : The
whip's duties are (a) to inform
every member belonging to the

party when an important division

may be expected, and, if he sees

the member in or about the House,
to keep him there until the divi-

sion is called ; (b) to direct the

members of his own party how to

vote
;
(c) to obtain ' pairs' for them

if they cannot be present to vote ;

(d) to ' tell,' i.e. count the

members in every party division
;

(e) to ' keep touch ' of opinion

within the party, and convey to

the leader a faithful impression of

that opinion, from which the

latter may judge how far he may
count on the support of his whole
party in any course he proposes

to take.] Also (3) the call made
for attendance at a division, etc.

;

and as verb (or to whip in, or

up).

1836. Dickens, Sketches by Boz.
Sir Somebody Something, when he was
whipper-in for the Government, brought
four men out of their beds to vote in the
majority, three of whom died on their way
home again.

1882. Pall Mall Gaz., 9 Nov. The
Liberal whips have issued a somewhat
similar invitation. Ibid. Urgent whips
have been issued by both sides.

c. 1888. Standard [S.J. and C.]. A four-

line whip has been issued by the Govern-
ment in opposition to the second reading
of Lord Dunraven's Bill for the reform of
the House of Lords.

4. (printers').—A compositor
quick in setting type ; a type-
slinger (which also see).

Verb (common).— 1. To sur-

pass, beat, defeat, overcome

;

hence whipping = defeat: e.g. to

whip the enemy (or give them a

whipping), to WHIP creation,

etc.

d. 1859. De Quincey, Heroditus. A
man without a particle of Greek whipped
. . . whole crowds of sleeping drones who
had more than they could turn to any good
account.
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1892. W. Wilson, Cong. Govt. The
only bond of cohesion is the caucus, which
occasionally whips a party together for

co-operative action.

To whip THE CAT, verb. phr.

(old).—1. To pinch, to be parsi-

monious, mean, stingy.

2. (thieves').—To swindle.

3. (colloquial). — Generic for

quick, smart action : e.g. to WHIP
ON (UP, OFF, OUT, etc.): fre-

quently with an idea of stealth.

Also WHIP, adv. = quickly, in-

stanter.

1360. Sir Gawayn [E.E.T.S.].
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 59. The words
akin to the Dutch and German are . . .

blubber . . . whip off.]

1563. Foxe, Acts and Monuments
(Cattley), viii. 336. [I will] whip on my
clothes.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Whip off, c. to steal, to Drink cleaverly,

to snatch, and to run away. Whipt
through the Lungs, run through the
Body with a Sword. Whipt in at the
Glaze, c. got in at the window.

1700. Farquhar, Constant Couple,
iii. 2. He whips out his stiletto, and I

whips out my bull-dog.

1715. Centlivre, Gotham Election,

i. 4. You all talk it well affore you get in,

but you are no sooner chose in but whip !

you are as proud as the devil.

1748. Richardson, Clarissa, vm.
267. When I came, whip was the key
turned upon the girls.

1837. Marryat, Dog Fiend, xiii.

[He] may . . . whip the whole boiling of
us off to the Ingees.

To DRINK (or LICK) ON THE
w hip, verb. phr. (common).—To
get a thrashing, to taste the whip.

c. 1401. Townley Mysteries, 30. In
fayth and for youre long tarying Ye shal

lik on the whyp.

1576. Gascoigne, Steel Glas
[Arber], 68. Comes naked neede ? and
chance to do amisse ? He shal be sure, to

DRINKE VPON THE WHIPPE.

2. (old).—To go from house to

house to work : chiefly tailors',

but the practice was more or less

common to all trades. Hence
whip-CAT= a tailor: see quot.

187 1.

i8[?]. Goodrich, Remin., 1. 74.
Twice a year, the tailor came to the house
and fabricated the semi-annual stock of

clothes for the male members, this being
called whipping the cat.

1870. Judd, Margaret, iii. Mr.
Hart made shoes, a trade he prosecuted

in an itinerating manner from house to

house, 'whipping the cat,' as it was
termed.

1871. De Vere, Americanisms, 648.

Whipping the cat : an old English phrase,

used only by tailors and carpenters, has

maintained its existence in New England,
Pennsylvania, and a few other States,

where it denotes the annual visit of a tailor

to repair the clothes of a household. It is

said to have originated in a very rough
practical joke, which bears the same name
in Hampshire, England, and of which, it

is surmised, the tailor may have been the

victim (J. R. Lowell). The simple tailors

of former days liked thus to go from house
to house in the rural districts, providing

the families with clothing. The chief

romance for the happy ' Schneider ' was in

the abundant and wholesome cheer of the

farmer who employed him, and as his

annual visits fell in the pudding and
sausage season, he was usually crammed
with that kind of 'vegetables,' as he face-

tiously called them, to his heart's content.

The only objection made to catwhipping,
was that it afforded no opportunity to
' cabbage,' and in former days this was a
serious grievance. The introduction of

large manufacturing establishments, low-

priced ready-made clothing, and the advent

of the sewing-machine, have now nearly

made an end to this itinerant occupation.

The terms catwhipper and catwhipping
were often facetiously, and sometimes very

irreverently, applied to other itinerant pro-

fessions : even ' Schoolmasters'—there were

no 'teachers,' much less 'educators,' in

those benighted days—were called cat-
whippers, when they boarded, as was
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quite usual, in turns with the parents of
their scholars. Itinerating preachers also
were, by the initiated, included in this

category.

1888. St. James's Gazette, 2 May.
Mr. Hugh Haliburton dilates upon the
custom of 'whipping thecat'-z>. work-
ing for people at their houses, as was once
the wont of Scottish tailors. A minister
who fills another's pulpit (for a considera-
tion) is equally said to ' flog pouss.'

3. (modern).—To idle on
Monday ; to keep St. Monday.

3. (common).

—

(a) To get

tipsy : see Screwed: also to
WHIP (JERK or SHOOT THE CAT,
or to cat): also (£)=to vomit.

Hence WHIPCAT, adj.= drunken
(Florio), whipcan (which see)

= a toper : cf. verb, sense 3.

1582. Stanyhurst, sEnid, iii. 367.
With whipcat bowling they kept a myrry
carousing.

1609. Armin, Maids of Morc-cl.
(1880), 70. He baste their bellies and
their lippes till we haue ierk't the cat
with our three whippes.

1630. Taylor, Brood Cormor
\Works, in. 5. 1]. You may not say
hee's drunke . . . For though he be as
drunke as any rat He hath but catcht a
fox, Or WHIPT THE CAT.

1830. Marryat, Kings Own, xxxii.

I'm cursedly inclined to shoot the cat.

4. (old).—To indulge in prac-

tical jokes : spec. (B. E. and
Grose) ' a trick often practised on
ignorant country fellows, vain of

their strength ; by laying a wager
with them, that they may be
PULLED THROUGH A POND BY A
cat ; the bet being made, a rope is

fixed round the waist of the party

to be catted, and the end thrown
across the pond, to which the cat

is also fastened by a pack-thread,
and three or four sturdy fellows

are appointed to lead and whip
the cat ; these, on a signal given,

seize the end of the cord, and
pretending to whip the cat, haul

the astonished booby through the

water.
5

1614. Jonson, Barthol. Fair, i. 4.

I'll be DRAWN WITH A GOOD GIB CAT
through the great pond at home.

TO WHIP THE DEVIL ROUND
the stump, verb. phr. (Ameri-

can).—To make false excuses to

one's self and others for doing

what one likes, to equivocate, to

say, pretend, or do one thing, and
mean, or act differently.

1857. New York Evening Post
[Bartlett]. Jones, you're a clever fellow,

but . . . there is a want of candor now,
I perceive, in the statement of your affairs

. . . you are whipping the devil around
the stump : I see his foot.

Whip-arse, subs. phr. (old).—

A

schoolmaster: cf. Bum-brusher.

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Fesse-

cul, a pedantical whip-arse.

Whip- belly, subs. phr. (provin-

cial).—Thin weak liquor: spec,

bad beer, swipes {q.v.)\ also

WHIP - BELLY - VENGEANCE : cf.

Rot-gut.

1709-10. Swift, Pol. Conv., ii. I

believe the brewer forgot the malt, or the

river was too near him. Faith, it's meer
WHIP-BELLY-VENGEANCE.

Whip- broth, subs. phr. (old).

—

A beating: cf. Hazel-oil,
Thimble-pie, etc.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares].
Where I was ill thought of by my friends,

scorned by my foes, and in conclusion, in

a greater puzzell then the blinde beare in

the midst of all her whip-broth.

Whipcan, subs. (old).—A toper,

tippler, boon - companion : in

orig. of quot. fesse-pinte. See

Whip the cat, 3.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, i. viii.

He would prove an especial good fellow,

and singular whipcan.
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Whip-hand. To have the whip-
hand (or whip-handle), verb,
phr. (colloquial).—To have an
advantage, to be in a position to
command, to have the best of a
matter.

1697. Vanbrugh, yEsofi, v. 1. Now,
what say you, Mr. Flamefire? I shall
have the whiphand of you presently.

d. 1701. Dryden [Century]. The
archangel . . . has the whip-hand of
her.

1884. Century Mag., xxxviii. 932.
Why, what matter ? They know that we
Shall KEEP THE WHIP-HANDLE.

1887. Field, 24 Dec. A scheme to
get the whip-hand over them.

Whiphandle, suds, (old).—See
quot.

1653. Urquhart, Rabelais, 11. xxvii.
These little ends of men and dandiprats
(whom in Scotland they call whip-
handles (manches destrilles), and knots
of a tar-barrel) are commonly very testy
and choleric.

2. See Whiphand.

\NH\P-HER-MHHY,Subs.phr. (old).

—A term of contempt.

Whip-jack, subs. phr. (old).—

A

beggar shamming shipwreck.
Hence a generic term of con-
tempt.

c. 1530. Ponet [Maitland, On Refor-
mation, 74]. Albeit one Boner (a bare
whippe Jacke) for lucre of money toke
vpon him to be thy father, and than to
mary thy mother, yet thou wast persone
Savage's bastarde.

161 1. Middleton, Roaring Girl,
v. 1. A mere whip-jack, and that is, in

the commonwealth of rogues, a slave that
can talk of sea-fight.

c. 1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Whip-Jacks, c. the tenth Order of the
Canting Crew ; Counterfeit Mariners
Begging with false Passes, pretending
Shipwrecks, great Losses at Sea, etc.,

narrow escapes ; telling dismal Stories,

having learnt Tar-terms on purpose, but
are meer Cheats.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, vi.

156. Sir Charles Grandison is none of
your gew-gaw whip-jacks that you know
not where to have.

1791. Bamfylde-Moore Carew,
Oath of Canting Crew. Swaddlers,
Irish toyls, whip-jacks.

Whip- king, subs. phr. (old).

—

One who controls or compels a

king ; a ' king-maker.

'

1610. Holland, Camden, 571.
Richard Nevill, that whip-king.

Whipmaster, subs, (old).—A fla-

gellator : the actual word in the
orig. which has long been recog-

nised as standard English : see

Whipper.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 56. Woe
to our backsides, he is a greater whip-
master than Busby himself.

Whipper, subs, (common, but old).

—Anything super-excellent : cf.

Whopper and Whip, verb.

1530. HEYWoOD,'^<?«r P.'s [Palmer,
Pardoner, Poticary, Pedlar], [Dodsley,
Old Flays (1744), 1. 103]. Mark wel this,

this relique heer is a whipper, My freend
unfayned, this is a slipper Of one of the
seven slepers, be sure.

2. (old).—A flagellant : see

Whipmaster.

d. 1656. Hall, Women's Vail, 1. A
brood of mad hereticks, which arose in the
church ; whom they called Flagellantes,
' the WHIPPERS.'

Whipper-in, subs. phr. (political).—See Whip.

Whipper-snapper, subs. phr.

(common).— ' A very small but
sprightly boy' (B. E., ^.1696);
spec, a precocious callow youth,

or pert girl : always more or less

in contempt. As ^^diminu-
tive, insignificant : also Whip-
ping-snapping.
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1707. Ward, Hud. Rediv., 11. iv. 4.
No sooner had they fix'd their Peepers
Upon the Lifeless Whipper-snappers.

1742. Fielding, Jos. Andrews, iv.

vi. A parcel of Whipper-snapper sparks.

1834. Southey, Doctor, cxxvii.
The dog was frequently detected in all its

varieties, from the lap-dog, who had
passed into the whipper-snapper petit-
maitre, and the turn-spit who was now the
bandy-legged baker's boy, to the Squire's
eldest son, who had been a lurcher.

1860-3. Thackeray, Roundabout
Papers, xv. Though they had seven-
leagued boots, you remember all sorts of
whipping-snapping Tom Thumbs used to
elude and outrun them.

1871. Browning, Balaustions Adv.
There spoke up a brisk little somebody
Critic and whipper-snapper in a rage To
set things right.

Whipping-boy, subs. phr. (old).

—

A boy, companion to a prince,

educated with him, and punished
in his stead.

2. (racing).—A horse finishing

last.

Whipping-cheer, subs. phr. (old).

—Flogging, flagellation, punish-
ment : cf. Belly-cheer.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV.,
v. 4. She shall have whipping-cheer
enough, I warrant her.

1616. Times' Whistle [E.E.T.S.],
13. Your works of supererogation, Your
idle crossings, or your wearing haire Next
to your skin, or all your whipping-cheer.

1647. Herrick, Noble Numbers,
398. Hell is the place where whipping-
cheer abounds.

1661. Davenport, City Night-Cap,
iv. Since there is no remedy but that
whipping-cheer must close up my
stomach, I would request a note from your
grace to the carman to intreat him to drive
apace ; I shall never endure it else.

1675. Cotton, Burlesque upon
Burlesque, 187. For better fare thou
shalt find here Than that same sowre-
sauc'd whipping-cheer.

Whippy, subs. (Scots).—A pert

girl, forward young woman.

Whip-round, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A subscription got up for

any purpose : see Whip, subs.

1887. Echo, 23 Nov. [Her] neigh-
bours, who knew that she had no money,
instituted a whip-round, and soon raised
the necessary amount.

Whipsaw, verb (gaming).—At
faro to win at one turn, to beat

in two ways at once ; hence to

win 'hands down,' to beat an
opponent willy-nilly.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 119.
The blacklegs showed no mercy. They
did not let him win even a few dollars to
encourage him, but either booked the
cards every trip, or else whipsawed him
until he was forced to drop.

Whipshire, subs. phr. (old).—
Yorkshire (B. E., c. 1696).

Whipster, subs, (thieves').
—'A

sharp or subtil Fellow ' (B. E.

,

c. 1696, and Grose) ;
' a sharper

'

(Bailey, 1731); a sly, cunning
BLADE {q.V.) : also (old) WHIP-
STROKE (like whipster) = a term
of abuse.

I S30- Jyl of Brentford's Testament
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 466. We see
WHYrSTROKE],

1602. Shakspeare, Othello, v. 2.

Every puny whipster gets my sword.

d. 1650. Fletcher, Poems, 64. From
Memphis comes a whipster unto thee,
And a Black Indian from the Red Sea.

1697. Vanbrugh, Provoked Wife, v.

3. That young liquorish whipster,
Heartfree.

Whip-sticks, subs. phr. (Stock
Exchange).—The Dunaberg and
Witepsk Railway shares.

Whirligig, subs, (old colloquial).— 1. A whim, caprice, maggot
(q.v.), bee (q.v.).

1635. Shirley, Coronation, iii. The
whirligigs of women.
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d. 1655. Adams, Works, 1. 180. That
every novelist with a whirligig in his
brain must broach new opinions.

2. (old).—Change, 'the turn
of the wheel,' the lapse of time :

in quot. 1721 = Time or the

World in the abstract.

1602. Shaksfeare, Twelfth Night,
v. 1. And_ thus the whirligig of time
brings in his revenges.

d.\Tzx. Prior, Ladle. [The Gods]
gave things their Beginning And set this

Whirligig a spinning.

3. (provincial).—A carriage :

also Whirlicote.

1633. Stowe, Survey ofLondon, 70.

Of old time, Coaches were not known in

this Hand, but Chariots or Whirlicotes,
then so-called.

4. (common). — Applied to

various toys or the like : e.g. (a)

a top or top-like toy, (b) a tee-

totum, (c) a round-about or

merry-go-round: also whirler
and whirl-about ; and (d) a
turnstile.

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Francoyse,
762. I tryll a whirlygig round-aboute
. . . jepirouette ... I holde the a peny
that I will tryll my whirlygig longer
about than thou.

c. 1735. Arbuthnot and Pope, Mar-
tinus Scriblerus. He found that marbles
taught him percussion and whirligigs
the axis in peritrochio.

5. (old military).—An instru-

ment for punishing petty offenders:

a kind of wooden cage, turning

on a pivot, in which the culprit

was whirled round with great

velocity.

Whirrit (Wherret or Whir-
rick), subs. (old).—A blow,

slap, box on the ear. As verb=
to box the ears.

1577. Kendall, Flowers of Epi-
grams. And in a fume gave Furius A
whirret on the eare.

1607. Puritan, iv. 2. Troth, now
I'm invisible, I'll hit him a sound wherret
on the ear, when he comes out of the
garden.

c. 1613. Fletcher, Nice Valour, iv.

How meekly This other fellow here re-

ceives his WHIRRIT.

d. 1713. Ellwood, Life (Howells),
222. Following me at my heels and now
and then giving me a whirret on the ear.

1750. Brooke, FoolofQuality, i. 21.
Harry . . . gave master such a whirrick
that his cries instantly sounded the ne plus
ultra to such kind of diversions.

Whishler, subs, (circus).—A ring-

master.

Whisk, subs, (old).— i. A servant

:

in contempt.

1653. Brome, Novella. This is the
proud braches whiske.

2. (provincial).—An imper-
tinent fellow, SAUCEBOX {q.v.),

BOUNCER (q.V.).

Whisker-bed, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—The face.

1853. Bradley, Verdant Green.
His ivories rattled, his nozzle barked, his
whisker-bed napped heavily.

Whiskers (or Whiskerando),
subs, (common).—A whiskered
person : a jocular salutation,
' Hallo, Whiskers !

' Also
Whiskery and Whiskeran-
doed, adj. [From Don Ferolo
Whiskerandos in Sheridan's
Critic, 1779.]

1834. Southey, The Doctor, clvi.

To what follies and what extravagancies
would the whiskerandoed macaronies of
Bond Street and St. James's proceed, if the
beard once more were, instead of the neck-
cloth, to ' make the man.'

1848. Thackeray, Book of Snobs,
xli. The old lady is as ugly as any lady
in the parish, and as tall and whiskery as
a Grenadier. Ibid. (1862), Philip, xiii.

The dumpy, elderly, square-shouldered,
squinting, carroty, whiskerando of a
warrior who was laying about him so
savagely.
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Whiskey (Tim -whiskey or

Tim my-whiskey), subs, (old).—

A light one-horse chaise without

a hood (Grose).

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
481. In spite of him these youths so frisky,

Went out and hir'd a timmy-whisky.

1774. Foote, Cozeners, i. Ajourney
to Tyburn in a tim-whisky and two would
have concluded your travels.

1809. Byron, Childe Harold, i. 69.

Thy coach of hackney, whiskey, one-

horse chair, And humblest gig through
sundry suburbs whirl.

d.1832. Crabbe, Works, n. 174.

Whiskeys and gigs and curricles.

1834. Southey, Doctor, Interch.xiv.

It is not like the difference between . . .

a whiskey and a tim-whiskey, that is to

say, no difference at all.

1884. Dowell, Taxes in England,
hi. 227. The increased taxation of the

curricle had the effect of bringing into

existence the less expensive gig, a develop-

ment or an imitation of a two-wheeled
carriage known in the country as a
WHISKEY.

Whiskey- bloat, subs. phr.

(American).—A person bloated

from drinking whiskey.

—

(Bart-
LETT.)

Whiskeyfied (or Whiskified),
adj. (common).—Drunk, bemused
with whiskey : see Screwed.

1857-9. Thackeray, Virginians,
xxxviii. The two whiskeyfied gentle-

men are up with her, however.

1872. Black, Adventures of a
Phaeton, xxviii. This person was a sort of

whiskified Old Mortality, who claimed to

have cut all manner of tombstones stand-

ing around.

Whiskey-mill, subs. phr. (Ameri-

can).—A grog-shop, a grocery

with a license.

1870. M'Clure, Rocky Mountains,
55. Piatt City consists of one fair hotel,

several small boarding-houses for opera-

tives, several warehouses, as many stores,

and about forty whiskey-mills, or small

groceries where whiskey, tobacco, and
portable eatables are sold at fabulous
prices.

Whisking, adj. (old).—Large,
great, whopping {q.v.).—
Bailey, 1731.

Whisk-Telt, adj. phr. (provincial).

—Whorish, hot(^.z/.).

Whisky-frisky, adj. phr. (old).—

Flighty, MAGGOTY {q.V.).

1782. Burney, Cecilia, ix. iii. As
to talking in such a whisky-frisky manner
that nobody can understand him, why it's

tantamount to not talking at all.

Whisper, subs, (racing).—A secret

tip {q.v.) : spec, information

passed from mouth to mouth on
the pretence of secrecy. Hence
TO GIVE THE WHISPER = (l) to

blaze abroad a supposed secret,

and (2) to give a quick tip

(Hotten) ; a whisper at the
post= an owner's final instruc-

tions to a jockey.

Verb (common).—To borrow :

spec. small sums. Hence
whisperer= a petty borrower.

Angel's Whisper, subs. phr.

(military).—The call to defaulters'

drill : usually extra fatigue duty.

1899. Wyndham, Queen's Service,

xxxv. Effective measures are taken to

prevent defaulters leaving barracks. . . .

All day long, the bugle sounds at unex-
pected moments the . . . angel's whis-
per . . . when there is some extra fatigue

to be performed.

Pig's-whisper, subs. phr.

(common).— I. A grunt; (2) = a

very short space of time : that

is, as brief as a grunt (Bee) :

also (American) Pig's-whistle.

1836. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxii.

You'll find yourself in bed in something
less than a pig's whisper.

Whispering syl.-slinger, subs,

phr. (theatrical). — A prompter
[that is, ' syllable '-slinger].
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WHISTER - CLISTER (WHISTER-
SNEFET, WHISTER - SNIVET,
WHISTER - TWISTER, or

WHISTER- POOP), subs. phr.
(old).—A thumping blow: spec.

a back-handed blow.

1542. Udal, Erasmus, 112. A good
whistersnefet, truelie paied on his eare.

Whistle, subs, (common). — 1.

The throat, red-lane {q.v.\

Hence to wet (or whet) one's
whistle = to drink {see Wet):
Fr. s'affuter le siffiet.

1383. Chaucer, Cant. Tales,
' Reeves Tale.' As any jay she light

was and jolyf So was his joly whistle
wel ywet.

c. 1400. Townley Mysteries, Pastores.
Had she oones wett hyr whystyll she
couth syng fulle clere.

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Franc,
780. I WETE MY WHYSTELL, as good
drinkers do. Je crocque la pie. Wyll
yOU WETE YOUR WHYSTELL.

1618. Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii.

My whistle once wet I'll pipe. Ibid.
(1622), Beggars Bush, iii. 1. Give the
boy some drink there ! Piper, Whet
your whistle.

1653. Walton, Compleat Angler,
iii. Let's ev'n say grace, and turn to the
fire, drink the other cup to wet our
whistles, and so sing away all sad
thoughts.

d. 1796. Burns, Poems (Globe), 150.

But till we meet and weet our whistle,
Tak this excuse for nae epistle.

2. (common).—A whim, fancy,

caprice ; whence TO pay for
one's whistle = to pay high (or

dearly). [The allusion is to a
story told (1779) by Dr. Franklin
{Works [1836], 11. 182) of his

nephew, who set his mind on a
common whistle, which he bought
of a boy for four times its value. ]

1876. Eliot, Daniel Deronda,
xxxv. I wouldn't destroy any old bits,

but that notion of reproducing the old is a
mistake, I think ; at least, if a man likes

to do it, he must pay for his whistle.

Verb (old).—To inform.

1815. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxiii.

I kept aye between him and her for fear

she had whistled.

TO WHISTLE AND RIDE, Verb.

phr. (tailors'). — To work and
talk.

Phrases. To go whistle=
to go to the deuce, to be dis-

comfited or disappointed ; TO
whistle for a wind=(i) old

salts of a superstitious turn of

mind will whistle for a breeze

during a calm : during a storm
they would not dream of so doing

:

hence to whistle for = to stand

small chance of getting; (2) = a
jocular offer of aid to one long in

commencing to urinate ; at one's
WHISTLE= at call; WORTH THE
whistle sb worth notice, atten-

tion, or a call; TO WHISTLE
DOWN THE WIND= to talk for

talking's sake, to talk idly, or to

no purpose ; as clean as a
WHISTLE = NEAT {q.V.), SLICK
{q.V.).

1547. Heywood, Dialogues. It's a
poor dog that is not worth the whistling.

1604. Shakspeare, Winter's Tale,
iv. 4. 715. This being done, let the law GO
whistle.

1605. Shakspeare, Lear, iv. 2.
*

I

have been worth the whistle.

161 1 . Beaumont and Fletcher, Two
Noble Kinsmen, iii. 5. Ger. Here's a
woman wanting. Count. We may go
whistle ; all the fat's i' the fire.

1760. Johnston, Chrysal, ii. 184.
' Do you not desire to be free ? ' ' Desire !

aye, that I do ; but I may whistle for
that wind long enough before it will blow,'

d. 1763. Shenstone, Poet andthe Dun.
Your fame is secure, bid the critics go
whistle.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
214. She went and fetch'd each nag his

bridle, Then hung the reins upon her
wrist, And whistled while the horses
pist.
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1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 144. If an angel from heaven
were to whisper wisdom in one ear, and
your cousin her mortal chit-chat in the

other, I am afraid the angel might
whistle for an audience.

1849-61. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiii.

Ready at his whistle to array themselves

round him in arms against the commander
in chief.

1863. Gaskell, Sylvias Lovers, iv.

If Measter Cholmley don't do what I ax
him, he may go whistle for my vote, he
may.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 161.
' Well, I will,' replied Jim, 'when I've wet
my whistle.'

Whistle - belly - vengeance,
subs. phr. (common).—Bad beer,

swipes {q.v.)\ hence indifferent

LAP {q.V.) of any kind : cf. WHIP-
BELLY-VENGEANCE.

1 86 1. Hughes, Tom Brown at
Oxford, xli. ' I thought you wouldn't
appreciate the widow's tap,' said East,
watching him with a grin :

' regular
whistle-belly vengeance, and no
mistake.'

Whistle-cup, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A drinking-cup with a

whistle attached : the last toper

capable of using the whistle

received the cup as a prize. Also
a tankard fitted with a whistle, so

arranged as to sound when the

vessel was emptied, thus warning
the drawer that more liquor was
required.

Whistle- drunk, adj. phr. (old).

—Very drunk indeed.

1749. Fielding, Tom Jones, xn. ii.

He was indeed, according to the vulgar
phrase, whistle-drunk ; for before he
had swallowed the third bottle, he became
so entirely overpowered, that though he
was not carried off to bed till long after,

the parson considered him as absent.

Whistle-jacket, subs. phr. (pro-

vincial).—Small beer.

Whistler, subs, (common).— 1.

A broken-winded horse, a
roarer {q.v.).

2. (common).—An unlicensed
vendor of spirits. Hence whist-
ling- SHOP= an illicit dram-shop.

1837. Dickens, Pickwick, xlv. The
turnkey knows beforehand, and gives the
word to the whistlers, and you may
whistle for it wen you go to look. Ibid.
A whistling-shop, sir, is where they sell

spirits.

Whistling- (or Puffing-) billy,
subs. phr. (common).—A loco-

motive.

Whistling-breeches, subs. phr.
(common).—Corduroy trousers.

Whit, subs. (Old Cant).—

A

prison : see Cage : spec. New-
gate.

1676. Warening for Housekeepers
[Farmer, Musa Pedestris (1896), 30]. O
then they rub us to the whitt.

1724. Harper, Harlequin Shep-
pard. He broke thro' all rubbs in the
WHITT.

White, subs, (common).— 1. In pi.

= leucorrhcea.

2. (old).— In//. = white clothes,

vestments, or goods.

1644. Heylin, Life of Laud, 262.
The Dean of our chappel ... in his

d. 1655. Adams, Works, ii. 174. You
clothe Christ with your blacks on earth, he
will clothe you with his glorious whites
in heaven.

1724-7. Defoe, Tour Through
Great Britain, i. 324. Long cloths for the
Turkey trade called Salisbury whites.

1888. Bicycling News, 14 July, 19.

Unless a man can combine cycling and
boating, he should never . . . ride his
machine in whites.
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3. (old archery), —(a) The
centre of a target : Fr. blanc :

formerly painted white : cf.

Bull's-eye. Whence (d) the

object in view, a mark; TO hit
the white= to be right.

1580. Lyly, Euphues and his Eng-
land [Nares]. An archer say you is to be
knowen by his aime, not by his arrowe :

but your aime is so ill, that if you knewe
how farre wide from the white your shaft

sticketh, you would hereafter rather breake
your bowe then bend it.

1593. Shakspeare, Taming of the
Shrew, v. 2. 'Twas I won the wager,
though you hit the white.

c. 1605. Drayton, Mooncalf, 509.
Quoth mother Howlett, you have hit the
white.

1629. Feltham, Parody Jonson's
Ode on Leaving the Stage. As oft' you've
wanted brains And art to strike the white,
As you have levelled right.

1632. Massinger, Emperor 0/ the

East, iv. 4. The immortality of my fame
is the white I shoot at.

c. 1635. Howell, Letters, iii. 3.

Church-Lands were made secular, which
was the White they levell'd at.

4. (colloquial).—In pi.

white of the eyes.

the

1662. Grim the Collier, iii. And he,

poor heart, no sooner heard my news, But
turns me up his whites and falls down
flat.

1682. Barnard, Heylin, clxxx.

Lifting up both his hands and whites to

heaven.

1764. Macklin, Man of the World,
iii. 1. Ay, and I turned up the whites of

my eyes till the strings awmost cracked
again.

Adj. (old and still colloquial

in many senses). — I. Thus
WHITE ( = fair or specious)

WORDS; WHITE ( = lucky) day:
cf Red-letter day ; white
( = excusable) LIE (Grose) ;

white ( = venial) crime ; white
( = friendly) witch; white (

=
honourable) MAN, formerly = fair,

handsome; WHITE (= guiltless)

WAY ; white ( = auspicious)

hour ; white ( = beneficially

levied) mail.

c. 1300. Hymns to Virgin [E.E.T.S.],

72. Y was stalworthe & white.

1369. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1062.

Thou, Minerva the whyte, Gif thou me
wit my letre to devyse. Ibid., ii. 887.

Ye ywis, quod fresshe Antigone the white.
Ibid., iii. 1568. Ye caused al this fare,

Trow I, quod she, for al your wordes
white.

1606. Returne from Parnassus, ii.

6. When he returns, I'll tell twenty
admirable lies of his hawk, and then I

shall be his little rogue, and his white
villain, for a whole week after.

c. 1616. Fletcher, Knight of Malta,
ii. 5. In the white way of virtue and
true valour.

1630. Shirley, Grateful Servant,
ii. 1. Till this white hour these walls

were never proud T'inclose a guest.

1689. Mather, Witchcraft, 5.

There is mention of creatures that they
call white-witches, which do only good
turns for their neighbours.

1715. Addison, Drummer, ii. The
common people call him a wizard, a white-
witch, a conjuror, a cunning man, a
necromancer.

1789. D'Arblay, Diary, iv. 289.

Sir George has told me a lie—a white
lie, he says, but 1 hate a white lie ; if

you will tell me a lie, let it be a black lie.

1815. Scott, Guy Mannering
[Webster]. On the whole the Dominie
reckoned this as one of the white days of
his life. Ibid. (1821), Kenilworth, i. 170.

He was what the vulgar call a white-
witch, a cunning man, and such like.

1834. Edgeworth, Helen, vi. I

wish that word fib was out of the English
language, and white lie drummed out

after it.

1855. Kingsley, Westward Ho, 1.

When he had warts or burns, he went to

the white-witch at Northam to charm
them away.

1861. Reade, Cloister and Hearth
Hi. He spent much of his gains, however,
in sovereign herbs and choice drugs, and
would have so invested them all, but
Margaret white-mailed a part.
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1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 336. The
Thanksgiving festival of that year is

particularly impressed on my mind as a
WHITE DAY.

1884. Century Mag., xxxix. 523.
Why, Miss, he's a friend worth havin', and
don't you forget it. There ain't a whiter
man than Laramie Jack.

1887. St. James's Gazette, 21 May.
At present, when an Irishman is accused in

Ireland of what is called a white-crime
by his fellow-countrymen (such, for

instance, as the murder of a caretaker or a
landlord) the difficulty is not only with the
jury but with the witnesses.

1898. Gould, Landed at Last, iv.

There goes a ' white man ' if ever there
was one. . . . That beard [is] the only
black thing about him.

1900. Lynch, High Stakes, xliii.

She is the one white, beautiful, lovable
creature in all the world—to me.

2. See White-boy.

3. See White -lot.

Verb (old).—To gloss over, to

rehabilitate : also (modern)
whitewash, which spec. = to

clear of debt by process of

the Bankruptcy Court. Hence
whitewash, subs. = a veneer

of respectability ; with white-
washer and whitewashing
as derivatives. Also TO use
one white = (i) to deal fairly

and justly, and (2) to act on the

SQUARE \q.v.).

c. 1616. Fletcher, Bloody Brothers,
iv. 1. Whit'st over all his vices.

1773. Foote, Bankrupt [Oliphant,
New Eng., ii. 186. Among the verbs are
whitewash a creditor].

1817. Scott, Rob Roy, vii. A
white-washed Jacobite . . . had lately

qualified himself to act as a justice, by
taking the oaths to Government.

1844-8. Lowell, Tempora Mutan-
tur. Whitewashed, he quits the poli-

tician's strife At ease in mind, with pockets
filled for life.

1888. D. Teleg., 21 Mar. The
impecunious man could get the Bankruptcy
Court to whitewash him.

1885. Notes and Queries, 28 Nov.,
439. Attempts to whitewash the char-
acter of Richard III. . . . have been
frequent.

1885. Academy, 21 Nov., 342. I

have not aimed altogether at a white-
washing of Bramwell Bronte.

1888. St. James's Gaz., 17 Mar. If
the Sicilian Vespers . . . have not as yet
taken their place in the record of virtue, it

is probably because the whitewasher
has been too busy upon other under-
takings.

1903. D. Teleg., 22 May, 7. 3. I

had not followed the case closely, and did
not know that he was an undischarged
bankrupt. Mr. White had whitewashed
him.

1900. Lynch, High Stakes, xxix. I

don't see why I should give away a fellow
that's used me white.

To SPIT WHITE, verb. phr.
(old).—To expectorate from a
dry but healthy mouth : also to

SPIT WHITE BROTH (or SIX-

PENCES). Fr. cracker des pikes
de dix sous.

1594. Lyly, Mother Bombie, iii. 1

[Nares]. That makes them spit white
broath, as they do.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Hen. IV., i.

2. 237. If it be a hot day, and I brandish
anything but a bottle, I would I might
never spit white again.

1622. Massinger, Virgin Martyr,
iii. 3. Had I been a pagan still, I should
not have spit white for want of drink.

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
iv. vi. He had thought it rather a dry
discourse ; and beginning to spit six-
pences (as his saying was), he gave hints
to Mr. Wildgoose to stop at the first

public-house they should come to.

White-apron, subs. phr. (old).

—

A whore : see Tart.

1599. Hall, Satires, iv. 1. Or
midnight plays, or taverns of new wine,
Hye ye, white aprons, to your landlords
signe.

1 733-7- Pope, Imit. ofHorace. And
some to hunt white-aprons in the park.
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White-ash Breeze, subs. phr.

(boating). — The breeze caused
by rowing : oars are generally

made of white ash.

Whiteboy, subs. (old). — 1. A
generic endearment : also (of a

favourite son) white son : see

White, adj. 1.

1554-63. Foxe, Acts and Monu-
ments, ii. 190. The Pope's own white
son.

1588. Greene, Friar Bacon [Dyce,
Works, 1. 174]. He is great Prince of

Wales. . . . Then ware what is done, For
he is Henry's white son.

161 1 . Beaumont, Knight ofBurning
Pestle, ii. 2. What says my white boy?

1633. Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 4. 'I

know,' quoth I, ' I am his whiteboy and
will not be gulled.'

1640. Two Lancashire Lovers, 19.

Fie, young gentleman, will such a brave

sparke as you, that is your mother's white-
boy, undoe your hopes ?

1641. Milton, Apol. for Smectym-
nus. His first addresse was an humble
remonstrance by a dutifull son of the

Church, almost as if he had said her

WHITE-BOY.

d. 1688. Bunyan [Annandale]. One
Of God's WHITEBOYS.

1774-81. Warton, Hist. Poet., iv.

65. [Nares : T. Warton adds, as an
illustration, that Dr. Busby used to call

his favorite scholars his white boys ; and
says that he could add a variety of other

combinations.]

2. (Irish political).—A member
of a secret political society,

agrarian in character (c. 1759-60).

[Lecky :
' Their object was to

do justice to the poor by restoring

the ancient commons and re-

dressing other grievances.' This

they sought to accomplish by
throwing down fences, levelling

enclosures, and generally destroy-

ing the property of anyone —
landlords, agents, Protestant

clergy, tax or tithe collectors

—

who had made themselves ob-

noxious to the association. They
styled themselves Whiteboys ' be-

cause during their nocturnal

excursions they covered their

usual attire with white shirts.

This disguise was used principally

to enable them while scouring

through the darkness to recognise

each other' (Danim)].

3. (London).—London rioters.

1768. Walpole, Letters, 111. 250.
Those black dogs, the whiteboys or coal-

heavers, are dispersed or taken.

Whitechapel, subs. phr. (com-
mon).— 1. A light two-wheeled
cart, a coster's barrow, a shoful
(a. v.): also Whitechapel-
cart, Whitechapel-brough-
am, and Chapel-cart.

2. (streets'). — Tossing ' two
out ofthree' : cf. Sudden death.

3. See Whitechapel-play.

Whitechapel - play (White-
chapel). Anything mean,
paltry, or unsportsmanlike : cf.

BUNGAY-PLAY.

Whitechapel - portion, subs,

phr. (old).—A clean apron and
an umbrella ; also ' a clean gown
and a pair of pattens ' (Hotten).

1891. Carew, Auto. 0/ Gypsy, 416.
Though she brought me nathink but a
Whitechapel fortin' she were worth
her weight in gold.

Whitechapel-shave, subs. phr.
(common).— See quot.

1S60. Dickens, Uncommercial
Traveller, xxv. Blue-bearded though
they were, and bereft of the youthful
smoothness of cheek which is imparted by
what is termed in Albion a ' Whitechapel
Shave ' (and which is, in fact, whitening
judiciously applied to the jaws with the
palm of the hand), I recognised them.
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White-choker, subs. phr. (com-
mon).— i. A white tie : hence

(2) a parson.

White-crow, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).—A rarity ; hence an
apparent contradiction in terms
which is none the less a fact.

[Albino crows are occasionally

met with.]

White- eye, subs. phr. (American).
—Maize whiskey.

White-feather. See Feather.

Whitefriars. S^Alsatia.

White- horse, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A white -crested dancing
wave.

1849. Kingsi.ey, Life, i. 168. The
bay is now curling and writhing in white
horses under a smoking south-wester.

d. 1888. Matthew Arnold [Hotten].
Now the wild white horses play, Champ
and chafe and toss in the spray. Children,
dear, let us away, This way, this way.

TO BE WHITE-HORSED IN,

verb. phr. (tailors').—To obtain a
berth through influence.

White- house, subs, phr (Ameri-
can colloquial). — The official

residence of the President of
the United States, Washington :

from its colour. Its official

designation is Executive
Mansion {Century).

White-livered, adj. phr. (collo-

quial).—C »wardly, mean. [An
old notion was that cowards had
bloodless livers.]

1548. Latimer, Sermons and Re-
mains, s.v.

1597. Shakspeark, Richard III.,
iv. 4. White-liver'd runagate, what
doth he there? Ibid. (1598), Merchant of
Venice, iii. 2. How many cowards . . .

inward searched Have livers white as
milk?

1600. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv.

1. When they come in swaggering com-
pany, and will pocket up anything, may
they not properly be said to be white-
livered ?

1625. Fletcher, Elder Brother, iv.

3. As I live, they stay not here, white-
livered wretches.

White-lot, subs. phr. (thieves').

—

A silver watch and chain : or

(old) white-stuff (or wedge);
cf. Red. White clock (or

white-'un) = a silver watch
;

white jenny = a foreign-made

silver watch ( Hotten). White-
money = silver ; THE WHITE AND
the red = silver and gold.

SMOOTH-WHiTE = a shilling: see

Rhino.

1369. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1384.
They shulle forgon the whyte and ek
THE REDE.

1628. MlDDLETON, Widow, iv. 2.

A white thimble that I found.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 138.

That night he started a new career, and
'went through' three drunken men lying

out in the Silent Places to the relieving

tune of four pounds sterling, obtained in

the form of silver money and a . . . white
lot.

White Man's Hansom Woman,
subs. phr. (West Indian).—

A

' brown ' or ' yellow ' mistress : a
' black ' smock-servant = WHITE
man's whore : an echo of the
1 colour ' sentiment : cf. a negro
'as black as one's hat' calling

another ' a damned black nigger.

'

White-Moor, subs. phr. (old).

—

A Genoese.

1642. Howell, Forraine Travell,

vii. It is proverbially said, there are in

Genoa mountaines without wood, sea with-

out fish, women without shame, and men
without conscience, which makes them to

be termed the white Moores.

Whiteness, subs. (old). — i.

Chastity: also WHITE (or COLD)
sheets; (2) = nakedness.

Z

/
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1604. Shakspeare, Winters Tale,
\. 2. The purity and whiteness of my
sheets. Ibid. (1605), Cymbeline, i. 6.

Should he make me live . . . betwixt
cold sheets whiles he is vaulting variable
ramps? Ibid., ii. 2. The chastity . . .

WHITER THAN THE SHEETS ! That I

might touch

!

1654. Chapman, Rev. for Honour.
'Twas a rape Upon my honour, more then
on her whitenesse. Ibid. And now I

would not but this devil prince Had done
this act upon Caropia's whiteness.

White-poodle, subs. phr. (obso-

lete tailors').—A rough woolly
cloth.

White-prop, subs. phr. (thieves').

—A diamond scarf-pin : also

SPARKLE- (or SPARK-) PROP.

1879. Horsley, Auto, of Thief
[Macmillan's Mag:, xl. 506]. Pipe his

spark prop.

1888. Sims, Plank Bed Ballad
[Referee, 12 Feb., 3]. A spark prop a pal

. . . and I Had touched.

Whiter, subs. (Harrow School).

—

A white waistcoat : permissible

after three years at the school

:

cf. -ER.

White-satin, (-lace, -tape,
-wine, or -RIBBON), subs. phr.

(common). — Gin : see Drinks
and Tape.

1820. Egan, Randall's Diary. Jack
Randall then impatient rose, And said,
' Tom's speech were just as fine Ifhe would
call that first of goes By that genteeler

name—white wine.'

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. The
'driz fencers,' or sellers of cheap lace,

carried about their persons 'jigger stuffs,'

or spirit made at an illicit still. They sold

it, I've heard them say, to ladies that liked

a drop on the sly. One old lady used to

give three shillings for three yards of ' driz,'

and it was well enough understood, without
no words, that a pint of brandy was part

of them three yards.

White-sergeant, subs. phr.

(common).—A ' breeches-wear-

ing ' wife : THE GENERAL {q.V.),

THE GREY-MARE {q.V.).

White-trash, subs. phr. (negro).

—A poor white : Southern states :

also POOR WHITE FOLK.

1856. Olmsted, Texas [Bartlett].
In social relations, the Negroes are sensi-

tive to the overbearing propensities of a
proprietary who are accustomed to regard
all neighbors out of their own class as
WHITE TRASH.

1856. Stowe, Dred, 11. Of all the
pizen critters that I knows on, these ere
mean white trash is the pizenest. They
ain't got no manners and no bringing up.
Ibid., 1. 271. 'The fact is,' said Mr.
Gordon, ' what with niggers, and overseers,

and white trash, my chances of salvation
are dreadfully limited.'

1866. Atlantic, xviii. 84. Tain't no
use, honey; you don't 'pear to take no
int'res' in yer own kith and kin, no more
dan or'nary white trash.

Whitewash.
verb.

See White,

2. (old).
—

' A glass of sherry as

a finish, after drinking port or

claret' (Hotten).

Whitewash ers, subs, (military).

—The second battalion Glou-
cestershire Regiment, late the

6 1 st Foot.

Whither -go- thee, subs. phr.

(B. E., c. 1696).—A wife.

Whiting. To let leap a
whiting, verb. phr. (old).—To
miss an opportunity.

Whiting-mop, subs. phr. (old).

—

1. A young and pretty girl

;

hence (2) an endearment : also

WHITING.

d. 1525. Skelton, Elinour Rumming.
That can my husband saye Whan we
kysse and playe In lust and in likynge
He calleth me his whiting.
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1637. Massinger, Guardian, iv. 2.

I have a stomach, and could content
myself With this pretty whiting-mop.

1665. Homer a la Mode. He bids
thee without further stops, Arme th'

Greekes, with heads like whiting mops.

WHITING'S-EYE, subs.phr. (old).

—

An amorous glance, SHEEP's-eye
(q.v.).

1673. Wycherley, Gentleman
Dancing Master, iv. 1. I saw him just
now give her the languishing eye, as they
call it, that is, the whiting's eye, of old
called the sheep's eye.

Whitsun-ALE, subs. phr. (old).—
See Ale. Hence Whitsun-
LORD = the master of ceremonies
at a Whitsun merrymaking.

1633. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, Prol.
A cooper's wit, or some such busy spark,
Illumining the high constable and his
clerk, And all the neighbourhood from old
records Of antique proverbs, drawn from
Whitson-lords.

Whittle, verb (old).— i. To con-

fess at the gallows. Also
(thieves') to nose (q.v.), TO
peach {q.v.).

1727. Swift, Clever Tom Flinch. I

must speak to the people a little, But I'll

see you all damn'd before I will whittle.

2. See Whittled.

Whittled, adj. (common). —
Drunk, cut {q.v.) : see Screwed.
Hence whittle, verb= to make
tipsy, and /as subs. — a merry-
making, drinking-bout, etc.

1586. Withals, Diet., 560. In vino
Veritas. When men are well whitled,
their toungs run at randome.

1594. Lyly, Mother Bombie, iii. 3.

The best was, our masters were as well
whitled as wee, for they yet lie by it.

1609. Holland, Ammianus Marcel.
Within the province of Africanus, ruling
over Pannonia Secunda, some boone com-
panions in Sirmium having taken their

cups very liberally untill they were well
whitled, supposing no man to bee by for

to heare their talke, fell freely to finding

fault with the present government.

i6[?]. Ovule's Almanacke, 47.
Taylors shall be patternes and presidents
to sober men, a bushell of wheat to a
tankard of beere, lest they cut their fingers
when they are whitteld.

i6[?]. Harsnett, Popish Impost., x.

3. A Christmas temptation, after the devil
was well whitled.

1628. Verstegan, Rest. Dec. In-
tell., 230. After the Britans were wel
whittled with wine he fell to taunting
and girding at them.

d. 1742. Somervile, Poems, ' Yeoman
of Kent.' A lying-in's expensive too, In
cradles, whittles, spice-bowls, sack.

Whizzer, subs, (provincial).—

A

falsehood (Halliwell).

Whoball (John), proverb (old).

—

See quot.

1614. Terence in English. Se
deludi facile haud patitur. You cannot
easily make him a foole. He is none of
John Whoballs children. Hee will be
abused at no mans hands if he may.

Whole. See Boiling, Team,
and all nouns in the various com-
binations.

Whop, (Wap, Woppe, Whap),
subs, (old literary : now col-

loquial).—A blow. As verb= to

beat.

c. 1360. Alliterative Poems (Morris)
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 63. We find the
new verbs shout . . . wappe, our whop].

c. 1362. York Plays, 326. For a
whapp so he whyned and weasid And §itt

no lasshe to the lurdan was lente.

1862. Thackeray, Philip, xviii.

Bunch had put his boys to a famous school,

where they might whop the French boys
and learn all the modern languages.

Intj. (American).

—

Whack !

(q.v.), Whip! (q.v.), Bang!
(q.v.).

1840. Crockett, Tour, 109. But a
day of payment is coming ; and, if the
money ain't forthcoming, out comes a
Randolph writ, and whap goes your money
and liberty.
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1843-4. Haliburton, Attachi, ii.

I began to think smokin' warn't so bad
after all, when whap went my cigar right

out ofmy mouth into my bosom.

Whopper (Whapper), subs.

(common).—Anything very large,

fine, good : a generic intensive

(Grose) : also whopping = ex-

tremely fine, very large, Ai {q.v.).

[1520. Hazlitt, Pop. Poet., ii. 94.
An admiring woman calls a stalwart youth
a whypper ; in our day she would use
whopper or whacker.]

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 69.
He looks then most formidable ... in his

Fur-cap and whapping large Watch-
coat.

1829. Marryat, Fr. Mildmay, xx.

This is a whopper that's after us.

1847. Robb, Squatter Life, 61. A
whappin' big pan of mush stood in the

centre of a table, and a large pan of milk

beside it, with lots of corn-bread and
butter.

1856. Dow, Sermons, 1. 91. Before

you lie, brethren, make up your minds to

go it strong ; for a little callow fib stands

but a small chance among the big

whoi'PERs. Ibid., in. 21. A few years

ago, whapping great sleeves and big

antecedents were all the rage ; and what a
funny figure our bellies did then cut.

1861. Hughes, Tom Brown at

Oxford, xlvii. There's a whopper rising

not more than ten yards below the rail.

1865. Major Downing, Letters, 67.

We've got only one crib, and that's a
whappin' one too.

1887. Harpers Mag., lxxiii. 213.

But he hardly deserves mercy, having told

whoppers.

1888. St. James s Gaz., 2 Mar. Not
content with two whoppers, as Mr. Jo
Gargery might call them, Surtees goes on

to invent a perfectly incredible heraldic

bearing.

1901. Walker, In the Blood, 23.
' Blime, she's a whopper !

' says Billy.

WHOP-sTRAW(or Johnny Whop-
STRAW), stibs. phr. (common).

—

A countryman, rustic, clod-

hopper {q.v.).

Whore, subs, (once literary: now
low or vulgar).— I. A woman
(orig.) who spread {q.v.) for

hire ; in modern use, a harlot,

strumpet, adulteress, or forni-

catress: see Tart. Hence (2)

a generic term of abuse : of

a woman, chaste or unchaste

:

cf. BLOODY, BUGGER, FUCKING,
and similar expletives. Also
whore's - bird (whoreson ;

whorecop) = (1) bastard, and

(2) a generic reproach) ; and
numerous combinations.

and Exodus1275. Genesis
[E.E.T.S.], 4072. The mestres of thise

hore-man . . . The bidde ic hangen
that he ben.

1280. Ancren Riwle, 316. Ich am a
ful stod mere, a stinckinde hore fl am a
foul stud mare, a stinking whore].

c. 1401. Townley Mysteries, 'Juditium.'

Alle harlottes and horres And bawdes
that procures, To bryng them to lures,

Welcom to my See.

1440. Prompt. Parvulorum, s.v.

Hore, woman, Meretrix. Ibid., s.v.

Horel, or bullowre, Fornicator . . .

leno mechus.

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, iv. 4. Well said; a merry
whoreson, ha ! Ibid. (1596), Hamlet,
v. 2. 64. He that hath kill'd my King
and whored my mother. Ibid. (1598),

2 Henry IV., hi. 2. 193. A whoreson
cold, sir, a cough, sir. Ibid. (1602),

Othello, v. 1. 116. This is the fruit of
whoring. Ibid. (1602), Troilus and
Cressida, ii. 3. A whoreson dog that

shall patter thus with us. Ibid. (1603),

Meas.for M., v. 1. 521. Do not marry
me to a whore.

[602. Marston, Antonio and
)t*m ; ;,, T Vn.w whorish love,

your bouts and

1002. makstun , sinromo ana
Mellida, i. iv. 1. Your whorish love,

your drunken healths, your bouts and
shouts.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe,
ii. 2. The whoreson rich innkeeper of

Doncaster, her father, shewed himself a
rank ostler to send her up at this time a

year, and by the carrier too.

1610. Fletcher, Maid's Tragedy,
v. Thou keptst me brave at Court, and
whor'd me, Then married me.
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161 1. Cotgrave, Diet, s.v., Madame
de rebut, a rascally drab, a whore.

[?]. Mary Ambree [Child, Ballads,
vii. 113]. 'A mayden of England, sir,

never will bee The whore of a monarche,'
quoth Mary Ambree.

d. 1628. J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii.

184. Thou knowst my Wrongs, and with
what Pain I wear the Name of Whore
his Preachment on me pinn'd.

d. 1655. Adams, Sermons, i. 223.
Tamar would not yield to Judah without
a hire. The hire makes the whore.

1694. Plautus made English, 9.

They'd set some sturdy whore's-bird to

meet me, and beat out half a dozen of my
teeth.

1713. Arbuthnot,John Bull. Frog
was a sly whoreson, the reverse of John.

c. 1716. _
Congreve, Juvenal, xi. A

Vestal ravish'd, or a Matron whor'd, Are
laudable Diversions in a Lord.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
183. Brave Diomed, I see Two whores'
birds coming full at thee.

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
iv. ix. Damn you all together for a pack
of whores'-birds as you are.

1857. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-
days, 1. ii. ' Imp'dent old wosbird !

'

says he, ' I'll break the bald head on un.'

Why and Wherefore (The),
subs. phr. (colloquial). — The
reason, cause.

1593. Shakspeare, Comedy of
Errors. Every why hath a wherefore.

1624. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 1.

Dispute learnedly the whys and where-
fores.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 373. When I let him into the
why and the wherefore, he laughed
ready to split his sides.

d. 1897. Jean Ingelow [Century].
The why and the wherefore of it all.

Whoknoweth?

Why- not. To have (or be) at
awhy-not, verb. phr. (old).—To
have, stand, or be in a dilemma

;

to pull up suddenly, to meet with

a sudden check or reverse.

d. 1612. Harington [Nugce Antiq.
(Park), ii. 144]. This game . . . was
like to have been lost with a why-not.

1664. Butler, Hudibras, 11. ii. 528.
And snapp'd their canons with a why-not.
Ibid. ' On Philip Nye's Thanksgiving.'
When the church was taken with a why-
not in the lurch.

Richardson, Grandison, vi.

have you at a
why-not, or I have had.

1753-
[56. Now, dame Sally,

Wibble, subs, (provincial).—Weak
LAP (q.v.); any thin, weak
beverage.

Wibble-wobble, adj. phr. (collo-

quial).—Unsteadily.

Wi bung's - witch, subs. phr.
(Halliwell). — The four of

clubs.

Wicked, adj. (colloquial). — 1.

Roguish, mischievous ; and (2)

amorous, wanton, e.g. a wicked
twinkle in the eye, to look

wicked, etc.

1600. Shakspeare, As You Like It,

iv. 1. That same wicked bastard of
Venus.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 369. Our doctor is rubicund in

the jowl, Efflorescent on the nose, with a
wicked eye at a bumper or a girl.

1849-
i. Pxxvii. Pen looked uncommonly wicked.

Wicket, subs, (venery).— 1. The
female pudendum : see Mono-
syllable.

. . . MS. Addit., 1 2 195. A weket
of the wombe.

2. (common). — The mouth,
GUTTER-ALLEY (ff.V.).

1557. Tusser, Husbandrie, 169.
With hir that will clicket make daunger to

cope, Least quickly hir wicket seeme
easie to ope.
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Widdy, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
widow.

1900. White, West End, 354. If
my name appears there, in the worst place
— I mean, making you a widdy—you must
write to old Rupert.

2. See Widow.

Widdle. See Oliver.

WlDDY-WADDY, adj. phr. (collo-

quial).—Trifling, insignificant.

Wide, adv. (common).— 1. Well-
informed, knowing (a.v.), keen,

alert, up to snuff (q.v.) : also

WIDE-AWAKE and WIDO: cf.

NARROW.

1834. Ainsworth, Rookwood. Two
milling coves, each vide avake, Vere
backed to fight for heavy stake.

1836. The Thieves' Chaunt [Far-
mer, Musa Pedestris (1896), 121]. She's

wide-awake, and her prating cheat, For
humming a cove was never beat.

1836. Dickens, Sketches by Boz,
'Watkins Tottle.' Our governor's wide
awake, he is : I'll never say nothin' agin
him nor no man, but he knows what's
o'clock, he does.

1841. Catlin, North Am. Indians,
1. 71. Bogard . . . was a Yankee and a
wide-awake fellow.

1854-5. Thackeray, Neivcomes, xx.
' Your aunt is a woman who is uncommon
wide awake, I can tell you.' ' I always
knew, sir, that my aunt was perfectly

aware of the time of day,' says Barnes, with
a low bow.

1856. Stowe, Dred, 1. 210. Miss
Harriet had more clothes and more money
than the rest ; because she was always
wide-awake, and looking out for herself.

1874. Mahaffy, Social Life in

Greece, 48. The Homeric Greeks were too

shrewd and wide-awake a people to sow
where they did not reap ; and the increase

of communication, and consequent fre-

quency of visitors, were sure to close

quickly the open door, and the unasked
right of entry.

1877. Horsley, Jottings from Jail.
I got in company with some of the widest
people in London.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 8. But
the knight of the pencil was wide-awake,
and was not to be had with ' kid.' Ibid., 49.
Wide, sir ? I believe yer ! Far too wide
for Honest Bill. Ibid., 120. Although
she was quite the lady In deportment and
in dress, Were you asked, as a wide-'un,
'Shady?' You would have to answer
' Yes.'

2. (old).—Indifferent, wide of

the mark, out of the running,
adrift : hence generic for bad.

1612-5. Hall, Contempt., 'Aaron
and Miriam.' God eyther denyes or defers
the grant of our requests for our good ; it

were wide for us if our suites should be
euer heard.

Wide-awake, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A soft felt hat with a

broad brim. ' So-called (Grose)
because it never had a nap and
never wants one.'

1857. C. Kingsley, Two Years Ago,
Int. ' Then the fairy knight is extinct in

England?' asked Stangrave, smiling.
' No man less ; only he . . . has found a
wide-awake cooler than an iron kettle.'

1861. H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xliii.

She was one of the first who appeared in

the Park in a low-crowned hat—a wide-
awake.

1884. Clark Russell, Jack's Court-
ship, iii. ' My democratic wide-awake,
and the republican cut of my jib,' said he,
looking down at his clothes.

1890. Daily Graphic, 7 Jan., 9. 4.
Then the crowd go mad. Up fly head-
gear, chimney - pot, and wide-a-wake
alike, their owners careless of their fate.

See Wide.

Widgeon, subs, (common),
simpleton : see Buffle.
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Widow, subs. (Old Cant).—The
gallows : see Nubbing-cheat.
Also (Scots) the widdy, and Fr.

veuve (formerly the gallows, now
applied to the guillotine).

d. 1796. Burns, Poems (Globe), 50.

Her dove had been a Highland laddie,

But weary fa' the waefu' woodie !

Widow- bewitch ed, subs. phr.

(old).—A woman separated from
her husband : cf. Grass-widow.

1725. Bailey, Erasmus, 136. They
should see you divorced from your
husband—a widow, nay, to live (a widow
bewitched) worse than a widow; for

widows may marry again.

1863. Gaskell, Sylvias Lovers,
xxxix. Who'd ha' thought of yo'r husband
. . . makin' a moonlight flittin' and leavin'

yo' to be a widow-bewitched.

Wl dow's- MAN, subs. phr. (various).—See quots.

1749. Fielding, Tom Jones, III. vi.

As to Square, who was in his person what
is called a jolly fellow, or a widow's man,
he easily reconciled his choice to the
eternal fitness of things.

1834. Marryat, Peter Simple, vii.

Widow's men are imaginary sailors, borne
on the books, and receiving pay and prize

money, which is appropriated to Green-
wich Hospital.

Widow's-weeds, subs. phr. (old).

— 1. An unmarried mother, a
deserted mistress (B. E. and
Grose).

2. See Weed, 3.

Wife, subs, (prison). — A leg-

shackle.

AS MUCH NEED OF A WIFE AS
A DOG OF A SIDE-POCKET, phr.

(old). — ' Said of a weak, old

debilitated man ' (Grose).

Wife in water-colours,
subs. phr. (common).—(1) A
morganatic wife ; and (2) a

mistress or concubine : cf. Fr.

collage a la detrempe.

Wifey, subs, (colloquial).—A wife

an endearment.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 66.

wifey was out.

As

Wiffle-woffle, subs, (common).
—In pi. = the stomach-ache,

sorrow, THE DUMPS {q.v.) :

generic.

Wig, verb (North Country Cant).

— 1. 'To move off, go away'
(Hotten).

2. (colloquial).—To rate, scold,

'carpet': spec, 'to call over the

coals' publicly. Whence wig-
ging = a public rebuke or re-

primand: ear-wigging = a more
or less private calling over the

coals.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Leg., 11.

386. If you wish to 'scape wigging, a
dumb wife's the dandy.

1888. Echo, 26 Mar. So alarmed at

the prospect of being wigged from home.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 84. They
both had a wigging at Marylebone For
attempting to kiss a policeman.

1002. Pall Mall Gaz., 26 July, 2. 2.

' Discipline must be maintained,' and now
that the lads know that they are not to

suffer for a crime they never committed

they will not mind the C.-in-C.'s wigging.

Wig- block, subs. phr. (common).

—The head.

WiGSBY, subs, (old).—A jocular

appellation for a man wearing a

wig: cf. Rudesby, Four-eyes,

Barnacles, etc. (Grose).

Wild, subs, (tramps').—A village,

the country: cf.
' Weald.'

[1598. Shakspeare, i Henry IV., ii.

1. 60. A franklin in the Wild of Kent.]

Wild-brain, subs. phr. (old).—

A

harebrain, silly, SOFT (a.v.) fellow.
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1608. Middleton, A Mad World,
My Masters, i. 1. I must let fly my civil

fortunes, turn wild-brain, lay my wits
upo' th' tenters, you rascals.

Wild- cat, adj. phr. (American
commercial).— Reckless, hazard-

ous, unsound : orig. applied to

banking enterprises of doubtful

(if of no worse) character : cf.

Blue - pup, Red - dog, etc.

[Bartlett : A bank in Michigan
had a large vignette on its notes

representing a panther, familiarly

called a Wild-cat. This bank
failed, a large amount of its notes

were in circulation, which were
denominated Wild-cat money,
and the bank issuing them the

Wild-cat bank. Other banks
stopped payment soon after, and
the term became general in

Michigan, to denote banking
institutions of an unsound
character.] Hence Wild -CAT
CURRENCY, SCHEMES, etc.

1842. Clavers, Forest Life, 1. 91.

We had to sell some of our land to pay
taxes on the rest,—and then took our pay
in Wii.d-cat money that turned to waste
paper before we could get it off our hands.

1858. Baltimore Sun, 8 July. Cer-
tain it is that we are overrun with a wild-
cat CURRENCY.

1877. Galaxy, 632. When the
Yankee mind stoops to criminal pursuits,

it is likely to manifest itself in the way of

bank forgeries, embezzlements, or the
formation of petroleum bubbles or wild-
cat banking institutions.

1896. Lillard, Poker Stories, 56.

He went to the bartender and got a lot of
wild-cat money, wrapped it around with
a couple of twenties, and put some fives in

the middle.

1901. Free Lance, 9 Feb., 471. 1.

Old ladies sell out of Consols to raise

money with which to gamble in a wild-
cat mining company, and end as depen-
dents on the chanty of theii friends.

Wild- dell, subs. phr. (Old Cant).

—A DELL (q.v.)ox girl begotten

and born under a hedge.

Wild - goose, subs. phr. (old

military).—A recruit for the Irish

Brigade in the service of France
in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries.

Wild-goose Chase, subs. phr.

(common).—The pursuit of any-
thing unprofitable or absurd ; a
blind hunt. [Dyce : Orig. ' a
kind of horse-race, in which two
horses were started together, and
whichever rider could get the

lead, the other was obliged to

follow him over whatever ground
he chose to go.']

1595. Shakspeare, Romeo and
Juliet, ii. 4. If our wits run the wild-
goose chase, I have done ; for thou hast
more of the wild-goose in one of thy wits,

than I have in my whole five.

d. i6so. Fletcher, Poems, 202. No
hints of truth on foot? no sparks of grace?
No late sprung light to dance the wild-
goose chase?

Wild Indians (The), subs. phr.

(military).—The Prince of Wales's

Leinster Regiment (Royal Cana-
dians). Both battalions trace

some sort of connection with the

Indians of N. America and the
' Indians ' of the East : the first

battalion having formerly been
the 100th Foot, an expression of

Canadian loyalty at the time of

the Mutiny, and the 2nd battalion,

the 109th (Bombay Infantry)

Regiment, originally raised by
the Hon. East India Company.

Wild Irishman (The), subs. phr.

(railway). — The evening mail

train between Euston and Holy-
head : cf Flying Dutchman,
etc.

Wild- mare, subs. phr. (old).—The
nightmare.
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TO RIDE THE WILD MARE,
verb. phr. (old).—To play at see-

saw.

1580. Sidney, Arcadia, ii. With
that, bestriding the mast, I gat by little

and little towards him, after such manner
as boys are wont, if ever you saw that
sport, when they ride the wild mare.

1598. Shakspeare, 2 Henry IV., ii.

4. 268. And RIDES THE WILD MARE with
the boys.

l6ll. COTGRAVE, Did. TO RIDE
the wild-mare, as children who, sitting
upon both ends of a long pole or timber-log
(supported only in the middle), lift one
another up and downe.

WlLD-OATS, subs. phr. (colloquial).

— I. Youthful pranks or folly

;

hence (2) a rake or debauchee.
To sow one's wild oats = to

indulge in folly or dissipation,

and (by implication) to grow
steady.

d. 1570. Becon, Works (1843), 240.
The tailors now-a-days are compelled to
excogitate, invent, and imagine diversities

of fashions for apparel, that they may
satisfy the foolish desire of certain light

brains and wild oats, which are altogether
given to new fangleness.

1573. Tusser, Husbandrie, 17.
Bridle wild otes fantasie.

1576. Touchstone of Complexions,
99. We meane that wilful and unruly
age, which lacketh rypeness and discretion,

and (as wee saye) hath not sowed all

theyr wyeld oates.

1602. How a Man may Chuse a
Good Wife [Nares]. Well, go to, wild
oats ! spendthrift, prodigal.

1616-25. Court and Times James I.,

ii. 85. [A youth is called] the wild oats
of Ireland.

Ray, Proverbs [Bohn (1893),1670.

178], s.v.

1696. B. E., Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v.

Oats. One that has sold his wild oats,
or one having run out of all, begins to take
up and be more staied.

b. 1707. Durfey, Pills to Purge, &=c.

(1707), ii. 276. Sow your wild Oats,
And mind not her wild Notes.

1785. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.
Oats, he has sowed his wild oats, he
is staid, or sober, having left off his wild
tricks.

1858. Lytton, What Will He Do
With It? viii. v. Poole had picked up
some wild oats—he had sown them now.

1874. Siliad, 108. Assorted hosts
Besiege the Hebes of the Old Blue Posts,
Push in to patronise the Barnes called
Ned—Barnes, where, alas ! wild oats are
garnered.

1891. Lie. Vict. Gaz., 23 Jan. Dad's
very kind, and makes me a good allowance
that I may sow my wild oats, but I seem
only to buy more.

Wild- rogue, subs. phr. (Old
Cant).—A thorough-paced thief;

a rogue brought up to stealing

from infancy.

Wild Train, subs. phr. (railway).

—A train not on the time-tables

of the road, and therefore irregu-

lar, and 'not entitled to the
track,' as the railroad phrase is,

as against a regular train.

William, subs, (commercial).—An
acceptance. To MEET SWEET
William = to meet a bill on pre-
sentation.

Willow, subs, (cricketers').—

A

1892. Cassell's Sat. Jour., 21 Sep.,
13. 2. For nearly ten years I earned a
living—and a good one—by ' wielding the
willow ' and hunting the leather.

2 (old). — Mourning. Hence
TO WEAR THE WILLOW = to
lament the dead.

1595. Shakspeare, 3 Henry VI.,
iii. 3. 228. Tell him, in hope he'll prove a
widower shortly, I'll wear the willow
garment for his sake.

c. 1615. Fletcher, Night Walker, i.

We see your willow and are sorry for't,

And though it be a wedding we are half
mourners.
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Willy-nilly (Will I, Nil I, etc.),

phr. (old).—Willing or unwilling,

nolens vo/ens, ' Whether I will or

not.' As ^'.—vacillating: see

Nilly - willy and Shilly-
shally.

1563. Foxe, Acts and Monuments
(Cattley), 556. Wil'd she, nil'd she.

1590. Spenser, Faery Queen, 1. iii.

43. With foule reproaches and disdaineful

spight Her vildly entertaines ; and will or

nill, Beares her away upon his courser

light.

1593. Shakspeare, Taming of
Shrew, ii. 1 . Your father hath consented
That you shall be my wife

;
your dowry

'greed on ; And will you, nill you, I

will marry you.

1607. Beaumont, Woman Hater,
iii. 4. Will she, nill she, she shall

come Running into my house.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, x.

If I thought myself bound to doctor the

man willy-nilly, as you do, I would
certainly go to him.

1877. Tennyson, Harold, v. 1.

Some one saw thy willy-nilly nun Vying
a tress against our golden fern.

Wilt, verb (London).

-

away, bunk (q.v.).

-To run

Win (or Wyn, or Wing), subs.

(Old Cant).—A penny ; id. : see

Rhino and Nose-and-chin.

1608. Dekker, Lantkorne and
Candlelight [Grosart, Works (188 ), iii.

203]. Or nip a boung that has but a win.

1823. Bee, Diet. Turf, s.v. Scud-
dick—is used negatively ;

' not a scud-
dick '—not any brads, not a whin, empty
dies.

1900. Flynt, Tramps. Just go and
get a shave now, Jim. I'll give you a
wing (penny) if you will.

Winchester-goose, subs. phr.

(old).— 1. A bubo ; (2) a person

thus infected ; and (3) generally

in contempt. [The stews {q.v.)

in Southwark were, in the 16th

century, under the jurisdiction of

the Bishop of Winchester. ] Also

Winchester-pigeon.

1585. Nomenclator, 439. A sore in

the grine or yard, which if it come by
lecherie, it is called a Winchester goose,
or a botch.

1594. Shakspeare, i Henry IV., vi.

i. 3. [Of the Bishop of Winchester] Win-
chester goose, I say, a rope, a rope.

Ibid. (1602), Troilus and Cressida. v. 11.

It should be now, but that my fear is this,

Some galled goose of Winchester would
hiss.

1606. Chapman, Mons. D'Olive, iv.

The court is the only school of good
education, especially for pages and waiting
women. Paris, or Padua, or the famous
school of England called Winchester
(famous I mean for the goose)—are but
belfries to the body or school of the court.

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Clapoir
. . . Winchester goose.

1618. Rowley, Curefor a Cuckold,

F. had belike some private dealings with

her, and there got a goose.—The cunning
jade comes into court, and there deposes

that she gave him true Winchester
measure.

d. 1637. Jonson, Execr. of Vulcan
[Works, vi. 410]. The Wincestrian
goose, Bred on the Bank in time of
popery, When Venus there maintain 'd her
mystery.

Wind, subs, (old literary: now
colloquial or vulgar).— I. Breath,

lung-power ; and 2. (pugilists')

the stomach : i.e. ' below the

belt,' a forbidden point of attack

in legitimate boxing. Hence
winder= anything that deprives

one of the power of breathing
;

TONAPAWiNDER = (i)tobehung,
and (2) get a settler (q.v.).

c. 1362. York Plays, 258. Woman,
thy wordis and thy wynde thou not waste.

Ibid., 335. [A man after hard work says

that] me wantis wynde.

c. 1469. Coventry Mysteries, 226. My
wynde is stoppyd, gon is my brethe.

. . . Political Poems [Furnivall],

79. Ye noye me soore in wastyng al this

wynde For I haue seide y-noughe, as

semethe me.

1525-37- [Ellis, Letters.} My wind
was short.
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1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives,
iv. 5. 104. If my wind were but long
enough to say my prayers, I would repent.

Ibid. (1598), 2 Henry IV., i. 2. Is not
your voice broken, your wind short?

1859. Matsell, Vocab., ' Hundred
Stretches.' Some rubbed to wit had
NAPPED A WINDER.

i860. Holmes, Professor, ii. How
they spar for wind, instead of hitting from
the shoulder.

d. 1870. Dickens [Century]. He pats
him and pokes him in divers parts of the
body, but particularly in that part which
the science of self-defence would call his

Phrases. To take wind =
to be known, to transpire

;

TO SAIL NEAR (or CLOSE TO)
THE wind= (i) to take every
risk, and (2) to border on mal-

practice ; TO RAISE THE WIND=
to borrow (or procure) money :

usually by shift, flying a kite
(q-v.), or bills of accommodation

;

TO GO DOWN THE WIND = tO

decay; to slip one's wind= to

die; to take the wind= to

gain an advantage ; to have
one in the wind = to under-
stand a person ;

' Is the wind in

that door? '
=

' Is that so ?
'

; wind
ENOUGH TO LAST A DUTCHMAN
A WEEK= enough and to spare

;

BETWEEN WIND AND WATER=
in a vulnerable spot : spec,

(venery) to get shot be-
tween WIND AND WATER =
to be seduced, to receive (or

get) a man ; down the wind
= verging towards ruin or decay

;

THE WAY THE WIND BLOWS =
the position of a matter, the
state of affairs ; THREE (more or

less) sheets in the wind (see

Sheets); in the wind= (i)

astir, afoot ; and (2) a matter of

surmise or suspicion ; TO CARRY
THE wind = to be high-spirited

or mettlesome : properly of horses

tossing the nose as high as the

ears ; to have the wind of
= to keep strict watch ; too
near the wind= mean, stingy
(nautical).

1546. Heywood, Proverbs, 502. He
KNEW WHICH WAY THE WINDE BLEW.

1564. Udal, Erasmus, 318. ' Why,'
quoth Pompeius, ' is the winde in this
doore, that except Lucullus were a man
geuen to delices, Pompeius might in no
wise continue alive ?

'

d. 1592. Greene, Looking-Glass for
London, 121. Thras. I am come to
entreat you to stand my friend, and to
favour me with a longer time, and I will

make you sufficient consideration. Usurer.
IS THE WIND IN THAT DOOR ?

1593. Shakspeare, Titus Andron.,
iv. 2. My son and I will have the wind
of you.

1609. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii. 3.

Go to, there is something in the wind,
I see.

1620. Fletcher, Philaster, iv. 1.

Shot him between wind and water.

d. 1663. Bramhall, Works, iii. 507.
The wind is gotten into the other
door since we were prosecuted and de-
cried as Pelagians and enemies of grace.

1680. Fannant, Hist. Edward II.,

11. He had hit his desires in the Master-
vein, and struck his former Jealousie
between wind and water, so that it

sunk in the instant.

1742-4. North, Life of Lord Guil-
ford, i. 101. If the lords had sat in the
morning, the design to be executed at one
o'clock might have taken wind.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 55. Ordonnez had not got wind
of our affair.

1810. Crabbe, Borough, Letter 3.
The Curate. An angry dealer, vulgar,
rich and proud, Thinks of his bill, and
passing, raps aloud ; The elder daughter
meekly makes him way— ' I want my
money, and I cannot stay ; My Mill is

stopt ; what, Miss ! I cannot grind, Go tell

your Father he must raise the wind.'

1812. J. and H. Smith, Rejected
Addresses, 136. So when to raise the
wind some lawyer tries, Mysterious skins
of parchment meet our eyes.

1821. Combe, Dr. Syntax, in. iii.

Fortune at present is unkind, And we,
dear sir, must raise the wind.
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1830. Marryat, King's Own, x.
1 My master, who always looked out for a
rainy day, had collected these rings as a
sort of stand-by, to raise the wind when
required.'

1836. Dana, Before the Mast, xxxiii.
This was an immense sail, and held wind
ENOUGH TO LAST A DUTCHMAN A WEEK
—hove to.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends.
And turn up their noses at one who could
find No decenter method of raising the
wind?

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist.
What the blazes is in the wind now?

1853. Notes and Queries, 1 S. vi.

486. Seamen who whistle at sea to
RAISE THE WIND.

1859. Farrar, Julian Home, iv.

Miss Sprong . . . seeing how the wind
lay, had tried to drop little malicious hints.

1869. Whyte-Melvii.le, M or N,
124. Dick . . . "began to surmise that
this young lady had been raising the
wind, as he called it, and to wonder for

what mysterious purpose she could want
so large a sum.

1874. Siliad, 32. And though it's

sailing very near the wind, Monarch's
prerogative can loose or bind.

1885. Field, 17 Oct. Indications are
not wanting to show which way the
wind blows.

1892. CasselFs Sat. JI., 5 Oct., 43. 2.

Half-a-dozen coats are of no immediate
use toa man who is content with one,
unless it be to raise the wind, and the
same remark applies to boots.

1902. Pall MallGaz., 10 Ap., 2. 2.

Even our sardonic Chancellor of the
Exchequer must have been moved to a
grim smile at some of the extraordinary
expedients for raising the wind with
which he has been credited.

To wind one's cotton, verb,

phr. (common).—To give trouble.

TO WIND UP THE CLOCK, verb,

phr. (venery). — To possess a
woman : see Greens and Ride
(see Tristram Shandy).

Wind-bag, subs. phr. (common).

—

An incessant frothy talker: also

Gas-bag.

1889. Sportsman, 19 Jan. Hereafter
he can have the newspapers to himself,
and with that windbag Mitchell 1 fill them
with guff and nonsense, but I won't notice
them.

Winding-sheet, subs. phr. (col-

loquial).—Grease (or wax) drip-

pings guttering down the side

of a candle : deemed an omen
of death by the superstitious

(Grose) : cf. Thief.

1859. Dickens, Tale of Two Cities,

ii. 4. He . . . fell asleep ... a long
winding-sheet in the candle dripping
down upon him.

Wind-jammer, subs. phr. (nauti-

cal).— 1. A sailing vessel : cf.

Smoke-stack.

1902. Athenceum, 8 Feb., 177. 1.

1903. Hyne, Filibusters, xviii. As
a purser on a steamboat I had always held
a fine contempt for sailor-men on wind-
jammers.

2. (theatrical). -

wind instrument.

-A player on a

Windmill J. P., phr. (obsolete

Australian).—Formerly used in

New South Wales for any J. P.

who was ill-educated and supposed
to sign his name with a cross ( x ).

Window, subs, (common).— 1. In
pi. =the eyes, the peepers (a.v.).

2 (old).—A blank space in a

writing.

d. 1556. Cranmer, Works, ii. 249. I

will therefore that you send unto me a
collection thereof, and that your said
collection have a window expedient to set

what name I will therein.

Goldsmith's-window, subs,

phr. (Australian mining). — A
rich working in which the gold

shows FREELY.

See Turn.
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Window-bar, subs. phr. (old).

—

In //. = Lattice - work on a

woman's stomacher, or MODESTY -

PIECE {q. v. ).

1609. Shakspeare, Timon ofAthens,
iv. 3. Those milk-paps That through the
window-bars bore at men's eyes.

Win dow- blind, subs. phr. (com-
mon.—A periodicity-cloth, sani-

tary towel,' menstrual rag.

Window-dressing, subs. phr.
(commercial). — Manipulation of

figures and accounts to show ficti-

tious or exaggerated value :

brought into prominence during
the trial of Whitaker Wright for

fraud in connection with the

balance-sheets of the London
and Globe Corporation (1904).

Window - fishing, subs. phr.
(thieves').—Entering a house by
means of a window.

Wind-pudding, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—Air. TO LIVE ON WIND-
PUDDING = to go hungry.

1900. Flynt, Tramps, 141. I have
known them live on ' wind puddin'.'

Windstopper, subs, (thieves').

—

A garotter.

Windsucker, subs. (old).— I. A
querulous fault-finder, grizzle-
guts (g.v.); one ready to catch
another tripping or to 'pick
holes

'
; one on the lookout for

a blemish or weak spot.

1603. Chapman, Iliad, Preface. But
there is a certain envious windsucker
that hovers up and down.

1880. Swinburne, Shakspeare, 55.
It would be something too extravagant for
the veriest windsucker amongst commen-
tators to start a theory that a revision was
made of his original work by Marlowe
after additions had been made to it by
Shakspeare,

Windward. To get to the
WINDWARD (or WINDWARD SIDE)
OF ONE, verb. phr. (common).

—

To get an advantage, the better

of one, or the best position.

Windy, adj. (colloquial).—Talka-
tive, boastful, vain. Windy -

wallets = a noisy prater, vain
boaster, romancing yarnster.

Win E, subs. (University).—A wine-
drinking party.

1847. Tennyson, Princess, iv. A
death's-head at the wine.

1849. Kingsley, Alton Locke, xiii.

He disappeared every day about four to
'hall ' ; after which he did not reappear
till eight, the interval being taken up, he
said, in ' wines ' and an hour of billiards.

1887. Echo, 5 Sep. Surely such a
wine was never given at Oxford in any
gentleman's room.

Wine- BAG, subs. phr. (common).

—

A drunkard who makes wine his

special tipple {g.v.).

WlNEY, adj. (common).—Drunk:
see Screwed.

Wing, subs, (prison).— 1. A quid
or thereabouts of tobacco.

1882. Greenwood, Gaol Birds. A
piece as large as a horse-bean, called a
chew,' is regarded as the equivalent for

a twelve-ounce loaf and a meat ration, and
even a morsel—a mere taste that can only
be laid on the tongue and sucked like a
small sweetmeat (it is called a wing, and
is not larger or of more substance than a
man's little finger-nail), is 'good' for a
six-ounce loaf.

Verb (colloquial). — 1. To
wound slightly : orig. to shoot in

the arm or shoulder.

2. (theatrical).—To undertake
a part at short notice and study
it in the 'wings.'

Wink. See Eye j Forty ; Tip.
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Winker, subs, (common).— i. The
eye ; and (2) in//. = eyelashes.

Winking. Like winking, adv.
phr. (common).—Very quickly.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Leg.,
' Witches' Frolic* Old goody Jones All
skin and bones, Follows like winking.

d. 1845. Hood, Sailor's Apology for
Bow-legs. Both my legs began to bend
LIKE WINKIN*.

1861. Dickens, Great Expectations,
xxi. Nod away at him, if you please,

LIKE WINKING.

1883. Graphic, 17 March, 287. 1.

Nevertheless, this solid fare disappeared,
with the beer, like winking.

Winks, subs. pi. (streets').—Peri-

winkles.

Winter-cricket, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A tailor.

Winter-hedge, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A clothes-horse.

WIPE, subs, (old).— 1. A hand-
kerchief: orig. wiper = a hand
towel, but see quot. 1624 (B. E.
and Grose).

1624. Jonson, Masque of Owls.
Wipers for their noses.

1830. Moncrieff, Heart ofLondon,
i. 1. Rummy Spitalfields wipes.

1837. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,
' The Forlorn One.' This here warment's
prigged your wipe.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, ix.

' And what have you got, my dear ? ' said

Fagin to Charley Bates. ' Wipes,' replied

Master Bates, at the same time producing
four pocket-handkerchiefs.

1861. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xxxv.
'But what is clyfaking?' said Charles.
'Why, a prigging of wipes, and sneeze-
boxes, and ridicules, and such.'

2. (common).—A blow ; liter-

ally or figuratively. As verb=
to strike: e.g. a wipe over( = a
rap) over the knuckles.

1577. Guevara, Letters (Hel-
lowes), 235. Since you were the first

that layde hand to weapon, the fault is

not mine if I haue happened to giue you a
wype.

1589. Nashe [Grosart, Works, i.

232]. A wipe over the shins.

1695. Congreve, Love for Love, iv.

He was woundy angry when I giv'n that
wipe, he hadn't a word to say, and so I

left'n.

1705. Vanbrugh, Confederacy, v. 2.

That's a wipe for me now, because I did
not give her a new year's gift.

1733. Swift, On Poetry. To
statesmen would you give a wipe, You
print it in Italic type.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
16. Or else your jaws may get a wipe.

1843-4. Haliburton, Attache", xxvi.
Father . . . gave me a wipe . . . that
knocked me over and hurt me properly.

1900. Kipling, Stalky &> Co., 224.
' Mary'll weep sore when she knows we're
leaving,' said Beetle. 'She gave me a
awfull wipe on the head last time,' said
Stalky.

Phrases. To wipe one
down = (i) to flatter, (2) to

pacify ; to wipe off a score =
to pay one's debts ; TO wipe a
person's eye = (i) to shoot game
which another has missed, (2) to

gain an advantage through skilful

manipulation ; TO wipe the
other EYE = to take another
drink ; to wipe out= to kill, to

exterminate ; to wipe one's
nose = to cheat ; TO WIPE UP THE
floor with one = to completely
demolish an adversary; TO wipe
a person's nose {see Nose,
adding quots. 161 1 and 1622).

1611. Chapman, May-day [Anc. Dr.,
iv. no]. 'Sfoot, lieutenant, wilt thou
suffer thy nose to be wip'd of this great
heir ?

1622. Fletcher, Spanish Curate,
iv. 5. Most finely fool'd, and handsomely,
and neatly, Such cunning masters must be
fool'd sometimes, sir, And have their
worship's noses wip'd, 'tis healthful, We
are but quit.



Wire. 359 Wishy-washy.

1854. Report of Com. of Indian
Affairs. They [the Camenches, Apaches,
and others] had met for the purpose of
forming their own party, in order, as they
in their strong language said, to wipe out
all frontier Indians they could find on the
plains.

1858. Alta Californian, July. The
Pima Indians have got up another quarrel
with the Apaches, and have mustered up-
wards of a thousand warriors to give battle.

It is their determination to wipe out the
Apaches, or, as they express it, to eat them
up entirely, which is a consummation
devoutly to be wished.

1857. New York Times, Nov.
1 Letter from Utah.' The Mormon militia

under Brigham Young intend to take a
stand at the pass in the mountains near
Bear River, with the certainty of wiping
out the U.S. forces sent against them.

1861-5. Robinson, Kansas, 222. We
are coming to Lawrence, said the Mis-
sourians, in a few days, to wipe out the
damned abolition city, and to kill and
drive off every one of the inhabitants.

1870. Medbury, Men and Mysteries
of Wall Street, 138. To wipe out a stock
operator is a Wall-Street phrase, and means
to entangle him in a stock transaction until

he loses his footing and fails utterly. It is

one of the malignancies and cruelties of
the street.

1887. Henley and Stevenson,
Deacon Brodie, i. 3. I'll mop the floor
up with him any day, if so be as you or
any on 'em '11 make it worth my while.

1888. Detroit Free Press, Aug. The
Scroggin boy was as tough as a dog-wood
knot. He'd wipe up the ground with
him ; he'd walk all over him.

Wire, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
telegram. Also as verb.

2. (thieves').—An expert pick-

pocket : see Thief.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., 1.

410. He was worth ,£20 a week, he said,

as a wire.

1862. Mayhew, Crim. Prisons, 46.
Buzzers who pick gentlemen's pockets, and
wires who pick ladies' pockets.

To WIRE IN (or away), verb,

phr. (common).—To set to with
a will, to apply oneself perse-

veringly and zealously.

1888. Fort. Rev., N.S., xliii. 93. In
one fashion or another he keeps wiring
away.

1900. Nisbet, Sheep's Clothing, 132.
She's a fine girl . . . and I think Mr.
Lupus won't object to me hanging my hat
up there. I'll wire in and convert her
first, though.

Wired Up, adj. phr. (Americana-
Irritated

;
provoked.

Wire-puller (or -worker), subs,

phr. (political).—A manipulator
of party and other interests,

working by means more or less

secret ; a political intriguer.

Hence to pull the wires=
to exercise a commanding secret

political influence. Also wire-
pulling, subs.

1848. New York Mirror, 5 June.
Philadelphia ... is filled with wire-
pullers, public opinion manufacturers,
embryo cabinet officers, future ambassa-
dors, and the whole brood of political

make-shifts.

1858. Nat. Intell., 20 Sept. The
wire-workers in convention had a deep
interest in a particular suit at law, to

which their candidate was pledged to give
a judgment in their favor, in case of
being the judge.

1874. SiHad, 69. They and their

fathers, and their fathers' sires, Had worked
the oracle and pulled the wires.

1879. Froude, Ccesar, 369. It was
useless now to bribe the Comitia, to work
with clubs and wire-pullers.

Wishy-washy, adj. (colloquial).

—

Weak, insipid, ROTTEN {q.v.).

1748. Smollett, Rod. Random,
xxiv. A good seaman he is as ever stept

upon forecastle, and a brave fellow as ever
crackt bisket—none of your Guinea-pigs,
nor your fresh-water wishv-washy, fair-

weather fowls.

1801. Dibdin, // Bondocani, iii. 3.

None of your wishy-washy sparks that
mince their steps.

1855. Kingsley, Westward Ho, viii.

If you are a coffin, you were sawn out of
no wishy-washy elm-board, but right

heart-of-oak.



Wisker. 360 Wittol.

1857. Trollope, Barchester Towers,
xli. The wishy-washy, bread-and-butter
period of life.

1876. Hindley, Cheap Jack, 192.
Mo and his man were having a great
breakfast ... off a twopenny buster and
a small bit of butter, with some wishy-
washy coffee . . .

1881. Braddon, Asphodel, xx. A
year hence she will have lost all that
brightness, and will be a very wishy-
washy little person.

1 891. Harry Fludyer at Cambridge,
18. Papa did not care for it much when I

sang it the first time, and said it was
wishy-washy; but he knows nothing
whatever about music. The only song he
ever did care about was ' Annie Laurie

'

;

I think it was because mother always
sang it.

Wisker, subs, (old).—A lie.

1694. Plautus made English, 9.

Suppose I tell her some damned wisker
;

why, that's but m' old Dog-trick.

Wisp. To give (wear, or show) a
wisp, verb. phr. (old).—A wisp,

or small twist, of straw or hay,

was often applied as a mark of

opprobrium to an immodest
woman, a scold, or similar

offenders; even the showing it

to a woman was, therefore,

considered as a grievous affront.

It was the badge of the scolding

woman, in the ceremony of

SKIMMINGTON (q.V.).

1567. Drant, Horace, vii. So
perfyte and exacte a scoulde that women
might give place, Whose tatling tongues
had won a wispe.

1595. Shakspeare, 3 Henry VI., ii.

2. A wisp of straw were worth a thousand
crowns, To make this shameless callat

know herself.

1628. Earle, Microcos. (Bliss), 278.
[Of a scold.] There's nothing mads or
moves her more to outrage, then but the
very naming of a wispe, or if you sing or

whistle while she is scoulding.

1632. Rowley, New Wonder [Anc.
Dr., v. 266J. Nay worse, I'll stain thy
ruff; nay, worse than that, I'll do thus.
[Holds a wisp.] M.^ Fost. Oh my heart,
gossip, do you see this ? was ever Woman
thus abus'd ?

Wittol, subs, (old).—A husband
who knows of, and endures his

wife's unfaithfulness ; a contented
cuckold. As verb = to make a
wittol. [Skeat : From woodwale
(a bird whose nest is often in-

vaded by the cuckoo, and so has
the offspring of another palmed
off on it for its own ; like Cuckold,
from Cuckoo.]

1513-25. Skelton Works (Dyce),
ii. 178 [Oliphant, New Eng., i. 394.
The old Wittol in the guise of a wetewold
is now first used in its evil sense].

1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives,
ii. 2. Amaimon sounds well ; Lucifer,
well ; Barbason, well ; yet they are
devil's additions, the names of fiends

!

But cuckold, wittol, cuckold ! The
devil himself hath not such a name

!

1597. Hall, Satires, i. 7. Fond
wittol that wonld'st load thy witless
head, With timely horns before thy
bridal bed.

1611. Cotgrave, Diet., s.v. Jannin.
A wittall ; one that knowes, and bears
with, or winks at, his wives dishonesty.

r62i. Burton, Anat. MeIan., 44.
To see ... a Wittol wink at his wife's

dishonesty, and too perspicuous in all

other affairs.

1624. Davenport, City Nightcap,
i. 1. He would wittol me With a
consent to my own horns.

1631. Lenton, Characters, 32. A
cuckold is a harmelesse horned creature,
but they [his horns] hang not in his eies,

as your wittals doe.

1638. Ford, Fancies, ii. 1. Mark,
Vespucci, how the wittol Stares on his

sometime wife ! Sure he imagines To be
a cuckold by consent is purchase Of appro-
bation in a state.

1641. Wit's Recreations. Thy stars

gave thee the cuckold's diadem : If" thou
wert born to be a wittol, can Thy wife
prevent thy fortune ? foolish man

!

1693. Congreve, Old Batchelor, v.

6. Sharp. Death ! it can't be—an oaf, an
ideot, a wittal.



Wiwi. 3^1 Wollop.

Wiwi, subs. (Australian). —

A

Frenchman. [That is, Ouz, Out /]

1845. Wakefield, Adventures in

New Zealand, i. 94. If I had sold the

land to the white missionaries, might they

not have sold it again to the Wiwi (French-

men) or Americans ?

1857. Huksthouse, New Zealand,
the Britain of the South, i. 14. De
Surville's painful mode of revenge, and the

severe chastisement which the retaliatory

murder of Marion brought on the natives,

rendered the Wee-wees (Oui, out), or

people of the tribe of Marion, hateful to

the New Zealanders for the next half-

century.

1859. Thomson, Story 0/New Zea-
land, i. 236. Before the Wewis, as the
French are now called, departed.

1873. Carleton, Life of Henry
Williams, 92. The arrival of a French
man-of-war was a sensational event to the

natives, who had always held the Oui-
oui's in dislike.

1 88 1. Percy Porno, 207. Has [sic]

the Weewees puts it.

Wobble. See Wabble.

Wobbler, subs, (military). — An
infantryman.

Wobble-shop, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A shop where intoxicants

are sold without a license.

Wolf, verb (common).—To de-

vour ravenously : hence WOLFER
= a greedy feeder or guzzling

tosspot : also a wolf in the
stomach = famished ; TO keep
THE WOLF FROM THE DOOR= tO

keep hunger and want at bay.

1513-25. Skelton, Works (Dyce),
ii. 132. To KEPE THE WOLFE FROM THE
DORE.

1645. Howell, Familiar Letters.
Indeed tis very fitting that hee or shee
should have wherwith to support both,
according to their quality, at least to

KEEP THE WOOLF FROM THE DOOR, Other-

Wise 'twere a meer madnes to marry.

1705. Buckingham, Works, 11. 127.

I am no stranger, says she, to your cir-

cumstances, and know with what difficulty

you KEEP THE WOLF FROM YOUR DOOR.

1885. Field, 4 Ap. Wolfing down
some food preparatory to fishing.

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 118. He
just placed him 'gainst a shutter, and then
fired i him in the gutter, But the worn-out
whiskey wolfer calmly slumbered through
it all.

Phrases. Dark as a wolf's
mouth (or throat) = pitch

dark; to cry wolf= to raise

a false alarm ; to have a
WOLF BY the ears {see quots.)

;

TO SEE A WOLF= (l) to lose

one's voice, and (2) to be seduced
(Fr. avoir vu le loup).

d. 1655. Adams, Works, m. 249. He
that deals with men's affections hath a
wolf by the ears ; if we speak of peace,
they wax wanton ; if we reprove, they
grow desperate.

1742-4. North, Lord Guildford, ii.

2. He found himself so intrigued that it

was like a wolf by the ears ; he could
neither hold it, nor let it go ; and, for

certain, it bit him at last.

1767. Fawkes, Idyll. Theoc, xiv.

'What ! are you mute?' I said—a wag-
gish guest, ' Perhaps she's seen a wolf,'
rejoin'd in jest.

1823. Scott, Quentin Durward,
xviii. ' Our young companion has seen
a wolf,' said Lady Hameline, alluding to

an ancient superstition, ' and has lost his

tongue in consequence.'

WOLFE'sOwu, subs. pAr. (military).

—The first battalion of The
Loyal North Lancashire Regi-

ment, late the 47th Foot ; the

black worm in the gold lace is

in memory of the Hero of

Quebec.

Wolverine State (The), subs,

phr. (American).— Michigan : its

inhabitants are Wolverines.

Wollop. See Wallop.

? A



Woman. 362 Wooden-spoon.

Woman, subs, (colloquial).— 1. A
term of abuse ; spec, a harlot.

Whence to woman (or woman-
ize) =(1) to scold or abuse, and
(2) to whore ; to play the
woman = to be addicted to the
practice of men ; to be as
WOMEN WISH WHO LOVE THEIR
lords = to be pregnant ; TO
MAKE AN HONEST WOMAN {see

Honest) ; woman of the
TOWN = a harlot; WISE woman
=a midwife; woman's broker
=a bawd ; to make one a
woman= to deflower; to en-
joy a woman = to possess her:
see Enjoy.

1648-50. Brathwayte, Barnaby's
Jo, 9. Where I drank and took my
Common In a Tap-house with my
Woman.

1705. Ward, Hud. Red., 11. ii. 5.
To starve, beg, steal, or play the woman
[i.e. the whore].

1740. Richardson, Pamela, ii. 268.
She called her another time fat-face, and
womaned her most violently.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 392. Scipio and myselfwere . . .

very soon to have the satisfaction of
becoming

_
fathers : our lasses were as

women wish to be who love their lords.

2. See Tail.

Wonner. See One-er.

Woodcock, subs. (old). — 1. A
simpleton : see Buffle.

c*
I593

-'

Shrew, 1.

ass it is

!

Shakspeare, Taming of
O this woodcock ! what an

1614. Overbury, Characters, M. 2.

He cheats young guls that are newly come
to towne ; and when the keeper of the
ordinary blames him for it, he answers him
in his owne profession, that a woodcocke
must be plucked ere it be drest.

2. (common).—A tailor.

Woodcock's - cross, subs. phr.
(old).—Penitence for folly: cf.

Weeping-cross, etc.

1630. Taylor, Works [Nares]. At
Westminster, where such a coyle they
keepe : Where man doth man within the
law betosse, Till some go croslesse home
by Woodcocks crosse.

Woodcock's - head, subs. phi-.

(old colloquial).—A pipe. [Early
pipes were frequently so fashioned. ]

T 599-
#
Jonson, Ev. Man Out of

Humour, iii. 3. Sav. O peace, I pray
you, I love not the breath of a woodcock's
head. Fastid. Meaning my head, lady ?

[i.e., meaning to call me a fool?] Sav.
Not altogether so, sir ; but as it were fatal

to their follies that think to grace them-
selves with taking tobacco, when they
want better entertainment, you see your
pipe bears the true form of a wood-cock's
head.

Wooden-fit, subs. phr. (common).
—A swoon.

Wooden-legged mare, subs.phr.
(old).—The gallows : see Nub-
bing-cheat.

Wooden-nutmeg State (The),
subs. phr. (American).—Cincin-
natti.

Wooden - overcoat (or -sur-
tout), subs. phr. (old).—A coffin.

Wooden - ru ff, subs.phr. (old).

—

The pillory.

Wooden -spoon, subs. (Cam-
bridge). — The student last on
the list of mathematical honours.
See Tripos, Gulf, Twelve
Apostles, Wrangler, etc.

1823. Grose, Vulg. Tongue [Egan].
Optime. The senior and junior optimes
are the second and last classes of Cam-
bridge honours conferred on taking a
degree. That of wranglers is the first.

The last junior optime is called the
Wooden Spoon.



Wooden-sword. 363 Word.

Wooden-sword. To wear the
wooden - SWORD, verb. phr.

(provincial).—To overstand the

market.

Woodman, subs, (common).— 1.

A carpenter, chips {q.v.).

2. (old).—Awencher, mutton-
monger {q.v.).

Wool, subs, (common). — Hair :

cf. the wheezes, ' He has no wool
on the top of his head in the

place where the wool ought to

grow
'

; and ' Keep your wool
on '= don't get angry, keep quiet.

As verb— to rumple or towsle the

hair.

Phrases. More squeak
than wool= more noise than

substance ; great cry and
little wool= ' Much ado about
nothing ' : see Cider ; to pull
THE WOOL OVER ONE'S EYES=
to impose upon, deceive, delude,

or use the pepper-box {q.v.)',

TO GO WOOL GATHERING = to

indulge in idle fancies, act

stupidly.

c. 1475. Fortescue [Notes and
Queries, 7 S. vi. 186]. And so his hygh-
nes shal haue thereoff but as hadd the man
that sherid is hogge, muche crye and
LITILL WOLL.

1579. Gosson, School of Abuse
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 605. There
occurs run a woolgathering].

1621. Burton, Anat., 1. ii. His
wits were woolgathering as they say.

d. 1655. Adams, Works, 1. 477. But if

you compare his threatenings and his after

affections you would say of them, as that
wise man shearing his hogs : Here is a
great deal of cry, but a little wool.

1742-4. North, Lord Guildford.
For matter of title he thought there was
more squeak than wool. Ibid., ii. 326.
The stir about the sheriff of London . . .

was much squeak and no wool, but an
impertinent contention to no profit,

c. 1796. Wolcot, Works, 135. Yet
thou may'st bluster like bull-beef so big

;

And, of thy own importance full, Exclaim,
1 Great cry and little wool !

' As
Satan holla'd when he shaved the pig.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 201. At first there was much cry
but little wool ; for we had no luck at

finding cullies.

1898. Lillard, Poker Stories, 102.

That bad Westerner was a bungler. I

could have given him points at his own
game. Nevertheless, he was clever

enough to full the wool way down
over the eyes of the three other men.

Wool-bird, subs. phr. (common).
—A sheep.

Woolfist, subs. (old).—A term of

reproach.

1606. Wily Beguilde, Prol. Out,
you sous'd gurnet, you woolfist ! begone,
I say, and bid the players despatch, and
come away quickly.

WOOL- HOLE, subs. phr. (tramps').

—A workhouse : see Large
House.

Wooston, adv. (Christ's Hospital).

—Very : that is ' whoreson ' {see

Whore) : e.g. ' a wooston jolly

fellow,' ' I'm wooston chaffy.'

Word. A word and a blow,
subs. phr. (old).—Immediate
action : as adj. = instantly.

1710. Swift, Pol. Conv., i. Nev.
Pray, Miss, why do you sigh? Miss. To
make a fool ask, and you are the first.

Nev. Why, Miss, I find there is nothing
but a word and a blow with you.

1753. Richardson, Grandison, iy.

206. My cousins are grieved : they did
not expect that I would be a word and a
blow, as they phrase it.

1839. Mrs. Trollope, Michael
Armstrong-, iv. Mr. Joseph Parsons had
a Napoleon-like promptitude of action,

which the unlearned operatives described

by calling him a word-and-blow.



Work. 364 Wright.

Work, verb (thieves').—To steal.

Fr. travailler ; Sp. trabajar.

Phrases. To make work=
to cause (or make) a disturbance,

kick up a shindy {q.v.)\ TO
work the oracle= to man-
oeuvre, to victimise.

World. All the world and
his wife, subs. phr. (common).
—Everyone.

1709-10. Swift, Polite Conversation,

Hi. Miss. Pray, Madam, who were the

company? Lady Sm. Why there was
THE WORLD AND HIS WIFE.

1766. New Bath Guide, Letter xiii.

How he welcomes at once all the world
and his wife, And how civil to folk he
ne'er saw in his life.

1865. Dickens, OurMutualFriend,
1. xvii. All the world and his wife
and daughter leave cards. Sometimes
the world's wife has so many daughters
that her card reads rather like a mis-

cellaneous lot at an auction.

Worm, subs. (common). — A
policeman.

Worm - crusher, subs. phr.

(military).—A foot soldier: cf.

Mudcrusher.

W. P. See Warming-pan.

Wrap- rascal, subs. phr. (Old

Cant).—A cloak, or coat.

1753. Adventurer, 101. Some of

them had those loose kind of great-coats

on, which I have heard called wrap-
rascals.

1853. Wh.-Melville, Digby Grand,
xix. Cram on a wrap-rascal and a

shawl choaker. Never mind the gold-

laced overalls and spurs.

1860-3. Thackeray, Roundabout
Papers, xviii. There is the cozy wrap-
rascal, self-indulgence, how easy it is.

1898. Whiteing, John St., xxiv.

The humble individual in slouch felt and
threadbare wrap-rascal.

Wren, sztbs. (military).—A prosti-

tute frequenting the Curragh

Camp.

1869. Greenwood, Seven Curses of
London. These creatures are known in

and about the great military camp and its

neighbourhood as wrens. They do not

live in houses or even huts, but build for

themselves ' nests ' in the bush.

Wretch. Poor wretch, subs,

phr. (provincial). —A term of

endearment.

WORM- FENCE, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can).—A zig-zag rail-fence; a

Virginia-fence (q.v.).

1839-40. Irving, Wol/ert's Roost,
1. We drove Master Jack about the

common, until we had hemmed him in an
angle of a worm fence.

25

WORRICROW, subs. (old). — A
scarecrow.

. . . Naylor, Reynard the Fox, 39.
What a worricrow the man doth look !

Worth. See Bean; Candle;
Cent ; Cracker ; Curse

;

Fig ; Fly ; Game ; Louse ;

Nutshell ; Pear ; Rap ;

Straw ; Turd, etc., etc,

Wretchcock (or Wrechock),
subs. (old).—A puny, insignificant

person, a poor wretch.

Wriggling-pole, subs. phr.

(venery).—Thepenis : see Prick.
TO WRIGGLE NAVELS = tO COpu-

late : see Greens and Ride.

c. 1720. Durfey, Pills to Purge, etc.

(1720), vi. 91. 'The Jolly Tradesmen.'
But if my Oven be over-hot, I dare not

thrust it in, Sir; For burning of my
Wrigling-Pole, My Skill's not worth a
Pin, Sir.

Wright (Mr.), subs. phr. (prison).

—A warder acting as go-between

for a prisoner and his friends.



Wringle-gut. 365 Wrong.

Wringle-gut, subs. phr. (com-

mon).—A nervous, fidgety man.

Wrinkle, subs. (old).—Anew idea,

useful hint, cunning trick, smart

dodge.

d. 1555. Latimer, Works, ii. 422.

And now what manner of man do you
make me, Master N., when you note me
to be so much abused by so ignorant a
man, so simple, so plain, and so far with-

out all WRINKLES?

iSf?]. Narratives ofthe Reformation
[Camden Soc], 102. Palmer as he was a
man symple and withoute all wrvncles
off cloked colusy-one, opened to hym his

whole intent.

1580. Lyly, Euphues and his
England, 389. They are too experte in

loue hauing learned in this time of their

long peace euery wrinckle that is to be
scene or imagined.

1709-10. Swift, Pol. Conv., i.

Lady Ans. Have a care, Miss ; they say
mocking is catching. Miss. I never heard
that. Nev. Why then, Miss, you have
one wrinkle; more than ever you had
before.

c. 1876. Music Hall Song, 'You're
More Than Seven.' I know you're a little

bit artful, old boy, And up to a wrinkle
or two.

Writerling, subs. (old). — An
author of the baser sort, a petty

journalist.

1802. Taylor [Robberd, Memoir,
1. 420]. Every writer and writerling of
name has a salary from the Government.

Writings. To burn the writ-
ings, verb. phr. (old). — To
quarrel.

Wrokin, subs.

woman.
(old). —A Dutch

Wrong. In various combinations
and phrases : e.g. Wrong in
the upper-storey= crazy ; IN
the wrong box = mistaken,
embarrassed, in jeopardy ; THE
WRONG END OF THE STICK = the

worst of a position, the false of a

story; to wake up the wrong
passenger= to make a mistake

in the individual, 'to get the

wrong sow by the ear ' ; TO
LAUGH ON THE WRONG SIDE OF
THE MOUTH= to cry ; TO GET
OUT OF (or RISE OUT OF) THE
WRONG [or RIGHT) SIDE OF THE
bed (or right side) = a happy
augury (or the reverse).

1554. Ridley (' Foxe,' 1838), vi. 438.

Sir, quoth I, if you will hear how St.

Augustine expoundeth that place, you
shall perceive that you are in a wrong
box.

1588. J. Udall, Distrephes, 31. I

perceive that you and I are in a wrong
box.

1596. Jonson, Ev. Man in Humour,
ii. 1. He has the wrong sow by the
ear, i' faith ; and claps his dish at
the wrong man's door.

1605. Chapman and Jonson, East-
ward Ho, ii. 1. You have the sow by
the right ear, sir.

1607. Marston, What you Will
[Works (1633), sig. Rb]. You rise on
your right side to-day, marry.

1614. Terence in English [Nares].

C. What doth shee keepe house alreadie ?

D. Alreadie. C. O good God : we rose
on the right side to-day.

c. 1620. Fletcher, Women Pleased, i.

[s.v., near end of act].

1633. Machin, Dumb Knight, iv. 1.

Sure I said my prayers, ris'd on my right
side ... No hare did cross me, nor no
bearded witch, Nor other ominous sign.

1664. Butler, Hudibras, 11. iii. 580.

You have a wrong sow by the ear.

1714. Lucas, Gamesters, 65. But
tho' he laugh ; 'twas on the wrong side
of his mouth.

d. 1731. Ward, Merry Observations,

June. Those that happen to have the
wrong sow by the ear will be very apt

to curse the shortness of the Vacation.

1751. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle,

xliii. ' That, I grant you, must be con-

fessed : doctor, I'm afraid we have got

into the wrong box.'
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1771. Smollett, Clinker [Saints-
bury (1900), i. 81]. you know, my dear
friend, how natural it is for us Irishmen to
blunder, and to take the wrong sow by
THE EAR.

1811. Lex. Bal., s.v. Laugh.

1823. Grose, Vulg. Tongue, s.v.

Laugh.

1826. Buckstone, Death Fetch, i.

4. Snapsch. (Aside.) And have a
pretty family of them about my ears the
first time I'm left alone in the dark, who
would soon make me laugh on the
other side of my mouth, I fancy.

1836. Marryat, Midshipman Easy,
x. ' Take care your rights of man don't
get you in the wrong box—there's no
arguing on board of a man-of-war.'

1837. Carlyle, Diamond Necklace,
iii. By and bye thou wilt laugh on the
WRONG SIDE OF THY FACE.

Wrong-'un, subs. phr. (common).
—Generic for anything bad : e.g.

a spurious note, base coin, whore,
welsher, a horse intended to be
PULLED (q.v.), and so forth.

1889. Sporting Times, June 29.

Isabel and Maudie knew the Turf and all

its arts—They had often blewed a dollar
on a WRONG 'un.

1896. Farjeon, Betray. John Ford-
ham, iv. 299. ' All wery true, guv'nor,
wus luck—but it don't make black white,

'cause I'm a wrong 'un.'

_ 1898. Pomes from Pink 'Un [Advt.
facing front inside cover]. Do not invest

money ... on Stiff 'uns, Wrong 'uns or
Dead 'uns.

1902. D. Telegraph, 11 Feb., 10. 7.

Do you consider that all possible pre-

cautions are taken against welshers?

—

Yes. A welsher can be had up for fraud,
and anyone who is known as a wrong
one is excluded from the racecourse.

Wrought-shirt. See Histori-
cal Shirt.

Wry- not. To shead wry-not,
verb. phr. (provincial).—To out-

do the devil.

Wuggins, subs. (Oxford Univer-
sity). — Worcester College;
BOTANY-BAY (q.V.).

Wusser, subs, (bargees').—A canal
boat.

Wuzzle, verb (American).—To
jumble, muddle, mix.

1869. Stowe, Oldtown, 63. He
wuzzled things up in the most singular
way.
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TO TAKE ONE
X (or LETTER
X), verb. phr.

(police).— To se-

cure a violent pri-

soner : two con-

stables firmly

grasp the collar

with one hand, the captive's arm
being drawn down and the hand
forced backwards over the holding

arms ; in this position the pri-

soner's arm is more easily broken
than extricated.

X-leg, subs, (common).

—

In pi. =
Knock knees.

XMAS, subs, (colloquial).—Christ-

mas : frequently pronounced
1 eksmas. ' See Christmas.
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o -Y, insep. suffix

(Manchester
Grammar School).
— Mathy = ma-
thematics ; CHEM-
my = chemistry

;

gymmy = gym-
nastics ; etc.

Yack, subs, (thieves').—A watch.

To church (or christen) a
yack = to change the case, or

substitute a fictitious inscription,

in order to prevent identification.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab., ii.

57. At last he was bowled out in the very
act of nailing a yack.

1857. Ducange Anglicus, Vulg.
Tongue, 38. He told me as Bill had
flimped a yack.

1868. Doran, Saints and Sinners,

II. 290. The [thieves] church their
yacks when they transpose the works of

stolen watches to prevent identification.

Yaff, verb (colloquial).—To talk

pertly: also yaffle. [Properly

yaff= to bark or yelp.]

Yaffle, subs, (provincial).—An
armful.

Verb (Old Cant).— 1. To eat

(Halliwell).

2. (colloquial).—To snatch, to

pilfer, to take illicitly.

3. .S^Yaff.

Yahoo, subs. (common). — A
generic reproach : spec, a rough,

brutal, uncouth character. In
America= a back - country lout,

a greenhorn (Bartlett). [A
name given by Swift in his Gulli-

ver's Travels (1726) to a race of

brutes, described as having human
forms and vicious and degraded
propensities. They were subject

to the Houyhnhnms, or horses

endowed with human reason.]

As adj. = boorish, loutish, un-

couth.

1772. Graves, Spiritual Quixote,
iv. x. To see a noble creature start and
tremble at the passionate exclamation of a
mere yahoo of a stable-boy . . . equally
excites my pity and my indignation.

d. 1790. Warton, Newmarket, 170
That hated animal, a Yahoo squire.

1 861. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, lv.

' And what sort of fellow is he?' said

Lord Saltire ; 'a Yahoo, I suppose?'
1 Not at all ; he is a capital fellow, a
perfect gentleman.'

1900. Savage, Brought to Bay, v.

You frontier yahoos know nothing but
herding cattle.

Yallow. See Yellow.

Yam, subs.

grub (g.v.).

(nautical).—Food
;

As verb = to eat.

Yank, subs. (American).— 1. A
Yankee {q.v.) :

' an abbreviation

universally applied by the Con-
federates to the soldiers of the

Union armies ' (Bartlett).
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1890. Scribner's Mag-., 242. 'He'd
ev shot him, if he hadn't skedaddled.'
'Well, sir I what fur?' 'Oh, jest jaw-
hawkin' a Yank, and burnin' his heouse
down.'

2. (provincial).—In pi. — leg-

gings.

Verb (colloquial).— I. Generic
for quick, sharp, or jerking

motion ; to bustle, twitch, snatch,

move quickly, work smartly

;

usually with along, over, out, etc.

As subs, (or YANKER) = a smart
stroke, jerk, or twitch ; YANKING
= active, pushing, thorough-
going ; TO YANK THE BUN=' to

take the cake' {q.v.).

181 8. Hogg, Brownie of Bodsbeck,
xiv. I gae . . . him a yank on the haffat
tell I gart his bit brass cap rattle against
the wa'.

1825. Scott, St. Ronans Well, ii.

I cannot bide their yanking way.

1870. Whitney, Sights and In-
sights, xxix. A yanking old horse and a
wretchedly uncomfortable saddle.

1880. Clemens, A Tramp Abroad.
He moistens his hands, grabs his property
vigorously, yanks it this way, then that.

1888. Kipling, Only a Subaltern.
When the butt of a room goes on the
drink, or takes to moping by himself,

measures are necessary to yank him out
of himself.

1890. Warner, Their Pilgrimage,
201. I don't see the fun of being yanked
over all the United States in the middle
of August.

1891. Janvier, Aztec Treasure-
house, x. I guess th' best thing we can do
is t' yank our traps out of that cave an'
get started again.

1893. Milliken. 'Arry Ballads, 77.
Yank on to one gal, a fair screamer.

1900. Flynt, Tramps, 278. The
watchman scouted around, and found
three of them in a box-car, and yanked
'em all up.

2. (colloquial).—To chatter,

scold, nag ; to talk fast and in-

cessantly. Hence yankie = a
chatterbox, one who talks ' nine-

teen to the dozen.'

Yankee (Yan key or Yanky), subs.

(American). — 1. A citizen of
New England ; 2. (mostly
European) = a native of the

United States: also Yankee-
doodle. Also as adj. with
derivatives such as Yankeedom,
Yankeefied, Yankeeism, etc.

[Of dubious and much-discussed
derivation : see quots. and adj.

sense.] Yankee-nation = the

United States. [Century. The
word acquired wide currency dur-

ing the war of the rebellion as a

nickname or contemptuous epithet

among the Confederates for a
Union soldier, the confederates

themselves being in like spirit

dubbed Johnnies or Rebs by the

Union soldiers : see Yank.]

1765. Oppression [Webster]. From
meanness first this Portsmouth Yankey
rose, And still to meanness all his conduct
flows.

1768. Boston Jour, of the Times,
Sept. [The first mention in print of the
famous air.] Those passing in boats
observed great rejoicings, and that the
Yankee Doodle song was the capital

piece in the band of music.

1775. Gordon [Letter quoted in

Notes and Queries (1852), 57]. They [the

British troops at Concord and Lexington]
were roughly handled by the Yankees, a
term of reproach for the New Englanders,
when applied by the regulars.

1809.
__

Irving, Knickerbocker, 276.
Codfish, tinware, apple-brandy . . . wooden
bowls, and other articles ofYankee barter.

1822. Heckewelder, Indian Na-
tions, 132. No doubt the word was the
first effort of the Indians to imitate the
sound of the national name of the English,
which they pronounced Yengees. The
Indians 'say they know the Yengees [i.e.

the New Englanders], and can distinguish
them by their dress and personal appear-
ance, and that they were considered as less

cruel than the Virginians, or Long Knives.
The English proper they call Saggenash.

'

1848. Cooper, Oak Openings, xxviii.

The sobriquet of Yankees which is in
every man's mouth.
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1856. Stray Yankee in Texas, 113.
The Colonel whittled away at a bit of stick
in the most Yankeefied way possible.

i8[?]. Trumbull [Bartlett]. The
name [Yengees or Yenkees] was origin-
ally given by the Massachusetts Indians to
the English Colonists, being the nearest
sound they could give for 'English.'
It was afterwards adopted by the Dutch
on the Hudson, who applied the term
in contempt to all the people of New
England. During the American Revolu-
tion, it was eagerly caught at by the
British soldiers.

i8[?]. Trumbull [Bartlett]. When
Yankies, skill'd in martial rule, First put
the British troops to school.

1848. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1 S.,

Int. We have the present Yankee, full

of expedients, half-master of all trades,

inventive in all but the beautiful, full of
shifts, not yet capable of comfort. Ibid.

(1862), 2 S. iv. Ez ef we could maysure
stupenjious events By the low Yankee
stan'ard o' dollars and cents.

d. 1852. Moore, Diary, vii. 231. Ap-
proaching very fast the sublime of
Yankeeism.

d. 1859. De Quincey, Style, Note 1.

Yankee, in the American use, does not
mean a citizen of the United States as
opposed to a foreigner, but a citizen of the
northern New England states.

1 861. Death of Lincoln Despotism
[Bartlett]. And hold them till Abe
Lincoln, and all his Northern scum, Shall

own our independence ofYankee Doodle-
dom.

i8[?]. Nation [Bartlett].
>
The

' Yanks,' or the equally grovelling ' nigger,'

one or the other, what we do not know,
has corrupted ' Pollard of Richmond.'

c. 1889. Lord Houghton, ' Knock
at the Door' [Notes and Queries, 7 S. xi.

106]. Examine him outside and in I'd

thank ye, Morals, Parisian ; manners,
perfect Yankee.

1890. Broughton, Alas, viii.

Hackneyed as only Yankeedom and
Cockneydom,rushing hand-in-hand through
all earth's sacrednesses can hackney.

3. (American). — A glass of

whiskey sweetened with molasses.

Adj. and adv. (colloquial).—

A

generic intensive : spanking,

excellent.

1713. [Gordon, Hist. Am. War
(1789), 1. 324.] You may wish to know
the origin of the term Yankee. ... It
was a cant favourite word with Farmer
Jonathan Hastings of Cambridge about
1713. . . . The inventor used it to express
excellency. A Yankee good horse, or
Yankee cider and the like were an ex-
cellent good horse and excellent cider.

Yanker, subs, (common).— 1. A
great falsehood : see Whopper.

wfi

1822. Hogg, Three Perils of Man,
J36. Ay, billy, that is a yanker. . . .

len ane is gaun to tell a lie, there's
naething like telling a plumper at aince.

2. See Yank, verb.

Yankie, subs. (Scotch).— 1. A
sharp, forward, clever woman.

2. See Yank, verb 2.

Yannam. See Pannam (of which
yannam is probably a misprint).

Yap, subs, (provincial).— 1. A yelp
;

2= a cur, a tyke (a.v.) ; whence
(3)=a countryman. Also as

verb= to bark, yelp; YAPSTER=
a. dog (Tufts, 1798).

1866. Eliot, Felix Holt, xlii. Moro
yapped in a puppy voice at their heels.

1889. Blackmore, Kit and Kitty,

xxiv. Presently he yapped as in hot chase
of a rabbit.

1901. Flynt and Walton, Powers
that Prey, 21 . This yap from the country.

Ibid., 60. These yaps come to town and
throw up their hands at sights that a
Bowery kid wouldn't drop a cigarette

snipe to see.

Verb (back slang).—To pay.

Whence yappy= over-generous,

soft (a.v.), foolish: i.e. paying

mad.

Yard, subs, (venery).

—

The penis

see Prick.
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1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
s.v. Priafismo. The standing of a man's
yard, which is when the yard is stretched

out in length and breadth. ... If it come
with a beating and panting of the yard the

phisicians call it then Satiriasi.

The Yard, subs. phr. (Lon-
don).— 1. Scotland Yard, the

headquarters of the London
police, now located at New
Scotland Yard.

1901. Pall Mall Gaz., n May, 2. 3.

He gave plausibility to his proceedings by
exhibiting a subscription list for a testi-

monial to a member of 'the yard,' who,
said he, was about to retire.

2. (Durham School).—In//. =
the list of members originally of

the First Game, but now of the

Second Game— at football or

cricket. [Formerly in the cricket

season only a patch of ground
thirty yards square was mowed.
Those who had the privilege of

playing on this were said to be
on the yards.]

Under one's yard,/^. (old).

—In one's power, subject to

authority.

1383. Chaucer, Canterbury Tales,

7893, ' Clerke's Tale.' Hoste, quod he, I

am UNDER YOUR YERDE.

To GET YARDS, verb. phr.
(Harrow).—To get a catch at

football and be allowed a free

kick, not running more than can
be covered in three running
strides. Hence to give yards
= to give such a catch ; to step
yards= to cover the distance in

'kicking off yards' in three

strides ; to knock down
yards= to prevent another from
'taking yards.' [Orig. 'three

yards.']

See Knight.

Yarder, subs. (Harrow).—Cricket
played in the school yard : in the
summer term.

Yard-of-clay, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A long clay pipe ; a
CHURCHWARDEN {q.V.).

1859. Fairholt, Tobacco (1876), 173.
Such long pipes were reverently termed
aldermen in the last age, and irreverently
yards of clay in the present one.

1866. London Miscellany, 19 May,
235. 2. Surely these men, who win and
lose fortunes with the stolidity of a
mynheer smoking his clay yard, must
be of entirely different stuff from the rest
of us.

Yard-of-pumpwater, subs. phr.
(common).—A tall thin man (or

woman) : cf. Rasher-of-wind.

Yark, verb (Durham School).—To
cane.

Yarmouth-capon (or -bee), subs,

phr. (common).—A herring: see

Glasgow magistrate (B. E.
and Grose).

1662. Fuller, Worthies, 'Norfolk,'
11. 126. A Yarmouth Capon. That is,

a Red-herring. I believe few Capons
(save what have more fins than feathers)
are bred in Yarmouth. But, to counten-
ance this expression, I understand that
the Italian Friers (when disposed to eat
the flesh on Fridays) call Caponpiscem e
corte, a fish out of the coop.

Yarmouth-coach, subs. phr.
(old).—'A sorry, low Cart to

ride on, drawn by one Horse'
(B. E.).

Yarmouth- mittens, subs. phr.
(nautical).—Bruised hands.

Yarn, subs, (colloquial).—A story,

a tale : spec, an incredible, long,
or marvellous narration spun out
by a sailor. Hence as verb (or

to spin yarns) = to romance,
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\ draw the long bow ' ; A sailor's
yarn= a traveller's story {q.v.) ;

YARN-CHOPPER (or SLINGER)=
(1) a long prosy talker ; and (2) a
fictional journalist.

1859. Reade, Love Me Little, iii.

It isn't everybody that likes these sea-

yarns as you do, Eve. No, I'll belay,
and let my betters get a word in now.

1879. Scribners Mag., viii. 465.
The first lieutenant is yarning with me
under the lea of the bulwarks.

1884. Clark Russell, Jack's Court-
ship, xxx. All the crew . . . yarning
and smoking and taking sailors' pleasure.

1885. D. Teleg., 29 Dec. [He] who
has yarned aforetime ' On the Fo'k'sle

Head,' and ' Round the Galley Fire.'

Yarum, subs. (Old Cant).—Milk.
Poplars of yarum = milk por-

ridge (Harman, B. E., and
Grose).

1567. Harman, Caveat, 86. She
has a cackling-chete, a grunting-chete,

ruff pecke, cassan, and popplar of yarum.

1608. Dekker, Lanthomc and
Candlelight [Farmer, Musa Pedestris

(1896), 3]. The Ruffin cly the nab of the

Harmanbeck, If we maund . . . poplars
of yarum, he cuts, bing to the Ruffmans.

1641. Brome, Jovial Crew, ii.

Here's Pannam and Lap, and good
Poplars of Yarrum.

Yawney (or Yawn ups), subs.

(provincial).—A stupid fellow
;

buffle (q.v.): cf. Sawney.
Also YAWNEY-BOX= a donkey

:

see Neddy.

Yaw-sighted, adj. phr. (nautical).

—Squinting.

Yaw-yaw, subs. phr. (nautical).

—

A Dutchman : any man who says
' Yaw-yaw ' for 'Yes* (Clark
Russell).

Yea-and-NAY, adj. phr. (collo-

quial).—Insipid, watery; e.g. a

poor yay-nay sort of a person=
a stupid, doltish block : one who
can say but Yea or Nay to a
question : see next entry.

c. 1780. Darblay, Diary, 11. 288. She
is a sort of yea and nay young gentle-

woman, to me very wearisome.

Yea-and-nay Man, subs. phr.
(old).—A Quaker (B. E.).

YEACK, verb (old).
—'An imitative

word to express the sound with
which coachmen encourage their

horses (?), unless it is another
form of yerk ' (Davies).

1606. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins,
iii. Candle light's coach ... is drawne
(with ease) by two rats : the coachman is

a chaundler, who so sweats with yeacking
them, that he drops tallowe, and that feedes
them as prouender.

Year's -mind (or Year - mind),
subs. phr. (old colloquial).—

A

memorial, a mass, an anniversary :

cf. Month's-mind.

Yellow, subs, (old colloquial).

—

1. Generic for jealousy, envy,

melancholy : also yellows and
yellowness : cf. Blue, Brown,
Red, White, etc. (B. E.). Also
in frequent proverbial phrase

:

e.g. TO WEAR YELLOW HOSE
(BREECHES or STOCKINGS) = to be
jealous ; TO ANGER THE YELLOW
HOSE, etc. =to provoke jealousy

;

TO WEAR YELLOW STOCKINGS

=

to be cuckolded : hence yellow-
hammer (or -gloak) = (1) a
cuckold, and (2) a jealous man or

husband. [Yellow stockings
(q.v.) were once, for a long period

prior to the civil wars, a fashion-

able article of dress : the fashion

is still preserved amongst Blues
(q.v.) at Christ's Hospital.]
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1596. Shakspeare, Merry Wives., 1.

3. in. I will incense Page to deal with
poison. I will possess him with yellow-
ness. Ibid. (1600), Much Ado, i. 1. Civil

as an orange, and something of that jealous

complexion. Ibid. (1602), Twelfth Night,
ii. 4. With a green and yellow melan-
choly. Ibid. (1604), Winter's Tale, ii. 3.

107. 'Mongst all colours, No yellow in't,

lest she suspect, as he does, Her children

not her husbands.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, i.

3. Jealous men are either knaves or cox-
combs ; be you neither

;
you wear yellow

hose without cause. Ibid. (1607), West-
ward Hoe, ii. 2. I'll make the yellow-
hammer, her husband, know . . . that
there's a difference between a cogging
bawd, and an honest motherly gentle-

woman.

1621. Burton, Anat. Melan., III. hi,

i. 2. At length he began to suspect, and
turne a little yellow, as well he might,
for it was his owne fault ; and if men be
jealous in such cases . . . the mends is in

their owne hands. . . . The undiscreet
carriage of some lascivious gallant . . .

may make a breach, and by his over-
familiarity, if he be inclined to yellow-
ness, colour him quite out.

1623. Massinger, Duke of Milan,
iv. 1. If I were The duke (I freely must
confess my weakness) I should wear
YELLOW BREECHES.

1633. Brome, Antipodes, L. (4to).

But for his yellows, Let me but lye with
you, and let him know it, His jealousy is

gone.

1640. Two Lancashire Lovers, 27.

Thy blood is yet uncorrupted, yellows
has not tainted it.

i6[?]. Roxburgh Ballads, ii. 61. If
thy wife will be so bad . . . Why . . .

weare stockings that are YELLOW?
Tush, greeve no more, A cuckold is a
good man's fellow.

1678. Butler, Hudibras, iii. 1.

In earnest to as jealous piques ; Which th'

ancients wisely signify'd By th' yellow
mantuas of the bride.

2. See Yellowstockings.

Baby's yellow subs. phr.

(nursery). — Excrement, SHIT
{q.v.) : spec, infantine fsecal

matter.

Yellow-Admiral. See Admiral,

Yellow-banded Robbers (The),
subs. phr. (military).—The Prince
Albert's Somersetshire Light
Infantry, late the 13th Foot.

Yellow- belly, subs, (provincial).

— I. A Lincolnshire fen-man.

2. (American).—A half-caste :

also YELLOW-BOY {q.V.) OX

YELLOW-GIRL.

3. (American). — A Dutch-
man.

Yellow- boy, subs. phr. (common).
—A gold coin : spec, a sovereign,

20s. : formerly a guinea : Fr.

jaunet : see Rhino (B. E. and
Grose). Also yellow-ham-
mer (tailors'), yellow-mould,
and yellow-stuff (generic)

;

yellow-fever= gold fever: cf.

Scarlet-fever.

1633. Shirley, Bird in a Cage, ii.

Is that he that has gold enough ? would I

had some of his yellow-hammers.

1661. JMiddleton, Mayor of Quin-
borough, ii. Simon the Tanner. Now,
by this light, a nest of yellow-hammers.
. . . I'll undertake, sir, you shall have
all the skins in our parish at this price.

1663. Dryden, Wild Gallant, i.

How now, yellow boys, by this good
light ! Sirrah, varlet, how came I by this

gold?

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 24.
No Liquor could overcome him, the last

Remedy then was, to bring out some
yellow Boys.

1713. Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull,
i. 6. John did not starve his cause ; there
wanted not yellow-boys to fee counsel.

1751. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle,
viii. I wish both their necks were broke,
though the two cost me forty good yellow
boys.

1830. Lytton, Paul Clifford.
Fighting Attie, my hero, I saw you to-day
A purse full of yellow boys seize.

1840. Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop,
xlii. 'The delight of picking up the
money—the bright, shining yellow boys
—and sweeping 'em into one's pocket

!

'
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1861. M'Combie, Australian
Sketches, 47. Evident symptoms of the
return of the yellow fever, and a
journey to the new goldfields seemed to be
the only cure.

1884. Clemens, Huckleberry Finn.
When they found the bag they spilt it

out on the floor, and it was a lovely sight,

all them yaller boys.

2. (American). —A mulatto, or

dark quadroon : also yellow
GIRL.

Yellow-cover, subs. phr. (Ameri-

can).—A notice of dismissal from
government employment : pron.

yaller kiver. [From being usually

enclosed in a yellow envelope.]

Yellow - covered, adj. phr.

(orig. American : now general).

— Cheap, sensational, trashy.

Also yellow-backs = a generic

term for cheap board - bound
railway novels.

Yellow- dog, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can). — A strong term of con-

tempt.

Yellow- fancy, subs. phr. (pugil-

ists').—A yellow silk handker-
chief spotted white : cf. Yellow-
man.

Yellow-fever, i. See Yellow-
boy.

2. (old nautical). — Drunken-
ness : see Screwed. [Part of
the punishment of drunkards at

Greenwich Hospital consisted in

wearing a yellow COAT.]

Yellow-hammer. See yellow
and yellow-boy.

Yellow Jack, subs. phr. (nauti-

cal).—Yellow fever. [A yellow
flag (or jack) being generally

displayed at naval hospitals, or

from vessels at quarantine, to de-

note the existence of contagious
disease.]

1848. Dickens, Dombey and Son, x.

His elder brother died of Yellow Jack
in the West Indies.

1857. Kingsley, Two Years Ago,
iv. Have seen three choleras, two army-
fevers, and yellow-jack without end.

Yellow- man, subs. phr. (pugil-

ists').—A yellow silk handker-
chief: cf. Yellow-fancy.

1832. Egan, Book 0/ Sports. Sport-
ing the yellow man. The wipe was of
bright yellow, made on purpose for him.

Yellow-mould.
boy.

See yellow-

Yellow- pine, subs. phr. (Ameri-
can). — A quadroon or light

mulatto.

Yellow- plaster, subs. phr. (pro-

vincial).—Alabaster: freq. pro-

nounced • yallow '-plaster.

Yellow-slipper, subs. phr. (com-
mon).—A very young calf.

Yellow-stuff.
boy.

See yellow -

Yellow - stocking, subs, phr,
(old).— 1. See Yellow.

2. (London).—A Blue (q.v.)

-coat boy : also Yellows.

Yennep, subs, (back slang).—

A

penny : id. : see Rhino.

1851-61. Mayhew, Lond. Lab. 'All

a fellow wants to know to sell potatoes,'

said a master street seller to me, ' is to tell

how many tanners make a bob, and how
many yenneps a tanner.'

1877. Diprose, Lond. Life. I've

been doing awful dab with my tol . . .

haven't made a yennep.

Yeoman of the Mouth, subs.

phr. (old).
—

' An officer belonging

to his Majestis's Pantry ' (B. E.).

Yes siree, bob! phr. (American).
—See Sirrah.
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Yid (or Yid dish er), subs, (com-
mon).—A Jew [Ger. Judischer],

Whence Yiddish =Jewish ; and
as subs, a dialect or jargon spoken
by Jews mainly composed of

corrupt Hebrew and German.

Yob, subs, (back slang). — Boy
{q.v.).

1897. Marshall, Pomes, 76. And
you bet that each gal, not to mention each
yob, Didn't care how much ooftish it cost
'em per nob.

Yokel, subs. (common). — A
countryman, bumpkin, lout : in

contempt. Hence as adj. (or

yokelish)= rustic.

1838. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxxi.
' This wasn't done by a yokel, eh, Duff?

'

' Certainly not,' replied Duff. ' And trans-
lating the word yokel for the benefit of
the ladies, I apprehend your meaning to
be that this attempt was not made by
a countryman?' said Mr. Losberne, with
a smile. 'That's it, master,' replied
Blathers.

i8[?]. Hood, Row at the Oxford
Arms. Lord knows their names, I'm
sure I don't, no more than any yokel.

1847-8. Thackeray, Vanity Fair,
Preface. Yokels looking up at the
tinselled dancers and poor old rouged
tumblers.

1869. Blackmore, Lorna Doone,
xl. Thou art not altogether the clumsy
yokel and the clod I took thee for.

Yokuff, subs, (back slang).—

A

large box, chest, 'coffer.'

Yolly, subs. (Winchester College).

—A post-chaise. [Yellow was a
favourite colour for these vehicles.]

YONKER. &«?Y0UNKER.

Yo6p, subs, (colloquial).—A word
expressive of a hiccuping or
sobbing sound : onomatopioea
[Thackeray].

York. As like as York is to
foul Sutton, phr. (old).—As
dissimilar as may be.

1544. Ascham, Toxophilus, 47. To
tumble ouer and ouer, to toppe ouer tayle,

. . . which exercises surelye muste nedes
be naturall bycause they be so childisshe,
and they may be also holesome for the
body ; but surely as for

-

pleasure to the
minde or honestie in the doinge of them,
they be as lyke shotinge as Yorke
is foule Sutton.

See Yorker.

Yorker, subs, (cricketers').—

A

ball finding pitch very close to

the bat. Hence York, verb= to

bowl YORKERS.

1885. D. Teleg., 1 July. [He] was
clean bowled in playing late at a yorker.

Yorkshire. It would appear that

formerly {see quot. 161 1) York-
shire was more proverbial for

dulness and clownishness than, as

in modern phrase, for ' the boot
to be on the other leg ' : e.g. to

come (or put) Yorkshire over
(or to Yorkshire one) = to

cheat, take a person in, to prove
too wide-awake for him. Also
Yorkshire-bite = a specially

'cute piece of overreaching, en-
trapping one into a profitless

bargain. The monkey who ate
the oyster and returned a shell to

each litigant affords a good
example. Confident as a
Yorkshire carrier = cocksure

;

Yorkshire compliment = a
gift useless to the giver and not
wanted by the receiver : also

North-country compliment
;

a Yorkshire estate = money
in prospect, a castle in the
air {q.v.): e.g. 'When I come
into my Yorkshire estates '=
When I have the means ; York-
shire-reckoning = a reckoning
where each one pays his share

;

Yorkshire-tyke = ' a Yorkshire
manner of Man' (B. E.) ; York-
SHiRE-HOG = a fat wether.
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16 1 1 . Davies , PaperPersecutors, 8 1

.

England is all turned Yorkshire, and
the age Extremely sottish, or too nicely

sage.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 39.

All this put together must needs make him
follow his nose with great boldness . . .

no wonder . . . he's more confident of

his Way than a Yorkshire Carrier.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer, 2.

At first approach he made a bow, Such as

your Yorkshire tikes make now. Ibid.,

478. A pastrycook That made good
pigeon pye of rook, Cut venison from
Yorkshire hogs And made rare mutton-
pies of dogs.

1796. Holman, Abroad and at
Home, i. 1. His Yorkshire simplicity

will qualify him admirably for the pro-

fession.

1839. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby,

xlii. *Wa'at I say, I stick by.' 'And
that's a fine thing to do, and manly too,'

said Nicholas, 'though it's not exactly

what we understand by "coming York-
shire over us" in London.'

Yorkshire-hunters (The), subs,

phr. (old military).—A regiment

formed by the gentlemen of

Yorkshire during the Civil War.

You. You're another, phr. (old).

—A tu quoque : i.e.ANOTHER liar,

fool, thief—any imaginable term

of abuse.

1534. Udal, Roister Doister, iii. 5.

Roister. If it were an other but thou, it

were a knaue. M. Mery. Ye are an
other your selfe, sir, the lorde us both
saue.

1 561. Preston, Cambyses[T>OT>si.EY,

Old Plays (Hazlitt), iv. 220]. Thou
call'st me knave, thou art another.

1749. Fielding, Tom Jones, ix. vi.

' I did not mean to abuse the cloth ; I

only said your conclusion was a non
sequitur.' ' You are another,' cries the

sergeant, ' an' you come to that ; no more
a sequitur than yourself.

'

1836. Dickens, Pickwick, xv.
' Sir,' said Mr. Tupman, 'you're a fellow.'

'Sir,' said Mr. Pickwick, 'you're
another.'

1882. Boston Lit. World, 3 June, 184.

3. The argument of it is simply, 'You're
another,' a retort in dignified manner to

. . . British critics.

1888. Sir W. Harcourt, Speech at
Eighty Club, 21 Feb. Little urchins in

the street have a conclusive argument.
They say ' you're another.'

d. 1891. Lowell, Democracy. I find

little to interest and less to edify me in

these international bandyings of you're
ANOTHER.

YOU Bet, intj. phr. (Ameri-
can).—You may depend on it

;

to be sure ! certainly ! the most
positive of affirmations : also
' you bet your boots,' ' life,'

'bottom dollar,' and so on.

[Originally a Californian phrase :

it has also been given as a name
in the form of Ubet to a town in

the Canadian Northwest. ]

1870. Bret Harte, Poems, etc., The
Tale of a Pony. Ah, here comes Rosey's
new turn-out ! Smart ! You bet your
life 't was that

!

c. 1840. Grandpa's Soliloquy [Bart-
lett]. To little Harry, yesterday,—My
grandchild, aged two,—I said, ' You love

Grandpa?' said he, 'You bet your
boots I do.'

i8[?]. Buffalo Courier, 'Mystified
Quaker.' His answer's gross irrelevance I

shall not soon forget, Instead of simply
yea or nay, he gruffly said, ' You bet.'

1872. S. Clemens (' Mark Twain '),

Roughing It, ii. ' The mosquitoes are

pretty bad about here, madam !
'

' You
bet !

'
' What did I understand you to

say, madam ?
' ' You bet !

'

c. 1882. Stavely Hill, From Home
to Home. We reached the settlement of

Ubet. The name had been selected from
the slang phrase so laconically expressive

of ' You may be sure I will.'

1888. Daily Inter-Ocean, 7 Mar.
Congressional Report. Mr. Boutelle.

That is the bravery to which you refer?

(Applause on the Republican side.) Mr.
O'Ferrall. Well, sir, it is the right kind of

bravery : you may bet your bottom
dollar on that.
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You-know-what, subs. phr.

(schoolgirls' conventional).—The
female pudendum, the pussy
{q.v.) : see Monosyllable.

c. 1650. Brathwayte, Barnaby's JI.

(1723), 93. But tho' . . . fat-a Her I

caught by you know what-a.

Young, adj. (political).—Found in

various Canting {subs. 2) com-
binations : Thus, Young Eng-
land = a set of young aristocrats,

who tried to revive the courtly

manners of the Chesterfield

school : they wore white waist-

coats, patronised the pet poor,

looked down upon shopkeepers,
and were imitators of the period

of Louis XIV. : Disraeli has im-
mortalised their ways and
manners. Young Germany =

a

literary school, headed by Hein-
rich Heine \Hi-ny\ whose aim was
to liberate politics, religion, and
manners from the old conventional

trammels. Young Ireland =
followers of Daniel O'Connell in

politics, but wholly opposed to

his abstention from war and
insurrection in vindication of
' their country's rights.' Young
Italy = certain Italian refugees,

who associated themselves with the

French republican party, called

the Carbonnerie Democratique

:

the society was first organised

at Marseilles by Mazzini, and
its chief object was to diffuse

republican principles (Brewer).

Young Buffs (The), subs. phr.
(military).—The first battalion

East Surrey Regiment, late the

31st Foot. [At Dettingen,

George II. , through the similarity

of the facings, mistook it for the

3rd Foot or (Old) Buffs.]

Young Eyes (The), subs. phr.
(military).—The Seventh (The
Queen's Own) Hussars.

Young Hopeful, subs. phr. (col-

loquial).—A half jocular, half

affectionate address. \Cf. Pat-
ten, Somerset's March (1548), in

which young Edward VI. is said

to be of great hope ; i.e. he
begets hope in others.]

Young Man, subs. phr. (once
literary: now conventionally

vulgar).—A sweetheart, lover.

1585. Puttenham, Art of Eng.
Poesy [Arber], 66. [We hear of a girl's

YOUNG MAN.]

Youngster (Younker, Younker-
kin, etc.), subs. (old).— 1. A lad,

a young person : always more or

less familiar, contemptuous, or
colloquial. Also (2) a novice, an
inexperienced youth, and (nauti-

cal) a raw hand ; in modern naval
usage = a junior officer. [Smyth-
Palmer (s.v. Youngster) :

No doubt a corrupt form of

younker, orig. (Germ ) a title of
honour. Trench : The first ex-
ample of youngster which
Richardson gives us is from the
Spectator [No. 324]. If it exists

at all in our earlier literature, it

will hardly be otherwise than as

the female correlative of the male
younker or ' yonker,' a word of
constant recurrence. Contrari-
wise, see quot. 1 593 ; it is probably
late Tudor, having birth at a time
when it had been forgotten that

the termination -ster was origin-

ally feminine only.] Hence to

make a younker of one = to gull,

cheat, deceive (for an innocent).

[1502-9. Letters ofRichardIII. and
Henry VII. (Gardner). We see the
Dutch title of honour, yonker.]

1530. Palsgrave, Lang. Francoyse,
s.v. Ung rustre [an uncouth rustic, but
note similarity to youngster], yonker.

c. 1530. Christes Kirk on the Green
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 467. Younker
. . . did not come in long before that year.]

2 B
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1562. Bulleyn, Booke of Simples,
xxviii. verso. If there be any yonkers
troubled with idelnesse and loytryng.

1584. Holinshed, Conquest of Ire-
land. Such young novices and yonkers
as are of late gone thither.

. ^Wi- Tom Tel- Troth's Message, 601

.

This trull makes youngsters spend their
patrimonie In sauced meates and sugred
delicates.

1594. Barnefield, Affectionate
Shepherd. Yet such sheep he kept, and
was so seemelie a shepheard, Seemelie a
boy, so seemelie a youth, so seemelie a
younker, That on Ide was not such a boy,
such a youth, such a younker.

1594. Greene, Friar Bacon, etc.,

175. Now lusty younkers, look within
the glass, And tell me if you can discern
your sires.

1595. Shakspeare, 3 Henry VI., ii.

1. How well resembles it the prime of
youth, Trimm'd like a yonker, prancing to
his love. Ibid. (1598), Merchant Venice,
ii. 6. How, like a younker, and a prodigal,
The skarfed bark puts from her native bay.
Ibid. (1598), 1 Henry IV., iii. 3. What,
will you make a younker of me ? Shall I

not take mine ease in mine inn, but I must
have my pocket picked for it ?

1596. Sfenser, Faery Queen, iv. i.

n. Amongst the rest there was a jolly

knight . . . But that same younker soone
was overthrowne.

1599. Hall, Satires, in. v. 18.

There must my yonker fetch his waxen
crown.

1607. Dekker, Northward Hoe, iv.

1. If I were a younker, it would be no
immodesty ... to be seen in my com-
pany ; but to have snow in the lap of June,
vile, vile !

1614. Chapman, Odyssey, xiv. Uly-
sses slept there, and close by The other
younkers.

c. 1625. Fletcher, Elder Brother, iii.

5. Would he were buried ! I fear he'll

make an ass of me, a younker.

1626. Smith, English Sea Terms,
s.v. Sayler [an old hand as opposed to]

younker, a fore-mast man.

1630-40. Howell, Letters, 1. vi. 4.

There was a Parliament then at Rheins-
burgh, where all the Younkers met.

1647-8. Herrick, Hesperides, ' Upon
Pagget.' This yonker fierce to fight.

1670. Cotton, Scoffer Scofft [ Works
(1725), 249]. He is a very honest Younker,
A bonny Lad, and a great Punker,

^.1684. Oldham, Satires, 223. The
credit of the business and the state Are
things that in a youngster's sense sound
great.

1706. Ward, Wooden World, 24.
A hundred or two of these little Younkers,
with which he could fight better than with
so many stout Tars in an Engagement.

1772. Bridges, Burlesque Homer,
137. As smooth as younkers slide on ice.

1809. Malkin, Gil Bias [Rout-
ledge], 31. By all that is sacred ... it

is plain you are no younker.
1822. Lamb, Essays, 'Chimney-

sweepers.' It was a pleasure to see the
sable younkers lick in the unctuous meat.

1870. Judd, Margaret, i. 6. The
juveniles and younkers in the town.

Young Thing, subs. phr. (collo-

quial).—An immature girl : in

mild contempt or pity : e.g. ' She's
but a YOUNG THING.*

1360. Syr Gawayn [E.E.T.S.], 49
[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 57. A lady
calls herself 'a young thing,' a phrase
not yet lost].

Your Nibs. See Nibs and Watch.

Yours Truly, phr. (common).—

A

jocular mode of reference to one-

self: cf. Nibs and Watch.
1866. Collins, Armadale, n. 168.

Yours truly, sir, has an eye for a fine

woman and a fine horse.

1899. Kettle, Furth. Adv., ix. You
may take it as straight from yours truly
that you'll go to your own funeral if trouble
starts.

You-uns, pr. (Southern U.S.).—
You : cf. Wee-uns.

1876. Hay, Mystery of Gilgal. But
I'll tell the yarn to youans.

1885. Craddock, Prophet Gt. Smoky
Mountains, i. Mirandy Jane . . . 'pears

like I hev hed the trouble o' raisin' a idjit

in you-uns.

Yoxter, subs, (old prison).—A con-

vict returned from transportation

before his time was up.

Yum-yum, adv. phr. (common).

—

First-rate, excellent,
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ANY, subs. (old).

— I. Orig. a

buffoon's foil : his

office consisted in

making awkward
and ludicrous at-

tempts to mimic
the professional

jester or clown. Hence (2) a

mimic ; and (3) an attendant.

As verb= to play the fool, to

mimic, to dance attendance (B. E.

and Grose) ; whence also such

derivatives as Zanyism. Cf.

Sawney.

1567. Edwards, Damon andPithias
[Dodsley, Old Plays (Hazlitt), iv. 74].

[Oliphant, New Eng., i. 566. A servant
speaks French to astonish a friend, and
calls him petit Zawne (zany or sawny).]

1598. Florio, Worlde of Wordes,
s.v. Zane . . . the name of John, in some
parts of Lombardy, but commonly used for

a silly John, a simple fellow, a servile

drudge, or foolish clowne, in any comedy
or enterlude play.

1599. Jonson, Every Man Out 0/
Humour, iv. 2. For, indeed, He's like

the zani to a tumbler, That tries tricks

after him to make men laugh. Ibid. (1600),

Cynthia's Revels, ii. 3. The other gallant

is his zany, and doth most of these tricks

after him, and sweats to imitate him in

everything.

1602. Shakspeare, Twelfth Night,
i. 5. I take these wise men, that crow so
at these set kind of fools, no better than
the fools' ZANIES.

1602. Middleton, Blurt, Master
Constable, iii. 1. Imperia, the courtesan's
zany hath brought you this letter from the
poor gentleman in the deep dungeon, but
would not stay till he had an answer.

1602. Marston, Antonio and
Mellida, 11. iv. 1. Laughs them to
scorne, as man doth busie apes When they
will zanie men,

c. 1605. Drayton, Eleg., 1256. As th'

English apes, and very zanies be, Of
everything that they do hear and see.

c. 1618. Fletcher, Queen of Corinth,
i. 2. All excellence In other madams do
but zany hers.

1632. Heywood, Four Prentises
[Works (1874), n. 203]. He teach thee:
thou shalt like my Zany be, And feigne to

do my cunning after me.

d. 1658. Lovelace, Works, 11. 78. As
I have seen an arrogant baboon, With a
small piece of glass, zany the sun.

1668. Dryden, Evening'sLove, Pref.
Approbation which those very people give,
equally with me, to the zany of a
mountebank.

1726. Pope, Dunciad, iii. 206.
Preacher at once, and zany of thy age.

1849. Coleridge, Course 0/
Lectures, ix. The caricature of his filth

and zanyism proves how fully he both
knew and felt the danger.

1856. Motley, Dutch Republic, 1.

402. [Granville] had been wont in the
days of his greatest insolence, to speak of
the most eminent nobles as Zanies,
lunatics and buffoons.

1869. Edin. Rev., July. The zany
in Shakspeare's day was not so much a
buffoon and mimic as the obsequious
follower of a buffoon, and the attenuated
mime of a mimic.

Zebra, subs. (American). — A
prison dress : because striped.

1900. Flynt,
_
Tramps, 144. Not

long after this experience he got into limbo
and had to wear the famous zebra.

Zedland, subs, (common).—The
western counties of England

:

where, dialectically, S is pro-

nounced as Z. Also Izzard-
land, and (literary) the Un-
necessarians=Western folk.
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1605. Shakspeare, Lear, ii. 2. 68.

Thou whoreson zed, thou unnecessary
LETTER.

ZEM MIES-HAW, intj. (provincial).

—An exclamation of surprise.

Ziff, subs, (thieves').—A young
thief: see Thief.

Zoo, subs. (colloquial). — The
Zoological Gardens, London : cf.

Pops, Hops, etc.

1902. Pall Mall Gaz., 26 July
?
2. 1.

Then there are parks and gardens, picture

galleries and museums, and a zoo free on
Sundays.

ZOTY, subs, (provincial).

see Buffle.
-A fool

:

Zu-zu, subs. phr. (American).—In
pi. = The Zouave contingent in

the Union Army during the Civil

War, 1860-5.

c. 1861-5. Comic Song [Bartlett].
My love is a Zu-zu so gallant and bold

;

He's rough, and he's handsome, scarce
nineteen year old. Ibid., The Zoo-Zoo's
Toast.' Once again !—the hours are
fleeting ; Drinking is the soldier's trick

:

Hark ! the drum the roll-call's beating,

—

Scatter, Zoo-zoos, ' double quick !
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